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EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION BY JAPANESE
OWNED COMPANIES IN THE UNITED STATES 

TUESDAY, JULY 23, 1991 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING SUBCOMMITTEE 

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 
Washington, DC. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m. in room 
2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Tom Lantos (chairman 
of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Tom Lantos, Matthew G. Martinez, 
Rosa L. DeLauro, Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, and Christopher Shays. 

Also present: Representative David L. Hobson. 
Staff present: Stuart E. Weisberg, staff director and counsel; Lisa 

Phillips and Joy Simonson, professional staff members; June Liv
ingston, clerk; and Christina J. Tellalian, minority professional 
staff, Committee on Government Operations. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN LANTOS 
Mr. LANTOS. The Employment and Housing Subcommittee will 

please come to order. 
Japanese-Americans have made significant contributions to the 

life of our Nation in countless fields. Some of the most distin
guished Members of the U.S. Congress are Japanese-Americans. 
There is not a single arena of human endeavor where our Japa
nese-American fellow citizens have not distinguished themselves in 
exemplary ways. I have the highest respect and admiration for the 
Japanese-American community and its invaluable work for the bet
terment of all Americans. 

At the same time, however, employment discrimination by Japa
nese-owned companies against American citizens in the United 
States is a problem, and it is the subject of today's hearing. 

In recent years, there has been a phenomenal surge in Japanese 
investment in the United States, as the Japanese have bought 
American companies, taken over factories, hotels, movie studios, 
and purchased real estate from the sidewalks of New York to the 
streets of San Francisco. 

The Japanese have modernized some old plants, built new facto
ries, and created many new jobs for American workers. As a 
Nation, we welcome Japanese investment, but we cannot and will 
not allow Japanese companies in the process to flout our values 
and principles or violate our labor, civil rights, and nondiscrimina
tion laws. 

(1) 
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There appears to be an increasing number of workers charging 
employment discrimination by Japanese companies in the United 
States on the basis of race, gender, or national origin. However, we 
do not have statistics that measure the extent of the problem. 

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission [EEOC], and 
the Labor Department's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Pro
grams, do not keep complete and accurate statistics on the number 
of discriminat{on charges filed against foreign-owned companies op
erating in the United States, be they Japanese, British, German, or 
of any other origin. 

As we will hear discussed in testimony today, the EEOC, the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission does not verify the 
statistics submitted by companies on EEO-1 and these statistics are 
often meaningless. For those unfamiliar with this terminology, 
EEO-1 does not refer to Clarence Thomas' license plate when he 
was Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. 

Rather, it is a form that companies are required to submit to 
EEOC annually, profiling their work force, including the number of 
minorities and women. Further, the statistics submitted by Japa
nese companies on their EEO-1 are often skewed and misleading 
as a result of the rotating staff of employees who come to the 
United States from the Japanese parent company. 

At today's hearing, w~ will hear from several individuals who 
have either witnessed or are victims of employment discrimination 
by Japanese companies. This subcommittee, of course, is not an ad
judicatory body, and it is not the intent of the Chair to decide or 
judge any of these cases. 

One of our witnesses today, Mr. Paul Schmidtberger, a recent 
graduate of Stanford Law School, will discuss his experience work
ing for Recruit, a Japanese-owned employment agency in Califor
nia which specialized in placing workers for Japanese companies. 
He will discuss how the employment agency used code words to 
identify potential workers by race, by sex, and by age, and how, on 
a daily basis, job applicants were discriminated against and not re
ferred by Recruit solely on the basis of their race or sex or age. 

In his testimony today, Equal Employment Opportunity Commis
sion Chairman Mr. Kemp announces that EEOC and Recruit have 
settled this discrimination case. Under the terms of the agreement, 
Recruit is to establish a $100,000 fund to be distributed among the 
victims of its discrimination. Recruit is also required under the 
agreement to hold two equal employment opportunity training 
seminars in Japan to educate Japanese managers who are coming 
to the United States on our fair employment laws. 

I have serious concerns about the terms of the settlement agree
ment. First, with hundreds of job applicants discriminated against 
and not referred by Recruit solely because they were not of a spe
cific race or sex or age, the $100,000 settlement may work out to 
only a few dollars per discriminatee. 

Second, is this the company we want to be giving training semi
nars about United States antidiscrimination laws to Japanese man
agers who are coming to the United States? That is like having 
Leona Helmsley instruct people on how to prepare a tax return. I 
intend to question EEOC Chairman Kemp about this settlement 
agreement. 
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The fact that a particular company is appearing before the sub
committee should not be interpreted as meaning that the company 
has done anything wrong or that it practices employment discrimi
nation. 

I welcome the officials from Nikko Securities Co. and Honda of 
America, and look forward to a constructive dialog about their em
ployment policies and practices. 

Finally, the next in this series of hearings by the subcommittee 
will take place on Thursday morning, August 8 in San Francisco 
City Hall where our focus will be on employment discrimination by 
banks and other Japanese-owned companies in California. 

It gives me pleasure to call on the ranking Republican of the sub
committee, my friend, Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you very much, Chairman Lantos for 
this opportunity. 

As we all know, Mr. Chairman, charges of discrimination in the 
workplace are serious allegations that should be seriously and care
fully considered. Discrimination has many different faces and can 
affect all aspects of the working environment. 

At one time, race and gender discrimination were common prac
tices which were widely accepted in private industry, but after pas
sage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, employment discrimination was a 
little harder to identify. It took on a new face and became more of 
a clandestine operation. 

I wonder how many people in this room have experienced some 
covert form of discrimination, how many times has someone been 
turned down for a job not because of their qualifications, but be
cause their last name was hard to pronounce or the color of their 
skin was different. Unfortunately, these are all aspects of our socie
ty that stili exist. 

Discrimination of any kind will not be tolerated. We have en
trusted the Equal Opportunity Employment Commission with the 
difficult task of investigating charges and enforcing our Federal 
laws. 

According to the EEOC, it can receive between 55,000 and 75,000 
complaints of discrimination each year. These can include charges 
of sexual harassment or charges -of discrimination based on ethnic 
and religious backgrounds or accents. 

Today, we will look into these allegations of concealed discrimi
nation. I am confident that. these issues can be addressed through 
open dialog and communication. 

I would like to express a special thanks to the Chairman of the 
EEOC for all of his work in promoting the rights of all individuals. 
It is a tough job, and he has displayed outstanding ability, especial
ly for disabled Americans. 

I would like to also thank my friend and colleague, Chairman 
Tom Lantos, for initiating this hearing. I know he shares all of our 
concerns for obtaining fair and equitable conclusions from this 
hearing. 

I would also like to thank our witnesses for appearing before the 
subcommittee today, and I also look forward to hearing their testi
mony and ideas for finding solutions to the discriminatory prac
tices in the workplace. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Congresswoman Ros-Leh-
tinen. 

We will now hear from Congressman Marty Martinez. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I'm not really sure I want to make a statement for fear of saying 

something that would offend someone, but you know, it is really 
funny, here we are having a hearing on discrimination by Japa
nese-owned companies, and it reminds me of things that have hap
pened in the past. For instance, when the Prime Minister made the 
disparaging remarks about the minorities of this country. They 
don't even understand discrimination, I don't think, because they 
have treated their women for millions of years in a very discrimi
natory way, and they want to bring those archaic ideas to our 
shores. 

They are our guests in the United States when they own our 
companies here, even though they own those companies. They are 
not the embassy. They are not exempt from our laws. But their ar
rogance makes them exempt. That arrogance I've seen many, many 
times. I've seen their arrogance to our people who buy shares in 
their companies. 

In one particular board meeting I know of they addressed a 
woman in a very derogatory manner. They insinuated that she had 
made her money to buy the shares in that Japanese company in 
less than an honorable way. When they say to those people who 
want to participate in their companies, "go home, Yankee,' I think 
that there is an arrogance that is subtle, but it's there. 

It's fine if they want to practice that in Japan and treat the 
women in the archaic way that they do, but not here in this coun
try. I think I must commend you for holding this hearing to bring 
these things to light. I think we ought to move to try to curtail 
those kinds of activities by any of those Japanese-owned companies 
in this country. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Congressman Martinez. 
Next, I'd like to call on my friend and colleague, Congresswoman 

Rosa DeLauro of Connecticut. 
Ms. DELAURO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, over the past 50 years, our country's policy 

toward discrimination in the workplace has turned from one of am
bivalence to one that aggressively challenges businesses that dis
criminate. We have passed legislation which protects the worker by 
making it illegal to deny employment on the basis of race or sex or 
religion. We have fought for a system that encourages equitable 
pay among the sexes. We have strived to insure that it is the qual
ity of work that determines advancement and compensation. 

In general, we have made great strides toward attaining this 
goal, though admittedly there is still room for improvement. While 
I'm prepared to continue this battle against those who employ 
unfair labor practices, I am concerned about reports of a new type 
of discrimination-discrimination by foreign-owned companies 
against American workers. 

We encourage foreign investment in our Nation, and the influx 
of capital from overseas invigorates our economy, provides jobs for 
our citizens, but if the price for this investment is the denial of fair 
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treatment for American workers, then the price, Mr. Chairman, is 
too high. 

Discrimination by any firm, foreign or domestic, is unacceptable, 
and, sadly, it appears that women and minorities are disproportion
ately the victims of this discrimination. 

Mr. Chairman, I approach this hearing with an open mind, but I 
am deeply concerned by these reports and determined to vigorously 
investigate any allegations of workplace discrimination. We have 
established procedures to address causes of individual discrimina
tion, but when a pattern emerges indicating widespread institution
al prejudice, Congress, I believe, has a special obligation to pursue 
these charges. 

Let me thank you, Mr. Chairman, for bringing this matter to the 
attention of the subcommittee. I'm anxious to hear the testimony 
of our witnesses who I hope will be able to shed some light on this 
problem. 

Thank you. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much. 
As has been the practice of the subcommittee during the tenure 

of my chairmanship, I've always welcomed colleagues who are not 
members of the subcommittee but for special reasons have an in
terest in the subject matter. 

It gives me great pleasure to welcome my friend and colleague 
from Ohio, Congressman David Hobson. If there is any opening 
statement you would like to make, you're most welcome to do so. 

Mr. HOBSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I sincerely appreciate 
your allowing me to make this statement and to be in attendance. 

As a member of the full committee, but not of this subcommittee, 
as you mentioned, this is particularly important to me and I appre
ciate the opportunit~_to attend. 

I agree with you. We must be more aggressive in eliminating dis
crimination by Japanese firms in the United States and certainly 
discrimination everywhere. 

At the same time, I think we also should recognize those compa
nies that have proven their ability to provide equal opportunity in 
the workplace. Honda of America, located in Marysville, OH in my 
congressional district, I believe, is one of those companies. 

I'm here to talk about many of the efforts that Honda has made 
in improving its hiring practices over the past several years. I'm 
proud that Ms. Susan Insley, the senior vice president of Honda of 
America, and one of those people directly responsible for setting up 
a system that promotes fair and equal opportunity, is here to repre
sent Honda. 

Susan is a former employee of this institution, having worked for 
Congressman Bud Brown some years ago and then going on to law 
school, and today has a very responsible position with Honda. 

I've had a good and long relationship with Honda. As a former 
State senator of Ohio, I worked with the company to begin pro
grams to give more opportunities to minorities. As a matter of fact, 
when I first toured the plant, Mr. Chairman, I noticed that Honda 
did not have many blacks, enough women, or people over 40 work
ing in the company. I mentioned it to Susan, who was giving me 
the tour at that time, that I thought they needed to do better, and 
she agreed. 
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I said I looked at this as an opportunity for my district and the 
town I lived in, which was now coming within their hiring arena. 
So I went back home and went to a number of ministers that I 
knew and said, "Get me some resumes and I will get you an inter
view at Honda. I can't promise you a job, but I'll get you an inter
view," and we began to do that. 

We became pretty involved in that and later, I turned it over to 
OIC, which is a program which was started by Leon Sullivan which 
I was on the board of in my town, and it has proven a good work
ing relationship, I believe, between Honda and has certainly in
creased the percentage of minorities hired from my community of 
Springfield to Honda which is probably about 30 miles away. 

Honda, I think, responded; EEOC played an important role in 
that-one which I didn't know about at the time I made that com
mitment-and they have improved their employment ratios. I 
think they will attest to that today. 

Honda's production work force with 10,000 employees is 32 per
cent female, 10 percent black, and 18 percent over the age of 40. 
Since I am over 40, I tend to look at that one better. Furthermore, 
Honda has an excellent program in place to promote qualified 
blacks and women to increase the number of American engineers 
working at Honda. 

It's no surprise to people in our local area that Honda was 
named Employer of the Year in 1990 by the Private Industry Coun
cil in Columbus, OH which also is an area where they have attract
ed a number of minority persons to the company. 

I believe that Honda has been a good and fair employer in my 
district, and I think they're working to even do better. I'm glad 
that Susan Insley, who played a key leadership role in doing this, 
is here to testify and will testify today. . 

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the time this morning to be here to 
express my strong support for Honda's commitment. If they don't 
live up to it in the future, you let me know, and I'll get after them 
again, just as I did about 5 years ago, I think it was, when I toured 
the plant and said, this is wrong and it's got to be changed, and I 
think they'd respond to that. 

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for having them here today. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Congressman Hobson. 
The first panel will please come forward: Mr. Paul Schmidt

berger, former Recruit employee; Ms. Susan Minushkin, former 
Nikko Securities employee; Ms. Judy Teller, former DCA Advertis
ing employee; Mr. Russell Goyette, former DCA Advertising em
ployee; and Ms. Nancy Cosgrove, former Ricoh Corp. employee. 
Will you please stand and raise your right hand? 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. LANTOS. We want to thank all five of you for appearing. It 

takes some courage and a commitment to a principle which is a 
very important principle, a principle of equal opportunity and non
discrimination, and I am sure all of my colleagues join me in ex
pressing our appreciation to you. 

We will begin with you, Mr. Schmidtberger. Your entire pre
pared statement will be entered in the record. You may proceed 
any way you choose. 
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STATEMENT OF PAUL SCHMIDTBERGER, FORMER EMPLOYEE, 
RECRUIT U.S.A. 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, 
good morning, and thank you for giving me the opportunity to 
speak to you. 

My name is Paul Schmidtberger and I have been asked to de
scribe some of the experiences I had while working for Recruit 
U.S.A., a Japanese employment agency located in Los Angeles, CA. 

I worked for Recruit U.S.A. from November 1987 to August 1988. 
Recruit U.S.A.'s primary function was to locate Japanese-English 
bilingual job applicants for positions in Japan. Those positions 
were with both Japanese companies and American companies in 
Japan. 

A second corporation, called Transworld Recruit, shared office 
space with Recruit U.S.A. and placed applicants in positions solely 
within the United States. At Recruit, I communicated with my su
pervisors and coworkers almost exclusively in Japanese. 

During my employment, I became aware of a number of discrimi
natory employment practices that both Recruit U.S.A. and Trans
world Recruit were engaged in. I would like to describe two of 
those practices to you. 

The first discriminatory practice concerns a coding system that 
Transworld Recruit used to identify job applicants by race, sex, and 
age. When prospective employers requested applicants or tempo
rary employees of a specific race, sex, or age, Transworld Recruit 
used a code system to communicate those requests within the office 
and on written personnel request forms. 

This code system used common names to denote race and sex. If 
an employer only wanted to hire men, the request would be coded 
"See Adam;" "Talk to Adam;"or "Meet with Adam." If women 
were to be hired, the code would read "Talk to Eve." 

When the employer requested Japanese men, the code would 
read <'Talk to Haruo," which to a Japanese speaker, is obviously a 
man's name. Where Japanese women were preferred, "Talk to 
Mariko" was used, which again, to someone who spoke Japanese, 
would obviously mean a Japanese woman. 

The code was also used to identify who should be excluded. For 
example, "Maria" was the code word for Hispanic women and 
"Maryanne" was used to refer to black women. Thus, when an em
ployer indicated that they did not want to interview black or His
panic women, their request would be coded "Don't talk to Mar
yanne or Maria." 

Finally, the code also used suite numbers to communicate an em
ployer's age preferences. For example, a request coded "Talk to 
Mariko, Suite 2035" indicated that the employer had requested a 
Japanese woman, age 20 to 35. 

Thus, while the outside observer might think that such notations 
were utterly insignificant, the employees of Transworld Recruit 
and Recruit U.S.A. were all aware that those words were being 
used on a daily basis to screen job applicants on the basis of their 
race, sex, and age. 

The second discriminatory practice concerned applicant screen
ing within Recruit U.S.A., my own division. On several occasions, I 
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was myself ordered by my supervisor to screen applicants for cer
tain positions on the basis of their race and sex. 

As I mentioned earlier, Recruit U.S.A. located bilingual candi
dates for positions available in Japan. To do this, we published a 
guarterly called the "Shushoku Joho," which translates to the 
'Journal of Employment Opportunity." We distributed the Shu
shoku Joho to bilingual students in the United States. 

Generally speaking, prospective employers would purchase one 
to four pages of advertising space. Their advertisement would typi
cally describe the company, available entry level positions, and any 
job requirements. Students interested in a particular company 
would fill out a preaddressed reply card or resume form and return 
it either to the company directly or, in some cases, to Recruit 
U.S.A. 

For an additional fee, however, Recruit U.S.A. offered a followup 
service. In that case, the reply cards or resume forms would be re
turned to Recruit U.S.A. where we screened them according to the 
employer's instructions. The remaining pool of resumes would then 
he forwarded to the employer for further narrowing. Next, we 
would contact the remaining applicants and assemble them in the 
United States. The prospective employer could then fly over from 
Japan and conduct the interviews all at once. 

In the spring of 1988, Recruit U.S.A. performed a followup for 
IBM Japan. Accordingly, IBM Japan placed an advertisement in 
the Shushoku Joho, and resume forms were returned directly to 
Recruit U.S.A. for an initial screening. 

Our instructions for the screening were communicated to us by 
our supervisors, Mr. Katsumi Ureshino and Mr. Masashi Kami
mura. We were explicitly instructed to invite only Asians to inter
view. 

To prevent any misunderstanding, a memorandum entitled "IBM 
Project Confirmation," that was written in Japanese, was taped to 
the wall directly opposite my desk by my supervisor, Mr. Ureshino. 
That memorandum specified that IBM sought to hire approximate
ly 25 people in the interview sessions. 

Point 1 of that memo stated that applicants would only be con
sidered if they were under 35 years old. Point 2 stated that men 
and women would be considered equally. Among other job qualifi
cations, point 3 explicitly stated that "foreigners were no good." It 
was parenthetically explained that this was IBM Japan's current 
policy. 

The specifics of this policy were outlined in the next sentence 
which read-still in Japanese-"White people, black people, no. 
But second generation Japanese or others of Asian descent, OK." 
This memorandum remained taped to the wall until July 13, 1988, 
when I removed it. 

The instructions on that memo were followed and non-Asian ap
plicants were screened out. They were sent letters explaining that 
the response to the advertisement had been overwhelming and that 
many qualified applicants could not be interviewed. This was not 
true. They were rejected because of their race and their race alone. 

It should be borne in mind that the advertisements in Shushoku 
Joho were written in Japanese and that all applicants returning 
the resume forms, both Japanese and non-Japanese alike, complet-
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ed those forms in Japanese. In other words, all of the applicants 
possessed the appropriate language skills, but those who were Cau
casian, Hispanic, or black were never allowed the opportunity to 
even apply for the positions. 

This practice was by no means confined to the IBM Japan cam
paign. On other occasions, we were given explicit instructions to 
screen applicants based on race, sex, and age. In a followup cam
paign for Meiko Securities, for example, I was instructed to assem
ble a candidate pool with a male to female ratio of 8 to 2. 

When too few applicants expressed interest in Meiko, I was di
rected to select Japanese males from our data base and invite them 
directly to apply for positions. This occurred despite the fact that a 
number of qualified, non-Japanese applicants were rejected on ac
count of their race. Over my strenuous objections, I was personally 
ordered to reject them by my supervisors. 

On at least two occasions, I was ordered by the head of Trans
world Recruit, Ms. Hideyo Harada, to generate lists of potential job 
candidates from Recruit U.S.A.'s data base. Ms. Harada ordered me 
to confine these lists to Japanese males only. 

Before I left Recruit, the format of our data base was modified, 
in fact, to include fields for each individual's race or national 
origin and sex. Thus, lists of potential candidates by race could 
then be generated automatically. 

In conclusion, throughout the period that I was employed by Re
cruit U.S.A., that company, and its sister corporation, Transworld 
Recruit, knowingly engaged in blatantly discriminatory employ
ment practices. Transworld Recruit coded personnel request forms 
to cater to the discriminatory wishes of their clients. 

Likewise, at the request of Japanese and American companies in 
Japan, Recruit U.S.A. screened resumes and denied otherwise 
qualified applicants the opportunity to interview for positions 
solely on the basis of their race, sex, and age. 

Thank you for permitting me to discuss these important issues 
with you today. I look forward to any questions that you might 
have. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Schmidtberger follows:] 
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July 23, 1991 

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, good morning, 

and thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak to you. My 

name is Paul Schmidtberger, and I have been asked to describe 

some of the experiences I had while working for Recruit U.S.A., a 

Japanese employment agency located in Los Angeles, California. 

I worked for Recruit U.S.A. from November 1987 to 

August 1988. Recruit U.S.A.'s primary function is to locate 

bilingual job applicants for positions in Japan. Those positions 

are with both Japanese companies and American companies in Japan. 

A second corporation, called Transworld Recruit, shared office 

space with Recruit U.S.A., and places applicants in positions 

solely within the United States. At Recruit, I communicated with 

my supervisors and coworkers almost exclusively in Japanese. 

During my employment, I became aware of a number of 

discriminatory employment practices that both Recruit U.S.A. and 
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Transworld Recruit were engaged in. I would like to describe two 

of those practices to you. 

The first discriminatory practice concerns a coding 

system that Transworld Recruit used to identify job applicants by 

race, sex and age. When prospective employers requested 

applicants or temporary employees of a specific race, sex or age, 

Transworld Recruit used a code system to communicate those 

requests within the office and on written personnel request 

forms. 

This code system used common names to denote race and 

sex. If an employer only wanted to hire men, the request would 

be coded "See Adam;" "Talk to Adam;" or" Meet with Adam." If 

women were to be hired, the code would read "Talk to Eve." 

When the employer requested Japanese men, the code 

would read "Talk to Haruo," which, to a Japanese speaker, is 

obviously a man's name. Where Japanese women were preferred, 

"Talk to Mariko" was used, which again, to someone who spoke 

Japanese, would obviously mean a Japanese women. 

The code was also used to identify who should be 

excluded. For example, "Maria" was the code word for Hispanic 

women, and "Maryanne" was used to refer to Black women. Thus, 

when an employer indicated that they did not want to interview 
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Black or Hispanic women, their request would be coded "Don't talk 

to Maryanne or Maria." 

Finally, the code used suite numbers to communicate an 

employer's age preferences. For example, a request coded "Talk 

to Mariko, suite 20-35 indicated that the employer had requested 

a Japanese woman, age 20 to 35. 

Thus, while the outside observer might think that such 

notations were utterly insignificant, the employees of Transworld 

Recruit and Recruit U.S.A. were all aware that they were being 

used on a daily basis to screen job applicants on the basis of 

their race, sex and age. 

The second discriminatory practice concerned applicant 

screening within Recruit U.S.A., my own division. On several 

occasions, I was myself ordered by my supervisor to screen 

applicants for certain positions on the basis of their race and 

sex. 

As I mentioned earlier, Recruit U.S.A. located 

bilingual candidates for positions available in Japan. To do 

this, we published a quarterly called the Shushoku Joho, which 

translates to "The Journal of Employment Opportunity." We 

distributed the Shushoku Joho to bilingual students in the United 

states. Generally speaking, prospective employers would purchase 

one to four pages of advertising space. Their advertisement 
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would typically describe the company; the available entry level 

positions; and any job requirements. Students interested in a 

particular company would fill out a pre-addressed reply card or 

resume form, and return it either to the company directly, or in 

some cases, to Recruit U.S.A. 

For an additional fee, however, Recruit U.S.A. offered 

a "follow-up" service. In that case, the reply cards or resume 

forms would be returned to Recruit U.S.A., where we screened them 

according to the employer's instructions. The remaining pool of 

resumes would then be forwarded to the employer for further 

narrowing. Next, we would contact the remaining applicants, and 

assemble them in the United states. The prospective employer 

could then fly over from Japan and conduct the interviews all at 

once. 

In the spring of 1988, Recruit U.S.A. performed a 

follow-up for IBM Japan. Accordingly, IBM Japan placed an 

advertisement in the Shushoku Johe, and resume forms were 

returned directly to Recruit U.S.A. for an initial screening. 

our instructions for this screening were communicated 

to us by our supervisors, Mr. Katsumi ureshino and Mr. Masashi 

Kamimura. We were explicitly instructed to invite only Asians to 

interview. 
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To prevent any misunderstanding, a memorandum entitled 

"IBM Project confirmation," that was written in Japanese was 

taped to the wall directly opposite my desk by my supervisor Mr. 

ureshino. That memorandum specified that IBM sought to hire 

approximately 25 people in the interview sessions. Point one of 

the memo stated that applicants would only be considered if they 

were under 35 years old. 

5 

Point two stated that men and women would be considered 

equally. Among other job qualifications, point three explicitly 

stated that "foreigners were no good." It was parenthetically 

explained that this was IBM Japan's current policy. The 

specifics of this policy were outlined in the next sentence, 

which read, still in Japanese: "White people, Black people, no. 

But second generation Japanese or others of Asian descent, OK." 

This memorandum remained taped to the wall until July, 13, 1988 

when I removed it. 

We followed the instructions on that memo and screened 

out non-Asian applicants. They were sent letters explaining that 

the response to the advertisement had been overwhelming, and that 

many qualified applicants would not be interviewed. This was not 

true. They were rejected because of their race, and their race 

alone. It should be borne in mind that the advertisements in the 

Shushoku Joho were written in Japanese, and that all applicants 

returning the resume forms, both Japanese and non-Japanese alike, 

completed those forms in Japanese. In other words, all of the 
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applicants possessed the appropriate language skills, but those 

who were Caucasian, Hispanic or Black were never allowed the 

opportunity to even apply for the positions. 

6 

This practice was by no means confined to the IBM Japan 

campaign. On other occasions we were given explicit instructions 

to screen applicants based on race, sex and age. In a follow-up 

campaign for Meiko Securities, for example, I was instructed to 

assemble a candidate pool with a male to female ratio of 8 to 2. 

When too few applicants expressed interest in Meiko, I was 

directed to select Japanese males from our database and invite 

them directly to apply for positions. This occurred despite the 

fact that a number of qualified, non-Japanese applicants were 

rejected on account of their race. over my strenuous objections, 

I was personally ordered to reject them by my supervisors. 

On at least two occasions I was ordered by the head of 

Transworld Recruit, Ms. Hideyo Harada to generate lists of 

potential job candidates from Recruit U.S.A.'s database. Ms. 

Harada ordered me to confine these lists to Japanese males only. 

Before I left Recruit, the format of our database was modified, 

in fact, to include fields for each individual's race or national 

origin and sex. Thus, lists of potential candidates by race 

could then be generated automatically. 

In conclusion, throughout the period that I was 

-ployed by Recruit U.S.A., that company, and its sibling 
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corporation, Transworld Recruit, knowingly engaged in blatantly 

discriminatory employment practices. Transworld Recruit coded 

personnel request forms to cater to the discriminatory wishes of 

their clients. Likewise, at the request of Japanese and American 

companies in Japan, Recruit U.S.A. screened resumes, and denied 

otherwise qualified applicants the opportunity to interview for 

positions solely on the basis of their race, sex and age. 

Thank you for permitting me to discuss these important 

issues with you today. I look forward to any questions that you 

might have. 
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Mr. LANT0S. Thank you very much, Mr. Schmidtberger. We will 
have a lot of questions to ask of you. 

For the record, the Chair would like to state that Recruit is ex
pected to testify at our next hearing on this subject, in all fairness. 

Our next witness is Ms. Susan Minushkin, a former Nikko Secu
rities employee. We are pleased to have you. Your prepared state
ment will be entered in the record in its entirety. You may proceed 
any way you choose. 

STATEMENT OF SUSAN MINUSHKIN, FORMER EMPLOYEE, NIKKO 
SECURITIES 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. I was employed at Nikko Securities from Janu
ary 1985 until April 1987. While I was at Nikko Securities, al
though there were some individuals within the company, both high 
and low level, Japanese employees who recognized there were prob
lems, I felt that throughout the company there was an institution 
of discrimination against women and non-Japanese, and the compa
ny was not able to address these problems internally. Because of 
that, I filed suit. I'd like today to go through some of the employ
ment practices that I observed while I was at Nikko. 

First, recruitment of employees at Nikko. Advertisements were 
placed in newspapers for positions as secretaries and administra
tive assistants when I joined Nikko. I was told the position I ap
plied for, administrative assistant, was the entry level professional 
position for college graduates. Everyone hired into these positions 
was female. 

Within 1 month of me joining Nikko, a man was hired into my 
department whose qualifications were almost identical to mine. He 
was given a newly created position--sales trainee. This was a 
higher level position. He was given a higher rate of pay than any 
of the other women that had already been promoted two levels 
above him and other people with equal qualifications, women who 
were employed as administrative assistants and secretaries. 

He was the first non-Japanese man hired into the department. 
All other non-Japanese employees were women college graduates. 
All of the women started as secretaries or assistants. This pattern 
was also present in other departments at Nikko. 

After I was at Nikko for about 1 year, Nikko set up a fellowship 
program at Princeton University for college juniors to work in 
Nikko's Tokyo office for the summer in the hope that some of these 
fellows might want to join the company after graduation. 

I was told by my Japanese coworkers that the program only ac
cepted men. The reason for this was that the company dormitories 
in Tokyo could only accommodate men. A female graduate of 
Princeton was hired at Nikko at about this time. She was hired as 
an assistant. 

Treatment of women at Nikko: All women were routinely subject 
to overt and subtle forms of discrimination. All women, regardless 
of their position, secretary or professional, were required to fill in 
for the receptionist during lunch hour. No men, regardless of their 
position, were required to do the same. All women were addressed 
by their first name. All men were addressed as "Mr." so and so. 
Single women were frequently asked about their future marriage 
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plans, on one hand as encouragement to marriage, on the other to 
assess when the women would be leaving the company. 

Women were also forced to work longer periods of time before 
rising to the level of assistant vice president, the lowest officer 
level of the corporation. Professional men, by and large, at Nikko 
were promoted to this position within 2 years. Professional women, 
on the other hand, worked as long as 7 years before rising to this 
status. Their qualifications, and in my opinion, their work habits, 
were equivalent. 

Training programs in the Tokyo headquarters were offered to 
American male employees before any women were included in the 
program. Tuition reimbursement for graduate courses in business, 
while available, was to be reserved for those who "deserved it 
first"~apanese male employees who would only be in the United 
States for a limited period of time. 

Male employees in the sales department, all Japanese except 
one, were given more active account bases. Women were given ac
count bases where the possibility of doing significant levels of busi
ness was remote. 

Treatment of non-Japanese employees: All non-Japanese employ
ees were required as marginal. Japanese employees from the Tokyo 
headquarters were treated by management in subtle but significant 
ways that enhanced their status relative to the non-Japanese em
ployees. 

Japanese employees, regardless of their position, were included 
in the consensus decisionmaking typical of Japanese companies. 
Since these discussions were informal, the Japanese employees 
would discuss them after work over drinks. 

American employees were not invited to accompany the Japa
nese staff in these after work gatherings. This prevented the Amer
ican staff from being able to participate in the departmental dis
cussions where plans and future courses of action are discussed. 

Because of the hierarchal nature of the Japanese culture and the 
extreme emphasis on rank and respect for one's superiors, Ameri
cans, hired into lower level positions, and women, exclusively hired 
into the lowest level positions, are placed in a situation where they 
are the lowest group on the totem pole and are forced to show re
spect and a type of subservience to all Japanese employees at the 
company. 

The effect of this is to reinforce the low level of the women em
ployees and to make more difficult their attempts to earn the pro
fessional respect of their colleagues and to be perceived by manage
ment as professionals. 

The credentials of women employees were also frequently chal
lenged .. In one instance, when a new manager came from Tokyo, 
my credentials to be in a sales position were challenged by him. He 
said that because he had never heard of my university, the Univer
sity of Pittsburgh, and because it was not an Ivy League school, he 
did not know whether I was qualified for the position I was in. 

Furthermore, because all Japanese employees passed a preem
ployment test, he could always have more faith in his Japanese 
employees than in his American employees' qualifications. No such 
test was required of American employees. 
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Treatment by Nikko after I left the company: After spending 2½ 
years at Nikko, I left because of my frustrations. I joined Merrill 
Lynch in a similar capacity, serving the same client base as Nikko. 

I would frequently hear from my clients disparaging remarks 
made by Nikko to the customers about my professional capabilities 
and my personal life. I believe these remarks were made because 
Nikko believed that I was party to a lawsuit. At this time, I was 
not party to the lawsuit. 

Certain employees at Nikko attempted to portray me as the typi
cal young woman who does not know much but flirts and sleeps 
her way to success. This was untrue and, fortunately, my clients 
recognized it as an attempt to undermine the credibility of a com
petent competitor. 

Nikko has also sought to portray me as an unreliable and un
grateful employee in the business community. My response to the 
charge of unreliability is to point out that the salary increases and 
bonuses I received were among the highest in the company. 

My response to ungratefulness is that while I was employed at 
Nikko, I frequently brought to the attention of management the 
issues I later raised in the lawsuit. 

I believe as the company gained more experience in the United 
States and brought in more American executives, the personnel 
practices would change. 

I recognize that while I felt I was being discriminated against 
relative to the male and Japanese employees, I was also being 
given an extraordinary opportunity to learn about the Japanese 
capital markets. Unfortunately, the company's efforts to change 
took longer than I was willing to sacrifice in my professional devel
opment. 

Significant change has taken place at Nikko since I left, accord
ing to various friends and associates who work at or do business 
with Tokyo, but this change began only after the lawsuit was filed. 
That was the reason I joined the lawsuit. 

I believe that just as American companies did not change until 
they were forced to by the courts because of historical and cultural 
attitudes about women, so too were lawsuits needed to spur the 
Japanese companies to change their employment practices in the 
United States. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Minushkin follows:] 
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Statement of 

Susan Minushkin 

Employment and Housing Subcommittee 

July 23, 1991 

l, Recruitment of Ellployees at Nikko Securities 

Advertisements were placed in newspapers for positions as 
secretaries and administrative assistant• when I joined Nikko. I 
was told the positions I applied for, administrative assistant, was 
the entry-level professional position for college graduates. 
Everyone hired into these position• was temal•. Within one month 
of my joining Nikko, a man was hired into my department whose 
qualifications were almost identical to mine. He was given a newly 
created position of sales trainee. This was the first non-Japanese 
aan hired into the department. All other non-Japan••• employees 
were women collage graduates. All of the women started as 
secretaries or assistants. This pattern was also present in other 
departments at Nikko. 

After I was at Nikko for •bout one year, Nikko set up a 
fellowship program at Princeton for college juniors to work in 
Nikko's Tokyo office for the summer, in the hope that some of the 
fellows would join the company after graduation. I was told by my 
Japanese co-workers that the program only accepted men. The reason 
for this was that company dormitories were male-only. A female 
graduate of Princeton was hired at Nikko et about this time. Sha 
was hired as an assistant. 

2, Treatment of Women at Nikko 

All women were routinely subject to overt and subtle forms of 
discrimination, All vomen, regardless of their position, secretary 
or professional, wan required to fill in for the receptionist 
during lunch hour. No aen were required to do the same. All women 
vere alway■ addre■sed by their first name, all men were addressed 
as Mr, Single women were frequently asked about their future 
marriage plan■, on one hand as encoura,;iement to 111arry, on the 
other, to assess when the woaan would be leaving the company. 
women were also forced to work lonqar period■ of ti•• before ri■inq 
to th• level of assistant vice president, Profas■ional aen, at 
Nikko, were usually pr011oted to thi• position within two year■, 
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Profeaaional woman worked as long as seven year■ before ri■ing to 
thia atatua. Training programs in the Tokyo headquarters were 
offered to AIDerican ■al• employees before any women were included 
in th• prOCJI'••• Tuition reillburHment for graduate cour••• in 
buain•••• while available, waa to be reserved for tho•• Who 
duerved it first, Japan••• ••n employeu froa the Tokyo office. 
Mal• e111ployee• in the aalea departaent, all Japan••• except one, 
ware given ■ore active account baaea. W011en ware given account 
ba••• where the posaibility of doing significant levels of buainasa 
waa rU10te. 

3. Treatment of Non-Japanese bploye•• 

All non-Japan••• employees were r99arded aa marginal, Japanese 
-ploy••• fro■ the Tokyo headquarters ware treated by mana9-ent in 
aubtl• bUt significant way■ that enhanced their status relative to 
th• non-Japan••• employees. Japan••• employees, ra11ardlass of 
their position, -re inoluded in th• consensus deciaion-maJdn9 
typical of Japanese companies. Since th••• diacuaaiona were 
informal, tha Japanese employees would diacuaa tho after work over 
drinks. American uployee• were not invited to acco■pany the 
Japanese ataff in these llfter work 9atharin9a. Thia prevented the 
AllleriCllft staff from being able to participate in the dapart■ental 
discussion where plans and future course■ of action are diacuased. 

Because of the hierarchial nature of Japanese culture and the 
extrema emphasis on rank and reapact for on••• superiors, 
Americ&11s, hired into lower level position■, and ••peoially vo■en, 
exclusively hired into the lowest level position■, are placed in a 
situation where they are the lowHt group on the tota pole and are 
forced to show respect and a type of subaarviance to all Japan••• 
employ••• at tha company. The affect of thi• is to reinforce the 
low level of the women employ••• and make more difficult their 
attempts to earn the professional respect of their colleague• and 
to l:la perceived by manaqement aa professional amployeea. The 
credentials of w011en employ••• were also frequently challenged. In 
one instance, when a new mana9er came froa ToJcyo, my credantiala to 
be in a sales poaition ware challenged by him, He said that 
because he had never heard of my university, The University of 
Pittsburgh, and bacauaa it waa not an Ivy League school, he did not 
know Whether I waa qualified for the position I waa in. 
Purtharaore, because all Japanese employee• pas• a pre-employaant 
teat he could always have more faith in hia Japan••• aploy••• than 
in hie Aaerican eaployeaa. No such teat was required of American 
employ•••· 

4. Treatment by Nikko attar I left the company 

I left Nikko in April 1987 after ■pending 2 1/2 yeara there. 
I joined Merrill Lynoh in a ailllilar capacity, serving the aama 
client baa• aa Jrikko. I would frequently hear fro■ •Y client• 
disparaging remark• made by 1'1.kko to the oust011er• about my 
profesaional capal:lilitiea and my personal life. Certain -ployae• 
at Nikko att-pted to portray ae aa the typical younq women who 
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do•• not know much but flirts and sleeps her way to success. This 
va• untrue and fortunately my clients recognized it as an attempt 
to undermine the credibility of a competitor. Nikko baa also 
sought to portray m• aa an unreliable and ungrateful employee. My 
respon" to the charge of unreliability ia to point out that the my 
nlary increa••• and bonuses were among th• highest in the company. 
Ny raepon•• to ungratefulness is that while I wae employed at Nikko 
I frequently l>rought to the attention of management th• issue• 
raised in th• lawsuit. I believed that as the company gained more 
experience in the United States and brought in more American 
executive■, the persoMel practices would change. I recognized 
that while I felt I was being discriminated against relative to the 
nl• and Japanese e11ployeas I wa■ also being given an extraordinary 
opportunity to learn about the Japanese capital market■. 
unfortunately, the compllPY'• effort to change took longer than I 
wa■ willing to sacrificumy professional development. Significant 
change, ha■ taken place at Kilcko since I left, according to various 
friends and associates who work at or do business with Kilcko. But, 
this change only l:lagan after the lawau,.1: we• filed. That waa the 
t"eHon I joined the lawsuit, I believed that just as American 
companies did not change until they were forced to by the courts, 
because of historical and cultural attitudes about w011en, ao too 
were law ■ui ts needed to spur the Japanese co111pani•• to change 
their employment practices in the United states, 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Ms. Minushkin. We'll have 
some questions to ask of you. 

Our next witness is Ms. Judy Teller, former DCA Advertising 
employee. We are pleased to have you, Ms. Teller. 

STATEMENT OF JUDY TELLER, FORMER EMPLOYEE, DCA 
ADVERTISING 

Ms. TELLER. Good morning, and thank you. 
I was hired at DCA in October 1988 by the American creative di

rector of the agency, who himself reported to a Japanese creative 
director. My position was one of five associate creative directors. 
Each ACD managed a group of five to seven copywriters and art 
directors. 

When I arrived, I had high hopes for the future of my career at 
DCA. I believed I could make a significant contribution as a senior 
American creative professional, and I looked forward to a work en
vironment in which Japanese and Americans could nourish and 
inform each other, thereby achieving exciting new advertising. 

This last part was very important to me. I had worked in Paris 
for another agency in senior creative management and found inter
national collaboration an extremely pleasant and rewarding experi
ence. Moreover, from a philosophical point of view, I believe in 
international economic cooperation as a means to a more stable 
world, both economically and politically. 

I was to find, however, that there were insurmountable barriers 
to my career progress at DCA, that there were limits to the contri
butions I could make, and that my career itself there was at all 
times fragile. All of this was due to two deficiencies on my part: 
I'm neither Japanese nor male. 

There were two standards at the agency. One was for Japanese 
and the other for Americans. It was actually the stated policy of 
Japanese management that they could not treat the two groups 
alike, and the difference was patent in the way the two groups 
were treated. 

Japanese employees received material benefits not accorded to 
Americans. These included cars, generous housing allowances, tui
tion for their children, a double bonus system by which they were 
rewarded for the same work efforts, both by DCA and by Dentsu, 
DCA's parent company in Tokyo. 

Before each Dentsu assignee arrived from Tokyo at DCA in New 
York, he was sent, at company expense, through an English im
mersion program of several months at Maryland University's Lan
guage Center. One of the reasons offered by DCA for the mass dis
missal of Americans was that these employees' positions required 
fluency in Japanese. We had never at any time, however, been of
fered immersion programs in Japanese. 

DCA did pay up to half tuition for once-a-week language classes 
at the Japan Society in New York, the amount depending on the 
grade received. Even at maximum reimbursement, an American 
taking regular classes paid a few hundred dollars a year out of his 
or her own pocket, and with classes once a week, it would take 
even a dedicated student at least 5 years and probably more to 
achieve any degree of reasonable fluency in Japanese. 
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I know this because, enjoying this language study very much, 
I've continued regular classes at the Japan Society. My quarrel is 
not with the Japanese, their culture or their language, but specifi
cally with the way in which some Japanese companies in the 
United States treat their American employees. 

Japanese employees also participated in a closely knit network of 
weekend and after hours socializing, strictly for Japanese. Through 
this free, constant and exclusive interchange, Japanese employees 
have the inside track to Japanese management. This made it very 
difficult to manage Japanese subordinates. Weekly meetings 
having to do with agency business were also held after work on 
Fridays strictly for Japanese. 

When my American boss suggested it might be very useful for 
agency functioning to include American managers in these meet
ings, he was told they were only for Japanese. 
· Most significant, the jobs of the Japanese were guaranteed. One 

employee sent from Japan did not work out on the account to 
which he was assigned. He was then reassigned to a series of differ
ent accounts and succeeded on none of them. 

Subsequently, he spent a year in his private office in New York. 
He was observed to be reading the newspaper and that was his ac
tivity, at full pay, approximately $100,000 per year, plus all the 

: .. above-mentioned prerequisites. He was not recycled back to Japan 
t; before the normal term of his stay in the United States was up be
' cause this would have caused him to lose face. 

In fact, a sizable chunk of agency funds was used to save this 
man's face. When the agency felt pinched financially, no consider

~. ation was given to dismissal or even repatriation of this clearly un
b:,ualified employee. M3:n)'. qualified, productively performing Amer
P- :acans, however lost their Jobs. 
• As to my other handicap, gender, I learned that there was a 

reason why there were no other women at my level in my depart
ment. Japanese management did not really consider middle man
agement an appropriate position for women. When my boss, the 
American creative director, needed to replace another ACD, it so 

. happened that the best qualified candidates he found were women. 
f;•Be was directed to eliminate them from eligibility because one 
~~•oman at this level was enough-I believe that's a direct quote. 
! • • I also learned that my position was absolutely the highest level 
( that a woman could hope to attain at DCA. When my American 

boss was required to set up a new sales ~romotion division for 
DCA, thereby vacating the creative director s job, he strongly rec
ommended me for promotion to the position. He was told that a 
woman could not possibly qualify or be considered. The Ameri
can-male, of course-who took his job and became my new boss 
·was young, relatively inexperienced and junior for the job accord
ing to the unsolicited opinion of sources in California where he had 
been employed before. 

In sum, it seems to me that American law, belief, and custom 
have been trampled on in this case. National origin and sex were 
determining factors in an employee's future at DCA, rather than 

· merit and dedication. Now, after many months of effort and ex
~ pense, my coplaintiffs and I have a right-to-sue letter granted by 
:.' the EEOC. We're very glad to have it, but it's surely no news that 
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the economy of the Northeast is battered and reeling. Unemploy
ment is running high generally, and in the advertising industry, 
it's a multiple of the national rate. 

Some of us have found jobs, some of us have not. Those who have 
are earning approximately two-thirds of their previous salaries. Fi
nancially strapped and emotionally wounded, we now have the 
right to drain our resources further in court against one of the 
largest, richest corporations in the world, Dentsu Tokyo, and judg
ing by the delaying tactics used by DCA and Dentsu so far, we can 
expect this to be a lengthy and very expensive process. 

So my question is: Why is it that private citizens, out on the 
street in a terrible job market, have no recourse but to go into 
court? Shouldn't government, shouldn't the EEOC be enforcing the 
equal opportunity for all workers that we say we believe in? 
Couldn't there be some support for people who have been injured, 
perhaps funding for a group of people like us to insure that the law 
is enforced? 

Of course these issues are terribly significant for me and for my 
coplaintiffs in this case, but this fight really isn't just for us as in
dividuals. It's for all American workers. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Teller follows:] 
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I wa■ hired at DCA in October 1988 by the American Creative 
Director of the agency, who himself reported to a Japanese Creative 
Director. My position was one of five Associate Creative 
Directors. Bach ACD managed a group of five to seven Copywriters 
and Art Directors. 

When I arrived, I had high hopes for the future of my career at 
DCA. I believed I could make a significant contribution as a 
senior American creative professional. And I looked forward to a 
work environment in which Japeneae and Americana could nourish and 
inform each other, thereby achieving exciting n- advertising. 

Thia last part was very important to -• I had worked in Paris for 
another agency in senior creative -nag-nt and found internation
al collaboration - extre-ly pleasant and r-arding experience. 
Moreover, frcm a philosophical point of view, I believe in inter
national economic cooperation aa a -ans to a more ■table world 
both economically and politically. 

I was to find, however, that there -r• insurmountable barrier■ to 
my career progress at DCA, that there -r• limit■ to the contribu
tion I could make, and that my career itself there was at all time■ 
fragile. All of this was due to two •deficiencies• on my part: I 
- neither Japanese nor male. 

There were two standards at the agencyJ one was for Japanese and 
the other for Americana. It was actually the stated policy of 
Japan••• Manage-nt that they could not treat the two groups alike. 
And the difference wa■ patent in the way the two group■ -r• 
treated. 

Japen••• employ••• received material benefit■ not accorded to 
Americana. These included car■ J generous housing allowance■; 
tuition for their childrenJ a double bonus system by which they 
-r• r-arded for the same work effort both by DCA and by Dentsu, 
DCA'a parent company in Tokyo. 

They participeted in a closely knit network of -■kend and after-. 
hours socializing, strictly for Japan••••· Through this free, 
constant, and exclusive interchange, Japaneae employee■ had the 
inside track to Japan••• aanag-nt. Thia made it very difficult 
to manage Japan••• subordinates. Weekly -•ting■ having to do with 
agency buain••• -r• also held after work on Pridaya, strictly for 
Japanese. When 11f American boaa suggested that it might be very 
useful for agency functioning to include American manager■ in th••• 
-•ting■, he was told they -r• only for Japanese. 

Moat significant, the jobs of the Japan••• -r• guaranteed. One 
employ-, sent froa Japan, did not work out on the account to which 
h• was assigned. Be vaa then re-assigned to a aerie• of different 
account■, and succeeded on none of th-. Subsequently, ha spent 
a year in hi■ private office in ■- York, reading the nevapaper at 
full pay (approximately noo,ooo per year) plus all the above
-ntioned perquisites. Be-• not recycled back to Japan before 
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the normal term of hi• stay in the U.S. wa• up becau•• thi• would 
have cau•ed him to lose face. In fact, a sizable chunk of agency 
fund• wa• used to save this man•• face. When the agency felt 
pinched financially, no con•ideration was given to di•mi■•al or 
even repatriation of thi• clearly unqualified employee. Many 
qualified, productively performing American•, however, lost their 
job•. 

As to my other "handicap• gender, I learned that there wa• a 
reaeon why there -r• no other women at my level in my department. 
Japaneee Manage-nt did not really coneider middle management an 
appropriate poeition for women. When my boa■, the American 
Creative Director, needed to replace another ACD, it eo happened 
that the beet qualified candidate■ he found were women. Be wa■ 
directed to eliminate them from eligibility, becau■e one woman at 
thi• ievel wa■ enough. 

I also learned that my poeition wa■ ab■olutely the higheet level 
a woman could hope to attain at DCA. When my American boa■ wa■ 
required to set up an- Sale• Promotion Divi■ion for DCA, thereby 
vacating the Creative Director'• job, he strongly reco-nded me 
for promotion to the po■ition. Be wa■ told that a woman could not 
poseibly qualify or be coneidered. 

The American (male, of course) who took hi• job and became my n
bo•• wa• young, relatively inexperienced, and junior for the job, 
according to the un■olicited opinion of ■ource■ in California where 
he had been employed before. 

In sum, it eeeu to - that American law, belief, and custom have 
been trampled on in thi• ca••• National origin and eex were 
determining factor• in an employee•• future at DCA, rather than 
-rit and dedication. 

After many month• of effort and expen■e, my co-plaintiff• and I 
have a ~ight-to-■ue letter granted by the BBOC. Now, it'• non-• 
that the economy of the NorthBa■t i• battered and reeling. Unem
pl~nt i■ running high generally, and in the advertieing indu■try 
it'• a multiple of the national rate. Some of u■ have found job■ J 
eome of u■ have not. Tho■e vho have, are earning approximately 2/3 
of their previou■ ■alariea. 

Financially ■trai;ped and emotionally wounded, we now have the right 
to drain our re■ource■ further, in court again■t one of the 
large■t, riche■t corporation■ in the worlds Dent■u, Tokyo. And 
judging by the delaying tactic■ uaed by DCA and Dentsu ■o far, -
can expect thi• to be a lengthy and very expen■ive proc•••• 

So my que■tion i■, why i• it that private citizen■, out on the 
■treet in a terrible job market, have no recour■e but to go into 
court? Shouldn't government -- ■houldn't the BBOC -- be enforcing 
the equal opportunity for all worker■ that - eay - believe in? 
Couldn't there be ■ome ■upport for people who've been injured -
perhap■ funding for a group of people like u■ to in■ure that the 
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law i~ enforced. 

Of course, these issues are terribly significant for me and my co
plaintiffs in this case. But this fight really isn't just for us 
as individuals -- it's for all American workers. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Ms. Teller. 
Our next witness is Mr. Russell Goyette, former DCA Advertis

ing employee. We're pleased to have you, Mr. Goyette. 

STATEMENT OF RUSSELL GOYETTE, FORMER EMPLOYEE, DCA 
ADVERTISING 

Mr. GOYETTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I also want to express my appreciation and thanks to other com

mittee members and other interested parties here today. 
I was hired by DYR Advertising in April 1985. DYR was a joint 

venture between Dentsu, Tokyo-the world's largest advertising 
agency, and Young & Rubicam, one of America's largest and most 
prestigious agencies. 

I was very excited about the prospect of working in this bicul
tural environment. I wanted to learn more about the Japanese and 
hopefully work within an organization that could bridge the two 
cultures and blend the best from both management systems. 

I learned a great deal from my American and Japanese supervi
sors. The Japanese managers at DYR had a great deal of interna
tional experience and frequently took the time to share with me 
their Japanese perspectives. 

In 1986, Dentsu acquired Y&R's interest in the agency and 
changed the name to DCA. As a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Dentsu, the operating style of the management began to shift. In 
1988, a new senior management team was sent from Japan but this 
time with little overseas experience. Although they spoke English 
very well, their perspectives were narrow and the favored treat
ment of Japanese employees became more obvious. 

Eventually, I learned that the preferential treatment Japanese 
employees received included: a higher salary level than their 
American counterparts, a very generous housing and child allow
ance, double bonuses, cars for personal use, better advancement op
portunities with little regard for qualifications or performance, and 
the ultimate benefit, which hit home quite clearly on September 6 
of last year: the Japanese had total job security. 

On September 6, 1990, DCA fired 26 employees, 25 of whom were 
American. The only Japanese person let go was an older woman 
who had expressed her desire to retire and return to Japan. 

When I was fired, I approached DCA's president and asked his 
help in finding a position within Dentsu or with a Dentsu affiliate. 
I asked for the same treatment that he would give to Japanese ex
ecutives at my level. He denied my request. He told me that he had 
to treat Japanese employees more favorably than someone who is 
an American. 

As vice president, group account director, I had become the 
senior American in the account services department. After 5½ 
years of working side by side with Dentsu executives and traveling 
to Dentsu in Tokyo several times, the practice of operating with a 
double standard became clearer to me than ever. 

What baffles me is how DCA can offer advice to prospective cli
ents, claiming to understand the American market and American 
attitudes, when they openly ignore fundamental legal rules of 
equal opportunity governing all U.S. commerce. 
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Is the DCA situation an isolated case? I don't think so. I respect
fully suggest that Dentsu represents prevailing attitudes in corpo
rate Japan. Do we see a growing incidence in the mistreatment of 
American employees by Japanese companies? I do. 

Ladies and gentlemen of this committee, we need your help. Put 
some teeth into your legislation. Give the EEOC new weapons and 
see that they are used. In the present situation, you are pitting in
dividuals with limited resources, often unemployed, against some of 
the richest and most powerful corporations in the world. 

The EEOC has given us a "right-to-sue" letter. Thanks a lot, and 
we do appreciate it, but Federal law doesn't allow us punitive or 
compensatory damages. The offending corporation may end up 
paying my lost wages, that is if we prevail and if we can wait out 
the court process of 2 to 3 years. 

Meanwhile, a Japanese executive, holding a green card, is in my 
position, at twice my compensation level with half of my qualifica
tions. 

We, the American employee, need your help in guaranteeing this 
basic right. 

Thank you for your attention. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Goyette follows:] 
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I was hired by DYR Advertising in April of 19&5. DYR was a joint venture 
between Dentsu, Tokyo, the world's rargest advertising agency, and Young & 
Rubic:am, one of America's largest and most prestigious agencies. 

I was very excited about the prospect of working in this bi-cultural environment 
I wanted to learn more about the Japanese, and hopefully work within an 
organization that could bridge the two cultures ana blend the best !rom both 
management systems. 

I learned a great deal from my Anlerican and Japane1e su~ The 
Ja~ man•~ at DYR had a ~t deal ol international experience and 
frequently took the time to share with me their Japanese perspectives. 

In 1986, Dentsu acquired Y & R's interest in the agency and ~ the name to 
DCA. As a wholly oWNd subsid~ of Dentsu, the operating style of the 
management be2an to shift. In 1988 a new senior ~t team was sent 
from Japan, but this time with little overseas~ Althoup they spoke 
English very well, their perspectives were narrow and the favorecl treatment of 
Japanese employees became more obvious. 

Eventually I leamed that the preferential treatment Japuwse employees received 
included: 

A higher salary level than their American counterparts. 
A very generous housing and child allowance. 
Double bonuses. • 
Cars for i:,ersonal u,e. 
Better ad'vancement opportunJties, with little regard for 
quallftcati.ons or P.8f£ormance. 
And the ultimate benefit, which hit home quite dearly on 
September 6 of last year .... the Japanese had total job security. 

On September 6, 1990 DCA fired 26 employees, 25 of whom (to the best of my 
knowf'ed~) were American. 'The only JapaMN ~let~ wu an older 
woman who had expnued her desire to retire and return to Japan. 

When I was fired, I aPOl'Ol,Ched OCA's president and asked hls help in finding 
me a position within "Oentsu er with a Oentsu affiliate. I asked for lhe same 
treatment he would pve to J•~ executives at my leveL He denied my 
request. He told me that he had to treat JapaMM employees more favora6ly 
than someone who is an American. 

As Vice President, Group Account Director I had become the Senior American in 
the Account Services Department. Alts five and a half years of working slde by 
side with DeNtu exec:uti'ves and travelina to Dentsu in Tokyo several times, the 
practice of operating with a double standard became clearer to me than ever. 
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What baffles me ls how DCA can offer advice to pros~ve clients, claiming to 
understand the American market and American attitudes;when they QPenly 
ignore the fundamental legal rules of equal opportunity governing all tJS 
commerce. 

Is the DCA situation an isolated case? I don't think so. I resi,ectfully suggest that 
Dentsu represents _Fffailing attitudes in ~te JaP.al'l'. Oo we see a growing 
incidence 1n the nustreatment of American employees by Japanese companies? 1 
do. 

Ladies and gentlemen of this committee, we need Y°':U' help. Put some teeth into 
your legislatiOn. Give the E.E.O.C. new weapoN and see that they're used. In 
the present situation, you are pitting individuals with limited resources (often 
unem_ployed) against some of the richest and most powerful corporations in the 
world: 

The E.E.O.C. has given us a "right to sue" Jetter. Thanks a lot! Federal law 
doesn't even allow us punitive ar com~tory damages. The~ 
c.orporation may end up paying only my lost wages, tnat is if we prevail and can 
waft out the court process of two to three years. 

Meanwhile, a J•~ executive, holding a green card, is in my position, at 
twice my salary, with half of my qualificjtioN. 

We, the American employee, need your help in guaranteeing a basic right. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much. 
Let me say for the record that DCA is expected to testify at our 

hearing scheduled in September on this subject. 
Our final witness on this panel is Ms. Nancy Cosgrove, former 

Ricoh Corp. employee. We're very pleased to have you. You may 
proceed in any way you choose. 

STATEMENT OF NANCY COSGROVE, FORMER EMPLOYEE, RICOH 
CORP. 

Ms. COSGROVE. Thank you, Chairman Lantos. 
I'd like to thank you and this committee for the privilege of testi

fying here today. I hope that my comments will enlighten and edu
cate you about what it's like to work for a Japanese employer. 

I began my career in the Japanese business sector in 1982 at 
NEC Telephones. NEC Telephones is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
NEC America, which is a subsidiary of Nippon Electric Co. in 
Tokyo. 

In my position at NEC Telephones, I was administrator of mar
keting support in charge of trade shows, both major market and co
op advertising, and public relations. I left NEC in 1984 to join 
Ricoh Corp. which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Ricoh Co. Limit
ed in Japan. I joined Ricoh Corp. as public relations program man
ager, reporting to the director of corporate communications. The 
corporate communications department at the time reported direct
ly to the chairman's office. 

Before I expand upon my experiences at Ricoh, which is why I'm 
here today, I'd like to preface my comments by saying that my tes
timony here today deals strictly with my experiences at Ricoh 
Corp. I will say that some of my observations were true about both 
companies, but I am not here today speaking implicitly or explicit
ly about my experiences at NEC Telephones. 

Discrimination at Ricoh Corp. has moved underground, making 
it insidious and almost impossible to prove, check or stop. It would 
appear that American businessmen who are more traditionally ori
ented in their views on affirmative action are migrating to Japa
nese firms like Ricoh where their attitudes won't be challenged, 
changed or checked. 

In my experience, it was the American businessmen with their 
Japanese supervisors' tacit approvals, who were perpetuating dis
criminatory practices at Ricoh Corp. In my particular case, I was 
discriminated against by Americans. Whether or not it was on the 
advice of their Japanese supervisors will probably never be known. 
As I hope you'll see, the Japanese at Ricoh provided an ideal envi
ronment for employment discrimination. 

I joined Ricoh Corp. because I had had a wonderfully educational 
professional experience at NEC. I believed at the time that Japa
nese employers exposed their American employees to a greater 
number of challenging professional experiences than did their 
American counterparts. Yes, workloads were heavier, hours were 
longer, but it also provided a greater opportunity for expanding 
your career base. 

At the time, I was single and very impressed by Japanese em
ployers purported employment for life philosophy. Because I was 
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f-aingle, I wanted that sense of security, and I believed that Ricoh 
[-Corp. would supply it to me. 
~ During my initial interview at Ricoh, I recall candidly discussing 
taicoh's affirmative action program for promo~ing women. We dis
~ cussed Japanese companies in general, their reputations for dis
t Jeriminatory practices, and I was assured by the director that af
. firmative action and promotions from within the company were 
,eommon practices at Ricoh. 

-~; During this conversation, I was also promised one, a full-time 
,ecretary; two, management and professional training classes; 
three, larger public relations budgets than NEC afforded; and four, 
a obtainable career path. 
• •. I started at Ricoh Corp. in February 1984. I chose to leave a per
.fectly acceptable position at NEC Telephones with a staff of two 
wbordinates to pursue what I believed was a more stimulating, ag-

. ~ive, and creative public relations career at Ricoh. 
t, I was laid off by Ricoh Corp. in February 1990. I can only de
t;. «ribe my 6 years with Ricoh as being a daily rollercoaster ride of 
f >humiliation, despair, demoralization, and fear, which culminated in 
;, ,an overwhelming sense of sadness about the professional time I 
;:: -had wasted with the company. 
;, : AB public relations program manager, I was responsible for the 
t product and corporate public relations activities for the company's f~ •pier, camera, typewriter, and printer product lines. I was later to 
c"usume public relations responsibilities for their facsimile product 
;; line. 
{: ; The secretarial support I was promised never materialized except 

~ 
in a shared capacity, and I was at Ricoh for 4 years before I was 

t;,jHowed to hire one staff support person. Interestingly enough, 
,;bile I was interviewing applicants for the position, my immediate 

t 111pe~~• an American, told me that I should hire a man to fill 
~. this position. 
i - Fortunately, the best applicant for the position was a man, but 
~. even then, both my supervisor and the vice president of the divi
k eion made derogatory comments about the fact that they suspected 
~' the fact that this applicant was Jewish. i. -· Immediately after I started at Ricoh, it became apparent that the J· tnirse strings for the more creative and aggressive PR projects, 
i tvhich had initially attracted me to Ricoh, were tightly held by the 
)\ director of our division and project decisions were made solely by 
g the director based on the advice he received from Ricoh's inconse

quential two-person PR firm and our director's fluctuating relation
ship with the chairman of Ricoh. I was rarely consulted. These 
facts were contradictory to the promises made to me during my 
-interview for employment. 

In my 6 years at Ricoh, I was allowed to take one course in em
,ployment management and motivation. This is the norm for most 
American employees at Ricoh. Interestingly enough though, Ricoh 

• <lid for a spell offer special courses in affirmative action and dis
,, crimination to its executives at the director level and above. 
f, Unfortunately, to the best of my knowledge, these classes were 
i only available for 6 months, and executives were not required to 
(.·.·.· take these courses. Because these courses were not offered to all 

1
-employees, because they were not required of any employees, Ricoh 

f, 
L 
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was creating an environment that was ideal for discriminatory em
ployment practices at all levels of the organization and by all na
tionalities working at the organization. 

An interesting obstacle that grew out of this career development 
program was the issue of job descriptions. As part of the program, 
all of the jobs within the company were to be reevaluated and 
equalized- by title, rank, and pay rate. 

It became a running joke among the Americans throughout the 
company when 2 years later, many people, myself included, still 
did not have a valid job description. My job description was finally 
completed because of a departmental reorganization. 

One of Japanese companies' best and most effective discriminato
ry practices is through numerous corporate divisional and depart
mental reorganizations. During my tenure at Ricoh, I was repeat
edly reorganized out of a viable career path to promotion. Each re
organization created a new managerial level which would again be 
reorganized several months later. 

Within my 6 years at Ricoh Corp., I witnessed at least three cor
porate mergers, and well over 20 divisional and departmental reor
ganizations. Because I was part of the corporate communications 
division, reporting to the president's office, each of these reorgani
zations in one way or another affected me, my division, and my po
sition within my division. 

An outgrowth of these reorganizations was the fact that during 
my 6 years with Ricoh Corp., I had six supervisors, only one of 
which I reported to twice. With each of my supervisors in turn, I 
discussed my career goals, abilities, and interests. Each of these su
pervisors assured me that my career was thriving at Ricoh. I even 
discussed my career at Ricoh with the vice president of human re
sources in 1986, when I was again given the reassurance my career 
was doing well at the company. 

Under these circumstances, with nonexistent job descriptions and 
supervisory shifts on an average of once a year, it was nearly im
possible for me to have a clear picture of my career path or a firm 
idea of my place within the department or within the organization 
at large. 

In 1986, when I was asked to report to an American man previ
ously my equal within the organization, it became apparent that 
Ricoh was creating managerial tiers to obstruct my career growth 
as well as the career growth of several of my female colleagues. 

An interesting sideline to these reorganizations is how the Japa
nese themselves view them. Apparently, these frequent reorganiza
tions are a type of Japanese management training. The Japanese 
believe in exposing their most promising executives to as many dif
ferent aspects of the business as possible. This creates a fast promo
tional track for the most promising Japanese nationals. 

For example, at Ricoh, I knew a Japanese national who was in 
charge of another Ricoh company subsidiary and when that subsid
iary folded, he joined Ricoh Corp. and was alternately involved as 
vice president of human resources, then with sales for the printer 
product line, and he is now in charge of the facsimile paper prod
ucts area. 

I know of another Japanese man who was transferred from a 
sales-oriented position on the west coast to become treasurer of 
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Ricoh Corp. Then with seemingly no experience in human re
sources, advertising, public relations, or management information 
systems, he became supervisor to all three of these divisions simul
taneously. 

Americans are not allowed or even encouraged to participate in 
this managerial pattern. Therefore, no matter what their gender, 
race or nationality, their promotional opportunities within a Japa
nese company are greatly diminished. When competing against a 
Japanese national for a new position or title, because of their per
ceived lack of corporate exposure, the American stands no chance 
of promotion or job status change. 

It was universally understood and accepted among the Ameri
cans at Ricoh that the Japanese didn't trust us. I believe, as many 
of my colleagues did, that these reorganizations were a means 
taken by the Japanese to keep any one particular American or 
group of Americans from becoming too powerful within the organi
zation. 

In 1987, when our division was taken over by a new American 
vice president, I met with this man and discussed my career goals 
and background with the company. He assured me that I was heir 
apparent for the next promotion in the public relations depart
ment. He then asked me to take a title demotion from public rela
tions manager to assistant public relations manager. 

Interestingly enough, at the time of this request, I was told by 
both my American supervisor and this new vice president of our 
division, that because they were assigning me a subordinate, that 
this title actually reflected a promotion. I still don't know what the 
real truth is in this matter. 

I was surprised when I met with this vice president again in 
June 1988 and he informed me that he was going to reorganize the 
public relations department, bringing in yet another tier of man
agement for myself and my subordinate to report to. 

During this meeting, I asked this man why he was making these 
changes and why I wasn't being considered for this position. His re
sponse was that the addition of this new person would be a good 
career opportunity for me. He said, "this new person would be 
someone I could learn from" and that this new reorganization 
would "allow me to spend more time with my family." 

I asked that my credentials and abilities be considered for the po
sition and he assured me that they would. I then met with the 
manager of our personnel department and expressed my interest in 
this position. I asked what procedures were outlined in our employ
ee manuals for being promoted into this position. 

He said that since I had already spoken to our divisional vice 
president, that there was no need for him to interview me and that 
I should just submit a resume to the divisional vice president for 
his consideration. 

Two days later, an advertisement for this new position ran in 
three local newspapers. The criteria and demands for the position 
read suspiciously close to my then current job description for about 
90 percent of the jobs described in the ad. I had been performing 
these duties for the previous 18 months. 

I then again met with the divisional vice president, again telling 
him of my interest in this position. He assured me that I would be 
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considered for the position, but "he didn't feel I was strong 
enough" for the position. 

In early August, I submitted a public relations department plan 
and my resume to this vice president for his evaluation for this po
sition. Because I had not heard back from the vice president, in 
early October I met again with the personnel department and in
formed them that I had heard nothing from this vice president. He 
looked surprised and immediately asked if the vice president was 
in the office, and that was the last I heard of it. 

Eleven days later, the vice president asked to meet with me and 
informed me that he had hired an American man to fill the open 
position. When I asked him why I hadn't been fairly considered for 
the position, he replied that I lacked public relations agency experi
ence. Interestingly enough, agency experience was never listed as a 
criteria in the printed ad. 

Contra1y to the policy stated in our employee manuals, I was 
never interviewed for this position by either the personnel depart
ment at Ricoh or by the divisional vice president. 

My new supervisor started at Ricoh in November 1989, and from 
the day he started, I knew my days of employment at Ricoh were 
numbered. Please understand that a public relations professional 
must keep pace with the changing trends both inside and outside of 
a company. This is so that they can learn how to best position the 
company and its products. 

Typically, we do this by attending trade shows, through industry 
specific reading, general business reading, by speaking with indus
try editors and general business editors, and by meeting with cor
porate executives and product planners on a regular basis. I had 
been performing all of these duties for 5 years prior to my new su
pervisor's arrival at Ricoh. 

Shortly after the arrival of my new supervisor, at his discretion, 
I was not included in the following: From December 1988, product 
public relations strategy meetings; from February 1989, proofread
ing and approving press copy; and from May 1989, public rela
tions--

Mr. LANTOS. Ms. Cosgrove, I don't want to interrupt you, but are 
you about finished because we have a lot of other witnesses? 

Ms. COSGROVE. Just about. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK, just about. Try to wrap it up because I would 

like to begin the questioning. 
Ms. CosGROVE. My trade show attendance was cut from six shows 

in 1988 to two in 1989. My new supervisor increased my workload 
substantially from upward of 60 to 70 hours a week. In May 1989, I 
filed a complaint with the New Jersey Division of Civil Rights. 

My supervisor met this complaint with hostilities, threats, and 
our divisional vice president at the time pointedly ignored me, as 
did the treasurer of the company, who was his supervisor. The divi
sional vice president also accused me of holding feminist meetings 
to stir up trouble and would frequently meet with my subordinate 
behind my back. 

My attorney and I met with Ricoh and the New Jersey Division 
of Civil Rights in August 1989, no determination was made in the 
case. In September, I requested that my complaint be withdrawn 
and my file was closed in December 1989. 
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In August 1989, right after I filed with the division of civil rights, 
my workload mysteriously disappeared. I had nothing to do. When 
I asked my supervisor if he had anything for me to do, he would 
ask me to perform secretarial duties for him. My subordinate left 
the company in September 1987 and I took over his responsibilities 
because he was not being replaced. 

In April 1990, I filed a civil action against Ricoh Corp. in Superi
or Court of New Jersey for gender, marital, racial discrimination, 
intentional infliction of emotional stress, loss of current and future 
earnings, as well as damage to my reputation, and retaliation for 
my filing with the division of civil rights. 

In January 1990, I informed my immediate supervisor that I was 
pregnant, but that I could continue to work and I planned to con
tinue to work until my child was born in August 1990. In February 
1990, I was laid off by the corporation. 

At the time, I was told it was because there was an employee re
duction of 100 people. To the best of my knowledge, all of the 
people laid off were Americans. No Japanese nationals were laid 
off, although they may have been sent back to Japan to Ricoh 
Corp.'s parent company to jobs. 

I believe that my layoff was a direct result of the following: My 
filing a complaint with the division of civil rights; my litigation 
against Ricoh; and my decreased workload which diluted my posi
tion to the point where I could be laid off. 

I recognize that I've given the longest testimony here today. I'd 
like to thank you for your patience and attention. I chose to be as 
explicit as possible out of fairness to Ricoh Corp. as well as to the 
committee. 

I hope that this testimony gives you a clear idea of the kind of 
working environment Ricoh provided. It was fraught with double 
standards for Japanese nationals, Americans, men and women. 
With the exception of my layoff, I cannot point a finger at any in
dividual Japanese personnel at Ricoh Corp. and say unequivocally, 
you discriminated against me. 

I can, however, say with confidence that the perfect environment 
for covert, insidious discrimination existed at Ricoh, which allowed 
my American supervisors to ignore our country's laws on affirma
tive action. 

I'd like to thank you for your attention. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Ms. Cosgrove. 
Before I begin the questioning, let me make some observations. 

By the way, Ricoh is expected to testify at our September hearing. 
I've two reactions to these five witnesses. The first one is that I 

have, in all the years we have had hearings on a tremendous range 
of subjects from the HUD scandal to child labor, I've never seen a 
more impressive, articulate, intelligent, thoughtful, well-educated 
group of witnesses appear before this committee. I suspect any cor
poration, American, Japanese, or otherwise, ought to be delighted 
to have any or all of you work for them and promote you as your 
talents and abilities obviously indicate. 

The second reaction I have is one of outrage and disgust that 
Japanese-owned corporations should discriminate against Ameri
can citizens on such a systematic and large scale, against women, 
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against blacks, against Hispanics, and in general, against Ameri
can nationals. 

Your testimonies were given under oath, and there is little doubt 
in my mind that your testimony is accurate. It certainly was metic
ulous, carefully prepared and well thought out. 

I think we are opening up an ugly chapter in United States-Japa
nese relations. It will not be closed until discrimination by Japa
nese companies against United States citizens comes to an end. It 
clearly has not yet come to an end. 

Let me begin with you, Mr. Schmidtberger. Would you please tell 
us your educational background and qualifications? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. Certainly. I have a B.A. from Yale Universi
ty in East Asian studies, and I recently graduated from Stanford 
Law School. I worked for 1 year for the Japanese Ministry of Edu
cation in Chiba, Japan, where I communicated with my supervisors 
and coworkers again in Japanese. 

Mr. LANTOS. You are bilingual or close to bilingual? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. At the time, I considered myself bilingual or 

close to it. 
Mr. LANTOS. Under what conditions did you leave Recruit, and 

were you contacted by them in any way after you resigned? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. I left Recruit because I was deeply offended 

at what I was asked to do and increasingly frustrated with my in
ability to convince my supervisors to change. Perhaps more impor
tantly, as a bilingual employee, I began to realize that my own op
tions were limited. In fact, had I submitted my own resume to 
many of these positions, I would have had to screen my own 
resume out. 

Mr. LANTOS. With a bachelor's degree from Yale and a law 
degree from Stanford and fluency in Japanese, you would have had 
to screen out your own application? 

Mr. SCHMIDTBERGER. For certain employers' requests, yes, I 
would have had to. 

Mr. LANTOS. Go ahead. 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. So I applied to law school and resigned from 

the company. In my letter of resignation, I explained my frustra
tion with the company and how unfair and illegal I thought their 
employment practices were. They asked to meet with me several 
times with their attorneys where I detailed my objections to their 
practices. 

At that time, they requested all the documents that I had with 
me back and in several written communications, requested those 
documents back. I did not return them. 

Mr. LANTOS. Did you feel there was an attempt to intimidate 
you? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. At that time, no. 
Mr. LANTOS. In retrospect? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. No. Instead I returned the documents to the 

EEOC in San Francisco. 
Mr. LANTOS. Do you know of job applicants who were referred for 

a position because they fit a particular profile of age, gender and 
ethnicity, but who were less qualified than others who were "the 
wrong gender" or "the wrong color" or "wrong age"? 
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Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. Yes, I do. With each followup campaign 
that we performed for employers in Japan, we screened out re
sumes of people who were more qualified than some people whose 
resumes we forwarded to the company. 

Mr. LANTOS. So your screening really did not focus primarily on 
qualifications and potential and merit and talent but on getting the 
right race, gender, age mix in the candidate. Is that accurate? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. That's correct. Our initial screening was to 
make sure that the candidate pool was of the requested sex, race or 
national origin and age. After that, we screened the remaining em
ployees-job applicants, I should say-to produce the most quali
fied applicant pool. 

Mr. LANTOS. After you may have screened out the best qualified 
applicants? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. After the discriminatory screening was per
formed. 

Mr. LANTOS. During the period you worked at Recruit, how many 
applicants would you estimate were discriminated against and not 
referred by Recruit solely because they were not of a specific race, 
sex, or age? 

Mr. SCHMIDTBERGER. By their own estimation, Recruit distributes 
the Shushoku Joho to 17,000 people four times a year. With each 
campaign, we would receive hundreds of postcards or resume 
forms. Of those, anywhere from 5 to 10 per hundred would be of 
the incorrect race. More than that would be of incorrect gender, 
and they were all screened. 

Mr. LANTOS. Ms. Minushkin, in your lawsuit against the Nikko 
Corp., they produced affidavits from several women employees 
saying that they had not experienced discrimination. Do you know 
whether there was any pressure involved in obtaining these affida
vits? 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. I know for a fact there was pressure involved. I 
heard it from people that worked there. They were asking the 
women employees at Nikko numerous times, over and over again, 
will you give us a statement, will you give us a statement, say 
whatever you like, say something noncommittal, say you don't 
want to be involved, but give us a statement. Over and over again, 
the women employees were asked. So a lot of people made basically 
noncommittal statements or they did come out and say that they 
did not feel discriminated against. 

Putting this in context, I believe the suit was filed around Sep
tember 1987. You may remember what happened in October 1987, 
Nikko was collecting the statements from its employees in 1988 
right when Wall Street started the big layoffs. I believe that there 
was both implicit and explicit pressure on the employees that made 
the statements, although some may believe that they were not dis
criminated against. 

Mr. LANTOS. You testified that the Japanese personnel socialized 
exclusively together after work and that important decisions were 
made at such gatherings. In what ways, in your judgment, were 
Americans disadvantaged because they could not participate in this 
decisionmaking process? 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. It was a sales office, and discussions about ac
counts would go on, and what was the best way to proceed with 
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certain accounts, what was the best types of stocks to be recom
mending at this time, investment strategy, ideas that come from 
Tokyo, also reorganizations of the department. 

I had the same experiences with frequent reorganizations. I was 
at a lower level, so it's different. I was not in line for a manage
ment position, nor was I qualified for one, in my opinion, but all 
Japanese members were included in these types of informal discus
sions. 

The younger members were not making the decisions themselves, 
but they were involved in the discussions, they had input. I think it 
was more everyday business matters, but those are important 
things when you're a more junior member of the department and 
you're trying to learn to become a professional and to rise up and 
to gain expertise and confidence. 

Mr. LANTOS. You testified that you frequently brought to the at
tention of management the issues of discrimination as you saw 
them. What kind of responses or changes ensued? 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. There was a lot of discontent among the Ameri
can employees. As I said, some parts of senior management recog
nized it. They may not have believed that they were legally dis
criminating, but they knew that there was discontent. 

They said frequently, and we would hear from senior officers 
from Tokyo, that they were trying to Americanize the company, 
and by Americanize, implied was get rid of what we may have felt 
was the discrimination going on. 

When I approached my immediate manager and voiced some 
complaints, I was told I was a complaining baby and I should grow 
up and not complain. I was told repeatedly, do not complain, be pa
tient, things are changing. 

When I spoke to an American head of personnel, brought in to 
address some of the employment problems, I was told to be patient, 
don't cause trouble, and as he saw that people were getting more 
insistent, he got nasty. I can't remember exactly but just be pa
tient, keep your mouth shut, and maybe you're not quite as quali
fied as you believe. Maybe you're not doing a good job, rather than 
looking at the basis for what I was saying. But there were some 
positive responses. 

Mr. LANTOS. May I turn to you, Mr. Goyette? What kind of 
EEOC investigation of your charges preceded their giving you the 
right-to-sue letter? 

Mr. GoYETTE. There were five of us, senior executives, who were 
dismissed at the time, and we formed a group, sought legal counsel, 
and our attorney, of course, led us through the process. The initial 
investigation, I think, was presenting primarily the overwhelming 
evidence of the numbers of people who had been fired and discrimi
nated against in that filing. 

The decision as to who should be fired and who should be re
tained was based, first of all, upon national origin. We were Ameri
cans and were expendable. This overwhelming evidence of the 
numbers, I think, was the primary evidence given in the initial 
filing. 

Mr. LANTOS. You know, one of the points that several of you 
made, which certainly I find impressive, is that after you are fired, 
laid off, unfairly and after a long process, you have an opportunity 
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to sue. You as individuals with limited resources or depleted re
sources are pitted against some of the largest corporate giants in 
the whole world. 

Do you believe that you presented strong enough evidence of dis
crimination to the EEOC that they should have taken your case to 
court instead of leaving that burden to you? 

Mr. GOYETTE. I believe that they followed the process that's most 
normally followed. This is a routine process. I would have hoped 
that the EEOC at the time of their initial investigation saw obvious 
evidence supporting our claims, that at that point the EEOC hope
fully would have had more teeth in what their options were. 

For example, there continues to be-every one of the Japanese 
nationals employed here and working under their green card 
status continues to work here. I would have hoped that the EEOC, 
possibly working with Immigration, would have given a more com
plete review to justify that the positions retained by the Japanese 
employees were not instead of the Americans who were released at 
that point. 

There continues to be green card and work visa applications by 
DCA and Dentsu. In fact, the new president of DCA, scheduled to 
start in his position August 1, is right now in the green card appli
cation process. 

I think there should be a union of the EEOC and possibly Immi
gration about reviewing existing green cards. I think that would 
put some teeth into what they could do and give them an immedi
ate cause to take concern when right now, the offending Japanese 
corporation's biggest assets are their financial resources and time. 
They can outwait us. 

Mr. LANTOS. Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, wit

nesses, for being here. 
I'd like to ask a question specifically to the women on the panel. 

As we know, women are commonly discriminated against at all cor
porate levels right here with American companies and American 
employees. 

I'd like to ask you how you would compare, as women, the work 
environment that you find in the Japanese companies to other jobs 
which you may have held? How was the discrimination against 
women in these companies any more or less pronounced than in 
any other work situation in which you have found yourself? 

Ms. TELLER. I think the difference is that in American corpora
tions, it's at least conceded that this is a no-no. Men may believe 
that women should be kept barefoot, pregnant and on the edge of 
town, but it's not acceptable, legally or in social terms, to behave 
that way. 

Within the context of the Japanese corporation, it seems to me 
that, as I believe Congressman Martinez referred to, there is a tra
dition of subordinate positions for women. However, I certainly 
think I was discriminated against as a woman, but in the context 
of exclusion of Americans. 

The real power in a corporation is what happens behind the 
scenes. That's why golf is so important for senior executives where 
people in a position to display influence, do it on their own terms 
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and their own time. That was for Japanese, period, the end, no 
American men, women had any access to that. 

So for me, the female discrimination existed within this context, 
a broader context, of discrimination toward Americans. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Would you not say when you bring up golf or 
other social activities that take place at night, yet that would be 
sadly commonplace at so many other companies, American compa
nies right here in the United States 

I'd like to know specifically as a woman, and of course as an 
American, but as a woman, how do you believe that this discrimi
nation is any more pronounced in a Japanese company than in any 
other work environment which you ever found yourself in? Or if 
golf is the problem, that will happen everywhere, sadly. 

Ms. TELLER. Yes, I didn't mean that golf was a problem. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. In the legislature in Florida, for example, at 

the government level, several government officials are finding 
themselves in a difficult legal problem because of unreported gifts 
and trips between lobbyists and these legislators for hunting and 
for golfing and deep sea fishing. 

When I was a member during that time, I was not invited either, 
but I'm saying that happens everywhere, sadly-not that we con
done it, but I want to know specifically outside of the social envi
ronment, what about the work environment made it more pro
nounced, that discrimination against women was more pronounced 
by a Japanese company than any other American company for 
which you might have worked? 

Ms. TELLER. According to what I've been told very specifically, as 
I said in my document, another woman couldn't-I was an excep
tion. I was rather obvious. I was something extraordinar;y to be in 
the position I was in, it was just not considered a woman s position 
and I assume it was because the man who hired me, an American, 
believed in me very strongly and pushed for me like crazy, and 
maybe because I was the first one that had been offered up that 
way, they were willing to contemplate that, but they did not want 
any more women in that position, is what I was told. 

I was also told that they would not promote me higher than that 
level because it was absolutely inconceivable in this company for a 
woman to be head of a department. That's blatant. It's not just a 
tacit agreement or resistance or a negative attitude, it was the ex
press policy: Women cannot attain this level. 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. I have some specific examples. I moved from 
Nikko to Merrill Lynch in precisely the same job, precisely the 
same industry, precisely the same clients. I feel that the discrimi
nation at Nikko Securities was institutional, where discrimination 
that I would see at Merrill Lynch or think that I might have seen, 
it seems like it was individualized, an individual manner not an in
stitutional basis. 

At Nikko Securities, assistant and secretary jobs are exclusively 
filled by women. At Merrill Lynch, in the same exact business, I 
had two male assistants, both of whom were college graduates. 

• There are many male sales assistants and secretaries at Merrill 
Lynch. At the Japanese firm, these "helper" jobs were solely filled 
by women. 
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A second thing is that culturally, women in Japan are different 
than women in the United States. They have different ideas, right 
or wrong, that fit their way of life on how women behave. Men 
have those same ideas about women. Women are quieter in Japan. 
Women are more reserved. 

When you're an American woman working in a Japanese compa
ny, you are expected to be quiet and reserved. If you're not, you're 
trouble. At an American company, it's not quite the same. All 
young American professionals, men and women, at Merrill Lynch 
are treated exactly the same. 

When I was at Nikko Securities, the men were men, the women 
are little girls, and it doesn't matter your age. There was a woman 
that was hired there-she was about 50 years old-at a very senior 
level in our department. When Christmas would come around, vari
ous holidays, the men would go out celebrate at lunchtime, and she 
would be told to come out to lunch with the secretaries and assist
ants, with the girls. It's institutional as opposed to individual. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you. Would you care to comment? 
Ms. COSGROVE. I've only worked at Japanese firms. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Since the legal action has started those proce

dures, what have you heard that the atmosphere has improved in 
the work environment for women and for minorities at your previ
ous companies? 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. Flat out. There are women vice presidents, 
there's women, I believe, executive vice presidents, there are job 
descriptions, American employees are allowed to transfer, salaries 
have been adjusted to competitive levels on Wall Street among 
men and women. 

There may still be discrimination there. It appears looking from 
the outside, and from what friends inside the company have told 
me, since the lawsuit was filed, they knew they had trouble in the 
numbers and they rushed to address it, which I think they should 
be given credit for. 

There may still be some insidious discrimination left. I don't 
know. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Is it the same for the other witnesses? Has 
the situation improved or has it been more repressive? 

Ms. TELLER. I think it's more repressive. To my knowledge, there 
are fewer women, if anything, and no women above a nonexecutive 
level-I don't know what to call it-copywriter level, junior- copy
writer level or art director level in my department, and similar in 
other departments. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you. Although the witnesses discussed 
the situation for an American worker and a-oh, I'm sorry. 

Mr. GoYETTE. Was that a gender specific question? 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. No, no, it was not. I usually look at people 

eager to get the mike, and I didn't read your signal correctly. I 
apologize. 

Mr. GoYETTE. I'd like to comment on what's transpired at DCA 
Advertising since we were terminated and our resultant lawsuit. 
Any senior American hired there, to my knowledge, since then has 
been asked to sign a closed end contract. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Closed end? 
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Mr. GOYETTE. Which means that it's employment at a specific 
role for a specific period of time, so that in the event they are not 
to be retained, then their contract just won't be renewed. So that's 
a little bit different. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. So it's different. One of the witness has 
talked about a job security for life concept, so this would be chang
ing that idea? 

Mr. GOYETTE. The Japanese never needed contracts. 
Ms. COSGROVE. I've been told that there's absolutely no change at 

Ricoh Corp. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you. Although you had discussed the 

treatment of American workers in Japanese companies, I'm won
dering if you have any comment to make about how Americans in 
similar situations or similar job levels as you were are treated 
when they work for your company based in Japan. How is that 
treatment for an American worker in Japan any different? 

You discussed different salaries, different promotion schemes, 
double bonuses, social interactions after work, housing allowances, 
language training-all of the benefits that you had said are avail
able to some Japanese workers in the Japanese companies in the 
United States. A~e Americans treated in a similar bonus way when 
they are working in Japan? 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. I know at Merrill Lynch, Merrill Lynch has of
fices in Tokyo, and the American staff that are sent over there 
from headquarters, do have the same types of packages. You get 
housing-you're an expat package, so I think that is common. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. I wondering if the Japanese workers over 
there are having similar complaints that you are having here, 
meaning, gee, they are now saying these Americans come over and 
they are treated much better than we, the Native Japanese, are 
being treated? 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. I think that when I would go to Merrill Lynch 
Tokyo's office, there would be some of the same types of cultural 
clashes. I'm not sure that cultural clashes is the issue though. I 
think the issue is: Are American companies in Japan observing 
Japanese law, and are Japanese companies in the United States ob
serving law? 

I think there is discontent and resentment because of cultural 
reasons on both sides. That's not the issue. The issue is the law. 

Mr. GOYETTE. Yes, a comment on that. I'm not familiar with 
whether there is title VII legislation protecting employee rights in 
Japan like we have here. I think that's the real difference, but I 
think our laws are a condensation of our culture as we evolve and 
a sense of fairness. 

I think culturally, there's a whole different role established in 
Japan that would then be or not be protected by legislation. So I 
think that's the real difference. I don't know what the laws in 
Japan are that would protect foreign rights. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Just one more question, Mr. Chairman, sort 
of an open-ended one, and anyone who would care to comment 
may, and you don't need to each and every one of you. 

What ideas or recommendations on a broad scale would you 
make to eliminate some of the prejudices that you saw? For exam
ple, Mr. Schmidtberger had discussed the use of codes and classifi-
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cations for recruitment purposes. Would you say that your recom
mendation would be to eliminate those altogether or to use it as 
sort of a guide but do not make job determinations based solely on 
gender or race, et cetera? 

In other words, what recommendations, sort of broadly, would 
you make about your specific jobs which you held? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. I would recommend, of course, that such 
schemes as the coding system be eliminated completely and that 
the EEOC and other involved Government agencies pay particular 
attention to those companies who have a history of problems com
plying with American antidiscrimination laws. 

I should make clear that I don't think that the intent to discrimi
nate, arrogance, or anything like that is the domain of any one 
country or race or sex. I think these are attributes that individuals 
have and that can be fostered in certain corporate environments. 

With that said, I would recommend that where complaints have 
been made, that the EEOC be given the authority to investigate 
however often necessary to make sure the discrimination does not 
continue. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Any other panelist? 
Ms. COSGROVE. I'd like to see the Office of Federal Contract Com

pliance become a little more involved with this issue. Ricoh Corp. 
does about $10 million worth of business a year with the U.S. Gov
ernment. They classify all of their sales representatives in the 
field, female representatives in the field, as managers. These 
women are not managers, they are product sales people. So there is 
a discrepancy right there in their figures that they are submitting 
to the Office of Federal Contract Compliance. 

I think that, frankly, if we want this to stop, you're going to have 
to hit these corporations in the pocketbook. Canon is the same way, 
Sharp is the same way. You have to get the Office of Federal Con
tract Compliance to step in and look very carefully at the organiza
tional structures and the title ranges and rates for these corpora
tions. 

If there is a discrepancy, then they hold the orders, and I can 
assure you, it will clean up real fast. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman .. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much. 
Congressman Martinez. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you. 
I have a question regarding that last statement on the Office of 

Federal Contract Compliance. If they do Government contracting, 
they are required to provide that Office with an affirmative action 
plan. Do you know if they have? 

Ms. COSGROVE. Oh, I'm sure they have, yes. The problem is the 
plan that's submitted. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. The numbers. 
Ms. CosGROVE. Right. I'm not saying the numbers are false; I 

don't know that. I can just say that there's a discrepancy between 
an internal manager and an external sales representative, and 
they are titling them the same in order to make them look more 
equal. 
• Mr. MARTINEZ. I would suggest then to the chairman that maybe 
we ought to have a hearing on that particular company about that 
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particular issue and subpoena those records and then do an investi
gation of whether those job titles are accurate. If they are not in 
compliance, we can certainly move to debar them from Govern
ment contracting. That, like you say, really hits them in the pock
etbook and makes them change. 

Ms. CosGROVE. I would suggest you do that for about 15 of the 
largest Japanese corporations in this country. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Ms. Ros-Lehtinen was talking about American 
corporations and their discrimination against women. We're not 
naive as to believe that every American corporation is a role model 
of affirmative action for the woman, but by the same token, there's 
a double whammy here and that is women and Americans in these 
companies. 

The other thing is that evidently these corporations don't realize 
there is a growing anti-Japanese sentiment in the United States of 
America. So many people are out of work right now and the unem
ployment rate is going up. In some places, it's higher than the na
tional average, like in the State of California. 

You'd think they would realize that so many of our jobs and our 
basic industries have been lost to Japanese companies, and that 
they would be more appreciative of that anti-Japanese sentiment 
because 1 day, they're going to kill the goose that laid the golden 
egg. 

The American market is what made Japan. The American 
market. If I, as a businessman in my community, appreciated my 
clientele and customers, I sure as heck wouldn't treat them that 
way. If I was in that community, I sure as heck would obey the 
laws in that community so that I would not be brought to light for 
those kinds of discriminatory actions. 

I have a problem with Nikko's testimony. In their numbers, 
where they are in there testimony here crowing about the lawsuit 
that you are involved in, Ms. Minushkin, what they don't realize is 
if you read that final sentence, all that you were not able to do in 
that case was prove a case for class discrimination. So somehow 
they think this gets them off the hook. 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. If I could respond to that. We settled our case 
after the judge ruled that the three women that were filing did not 
provide evidence that we were a class. Nikko did not admit dis
crimination, it was not found that they did not discriminate, it was 
just that the three women did not provide evidence for a basis of 
class formation. 

At that point, we were given an offer to settle. If we did not 
settle, to go forward, if we lost, we would cover their attorneys' 
fees, our attorneys' fees, and some other things at extreme finan
cial expense. We could not afford to continue, we couldn't take the 
risk. 

I'm a graduate student. The other woman was maybe in law 
school at the time, maybe she had just finished. Another woman 
was married with a few children. We couldn't afford to go forward, 
we wanted to. We were forced to accept the settlement. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. I read this brief from the court and where the 
court expected you to bring forth affidavits from every woman that 
worked for Nikko was, I think an unreasonable request by the 
court. In the first place, as much as you stated, when you have a 
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very shallow job market and you know you can't readily go out and 
find another job, nobody in his right mind is going to believe that 
company is not going to take retaliatory action if that person, 
while in their employ, makes a derogatory statement toward them. 
That's just a fact of life. It's just as common to employment as any
thing you can think of. 

They have provided us, in their testimony, with their numbers. 
I'm going to start at the very highest level, executive. There are 
four. One is a U.S. American, the other three are Japanese, and 
there are no females. That in itself shows that whether they use 
these three from Japan b(;!cause of their rotating staff and they 
need to for the management of the company, they still don't even 
have a Japanese woman there. 

More than that, they get into some numbers here. Explain to me 
what, as you understand it, is a professional in that company? 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. I thought when I was hired as an administrative 
assistant, that was sort of the preprofessional thing where you 
would gear your qualified college graduates. It turns out that the 
sales trainee position was created as professional. Then I think 
they more institutionalized it into a title like associate. 

Any numbers that you have, by the way, may not correspond to 
the period that I worked there, and there was also a separate cor
poration at Nikko that dealt in U.S. Government securities. It was 
managed separately, it was on different floors. It was staffed 
almost exclusively by Americans with American managers. I did 
not work for that part of the company, I worked in the Japanese 
portion. 

One of the things we said in our case is you've got to divide that 
anyway because that will skew the numbers because a senior 
American manager was picking all the managers on down, and he 
was committed to hiring Americans and hiring women. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. They may not be the same as you because their 
managers, they have 34 of them, 20 being U.S. workers. Of those 
34, 33 were males and only one was a woman. 

The thing I'm trying to get at, is in all of the affirmative action 
hearings that I held as chairman of the Subcommittee on Employ
ment Opportunities, we tried to break down their information as to 
who were working people. In the sales office, you're professional in 
most every instance. So who are the people that are doing the work 
and who are the people that are really doing the management? 

Because we found that not only from minorities but for women, 
there has been a ceiling to which these people can rise and not 
above that because that's the closed corporation attitude. That's 
been true in every situation. 

I would imagine from the numbers here, professional, 123, with 
92 being U.S. workers. Of the 123, 95 are male and only 28 are 
female. Even in that, there is a disparity in the numbers if you 
look at the work force out there and at the percentage of the work 
force in accordance to male and female. 

So these numbers don't prove anything to me, although somehow 
in their numbers to us they think they've done a great job as they 
attest to in their testimony. 

To get down to technicians, sales and clerical, even if they say 
that middle category is professional, I still believe those are just 
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working people in that sales office, and that these others definitely 
are working people. 

It's the same instance in every hearing I ever held on any com
pany. When you get down to the clerical, there are 98 total. 
Ninety-eight U.S. workers are in that lowest of positions, and 41 
are males, and get this, 57 women are at that lowest level. You see 
the disparity? There are more women at that level than when you 
go up to a manager's level and you have only one male. 

Somehow, these people seem to feel that this is a great improve
ment. I don't see it as any kind of improvement at all. 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. It's an improvement over when I worked there. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, yes, they had zero in management I guess. 

They go through in their testimony and outline the new policy, the 
Nikko policy of employment opportunities to all persons regardless 
of race, creed, color, and sex, physical or mental handicap or veter
an status. Then they give out the whole 3 pages of their new policy, 
and then they stand to correct it by important considerations 
having to do with company and company policy. 

It says, "Nikko is similar to many American subsidiaries." They 
qualify it because American subsidiaries, when they move abroad, 
move a lot of their top management over there. They go down here 
with a whole list of things that say their employees have to get 
extra consideration over the American employees to a point that 
they get after qualifying all of these reasons why in many in
stances, they're going to have to hire and give preference to, re
gardless of the first statement, equal, preference to Japanese em
ployees, and then they say, in short, "Staff from Nikko, Tokyo, has 
no special advantage over locallX hired Nikko employees in any 
term or condition of employment. ' 

Hogwash. They just don't even realize in their arrogance what 
they're saying in their own testimony in giving the preference to 
the Japanese employee. 

Ms. Ros-Lehtinen asked about the American company over in 
Japan and I would say that if in fact that American company did 
treat its employees a little better, it's only appropriate since here 
in the United States, the Japanese not only treat them a little 
better but a whole lot better. 

My problem is when you look at the Japanese and their attitude 
toward us and our companies. For example, Motorola, which builds 
a better pager, with more quality and that is a little more expen
sive than the Japanese, had to sue the Japanese to get into their 
market. A little 6 percent is what they were given initially, but 
surprising to the Japanese, it's now the lion's share of the market. 
That's because they build a better quality, but they had to sue to 
get in. 

I don't know of any Japanese companies that had to sue the 
American market to get in. So what I say is that if there is a senti
ment that's developing against the Japanese, it's warranted. And 
yes, particularly find offense with the Japanese arrogance and atti
tude because they are not treating us as equal partners, and we 
have always treated them with open arms. 

Their company comes here, their employees come here, their 
people come here and live in our residences, and everybody opens 
their arms to them. All of the communities that I'm familiar with 
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in my district have sister cities in Japan, and we exchange views 
on that level, and these exchanges that are great for both sides. 

Wonder when the corporations are going to understand when 
you start treating people in an equal manner, that you're going to 
have as great success there as they have at the other level? 

I really feel that when they settled with you, and I don't care 
what anybody says, that was an admission that they knew they 
were doing something wrong, whether the judge said so or not. Do 
you want to comment on that? 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. I think that while they may not have believed 
that they were legally discriminating, I think they believed they 
knew that there were problems and that the problems were cultur
ally based. I think they did honestly make efforts to address these, 
but I, in a sense, agree with you, that there are these problems. 
American companies have it there, the Japanese companies have it 
here. 

I believe I was discriminated against. I did not want a penny of 
their money in settlement. I make my own money. I don't need 
theirs. I felt embarrassed to settle and take their money. I wanted 
to go ahead, we couldn't. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. I think you're absolutely right when you summed 
it up in the last question that was asked by Ms. Ros-Lehtinen. The 
thing is where there might be cultural differences in each country 
by each company-an American-owned company there and a Japa
nese-owned company here-the law is the important part, and they 

. are in violation of the law. I contend that by the figures they fur-
• nished us, they are still in violation of the law, and that needs to 
• change . 
. . We need to, like you've said, get our enforcement agencies into 
• high gear in doing something about this. The EEOC only reviews 
• on complaint. They don't go out and review automatically all of 
these companies to see if they're in compliance. There is some 

; system of compliance in that they should review the affirmative 
, action plans that come in, and if they find discrepancies in those 
1:llffirmative action plans, they ought to proceed, especially as far as 
JGovernment contracting is concerned. r I, for one, and hopefully the chairman will join me, am trying to 
l move on that one company to get that review of those job classifica-
1 uons and what those job classifications actually mean and are. 
:: I thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
( Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Congressman Martinez. 
t Congressman Shays. l Mr. SHAYS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to thank you for 

eonducting these hearings. I think they are very important. I 
'would say that in ·some ways I find them the most difficult that 
' I've sat on because they deal with a lot of personalities and they 
, deal with some very emotional issues. 
• • Have you been discriminated against because you weren't quali
•. fied or because you were a woman or because you were an Ameri-
• can and so on? Those are difficult questions to answer. I'm sure 
you all have had to wrestle with that as well. 

: I'm intrigued though by a few comments that were made. One, if 
'a Japanese is relocated from his country of origin, Japan, is it 
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wrong for that company to give them a housing allowance, to pro
vide housing? Does anyone feel that's wrong? 

[No response.] 
Mr. SHAYS. I gather that none of you do. In other words, you 

would expect to see that difference. If I was an American being re
located to Japan, I would expect if I'm going to be taken from my 
home country and moved to Japan, they're going to have to provide 
me some kind of incentive like that. Did you want to comment? 

Mr. GOYETTE. Yes. I think as long as it's reasonable. If it's a 
hidden form of additional compensation, though, then I think that 
would be discriminatory. 

Mr. SHAYS. It is going to be a compensation and it's going to be 
additional but they were located out of their own country. The 
question I would have is if they gave the Japanese-American an al
lowance even though they were in their own home, their own coun
try. Then I would see that as a problem. 

I was interested, Ms. Cosgrove, in your willingness to talk about 
one company you worked for and not the other. Are the Japanese 
batting 50-50 with you? 

Ms. COSGROVE. I don't understand your question. 
Mr. SHAYS. Did you work for two Japanese companies? 
Ms. COSGROVE. Yes, I did. 
Mr. SHAYS. You talked about one and you did not talk about the 

other company. Why not? This is a hearing on whether Japanese 
companies are discriminating. The question I have is: Do we have 
an indictment of Ricoh or do we have an indictment of the Japa
nese? That's ultimately what this hearing is focusing on. It's not 
whether your particular company discriminated. So what about 
NEC? 

Ms. COSGROVE. I suspect that I made that statement because I 
filed a litigation against Ricoh Corp. I have not filed against NEC 
Telephones or NEC. 

Mr. SHAYS. That's irrelevant to me, whether you filed or not. 
Ms. COSGROVE. It's not to me. 
Mr. SHAYS. But it is to me, and you're here for our advantage, 

not your advantage. The purpose for this is to understand if the 
Japanese are discriminating as a class and as a general pattern, 
company by company by company. 

My question to you is: Do you have any complaint against NEC, 
not whether you filed any, but were you discriminated against in 
that company? 

Ms. COSGROVE. Yes, I believe I was. I was paid a lower salary 
scale than a male counterpart. I had a great deal of responsibility 
for some very large budgets, and no one seemed to want to promote 
me to that level. Women were not promoted as readily at NEC, and 
thinking back now-it may have changed, I haven't been there for 
6 years-women were in the lower support roles at NEC. 

Mr. SHAYS. Just out of curiosity, why wouldn't you have brought 
this out in your hearing? 

Ms. COSGROVE. I was advised not to by my attorney. 
Mr. SHAYS. Why is that? 
Ms. COSGROVE. I don't know. I didn't go into that with him. 
Ms. TELLER. Could I add a footnote to that, please? 
Mr. SHAYS. Sure. 
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Ms. TELLER. I don't think any of us is qualified to say that every 
single Japanese company that has a branch here is practicing dis
crimination. 

Mr. SHAYS. No, no, that wasn't my question. I never insinuated 
that. What I asked was, we had someone who spoke who worked in 
two companies, two Japanese companies. The only company you 
can talk about is the company you worked at. 

Ms. TELLER. But I believe your question, unless I misunderstand, 
is, are we talking about Japanese companies at large or certain 
Japanese companies? 

Mr. SHAYS. My understanding of this hearing is-and it's almost 
like we've declared war on the Japanese-are Japanese companies 
in the United States discriminating against American citizens; are 
Japanese companies not following the same rules that American 
companies would have to follow? It's a serious question. 

Our challenge will be to see, as this committee does more work, 
if there is a pattern company by company. What I found intriguing 
was that we had someone who only chose to testify on one of the 
two companies she worked for. 

Ms. TELLER. If I can volunteer ID"?__ humble opinion, I think given 
the people here and the noise that s being made about people who 
feel they've been ill treated in certain Japanese companies, it's 
time to look into it, it's time to proceed. 

Mr. SHAYS. That's what we're doing. How many companies have 
you worked for? 

Ms. TELLER. I've worked for a number of American companies 
and one Japanese company. 

I think also that the historic attitudes on the part of the Japa
nese toward non-Japanese, toward foreign cultures, and toward 
women insure problems. I'll give you a little example. 

I've been studying Japanese now for 2½ years. In one of my text
books, one of the cultural pieces of information that was given is 
that the sexes are not regarded as equal in Japan. Women are con
sidered to be in a subservient position, wives to husbands, and so 
on, and the vocabulary and grammatical forms used by women are 
much more polite. They are expected to be more polite, they are 
expected to be deferential toward men. 

I think given this background and the complaints that have been 
raised, there is a real issue here that certainly-I do not believe in 
witch hunts, I have nothing against Japan, I have a great interest 
and positive feelings toward the positive aspects of Japanese cul
ture, but there is a real problem. 

Mr. SHAYS. I'm forgetting what my question was that made you 
make that response. 

Ms. TELLER. It sounded to me-I'm sorry, I'm getting involved 
maybe more than I should be, but it sounded as if you had doubts 
about the fact that there have been widespread problems. 

Mr. SHAYS. No. Let me just say something to you. I'm a Congress
man on a committee on a very important issue and it is important 
for me to be fair and to judge what I am hearing. I have some real 
horror stories in front of me. Your testimony is very compelling. 

The challenge for us, though-I don't know you, I don't know 
your qualifications-the challenge for me is to determine whether 
what you're saying is-to the best of my ability-based on a pat-
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tern or based on your own abilities and whether or not you were 
qualified for the jobs. 

Those are the things I have to wrestle with, and I just started my 
questioning asking someone why she would talk about one compa
ny and not two. I understand that she feels both companies were 
discriminated-and that to me is significant and that's helpful to 
know. 

So they are not batting 50-50 in your mind, they are batting 
zero. Both companies you worked for, you encountered discrimina
tion. That's your testimony under oath, correct. 

Ms. CosGROVE. Yes. However, of the two companies-now I'm 
going to talk reality to you. I have two job references left after 
having left Ricoh. I don't trust anyone to give me a reference, so I 
was advised by my attorney not to discuss NEC because it's the 
strongest reference I have left in the job market, but also because I 
don't think the problems at NEC were as bad as they are at Ricoh. 

Mr. SHAYS. So your testimony would be that you really encoun
tered some very real discrimination at Ricoh and more discrimina
tion at NEC than you have in American companies and you notice 
some similarities between both. Is that correct? 

Ms. CosGROVE. I've never worked for an American company. I 
have no basis of comparison. 

Mr. SHAYS. I'm sorry. You said that before, yes. 
Mr. GoYETrE. May I offer comment for the Congressman, please? 
Mr. SHAYS. Sure. 
Mr. GOYETTE. Working in account services, I had the opportunity 

to deal with many, many companies. I would say that I've dealt 
with 8 or 10 different Japanese companies as clients, working 
within my function for DCA and before that for DYR Advertising. 

I think we could do a grave injustice by painting all companies 
that we label as Japanese-owned with the same brush, similar to 
individuals that we've worked with. I think there are many differ
ent styles of operation and that many Japanese companies, I think, 
are commendable, from my experience, in their use of managers 
and employees. 

For example, the Sonys of the world, the Toyotas, Hondas of the 
world I think do an admirable job in attempting to understand and 
apply in their employment practices the laws and customs of this 
country. 

I think the problems we have are with certain companies that 
either through ignorance or arrogance fail to attempt to do that. 
This is where we see in certain companies a pattern. I think it has 
to be examined on an individual basis because there are very, very 
big differences. 

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you. I will say I was very interested in your 
comment, Ms. Minushkin, that your sense was that the discrimina
tion in our country by Americans was individual, not institutional
ized and that you felt, at least in your one experience, that it was 
more an institutional kind of discrimination. 

Maybe I need to say for the record-it's totally unacceptable. The 
Japanese will have to play by the rules of this country and live by 
them. Nothing less will be tolerated certainly by this committee 
and I think by Congress and the executive branch as well, if this is 
found to be the case. 
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Mr. Schmidtberger, you worked as a recruiter for one company 
or two? I was unclear when I read your testimony. One company 
worked in the same office. Did you work for both? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. No, I was employed by Recruit U.S.A. Re
cruit U.S.A. and Transworld Recruit were at that time both sub
sidiaries of a Japanese company called Recruit Co. Limited. We 
shared the same offices, we shared receptionists and support staff, 
and occasionally I was directed by the head of the other corpora
tion to generate lists of potential candidates. 

Mr. SHAYS. You worked for Recruit, and Recruit was hiring indi
viduals in this country to work in Japan? 

Mr. SCHMIDTBERGER. Recruit was directing individuals in this 
country to positions available in Japan. We did not hire them. 

Mr. SHAYS. I'm sorry, but you were looking for prospective em
ployees for Japanese companies in Japan? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. We were looking for prospective employees 
for Japanese companies in Japan or American companies in Japan 
or multinationals. 

Mr. SHAYS. But in Japan? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. That's correct. 
Mr. SHAYS. Transworld was actually looking for employees in 

this country to work in this country? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. That's correct. 
Mr. SHAYS. What I find intriguing about your testimony is that 

you were actually a screener. How many Japanese firms do you be
lieve, percentagewise, were asking you to discriminate and to, in 
essence, break the law, to make clear whether they were of Japa
nese origin or to make clear they were women or men? How many 
different companies approximately did you help in your year's 
service. Was it a year? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. It was 10 months. 
Mr. SHAYS. I'm sorry. Less than a year, 10 months. How many 

companies? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. In the 10 months I was there, I had respon

sibility for two followup campaigns-that was Meiko for which I 
was principally responsible, and IBM, for which I was an assistant. 

Mr. SHAYS. Maybe I should just ask you this before. IBM Japan 
is a subsidiary of IBM in the United States? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. I would assume so. I have no information on 
that. 

Mr. SHAYS. So this was an American company in Japan and a 
Japanese company? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. That would appear to be the case. 
Mr. SHAYS. In both instances, you found discrimination? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. In both instances, we were asked to perform 

discriminatory acts. 
Mr. SHAYS. Those were the two companies, so there were no Jap

anese companies that you were asked to screen applicants for other 
than those two? 

Mr. SCHMIDTBERGER. That's correct. 
Mr. SHAYS. So in your case, they're batting zero as well. In both 

instances, you found discrimination? 
• Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. That's correct. 

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much. 
Congresswoman DeLauro. 
Ms. DELAURO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Schmidtberger, did you ever tell the company that they were 

in violation of U.S. law? Did you make that as a flatout statement? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. I had no direct contact with the prospective 

employers. They would typically contact sales agents to place the 
advertisements and would communicate to my supervisors the type 
of applicant pool that they wished to interview. 

Ms. DELAURO. Did you talk to your supervisors about the fact 
that what was being asked was in violation of U.S. law? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. Yes. On every occasion that I was asked to 
perform a discriminatory act, I objected to my supervisor. 

Ms. DELAURO. What was the response? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. Generally, the response would be that, in 

the first place, it was not my position to raise objections to my su
pervisor. In the second place, the decision had already been made. 
That was what the client wanted, and if the client had not explicit
ly made that clear, that's what we thought the client would want. 

Ms. DELAURO. Was there ever any intimation that there was no 
obligation to abide by at least the spirit of American law? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. That's correct. 
Ms. DELAURO. So, in your opinion, the sense was that there was 

no need to really have to abide by the spirit of the law here? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. I can't speak as to what was going on in 

their minds, but my supervisors told me to disregard the law and 
to go ahead and screen resumes. 

Ms. DELAURO. In the documents that you've turned over, you 
said these were your written documents you had prepared per your 
conversations with your supervisors when you were about to 
depart? 

Mr. SCHMIDTBERGER. I turned over all of the reply cards and 
resume forms that we received. 

Ms. DELAURO. Did you turn over those documents to the EEOC? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. Yes, I did. 
Ms. DELAURO. What has been the response from the EEOC? 

Except for turning over the documents, what kind of discourse 
have you had with the EEOC on this issue? Have they talked to 
you? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. Yes. They interviewed me several times. 
Ms. DELAURO. When was this? 
Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. This would be in the autumn of 1988 and 

extending into the spring of 1989. 
Ms. DELAURO. Has there been any action taken as far as you 

know? Does Recruit U.S.A. or Transworld, are they still following 
similar practice, as far as you know? What's transpired? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. Since I left the company, they have both 
been reincorporated and have new corporate titles. The EEOC filed 
the lawsuit against both of them which has proceeded over the last 
3 years. I'm probably not in a position to tell you the particulars of 
the suit. 

Recruit was cited once for contempt of a court order ordering 
them not to discriminate and not to destroy documents. 
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Ms. DELAURO. Did they destroy documents or refuse to come for
ward with information? Was that the basis of the contempt cita
tion? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. Yes, that's my understanding. To my knowl
edge, one part of the case, I believe, against Recruit U.S.A has 
been settled and I believe the case against Transworld Recruit is 
still pending. 

Ms. DELAURO. Is that coding system still in place as far as you 
know? 

Mr. ScHMIDTBERGER. I have no idea. 
Ms. DELAURO. This is more of a general question. In terms of the 

companies that the several of you have worked for, there was a job 
classification system or there was no job classification system? 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. When I started at Nikko, there was none. Subse
quently, they started to formulate one, but a good one wasn't in 
place by the time I left, although I understand there is now. 

Ms. DELAURO. Was there a promotion policy, grievance proce
dure, any kinds of evaluation procedures that were operating in 
these companies? 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. When I was at Nikko, there was no grievance 
procedure, there was no procedure for transferring among depart
ments. I tried to transfer to the American-managed departments 
and was told, you can't transfer, we don't do that. There was no 
procedure for evaluations, other than your immediate superior, but 
there was no feedback to you. I got it myself by going up and 
asking and being told that I was doing a good job and here was an
other raise or this or that. But there was none of this when I start
ed at Nikko. 

In all fairness, they were just beginning to build in the United 
States at that time. They do have, I believe, these things now. 
When I left, they were trying to put these in place. 

Ms. DELAURO. At Dentsu? 
Mr. GOYETTE. At DCA Advertising, we had in place job descrip

tions and a fairly formal series of performance evaluations and re
views. It was company policy to be reviewed at least once a year. In 
4 years where I had a Japanese supervisor, I was never given a 
formal review. However, some 8 or 9 months before my termina
tion, I was given a significant salary increase and was told verbally 
that I had been doing an excellent job. All of my Japanese clients 
liked me, respected my opinions and that I had a long-term career 
opportunity with Dentsu. 

Ms. TELLER. I did receive a formal evaluation which was excel
lent. I received a large raise, I received a large bonus. I was told I 
was doing a splendid job. 

Ms. COSGROVE. Ricoh Corp. does have a yearly evaluation system 
which, to the best of my knowledge, they take very, very seriously. 
I never spoke to anyone at Ricoh that had not been evaluated on a 
yearly basis. I was evaluated on a yearly basis and all of my eval
uations were well above average. 

Ms. DELAuRo. Did you utilize those evaluations in discussions 
with your supervisors about promotion or being overlooked for pro
motion or being demoted, in your case, Ms. Cosgrove? 

Ms. COSGROVE. Yes, I did. I don't think that particular person 
gave much credence to these evaluations. 
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Ms. MINUSHKIN. I was told to be patient, to be patient, to be pa
tient. 

Ms. DELAURO. That's a question I had for you, Ms. Cosgrove. You 
were with Ricoh for 6 years. I guess my question is why did you 
stay for 6 years? 

Ms. CosGROVE. How dumb are you, right? The writing should 
have been on the wall after the second year. Much like Ms. Min
ushkin, I was told to be patient. I felt as if I was learning some
thing daily when I worked on things, so it wasn't a total loss, but I 
was told, be patient, the next reorganization has your name on the 
next promotion, things along those lines. 

You reach a point, and I don't know where it was, but I think it 
was after my third year, I thought, gee, I've invested this much, 
maybe I should be patient, maybe I am pushing too hard. 

Ms. DELAURO. Let me ask you about the responsiveness of the 
EEOC with any of the documents. Did any of you get information 
to EEOC in terms of documentation of your situation and what 
happened in your specific cases? 

Mr. GOYETTE. Yes. We had sent all of our documentation to our 
attorneys, and it was collected among the five J>e9ple who had filed 
suit. We're a little bit early yet, at least by the Government's defi
nition of what's early, in the process. We've only received our 
right-to-sue letter July 1, so we're in the interrogatory and discov
ery phase where we can actually hopefully access more specific in
formation in the files. 

Ms. DELAURO. A general question. As Congressman Shays says, 
we have to try to get some sense of what's happened and then try 
to sort out what kind of directions we ought to go in. 

In your views, where is the breakdown? Where do you see the 
fault lies. I know Ms. Cosgrove talked about Federal contract com
pliance, where do we need to strengthen the pieces here in order to 
prevent this discrimination against American workers, against 
women? 

There is one more question I have before that with the women. 
Were there Japanese women in the companies that you worked in, 
and what was their status and position? Did they have similar 
kinds of experiences that you faced? 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. There was a Japanese woman in my depart
ment. If anything could be lower than being an American woman, 
being a Japanese woman would have been it, but later on, Japa
nese women started to come over as rotating staff from Tokyo. 
They were higher status. She was considered part of the U.S. staff 
but Japanese but female. 

Ms. COSGROVE. Ricoh Corp. has several Japanese women in man
agerial positions. I believe one of their subsidiaries has a Japanese 
woman in a director's position, which is the only female director in 
the company. 

Ms. TELLER. At DCA, there was an older Japanese woman in a 
kind of assistant, director-she was not junior but she was more or 
less in a junior art director's position. There was a Japanese 
woman in account management who has been made a vice presi
dent since we were fired. 
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The feeling that I got from her was that it was not easy being a 
woman. The Japanese part was OK, but being female was certainly 
a difficulty for her. 

Mr. GoYE'M'E. There were a few women in the account services 
area of DCA Advertising. The most senior was just promoted to a 
vice president on specific accounts. 

There was another account executive woman who I think did a 
stellar job. In fact, as her supervisor, I had submitted her for one of 
the presidential awards to be given at the end of the year in 1989, 
December 1989. I was told by my supervisor, who was Japanese, 
that no way in the world would she be recognized, that she just 
wouldn't. 

I gave him specific evidence-she was working an 80-hour week, 
she would work weekends, frequently 14- 16-hour days, unbeliev
able. Her health was failing and he said, no, we just couldn't recog
nize her, and I'm sure it was because she had a different role in his 
mind. 

Ms. DELAURO. I'm going back to my concluding question and ask 
you to be brief because we've got to vote but in terms of where the 
faults lie in the system, where can we tighten it up, how can we 
make the difference for cultural distinctions versus the violation of 
what is law? 

Ms. TELLER. First, I think we really do have to recognize that 
there is a problem. There is a big dissonance between Japanese ex
pectations of women and the way they regard people who are not 
Japanese, and the American point of view, in enough instances so 
that it becomes a problem. 

I have great hopes for the future. I'm an optimist by nature. I 
think there are wonderful things-there are wonderful effects that 
can result from a real American-Japanese, Japanese-American col
laboration and equal collaboration. I don't think it can just be left 
to chance. I think there needs to be an aggressive, positive recogni
tion that there is a problem here, that there is a gap. We need edu
cation, we need discussion, we need to know that there is a prob
lem and there should be a lot of contact and a lot of attention 
given to it. 

Then I think there does need to be some punitive legislation. I 
think we need help. People like us are really stuck between a rock 
and a hard place. It's not fair to say to an individual at a time 
when their personal resources are depleted, you carry the burden 
for the rest of the country, you go impoverish yourself in the courts 
to make an example of something that went wrong. 

Ms. MINUSHKIN. I think better enforcement of existing statutes 
and recent Supreme Court decisions have made it a lot more diffi
cult for Americans to bring any type of discrimination suit. If the 
EEOC rather than just be an enforcement arm could actually take 
proactive measures rather than waiting for cases to come, having 
investigators that see hundreds of cases a year whip through your 
case, instead of having it be an adversarial, legal competition, if 
the EEOC would take a proactive stance in enforcing its laws, it 
would prevent 23-year-olds having to go up against the second larg
est securities companies in the world. It would prevent people from 
having to use their resources, and it would prevent a lot of the bit-
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terness because you wouldn't have a legal battle. You would have 
the two sides working for change. 

Ms. DELAuRo. Anybody else? 
Mr. GOYETTE. I would suggest that you consider that the EEOC 

become more vigilant and more active, shorten the time process. I 
think if after the initial investigation there is found to be at least 
significant evidence of discrimination and the process now allows 
for the right-to-sue letter to be forthcoming, at that point to get in
volved and to put additional penalties that would be felt by the of
fending company. 

That could mean that the EEOC activate investigation into the 
affirmative action plans within the c.ompany so that the managers, 
the Japanese managers, owners of the company, and other employ
ees there are aware there is a suit in progress so that they would 
have the opportunity to air their opinions, even though they are 
still employed, if in secrecy they could give you additional informa
tion and testimony. 

The other thing is to change your Federal legislation to allow for 
punitive damages and allow for punishment, pain and suffering, 
not that we're after additional money just for that sake, but there 
is then some teeth in it and there is additional interest, that the 
expenditures of the offending company in that case is not just time 
and virtually the unlimited legal fund that they have. Put some 
teeth into it and penalize them. Tie it into other Government agen
cies like Immigration. 

Ms. DELAURO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. I want to thank my colleague from Connecticut. 
Let me just say to all five of you, you have done a major service 

to vast numbers of American citizens who are obviously in a situa
tion similar to yours. I think you have also done a major service for 
United States-Japanese relations, because as a result of these hear
ings, I expect a dramatic improvement in the performance of the 
Japanese companies which would lead to better United States-Jap
anese relations. 

There is a footnote to you. The University of Pittsburgh is a very 
fine institution. You should be proud to have graduated from it. 

I want to thank all of you. The subcommittee will be in recess for 
5 minutes. 

[Recess taken.] 
Mr. MARTINEZ [presiding]. We're going to get started again. The 

chairman is on his way. 
[Witness sworn.] 
Mr. MARTINEZ. It's nice to see you again, Mr. Kemp. I see you in 

a different role now than the last time I saw you. We re welcome to 
have you before the committee again. Would you identify who is 
accompanying you today? 

Mr. KEMP. Yes. On my extreme left is Jim Troy, Director of the 
Office of Program Operations; beside him is Thomasina Rogers, the 
Commission's legal counsel; and right beside me is Bill Ng, our 
deputy general counsel. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Very good. I will formally introduce you. This is 
Evan Kemp, Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission. With that, Mr. Kemp, your written testimony in its 
entirety will be in the record. You can proceed any way you see fit. 
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STATEMENT OF EVAN J. KEMP, JR., CHAIRMAN, U.S. EQUAL EM
PLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY 
JAMES H. TROY, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF PROGRAM OPER
ATIONS; THOMASINA ROGERS, LEGAL COUNSEL; AND BY WIL
LIAM NG, DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL 

Mr. KEMP. Good afternoon, and thank you for inviting me totes
tify today on behalf of the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission. 

As you can see from my submitted testimony, detailed evalua
tions of private sector employment practices are extraordinarily 
complex. EEOC's mission is enhanced when the Federal Govern
ment presents a united front in the effort to fight illegal discrimi
nation. Your attention to this matter reminds all employers that 
they should look seriously at their own employment practices, 
eliminate discriminatory practices, and cast the widest possible re
cruitment net to ensure fairness. 

Moreover, EEOC is an historically underfunded agency. There is 
no way we can review the employment practices of each and every 
employer doing business in the United States. In fact, title VII 
makes us a charge-driven agency, not an agency that conducts com
pliance reviews such as the Labor Department. 

Public discussion of issues involving employment practices en
courages employers to police themselves. It reminds them of the 
Federal Government's commitment to investigate every charge of 
job discrimination reported to us and prose<;:ute violations to the 
fullest extent allowed by law. 

The EEOC does, however, have reservations about targeting em
ployers for scrutiny based on national origin. Doing so is contrary 
to our mission, which is to enforce the laws against job discrimina
tion fairly and even handedly without regard to the factors that we 
tell employers to ignore, including national origin. 

Therefore, the Commission will not be. tempted to draw any con
clusions about Japanese employers as a group. We will merely 
present the data you requested and the limitations on the data 
which must be considered in any responsible interpretation. 

Before summarizing our findings about job discrimination by • 
Japanese-owned companies in the United States, I must discuss the 
limitations of our data. First, the EEO-1 form, which we use to col-· 
lect work force data, does not require companies to identify their 
owners' nationality. Yours is the first congressional request in the 
EEOC's 26-year history for a comparison among hiring practices of 
companies based on the owners' nationality. 

The Commission, as a law enforcement agency, does not have the 
resources to collect and analyze this information on a continuing 
basis. 

The second limitation we face is that only about 6 percent of em
ployers subject to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 are re
quired to submit information to us about employment of minorities 
and women. Our data fails to reflect differences between employ
ment practices at large and small companies and among the labor 
pools from which large and small companies draw .. 

Third, our EEO-1 forms are completed by company officials and 
are unverified. The number of people placed in various job classifi-
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cations-for example, the number of people put in the "profession
al" or "officials and managers" category-may vary among compa
nies and management styles. 

Fourth, many factors not related to job discrimination may affect 
decisions by foreign companies about where to locate U.S. sites and 
about which companies to purchase. The Japanese companies in 
particular, because they are primarily new entrants, would be ex
pected to locate where tax and wage rates remain relatively low. 
Meanwhile, some of our Nation's minority groups are located in 
greatest numbers where tax and wage rates are high. 

Geographical factors may explain much of the minority employ
ment disparity between United States- and Japanese-owned firms. 
We do not have the methodology to take these disparities into ac
count. 

Fifth, with respect to charges and lawsuits against Japanese 
companies, we are talking about an extremely small universe. It 
would be a mistake to put too much faith in conclusions drawn 
from so few cases. Of about 900 active cases in litigation, only a 
handful involve Japanese employers. 

With those warnings, let me summarize the information you re
quested. 

Employment practices of foreign-owned companies are becoming 
more important to Americans. Foreign-owned companies that we 
identified employed 530,000 people in 1989, up from 350,000 in 
1980. Japanese-owned firms that we identified employed 72,000 
people in 1989, up from 20,000 in 1980. 

Overall, foreign-owned companies tend to employ more minori
ties than U.S. companies. In 1989, minorities represented 22 per
cent of overall EEO-1 employment. In non-Japanese foreign-owned 
companies, the work force was 25 percent minority. In Japanese
owned companies, minorities made up 27.6 percent of the work 
force. 

The Japanese companies we identified have more employees of 
Asian and Pacific Islander origin than other companies. Thirteen 
percent of the work force at the Japanese-owned companies we 
identified was classified as Asian or Pacific Islander, compared to 
2.6 percent of all companies surveyed. 

Employment of blacks in Japanese-owned companies was 8.4 per
cent in 1989, compared with 12.5 percent in the full EEO-1 uni
verse. Employment of Hispanics in Japanese-owned companies was 
6 percent in 1989, compared with 6.5 percent in the EEO-1 work 
force. The employment of women in Japanese-owned companies 
was 38.5 percent in 1989, compared to 46.2 percent for all EEO-1 
companies. 

The disparity was particularly large in "officials and managers" 
positions. Overall, nearly 30 percent of these positions in the EEO-
1 work force were filled by women, but in Japanese-owned compa
nies, only 16 percent were filled by women. 

During the 1980's, the employment of minorities and women in
creased at a faster rate in Japanese-owned firms than in other for
eign-owned companies or at United States companies. For example, 
blacks went from 2 percent to 3 percent of officials and managers 
at the Japanese firms we identified. All of this data is available in 
the charts supplied with my submitted testimony. 
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It is important to realize that the Commission does not enforce 
our Nation's civil rights laws by looking at the EEO-1 numbers 
and telling employers to measure up. We go about our business by 
investigating specific charges of discrimination and taking these 
charges to court when necessary. 

I will now turn to our experience in this area. Of the 59,426 job 
discrimination charges the Commission received in 1990, we have 
identified 115 charges against about 35 Japanese-owned companies. 
The charges against Japanese-owned companies generally follow 
the profile of all charges. 

About 37 percent allege race discrimination, 34 percent raise sex 
discrimination, and 29 percent involve age discrimination. Japa
nese companies are more likely to be charged with national origin 
discrimination. Fourteen percent of the charges against Japanese
owned companies include national origin as a basis. By contrast, 11 
percent of charges filed against all corporations raised the issue of 
national origin. 

That may be at least partly caused by the high percentage of 
Japanese-owned firms in California and New York, where between 
20 and 25 percent of charges involve national origin discrimination. 

In investigating these charges, EEOC finds that the violations 
uncovered are similar to those discovered in domestic corporations. 
While charges must be kept confidential to comply with title VII, 
we may speak more openly about lawsuits and legal briefs we have 
filed that involve Japanese companies. 

One example you asked about was our case against Recruit Corp. 
In this instance, we received information that the company was 
discriminating, so we drafted a charge that would allow us to inves
tigate the allegations. After we served the charge, we learned the 
company had begun to destroy records, so we sought a Federal 
court order to close Recruit and allow us to seize the evidence. This 
is the first time a court granted such an injunction for EEOC. 

We found that Recruit was using secret codes on internal docu
ments to illegally indicate employer preferences for workers of a 
particular age, sex, race, or national origin. We settled the Recruit 
case, and you may be interested to know that part of the settle
ment includes an agreement for Recruit to fund two job discrimina
tion training seminars in Japan. 

Mr. LANTOS [presiding]. Mr. Chairman, in my opening remarks, 
as you know, I questioned the wisdom and judgment involved in 
that. 

Mr. KEMP. And compared it to Ms. Helmsley. 
Mr. LANTOS. I just find it remarkable that a company which is so 

palpably guilty of discrimination would--
Mr. KEMP. Congressman, we do have veto power over who they 

retain to do this training. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, it's not a question of giving veto power over 

whom they hire, I think they can be made to fund these things, but 
it does seem to me that my analogy that this is like having Leona 
Helmsley provide seminars on how to fill out income tax forms is 
an appropriate analogy. 

Mr. KEMP. I think that if we didn't have veto power over it, it 
would be a perfectly correct analogy, but I think with veto power 
over who does the training, I think we do control that situation. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Well, while we are on this subject, how do you justi
fy the terms of the EEOC settlement with Recruit? How did you 
arrive at a figure of $100,000? 

Mr. KEMP. We settle about 10,000 cases a year in the conciliation 
stage. We settle another several hundred each year after going to 
court. The settlements are not reviewed by the Commission, but I 
do have our deputy general counsel here who might speak to that. 

Mr. LANTOS. I would be happy to hear him. Would you identify 
yourself, sir? 

Mr. NG. Yes, sir. My name is William Ng. I am deputy general 
counsel of the EEOC. 

The responsibility for conducting enforcement litigation rests in 
my office, sir, and this case, in specific, was conducted by our San 
Francisco legal division. I spoke to the regional attorney this morn
ing concerning this committee's questions regarding this case. 

Mr. LANTOS. When was this case settled approximately? 
Mr. NG. It was about June, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. June of this year? 
Mr. NG. Of this year. 
Mr. LANTOS. Before you go on, I just want to set the framework. 
We had a witness earlier this morning-you heard the testimony, 

I take it? 
Mr. NG. I wasn't available this morning. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, let me tell you what the testimony was. As I 

recall, the gentleman who testified indicated that he thought there 
were hundreds of individuals who were discriminated against. The 
$100,000 figure seems absurdly low-it's not even a token-and I'm 
wondering how you arrived at it? 

Mr. NG. Let me just try to explain as clearly as possible. 
This case, although denominated as Recruit, really involves two 

employers with a common parent. There is Recruit U.S.A. and 
there is Interplace. Interplace is where I believe the witness this 
morning was testifying--

Mr. LANTOS. No. He worked for Recruit. 
Mr. NG. Well, the Recruit part of the case, Mr. Chairman, did in 

fact settle about a month ago. The second part of the case, the In
terplace case, is still going on. Recruit U.S.A. was in the business of 
finding applicants for employers in the country of Japan. Inter
place was in the business of finding applicants for employers in the 
United States. 

Mr. LANTOS. I know what they were doing. My question is a very 
specific one. It's a different one and I would be grateful if you'd ad
dress yourself to my question which I shall now restate. 

We had testimony under oath that there were large numbers of 
potential discriminatees-people who were discriminated against-
by Recruit U.S.A. I would like to ask you to give us your best esti
mate of what that number is? 

Mr. NG. We were only able through our search of the available 
employment records to identify roughly 16 persons who met the 
qualifications that would otherwise have led them to be employed 
by a firm that Recruit was retained by. 

If I may add, Mr. Chairman, the jobs at issue and the persons at 
issue were, first, bilingual, and secondly, they were primarily engi
neers. If I may also add, the case that still has not yet been settled, 
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the Interplace portion of the case, is still in negotiation. We frank
ly expect that this case will yield a much higher back pay settle
ment. 

The third part of the Recruit case is the fact that because these 
individuals were highly skilled, technical individuals who were also 
bilingual, they were able to find alternative employment relatively 
quickly, even though they were rejected by Recruit. Therefore, the 
amount of lost earnings that they suffered was relatively limited, 
even though-as was testified this morning--

Mr. LANTOS. I don't think that's the issue at all. I think you 
missed the whole point. We had testimony this morning from an 
individual under oath who worked for this company that his job 
was to screen out people who didn't fit the nationality, race, sex, 
and age profile of the potential employer. This is a blatant viola
tion of American law, and it is a blatant violation of the spirit of 
equal employment opportunity. 

The job this gentleman had, a graduate of Yale and of Stanford 
Law School, a very intelligent, articulate and sincere human being, 
who was revolted by the assignment his superiors gave him, that as 
people applied for these jobs, he had to screen out all those who 
didn't fit the discriminatory profile of the employer. That's the 
issue. 

My question is, how on earth did you arrive at a $100,000 settle
ment, which is a token amount? The fact that these people may get 
jobs elsewhere, maybe they will and maybe they won't. 

Mr. KEMP. I do think I'd like to interrupt right now. What he 
was talking about was the cases that are still open. What Bill Ng 
was addressing was the people who were being recruited by Japa
nese firms to work in Japan. There are two aspects of this case. 

Mr. LANTOS. I understand that. We had testimony concern
ing--

Mr. KEMP. But he talked about IBM, and I remember a couple of 
other people he mentioned. 

Mr. LANTOS. He worked for Recruit U.S.A. 
Mr. KEMP. Yes, but he did mention IBM. 
Mr. LANTOS. That's right. IBM was one of the clients of Recruit 

U.S.A. 
Mr. KEMP. IBM is not a Japanese company. 
Mr. LANTOS. IBM, Japan. 
Mr. KEMP. No, but it-
Mr. LANTOS. It was IBM, Japan that was doing the hiring. 
Mr. KEMP. But clearly IBM, Japan is subject to our laws. But a 

Japanese company incorporated in Japan that doesn't have any 
connection to this country is not subject to our laws. I think that's 
where I'm trying to set the record straight. 

I wish we'd had a little bit of notice on this. I just heard that you 
were going into it. We're very proud of the Recruit case. It's the 
first time that we've ever gotten a court order to stop somebody 
from tearing up the evidence. We think that the Recruit case re
sulted in an excellent settlement. 

Mr. LANTOS. Let me read from the testimony this morning and 
both of you are welcome to comment. "To prevent any misunder
standing" -this is from the testimony of Mr. Paul Schmidtberger 
earlier this morning under oath-"To prevent any misunderstand-
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ing, a memorandum entitled, 'IBM Project Confirmation' that was 
written in Japanese, was taped to the wall directly opposite my 
desk by my supervisor, Mr. Ureshino. 

"That memorandum specified that IBM sought to hire approxi
mately 25 people in the interview sessions. Point one of the memo 
stated that applicants would only be considered if they were under 
35 years old. Point two stated that men and women would be con
sidered equally. Among other job qualifications, point three explic
itly stated, 'Foreigners are no good."' That's about as blunt as you 
can get-"Foreigners are no good." 

It was parenthetically explained that this was IBM, Japan's cur
rent policy. The specifics of this policy were outlined in the next 
sentence, which reads, still in Japanese, "White people, black 
people, no, but second generation Japanese or others of Asian de
scent, OK. 

"This memorandum remained taped to the wall until July 13, 
1988, when I removed it." 

I cannot conceive of a blatant job discrimination more clearly 
spelled out than this. 

Mr. KEMP. I can't either. I think that is the case that is still in 
litigation. We just learned this morning that you had such an in
terest in this case, and we will respond for the record. But it is two 
cases. 

I think that we did have veto power over who is going to give 
this training session in Japan which I thought was very adequate 
protection. I think you took it out of context. 

Mr. LANTOS. What kind of staff do you have to supervise this? I 
think you would be much better off, Mr. Kemp, if you were to say, 
"It was a bad mistake on our part to give the training job to a com
pany which engages in such blatant and prosperous discrimina
tion." 

Mr. KEMP. We're not, and we brou§ht up facts and you're ignor
ing those facts. They're funding, they re paying for it, but we have 
veto power over--

Mr. LANTOS. Who selects the training program? Who selects the 
people? Who selects the curriculum? They do. 

Mr. KEMP. We have a veto power over it. 
Mr. LANTOS. You still don't see anything wrong in having a com

pany which was found guilty of blatant discrimination given the 
task of conducting seminars on how not to discriminate? 

Mr. KEMP. I do think that historically EEOC has been an under
funded agency. 

Mr. LANTOS. I can't hear you. 
Mr. KEMP. I think historically EEOC has been an underfunded 

agency. I can imagine when the 1964 Act was being debated that a 
northern Congressman went to a southern Congressman and said, 
if you vote for this act, we promise we will not ever vote adequate 
money to fund the agency that's meant to enforce it. We're respon
sible for more than 100,000 cases a year. We're responsible for a 
variety of people that are protected now. 

If you just take the number of cases we're responsible for and 
divide it into our total budget, it's less than $2,000 a charge. 

Mr. LANTOS. Allow me to quote from your own testimony because 
you really are dead wrong on this. This is what you're saying, "Our 
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agreement with Recruit" -this is your testimony-"also requires 
the company to hold"-not to fund, to hold-"two equal employ
ment opportunity training seminars to be held in Japan. These 
seminars are to educate Japanese managers who are coming to the 
United States on the country's fair employment laws." There is not 
a word here about veto power; there is not a word here about fund
ing. 

Mr. KEMP. I didn't know you were going to go into such particu
lars. We're very proud of this case. We didn't know you were going 
to attack it. Jim would like to say a word. 

Mr. TROY. I'm Jim Troy, Director of Program Operations. Maybe 
I can clarify some of it. 

Mr. LANTOS. Deal with the direct issue I've raised, because I'm 
not getting an answer from the Chairman. The direct issue I'm 
asking is this. Here is a company found guilty of blatant employ
ment discrimination. Are we in agreement on that? 

Mr. TRoY. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Is that company qualified therefore to hold semi

nars on how to comply with equal employment opportunity laws? 
Mr. TROY. Congressman Lantos, we don't know and don't have 

the wherewithal to do anything different. This training has to 
be-

Mr. LANTOS. Of course you do. You don't have to give them the 
charge to hold these seminars. 

Mr. TROY. This training is going to be in Japan. It's going to 
train people to come over here to know our laws and what's expect
ed of them when they get here. 

Mr. LANTOS. And they broke those laws. 
Mr. TROY. They had already broken them before. The training is 

to make sure that others who come over here know the laws, know 
how to apply the law to their work situations and know not to do 
what was done before. 

The gentleman who spoke to you this morning brought the case 
to us, if I remember correctly_ We did find discrimination in the 
case. Now the idea about whether $100,000 is too small or not, I'm 
sure your counsel knows that once you render the finding, you 
have to find the class of people who experienced discrimination. 

Even though he might have said there were thousands of people 
that the policies affected, we have to find the class after the find
ing. We were only able to find 16 people. Having found 16 people, 
the law that this body passed-Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 
states you have to make the people whole, meaning you have to 
find out what they lost. 

If they were unemployed for 1 year, then backpay is good for 1 
year. If they were unemployed for 5 weeks, then backpay is only 
good for the individual for 5 weeks. 

What we found was that the individuals that we were able to 
identify through normal means that would apply not only to Japa
nese-owned companies, but to other American companies, had ap
parently gotten jobs in short periods of time after not being not re
ferred by Recruit, and therefore, the amount of backpay was small. 

As it stands right now, we only knew of your interest in the spe
cifics of this case when you raised your statement this morning. 
We will be glad, exceedingly glad, to get the full interpretation of 
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the agreement and submit it to you for the record along with any 
statements that you would like for us to make. 

Mr. LANTOS. I look forward to that, but let me pursue the matter 
a minute further. 

There are many American law schools, distinguished law schools, 
that have strong involvements with Japan. Would it not have been 
wiser to have the training seminars on employment nondiscrimina
tion be offered by a distinguished American law school rather than 
the Japanese company that broke the law? 

Mr. TROY. The idea is for the Japanese company to employ some
one to do the training for them and to fund it, not necessarily for 
them to do it themselves. When they find the people to do it, then 
we have veto power if we do not believe them to be capable of 
showing the law as it is and applying the law to situations. 

We can stop that. We can go back to Recruit and say, these 
aren't the people. Maybe hindsight is 20-20, maybe it is true that 
we could have talked to a law firm. At this time, we were trying to 
settle this case out of the 800 cases we have in court, out of the 400 
we settle every year. 

As the Chairman told you, based on our staffing, we have very 
little time to go through four or five iterations of what we possibly 
can do when there is an acceptable settlement before us. 

Mr. LANTOS. How much did EEOC spend litigating the case with 
Recruit U.S.A. before settling it? 

Mr. TROY. That will be part of our response for the record. 
Mr. LANTOS. What's your ballpark estimate? 
Mr. No. Mr. Chairman, I would not be able to give you a ball

park estimate, because I don't believe this case required a great 
amount of support services or expert services. 

Mr. LANTOS. You'll submit the figure? 
Mr. No. We will be happy to. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you. 
Go ahead, Mr. Kemp. 
Mr. KEMP. I also would like to say that in 1985, our budget al

lowed for $7,800 per case. In 1990, we had $4,375 per case. In 1992, 
we had $5,000 per case. Of the 871 suits in litigation right now, 5 
percent of those suits take 60 percent of the total funds. That 
knocks us down to about $1,400 per case. 

Mr. LANTOS. Now, are you asking for a bigger budget; is that 
your point? 

Mr. KEMP. We did. 
Mr. LANTOS. Is 0MB supporting that request? 
Mr. KEMP. Yes, and it was cut by Congress 9 out of 10 years 

during the 1980's. We have gotten increases, slight increases, in the 
last couple of years. 

Mr. LANTOS. As you well know, Mr. Chairman, I supported your 
budget request. 

Mr. KEMP. Yes. Also, our investigators are closing over 80 cases 
per year, 80 cases per year. They are spending less than 3 days on 
a case. In the civil rights office at Education, they are closing two 
cases a year. At HHS, it's three cases per year. I'm just asking for 
a more equitable division of the civil rights dollar. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, we certainly will support your request for the 
necessary staff to get the job done. Go ahead. 
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Mr. KEMP. Unfortunately, the violations in the Recruit case are 
not unique to Japanese firms. Many U.S. employment agencies 
have also used illegal codes on job order forms, and litigation is 
pending against several of these firms in North Carolina and--

Mr. LANTOS. We can't hear you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. KEMP. Many U.S. employment agencies have also used ille

gal codes on job order forms. Litigation is pending against several 
of these firms in North Carolina and New York State. We have 
almost 300 similar charges around the country right now. 

More generally, EEOC has taken an active role in a series of law
suits, interpreting the 1953 Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and 
Navigation between the United States and Japan. It has been the 
Commission's position that the FCN Treaty cannot be a shield 
against illegal discrimination. 

In Avagliano v. Sumitomo Shojo America, Inc., EEOC argued 
that the employer could not reserve its management positions for 
Japanese males, despite the company's argument that it was pro
tected by the FCN Treaty. The Supreme Court agreed with EEOC. 
We addressed the same issue in Spiess v. C. Itoh & Co. 

More recently, EEOC filed an amicus brief in Fortino v. Quasar 
Co. This case is currently before the Seventh Circuit Court of Ap
peals. In Fortino, the plaintiffs have alleged that they were laid off 
because of their age and American origin. Quasar argues that their 
case is different from the other two FCN cases because they are 
not incorporated in the United States. We believe that should not 
matter because Quasar is a division of an American corporation, 
and, therefore, they have no right to ignore our discrimination 
laws. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the single best way to combat job 
discrimination by foreign and domestic companies is to make the 
people who make the personnel decisions aware that they must 
hire in compliance with our Federal, State, and local statutes that 
prohibit job discrimination. 

Employees and applicants must know that they have a right to 
have their charge heard if they are discriminated against. There 
must be thorough and efficient investigations to determine whether 
the law has been violated. There must be consequences for violat
ing the law. 

That is the essence of what EEOC does. It is a mission we are 
proud of, and it's one that we are always striving to do better. 

Again, thank you for holding this hearing, Mr. Chairman. I 
would pleased to respond to any questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kemp follows:] 
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Prapared·'hatiaony of Bvan J. IICaap, Jr. 
Chalnan 

u.1. lq\lal lllployment Opportunity couia1ion 

Subcouittee on Employaent and Houain9 

couittee on Covernaent Operation• 

u.s. Bou•• of Repr•••ntativ•• 

July 23, 19'1 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. You have 
requeated intonation on eaployaent diacriaination by Japane••
ownad companies operati119 in the United stat••• I hope ay 
testimony ■had• eoae li9ht on thl• coaplex 1•••• 

The attached data and the data eubaittad earlier, Vhieb 
concern• the eaployment profile• of Japan•••-ovned corporation• 
operatl119 in th• United Statea, l• not ayatuatically collected, 
maintained or analyzed by IBOC on the ba•i• of whether a 
corporation 1• domesti~lly or forei911-ownad. BBOC wiahe• to 
make clear that vban we collect data from corporation• profilin9 
their work foraea, th• eo-i■aion do•• not routinely coapar• 
foreign corporation■ to d011estio corporation■ or ■or• 
apaoifioally, Japan••• corporation• to compani•• owned by 
citiaan• of other countri••• BBOC do .. not mandate or aug9eat 
that corporation■ identify tham■elv•• a■ d011aatlo or foraivn 
controlled Vhen filin9 profll•• of their work force, nor do we 
a•k that eaployer• apeolfy whieh qroup of national• aay own th• 
company. 
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BHidH thi• obvlou probl .. , there are a nwaber of oth•r 

rea■on■ we cannot drav conclu■ion■ about. whetber Japan••• 
coapani•• are aor• likely to di■arialnat.• than other coapani••• 
Th• fora ve UH to colleat. data froa uploy•r■ about their 
uployaH i• the BIO•l. 'l'h••• foru are u■ad to aolleot 
aployaent data froa private aployar■ by HX acoordi119 to fiv• 
rac• and ethnic oata9ori••• oro•• ola■■ifiad bf nine broad job 
cata9orlH. It i• a ■nap ■hot of an aaployer•• work force on one 
partioular date. It dou not ahov nev bira■ or job proaotion■, 
lecauH tb■ data i• Hlf•raported, the vay that people are placed 
into th• nln• broad job oat.agori .. uy vary depandinCJ on th• 
organiaatlon of a coapany or it• aana9e .. nt ■tyle, 

Private employer■ have had to file 110-1 fora■ ainc• 1966, 
avary private eaployer aubject to Title VII and havinCJ at lea■t 
100 employ••• i• required to file thea. Additionally, Pedaral 
contractor• havln9 50 or aor• employee■ and contract• of at least 
$50,000 are al■o required to fil• BB0-1 report■, Approxiaat•ly 
31,000 ••ployara file th••• r•porta, Thi• la allout aix percent 
of all uployera ■ubjact to Title VII. It la ••tinted that 
th••• aaploy•r• cover about 65 percent of all private payroll 
uploy••• protected by Tltl• VII, or about 41,4 aillion out of a 
total of 63,8 ailllon e.ployaaa, EEOC i■ ra■pon■lbla for th• 
dlatrlbutlon and collection of the uo-1. Proa the EEo-1, the 
conia■lon and other federal, ■tata and local a9enclH can 
detenaln• bow aany black■, Hi■panlc■, A■ian■ or women ar• 
•Ployed by a particular coapany. 'l'be report■, vh•n compared to 
prior ■ubai•■ion■, •how whether a coapany•• work force ia 
expandin9 or contractinv. 'l'h••• report■ al■o infora th• 
9ovarnaent, within broad job categoria■, how •ny women or 
ainoriti•• there are in particular job■, When th• report■ are 
aCJ9ra9atad, th• data baH 1how■ how aany ainorlti•• and women are 
employed in particular indu■tri•• and how aany are ••ployed in 
variou■ 9aographio location•. Aggregated report■ al■o ■how 
indu■try trend■, aoat notably 9rowth or decline. Thay do not 
■hov lnfonat.lon about ... uar coapani••, where aany new ;Joba are • 
baint created today, 

one otber poa■ible pitfall in interprat1h9 the data va hav• 
provided ll•• in the faot that Japan••• coapani .. are relative 
nevcoaua to tile unit.ad It.at••• .. can be fairly confidant froa 
report• in the pQpular pre•• that theaa companlu have ■elected 
their location■ to take advanta9• of low ta~ and va9e ratu. 
Unfortunately, the a1nor1ty groupa we are ao■t aoncerned -1)out 
ar• over rapra■antad in area■ Where th•r• are blCJh tax and vat• 
rat••• Therefore, alnority repreHntation 11&Y be lower in 
ooapani•• new to the United Stat•• that have dl■cration allout 
vhara they will looate. In ■WI, tile eo-1■■ion bali•ve• that 
uklftCJ ganerallaation• baHd on t:h• data we baft provided ha• th• 
potential to ai■laad oatual obaarvara and could• aa■ily u■ed 
either to ■upport or reject oritioi■• of JapaneN birint 
praotic••• tt: ahould not be wsacl for either purpoH. 
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Al•o in thi• •tateaent, I will cite data ooncernint 
employaent di•criaination ohar9e■ filed by uployee■ an4 job 
applicant• a9ain■t employer■• Here too, th• a9enoy ha■ not 
routinely analy1ed char9e data with a view to ao__,.rint doa••tic 
corporatlona to foreiCJn corporation•• In th• a9enoy'• 26•year 
bi•tory, thll i1 the fir■t tiae we have been a■Jced to ooapare th• 
•track record• of forei9n corporation■ to doaeetia corporation■• 
Moreover, I ehould caution that even if IIOC did routinely 
coapar• the track record• of, for exaaple, JapaneH aoapaniH to 
aeraan coapaniu or u.a. fine to Canadian fine, thie praoi:ice 
would rai•• difficult i■■ue■ of •elective enforc••nt, protracted 
legal interpretation• of c011111uce treatie■, and ultiaatelr 
entangle civil riqht• with forei9n policy oon■ideration■• 

With th••• caveat■, I ■hall di■ou•• the infol'llation you 
requested1 

1. The hiring and promotion pattern• for vom•n and 
ainoriti•• by Japan•••-owned fira• in the u.a., 
cOllpared to other foreign-owned fine in the u.s. and 
to our general data baee. 

2. Stati■tical data on ainority hiring an4 proaotion 
practice■ broken out by ainority group• fro• our 
general data ba■e, and for Japana■e-ovned fine in th• 
u.s., vlth a d••cription of the ainority cOJDPO•ition of 
th• hirin9 area. 

3. Tr•nd• in ainority hirinv in th• 1910• by Japan•••
ovned fi1'1111 operatin9 in the u.s. Ar• th• proportion■ 
of ainority hlr•• 9oin9 up? What cat99ori•• of 
ainoritie■ •how inoraa••• or deer••••• over the decade? 

wa have provided the couitt•• with thi• information, 
■pacifically a coapari■on of th• a99reqate employaent profile■ of 
approximately 3t Japan•••·ownad corporation■ compared to th• 
•ployaent profile of all worker■ employed in thi■ country by 
•ployer• required to aubait an 110-1 fora to EEOC. 

Por today'• hearinv, the coai••ion identified tho•• 
corporation• Which we Jcnev to be Japan•••-ownad by raviewin9 the 
International Directory of corporate Aftiliationa. We then 
a9r· egated th••• ooapani••' !B0-1 report■ an4 compared thea to 
al companie• filil\9 BB0-1 report■ and to •elected forei9n-ovned 
compani•• filin9 IIO•l report■. our analy•i• follow■• 

o.erall ..,10,ant ~r•DI• 

IJ of 1189, foreip-ovned aoapani•• operatln9 in th• United 
stat•• that ve have identified in our BB0•1 data ba•• bad 
approxiaately 530,000 eaplayeea, up froa 350,ooo eaploy .. • in 
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1110. <••• Ta!>lu a-1c.) or thi• total, JapaneH-owned 
ooapanl•• had alaoat 12,000 uploy••• in 1981, aore than thr•• 
ti■ .. their eaployaent 1n 1980. Generally ■peatinv, the 
Japanaaa-ovnad ooapani•• beva an above avara9a mumar of 
aaploye••• ln faot, their eh• avara9ed approxiaataly 1,100 
aaploya .. , ooaparad to the avara9e ot 1,000 uploy ... for all 
aployar• in th• 1919 U0--1 data file. lion-Japan••• forelp
owned compani••• uanWblle, bed aora than '50,000 aploy ... in 
1919, tor an incraaae of alao■t one and one•balf tiM■ the 
,,,,ooo eaployeu vorkin9 in eucb ooapanie■'in 1910. 

ahaav•• la bployaeat 

.Tabla■ lA throu9h 1c pr•••nt emploY11ent trovth fivurea for 
1980-1985 and 1915-1989. The firat period wa■ one of aconoaic 
rec•••ion and recovery, vh•r•a• the ••oond period va• on• of 
continued econo■ic 9rowth. Th••• condition■ are reflected in the 
entire Eto-1 data b•••· For th• pariOd 1980-1915, total IB0-1 
aaployaant declined by •o•• 600, ooo employ•••. On th• other 
hand, about 4.9 aillion employee• ware added to th• 110-1 aurvay 
during 1985-1989. (Tabla 1A.) With the exception of Aaarican 
Indian• and Alaakan Native• in the period 1980-1915, all ainorlty 
group• incr••••d their nUllb•r• durln9 both period•, H did voaan. 

Delpit• the rece■■lon that occurred early in th• 1910-1915 
period, both Japan .. a-owned compani•• and other foraiCJD-owned 
c011pani•• lncr••••d their amploYJlent 1n the period. Thia 
increa•• extended to ainoriti•• and women. 1n Japanua-ovned 
coapanla■, more new job• went to Aaian■ or Pacific Ialander• 
durln9 th• 19801 than to any other ainority 9roup. Woman gained 
one-third of all new job■ in Japane1e-ovnad coapaniu durift9 th• 
1980•1985 period, and 38 out of every 100 new job■ during the 
1985-1989 period. 

In other foreign-owned coapaniaa, ainoritl•• gained nearly 
half of all new job■. unlike Japanaae-ovned companie■, ao■t new 
jobs h•r• went to black• and Hiapanlc■, particularly during the 
latter 1980■. Woaan, inoludjnc, ainority woman, 9alned about 
three-fourth• of all n•v joba added to other foreivn-ovned 
coapani•• durin9 1980•1985. Durin9 1985-1989, ainoriti•• gained 
approximately three of •vary 10 new jobs created in those 
compani••• •• did voaan, 

•ployaant tartlolpatloa of Kiaoritiaa ut •••• 

In 1989, ainoriti•• r•praaented 2a.2 percent of the work 
fore• in all ooapania1 ■urvayed by IBOC, 27.1 percent in 
Japan••••ovned coapani••• and 21.1 peraant in other forei911-ovned 
oompani••• (SH Table 2,) Asian■ or Paoifio Ialand•r• 
r•Pr•••nt•d the larga■t absolute and relative nU11bar of 
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■inoriti•• in Japaneae•ovnecl oo■panl••• accountincJ for 12.t 
percent of eaployaent, compared to 3,4 percent in other foreip• 
owned ooapani••• and 2., percent in all aoapaniN •urveyecl, Th• 
uployaent partlcipat:ion of black• and Bl•paniaa waa lov••t in 
Japan••••ovned coapani••• 1,4 percent an4 ,.o percent 
r••pect:ively. other foreign-owned ooapaniH reported that their 
work fore•• v•r• 12,4 percent black and 1,4 r.rc•nt Hiapanla, 
Th• total data ba•• ahovs a work foro• that • 12.s percent black 
and 6. 5 paroent Rlapanlo. Th• repreHntatlon of woaen waa lowHt 
in Japan ... -ownecl ooapani .. , 31.5 paroent co■pared to 41.0 
paroent in other forei91l•owned co■pani .. , and 4'.2 percent in 
total coapani••• 

With re■paot to official■ and -.ana9era, the emplo~nt 
participation of Asian• or Pacific l■land•r• wa• ■ignlficantly 
higher in Japane■e-owned coapani•• during the 1910■, In 198t, 
for lnatance, it waa 22,7 percent in ■ueh c011panie■, compared to 
2,1 percent in other foreign-owned companiea and 1,1 percent in 
all companies, 

Th• participation of black■ a■ officials and manager■ waa 
lowe■t in Japane•••owned OO11panlea, 3,0 percent, coapared to 6.0 
percent in other foreign-owned compani••• and 5,1 percent in all 
compani••· women official■ and manager• w•r• under repre■ented 
in Jar.ne■e-owned companie■, Women were 15,t percent of th• 
offic al■ and ■anager■ in Japan••• coapani•• coapared to 32,l 
percent in other torelgn-owna4 companie•, and 21,6 percent in all 
coapaniea. 

&T■ra9• aaaual aate of Cbaa;• la laployaeat 

ourin9 the 1980' ■, every ainorlty group, with th• poaaible 
exception of American Indiana or Ala•kan Native■, e:icperiencad a 
larger average annual rate of growth in ••PlOl(llent ln non• 
Japanese foreign companiu than in all IB0-1 companie■, (S .. 
Tabl• 3,) 'rl\u■, for •xaaple, Hi■panic• and Aaiana or Pacific 
Islander• increaaed their e111ploy11ent at th• other foreign-owned 
compani•• by I. S percent and 11. 3 percent rH~ti vely. ror all 
coapani••• the rate■ were 7.o percent and 1,6 parcent. Th• 
average aMual rate of e■ployaent: chan9• in Japane■e-owned 
compani•• out paced those in other foreign-owned coapani••• 
ouring th• 1185-1989 period, th• eaployaent of black• at 
Japaneae-owne4 coapanl•• increaaed by 19,5 percent a y•ar, 
compared to 4,7 percent in other foreign-owned coapani••• The 
av•rag• annual rate of eaployaent 9rowth of woaen at Japan•••· 
owned compani•• alao out•pacecl both other foreip-ovned coapani•• 
and total 180•1 coapan1••• over the 1915-ltlt year period, the 
employaent of vo .. n at Japanaae-owned coapaniu tr•v 11. 4 pwcent 
a year, coapared to 3.3 paro.nt for other foreip coapani•• an4 
4,1 percent for all ooapani•• covered by BB0-1, 
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' Generally ■peakinf, th• av•ra9• annual rate ot aana;•rial 
\aployaent incr■a■ad tast•r than th• rate for au lob•• 'l'hi■ vH 
[partiaularly tru• vitb r99arcl to blaaka and Bi■pan a■ at 
0 Japan■H-owned ooapani•• dur1nt· tu period 1'15•1Ht. 1>111'1"9 
• tbat padod, aaployaant of black and lli■pania aana9v■ at suall 
,aoapani•• inarea■ed at an annual rat.■ of u.s ,-rc•nt an4 22,a 
: percent re■pect.ively. KeanWbUe, tb• aaployaent 9l'ovtb of black• 
1n4 Bi■panica in official and aana9eaent po■ition■ at all 

'ooapani•• inoru■ed at annual rat•• of 4 an4 s., parc■nt 
·ra1paotive1y. A ■iailar ■ituation b•ld for voaen at Japan•••· 

Oimad aoapani•• in th• padoct 1t85•1tat. Woaen aana9ar1 · 
• lncrea■ed 27. S percant a Y•&r, coaparad to th• avera9e annual 
incr■a•• of 11.4 percant for vo••n in all job■ an4 ■ix percent. a 
year for vom•n official■ and una9er■ • fta average annual 
eaployaent trovtb of black, Hi■panic and v011en una9er■ at 

•Japan•••-own•d companla■ during 1985-1919 ■ub■t.antially out. paced 
, the comparable 9ro'Wth rat.•• in other forel9n-ownad compani•• •• 
well a■ in total BBO•l compani••· 

ahar, .. 

The coul,aion earlier furni■hed you, Kr •. Chalnan, data on 
eaployaent di■criainatlon charge■ tiled agaln•t Japane■a-ovnad 
oompan1•• operating in the United State■. 'l'hi1 data cover■ 
ahar9H filed durinCJ PY•tO. Thi■ data deacrlba■ th• baH■ and 

: t■■u•• ral■ed in the approxiaately 115 charge■ filed a9aln■t 
• approximately 35 coapanle■ ■taft identified a■ Japana■e-owned. 

Chartint part.iH frequently claia that they are 
di■crialnat.ed a9ain■t baoa.ue of aultipla ba•••• for exupla 

. race, ■ex and national ori9ln dl■criaination. aiallarly, 
ahar9in9 part.iu frequently rai■• uny i■■ue■, for exaaple, they 
wra di■cri•inatacl a9ain■t in pr0110tion■, benefit■ and 
ti■clpline. With thi■ in aind, our r•viev of rY•tO chart•• filed 

• a9ain■t Japan••• aoapani•• ■hoved1 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Th• lar9e■t n\Ullber of charge■ filed a9ain■t. Japane••· 
owned ooapani•• -- approxiaately 371 -- rai•• th• i■•u• 
of race di■ari•inationJ 

The ■■oond lar9e■t 9roup of charv•• -- 341 -- rai■• th• 
ia■u• of ••x di■ari■ination (pre■waably chart•• filed 
by VOMJ\)J 

Th• next lar9e■t group of ch•rv•• -- approxiaataly all 
-- all■t• di■orialnatlon on account of •CJ•• 

And finally, nearly 141 of the chart•• all■t• 
di•orlaination on account of national ori9ln. 
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Let .. now turn our attention to What typu,of is■uea are 
rai•ed in the oharv•• a9ainat Japane■e-ovned ooapani••• • 

• Nearly half of th• char9i"9 s,artl•• •- 471 allet• that 
they vere unfairly di■oharted or tenlnated1 

• 
• 

• 

Approxiaately 111 of the charciin9 parti•• a11.,. they 
were 4l1cri■lnated a9ainat with re9art to hlrinv1 

Another 111 of the charvinv part1•• atated their •teru 
and oonditlona or aaployant• were cliaoriainatory. 
(Tera■ and condition• 1• a catcb all phraa• -- and aoa• 
of th• Charciinc, Party•• cou14 be clal■inv 
diaoriainatory work a■al9MDanta, vacation ti•••• or 
ao•• otber •ten. and condition• of nployaent•.) 

Another 141 of the charging parti•• claiaed they ware 
beln9 haraased, 

What ia th• ai9nitlcance of thia data? Let•• begin by 
amphaaizing that we are dealing with an extraordinarily amall 
n\Ulber of charg••· A■ I atated previoualy, inn-to only 115 
charci•• ware filed a9ainat Japan••• ooapani•• that va identified, 
By oontraat, BBOC received 59,426 cbar9aa to inveati9at• durin9 
FY-90, Th• numl)er of char9ea tiled a9ain•t identified Japan••• 
compani•• repr•••nt• only .191 of BIOC'• overall workload, We 
ar• therefor• reluctant to 4raw concluaiona froa auch an 
inaignificant number, 

However, aa •■all and a■ aeanlnc,l••• aa tha aupla 1■, it 
appear• that Charge■ filed a9ain■t Japan••• coapani•• by and 
large follow a profile of char9a1 filed a9ainat other uployera, 
Generally, individual■ tllin9 charge• a9alnat Japan•••-ownad 
ooapanie• rai•• the•••• baa•• and iaaue■ in comparable 
percenta9•• to tbo•• charge■ filed a9ainat other eaployera, 

IJIOC I■ve■tl9atloaa aa4 Lavauita 

'l'h• coalttea ha■ alao raqueated •zEOC ca••• of alleged 
corporate diaori■inatlon, inclu4in9 Bonda, Recruit and other 
axampl•• of BIOC action■ you may vl•h to deacribe•. 

Mr, Chalr■an fir■t and fore■o■t, EEOC l• a law enforcement 
agency, Whan repr•••ntativa• of thl• agency have appeared befor, 
our ov•r■ight couittaa, your ■ubcomaittea, and other 
congr•••ional eo-itt•e•, they have conei■tently declared that 
th• BBOC'• ai••ion 1• to eliainata unlawful .. ployaent 
diacrialnatlon, •root and branch.• To that end, when BIOC 
di■oovera eaployer■, be they doMStio or foreip, Japan••• or 
:rrench, who have unlawfully diacri•lnated, th• agency invoke• th• 
full ••a•ur• of adainlatrative and llti9ation enforc-■-nt power. 
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In recent year■, IBOC hat initiated Comai■■ioner aharg•• 
'~ain1t • few Japan•••-ovn•d coapani•• operatln9 ln th• united 
ltatH, Maber1 of th• p\lbUc did not tU• tb••· abar9 ... 
Rather, 1taff dev•loped infonation for IBOC Coui■■ion•r• to 
ablr9• th••• ooapaniea with a pattern and praatia• of ay■tuio 
cli■criaination. 

, llhen DOC filed char9 .. a9ain1t th••• aoapanlH, th• a9enc,y 
applied the ■-- criteria "hicb it routinely utiU•u to evaluate 
ancl Hleat other larcJ• alaH action and. ■y•t•lo oharcJU, Tb• 
char9•• th• a9anoy filed 119aiut Japaneae aonoerna involved lar9• 
uplOfU'I located throughout the united ltatu. Both th• 
tnve■tigation• Divi■lon, Office of Pr09rQ operatiou, in 
headquarter•, and ae..,.ral field office■ ware involved in 
preparing material• on th••• compani••• inveetigating and 
conciliating th• charge■. 

Th• charge■ were ••ttlad after aeveral year■ of 
invaatigation, In •o•• inatanca1, auch •• in the Ronda ca••• 
compani•• agreed to publicize aettleaant of th• coui■■ioner 
charge, In one in1tanca, litigation vaa filed and the 
intonation 1• now public, But generally, aoat of tbe charges 
have been aettled during conciliation and before the initiation 
of litigation. Thu■, Title VII'• confidentiality proviaion• are 
applicable to the•• charge■ and prohibit a9ancy 1taff froa 
4eacribing the violation■ found at ••ch particular coapany an4 
th• reHdi•• obtained. In general ten•, hovav•, BIOC ha• found 
durint it• inveati9ation of Japan••• coapani•• that the 
violation• uncovered are 1iailar to tho•• di■covared in doaaatic 
corporation.. 

!BOC in 1ettlin9 tb••• charg•• ha• in one inatana• found 
only a rev victl•• and 1ettled for $50,000, While in another 
charge the agency uncovered ■ultipl• violationa, a lu9a ala•• of 
victia•, and ••cured approximately 6 ■illion dollar• in back pay, 
lteli•f ha• alto included job offer, to idantifiecl viatl••• a• 
.-11 a• future job opportuniti•• to the cl••••• of vlcti••• 
typically, our conciliation a,rauent• al•o provided for 
Mchanin• tor the OO111pani•• to notify the feaala, ■inority, and 
older citiaan COIUlluniti•• of future hirin9 vacancia11 
notification of tb• employee work force of future job 
opportuniti••1 chant•• to the hirin9, •••ignment, and promotion 
ayet••• in order to eliminate diacriaination barrier•, 
iapluentation or revi■ion or complaint progl'au; incorporation 
of elaborate traini119 prQCJra•• for auparvi■or■, aana9ar■, and 
peraonn•l vorkera, and, extanaiv• aonitorillCJ proviaion■ for the 
eouteaion to aeaure compliance vith the aettl•••nta. 

Nr, Chain&ll, you have al1O requaatecl inforaatlon on BBOC 
lawauita a9ainat Japana•• companiea. In thi• area, I can apu)t 
aor• freely becau•• Title VII'• confidentiality proviaion• ar• 
operative only when talking about BBOC enforcaent prior to the 
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initiation of llti9atlon, You •P•olfloally requ••tad intorution 
on th• 11gru.it caH, 

our san rranolaoo field offio• conduat-4 the 1nveati9ation 
and litigation 19aln■t th• Recruit corporation an4 it:a 1i•ter 
ooncem, 'l'ranavorld Reoruit/Interplaoe. our •taff lMl"Md tbat 
Recruit, an eaployaent referral a;enay, ■i9ht lie di■oriainat1n9 
on the bad• of a9e, race, national ori9in and HX, We bad beard 
that Interplaoe u•ed a Horet coda in internal dOOUMnt• vbioh 
indicated aaployar pr•f•rua•• tor worker• of particular at••, 
8ex, raoe and national origin group■• &an Pranoiaco 1taff 
drafted two co•l•sioner Chart•• aooompanied br doou■entary and 
te■tiaonial evidence e,tabli■hinc;r violation■ of Title VII and th• 
ACJ• Di■crlaination in Bllployaent Aot. Th• Viae Chainan of th• 
agency ■ign•d the char9e1 a9ainat th• eaploymant a9anoi•• in May 
1989. After the charge■ had bean ••rv•d on Recruit and 
Interplace, EBOC ■taft learned that Interplace had begun to 
destroy poe■lbly incrl■inatinq bu■in••• racorda. We obtained a 
court order temporarily closing the co1111>any to prevent record■ 
fro• being altered and to allow u■ to ••cure the dOOWDent■• 

we filed 1uit baled on the intonation we obtained and ve 
are pleased to ■tat• that BEOC and Recruit have ■ettle4 th• 
lawsuit, Th• company ha■ •■tabli■hed a $100,000 fund to lie 
dittribut•d amOneJ the victi■• of it• di■arialnation. Thi■ aoney 
will 90 to individual• who ahould have been referred to jo1- but 
for Recruit• unlawful action. our a9reeaent with Recruit also 
requlru th• company to hold two equal aployaent opportunity 
tralni"9 ■ulnar• to be held in Japan, Th••• ■ulnar■ are to 
educate Japan••• aanagar1 Wbo are oo■incJ to th• United Stat•• on 
th• country'• fair nployaent law1. 

Throu9hout th• 1910' ■, IBOC, worJtinc, with th• Departaent of 
state, ha• alao been involved in a ••ri•• of lawauit• 
interpretin9 a 1953 Treaty of Priendahip, couerce and Navi9ation 
(PCN Treaty) between tha United state• and Japan. IB0C fil.S 
aaicu• curia• brief■ in aupport of the cbar9ing partial in IR1ua 
v. c. I\Qb I co,, r»r:t,1DQ et al v. 0J1111r CPPID•DY• and IDaU•DP 
v. au-,itQ)lO Shojo 1Mt1AAD, JDQ, Tb• last ca••· luaitoao, VH 
ultiutaly decida4 by th• supr••• Court in favor of th• poaition 
taken by IEOC and th• char9i119 parti••• 

i 
l 

In Su■itoao, a roup of feaale aaploye .. cbar;ed the OOJll)any 
with aex and nation& orl9in di■criaination becau•• it r•••rved 
all aanage .. nt poaitiona for Japan••• ■al••• auaitoao'• 4•f•n•• 
wa• that the ohartil\lJ partiee' Title VII laweun vaa barred 
becauH th• PCN Treaty gave it 1-unity froa Federal rat.r 
saployaent Lawe beoauea it v&1 • .Tapan••• ooapany. DOC oppo■ed 
thla po■ition, W• •rcJUa4 that althouth auaitoao wa■ .Tap&naM• 
owned, th• ahar9e« aoapany ha« inoorporat-4 in the United ltat•• 
ancl therefore it ■too4 in the ••-- ehoe• •• any other doaa•tia 
corporation, Tb• supr .. Court a9rMcl with the •tenor'• poaition 
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r•a•on1n9 that When Bwaitomo inoorporated in the United ltate■ , 
■eekin9 all th• advanta9e■ American corporationa have, it au■t 
al■o abide by our federal labor law■ lut a■ all other toae■tio 
corporationa. The coui■■ion al■o br •tad thie identioal l■•u• 
in the,. Jtph ca■•• 

Nore recently, BIOC filed an uicu■ brief in rort1DP at,, IL 
v. ouaaar co, Tbi• cue i■ before the Seventh Circuit CWrt of 
Appeal■• In Portino, th• plaintiff• allet• they ware laid oft 
llacau .. of their national oric,in (Aaerioan) and av•• 'l'b• 
di■trict court ruled for th• plaintiff■. On appeal, Quaear 1• 
arcJUint that th• 1953 Pat Treaty allows it to treat it• Japan••• 
aploy••• aor• favorably than American worker■ beaauaa it too i■ 
a Japan••• concern. Qua■ar ■tr••••• it i■ not incorporated in 
th• United State■. BEOC'• brief in the seventh Circuit arCJU•• 
that Quasar can not •hield itaelf from Title VII liability by 
invokint th• PCK Treaty. Our po■ition 1■ that although Quasar i■ 
not incorporated in the u.s., lt i■ a division of Mat■u■hita 
llectric corporation of America, which ha■ incorporated in the 
united stat•• and therefor• Quasar au■t abide by u.s. Fair 
Blllployment Law■, We are ar9Uin9 that th• 1953 Treaty 9ivea 
Qua■ar no special right to disregard our civil right■ lava. 

The couiseion ha■ aleo brought suits a9ain•t Japan Airline• 
for violatin9 the Age Di■crimination in Employment Act in a 
layoff ■ltuation1 again■t Pana■onio Indu■trial for aore harehly 
di■ciplininc, a female worker than a aale1 and again■t AINrican 
suzuJti Motor■ bacau■e the defendant rafu••d to hir• woaen a■ 
warehouse vorkar■ becau■• of their ■ax. The couie■ion and 
suauJti ■ettl•d tha caaa tor 45,000 dollar■ in baek pay tor eight 
women and aliainating th• di■criainatory praotic••• 

A word of caution 1■ in order here. It would be 111 advi■•d 
to make 9enaralization■ based on th••• few law■u1t■, La1t year, 
tha coui■aion filed approxi•ately 650 new law auit■. Thi■ 
agency'• 1ltl9at1on workload 1• extraordinarily heavy. At any 
one tin, we ara pro■eoutin9 about 900 active ca•••· We have 
already pointed out that char9e filing• again•t Japan••• 
ooapanl•• amount to ju■t a fraction of our n-,o Adlalni■trativa 
workload, Moreover, va wi■h to note tbat the very nature of 
llti9ation 1■ adveraar1al. EEOC found that Japan••• defendant• 
are no lea■ and no aora creative or ag,re■■iva than doae■tic 
ooapani•• when confronted by a comai■•ion inve■ti9ation or 
law■uit. By and large, Japan••• employer■ reae11bl• the overall 
buain••• community -- ■o•• are aodal employer• and aome require a 
qreat deal of attention. 

L 



Table 1A. Bllployaent and Cban1Je in Jraployaent of Ninoriti•• and we.en in All Jobe 
in and 1111na9arial Jolla in Tot;al cs,panie■, o.s. S\aury, 1,ao, 1985 and 
1989 

Bllployaent c:bangain .. l~t 
Population 

Group 
1980 1985 1989 1980-1985 1985-1989 

l,ll e79Jw 
i'oUl, All Groups 37,182,550 36,573,826 41,448,545 -608,724 4,874,719 
llinoriti- 6,961,661 7,309,852 9,136,938 348,191 1,827,086 
Blaclca 4,224,179 4,327,599 5,170,577 103,420 842,978 
Biapanica 1,996,822 2,060,290 2,705,271 63,4'8 644,981 
AaiU9 or Pacific Ialanden 560,332 775,353 1,080,732 215,021 305,379 
.Auriaan Indians 180,328 146,610 180,358 -33,718 33,7'8 
waaen 15,365,612 16,252,443 19,139,612 886,831 2,887,169 

aifia.i.1111ml BAnaaara 
Total, All Groupe 4,181,430 4,501,173 4,929,833 319,743 428,660 
JrinorU:i- 314,229 410,461 500,273 96,232 89,812 
BJ.aaka 165,085 215,143 250,819 50,058 35,676 
lliapanica 93,077 115,656 143,444 22,579 27,788 
Miana or Pacific Islander• 40,302 63,997 89,389 23,695 25,392 
.Aaerican Indiana 15,765 15,665 16,621 -100 956 .,_.. 803,293 1,113,724 1,408,734 310,431 293,010 

soarce: Bllployer Znforaation Reports (BB0-1). 
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Table u. Jllllpla,.ent and C'Julnge in Dlployaent of Kinorities and Woaen in All JON and 
in Nanagerial Joi. in ,1aN,D9H::<NDlld comaniv, u.s. suaaary, 1980, 1985 and 
1989 

bployaent a.a,._ in .lllployaent 
Poplalation 

Group 
1980 1!185 1989 1980-1985 1985-1989 

,111,lg 
Total, All Groupa 20,420 36,635 71,926 141,215 35,327 
ldnoriti•• 7,1941 11,472 19,871 4,276 8,399 
Blacta 2,187 2,986 6,065 799 3,079 
BiQUiCII 1,395 2,657 4,348 1,262 1,691 
.aaia1111 or Pacific Islandera 3,563 5,713 9,302 2,150 3,589 
Aaerican Indiana 51 116 156 65 40 
1foaen 8,587 14,117 27,697 5,530 13,580 

Rifia1ai■ &DII BIDIIIK• 
"l'otal, All Groups 3,608 6,741 13,920 3,133 7,179 
JUnoriti- 1,454 2,178 3,963 724 1,785 
Blac:Jts 67 131 419 64 288 
Hispanics 98 166 370 68 204 
Asians or Pacific Islander• 1,284 1,871 3,154 587 1,283 
AMrican Indians 5 10 20 5 10 --- 369 836 2,208 467 1,372 

Saaroe1 llllployu- Information Reports (:U0-1) • 

~ 



Table 1c. Dlployaent and Cbanqe in Dlployaent of Jlinori tie• and lfoaan in All Jobll 
and in llana4ferial Jobe in other Poreiqn-own,d Cpapani••• u.s. s-ry. 1980, 
1985 and 1989 

Dlployaent Cbanp in Dlpl~ 
~lation 

Graap 
1980 1985 1989 1980-1985 1985-1989 

All JAM 
'J'otala, All croupa 336,179 364,246 453,080 28,0157 88,834 
111nor1u- 73,088 86,899 113,592 13,811 215,693 
8J.ac:u 41,867 48,559 58,719 6,692 10,160 
Biapanica 23,293 27,633 38,268 4,340 10,635 
Aaiana or Pacific ralandera 7,007 9,916 15,225 2,909 5,309 
Aaarioan rncliana 921 791 1,380 -130 589 
1'clllan 174,318 195,530 222,170 21,212 215,640 

a,fiaial■ aDII K11U1aar1 
!'otal, All Group. 43,226 48,145 60,SOO 4,919 12,355 
llinoriti .. 4,012 4,949 7,096 937 2,147 
lllacJca 2,023 2,473 3,600 450 1,127 
Biapanice 1,297 1,525 2,098 228 573 
uiana or Paairic Ialander9 606 845 1,243 239 398 
Aaarican India- 86 106 155 20 49 - 12,960 16,600 19,531 3,640 2,931 

Source: Dlployer rnfozmation a.ports (UI0-1). 
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Table 2. l:llployaent Participation of Rinoriti- and We.en in All Jolla and in llulalJU'ial Jolla 
in '!Otal Collpani-, JapaJM..-ownecl ~i- and in otbar lvrelgn OUDed CGapam1-
u. s. ~. 1,10. 1985 and 1989 

'l'otal COllplni- Japaneae-own.d otMr Pvre14JIH)Wned 
Population COllpani- C IIIIMiAi-

Groap 

1'80 1'85 1!H9 1980 1985 1919 1980 1915 1989 

All ilRIIII 
Jlinoriti- 18.7 20.0 22.2 35.2 31.3 27.6 21.7 n., 25.1 
Blacu 11.4 11.8 12.5 10.7 8.2 8.4 12.5 13.3 12.4 
Biepanicll 5.4 5.6 6.5 6.8 7.3 6.0 6.9 7.6 8.4 
Asiana or Pacif'ic I•landen 1.5 2.1 2.6 17.4 15.6 12.9 2.1 2.7 3.4 
.a.arioan Indian■ 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 - 41.3 44.4 46.2 42.1 38.5 38.5 51.9 53.7 49.0 

mi11:1111 111111 11anaaara 
Jlinoriti• 7.5 9.1 10.1 40.3 32.3 21.5 9.3 10.3 11.7 
Bl.aaU 3.9 4.8 5.1 1., 1.9 3.0 4.7 5.1 6.0 
Biapanic■ 2.2 2.6 2.9 2.7 2.5 2.7 3.0 3.2 3.5 
.aaiana or Pacific I•lanclerlJ 1.0 1.4 1.1 35.6 27.1 22.7 1., 1.1 2.1 
Aaerioan Indian■ 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 - 19.2 24.7 28.45 10.2 12.4 15.9 30.0 34.5 32.3 

Boaraes l'llployer Inforaatlon Report■ (D0-1) . 

00 
c:71 
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Table 3. Avera~ Annual Rate of Change in &lployaent of Minorities and llcaan in All Jol:III 
and in llanagerial Jobe in Total CGapani-, Japawe-owned CCMpani- and in otber 
Foreign-owned CClllpanies, u.s. ~ry. 1980, 1985 and 1989 

Total coapani- Japa-e-owned other ForeicJn-owned 
Population CClllpani- ca.panie■ 

Group 

1980-1985 1985-1989 1980-1985 1985-1989 1980-1985 1985-1989 

611 .Yobs 
Total, All GroUps -0.2 3.2 12.4 18.4 :z .1 5.6 
Kinoriti- 1.0 5.6 9.7 14.7 3.5 6.8 
Blacks 0.5 4.5 6.4 19.5 3.0 4.7 
Hispanic■ 0.6 7.0 13.8 13.1 3.4 8.5 
.Aaiana or Pacific I■lancler■ 6.6 8.6 9.9 12.9 7.:Z 11.3 
Aau"ican Indians -4.2 5.3 17.9 7.7 -3.3 15.0 
lfoaen 1.1 4.1 10.4 18.4 1.9 3.3 

Qffi~i.Al• am Kl.DASI!:~• 
Total, All GroUps 1.5 2.3 13.2 19.8 2.2 5.8 
Minorities 5.5 5.0 8.3 16.0 4.3 9.4 
Black■ 5.4 4.0 14.4 33.5 4.1 9.9 
Hispanic■ 4.4 5.6 11.1 22.2 3.3 8.3 
Aaiana or Pacific Islander■ 9.6 8.7 7.7 13.9 6.8 10.2 
Aaerican Indians -0.1 1.5 14.9 19.0 4.3 10.0 
1foaen 6.6 6.0 17.8 27.5 5.1 4.1 

source: Ellployer Inforaation Reports (EB0-1). 

~ 
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[ ,} Mr. LANTOS. Well, I will have a number of questions of you, but I 
i would like to move on to Mr. Biermann. 
[ 1 Let me just say that I have tremendous admiration for the role 
i you played in the Americans with Disabilities Act. You were a very 
:; important part of passing legislation that I think will change the 
~- ~hole atmosphere of this society for generations to come. I want to 
f ,.lute you and applaud you for that. 
" i~ I would hope that you would be equally vigorous in going after 
~. age discrimination cases and sex discrimination cases and national 
~ origin discrimination cases. That is what our anguish is here. Here 
: we are dealing with some of the largest corporations in the world 
'. pitted against a handful of really poor, unemployed individuals, 
[ and they are told to fight giant corporations instead of EEOC getr ting into the act and giving them a hand. 

We had enormously moving testimony this morning from five 
f outstanding individuals who, under oath, outlined a chamber of 
[ horrors of discrimination by powerful Japanese companies against 
r American citizens; whites and blacks and women and others, the 
( Mexican-Americans. I don't see anywhere near the degree of vigor 
[ and commitment on the part of EEOC. 
f. Mr. KEMP. You know, I think we are an underfunded agency, but 
~- I'm sure everybody says they are underfunded. I would like to 

invite you to come down with the rest of the committee and see 
what we do at EEOC. We're responsible for more than 100,000 
charges a year. 

There was a recent study that showed that less than 2 percent of 
the people who feel they were discriminated against filed charges 
with EEOC or with State fair employment practice agencies. 
. I mean, I think that there_ is runaway discrimination in this 
tountry, and not just limited to Japanese companies, it involves all. 

;·And I think it needs the support of this Congress. 
i;" Mr. LANTOS. Well, it doesn't involve all. There are some corpora
::,: tions which have an exemplary record, and we now find-I mean, 
· ~e evidence which is coming forward in today's hearing is abso
:' lutely sickening. It is revolting. It is in print telling people, "Don't 
~nd us categories of people who are white or black or women or of 

: a certain age." 
J • These companies are guests in our country, and they should live 
. up to the laws of this country. And there needs to be some outrage 
'on the part of this administration. 
:, , Mr. KEMP. Well, I think that we were the ones that brought the 
Hirst case, last October, against Personnel Pool. They were doing 
ftiie same coding, very elaborate coding. 
, . And there are 20,000 temporary employment agencies in this 
\tountry; it is the third fastest growing industry in this country, 
, d we've been told that employers make that request of them, and 
Jf they don't do it, they'll go to another employment agency. 
\. We've got to send the message out that you can't, you know, 
'ltockpile your employees through this discriminatory method. 

Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Biermann. 
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STATEMENT OF LEONARD J. BIERMANN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, 
OFFICE OF FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS, EM
PLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT 
OF LABOR 

Mr. BIERMANN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Distinguished chairman, members of the subcommittee, ladies 

and gentlemen, I am Leonard Biermann, the Deputy Director of 
the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs [OFCCP], and 
the Employment Standards Administration of the U.S. Department 
of Labor. 

Mr. Chairman, I am here today representing our Director, Cari 
Dominguez, who had a prior commitment before she received your 
letter on July 10. She asked me to express her sincere regrets to 
you and to all the members of the committee, that she could not be 
with you here today. 

Since 1965, when Executive Order 11246 was signed, the OFCCP 
has been responsible for making sure that all companies doing 
business with the Federal Government provide equal employment 
opportunity without regard to race, sex, color, religion, national 
origin, disability, Vietnam era or disabled veteran status. 

Our office also requires contractors to take affirmative action by 
making good faith efforts to recruit qualified workers from all seg
ments of the work force and to provide training and advancement 
opportunities for all employees. These mandates are enforced by 
the conduct of onsite compliance reviews of a portion of the ap
proximately 250,000 contractor establishments and construction 
sites that are subject to the Executive order and other laws which 
we enforce. 

About 6,000 such reviews are conducted annually. Where sub
stantive violations of our authority are found, resolution is usually 
obtained through conciliation agreements, a document which binds 
the contractor to fully correct the problem. Less substantive issues 
are resolved through letters of commitment, similar documents, 
but less formal. 

Ultimately, contractors who do not comply may be debarred from 
Federal work, and their current contracts may be canceled. 

Given the size of our contractor universe, careful selection of em
ployers is imperative. Our system for selecting supply and service 
contractors is known as the Equal Employment Data System or 
EEDS. The EEDS is based on the employer information reports or 
EEO-1 forms, as the chairman spoke about, submitted annually to 
the joint reporting committee, a cooperative effort between our 
agency and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. 

The EEO-1 reports provide race, sex, and national origin data on 
the incumbent employees of most employers, shown by broad cate
gories of occupational groups. The selection of a contractor for a 
compliance review is done objectively, not arbitrarily, and based on 
neutral standards. 

Contractors are selected based on their individual use of minori
ties and women, compared with their peers in a similar industry 
and geographical area. 

Relative use of minorities and women does not seem to be signifi
cantly influenced by corporate ownership being foreign or domes-
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tic. To comply with constitutional prohibitions against unreason
able search and seizure, the courts have required OFCCP to assure 

, , that selection of contractors for review be based on a neutral 
' ,system such as that which I have just described. 

In your invitation to testify, you requested that we address cer
. tain specific matters concerning implementation of the OFCCP pro

grams. I will now endeavor to address those issues. 
One question asked the proportion of our compliance reviews 

• which are conducted at foreign-owned businesses. I have noted in 
explaining our contractor selection system for scheduling compli
ance reviews that selection is made from a computer-generated 
system using the EE0-1 report as the data base. 

Foreign ownership is not a factor in determining these selections 
and has no bearing on coverage under the Executive order or relat
ed laws. During the course of a compliance review, we would not 
seek to determine ownership of the Federal contractor, but only if 
the contractor is covered by any of the laws authorizing review by 
our agency. 

There are many foreign-owned businesses in the United States. 
By name alone, it is not possible to determine whether the owner
ship is British, Canadian, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Japa
nese, or of any other country. 

You asked about the usefulness of OFCCP collecting more data 
on corporate ownership. Insofar as the mandate of our agency is 
concerned, we do not believe that having more data on corporate 
ownership would make any significant difference in our insuring 
that Federal contractors comply with their equal employment op
portunity and affirmative action obligations. 

In your letter to Director Dominguez, you wanted a response 
from our San Francisco regional office with regard to the snapshot 
survey taken earlier this year in region 9 which showed a higher 
proportion of lack of compliance on the part of Japanese-owned 
companies in the United States. 

With your permission, I should now like to address that with 
you. 

For the record, our San Francisco regional office has undertaken 
no survey of Japanese-owned companies. In an effort to accommo
date a request from a reporter from the New York Times, we pro
vided only information that could be made public under the Free
dom of Information and Privacy Acts. These data regarded the re
sults of recent compliance reviews of several Japanese-owned busi
nesses that, by the way, were identified as Japanese only because 
of their names. Some of these companies referred to by the New 
York Times include Fujitsu, Hitachi, Ricoh, Matsushita, Mitsubi
shi, Yamaha, and other various wholly owned subsidiaries and op
erating divisions. 

There could well be an equal number of Japanese-owned compa
nies that have American names. Added to this would be scores of 
other businesses with foreign ownership from other countries in 
Europe, Asia, and this hemisphere. However, the reviews conduct
ed in the San Francisco region of the obviously Japanese-owned 
companies, like their counterparts nationally, indicated that their 
utilization of minorities and women and other findings in the 
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review were comparable to those of the other 6,000 compliance re
views that we do annually. 

Last year, of 6,033 completed compliance reviews, 4,684, or 78 
percent, resulted in violations. During fiscal year 1990, we executed 
2,923 conciliation agreements. Again to remind you, those are the 
agreements that we enter into when there are substantive viola
tions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Biermann follows:] 
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DiatinCJUiehecl Chaiman, Naber■ of the lubaomaittN, t.adie■ 

and Gentl~, I u Leonard J. BieZ'Mftll, Deputy Director of th• 

Offia• of l'edaral Contract Ccmpliana• Pro9r ... (01CC1') in tu 

llmployaent Standard• Adllini■tration of th• u.a. Dapartllllnt of 

Labor. 

Mr. Chairman, I aa here today repreHnti119 our Dlraator, 

Cari N. no.in9Ue■ , who bad a prior oomaitmant before ■he raaeived 

your letter of July 10. She ••keel• to expr•H her ■inam 

r•9ret• to you and all of the MUera of tbe lw,aaaitt ... 

Sino• 1965, wun zxaautive Order 112&6 •H ■i9ned, th• OFCCP 

hH bNn re■pon■ible for ..Un9 ■ur• that all aampaniH doin9 

buaineH with the l'ederal Govenant pi:ovid• equal aaplOJMDt 

opportunity without nc,ucl to iaoe, au, aolor, reli9icm, 

national ori9in, di■ability, Vietua era or di■abled veteran 

atatua. 

Ollr offln alao nquirea ooatraatcn:• to t&Jce afflzaati'N 

aot1on by maJd.Df 9ood faith effort■ to raanlt qualified woru:ra 

from all •etMnt■ of th• vorkforae, and to pZ'O'lide trainlnt ud 

advam, ... nt opportunit1•• for all aployN■• 

'lhH• aandat•• are enforoecl b7 tbe oondaat of OD•ait• 

aoapliana• revi ... of a portion of tu approx.1-atel.y 250,000 

oontraotor Htabliabaellt• and oon■trwstion ■it•• 1:bat are ■ujeat 

to the lxeauti'N O&'der and other lan. Aboat: ,,ooo nab ~un 

1 
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·., are oonduoted annually, Where aubetantive violation• of our 

'authoriti•• are found, reeolution i• ueually obtained through 

.: Conciliation A;reuiente, a document which bind• th• oontractor to 

:. f11lly correct th• probla, ~ .. aubetantiv• iHUH are rHolved 

tlu:ou9h ~tter• of Coaaitment, eimilar doauaenta, but l••• 

forul, Ultimately, contractor• who do not comply may be 

debarred from Federal work and their oarrent oontraot• may be 

• • canoelled, 

Given th• eiz• of our contractor univer••• oareful ••leotion 

of aployer• i• imperative, oar ey■ta for ■electing eupply and 

■•rvice contractor■ i• knOWD a■ th• Bqual lllployaent Data 

ly,t_., or BIDI, Th• DDS i■ baaed on the laployer Information 

leport■, or D0-1 foru, 1ubaitted annually to th• .ToiDt 

Reporting Coaittee, a cooperative effort bet-•n our agency and 

tbe lqual lllployment Opportunity C~••ion. 

Th• U0-1 report■ provide race, ■-x and national origin data 

Oil th• inoumbent aploya•• of mo■t aployer■, ahown by broad 

categor1•• of occupational 9¥"0Up■• '1H Hleotion of a contractOZ" 

for• oompU.ano• review i■ done ob,eoti.vely, non-arbitrarily and 

ba■ed on neatral •tandarcl■, ContraotOZ"■ are ■elected baaed on 

their individual. ue of llinoritie■ ud womn aaapared with their 

peer■ in a ■illilar indlaltry ucl teatr•phiaa.l area. Ralatift UH 

, of minoriti .. ud -D doe■ DCK ·-- to be ■ignifiaantlJ 

influenced by oo,:porate owner■bip bein9 foreip OZ' 4-■tia, 

2 
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To aomply with con,titutional prohibition, again■t 

unrea■onabl• ■earcih and ■eiaure, th■ aourt■ have required orcc, 
to a■■ur• that ■election ot aontraotor, for review be baled on• 

neutral •Y•t- ■uoh •• that d■■aril>ed above. 

In your invitation to te■tify, you reque■ted that - addr••• 

certain apeoific matter■ oonaerning illpl-ntation of th• Ol'CCP 

progrua■• I will endeavor to addr••• tho■• i■■ua■ ·now. 

On• qu■•tion a,U<l the· proportion of our compliance review• 

whioh are conducted at foreign-owned bu■in■■•••• 

A■ I have noted in explaW119 our aontraotor ■election 

■y■tem for ■oheduling oomplianoe reviw1, ■-leotion ii Mde frcm 

a computer genuated ■y•t• u■i.ng the 110-1 npo&'t a■ t:be data 

baH. roreign owner■hip 1■ not a factor in d■teraining tbe■-

••leation■, and ha, no bearing on ooverav• under th■ axeoutiv■ 

Order or related law■• 

During th• oow:■e of a oomplianoe review, we would not •••k 
to detumine owner■hip of the federal oontraotor, but only if the 

aontraotor i■ oovered by any of the law■ aathori■inq revi• by 

ow: agenay. Thue are 11&11y foreign-owned bu■ine■■•• in the 

United State■ and by 1WN alone it i1 iapoa1Lbl■ to detez:alna 

whether the owner■hip i■ Briti■h, Cuadian, Dutoh, l'renah, 

Genl&ll, Italian, .:Japane•• _or uy other oOUD~. 

3 
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TOil ••keel abov.t the u•efuln••• of orcc, oolleoting more data 

• corporate owner•bip. 

Inaofar •• tbe aandate of our ageiaay i• oonoernecl, we do not 

llelieve that bevin9 aora data on oorporate owne1:•bip'would make 

uy •ipifioant differenoe in our en1n1rin9 tb&t federal 

oont:i:aotor• ooaply with their equal eaployment QPPOrtunity and 

affirmative action obligation•• 

In your letter to Director J>ollingues, yoa wanted a re•pon•• 

froa our San Pranoboo Regional Offioe with regard to •tbe ••-P 

■bat' •uz:vey taun earlier tbb year in bgion IX wbiob •honcl a 

ld.9h proportion of lack of ocmpli&ne1• on tbe part of 3apane•e-

.Cllflled oompani•• in th• u.a.• witb your perai••ion, I •bould like 

to di•ouH th!■ With you DOW, 

Po1: th• reaord, 011r San 1'1:anaiaoo Regional office b&• 

udertaken no •urv.y of 3apan•H-ownecl ocmpani••• In an effort 

to aoooaodate a reque•t boa a report•r with 2'.la• Nw Yorlc 2'.ua••• 
w pJ:"OYided only infonation tb&t coald be made public under the 

. 1rHdoll of Information and Privacy Mt. Theae data regarded th• 

. n•ult■ of reaent ocapliance review• of ..,,.ral 3&paneae-ownecl 

. lmeinaHa■ , that, by tbe way, wre identified u .JapaneH only 

, beaau■e of their n-•• 
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Some of the■- oompaniH referred t:o by 2'12• Nev rorJr 1'1-• 

J.nolud• l'ajit•u, BJ.taohJ., Ucoh, Natau•hita, Kit•ubJ.•hJ., Tamaha 

and their varJ.ou• wholly-owned •ub•J.dJ.arJ.e• and operatinf 

dJ.vJ.•ion•• 'l'here oould well be an equal number of Japane•e-owned 

oompanie• that have American nama•, .ldcSed to thia would be 

•oor•• of other bu•in••••• with foreip ownerahJ.p froa other 

countri•• in luropa, Aaia and thi• h-1.•phera, 

Bcwevar, th• revi-■ conducted in th• San Pranci•co Ration 

of the obviou•ly Japan•••-owned ooapani••• like their 

counterpart• nationally, indi.oated that their utili■atJ.on of 

minoriti•• and women and other finding• J.n the revi-■ nr• 

comparul• with tho■- of the other 1,000 oompliano• revin• we do 

annually, 

La•t year, of 1,033 completed compliance reviawa, ,,,a, (or 

78 peroent) re•ulted in violation•. During ~i•oal Year 1990, we 

exeouted 2,923 Conailiation Agn-nt•• 

Additionally, 1,761 Letter• of COllllllit:aant were u•ed to 

correot minor defioienoi••• Often oontr1LC1tor• 1111•t ocmpenaat• 

victillls of paat or pr•••nt diacrillination with aa•b paymant• in 

th• fom of baok pay, ••lary adju•t:aant• or financial obligation• 

for aocomodationa, Our offioe obtained tl,,7 million la■t year 

for individual• who bad ban di.•crbdllatecS again•t• 

5 
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ly tile way, Conoiliation Agre ... nt• have inareaeed. by aore 

than 250 peroent durin9 tu paet 10 year•, from 1,121 in 1981 to 

2,923 in 1990, and Letter• of C~tment have inar•••ed a• nll 

froa 1,162 to 1,761 durincJ tu .... pez-iod. 

To ■umariH, Mr. Cbairaan, the OfCCII exp.at• to oont.inu• an 

averav• of S,OOO compliance review■ eaob year of rederal 

contractors through an ®jecti-, non-arbitrary and neutral 

.. 1eotion ■y■tem. 'l'o tbe extent t.bat any :coutine oomp11ano4' 

r■view■ would identify ■ignifioant di■pariti•• in the eaployaant 

and promotion of ainoriti•• and wcmen in foreip-owned oompanie■ 

•• a0111P4red to tho■• aompani•• that. are not, tb•n tbi■ would lie 

reflected in our ■y•ta and tho•• 001111&111•• would lie ••leated. for 

review. Our revi•• will oontinu• to foov.■ on the oontractor•• 

equal aploym■nt opportunity and affin&tiw aotion obli9ation■ 

wbioh are r■q11ired. r■gardl••• of own■ r■bip. 

'fbat conclude■ my formal remark■• llr_. Chainlan, :t would lie 

plea■■d to re■pond to any que■tion• you or other lll■lllbere of th• 

•ubaoamittff ... Y ban. 

... 
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Mr. LANTOS. Let me be sure I understand you, Mr. Biermann. Is 
it your testimony that more than three of four companies you look 
at are guilty of violations? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. That's correct. Now the vio
lations can be affirmative action plan violations where the develop
ment of the plan is not pursuant to the Labor Department regula
tions, such as the creation of a work force analysis, job groups, uti
lization analysis, and establishment of--

Mr. LANTOS. Whatever it is, the fact is that more than three
quarters of the companies, you are testifying under oath, are guilty 
of violations of American law in this field. Isn't that what you're 
testifying? 

Mr. BIERMANN. That is correct. They have been found to be vio
lating the Executive order and the regulations promulgated by the 
Department of Labor. 

Mr. LANTOS. Twenty-two percent obey and 78 percent are scoff
laws; is that what you're saying? 

Mr. BIERMANN. That's correct. I think it important, though, to 
note that there was 2,923 conciliation agreements out of the 6,000 
compliance reviews. The letters of commitment that are entered 
into, where a violation may be found, are quite often very minor. 
So it is not as though they are violating the principles of Title VII 
of the Civil Rights Act, but rather are not preparing an affirmative 
action plan in the method espoused by the regulatjons. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Please. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. On that point, you have the ability to debar these 

people from their contracts whether they are in compliance with 
the affirmative action and if they've ignored becoming in compli
ance with the affirmative action plan itself or even making it out 
and presenting it, but more than that, if they have not made sub
stantial affirmative action progress. 

In the last, let's say, 5 years, how many have been debarred? 
Mr. BIERMANN. Well, very few. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Have any been debarred? Let me ask you that 

question. 
Mr. BIERMANN. In the last 5 years, there might have been one or 

two. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. There might have been one or two? 
Mr. BIERMANN. The 5 year period, I'm not exactly sure on, but 

there may have been one or two. In the entire 25, now 26-year his
tory of the Executive order program, there have been less than 25. 
But I should like to explain that, if I might. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Less than 25. What percentage of the violation 
does that constitute? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Well, if we find 4,000 violations a year, obviously 
what we are doing is negotiating settlements with the contractors 
rather than debarring them. The Executive order itself requires 
that prior to any debarment, the Department of Labor enter into 
negotiations with that contractor to try to effect a reasonable ac
commodation through the use of a conciliation agreement to cor
rect the violations found. Should that not be possible, it is then ap
propriate to hold hearings for the purpose of debarment. 
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Mr. MARTINEZ. Of the 22 percent that are in compliance, are 
those the ones that you negotiated with? 

Mr. BIERMANN. No. The 22 percent that are in compliance are 
those that required no settlement agreement at all because what 
they are doing is consistent with the requirements of the regula
tions. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. So what you're talking about is that you're work
ing with 78 percent of those contractors. 

Mr. BIERMANN. That's correct. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. I would suggest that if you debar one or two of 

them, the rest will real quick get in line. 
Mr. LA.NTOS. Well, my colleague, Congressman Martinez, just 

gave the suggestion I was going to give. Your workload could be 
dramatically eased, dramatically eased, if you were not such a pus
sycat. 

You don't debar anybody. Since you don't debar anybody, there 
is nobody concerned about being debarred. Therefore, they contin
ue violating the law. One doesn't have to be a rocket scientist to 
draw the right conclusions here. 

Mr. BIERMANN. Well, I suppose from your perspective it may be 
frustrating. 

Mr. LANTOS. No, it's not frustrating. I think it's preposterous. 
Mr. BIERMANN. Well, the issue is, however, that prior to debar

ring a contractor, they must have their opportunity for their day in 
court. That's required by the law. We hold many debarment hear
ings. We refer many cases to the solicitor suggesting that we hold 
hearings for purposes of debarment. The solicitor has vigorously 
pursued those. 

The facts are, however, that when those hearings are scheduled, 
and sometimes during the course of the trial itself, the contractor 
capitulates. The contractor. makes victims whole, commits them
selves to appropriate affirmative action, does what is needed to 
comply with the Executive order program. Under our regulations, 
the contractor has the right to enter into that kind of an agree
ment prior to being debarred. 

So debarment has really become a stick that does not have to be 
used, not that we don't want to use it or not that we are afraid to 
use it, but it doesn't have to be used because the fact of being de
barred for most companies is so Draconian that no company, realiz
ing that the Government means business and they may be de
barred if they don't appropriately remedy the findings, will refuse 
to remedy the findings. That has consistently been our history, not 
just in recent years but all the way back to the beginning of the 
program in 1965. 

Mr. LANTOS. Does the company which is found guilty of violation 
compensate the Government for its expenses? 

Mr. BIERMANN. No. There may be some legal prohibitions to 
that, Mr. Chairman, but the company found guilty of violations 
certainly has to compensate the victims of those violations. We con
sistently obtain backpay. We consistently get priority accommoda
tion to vacancies. Companies have paid significantly for having vio
lated the Executive order. 

Mr. LANTOS. How about the repeat violators? Do they get the 
same treatment? 
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Mr. BIERMANN. Well, we have a provision that when a company 
enters into a conciliation agreement and violates that agreement, 
we will not conciliate. We will immediately issue a 15-day notice 
advising the employer that we will seek debarment unless they can 
show good cause within 15 days, that good cause being convincing 
us that they didn't violate the agreement in the first instance. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Chairman, excuse me. You've taken them 
through the process that you say they are entitled to because this 
is a Draconian move. Well, I suggest that it depends on your out
look who it's more Draconian to: Those employees and those hun
dreds of employees who have been discriminated against and 
denied employment or employment mobility or the employer who 
is going to lose a few dollars in the contract. Mental attitude is all 
it is. It's evident to me from what you just said that you feel that 
it's more Draconian to do that to a company than it is to protect 
those employees. 

Mr. BIERMANN. No, no. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. That being the case, I would suggest that you 

move through the process and give them their day in court. Now 
they have violated that. You warn them again. I would think that 
upon the second violation for noncompliance, there would be imme
diate debarment. It's just like a man on probation. If he violates 
probation, he goes back to jail. 

Mr. BIERMANN. Well, let me just give you some figures to that, 
sir. In 1990, we were able to obtain $34.7 million in financial settle
ments for victims of discrimination from those employers. The pre
vious year we obtained $36.8 million. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Excuse me. Give me the total money that those 
people made. If we're going to talk about $34.7 million you recov
ered in penalties, let's talk about how much money did that total 
number of companies make in a given period of years. Do we know 
that? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Well, no. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. I would suggest that the $34.7 million probably is 

a drop in the bucket compared to what they actually made on the 
contracts. Losing that money that they made on the contracts I 
think would be a lot heavier penalty than just paying the $34.7 
million. 

Mr. BIERMANN. Congressman Martinez, I agree with you. The 
problem is, however, that where the company is willing to negoti
ate a settlement, we are obligated to enter into that negotiation 
with the company. We don't have punitive debarment as a tool 
available to us under the Executive order. 

In other words, it is only the company who refuses to accommo
date the remedies that we seek that is subject to debarment. That 
is inherent in the Executive order program and inherent in court 
cases which have since been ruled upon that apply to that pro
gram. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Let's see if I understand this right. What you're 
saying is that you can continue to take them to the process of de
barment. They can continue to say we're going to comply and not 
comply. You then have to take them back again and take them 
back again, and they don't ever really have to comply. 

Mr. BIERMANN. No, I didn't say that. 
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Mr. MARTINEZ. At some point in time they've got to be debarred. 
What you suggested is that you can't debar them. 

Mr. BIERMANN. Well, there are two issues here. One is the vic
tims of discrimination. If the company makes those victims whole, 
they are in compliance with the Executive order. 

The other issue is failure to develop and carry out an adequate 
affirmative action plan. When they fail to do that, we enter into a 
conciliation agreement with that firm where they commit them
selves in the following year to do certain things, very specific. If 
they fail to do that, then we are able to seek debarment of the com
pany for failure to carry out the affirmative action plan and issue 
a 15-day notice. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. So then you can debar them? 
Mr. BIERMANN. Most of the issues involving affirmative action 

plans don't fall under the category of that kind of serious violation. 
Most companies, when they enter into a conciliation agreement 
and commit themselves to doing certain things, do those things. We 
don't have evidence that companies enter into agreements to do af
firmative action outreach programs and then blatantly fail to do 
those things. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you. 
Mr. BIERMANN. It is a cost issue regarding discrimination find

ings, I think, that is the issue where contractors sometimes have 
difficulty settling. 

Mr. LANTOS. Congressman Shays. 
Mr. SHAYS. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. 
Mr. LANTOS. Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
First, I'd like to say to the folks from the EEOC-and I know 

that the Chairman just stepped out for a minute-that I fully un
derstand that you have a limited budget, not enough support staff 
to help you give the full attention that I know you would like to 
give to each and every one of those complaints which are filed with 
your office. I know that rou're trying to do a good job under very 
difficult circumstances. Im certainly sympathetic, as I know that 
the members of this committee are. 

I'd like to ask you some broad questions. Anyone who wishes to 
answer on the panel would be fine. Do you believe that Japanese
owned companies here in the United States discriminate against 
workers more so than American-owned companies? Perhaps your 
answer might be that you don't know based on the data presented 
to you. 

But what would you say on the charges of discrimination which 
have been filed by employees that come before you? Would you say 
that there's more of a pattern of discrimination in Japanese-owned 
companies than is apparent in other, American companies? 

Mr. TRoY. Congresswoman, the only pattern that we can see 
from the data, either the EE0-1 data or the charge data, is that 
the Japanese-owned companies tend to employ more Asian or Pa
cific Islanders in management-type positions. If you look at the rep
resentation in other areas, while they are not as great, they are 
relatively close. But in management positions, that's where you 
have your greatest disparity. 
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As far as the charges go, there's not a measurable difference in 
the kinds of cases that we get, except we get more hiring cases in 
Japanese-owned companies. In other words, 51 percent of the cases 
against Japanese-owned companies may be hiring cases, where 
maybe 49 or 48 percent other places. 

In national origin cases, it's 14 percent as opposed to 11 percent 
in all other companies. So it is not a--

Ms.Ros-LEHTINEN. What was that last one? 
Mr. TROY. National origin. You would normally expect most 

cases to be filed against Japanese-owned companies to be national 
origin cases. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Meaning Americans who believe that they 
were not hired because they were not of the right nationality? 

Mr. TROY. They were not of the right nationality. We found that 
14 percent of the cases filed against the Japanese-owned companies 
are national origin cases, but so are 11.9 percent of the cases filed 
against other American companies. So it's not too much of a differ
ence as we see in the charges. The major difference, as I said, is the 
representation in management jobs. Where the other companies 
would have 2 to 3 percent Asian-Americans, the Japanese-owned 
companies would have 25 to 30 percent. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Now would you say then that the majority of 
the complaints or the charges of discrimination which are filed by 
employees have to do with the fact that they were not hired or that 
they were not promoted or that-when you say 51 percent-

Mr. TROY. I think I misspoke. The majority of cases fall-in this 
whole area, against all companies-fall on the basis of discharge or 
termination. Where you may find 51 percent of those charges filed 
against Japanese-owned companies, you would find 48 or 47 per
cent of those cases filed against all other companies. Discharge is 
the largest issue, not hiring. I made a mistake there. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. So folks who have been terminated, and they 
believe that they have been terminated because of discrimination 
and quite possibly national origin discrimination, is the majority of 
the cases filed? 

Mr. TROY. In the Japanese cases-
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. With Japanese cases, Japanese companies. 

The majority of the charges of discrimination filed by employees 
against Japanese-owned companies deal with--

Mr. TROY. Termination. As I said, 14 percent of those are based 
on the national origin. The others are based on race, religion and 
other factors just like other American companies. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Out of those factors, is the majority because 
of sex discrimination? 

Mr. TROY. Race. Race is the largest thing. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Race. 
Mr. TROY. Race is the largest factor in all cases. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. When you say race, does that mean-what is 

the classification used? Hispanic is a race. White/black? Ethnic or 
race? What does race mean in this circumstance? 

Mr. TROY. I guess different things to different people. The reason 
I smiled, we never get into what a person is when they bring a 
charge. 
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The individual who brings a charge states to us that "I was dis
criminated against because I'm black" or "I was discriminated 
against because I'm white" or "I'm discriminated against because 
I'm of a different color. I want to file my charge based on race be
cause the individual who did it to me or the individual who had 
responsibility for the act is of a different race than myself." We 
don't get involved in determining who is what. 

The races are black, white. Those are the two main ones that we 
see. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. OK. So the majority of the employee-filed 
charges of discrimination against Japanese-owned companies deal 
with the termination of that employee and is based on race? 

Mr. TROY. On page 7 of the Chairman's testimony, his testimony 
for the record-I believe it's page 7-we talk about these charges. 
Nearly half of the charging parties, 47 percent allege they were un
fairly discharged or terminated. Approximately 16 percent of the 
charges allege they were discriminated against with regard to 
hiring. Another 16 percent of the charging parties stated their 
terms and conditions of employment were discriminatory. Another 
14 percent of the charging parties claim they were harassed. 

Now if you compare those with the same issues in the rest of the 
companies in the United States, the percentages are not vastly dif
ferent, is what I was trying to say. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. OK. As we heard this morning from some 
former employees of Japanese-owned companies, many of whom 
were women, there were distinct charges made by them about dis
crimination against women by Japanese-owned companies. 

This listing here that has to do with discrimination against 
hiring, unfairly discharged, they are not broken down by charges 
against sex discrimination. In that aspect of it, sex discrimination 
against Japanese companies, would you say that you have more, 
less, or the same amount of employee charges against Japanese 
companies? 

Mr. TROY. I would have to go back and look, Congresswoman, but 
I would believe that the percentages are about the same. About 20 
percent of all charges we get are filed on the basis of sex, normally 
by female employees or applicants for employment. I dare say I 
haven't seen anything that lets me believe that of the 39 Japanese
owned companies that we studied, that they would have a higher 
percentage in that regard. But I could go back and get the right 
figures and send them to you. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. OK, thank you. Would you say that your rate 
of settlement with Japanese-owned companies is higher, lower, or 
about the same as American-owned companies? Are you more will
ing to settle with a Japanese-owned company, or does statistics 
show that it has no bearing? 

Mr. TROY. They are about the same. Keep in mind that we 
haven't done breakouts of ownership. None of our statistics are 
based on nationality of ownership. 

Mr. LANTOS. Would my colleague yield? 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. I find fundamental logic in knowing which compa

nies are owned by Japanese. 
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Now, how can you state both of these things? When you did your 
survey, which I find an appallingly unscientific survey, you looked 
at companies which are palpably Japanese names, like Toyota. You 
know that's a Japanese company. When you have a company called 
Goodyear, which may be 100 percent Japanese owned, it is not 
viewed by you as a Japanese company. 

Since you don't ask what companies are owned by foreign nation
als, you have no basis for making any of the statements any of you 
have made on this issue, that there is no material difference. Well, 
how do you know if you don't know what companies are owned by 
foreigners? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Mr. Chairman, I think you made a good point. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you. 
Mr. BIERMANN. That is that-
Mr. LANTOS. I'd like you guys to make some good points for a 

change. 
Mr. BIERMANN. Well, I certainly didn't want to infer that we had 

a statistically scientific sampling of Japanese firms operating in 
the United States. 

Mr. LANTOS. I don't think you have any sampling. You just 
looked at companies with Japanese names, and you haven't looked 
at companies with non.Japanese names. Yet, you are telling us you 
don't think that there is any significant difference. But if you have 
no basis for identifying companies which are Japanese owned, how 
can you make a statement about practices of Japanese-owned com
panies? 

Mr. TROY. Congressman Lantos, my statement was based on the 
information that we did develop. We don't do this as a normal ev
eryday EEOC responsibility. We only responded to your request. 
When you gave us the request, we tried to find for ourselves in our 
documentation which companies were Japanese-owned. We had no 
mechanism for doing that except for names. 

After we came and talked to you and your staff, you pointed out 
some companies to us that did not have Japanese names. We went 
back. We found 11 more. But we don't have that kind of base. So 
our statements, what we did was we found the 39 companies that 
we knew to be Japanese. We found 39 companies that would send 
us the EEO-l's that were of a certain size. 

We took those companies as a sample. Then we took those same 
companies and compared their EEO-1 data to the data we had on 
charges brought by people against those companies only. In our 
statements, we are not making any conclusions as it relates to this. 
That's what I think the Chairman has said, and that's what I've 
tried to support. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I think that that is 
an excellent point because what we're asking the EEOC to do, they 
are in charge of investigating charges of discrimination, make cer
tain the determinations, either settled, et cetera. 

Yet, we are asking them to make certain conclusions about dis
crimination, patterns of discriminations about certain companies, 
whether they are foreign owned or American owned. We are 
asking them to extrapolate from that data and make certain con
clusions. 
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I think that that's different from, for example, the hearing we 
had last week where GAO combs what data some of us do not be
lieve that the conclusions that they drew from that data supports 
it. Yet that's what they were doing. That's what they are in charge 
of doing. 

I think this time we're doing it backward. We're asking this 
Commission to give us some conclusions which it is not part of 
their responsibility to conclude whether, in fact, Japanese-owned 
companies discriminate more or less. 

They have a complaint before them. They are to investigate 
whether that complaint is valid. They are to make determinations 
on that complaint. I don't think that they are here to serve as a 
GAO study to conclude whether there's an insidious pattern of dis
crimination in certain--

Mr. LANTOS. If my colleague will yield, what prevents the EEOC 
from having companies check on your form, on the EEO-1 form, 
whether the company is foreign owned or not? 

Mr. KEMP. Well, we'd have to, you know, revise our forms. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, you'd have to put another square there. I un

derstand that. They would have to say yes or no. Then you would 
have the data. 

Mr. KEMP. This is the first request we've had in 26 years. I 
mean, there are a lot of other requests--we are considering redoing 
the forms right now. I think our form allows companies to place 
people in professional and upper level jobs who really don't belong 
there. We show that women and minorities make up 28.3 percent 
of management, although, studies show that women and minorities 
are from 3 to 5 percent of management. I think there is some 
cleaning up that we can do on the forms. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, you see, it seems to me that the two panels we 
have had this morning are not communicating. We had five Ameri
can citizens under oath testifying that they are discriminated 
against. On the basis of their experience, we can assume that 
others are discriminated against by Japanese-owned companies. 

Now comes the EEOC which tells us we don't know which com
panies are Japanese owned, so we really can't tell you what hap
pens there. Well, if that is true, then you better move and clean up 
your act so when you appear next time before this subcommittee, 
you will have the data which will enable you to give acceptable an
swers to very simple questions. 

This subcommittee wants to know: Is there any pattern of dis
crimination on the part of Japanese-owned companies against 
American citizens? 

Mr. KEMP. Sir, if we were working together, it does seem to me 
that this is probably available in the Federal Government. The 
Commerce Department probably has a list of Japanese concerns. 
Why couldn't you request that? Remember, our EEO-1 forms only 
cover corporations or employers that have 100 or more employees. 

Mr. LANTOS. We did request that, by the way. 
Mr. KEMP. Then you could have shared it with us and we could 

have gotten it. I mean, we went into this--
Mr. LANTOS. We haven't received it; we requested it. We share 

everything we have with you. 
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Mr. KEMP. Well, I think this is asking us to do something that 
we're not used to doing. It's the first request that we've had in 26 
years. I think that if we were working together jointly, you and I, 
to try to do away with discrimination, your supplying us with that 
list would help us. We'll be glad to do it. 

Remember that only 6 percent of employers in this country file 
EE0-1 forms because you have to have 100 or more employees. Re
member, the fastest growing creator of jobs in this country are 
with employers that have 50 or less employees. 

Mr. LANTOS. I know. 
Mr. KEMP. They are creating 80 percent of the new jobs. 
Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Chairman, the problem I have is that the ad

ministration is not cooperating in terms of its own various agen
cies. There is nothing to prevent you from sitting down with Mos
bacher and dealing with Commerce. You can tell him you have a 
problem. His agency can help you, how you can work together. 

I don't think it is the function of a congressional subcommittee 
to bring together the disparate agencies of the Federal Government 
so they will cooRerate. It is rour job. It is the Department of Immi
gration's job. Its Commerces job to get together so you can do the 
job for the American people. It is not our job to manage the Feder
al Government, micro or macro. It is your job to get together with 
other Federal agencies. 

Mr. KEMP. But I think that my testimony illustrates that we're 
very proud of the Recruit case. I mean, I think if there was more 
discourse and more communication between us, we would have 
come in and done what you wanted us to do. We're not stonewall
ing. 

Mr. LANTOS. The only point I am making now, Mr. Kemp, is that 
on the one hand the testimony I get is that you don't know what 
companies are Japanese owned. Is that correct? 

Mr. KEMP. We've never been asked for that. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. 
Mr. KEMP. Suddenly these hearings come up and we're expected 

to have answers. We could not get the answers right now. 
Mr. TRov. Congressman Lantos, please understand what you're 

asking us to do. We are a law enforcement agency and we're sup
posed to apply the law equally across the board. We have no en
forcement need to know the nationality of the ownership of a com
pany. For every example you can give regarding the Japanese, we 
can give you one regarding an American company. 

It was EEOC in 1984 that went after Honda and Nissan because 
our Chairman was on an airplane and simply saw a picture of em
ployees that included the same kind of employee. We did systemic 
charges. We ruled in favor of the employees. We also did the same 
with General Motors. 

Mr. LANTOS. That's the great advantage of flying commercial 
when you are a public official; isn't it? 

Mr. TRov. Now, I know you're going to have the last word, I un
derstand that. But all we want you to understand is that we have 
come a long way in trying to become a solid law enforcement 
agency. Therefore, we have no need to know who owns the compa
ny. We want to know what happened, to whom it happened, how 
many times did it happen. 
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Is it a pattern or a practice? If so, then let's find discrimination, 
get it over with, and make the people whole who lost what the Con
gress says they should have. Now, if you want us to ask for iµfor
mation on the nationality of company ownership, obviously we can. 
That's very easy. We would have to go before 0MB to point out the 
need. They would have to pass on it because we would be asking 
more than 10 people for that information. But the fact is that we 
have no enforcement need for it. 

Mr. LANT0S. Well, before I yield back to my colleague, let me just 
say that a number of us in the Congress have been trying to get 
legislation through which would provide us with information on 
ownership of resources in the United States by foreign companies. 
The administration has not been friendly to this proposal for a va
riety of reasons. But the fact is that the topic is not a new topic. 
We want to know who owns what in America, and we want to 
know whether these people who own parts of America comply with 
American law or not. 

Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to 

clear up this matter about foreign-owned companies and whether 
you keep data on that or not. I don't want you to go away from this 
subcommittee hearing thinking that all of us are in agreement that 
you should, in fact, have that as a checkoff on the form. I'm not 
sure that I would agree. 

I say this as a person who was not born in the United States, 
who is a foreigner, naturalized American. Whenever I see a form 
that has as a checkoff whether someone is a native-born American 
or not, I always get a little nervous. I think I would be more con
cerned if someone is saying that the EEOC is not fully investigat
ing their charge of discrimination on an individual case more than 
I am concerned about whether the EEOC is going to keep data on 
companies that are or are not foreign owned. 

Maybe it's a good idea and maybe you should have that checkoff, 
but I think that we need to study that a little further whether then 
by doing so the person is going to think that his charge of discrimi
nation against the company is going to have less or more weight 
because a company may or may not be foreign owned. I worry 
about that, and I say this as a naturalized American. 

I know that Congressman Shays did not have questions previous
ly, but I know that this questioning has stimulated more questions 
in his mind. So, Mr. Chairman, I don't know--

Mr. LANT0S. Congressman Shays, do you want to be recognized? 
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield to the gentleman. 

I'll follow you. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. I was just looking at this form, the EEO form. It 

says parent company. Almost every company in the United States 
is owned by a parent company in Japan and has to have that Japa
nese parent company name in there. Jim, you were shaking your 
head. 

Mr. TROY. That's one of the ways we use to recognize the ones 
that we got. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. OK. So, you know, maybe a box is a superfluous 
thing if you have this. But if you can't identify it in every case, 
then maybe it isn't. I have no problem with having a box on there. 
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I am an American-born citizen, but I would say the analogy that 
you use, Ms. Ros-Lehtinen, really doesn't apply here because you 
are an American citizen, naturalized or otherwise. You are an 
American citizen. You're entitled to every privilege that any other 
American citizen has with the exception of running for President. 

But these companies are not American citizens that own these 
companies here. They are here on green cards through the Immi
gration, which brings me to another point. 

You know, I don't understand why, and the chairman was trying 
to illustrate it, why the agencies don't cooperate a little more and 
interact a little more because in order for one of those managers of 
one of those companies to come here to run that American-owned 
company, he's got to get a work visa. They've got to get a work 
visa. 

The INS has a record of that. Why couldn't they simply supply 
you with that information because in the INS, in their records, 
they've got to identify the company that they're representing? 
That's an easy way to get that information. They've got computers 
over there. Have them run a list off on a computer and get it to 
you. 

You know, besides that, there is the other way, obviously. I guess 
the big culprit here might be like Jim says, if they're going to ask 
more than 10 people for information, they've got to get permission. 
I would think that as an agency responsible for upholding the law 
of this country, making sure the companies uphold it, that you 
wouldn't need to do that. But if that's the case, maybe you ought to 
concentrate on the INS and ask one agency for that information. 

Mr. TROY. Please understand that we cooperate well together. 
We have memos of understanding, historical memos of understand
ing, with the OFCCP. We share information with INS, with the 
special counsel of the Justice Department as a result of IRCA. We 
have those kinds of agreements, and we talk to each other. But un
derstand again, this is not an area which we have shown an identi
fied need to talk to each other. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, I think we have identified for you, at least, 
a need to do this. Maybe in the future you'll go to INS and ask 
them for that information. It should be a simple thing to get it. 

Even what's more important is in the area of Federal contract
ing. As a foreigner doing Federal contracting, they've got to regis
ter. You ought to have all of those names; don't you? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Not in the OFCCP files. We have the names of 
all contractors in our files, and we can-with some effort. We have 
92,000 contractor establishments listed in the EEO-1 data bank 
identified as Government contractors. In order to identify which of 
those 92,000 employee facilities are Japanese owned, we would 
have to do some cross-checking. It's not an impossible task. I pre
sume, Mr. Chairman, that we could get the information. 

But again, as Jim Troy mentioned, since we have a selection 
system in place to select contractors for compliance reviews, and 
since the ownership of the company is not, in our view, at this 
point, an appropriate criteria to determine which contractors ought 
to be reviewed, I don't know why we would want to gather the in
formation. 
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In a small sample of the reviews that we have done, we have 
looked at about 12 Japanese companies, about 40 establishments 
that we've reviewed of those companies, and the findings in those 
compliance reviews are not dissimilar from the findings that we 
have in other reviews of American-owned companies. 

That, plus the fact that the courts have consistently advised us 
that whatever selection system we used, in order to be constitution
ally acceptable, must be based on a neutral method that is not ar
bitrary, that we have used the EE0-1 report for that purpose. 

I'm not at all sure-we'd have to get advice of counsel-I'm not 
at all sure if we selected contractors for compliance review because 
of ownership being national or domestic or international or domes
tic, it would pass the legal muster. 

So the question is whether or not we really need the information 
for the conduct of our business. At this point in time, it's our view 
that we probably do not. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. I'm wondering here that if the congressional com
mittee wants to know if this is a pattern or practice among foreign
owned companies against American citizens, and especially those 
doing Federal contracting, would there be any constitutional law 
against the committee knowing that? That's our responsibility. 

So if the committee were to request that information, I would 
suspect that, the administration being cooperative or not, that that 
information should be forthcoming. 

Mr. BIERMANN. Whatever additional information the committee 
wants, Congressman, we'll certainly get it for you. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Chairman, I suggest that we ask for the in
formation of at least those Federal contractors, the names of the 
foreign-owned companies that are doing Federal contracting. 

Mr. LANTOS. I'd be very pleased to do so. I find my colleague's 
line of questioning very reasonable. I find, frankly, your answers 
very evasive. There is no presumption that American-owned com
panies will discriminate against American citizens in management 
positions. There is evidence that Japanese companies do. 

Therefore, it is necessary to select out for statistical purposes 
companies where the historical precedent clearly indicates that 
they discriminate against American citizens and other subcategor
ies like women in management positions. I mean, that should not 
be too difficult to cope with. 

Mr. BIERMANN. I understand that, Mr. Chairman. I would like to 
make one point, if I may. That is that it is not that we don't do 
compliance reviews of Japanese companies. We do compliance re
views of Japanese companies. They have been done around the 
country in all of our 10 regions. The selection of the compliance re
views, however, is based upon the EE0-1 data which compares uti
lization of minorities and women, compares them separately--

Mr. LANTOS. But not in managerial positions. 
Mr. BIERMANN. Yes, Mr. Chairman, it does, not alone in manage

rial positions but it gives extra weight to those EE0-1 categories 
that are in management, professional, and technical jobs. We give 
extra weight in the comparison to those kinds of positions. 

We look at utilization of women and utilization of minorities, 
and we can compare similarly situated companies in the same in
dustry in the same geographical area. Those companies which 
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employ fewer minorities and women. Their geographical areas are 
flagged in our computer system. That's how we schedule compli
ance reviews. 

If a Japanese company is not hiring minorities or women, they 
will be so flagged, and have been so flagged, which was the cause of 
the reviews of those companies that we have done. So it isn't as 
though they are escaping the concern of OFCCP, it is that they are 
being built into a larger system which includes companies of all 
kinds, not just Japanese. 

Mr. LANTOS. I just have two questions that I'd like to raise. You 
are free to answer them, Mr. Kemp, or refer them to one of your 
associates. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Mr. Chairman, I was just going to remind you 
that Congressman Shays had yielded to--

Mr. SHA vs. I would like to follow you. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. When the former Chairman of the EEOC, Clar

ence Thomas, testified before the subcommittee some time ago, he 
defended the shift by EEOC away from filing class action suits. He 
stated that the resources of EEOC could be better used to protect 
and secure remedr for individual victims of discrimination. This is 
what Mr. Thomas position was. 

Yet, we have heard testimony from five individuals this morning 
who are asking, "Why isn't the EEOC filing a lawsuit on my 
behalf? What chance do I have as an individual?" There are very 
limited resources against the rich and powerful Japanese company. 

How do you, as the current EEOC Chairman, respond to these 
people and others like them? 

Mr. KEMP. Less than a week ago, I was out in Chicago where we 
settled a class action suit against AT&T for $66 million. It was the 
largest judgment that EEOC has ever received. That's going to 
13,000 people in a class action. 

I'm not speaking for Clarence Thomas, but I do think that he felt 
that the agency really had its hands full in enforcing the rights for 
people that were being discriminated against instead of bringing 
statistically driven numbers cases which appeared to a lot of us 
were our downfall in the late 1970's. That type of case is tremen
dously expensive and we didn't do that well with them. 

I think also, and speaking again for myself, that the labor 
market is changing greatly. In 1987, it was estimated that the For
tune 500 would have 10 percent less employees in 1997 than it had 
in 1987. If anything, that figure was underestimated. 

We would never think of having a statistical case against Sears 
& Roebuck right now. They are downsizing. They are not expand
ing. Eighty percent of the new jobs in the country are being cre
ated by companies with 50 or less employees. 

The educational requirements today are roughly double the re
quirements that they were in 1964. From 1955 to 1967, sort of the 
end of the mass production assembly line businesses, we were cre
ating 1 million jobs a year. In the 1980's, we were creating 2 mil
lion jobs a year. 

Mr. LANTOS. Would you mind answering the question I asked? 
Mr. KEMP. We do bring class actions. I give as an illustration the 

class action last week. We do not bring statistical cases if the work 
force of the employer differs from the local makeup of the work 
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t force. The employer is not automatically guilty of discrimination. 
( They are terribly expensive cases. Statistical cases are what has 

1 i<)t us into a lot of the economic troubles we're in. 
/ Mr. LANTOS. So you think that the plea of our victim witnesses 
i earlier this morning has no validity? They are making a plea to 
l you, "Why don't you sue on our behalf? We have no money." 
1, Mr. KEMP. We have 59,542 charges just in 1990. I believe them. 
) Less than 1 percent of the people that think they are discriminated 
i against come to EEOC. I think we have a crime wave of discrimina-
tion. I invite you to come over and see what we're doing at EEOC, 

: you and your staff. 
Mr. LANTOS. My final question, Mr. Kemp: You have been public 

in your opposition to the House-approved civil rights bill including 
provisions for punitive damages; is that correct? 

Mr. KEMP. No. 
Mr. LANTOS. You are in favor of the House-passed bill? 
Mr. KEMP. I have my own views on punitive damages. I think 

that they should be increased. When I was teaching law, if my 
class was sort of sleepy in the morning, I would say if we were 
really serious about doing away with discrimination in the work
place, we'd make it a capital crime. This would get my students 
upset. 

But there is every indication that capital punishment is a great 
deterrent to an economic crime. I used to compare the United 
States to the Soviet Union. The average sentence for murder there 
was 3 years. There were a lot of economic crimes that were capital 
crimes in the Soviet Union. No, I am for increased remedies, very 
much so. 

Mr. LANTOS. Congressman Shays. 
Mr. SHAYS. I don't know if I got off the wrong side of the bed this 

morning, but I'm trying to make sense out of this hearing. We had 
five people that had very compelling testimony. But the last thing I 
feel justified in doing is saying that that's a true sample. It may be 
or it may not be. 

I'm not sure our staff just plucked out five people who worked 
for Japanese firms and said, "Are you being discriminated 
against?" I don't know what that would show. I don't know if the 
five we would pluck out would have proved that there wasn't or if 
there was. So I don't take the testimony as a sample of what's hap
pened. 

But what I do take it as is very disturbing information. There's a 
part of me that says culturally it's probably likely that Japanese 
companies may, in fact, discriminate against women. So that's one 
side of me. 

The other side of me is kind of aligned with my colleague here 
who gets a little concerned that we may be choosing to focus on the 
Japanese because right now they're beating us economically, and 
we're letting them get away with a lot that they shouldn't get 
away with. But most of that is our own problem. 

Having said that, I do feel that it would be helpful-I don't 
blame you for not coming in with statistics, coming before this 
hearing-you know, you haven't been asked to do this in the past, 
.but I guess what I'm left with is a feeling that-
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Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Congressman, just before you go on, I just 
wanted to say I don't recall ever saying-I'm glad you sympathize 
with what I said, except that I never said that we were beating up 
on the Japanese because they may be beating up on us economical
ly. I did not say that. I did not stick up for discrimination in any 
way. 

Mr. SHAYS. No, no. I thought you made reference about the fact 
that you were troubled by a check off that would say whether you 
were a foreign company or not. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. So that was the reference I was making to my col

league, whether or not we should be asking the companies that are 
foreign, you know, have a check off that says they are foreign. So 
I'm going through this ambivalence. I think we need to know cer
tain information. I don't know how I come out on this. 

I do think, though, the bottom line to this hearing to me is that 
there is something that has to be looked at, that we can't let it 
dangle here. It would be helpful to have you do a more accurate 
study of whether, in fact, there might be cultural factors that lead 
to discrimination by foreign companies discriminating. 

If we decide that that's true, then I think we might have to take 
some affirmative response to that where we actually focus in on 
some of those companies, whether they are Japanese or other 
Asian companies or European companies and so on. 

So I guess what I'm saying to you is that I don't quite agree with 
my chairman that you should have had it now, but I do agree that 
it might be helpful in the future. I would really like to see the next 
time we have a hearing on this to see if you think that's possible. 

Mr. Biermann, the question I guess I'm left with is that you said 
you weren't sure it would be legal. I'm not sure if it was a commu
nication issue. I'm not hearing properly. Are you saying that you 
don't think it would be legal to identify companies as foreign com
panies? 

Mr. BIERMANN. No. I think it's certainly legal to do that. The 
issue is whether or not we would have an objective and neutral 
system if we chose to conduct compliance reviews of companies be
cause they were foreign held. 

The courts in the premier case of New Orleans Public Service 
have ruled that whatever system is used to protect the guarantees 
of the Constitution, there has to be a neutral system in place that 
is not arbitrary. 

The system that we have in place, which has met the require
ments of the court, is based upon comparative data using EE0-1 
reports for companies in a similar industry and a similar geo
graphical area. From that selection system, Japanese companies 
have been selected, but it's been a neutral system that's caused 
them to be selected. I don't know--

Mr. SHAYS. Could I ask you this? Is it possible that you would 
simply look at a selected group of American companies, not select
ed but random sample, a random sample of Japanese companies, a 
random sample of European companies so it would be random, and 
then compare to see if there were any cultural or other factors 
that-when I say cultural, I'm not using that as an excuse. I'm just 
saying that we feel very strongly that discrimination is not accept-
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able. See if there is a pattern. I mean, the fact is that we had five 
very compelling statements earlier. 

Mr. BIERMANN. I would see no prohibition in doing that. 
Mr. SHAYS. The other question I guess I want to ask is that you 

hear 59,000 cases. We are just famous for demanding you provide 
us information, and we're not always, nor is the administration, 
very candidly eager to give agencies the people they need. But 
when I take 59,000 complaints, how many employees is that? How 
many employees work for you in dealing with 59,000 complaints? 

Mr. KEMP. 2,853. 
Mr. SHAYS. How many? 
Mr. KEMP. 2,853. 
Mr. SHAYS. So I'm left with the feeling that we have definitely 

left you quite a workload. 
Mr. KEMP. Sure. 
Mr. SHAYS. Let me just conclude. So ultimately you have to 

decide in some cases not to do things that you would like to do. I 
mean, that has to be a given. 

Mr. KEMP. Yes. But we're committed to enforcing the law for all 
those covered. We are given extra responsibilities. The chairman 
mentioned my involvement with the ADA. Congress passed it, but 
they didn't give EEOC very much money to enforce it. 

When Congress changed the Fair Housing Act a couple years ago 
and gave HUD responsibility of overseeing discrimination against 
disabled people, they upped the budget by 25 percent. I would like 
fairness. I think that EEOC is a stepchild to Congress. 

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. BIERMANN. Congressman Shays, may I just add something to 

your last comment? Let me just make a suggestion to you, sir. 
Rather than establishing a selection process on a random basis and 
doing a predictive study, what we could do and what I suggest we 
may want to do is look at reviews we've already done more thor
oughly than we've been able to do in preparation for this hearing. 

As I mentioned, we have done compliance reviews of Japanese 
firms around the country. We could randomly select the results of 
those reviews and similarly randomly select the results of domestic 
companies that have been reviewed during the same period of time 
and make you a more definitive report as to the differences or simi
larities that may have been found as a result of those reviews. 

Mr. SHAYS. The one thing I can't help but wonder, though, as we 
do this, I wonder if someone is going to be less inclined to bring a 
complaint against a foreign company than they would against an 
American company, feeling that in the long run they are going to 
pay a dearer penalty if they do. 

I wish I had asked that earlier, but anyway, I look forward to 
these hearings continuing. 

Mr. KEMP. What's your reasoning behind that? I'm just curious. 
Mr. SHAYS. I am just wondering if they just feel that maybe 

there might be more of a social conscience with their own Ameri
can company as opposed to the foreign company. We heard testimo
ny that they felt within the foreign company one and the others 

• agreed that it was an institutionalized process. 
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Whereas, with the American companies, they felt they encoun
tered discrimination. They felt it was more individual, that it 
wasn't necessarily an institutional problem within the company. 

Mr. KEMP. I see. 
Mr. LANTOS. Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just to ask one 

final question about the potential checkoff on the form about 
whether a company is foreign owned or not. As interesting as data 
that could be gathered if such a checkoff existed on the form, do 
you believe, Chairman Kemp, that having such information on the 
EEOC form could help you discharge your duties in investigating 
charges of discriminations which are filed by employees? 

Mr. KEMP. Although I've been aware these hearings were going 
to take place, I really hadn't considered it. The chairman asked us 
to identify Japanese-owned companies, but I was not aware of a re
quest to add a checkoff for identifying foreign-owned firms on the 
EEO-1. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Do you know of any other Federal agency 
which you believe might be better suited to handle the accumula
tion of such data? 

Mr. KEMP. Well, I think that if there's a study done in this area, 
GAO might be the best to do it or the Commerce Department. I do 
think it's a study that's outside of our expertise. We have done a 
couple of studies, for example, in looking at tenured faculty and a 
couple of other things that we've contracted out. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. I want to thank all of you for your testimony. 
The next panel consists of Mr. Masumi Yamaguchi, president of 

Nikko Securities; Mr. Toshi Amino, executive vice president of 
Honda of America, accompanied by Susan Insley and Don English. 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. LANTOS. We are pleased to have all of you before us. Your 

prepared statement will be entered in the record in its entirety. We 
will ask when we call on you to very briefly summarize your testi
mony and omit the company descriptive materials which, in some 
cases, make up an inordinate amount of the testimony. We will 
wish to deal with the issue at hand. 

We will begin with you, Mr. Yamaguchi. You may proceed to 
summarize your prepared statement. 

STATEMENT OF MASUMI YAMAGUCHI, PRESIDENT, NIKKO SECU
RITIES CO. INTERNATIONAL, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY EV AN 
STEWART, GENERAL COUNSEL 

Mr. YAMAGUCHI. On behalf of the Nikko Securities Co. Interna
tional, Inc., I welcome this opportunity to testify before the Em
ployment and Housing Subcommittee on the very important sub
ject of employment practices and policies. 

At the outset, I should inform the subcommittee that I have been 
in my present position only since April of this year. Prior to that 
time and since December 1984, I was executive vice president in 
charge of Nikko's Chicago branch office. Prior to my taking on that 
position, I had various jobs of increasing responsibility at Nikko's 
parent company in Japan. 
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Nikko's written statement, which was supplied to the subcommit
tee last week, sets forth in some detail Nikko's record with regard 
to its employment practices and policies. Without attempting to re
iterate our statement, let me highlight the following points. 

First, until only recently, Nikko was a very small company. Prior 
to 1985, we had no more than 65 employees nationwide. Today we 
have 290. 

Second, Nikko's practices and policies are fully consistent with 
all applicable laws and are set forth in the company's employee 
guide, a copy of which is given to each employee. 

Third, Nikko has consistently complied with its own practices 
and policies. Nikko's hiring, promotion, and compensation decisions 
are made without regard to race, sex or national origin. 

Fourth, Nikko, like virtually all major international companies 
of which I'm aware, employs some staff from its parent company. 
AB is clear from that data we have provided to the subcommittee, 
those people, sometimes called rotators, make up a small percent
age of our overall staff. No positions are reserved for rotators, and 
no Americans are foreclosed from holding any position at Nikko. 

Fifth, as is also clear from the data we have provided to the sub
committee, not only do Americans hold a substantial majority of 
the key positions at Nikko, we have a very good record with re
spect to the hiring and promotion of women. 

Sixth, Nikko is the only Japanese-affiliated company of which I 
am aware that has successfully defended itself in a class action 
title VII discrimination lawsuit. We have already provided the sub
committee a fair amount of data on that litigation. 

Should the subcommittee wish to question further on that matter 
or on specific legal issues generally, I may ask for the assistance of 
Nikko's counsel, Mr. Evan Stewart, who is here with me today. 

Seventh, I note that one of the plaintiffs in the attempted class 
action litigation has today given testimony before the subcommit
tee. I do not think it would be productive for me to comment on 
any specifics of that testimony beyond the fact that she was given 
every opportunity to make her case against Nikko in the litigation, 
and that her sworn testimony was before the Federal judge who 
prevented her from bringing on a class action against Nikko. All 
that is a matter of public record. The case is now closed. For our
selves, we are content to let the matter rest there. 

In closing my brief oral remarks, let me state again that Nikko 
is very proud of its record in the area of employment practices and 
policies. We intend to continue our good record in the future. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Yamaguchi follows:] 
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On behalf of The Nikko Securities Co. International, Inc. 

'"Nikko•) I welcome this opportunity to testify before the 

and Housing Subcommittee on the very important 

employment practices and policies, Nikko has an 

zemplary record in this area and, in fact, is the only 

1panese-1ffiliated company of which I am aware which has 

uccessfully defended itself in a class action Title VII 

iscrimination lawsuit. Before I explain the nature of that 

litigation more fully, however, I would like to briefly describe 

Jikko's history and employment policies and practices in general. 

Nikko's History_ 

Nikko is a financial services firm employing at present 290 

'people. Incorporated in Delaware and headquartered in New York 

·City with small offices in Chicago, Los Angeles and San 

'Francisco, Nikko provides sophisticated financial services to a 

;client base consisting primarily of institutional investors in 

United States and abroad, 

Nikko has existed in its present form .in the United States 

ince 1963. The Nikko Securities Co., Ltd. ("Nikko-Tokyo•), the 

arent corporation of Nikko headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, has 

ad a presence in the United States since 1955. 

Prior to 1985, Nikko never had more than 65 employees 

With the surge in Japanese investment in this 

ountry in the mid-1980s, Nikko experienced a corresponding rapid 

~rowth, reaching a maximum-employee count of· approximately 350 

in early 1988. Since then, as a consequence of the October 1987 
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market crash and general industry conditions on "Wall Street,• 

Nikko's size has decreased to its present level of 290 employees. 

Nikko's EEO Policies 
In the Spring of 1986, during the early months of Nikko's 

ezpansion, Nikko hired its first Director of Human Resources. 

That individual, who had over 20 years ezperience in human 

resources, was specifically charged with formulating policies 

and procedures to address, among other things, the requirements 

of Title VII. As part of that process, the Nikko Employee Guide 

was prepared, The Guide codifies Nikko's policies with respect 

to its personnel practices. For ezample, Section 2.4 of the 

Guide, which is entitled "Equal Employment Opportunity,• sets 

forth the following: 

"It is Nikko's policy to offer equal employment opportunity 
to all persons without regard to race, creed, color, sez, 
age, national origin, ancestry, marital status, religion, 
physical or mental handicap, or veterans• status. No 
applicant is to be discriminated against or given 
preference because of these factors. This policy applies 
to recruiting, hiring, promotions, upgrading, layoffs, 
compensation, benefits, termination, and all other matters, 
privileges, terms and conditions of employment. 

"It is the established policy of Nikko to effectively 
utilize our available Human Resources by selecting the best 
qualified person for the job to be performed. We have 
always given appropriate attention to such factors as 
educational background, previous ezperience, proven skills, 
desirable character traits and potential for growth and 
development. The personnel we have hired and promoted in 
the past and those to be hired and promoted in the future 
have been and will continue to be selected from all 
applicants on the basis of qualifications which we feel are 
essential in order that an employee may perform well. 
These include such factors as ability, availability, 
capability, aptitude, ezperience, education, health, and a 
willingness to work. 
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"The Human Resources Division has been assigned the 
responsibility of ensuring that all phases of Human 
Resources Administration are in harmony with this policy. 
The responsibility for administering and complying with 
this policy on a day to day basis has been delegated to all 
Nikko Division and Department Managers with respect to 
employees within their jurisdiction.• 

Similarly, Section 2.5 of the Guide, which is entitled •sexual 

Harassment,• sets forth the following: 

"Nikko, as a part of its commitment to equal employment 
opportunity, prohibits acts of harassment on the part of 
its employees on the basis of race, sex, color, religion, 
age, national origin, or condition of handicap, The Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission has published guidelines 
relating specifically to the subject of sexual harassment. 
we endorse these guidelines in keeping with our long 
standing commitment against any form of harassment in the 
work environment. 

"The EEOC guidelines provide that unwelcome sexual 
advances, requests for sexual favors and other verbal or 
physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual 
harassment when: 

1, submission to such conduct is made either explicitly 
or implicitly, a term of condition of an individual's 
employment; or 

2. submission to or rejection of such conduct by an 
individual is used as the basis for employment 
decisions affecting such individual; or 

3. such conduct has the purpose or effect of sub
stantially interfering with an individual's work 
performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or 
offensive working environment. 

"In keeping with the spirit of these guidelines, we 
reaffirm our belief that every employee must be treated 
with dignity and respect regardless of race, sex, color, 
religion, age, national origin, or condition of handicap. 
We ask all of you to help us meet our obligations by acting 
in accordance with our stated commitment and by bringing 
any violations of this policy to our attention. 
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"If any employee feels that he or she is being harassed, or 
that employment decisions are being made for improper 
reasons, please contact your supervisor or the Director of 
Human Resources immediately to discuss the matter and bring 
it to our attention. We fully understand that this is 1 
sensitive issue, and it will be treated in a confidential 
and impartial manner.• 

Day-to-day responsibility for the enforcement and 

monitoring of Nikko's personnel policies is that of the firm's 

Director of Human Resources. Our current Director joined Nillko 

in April of this year. He has more than 15 years experience in 

human resources, and was most recently Regional Director of 

Personnel for Dean Witter Financial Services Group. I am 

confident that, under his leadership, Nikko's hiring, promotion 

and compensation decisions will continue to be made without 

regard to race, sex or national origin. 

staff From Nikko-Tokyo 

Nikko is similar to many American subsidiaries of foreign 

corporations (and of foreign subsidiaries of American corpora

tions) in that it employs some staff sent from its parent 

corporation (e.g., Credit Suisse, Bank of Rome, National 

Westminster Bank, PLC, etc.). The majority of these employees 

stay at Nikko for a period of from two to five years, and are 

not assigned to fill permanent job openings at Rikko. In some 

cases, however, an employee from Rikko-Tokyo may remain at Rikko 

for a longer period where that employee's experience make• hi■ 

or her the best qualified individual available to the company. 

This occurs most often in securities trading positions which 
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require eztensive prior ezperience with Japanese financial 

markets or an ability to deal directly with sophisticated 

Japanese institutional clients. Thus, for ezample, in certain 

areas of Nikko, such as Equity Sales in New York and Futures and 

Options for Japanese clients in Chicago, the professional 

personnel consist largely of Japanese nationals. 

Staff sent from Nikko-Tokyo normally have qualifications 

which warrant a minimum level officer title (Assistant Vice 

President). The basic reason for this is simple business sense-

•rotating• employees overseas is eztremely ezpensive and it is 

not efficient to do so unless an employee has proven that he or 

she can contribute to Nikko in some significant way. Unless an 

employee has reached a level of competence at Nikko-Tokyo that 

would be the equivalent to Assistant Vice President or above at 

Nikko, it does not make sense to invest the money necessary to 

send the person to the United States. Furthermore, it is my 

understanding of the u. S. innigration laws and policies that 

only well-qualified non-u. s. citizens are eligible for 

long-term employment stays in this country. As a result, only 

those Nikko-Tokyo employees who can meet that standard are 

eligible to be rotated in the first place. 

There are no positions at Nikko that are •reserved• for 

staff from Nikko-Tokyo. Locally hired employees are eligible to 

fill any and all Nikko positions. Indeed, the second-highest 

ranking officer in the entire company is an American--Stephen 

Azilrod, the firm's Vice Chairman. Furthermore, Nikko's Japanese 

staff is underpaid relative to locally hired employees, even 
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after consideration of cost-of-living adjustments given to 

Tokyo-based employees living outside their country. For ezample, 

of two traders in our Fized Income area performing at the same 

level--one a rotator and one locally hired--the locally hired 

trader would be paid at a higher rate. This pay scale 

differential merely reflects the fact that salary levels in the 

financial services industry are higher in the United States than 

in Japan. 

In short, staff from Nikko-Tokyo have no special advantage 

over locally hired Nikko employee■ in any term or condition of 

employment. 

Nikko') statistical Profile 

In accord with the Subconvnittee•s request, set forth below 

is a statistical profile of Nikko. For the sake of convenience, 

the job groupings are those uaed for EEO reporting. 

Japanese 
Rotating 

Job Groups IPW 1L......L. 111.lA hmAlJl Staff 

Executive .. l .. 0 3 

Manager 34 20 33 1 14 

Profeslional 123 92 95 28 31 

Technician 10 10 7 3 0 

Sales 21 11 20 1 10 

Clerical .....ll .....ll ....il --5.1 _Q 

290 232 200 90 58 
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As is clear from the above profile, the rotating staff from 

Tokyo is a small percentage (20\) of Nikko's total workforce, 

Americans locally hired hold substantial majorities of the 

managerial, professional and other key positions at Nikko. 

Furthermore, Nikko has a commendable number of women in those 

important positions, and I strongly assert that female employees 

are not confined to inferior jobs or job titles or otherwise 

prevented from advancing in their careers at our firm; indeed, 

of the 54 promotions at Nikko since January of 1986, 23 (42.6\) 

have gone to women. 

Nikko's EEO Class Action Litigation 

In June of 1987 and/or later in February of 1988, three 

then current or former Nikko employees filed charges of 

discrimination based upon race, sex, age and national origin 

with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. The attorneys 

representing those individuals subsequently requested "right to 

sue• letters prior to the EEOC reaching a determination on the 

charges. In November of 1988, a lawsuit was filed· in the -

federal district court based in New York City. 

By their·suit, plaintiffs sought injunctive and declaratory 

relief, as wel 1 as unspecified monetary and liquidated damages. 

?hose recoveries were sought on behalf of themselves and "on 

behalf of all female former, current and future employees of 

[Nikko].• 
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Nikko strongly opposed the individual plaintiffs' attempt 

to proceed on behalf of such a class. And pursuant to the 

dictates of R~le 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, as 

well as the requirements of the district court's local rules, 

the ~ocus of the litigation was on that issue. 

On August 10, 1990, after the parties had briefed and 

argued the class action issue, the federal court handed down a 

23 page decision in which plaintiffs' motion to proceed on 

behalf of a class was denied. A copy of that decision is 

attached hereto (it is also reported at 54 Emp. Prac. Dec. (CCH) 

140,267). Plaintiffs subsequently sought reargument of that 

decision. On November 16, 1990, the federal court handed down 

an eight page decision affirming its earlier ruling. Approzi

mately one month later, Nikko and the three individual plaintiffs 

reached an accord on their individual claims and their case was 

terminated. 

Although the decisions speak for themselves, it is 

important to note that the court analyzed plaintiffs' evidence 

, under both a "disparate impact• and "disparate treatment• 

analysis, and found it lacking as to each. More important was 

the court's finding that the plaintiffs had failed to meet the 

"basic requirement of establishing the e:dstence of an aggrieved 

class• (August 10, 1990 Decision at page 11). Not only did the 

plaintiffs "fail to provide the Court with any systematic 

statistical evidence that [Nikko) is discriminating against 

women on a class-wide basis" (i..4. at page 12), but Nikko ha4 

presented abundant affirmative evidence to counter the charges 
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of discrimination, including deposition testimony from Nikko 

managers and sworn affidavits from seven female Nikko employees 

specifically identified by the plaintiffs as discrimination 

victims. 

I note that one of the individual plaintiffs in this 

litigation is to give testimony before the Subcommittee. 

Although we wish Ms. Minushkin no ill will, we respectfully 

point out that she has a rather obvious •axe to grind," 

especially in light of the outcome of the litigation, We trust 

that whatever testimony she does give .before the Subcommittee 

will therefore be judged accordingly. 

conclusion 
In sum, Nikko is proud of its record in this area. At the 

same time, as an American company we recognize the importance of 

continuing to live up to the letter and spirit of the u. s. 
discrimination laws. We pledge to be ever vigilant so that our 

record continues to be exemplary. 

50-681 0 - 92 - 5 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you, Mr. Yamaguchi. Let me just say for the 
record that your former employee who testified earlier today testi
fied under oath that she very much wanted to carry the case for
ward but could not match the gigantic financial resources of Nikko 
Securities. That is why she settled the case. 

So I think it's important for you to understand that your former 
employee wanted to pursue this case in court, but she, as an indi
vidual of very limited means, could not take on Nikko Securities, 
which is a giant and global corporation. 

So the fact that the case was settled is certainly no indication 
that no discrimination took place. 

But we have a number of questions that we would like to raise 
with you. Let me first move on to Honda of America. Mr. Amino, 
how long have you lived in the United States? 

Mr. AMINO. Mr. Chairman, 15 years now. 
Mr. LANTOS. Fifty? 
Mr. AMINO. Fifteen. 
Mr. LANTOS. Fifteen years. 
Mr. AMINO. I'm 56 years old. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, you are a very young man, and you look fine 

and I'm glad. 
Mr. AMINO. Thank you. 
Mr. LANTOS. Where have you lived for the last 15 years? 
Mr. AMINO. Pardon? 
Mr. LANTOS. Where have you lived in the United States? 
Mr. AMINO. Three years in California and 11 years here in Ohio. 
Mr. LANTOS. You are the executive vice president of Honda of 

America? 
Mr. AMINO. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Is that the top position in the United States for 

Honda of America? 
Mr. AMINO. As far as Honda of America Manufacturing is con

cerned, we have a president, three executive vice presidents, and 
I'm one of them. 

Mr. LANTOS. And the president has been here for how long, may 
I ask? 

Mr. AMINO. About, I believe, 4 years-3 years now. 
Mr. LANTOS. And has he had any other assignments in an Eng-

lish-speaking country? 
Mr. AMINO. I'm sorry? 
Mr. LANTOS. He spent 3 years in the United States, you say. 
Mr. AMINO. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. May I ask how good his English is? 
Mr. AMINO. He speaks English and understand English better 

than I do, and I'm shameful about that. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, you speak excellent English. I want to com

mend you and I welcome your testimony. 
Mr. AMINO. Thank you very much. 
Mr. LANTOS. You have submitted a very lengthy prepared state

ment which, in its entirety, will be entered in the record. You may 
proceed and summarize whatever you wish to summarize. I am 
anxious to get to the questions. Much of this prepared statement 
deals with general company matters that are of very little interest 
to this subcommittee. So would you like to summarize the answer .. 
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to the questions we raised with respect to employment discrimina
tion? 

Mr. AMINO. Mr. Chairman, I believe that you have our written 
material submission. 

Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Mr. AMINO. Also we prepared for our oral testimony material 

; which is much shorter, I believe. I would like to ask my colleague, 
< Susan Insley, who is senior vice president at Honda of America to 

make oral testament, if I may. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, I am prepared to accept for the record your 

entire prepared statement. Certainly, we will give an opportunity 
for Ms. Insley to advise you and answer specific questions. 

But I think you, as executive vice president, should make the 
opening statements. If you would like to do so, you may proceed. 

STATEMENT OF TOSHI AMINO, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, 
r HONDA OF AMERICA MANUFACTURING, INC., ACCOMPANIED 
i 
, BY SUSAN INSLEY, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, AND DON ENG-

LISH, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT, ADMINISTRATION 

Mr. AMINO. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, 
my name is Toshi Amino, executive vice president of Honda of 
America Manufacturing, Inc. My responsibility, as I said, is as one 
of three executive vice presidents. I cover mainly the administra
tion, purchasing, so-called support-type business. But in addition to 
that, I'm involved in the production and so forth as one of the exec
utive vice presidents. 

I am joined today by, as I said, Susan Insley, my colleague, senior 
vice president of Honda of America, and Don English, assistant 
vice president in charge of administration. Also, he is the officer 
responsible for the compliance and the conciliation agreement with 
the EEOC. 

In response to your request, my testimony will address, No. 1, 
our company's expansion and staffing in the United States and our 
recruiting and hiring practices; No. 2, changes in our recruitment 
and hiring practice and reasons behind those changes; No. 3, our 
evaluation of the current situation at Honda of America with 

" regard to equal employment opportunities. 
Honda of America employs 10,000 associates at four manufactur

ing plants in central Ohio and west central Ohio, representing an 
investment of $2.3 billion. Honda's intention to locate U.S. manu
facturing facilities in Marysville, OH, was announced in October 
1977. The factors which led to the decision to locate in Marysville 
are, No. 1, active encouragement from the State of Ohio whose offi

, cials suggested the Marysville site. 
No. 2, much of the land was purchased from the then State

owned Transportation Research Center. Honda purchased the re
, mainder of the TRC for $31 million in 1988. No. 3, superior access 
' to the interstate highway system, such factory utility service-

Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Amino, I don't intend to interrupt you, but we 
really are not interested in the historic evolution of Honda of 
America. We are focusing on a very narrow subject. Why you locat
ed in this particular community of Ohio may be of interest to stu
dents of business history, but they are not the concern of this sub-
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committee. S0 may I ask you to move on to the issue which is the 
subject of our hearing, which is the charges of employment discrim
ination by Honda of America? 

Mr. AMINO. The reason why I'm telling why we are located here 
is that we saw that it's related to our hiring practice. So that's the 
reason why I would like to tell you those kind of things. I under
stand your point. So let me try to summarize. 

Mr. LANTOS. I would be grateful if you did. 
Mr. AMINO. Also, one of the factors is air pollution regulations 

which did then and do today make it extremely difficult to locate a 
manufacturing plant in urban area. 

So, initially we decided to have a hiring radius of 20 miles. Then 
we expanded in 1986 to 30 miles. Also, in 1987, we expanded far
ther. Now we have 15 counties which comprise our primary hiring 
area around four plants. Regarding our work force in 1979, we 
began operation with 64 associates. By mid-1984, we employed 2,100 
production associates of whom 12.5 percent are female and 1.2 per
cent are black. 

At that time in 1984, a charge was initiated against Honda of 
America by EEOC under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
for alleged discrimination against females and blacks, in hiring and 
promotion, and against non-Japanese in engineering positions. 

The EEOC also asked to investigate our employment practices 
with regard to age. As a result, a letter of violation was issued in 
1986 under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act for alleged 
discrimination in employment practice for individuals over the age 
of 40. 

Honda of America cooperated fully with the EEOC investigation 
which led us to undertake a review of our company's hiring deci
sions. As a result, we and the EEOC were not satisfied that proper 
hiring decisions had been made in every instance. 

So, before entering into the conciliation agreement, with EEOC's 
strong concurrence, we began identifying individuals who had not 
been hired but who appeared to have been qualified based upon 
documentation in the file. As a result of that cooperative effort, 
prior to entering into the conciliation agreements, we hired 377 fe
males and blacks and 85 individuals over age 40 into our produc
tion work force. 

When we completed negotiations, the EEOC insisted that those 
associates should be compensated for what the Commission viewed 
as unjustifiable delay in hiring. In order to settle the matter, we 
agreed to pay compensation to those individuals who had been 
hired prior to the conciliation agreements. 

Our company had already begun to increase employment of fe
males and blacks when the title VII conciliation agreement was 
signed in 1988. From March 1984 to March 1988, employment of 
female production associates rose from 12.5 to 25.8 percent; black 
production associates, from 1.2 to 2.8 percent. 

Since entering into the conciliation agreements, our company 
has actively worked with community organizations to expand em
ployment opportunities. Those organizations that are particularly 
helpful include the Private Industry Council of Columbus and 
Franklin County, the Columbus Urban League, the Springfield 
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Urban League, and the Springfield Opportunities Industrialization 
Center. 

We were pleased to receive the Employer of the Year award in 
1990 from the Private Industry Council. Our efforts are reflected in 
our production work force today, 32.5 percent female, 10.2 percent 
black, and 18.4 percent over age 40. We were also required to make 
good faith efforts to promote females and blacks to team leaders 
and production staff positions in numbers that reflect the compa
ny's work force of females and blacks with more than 18 months of 
service. 

Since 1988, of the 806 associates promoted to those positions, 15.6 
percent are female and 2.4 percent are black. Honda of America 
was also required to increase the percentage and number of Ameri
can engineers. We undertook these efforts through, No. 1, expand
ed recruitment of engineers from U.S. engineering schools; No. 2, 
hiring of experienced engineers; and, No. 3, promotion of associates 
within our company to engineer positions. , 

As a result today, 67 percent--or 566 individuals-of the engi
neers employed at the Honda of America are Americans compared 
with 51.5 percent--or 207-in 1988. 

Prior to 1986, we did not have an organized formally adminis
tered development program for American associates. 

Since then, we have, No. 1, established an associate development 
center with primary focus on fundamental and technical develop
ment; No. 2, formed the Together Project in which team leaders 
from our production plants are given 4-week assignments to our 
plants in Japan to work one on one with their Japanese counter
partners, as well as classroom instruction in leadership skills. Since 
it began in September 1988, 444 associates have participated, at an 
investment of $2. 7 million. 

No. 3, we initiated a 13-week program for our first level of man
agement to further develop managerial and leadership skills. 

In 1990, we formed the North American Production Task Group, 
in which associates receive 1- to 3-year assignments at Honda oper
ations in Japan. I, myself, try to provide the leadership for this 
program. 

Today there are 15 associates and their families in Japan. They 
represent a broad cross section of production and support depart
ments, including stamping, welding, paint, assembly, quality assur
ance, purchasing, and administration. 

We expect to triple the number of associates in Japan by March 
1992, an annual investment of more than $5 million. 

As we continue to increase our production capabilities in Amer
ica, we will continue to fulfill our commitment to fully develop the 
skills, responsibilities, and diversity of our American associate. 

Thank you very much for your patience. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Insley follows:] 
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BUBAR J, IRSLBY 
SDIOR VICB PRBSIDBIIIT 

Jl0IIDA or AJIBRICA DJIUPACTORIRG, IRC, 

BDORB '1'BB BIIPL0!JIDT .111D ROUSIRG SUBCOJIIII'l"l'BB 
01' '1'BB 

Cc.JII'ftBB OR GOVBRamrr OPBRATIOIIS 
coamBSS or '!BB UlfI'rBD STUBS 

~DAY, JULY 23, 1991 

---------·-------------------------

Mr, Chairman and Members of the Committee, 

Ky name is Susan Insley, and I am Senior Vice President of Honda 
of America Mfg., Inc. 

My responsibilities include the Company Facilities, Corporate 
Communications, Government and Community Relations, and Legal 
Depart!Ents, as well as providing direction for the management of the 
Transportation Research Center. I am also the officer designated for 
control of applications for Visas for all Japanese nationals assigned 
to Honda of America. 

I am joined today by Toshi Amino, Executive Vice President, who 
was instrumental in the formation of the Horth American Production 
Task Group, about which I will refer later. 

Also present today is Don English, Assistant Vice President for 
Administration, who is compliance officer for our company and is 
responsible for our EEOC Conciliation Agreements. 

In response to your request, my testimony will address: 

1. Our company's expansion and staffing in the United 
States and our recruiting and hiring practices. 

2. Changes in our recruitment and hiring practices, 
and reasons behind those changes. 

3. Our evaluation of the current situation at Honda 
of America with regard to equal employment 
opportunities. 
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Bonda of America -ploys 10,000 associates at four aanufacturing 
plants in Central and West Central Ohio, representing an investment of 
$2.3 billion. The plants produce Accord and Civic autoaobiles, 
aotorcycles, and automobile and aotorcycle engines and coaponent 
parts. Today, two-thirds of the Bonda automobiles sold in the United 
States are manufactured here. The products - make also are exported 
throughout the world, including Japan. 

Honda's intention to locate u.s. manufacturing facilities in 
Jlaryaville, Ohio was announced in OCtober 1977. The factors which led 
to the decision to locate in Marysville -res 

Active encouragement from the state of Ohio, whose 
officials suggested the Marysville siteJ 

Much of the land was purchased from the then 
state-owned Transportation Research Center. Bonda 
purchased the remainder of the TRC for $31 million 
in 19881 

Superior access to the interstate highway system, 
satisfactory utility service, water supply, 
topography and availability to rail service, 
as -11 as immediate access to one of the world's 
major transportation research facilities in the 
TRCJ and 

Air pollution regulations, which did then, and do 
today, make it extremely difficult to locate 
manufacturing plants in urban areas. 

Our original hiring radius was 20 miles. This was established in 
response to community support in making the plant a reality, and 
because of the availability of a work force in the area due to plant 
closures and reductions caused by economic recession. 

In 1986, with the expansion of our Marysville Auto Plant and our 
Anna Engine Plant, - enlarged our hiring radius to 30 miles. It was 
expanded again in September 1987, when - announced the further 
expansion of our Anna Engine Plant and construction of our n- Bast 
Liberty Auto Plant. Today, our hiring area consists of 15 counties 
which provides an opportunity for diversity in the work force. 

Regarding our work force, in 1979, - began operations with 64 
associates. By mid-1984, we employed 2,100 production associates, of 
whom 12.5 percent were female and 1.2 percent were black. 

At that time, in 1984, a charge was initiated against Honda of 
America by the BBOC under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
for alleged discrimination against females and blacks in hiring and 
promotion, and against non-Japanese in engineering positions. 

-2-
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The BBOC al■o aaked to inveatigate our -ployment practices with 
raqard to age, All a re■ult, a letter of violation was i■aued in 1986 
under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act for alleged 
discrimination in ~loyment practices for individuals over the age of 
40. 

Honda of America cooperated fully with the BBOC investigation, 
which led us to undertake a review of our company•• hiring decision■• 
All a result, we and the BBOC were not satisfied that proper hiring 
decision■ had been made in every instance. 

Thu■, before entering into the Conciliation Agre-ente, with the 
BBOC'e strong concurrence we began identifying individuals who had not 
been hired but who appeared to have been qualified based upon the 
documentation in our files. 

All a result of that cooperative effort, prior to entering into 
the Conciliation Agre-nte, we hired 377 female■ and blacks and 85 
individual■ over age 40 into our production work force. 

When we completed'llegotiation■, the BBOC insisted that those 
associates should be compensated for what the Commission viewed as an 
unjustifiable delay in hiring. In order to settle the matter, we 
agreed to pay compensation to those individual■ who had been hired 
prior to the Conciliation Agr-nte. 

Our company had already begun to increase -ployment of females 
and blacks when the Title VII Conciliation Agreement was signed in 
1988. Prom March 1984 to March 1988 ~loyment of female production 
associates rose from 12.5\ to 25.8\, and black production associates 
from 1.2, to 2.8\. 

Since entering into the Conciliation Agreement, our company has 
actively worked with community organizations to expand employment 
opportunities. Those organization■ that were particularly helpful 
include the Private Industry Council of Columbus and Franklin County, 
the Columbus Urban League, the Springfield Urban League and the 
Springfield Opportunities Industrialization Center. we were pleased to 
receive the Employer of the Year award in 1990 from the Private 
Industry Council of Columbus and Franklin county. 

Our efforts are reflected in our production work force today, 

32.5 percent female; 
10.2 percent black; and 
18.4 percent over age 40. 

We were also required to make good faith efforts to promote 
female■ and black■ to team leader and production staff positions in 
number■ that reflect the company' ■ work force of females and blacks 
with more than 18 month■ of ■9rvice. Since 1988, of the 806 
associates promoted to those positions, 15.6 percent are female and 
2.4 percent are black. 

-3-
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Honda of America waa alao required to increase the percentage and 
number of American engineers. we undertook theae efforts through• 

expanded recruitment of engineers from U.S. 
engineering achoola; 
hiring of experienced engineers; and 
promotion of aaaociatea within our company to 
engineering poaitiona. 

As a result, today 67 percent (566) of the engineers employed at 
Honda of America are Americana, compared with 51.5 percent (207) in 
1988. 

Prior to 1986, we did not have an organized, formally 
administered development program for American aaaociatea. Since then, 
we haves 

Eatabliahed an Associate Development Center 
with primary focuses on fundamental and 
technical development; 

Formed the Together Project, in which team leaders 
from our production plants are given 4-week 
aaaignments to our plants in Japan to work 
one-on-one with their Japanese counterparts, as 
well as classroom instruction in leadership 
akilla. Since it began in September 1988, 444 
associates have participated at an investment of 
$2.7 million. 

Initiated a 13-week program for our first level of 
management to further develop managerial and 
leadership skills. 

In 1990, formed the North American Production Task 
Group, in which associates receive 1-3 year 
assignments at Honda operations in Japan. My 
colleague Toshi Amino provides leadership for this 
program. 

Today, there are 15 associates, and their 
families, in Japan. They represent a 
broad cross section of production and support 
departments, including Stamping, Welding, Paint, 
Assembly, Quality Assurance, Purchasing and 
Administration. we expect to triple the number of 
aaaociatea in Japan by March 1992, at an annual 
investment of more than $5 million. 

As we continue to increase our production capabilities in America 
we will continue to fulfill our commitment to fully develop the 
skills, reaponaibilitiea and diversity of our u.s. associates. 

Thank you. 

-4-
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you. Thank you very much and let me again 
commend you on your outstanding knowledge of what is a second 
language. 

I have a number of questions I would like to raise. The discrimi
nation charge against Honda was a Commissioner's charge. It was 
filed by then EEOC Chairman Clarence Thomas. Mr. Thomas was 
not known for filing trivial charges. One could argue that it had to 
be a rather blatant case of discrimination for Chairman Thomas to 
file a charge. What specifically did Chairman Clarence Thomas 
charge Honda was doing? 

If you would feel more comfortable, we will be happy to have one 
of your associates answer this question. 

Mr. AMINO. Yes, I would like to ask Susan Insley. She was very 
heavily involved. 

Ms. INSLEY. Thank you Toshi. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, in response to your question, I believe that the 
Commissioner's charge felt that we were not providing the opportu
nity to either recruit or hire blacks; that we were not providing 
sufficient employment opportunities or promotion opportunities for 
females; that we were not providing sufficient promotion opportu
nities for those blacks that we had; and that we were not providing 
opportunities for non-Japanese in engineering positions. 

Mr. LANTOS. Ms. Insley, did you undertake your review of hirin§' 
patterns and the program of what you call "corrective hiring, ' 
before EEOC began its investigation of your employment practices 
at Honda? 

Ms. INSLEY. No, sir. We undertook that review after the EEOC, 
when we received the charge by the Chairman. We also, at that 
time-

Mr. LANTOS. So it is fair to conclude that the review of hiring 
patterns and what you call a program of "corrective hiring," was 
the result of a charge filed by the Chairman of the EEOC Commis
sion? 

Ms. INSLEY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. I would like to deal a little bit with your semantics, 

which I find troubling. You keep referring to associates. These are 
employees; is that not correct? 

Ms. INSLEY. Yes, sir. Everyone at our company--
Mr. LANTOS. Production associates are really assembly line work

ers, are they not? The ordinary terminology in the American auto
mobile industry is production line workers or assembly line work
ers, not associates. I understand the difference between the seman
tic implications, but we are talking about people who are on the 
production line; is that correct? 

Ms. INSLEY. People who are on the production line, yes, not 
merely assembly. But in any of our production or--

Mr. LANTOS. Do any other automobile companies, to the best of 
your knowledge, refer to these individuals as "associates"? 

Ms. INSLEY. Sir, I honestly don't know. I think-at one other 
company that comes to mind, I believe individuals may be referred 
to as technicians; others might be referred to as factory workers. 

Mr. LANT0S. I was just wondering because I found the use of the 
term "associates" just a bit too cute. 

Ms. INSLEY. Mr. Chairman, could I respond to that? 
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f f Mr. LANTOS. I think it would have been more helpful if they had 
t been referred to as employees or workers, because that is the com
! monly accepted terminology in this country, as you well know. 
f Ms. INSLEY. Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman, could I respond just a 
i moment. If I could just indulge your time for just a moment. There 
.,f was no intention, sir, to be at all, as you would refer, "cute." All of 

the individuals who are employed by our company have since the 
first day we began operations in 1979, been referred to as associ
ates. 

Mr. LANTOS. That is what I find cute. That is precisely what I 
find cute. You are free to refer to your employees any way you 
choose, but since in the automobile industry these people are re
ferred to as "workers," which is basically what their function is, 

. the word "associate" gives a connotation which is cued to a degree 
1 of professional or participatory involvement in management that I 

find obfuscatory really. 
I don't find that a helpful terminology. You may feel free to con

tinue to refer to your assembly line employees as associates, but I 
don't think it is helpful. I don't think it is helpful. Let me move on 
to other things. 

The statistics that you give us in your testimony relate to, and I 
quote your terminology, "production associates," which I take to 
mean workers on the floor and their supervisors and team leaders, 
basically. Is that correct? 

Ms. INSLEY. Workers on the plant floor, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Workers on the plant floor. What percentage of mid

level management is black at Honda of America? 
Ms. INSLEY. Don, do you want to respond to that? If you can't 

find it handy-OK, I can respond. On our midlevel areas, we would 
have about 2 percent, and that would be our supervisors and ad
ministrative or assistant manager would be approximately 2 per
cent of that level, midlevel, would be black. 

Mr. LANTOS. And what percentage of midlevel management 
would be women? 

Ms. INSLEY. About 10 percent of our midlevel management would 
be women. 

Mr. LANTOS. What percentage of upper-level management would 
be black? 

Ms. INSLEY. We have one individual who is manager of associate 
relations and administration for our auto plant. He is responsible 
for over 5,000 individuals. 

Mr. LANTOS. At that level, or above that level, how many individ
uals work for Honda of America? 

Ms. INSLEY. That level or above, about 150. 
Mr. LANTOS. So it would be approximately 0.67 percent of upper

level management? 
Ms. INSLEY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. What percentage of upper-level management would 

be made up of women? 
Ms. INSLEY. From manager and above, about 7 percent. 
Mr. LANTOS. What capacities would these women occupy? 
Ms. INSLEY. Well, they would relate from me, senior vice presi

dent, responsible for five different areas in the company. The gen
eral counsel of our company and the senior manager of our legal 
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department is a female. The manager of our material service de
partment, for example, in the Marysville auto plant, is a female. 

The assistant manager of our assembly department in the Marys
ville auto plant, who would be responsible for about 3,000 people, is 
a female. They have substantive responsibilities, sir. 

Mr. LANTOS. Can you describe the relative degree of job security 
Honda gives to its Japanese employees, including those rotated to 
the United States and to its United States citizen employees? 

Ms. INSLEY. Sir, I guess I will try to answer you this way, and 
again I don't mean to try to be cute at all. We've never had a 
layoff at our company, sir. Everyone who has been hired at our 
company and remains there today has never been laid off. 

Mr. LANTOS. Let me turn to Mr. Yamaguchi, if I may. Recently 
we learned, Mr. Yamaguchi, that Nikko in Japan provides very dif
ferent treatment for big and small investors. Big investors, who 
lost large sums, were compensated for by the company, but I don't 
believe that this practice extended to small investors. 

It appears to the subcommittee that United States Nikko pro
vides different treatment for Japanese and American employees. 
What is your comment on our assessment? 

Mr. YAMAGUCHI. Regarding the matter that took place in Tokyo, 
I am not in a position to discuss that. I can only say that Nikko 
International is not involved in that matter and that we do busi
ness here in compliance with U.S. laws and will do so. 

Mr. LANTOS. We had testimony earlier today from one of your 
former employees, Ms. Susan Minushkin, who outlined a stagger
ing array of discriminatory practices against U.S. citizens who 
work for Nikko. Under oath, do you believe that her statements 
were accurate? 

Mr. YAMAGUCHI. I have been the president of Nikko Securities 
since April of this year. Regarding that case, our general counsel, 
sitting to my side, was in charge of that. I therefore ask Mr. Evan 
Stewart, general counsel for Nikko Securities, to please answer in 
place of me. 

Mr. LANTOS. I would be happy to hear from him. Will you identi
fy yourself, please? 

Mr. STEWART. Mr. Chairman. Evan Stewart, I'm the general 
counsel of Nikko Securities. 

Mr. LANTOS. Yes, Mr. Stewart? 
Mr. STEWART. As Mr. Yamaguchi said in his oral statement, vir

tually every iota of what Ms. Minushkin testified to this morning 
was testified to in the class action suit that she brought. It was 
brought before the Federal judge who denied class certification in 
that case. We would respectfully disagree with what--

Mr. LANTOS. The question does not relate to class action. The 
question relates to her statements. Both she and you were sworn 
in, so you are both testifying under oath. You were here during her 
testimony? 

Mr. STEWART. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. You were here during the entire period of her testi

mony? 
Mr. STEWART. Yes, sir. 
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Mr. LANTOS. She made a very lengthy series of charges concern
ing discrimination against her by the company. Do you-you were 
employed at the company while she was there? 

Mr. STEWART. No, I was not. 
Mr. LANTos. When were you employed by the company? 
Mr. STEWART. I was hired in May 1988. 
Ms. LANTOS. Have you studied her charges? 
Mr. STEWART. Oh, very much so. 
Mr. LANTOS. Very much so. Do you believe that those statements 

she made under oath were accurate or not accurate? 
Mr. STEWART. I am not in a position to challenge her veracity, 

Mr. Chairman. All I can say is that we vigorously contested each 
and every allegation that she put forward in that litigation, and 
the matter is now settled. Again, all I can say is that we vigorously 
contested each and every allegation that she put forward, and they 
are no different than what she said today. 

Mr. LANTOS. Were you here when she stated that she would have 
very much wanted to carry this case through the courts but, be
cause she could not contest the enormous financial resources of 
Nikko Securities, being a young woman by herself, she was forced 
to settle? 

Mr. STEWART. Your Honor, I can't speak to the financial arrange
ment that she reached with her attorney, who I note is present in 
the room today. All I can say is that she had litigated this case, 
along with her other two plaintiffs, for 2 years. At the conclusion 
of the judge's ruling on class certification, the judge had ruled that 
the trial would take place in another 3 months. So, virtually all of 
the expense and the time involved had taken place prior to and up 
to the point of the judge's denial of class certification. 

Mr. LANTOS. Do you think there is any merit to the statement by 
a young woman who is confronting a financial giant such as Nikko 
Securities, that she is not in a position to engage in a legal battle 
with a huge corporate empire such as yours? 

Mr. STEWART. I'm not sure I would agree that we are a huge fi-
nancial empire. We are 290 employees in this country. 

Mr. LANTOS. No, no. What is your total work force globally? 
Mr. STEWART. I believe it's 13,000. 
Mr. LANTOS. She is one. 
Mr. STEWART. I understand. Speaking directly to your point, and 

assuming your premise, I would note that she was represented in 
that case by counsel that has brought on a number of lawsuits 
against Japanese companies. He is very well versed in this area, 
very skilled, and she had every opportunity through normal contin
gency-fee arrangements, which most plaintiffs bring these types of 
actions on, to pursue her suit, depending on the merit of that suit, 
her lawyers would be compensated at the end of it. 

As _you know, Mr. Chairman, probably better than I do, under 
title VII class action-type of litigation, successful plaintiffs get their 
attorneys' fees at the conclusion of the lawsuit. 

Mr. LANTOS. That's right, and if they are unsuccessful, she would 
have been responsible for Nikko Securities legal fees, isn't that 
true? 

Mr. STEWART. That is not correct, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Could have been? 
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Mr. STEWART. No. 
Mr. LANTOS. Under no circumstances? 
Mr. STEWART. No. Under the terms of the settlement offer that 

was made-it was made under rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure-at most, if she had not recovered as much money as we 
offered through the trial process, she would have been liable, along 
with her coplaintiffs, for the cost-not the attorney's fees-but the 
cost from the date of our offer of settlement. 

Rule 68 is very precise on this, Mr. Chairman, it does not allow 
for the recovery of attorney's fees. 

Mr. LANTOS. What could have been that cost? 
Mr. STEWART. Whatever the judge in the Southern District of 

New York assessed. 
Mr. LANTOS. Give me a ballpark as to what that cost could have 

been. 
Mr. STEWART. I am just not in a position--
Mr. LANTOS. Well, let me tell you, it was big enough to scare her 

out of pursuing the matter. That's how big it was. She testified 
under oath that she just couldn't handle it. They all felt that this 
was just too frightening for them to deal with a financial empire. 

Mr. STEWART. We had lengthy discussions with her counsel on 
this, Mr. Chairman. Again, we would take a very different posture 
and position on that. 

Mr. LANTOS. She testified that during her tenure, women were 
hired only as secretaries or assistants. Is that correct? 

Mr. STEWART. Again, we are going outside my first-hand knowl
edge. I am very loathe to do that. The statistics that were before 
the court would refute that statement. 

Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Yamaguchi testified, I believe, that between 
early 1988 and today, Nikko's employment decreased from 350 to 
290; is that correct? 

Mr. STEWART. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. How many Americans and how many Japanese 

were laid off during this period? 
Mr. YAMAGUCHI. I'm sorry, sir, I don't have that data. 
Mr. LANTOS. I'm sorry? 
Mr. YAMAGUCHI. Sorry, but I don't have that data at hand now. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, what is your estimate of the decrease in Nikko 

Securities' employment from 350 to 290, which is a decrease of 60 
individuals? What percentage of those were Americans? What is 
your estimate? I understand you will submit the precise figure for 
the record. 

Mr. YAMAGUCHI. I'm very sorry, I feel I can't make a guess at 
this moment. However, we eliminated the American equity trading 
divisions as a unit. Therefore, most of the employees of that divi
sion were Americans. Therefore, a number of Americans would 
have been lost. 

Mr. LANTOS. Most of the employees who were fired were Ameri-
cans; that is your testimony, sir? 

Mr. YAMAGUCHI. I'm sorry, sir, I don't have that data. 
Mr. LANTOS. I'm sorry? 
Mr. YAMAGUCHI. I'm sorry, sir, I don't have that data. 
Mr. STEWART. We will be happy to provide that to you. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Well, let me pursue that matter. Of those 60 em
ployees who were fired, can we name any Japanese employees? 

Mr. YAMAGUCHI. I was not in charge at that time so I don't 
know, sir. 

Mr. STEWART. I would also add, Mr. Chairman, that it is not 
clear that all of those employees were "fired." The company has 
gone, as all companies on Wall Street, be they American or French 
or Japanese, have gone through a very difficult time the last sever
al years. 

Mr. LANTOS. I am fully aware of that. 
Mr. STEWART. A number of product lines in a lot of these compa

nies have either been downscaled or eliminated completely. We can 
go back and try to reconstruct, on a snapshot basis, that informa
tion for you. Our employment has fluctuated greatly since the 
crash of 1987. 

Mr. LANTOS. I would like to ask you to submit for the record the 
number of American employees and the number of Japanese em
ployees who were fired between early 1988 and today. 

Mr. YAMAGUCHI. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOs. The Nikko statistical profile in your testimony 

shows only 20 percent Japanese rotating staff; is that correct? 
Mr. YAMAGUCHI. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. However, when we analyze the work force without 

the clerical employees, who are all Americans, without any excep
tion, we see 30 percent of the staff made up of Japanese rotators. 
They comprise three-fourths of the executives and 41 percent of the 
managers. Can you explain to us why these percentages are so 
high? 

Mr. YAMAGUCHI. The management of the company consists of 
three key persons, that is: the chairman, vice chairman, and presi
dent. 

Mr. LANros. No, those are the officers. The managers are the 
people who manage the company. 

Mr. YAMAGUCHI. Yes. The managers are the leaders of the line of 
the business. 

Mr. LANTOS. I'm sorry? 
Mr. YAMAGUCHI. The managers are the leaders of the line of the 

business. 
Mr. LANTOS. I'm sorry, I didn't get that. 
Mr. STEWART. Perhaps you could restate your question, Mr. 

Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. I'd be happy to restate my question. My statement 

is that rotating Japanese employees make up three-quarters of the 
executive staff and 41 percent of the managerial staff. Is that accu
rate? 

Mr. YAMAGUCHI. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. It is accurate. How many of the rotating employees 

are women? 
Mr. YAMAGUCHI. We have one woman among the rotators. 
Mr. LANTOS. One woman? 
Mr. YAMAGUCHI. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. As far as the top executives are concerned, which I 

believe you have four, is that correct? 
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Mr. YAMAGUCHI. The top executives are the chairman, vice 
chairman, and the president. Those three have the joint responsi
bility for--

Mr. LANTOS. Your prepared statement says four. I don't wish to 
argue, but that's what your prepared statement says. 

Mr. STEWART. If I could just clarify, Mr. Chairman, we are trying 
to present that information to you as it is provided to the EEOC. 

Mr. LANTOS. Yes. That's all right. You are showing that you have 
34 managers and 33 of those are males; is that correct? 

Mr. STEWART. Yes, that is what our statistics show at the present 
time. 

Mr. LANTOS. Does it pass the test of common sense that only 1 of 
34 managers can be a woman on the basis of qualifications, and 
were you to use equal employment criteria, men are 33 times more 
competent to assume managerial positions than women? Or is 
there a systematic and deliberate discrimination against women 
employees, which is what the five victim witnesses testified to ear
lier today? I am asking you, sir. 

Mr. STEWART. Again, we would take issue, respectfully, Mr. 
Chairman, with the premise of your question. 

Mr. LANT0S. But you are not taking issue with the facts? 
Mr. STEWART. The facts are the facts as we supplied them to you. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thirty-four managers, of whom one is a woman? 
Mr. STEW ART. That is correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK, I'd like you to explain that to me. 
Mr. STEWART. That is the way the hiring has worked in our com

pany. Those are the results of the hiring. Those are the results of 
the promotions. As we have made clear to the chairman and the 
committee with our written testimony, fully 43 percent of all pro
motions within the last several years have gone to women. 

The company has, in fact, aggressively tried to hire and promote 
women. We would respectfully agree with your observation that 
men are not 83 times more intelligent or qualified than women to 
hold these positions. 

Mr. LANTOS. But that's what the employment pattern shows. 
Mr. STEWART. For that specific position that is correct. It is indis

putable. 
Mr. LANTOS. Among the executives, there are no women, as you 

define executives. The women's presence at the executive level is 
zero. The women's presence at the managerial level is 1 out of 34. 
This does not impress me as women having been given equal em
ployment opportunities at your company. 

Mr. STEW ART. A lot of this is anecdotal, Mr. Chairman. If I 
may--

Mr. LANTOS. This is not anecdotal, these are statistics. 
Mr. STEWART. If I may? For example, the No. 2 person in charge 

of our largest business division, who is a woman, recently resigned. 
That statistic drops out. That does not automatically change to 
make the 33 to 1 equal, but the fact is we can't control people who 
want to leave our company for whatever reason. 

Mr. LANTOS. How many other women managers left during the 
period that the statistics refer to? 

Mr. STEWART. Again, I would have to go back and put that infor
mation together. 
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Mr. LANTOS. You would have to go back? 
Mr. STEWART. Again, patterns on Wall Street, employment have 

changed dramatically and are consistently changing and have since 
October 1987. 

[The information referred to follows:] 
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Mr. LANTOS. Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would imagine 

• that as bad as the work environment must be for women right 
now, or has been in the past for Nikko Securities, I have a feeling 

• that it might be a pretty good time coming up, because surely you 
are trying to get an understanding that some of us are slightly 

.. shocked at the numbers of women, the shortage of women in these 
managerial positions. 

, Perhaps for those women who are not in managerial positions, 
·• which is all, perhaps it might be a good employment opportunity 

right now with your company. Would you not say that this is prob
ably a good time right now? Are you looking to hire more women 

,. or promote more women, or are you satisfied with the status quo? 
Mr. STEWART. We are never satisfied with the status quo. Let me 

add, though, as I mentioned in my comments a moment ago to the 
chairman, fully 43 percent of our promotions over the last several 
years have been to women within the company. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. When you start with zero, I would imagine 
there is no place to go but up. 

. Mr. STEWART. Again, I respectively disagree that we were start
•• ing from zero. I would respectively submit that statistics going 

back to 1986 were before the Federal court, and we pointed this out 
in some detail to you in our written testimony, and we gave you a 
copy of Judge Patterson's decision, a very well respected judge in 
the Southern District of New York, confirmed by Congress, that he 
found no evidence to support the systematic or wide scale discrimi
nation on the basis of sex, race, or national origin at Nikko. This 
dates back to 1986. I would respectively disagree with the premise 
of the question that we are starting from zero, or were starting 
from zero. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Does Nikko Securities have any program to 
actively recruit women and minorities? If you have such a pro
gram, at what level of responsibility is that person who is in charge 
of this recruitment program? 

Mr. STEWART. We provided you with our affirmative action poli
cies, which again, are in our written statement. Again, as we stated 
in our written statement, that is the duty of our personnel director. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. But does Nikko Securities have an actual pro
gram or recruitment program? For example, many of the Federal 
agencies, FBI, whatever kind of agency, they actually have a re
cruitment program. Many times they may not be totally successful, 
but at least it looks like there is a real attempt, a real program in 
place to actively recruit women and minorities for managerial posi-

' tions, or entry level, any sort of positions. 
I'm wondering, outside of your personnel documents and your af

firmative action plan on paper, if you have an actual recruitment 
plan. Is anyone in charge of actually going to different places and 
recruiting women and minorities for managerial positions? 

Mr. STEWART. More specifically than what is identified in our 
written statement, no. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Do you see that there is a need, perhaps, for 
such a program to be put into place at Nikko Securities, or not? 
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Mr. STEWART. Separate and apart from what we have? I'm really 
not professionally qualified to speak on that. I think our personnel 
director is probably better qualified to speak to that issue. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. What program is in place now? For example, 
I'm a woman, I wish to get hired. Perhaps not at an entry level, 
whatever that may be, but I would like to be on a track to some
how be in a management position with Nikko Securities. How 
would I find out about you? Would I have to look in the paper, or 
do you have some kind of program where you would be looking for 
someone like me? 

Mr. STEWART. If I may, Madam Congressperson, our personnel di
rector is not here with us today. We were told that he would not be 
allowed to testify, so I'm really not in a position to comment specif
ically on items which really are sort of outside my purview. I think 
we are getting a little bit out there. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. So you say that your company has an official 
policy against workplace discrimination as you set forth in docu
ments? 

Mr. STEWART. Absolutely. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And that official policy states that you do not 

discriminate on the basis of sex or national origin? That would be 
one of the classifications as well? 

Mr. STEWART. Absolutely. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And all the other normal classifications. 

When you hire someone, when you hire an employee, the process 
that you follow, would you say that it is more or less the same type 
of process that is used by American companies; the same sort of 
forms, the same sort of requirements, the same sort of factors that 
any other company would be looking for, for an employee? 

Mr. STEWART. Absolutely. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. The discrimination charges that have been 

filed against your company-I realize that we have been paying 
more attention to one particular charge. What about other charges 
which have been made, other complaints which have been made 
against your company? First, I'll start with a normal company pro
cedure for grievances. 

If I were to perceive, as an employee of your company, that I had 
been discriminated against, what in-house procedures are in place 
in order to voice my displeasure at my perceived discrimination, 
and what actions are taken about my complaint by your company? 

Mr. STEWART. Again, I would remind you, respectfully, that we 
are a very, very small company. A lot of companies that have sepa
rate grievance procedures tend to be companies that are very, very 
large, with thousands and thousands of employees; we have 290. 

With that as the context, we don't have a specific, set-aside griev
ance alternative dispute resolution-type of process. That's what we 
hire our personnel director to do. He is a very qualified, able 
person and is doing the job splendidly as far as I know. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. So I would go to the personnel director with 
my grievance? 

Mr. STEWART. And your manager. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And my manager? 
Mr. STEWART. Yes. 
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Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And of the discrimination complaints which 
have been officially filed against Nikko Securities, how many have 
there been? What has been the resolution of those complaints? Do 
you have any breakdown as to what-the majority of charges deal 
with termination, deal with sexual discrimination, deal with-at 
which point in the employment, and also because of what perceived 
discrimination? 

Mr. STEWART. I assume you are not speaking as to all litigation, 
but only of the EEO variety; is that correct? 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Perhaps, if the EEOC is the only place where 
they would be going to, but I don't wish to take that as a given. 
Perhaps there is another agency which they would go to file their 
complaints. 

But of all the complaints dealing with on-the-job discrimination 
which have been filed with various agencies, be they State or local 
or Federal, how many would you say, a ballpark figure, have been 
filed against your company? Of those which have been filed, what 
do they deal with? 

Mr. STEWART. I'm aware of only two others for the entire history 
of our company in this country. One involved an age discrimination 
claim, which was dismissed by the EEOC in its entirety. The 
second was one brought in front of the EEOC counterpart in New 
York State, with respect to the interpretation of our maternity 
policy. That matter was conciliated very early on. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. So, with the exception of the one that we 
heard today, there have been two others? 

Mr. STEWART. Yes, in the roughly 30 years this company has 
been in this country. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you very much. 
Mr. LANTOS. Congressman Shays. 
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Amino, we did not 

have any testimony today that Honda discriminates against its em
ployees. Your statistics are rather impressive, frankly, in terms of 
the number of minorities and so on that work for your company. 

I plead to you tremendous ignorance about the Japanese culture, 
but it has been accepted in my own mind that the Japanese have a 
different view of women than we may have in the American socie
ty. I guess what I want to ask you is, do you have any laws in 
Japan that require you to provide equal treatment with sexes? You 
are a more homogeneous society, so you don't deal with some of the 
other issues that we deal with in the United States, but do you 
have laws similar to ours in Japan? 

Mr. AMINO. To my best knowledge, yes. In Japan we have a simi
lar kind of law in terms of the equal employment opportunity. 
However, I don't know the details because I have spent the last 15 
years in the United States. So I don't have a detailed knowledge 
about changes since I left Japan, but I think we do have. 

Back to your first comment, I think, even though we have a law, 
I do believe that the contents of the law itself are different and a 
reflection of the Japanese culture, maybe. 

Mr. SHAYS. Maybe it's the Peace Corps in me, but I have always 
felt that citizens that go to another country need very much to ac
quaint themselves with the ways of that country. I guess what I'm 
interested in is maybe you could share with us some of the tensions 
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that you think may exist in a Japanese culture versus the United 
States culture, dealing with fair labor practice issues like the 
hiring of women or the hiring of blacks, and so on. 

Mr. AMINO. I think whenever you go to other countries, the first 
priority is to understand the law in the particular country. Not 
only the law itself, but we need to understand the spirit of the law, 
which I think is a reflection of the culture. Of course, we have, as 
Japanese, we are very much influenced by the Japanese culture, 
but I think there is no excuse to use cultural background in terms 
of violating the law of the country. 

We have to be very cautious to be aware of what the difference is 
between the Japanese culture and the American culture, and how 
the American culture reflects the spirit of the law and law itself. 
To be honest with you, even though we believe that the first priori
ty is to respect the law, it's not an easy job for someone who comes 
from another country. 

The best thing is that, as I say, we have an American colleagues, 
and we have had extensive discussions about the difference, and 
try to make sure that we Japanese share the same feelings as our 
American colleagues. I hope this is the answer for your question. 

Mr. SHAYS. It's helpful to know how you think, and I appreciate 
that. Let me ask you, though, the law that you have in Japan, 
would there be any penalties if you discriminated against a woman 
in Japan? I realize you haven't been in the country in about 15 
years. 

Mr. AMINO. I believe so. In any kind of law, you know, you vio
late the law and there is a penalty, but I cannot tell you. 

Mr. SHAYS. Let me just be very candid about this. Is it not true 
that our laws are stricter here than in Japan? 

Mr. AMINO. Your question is--
Mr. SHAYS. Is it not a fact that our laws are a lot stronger in the 

United States prohibiting employers from discriminating against 
their employees based on race, sex, and so on? 

Mr. AMINO. It might be fair to state that the law in the United 
States is more strict compared 'to the law in Japan, reflecting, par
ticularly in the United States, I think reflecting the specific situa
tion in the United States. 

Mr. SHAYS. You have no doubt in your own mind that the law 
you have to live by is the law that's in this country? 

Mr. AMINO. I don't. I respect the law. 
Mr. SHAYS. Let me ask you, Mr. Yamaguchi-let me just say to 

start with, that when we talk about discrimination I always think 
about my own chart. What would my own office look like, my own 
employees. We do pretty well in terms of women for the most part. 
My executive, my AA is a woman. But I don't have as large a 
number of minorities in my office as I would like. And yet look at 
your chart on your statement on page 6. 

Let me ask you. What should impress me about this chart that 
says to me that your company is making a good-faith effort to hire 
women and minorities? Where should I find encouragement in this 
profile of your statistics? Is there anything that is encouraging in 
this statistic? 

Mr. STEWART. Perhaps I could help Mr. Yamaguchi, Mr. Shays? 
Mr. SHAYS. Sure. 
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Mr. STEWART. I think we would look, recognizing what the Chair
man has already pointed out as statistical facts, what we would 
highlight for the committee, as we have done in our written testi
mony, is the large number of Americans in key positions. We also 
point out, with respect to the professional positions, 28 women are 
in those positions. 

Mr. SHAYS. Identify, please, in the chart, the 28 women that you 
call "key" positions? 

Mr. STEWART. All of those are key positions. 
Mr. SHAYS. The manager or the professional. 
Mr. STEWART. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. I look at executive, I look at manager, then I come to 

professional. How do you define professional, I'm sorry? 
Mr. STEWART. Professional, for example, in a securities company, 

would include those who have major trading responsibilities. 
Mr. SHAYS. So they are basically sales people in your office? 
Mr. STEWART. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. They're not--
Mr. STEWART. Those who have officer titles, for example. 
Mr. SHAYS. But of your executives and of your managers, you 

have 34, and 1 would be a woman. 
Mr. STEWART. At present, yes. As I mentioned before, we have 

recently lost the highest ranking female officer. 
Mr. SHAYS. I know, but that answer was embarrassing because, 

really, I mean if you lost one or two, it still wouldn't be impressive. 
Mr. STEWART. From a statistical standpoint I understand that. 
Mr. SHAYS. What other standpoint is there? I'm looking at the 

statistics. I guess it just leads me to my next question. It would 
seem to substantiate the feeling that there is discrimination in 
your company as it relates to women, on the surface. Given that 
just one, and maybe you had another, out of 34 people, 2 were, in 
fact, women. You almost have to work hard to have that happen it 
seems to me. Do you have any comment to that? 

Mr. STEWART. Again, we would respectively disagree. Again, vir
tually the same statistics were before the court on--

Mr. SHAYS. Don't tell me what the court was. Let me ask you 
this. I guess what would be helpful, maybe I could just say this to 
the staff. What would be helpful for our next hearing would be to 
compare other security firms. That would really be what would be 
of interest. I mean, just to-and very candidly, if, in fact they don't 
measure up, and I would be surprised if they did, it would seem to 
me that you would be working overtime, not to have a specific 
number, but to certainly have more than what we see here. 

Mr. STEWART. If I could, Congressman Shays, in fact, that type of 
anecdotal/statistical evidence as to what Wall Street generally 
does in this area was, in fact, presented before the court, and 
Nikko was basically in the mainstream of those statistics. 

Mr. SHAYS. You are under oath now, so I have to take your word 
for it, but are you really comfortable saying tha~you can be com
fortable saying the courts looked at it, but are you comfortable in 
saying that this was typical of other firms? 

Mr. STEWART. All I can tell you is that the plaintiffs very vigor
ously pressed exactly the point you are making here, and all that 
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evidence was before the court. The Federal judge did not accept 
what I think was the premise of your question. 

Mr. SHAYS. That would be a class action suit. 
Mr. STEWART. Yes. That there was systematic, statistically prova

ble discrimination within our company. The court specifically re
jected that. 

Mr. SHAYS. I would like to just ask what effort is being made, in 
concluding, to hire more women? 

Mr. STEWART. I think we are making every possible effort to do 
that, recognizing what your colleague directly before you suggested, 
that we should be sensitive to this, as we are. We are here in front 
of you because this is a very hot topic. It's often written about. 

Mr. SHAYS. That's not really what I asked. In fairness to the 
question, I really wanted to know, specifically, what steps are you 
taking? 

Mr. STEWART. As I mentioned in response to your colleague's 
question, we don't have a specific separate affirmative action pro
gram outside of our general affirmative action program which has 
existed for a number of years. 

Mr. SHAYS. I feel like we're getting deeper in a hole here. What 
is the general affirmative action that would recognize that you 
have very few women and would go out and seek them? What-

Mr. STEWART. We recognize that this is an issue that Japanese
affiliated companies have some sensitivity to. Witnesses that were 
here today, and we are making every effort through the hiring 
process and promotion process to bring in Americans and women 
into qualified positions. We honestly are trying to do that very vig
orously. 

Mr. SHAYS. Let me just conclude, if I might, with one last ques
tion. Obviously, we welcome foreign investment in this country, 
and we are very grateful to see American workers hired. What ob
ligation is there on the part of foreign companies, Japanese or 
other, to hire Americans in very key positions? How do you, Mr. 
Amino, how would you describe the importance of that? 

Mr. AMINO. What we are striving is to, as partially described 
here in my testimony, we are trying very hard to promote the 
American colleagues. One of the things we started recently is we 
started implementation of the so-called North American Produc
tion Task Group. That means we are sending our American associ
ates to Japan; hopefully we will increase the number of associates 
to 50 or 60. In the long range, we are certain that those people will 
come back and take a leadership role. 

We are sure that those kinds of process will help us to see that 
more and more American associates take higher positions, respon
sible positions. I can tell you that we have a definite trend. We 
think it is one of the obligations, as a Japanese colleague working 
at Honda of America, to help them to grow. 

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, yes. Mr. Yamaguchi, let me define the 
question more narrowly. Do you have a program of hiring Ameri
cans and bringing them to Japan to integrate them with your com
pany, and then have them come back? If so, can you describe to me 
that program? 
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Do you understand the question I am asking? In other words, the 
question I am asking you sir, is: Do you hire Americans to work in 
Japan as a program to help integrate them into your company? 

Mr. YAMAGUCHI. Yes. Many American employees have gone to 
Nikko Tokyo for training. For example, Nikko paid for Ms. Min
ushkin to go to Nikko Tokyo for a 3-week training program in May 
1986. That type of experience, rather than a formal rotating pro
gram, is the norm. 

Mr. SHAYS. Let me just conclude then. Either gentleman, is it 
possible to give me an idea of the number of employees that you 
would bring over in the course of a year to Japan, for more than 
just a week's time? 

Mr. STEWART. Again, we're getting a little bit into the personnel 
office of the firm, but based on the last 5 years, I would guess that 
a very, very large portion of our American professional staff has 
spent a significant amount of time being trained in Japan. 

Mr. SHAYS. What does significant mean? 
Mr. STEWART. I would say at least 50 percent of those folks. 
Mr. SHAYS. Fifty percent of the employees, but how much time; a 

week, 2 weeks? 
Mr. STEWART. Usually 3 or 4 weeks. It's a very intensive, around-

the-clock type of training program. 
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, gentlemen. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you. 
Congressman Hobson. 
Mr. HOBSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just very briefly, what 

is Scott Whitlock's position? 
Mr. AMINO. Scott Whitlock is one of the executive vice presi-

• dents. 
Mr. HOBSON. Along with yourself? 
Mr. AMINO. Yes, my colleague. Yes. 
Mr. HOBSON. Is he on the same level as you, the same authority? 
Mr. AMINO. Yes. 
Mr. HOBSON. Susan, how many people in North America, in com

petitive motor car companies, are there like you? Well, nobody 
could be like you; maybe that's unfair. 

Mr. LANTOS. Your objectivity, Congressman Hobson, is over
whelming. 

Mr. HOBSON. I've known Susan a long time. Does Ford have a 
senior vice president? Does Chrysler? Does GM? 

Ms. INSLEY. I don't think so. 
, Mr. HOBSON. I would hope-the other comment I'd like to make 
• is that I notice that 2 percent. I'd like to see that higher. I think 
we've discussed that before, but I do think that when you were 
forced to recognize-I don't think you were forced, but as I got in 

• there at some point before it all came out, and I didn't know what 
was going on--

Ms. INSLEY. You have focused our attention. 
Mr. HOBSON. Once your attention was focused, I think you began 

to move in the right way, and I would hope that you would contin
ue that in the upward mobility of people, and I think, from the 
past, in talking with the managers, both American and Japanese 
. managers, you understand that. 
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The one thing I think I would like you-if I may, Mr. Chair
man-to explain, and I have a business associate whose daughter 
happens to work in this plant, so I get some feedback other ways, 
and there are a number of my constituents who work in this plant 
over the years. 

I really wish you would explain-I don't know how it works. I 
don't think I could wear one of those little white suits and be in 
the atmosphere, but obviously there is a difference between other 
plants that I have been in that are production, automotive-type fa
cilities and yours. The way you talk about your people and work 
with your people is different. AB I understand from talking to some 
other people, it's caused some changes. 

You used the term deliberately, I think, "associates," as opposed 
to laborers. I don't care, Don, if you want to explain it or Susan, or 
Mr. Amino. What is that concept and how does it work? How does 
it work in your plant? 

Mr. AMINO. Ladies first. 
Ms. INSLEY. OK. Congressman, this would be my reaction to the 

chairman and members of the committee. In my now over 6 years 
at Honda of America, what I find, perhaps as cliche as it might 
sound, is a pretty sincere respect for the individual and the human 
being and all the power that can be unleashed when you tap into 
that resource. 

If you can avoid the barriers to communication, if you can avoid 
the barriers that would come from good and honest and open dis
cussion, whether it's American to American or American to Japa
nese, you will tend to grow and develop. From that will come some 
strength and competitiveness. That is my belief in my 6 years at 
the company. 

Sure, there are outward signs of whatever title we may have or 
uniform that we wear, or some of those things that are somewhat 
tangible evidence, but there is an intangible sort of spirit, if you 
will, that basically I think just simply begins with respect for the 
human being. 

Mr. HOBSON. If I may. I knew you as an employee here in Con
gress and then as a lawyer. When you go to Honda, do you have a 
special parking spot? 

Ms. INSLEY. No. 
Mr. HOBSON. How do you dress when you are at Honda? 
Ms. INSLEY. A lot more comfortably than I am today. We wear a 

uniform. It's a white shirt and pants. 
Mr. HossoN. You're a lawyer? 
Ms. INSLEY. Everybody has a uniform, I guess, of different types. 

That's what we wear. 
Mr. AMINO. In addition to Susan's comments I would like to add, 

as Congressman Hobson talks about the uniform. Not only the uni
form, but we try to implement many different ways such as no 
parking, common cafeteria, those kind of things, because we think 
that you need various types of avenues by which you strengthen 
the togetherness between American/ American and Japanese/ Japa
nese, American/Japanese. 

From time to time we feel that we are successful. I think we are 
trying. We are pleased with what we are doing now. 

Mr. HOBSON. If I may, Mr. Chairman, then I'll wind up. 
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I can tell you that another company in my district that is not 
Japanese is now thinking about some uniforms and some nonpark
ing spaces as a result of touring your operations. 

I should also say that one of the biggest problems that I have in 
my district now, Mr. Chairman, is the traffic problem in that 
Honda likes to have their people at work on time, and they appar
ently give bonus points for getting there on time, and we are 
having a lot of traffic accidents because people are trying to get to 
work, so we have to build some more roads. 

I've been in the markup session with the Transportation Com
mittee. I very much appreciate your indulgence. We've tried to 
work with Honda. I appreciate their candidness. A couple of times 
when I've gone in they've been willing to take-even before I 
became a Congressman-my comments to heart. They have not 
always-once since I've been a Congressman, over the participation 
of their country in-I spoke to all of the management there at 
Susan's-I might say encouragement, as to their involvement. I can 

· say that 4 days later, I don't think it was the result of me, but $4 
billion more came forth. 

There has been that frankness between us which I think is very 
important, and I hope everyone can do that in the future. I would 
just like to end up by saying again I would like to see that 2 per
cent moving forward, and I hope you keep hiring people from 
Springfield, and I can win you away from Clements, unless my dis
trict moves that way in the future. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you, very much. We have solved the speeding 
problem for Domino's Pizza, so we are ready to assist Honda in 
that effort. 

Let me thank all of you for coming. Let me just say very briefly 
what I said at the outset. We are very pleased having Japanese in
vestment in the United States because it is beneficial for both the 
United States and Japan. We are not asking for Japanese compa
nies to do anything we don't ask our own companies to do, but we 
insist that they, in fact, do what our own companies do. 

With respect to Japan, I think the particular problem seems to 
be at the managerial and the executive level. We feel that Ameri
can citizens should not be discriminated against in managerial and 
:executive positions by Japanese firms working in the United 
States, who have the privilege of working in the United States. 

We are very anxious to see to it that minorities of all types be 
given an equal opportunity. We are extremely anxious to see to it 
that women have an opportunity to rise, in appropriate numbers, 
f.o positions of responsibility for which they are qualified. This sub
committee will not rest until that will be the state of affairs in all 
Japanese-owned and other foreign-owned enterprises in the United 
States. We want to thank all of you. 

Our final witness today is Mr. Lewis Steel, attorney, from New 
York City, and Mr. Ronald Morse, executive vice president, Eco
nomic Strategy Institute, visiting scholar at the Wilson Center of 
the Smithsonian. 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
:· Mr. LANTOS. We are pleased to have both of you gentlemen. Your 
frepared statements will be entered in the record in their entirety. 

Mr. Steel, you may proceed any way you choose. 
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STATEMENT OF LEWIS STEEL, ATTORNEY, NEW YORK CITY 

Mr. STEEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to spend a 
little time picking up on some of the points that some of the other ; 
witnesses have made. I do this, as I think I pointed out in my writ
ten statement, from having participated in quite a few cases that 
were basically of the white-collar type, not the production type 
such as the Honda situation. 

I'm really talking about cases that involve office workers, trading 
companies, for example, banks, companies like that, that employ 
many white-collar type of people. First of all, there has been quite 
a bit of testimony here concerning statistical studies. There is a 
real problem with what the EEOC has been doing with regard to 
its statistics. 

I heard the EEOC representatives candidly admit that, and I 
think they really have to be pressed on that. The EEO-1 reports 
that they get in from employers, simply do not do the job. They 
don't do the job for at least two reasons, that I can put my finger 
on very quickly. 

No. 1, many of the companies-again, I'm only talking about my 
own anecdotal experience, what I happen to have seen over the 
years litigating in this field. Many of the companies literally do not 
list on their EEO-l's their Japanese rotating staffs, even though 
those people are, by every criteria, American employees while they 
are here in the United States. 

If you have a statistical document from the EEOC that leaves off 
all of the Japanese men, you've got nothing. You can't compare it 
to anything, and if you ask the EEOC to do statistical studies for 
you, obviously those studies are not going to tell you what you 
want to know. They are not going to be based on the right figures. 
Those EEO-l's have to be meaningful; it's got to be absolutely 
clear that all employees must be listed on the EEO-l's. 

Second, the EEO-l's are broken down into various categories of 
employees. The category of employee that we are focusing on here 
today is officials and managers. If there is no meaningful definition 
of what an official and manager is, then what you find, and what 
we found in our work, is that you see EEO-l's filed with many 
people listed as officials and managers, often by the way women 
and minorities, who, by no measurable standard, are officials and 
managers. 

So it's the same problem that you were just talking about. You 
see people with titles or something, who are called officials and 
managers, who, if you really look at what they are doing, they are 
perhaps first-level supervisors. When you lump that first-level su
pervisor into your statistics with the chair of the company, you get 
something that has no meaning whatsoever. 

You can ask the EEOC to do all the statistical studies you want 
to ask them to do, but until they get their house in order to obtain 
proper statistics, what you have is nothing. I think you have to 
focus on that. The EEOC hasn't begun to do the job in terms of col
lecting statistics in order to give you something, give us all some
thing that has any meaning. I would suggest that we start from 
there. 
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! Second of all, I don't think the issue here is whether or not you 
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the problem is accurate statistics. If the statistics are accurate, 

, then both the EEOC can deal with them, Congress can deal with 
them, and lawyers can deal with them. We should focus on, it 

~ seems to me, what is critically important in terms of law enforce
ment. 

The other point that you hear very clearly, I think you all heard 
it and you've all commented on it, is the fact that the victims are 
really scared away from the process because it's overwhelming to 
them. First of all, it's overwhelming to them because the laws are 
nowhere near strong enough. They just don't do the job. 

As the chair of the EEOC said, if aggravated discrimination was 
a capital crime, you'd find very little aggravated discrimination, 
very little systematic aggravated discrimination. I'm not advocat
ing that. What I'm suggesting is that short of criminalizing aggra
vated discrimination-and by the way we've criminalized all sorts 
of conduct. Antitrust violations, for example, if aggravated is cri
minalized. 

Assuming that we are not going to do that, and realistically I 
don't this country is going to do that, what then can we do? We can 
certainly have remedies that will make employers think twice 
before they discriminate. Some of them are just obvious and some 
of them Congress has been trying to pass a bill on for a while, and 
hopefully is going to be able to do that. 

No. 1, an employee who has been discriminated on the basis of 
race, sex, national origin absolutely has suffered enormous pain 
and suffering. Can you imagine being trapped in a job for 6 years 
not knowing whether to stay, not knowing whether to get out, won
dering who you are, are you reallY. any good, all the things you go 
through. 

In this area of the law an employee does not get 1 cent for pain 
and suffering, when that employee files a lawsuit under Federal 
law. What we are talking about are backpay remedies. It is ridicu
lous and it does not lead to enforcement of these laws. On a higher 
level, when you have aggravated employment discrimination, there 
is no reason whatsoever why there should not be punitive damages 
for that situation. 

I think you all know that the Patterson decision of the Supreme 
Court has thrown an absolute road block into that area of enforce
ment, and something really must be done about it if we are going 
to get moving in this area. What is obviously clear is that the civil 

r rights laws of this country affect everyone. Sometimes the way 
they are presented to the general public, they appear very often 
only to involve race. 

So in this country, very often when I hear discussions on civil 
rights law and I hear the posturing that goes on very often in this 
city and in these buildings that are surrounding this hearing, it ap
pears that you are talking about something that is racial. The fact 
is that the civil rights laws of the United States protect all Ameri
cans. 

You can't see that more clearly than you see it in these cases. 
All Americans need the protection of strong civil rights laws; 
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women need them, white males need them, African-Americans 
need them, Latinos need them, everyone needs them, and they 
need them now. 

There has been a question raised on the Nikko case about wheth
er it went forward or should have gone forward as a class action. I 
don't wish to use your time-I don't think it's productive to reliti
gate that case, but all I can tell you is that in the area of class 
action law, the same thing is happening as has been happening in 
all of civil rights law. 

The Federal court decisions have kept coming down narrowing 
and narrowing and narrowing what plaintiffs' lawyers can do and 
when classes will be certified. In a case like Nikko, for example, 
you have, in my opinion, an absurdity that the court relied on the 
fact that women who presently work for Nikko and, therefore, 
were under the control of the Nikko managers, submitted affidavits 
saying they didn't want any part of the lawsuit. 

Who's kidding anyone? That type of conservative decision, which 
is part of the pattern in civil rights decisions, keeps making it more 
and more difficult for small private law firms like mine to play any , 
meaningful role in enforcing the civil rights laws, and perhaps 1 1 
day Congress is going to have to deal with that, the question of ll 
class actions. 

But Congress doesn't deal with the civil rights law, what does ] 
that mean? It means that the EEOC, which is the primary law en- j'.' 

forcement agency the civil rights laws in this country, must do its 1 

job. You have the situation that the EEOC investigations of some 
of the cases of which this committee is aware, have been, in my : 
opinion, absurd. For example, in the C. Itoh case you had sworn 
statements from women that they were told that they couldn't go 
anywhere in that company because they were women, and you 
didn't even have sworn denials from the company. 

What did the EEOC do? It iound no probable cause. Absurd. 
That's what we are facing here today. I understand the EEOC is 
overwhelmed with its case load, but something as basic as that 
should not happen. 

In another case, which I have mentioned in my written state
ment, the Sanwa case, you had five women coming in to the EEOC 
office in New York saying, "Look at our situation. You've got to 
look at all of our situations together." The EEOC said, "No, no, no, 
we'll let the company pick you apart one at a time. If they come up 
with any kind of explanations on what happened to each one of 
you separately, no probable cause." 

Three years after the investigation begins, you get a no probable 
cause finding. That's on appeal right now to the EEOC office in 
Washington. That's the type of thing that we are facing now, and 
you don't get civil rights enforcement from that type of agency 
action. 

I know the EEOC needs money, but the situation as it exists now 
makes it almost impossible for there to be meaningful law enforce
ment with regard to Japanese companies, with regard to American 
companies, and with regard to companies of other foreign nation
alities. 

There is also the question in these cases, it seems to me, and 
again, I dealt with quite a few cases involving American subsidiar-
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. ies of Japanese companies. I've been told-and I have no reason to 
·• disbelieve it-that other American subsidiaries of foreign compa
" nies also engage in various forms of illegal employment discrimina
, tion. I've been told also that the direction of that discrimination in
; variably impacts very heavily on women. 

Again, it seems to me that one of the agencies of the U.S. Gov
' ernment that could do something about how American subsidiar
, ies-and they were American companies-American subsidiaries of 
: foreign companies, function in this country, is the Immigration and 

Naturalization Service. There is no reason, for that agency not to 
do its job of determining, before it allows people to be in this coun-

' try as long-term employees, to insure that INS regulations are met 
that insure that those employees are going to do a necessary job of 
the type that it would be most difficult to find locals to do. The INS 
should do its job in this area. It seems to me that that would make 
a major impact. 

With regard to the OFCCP, the OFCCP, from what I know of it, 
works with the figures it gets from affirmative action plans. Once 
again, those figures, in my experience, simply bear no relationship 
to reality. Once again you have the problem of when somebody is 
listed as an official and manager, is that person really an official 
and manager? 

I'm told that where you have rotating staffs, often they do not 
appear on those OFCCP statistics. And so, therefore, anything that 
that agency has before it simply is not relevant to the job of deter
mining what is going on. 

One of the things obviously that can be done in this area of the 
law, is that when the various governmental agencies see that there 
are extraordinarily high percentages of foreign workers coming in 
to work in American subsidiaries of foreign corporations; be they 
Japanese, German, French, Dutch, from any country, it seems to 
me that that should send up some kind of signal that some Federal 
agency should be taking a look at why those numbers are so high. 

The reason for that is obvious. You can manage and run a com
pany, as apparently Honda does, using large American staffs. The 
question must be answered when you see abnormally high numbers 
of people in this category coming in: Why isn't somebody taking a 
look at that? 

I suggest that these are fertile areas for this committee to deal 
with, for the EEOC to deal with, for other Federal agencies to deal 
with, so that we can get off the dime and start enforcing our civil 
rights laws. Thank you very much. 

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much Mr. Steel. Your statement 
will be entered in the record. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Steel follows:] 
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STEEL BELLMAN a RITZ, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 

351 Broadway, 3rd Floor 
New York, New York 10013-3902 

(212) 925-7400 
Telefax: (212) 941-8740 

July 17, 1991 

Employment & Housing Subco1111Dittee 
of the comaittee on Government Operations 
Rayburn House Office Building, Room B-349-A 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Congressman Lantos: 

Please accept the following statement to complement ay oral 

testimony which is scheduled before the Employment & Housing 

subco1111Dittee of the comaittee on Government Operations on July 

23, 1991. I understand that the subject matter of this hearing 

is to examine employment discrimination by Japanese owned com

panies in the United States. 

I have been practicing civil rights law since 1964, when I 

joined the legal staff of the National Association for the 

Advanceaent of Colored People which was then under the direction 

of the Hon. Robert L, carter, now a senior·.ludge of the United 

States District Court for the Southern District of New York. 

since 1968, I have been in private practice and have been active

ly litigating eaployaent discriaination matters against Allerican 

subsidiaries of Japanese owned companies in the United states, 

among others, since 1~76. I was lead counsel in Avaqliano v. 
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Sumitomo Shoji America, Inc., 457 U.S. 176 (1982), the case which 

established that American subsidiaries of Japanese corporations 

are fully subject to United States civil rights laws. In that 

case, the United states Supreme court rejected Sumitomo'• argu

ment that it was protected under a Treaty of Friendship, Commerce 

and Navigation between the United States and Japan from American 

anti-discrimination laws. The SU11itomo case was c·ertified as a 

national class action in 1984 and settled in 1987. My firm, 

Steel Bellman• Ritz, P.C., and its predecessor fins, has 

handled a series of other cases against other American sub

sidiaries of Japanese corporations, including Duffy v. c. Itoh 

America, Inc., which vas certified as a class action in 1990, and 

Ross v. The Nikko Securities Co. International, Inc., in which a 

district judge denied class certification in 1990 and thereafter 

the matter was· settled as an individual case. The firm also has 

settled nu-rous individual cases against other American sub

sidiaries of Japanese corporations. Additionally, we have 

settled cases against branches of Japanese corporations function

ing in the United States. 

I wish to stress at the outset that ay fir■ has handled ■any 

eaployaent discrimination matters against American corporations 

that have no foreign parent, as -11 as ■attars involving 

American subsidiaries of corporations incorporated in other 

countries than Japan. As civil rights lawyers, the attorneys in 

ay fir■ have seen companies incorporated in the United States, 

with or without foreign parent corporations, practice e•~l0}'llent 

discrimination. We believe that employment discrimination is 

-2-
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equally reprehensible whether practiced by American companies, 

Allerican subsidiaries of Japanese companies, Japanese branches, 

or American subsidiaries of corporations incorporated in other 

countries or branches of foreign corporations from other 

countries. 

I would also like to note that my familiarity with American 

subsidiaries of Japanese companies and Japanese branches is 

largely limited to companies.which employ large numbers of 

professionals and whits collar workers rather than companies 

involving factory or asse!llbly line work, such as the Japanese 

automobile companie~ functioning in the United states. 

Moreover, a large number of our cases have been.brought by 

women who have claimed that sex discrimination, as well national 

origin discrimination, presents a major obstacle ~o their ability 

to obtain fair treatment and advancement. ·Many of our clients in 

this category hav~ been women with a college education or higher, 

who have. found themselves trapped in basically clerical or 

adidnistr.ative positions at Japanese companies, By contrast, 

American men ~ith similar educational backgrounds, have done 

some~hat bstt~r, althpug~ they, too,. have found th-■elves placed 

in positions where virtu-1ly all authority has. been held in the 

hands of ule employees who rotate to thecV.s. subsidiaries fro■ 

the Japan••~ parent companies. These rotating staff typically 

stay at. th• American subsidiary .tor tours of three to six years. 

In other words, the companies which we have dealt with 

pr~ctics discrimination in a three tiered structure in wbich 

. rotating staff employees troa the Japanese parent hold aany of 

1 
l 
l 
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the managerial jobs, even down to the vary lowest level of 

management. When they delegate even the most minimal authority 

to local employees or place local employees in position• where 

they can make reasonably good salaries or co-issiona, almost 

invariably these employees are men. At the bottom of the three 

tiered structure are women, many of whom learn very quickly that 

their jobs are deadend. Thus, many of the most educated women 

quickly see that they have no future with these commpanies and 

leave, creating a very high turnover. 

Many of the companies we have dealt with have very high 

percentages of Japanese employees from the parent company, Thus, 

it is not unusual for us to find that 30-401 of the total work 

force of such companies is from Japan. Thia means that the 

Japanese parent corporations are sending over employees to occupy 

even the lowest level of management. Often, these lower, as well 

as soma middle level Japanese employees are in the United States, 

not to play a meaningful role in the direction of the business, 

but to familiarize themselves with American business practices 

and receive training. 

Many of these Japanese employees come to the United States 

after following a well established career path in Japan. Most, 

immediately upon graduation from college in Japan, join the 

parent company with the expectation of lifetime employment. At 

the time they join their companies, they have little or no 

specialized training, At their corporations, they are members of 

the class of the year in which they entered, Typically, they go 

through a rigorous training period and are assigned to a particu-
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lar area of their company's business, At some of the companies, 

the employees move from department to department, but at aany 

companies they stay in the department of their original assign

ment. Until recently, all or virtually all of the employees at 

these corporations who were on upwardly mobile tracks which could 

lead to advancement were men. In fact, these personnel are 

virtually always called •salary men• in Japan. Now, I am in

formed that a few of these companies have a very few women who 

theoretically are functioning in areas where they can have upward 

mobility like the men. Virtually all the rotating staff employ

ees who come to America, however, are men. 

According to the evidence available to me, local men who are 

hired by these subsidiary companies in the United States usually 

are sought out to fill particular job slots which the company 

needs an employee at - particular point in time. For example, a 

Japanese trading company wants to break into a particular field 

in the United states such as specialty chemicals. They have no 

one in Japan who can operate as a salesman or trader in that 

area, so they look for an American with contacts in the field 

they can hire. Typically, that local man, once hired, will play 

an extremely limited role in the company, functioning only in the 

particular area that he was hired for. If business in that area 

prospers, then perhaps that man will have a reasonable future 

with-the company in that specialized area. But, he rarely 

becomes a part of the management and is virtually always isolated 

from the company's decision !laking process. If the business does 

not.work out, the Japanese company will terminate him rather than 
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transferring hi• to another area of the company's business where 

his skills as a salesperson could be utilized. Moreover, there 

is little chance that this local male will be trained or groomed 

to play a greater role in the company. Essentially, his activi

ties will be li•ited to the original area of his expertise. 

Moreover, often all his business transactions will be subject to 

approval, if only paper· approval, by a Japanese employee, even if 

the latter has little or no knowledge about the area of business 

activity in question. Sometimes, a Japanese staff employee may 

travel with this local employee on his business trips and learn 

his contacts and methods. In that event, if business turns down, 

it can be anticipated that the Japanese employee will retain his 

job and the American will be terminated. 

women rarely, if ever, function at Japanese corporations at .. 
even this level, but are expected instead to provide the backup 

services for both Japanese staff and the local men. In our 

interviews with women, we have been repeatedly told that some

times a woman will play an important role in a start-up situation 

for an American subsidiary of a Japanese company. If, however, 

the subsidiary prospers and expands, that woman may well find 

herself replaced by a Japanese 11an fr- the parent company and 

relegated to a glorified secretarial role in which she is expect

ed to train her Japanese supervisor as -11 as his successors. 

Additionally, many wo-n perform important aspects of the 

functions of new Japanese staff employees who are too inex

perienced to function· in the United States. We have seen evi

dence that so- of these woman actually negotiate the trans-
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actions for which the Japanese men are responsible. Yet, these 

women generally are referred to as secretaries and are paid as 

such. Sometimes, certain Japanese staff employees actually 

encourage women to play responsible roles. Because these women 

are not publicly recognized by the company for their actual work 

or given appropriate job titles or pay, they often find them

selves relegated to clerical work at a later point in time when 

their immediate Japanese superior is rotated back to the parent 

company and replaced by a new rotating staff employee who has no 

interest in seeing a woman perform responsible work. When this 

happens, there is no way for the woman to appeal her misfortune 
• 

to higher.authorities. Generally, she may stay with the company, 

receive her yearly wage increases and do whatever is assigned to 

her, or leave. 

Recently, the la~yers in my firm have been noticing that the 

Japanese companies h~~e been hiring more and more Asian-born 

women, These employees appear to come from many countries, 

including Japan, China, Korea and the Phillipinea. It is our 

belief that they are being hired because the hierarchy in the 

Japanese controlled firms believes that they are much less likely 

to protest their treatment than women whose roots are American. 

Moreover, to our observation, the Japanese controlled firms 

appear to hire virtually no African-Americana or Latinos in 

positions that are up1:1ardly mobile, 

The Japanese coapaniea with which we are familiar uni

versally hire low level employees, including minority employees, 

through employaent agencies. Often, they hire higher level local 
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employees through personal contacts, recruiters or through other 

sources which are not open to the general public. By one aeans 

or another, however, these companies appear to have avoided being 

challenged for their racial practices. 

You have asked me to comment on the responses of management 

when charges of illegal discrimination are brought. I would like 

to start with a discussion of the Sumitomo case. After resisting 

the charges of discrimination for many years, the Sumitomo Corp. 

of America management (the name was changed from Sumitomo Shoji 

America) entered into a far-reaching settlement agreement in 

1987. That agreement in many ways Americanized Sumitomo•• 

employment practices to make them more objective. For example, a 

major outside consultant was employed to study the various jobs 

at this trading company, determine the most important functions 

of the jobs and develop job descriptions, job ladders and neces

sary qualifications for various jobs. Women were informed as to 

what their new job titles and descriptions would be and how they 

could advance. The decree also allocated $1 million for the 

training of female employees, which was a significant amount 

considering the relatively small size of the workforce. The 

settlement decree also contained employment goals for women which 

the company was supposed to attempt to meet in good faith during 

the three year life of the decree. 

My firm was given the function of monitoring and enforcing 

the decree over the three year period and to report to the court 

at the end whether or not Sumitomo had complied with its terms. 

At the end of the decree, this firm reported to the court that it 

-8-
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believed real progress had been made at Suaitoao and that women 

had received significant training and had IIOVed into new areas at 

the company, including holding responsible sales related posi

tions. That is not to say that we believe that at the end of the 

three year period all problems of sex discrimination had ceased 

to exist at Sumitomo, but women were no longer trapped as 

clerical or administrative employees and an objective syste• had 

been set up which allowed for advancement and gave women the 

ability to gauge their own progress. Moreover, it appeared that 

the company had been sensitized to the issue of sex discrimina

tion and we believe it will function in a much aore appropriate 

way in the future. From the point of view of Sumitomo, we are 

convinced that the company itself has profited fro• the ex

perience in that it has a much better work force with a higher 

level of training and with more employees who are willing to stay 

at the company with the expectation that there is some prospect 

for advancement. 

Unfortunately, fro• the information we receive from clients 

and others who come to us, but who are often too afraid for their 

jobs to pursue legal action, few Japanese companies appear to 

have instituted real, objective employment practices. Instead, 

many appear to have retained their practice of treating women as 

no more than clerical or administrative personnel (no matter what 

their titles), and pigeonholing local men into highly particu

larized areas of activity. Some of these companies appear.to 

have engaged in window dressing with the help of lawyers and 

consultants, but their actual practices remain unchanged. 

l 
l 
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The reason for this across-the-board lack of progress, in 

our view, is lack of goverl\lllent enforcement, In our view, the 

Equal Ellplo)'lllent Opportunity Co11111ission has fallen down on the 

job, Often, it ignores clear evidence of discrimination, includ

ing sworn •smoking gun~ affidavits setting forth discriminatory 

practices which are not even dignified by sworn answers from the 

companies involved. 

The handling of the c. Itoh America case by the EEOC is an 

example of this. In that case, the EEOC made findings of no 

probable cause despite sworn statements by the complainants that 

were not answered. When the case was filed in the United States 

District Court, c. Itoh's attorneys were quick to point out to 

the federal Judge that there had been no probable cause findings. 

The Judge responded that in light of all the no probable cause 

findings he had seen from the EEOC, he was uni•pressed. 

Eventually, after reviewing a variety of sworn statements and 

depositions submitted to hi•, the Judge certified a class of past 

and present women employed in the New York office of c. Itoh 

America. In our opinion, the EEOC should not only have found 

probable cause in the~ case, it should have filed a 

pattern and practice lawsuit against that company and used the 

considerable powen of the 9overnaent to put not only c. Itoh, 

but other companies, on notice that such clear discri•ination 

would not be tolerated. 

Another exa•ple of what we regard as the severe •ishandling 

of a case involving a Japanese corporation are the charges we 

filed against The Sanwa Bank, Ltd. In that case, we represent 

-10-
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five w011en before the EEOC office in New York City. This firm 

asked that the EEOC New York office treat the sanwa charging 

parties as a group. Taken together, their charges clearly 

pointed to a patter~ and practice of discrimination. Despite our 

~forts to receive pattern and practice consideration of these 

charges over a three year period, the New York office adamantly 

refused to handle the matter in thi■ way. We are informed that 

it took thi■ action despite the recommendation of the field 

investigator, who wa■ then taken off the case. Thereafter, the 

EEOC made no probable cause findings. These charges have bean on 

appeal before the EEOC in Washington for approximately ten 

months. It goes without saying that the actions of the EEOC in 

this case act as a major barrier to effective enforcement of the 

anti-discriaination laws. 

At present, we have additional cases involving American, 

Japanese and other foreign corporations at the EEOC'• office in 

New York. In our view, these eases are investigated with extra

ordinary slowness, perhaps due to an overburdened staff. More

over, we see the EEOC bending over backwards to accept whatever 

justification• respc,ndant corporation■ put forward to ju■tify 

their actions. In short, w ■ea the EEOC a■ part of the problea, 

rather than part of the solution. 

With regard to the EEOC, we also note that it appear■ to do 

nothing to verify the statistics which are subaitted to it on the 

tons called EE0-1'•• These fol"IIS require eaployera to break 

down their work forces in three categories: official• and 

aanagera, professionals and clericals. First, we have learned 

-11-
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that certain American subsidiaries ot Japanese corporations do 

not report their employees from their Japanese parents on the 

EE0-1 forms. Thus, the extraordinarily small percentage ot local 

officials and managers is disguised and the much higher nllllbers 

ot Japanese employees in this category is eli•inated. Addi

tionally, in our experience, certain Japanese controlled corpora

tions rater to many clerical and low level administrative a

ployees as officials and managers so as to make it appear that 

there are more local employees at this level and particularly 

more women. As far as I know, the EEOC does nothing to investi

gate the accuracy of these figures. When we have called these 

problems to the attention of EEOC investigators, they have 

shrugged. 

The Immigration & Naturalization Service's policies and 

practices with regard to granting visas to employees from parent 

corporations also are questionable. From the information we have 

received, many employees from Japanese parent corporations are 

allowed into the United States on visas which are based on claims 

that they are providing vital services for the American sub

sidiary. Yet, our clients tell us over and over that, at the 

lower levels, many of these parent corporation employees are here 

for training and know.little or nothing about American business 

practices, the American marketplace or, often, the transactions 

they are here to engage in. Of course, after years in the United 

states, they gain thia knowledge. If the INS would perfon its 

function of reviewing these visa applications and investigating 

their bona fides, it is our belief that many applicants would not 
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that certain American subsidiaries of Japanese corporations do 

not report their eaployees fro• their Japanese parents on the 

EE0-1 forms. Thus, the extraordinarily small percentage of local 

officials and managers is disguised and the much higher numbers 

of Japanese employees in this category is eliminated. Addi

tionally, in our experience, certain Japanese controlled corpora

tions refer to many clerical and low level administrative em

ployees as officials and managers so as to make it appear t_hat 

there are more local employees at this level and particularly 

more women. As far as I know, the EEOC does nothing to investi

gate the accuracy of these figures. When we have called these 

problems to the attention of EEOC investigators, they have 

shrugged. 

The Immigration, Naturalization Service's policies and 

practices with regard to granting visas to employees from parent 

corporations also are questionable. From the information we have 

received, many employees froa Japanese parent corporations are 

allowed into the United States on visas which are based on claims 

that they are providing vital services for the American sub

sidiary. Yet, our clients tell us over and over that, at the 

lower levels, many of these parent corporation employees are here 

for training and know little or nothing about American business 

practices, the American marketplace or, often, the transactions 

they are here to engage in. Of course, after years in the United 

States, they gain this knowledge. If the INS would perfon its 

function of reviewing-these visa applications and investigating 

their bona fides, it is our belief that many applicants would not 
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get visas. Necessarily, therefore, th••• jobs would go to 

Americana. 

Lawyers in this fina also note that aany American subsi

diaries of Japanese corporations have affinaative action plans 

drawn up for th- by Allerican law fin111. PreaU11ably theae 

dOCU11enta are aubllitted to various federal, state and local 

agencies which require th .. before awarding publicly financed 

contracts. Like the EE0-1 figures discussed above, these plans 

often report statistics regarding the levels at which American 

employees function which have nothing to do with reality. Again, 

the monitoring agencies appear to accept this form of paper 

compliance rather than taking the moat minimal steps to determine 

how these companies ar.tually function. 

Recent decisions of the United States supreme Court have, of 

course, also affected the problem of enforcement of the nploy

ment discrimination laws. Th••• decisions shield American sub

sidiaries of Japanese corporations and Japanese branch••· As you 

know, since the Wards Cove decision of the United States Supr•

court, it is now extraordinarily difficult to prove discrimina

tory impact cases, Moreover, it is extr-ely hard to obtain 

meaningful money damages for those who are discriminated against 

in light of the Patterson decision. To expect private attorneys, 

mostly from small law firms, to undertake the difficult work of 

enforcing the employment discrimination laws on behalf of private 

litigants in the face of adverse federal court rulings is, at 

beat, wishful thinking. Perhaps if the EEOC, the Justice Depart

-nt and the INS would weigh in and do their jobs, the adverse 

-13-
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consequences of the Supreme Court's extraordinarily conservative 

employment discrimination decisions would be somewhat ameliorat

ed. In the absence of governmental enforcement, however, the 

small private civil rights bar simply cannot be expected to deal 

with the problem. Ironically, the issue of employment discrimi

nation is often cast in this country in terms of blacks and 

whites, More is involved, however. 

The rights of women, as well as the rights of American men 

of all colors, have been severely compromised by the recent 

Supreme Court decisions, Moreover, the lower federal courts take 

their cues from the supreme Court. Thus, fewer and fewer federal 

Judges are now willing to certify civil rights cases as class 

actions, thereby maki~g it infinitely more difficult to eradicate 

discrimination. Individual cases, which are often settled for 

monetary considerations alone, on the basis of agreements that 

contain confidentiality orders, have no precedential value and do 

not effectuate systemic change. Therefore, they simply do not 

begin to do the job of eliminating employment discrimination. 

Instead, these individual cases are little more than a minor 

irritant -- another cost of doing business. 

Congress simply has to make clear that the elimination of 

discrimination must ba given the highest priority. Even then, 

that will not be enough unless the government takes an active 

role in monitoring an~ enforcing the discrimination laws. This 

means that governmental agencies charged with eliminating dis

crimination must become functional again and must aggressively 

evaluate both the statistics and the complaints they receive to 
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ensure that something more than paper compliance is the reality. 

Moreover, additional teeth must be put into the civil rights 

laws. Discriminators should be required to pay for the pain and 

suffering they inflict, like other wrongdoers, and punitive 

damages should be available where discrimination is egregious. 

In this country, discriminators do not go to jail for their 

violations of law. In the absence of any criminal penalties for 

discrimination, both juries and judges should have the ability to 

impose meaningful civil awards which will both compensate victims 

and deter discriminators. Above all, the government must enforce 

the civil rights law, rather than leaving enforcement in the 

hands of small private law firms which not only must struggle 

against overwhelming odds, but are obligated to consider the 

personal goals of their clients and only incidentally the public 

interest. 

{:Qc~ 'ubmitted, 

~wt~ 
LMS:PC 
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Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Morse, your prepared statement will be in the 
record and you may proceed any way you wish. 

STATEMENT OF RONALD A. MORSE, EXECUTIVE VICE 
PRESIDENT, ECONOMIC STRATEGY INSTITUTE 

Mr. MORSE. Thank you. I feel the impact of time discrimination. 
After 6 hours of sitting in the audience, there probably isn't too 
much left to bring to your attention. Let me say that-and I think 
this is sort of important in a way. Almost everything that has tran
spired today I could have predicted would have been discussed and 
would have been dealt with given my knowledge of Japan and the 
way the Japanese have operated in the United States. 

In other words, while a lot of people are trying to deal with this 
as a legalistic question in this country, I would argue, and I will 
make a few points that this is part, as your opening statement sug
gested, it's part of a much broader question of the relationship be
tween the two countries. There is no question the Japanese are 
here, they are going to stay here. 

We are there, we are operating together. These questions of dis
crimination and employment practices have to be ironed out, they 
have to be solved, they have to be resolved, because it's important 
not only for us, but it's important for the Japanese themselves. 

The Japanese and the Americans, to some extent because we ap
proach this so legalistically, are insular in a sense. In other words 
we are not really dealing with the problem comprehensively. It is a 
cultural problem. Several people have gone back and forth on the 
cultural dimension. Culture is hard to deal with. Culture is some
thing that we feel a little bit uncomfortable with. 

I think it's important, and let me say why. First of all, on noth
ing of the debates and issues that we have with Japan, three to 
four do we have statistical control. Senator Bingham and a number 
of other people have tried to throw out whether to use technol
ogies. What about science and technology? What about national se
curity acquisitions? What about investment? We don't have statisti
cal control over anything in the U.S. Government. To expect that 
we have statistical control over this issue, again, I think would 
have been predicted that we wouldn't have it and that it's very 
hard for anybody to get it. 

The second thing is enforcement, whether it's SIFIUS on high 
technology acquisitions, whether it's on dumping cases. You take 
the issue with Japan on almost across the board, the United States 
Government is not interested in enforcement on violations of the 
rights and activities of American companies. 

The cost to the injured which has come up several times. I mean, 
the dumping in this country. If you are a victim of foreign dump
ing, you have to bear the burden of trying to prove that you are 
the victim. All of those costs make it impossible for small Ameri
can companies to be able to deal with foreign predators on the U.S. 
economy. 

Again, the case here-you have to prove your guilt. You have to 
go to court. You have to be able to bear the burdens. There is a 
terrible burden on the American people when other people are vio
lating their rights. 
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Finalll, asymmetry. I think the thing that is most obvious is that 
you cant find any agencies in the United States Government, first 
of all, who have counterparts in Japan. Secondly, you can't find the 
agencies in this country that know what's going on in the other 
agencies. Beside that, nobody coordinates anything. To try to be 
able to deal with most of these problems the way we are set up is 
almost institutionally impossible. 

Again, this has surfaced in any number of cases with the United 
1' States. The other thing is that the Japanese are going to get smart. 
I You saw that with Honda. You can get the best and the brightest 
I of the Americans to figure out how to beat the system, and the 

Japanese will do that because they can afford it. 
We don't want them Just to beat the system. We don't want them 

just to be able to say, ' OK, we are meeting the laws, the legal con
straints," because really even within the constraints of what 
legal-as we've seen from the enforcement agencies-even within 
that framework there is still a feeling that the principle, the spirit 

~ of the law, is not being dealt with. 
r The other thing is that by doing this type of pursuit of these 
f issues we are doing a great service to the Japanese. I think what 
r you would find in Japan is that Japanese women and Japanese mi
l norities will be delighted to hear that you are pursuing these 

I issues, because, in Japan, there is no enforcement of the laws that 
• deal with these issues. 
f In other cases with the United States, whether it's dumping 

through various agencies, whether it's been auto quotas, whether 
I. it's been the Japanese not enforcing various types of antitrust laws, 
' whatever it is. The most obvious case was a couple of years ~o t Americands raisbed the pohintUof hdowS different prices were for t e 
' same pro ucts etween t e nite tates and Japan. 
t Japanese consumers were delighted, and they put pressure on i their government so that they would actually begin to open the 
I market to the imports. I think what you are doing is very impor
t tant, because what's going to happen is--in Japan there is tremen-
1 .. · dous discrimination. All of the things that you've heard today are 
, reflections of what exists in Japan. 
i The Japanese women and Japanese minorities will benefit tre
i mendously from the pursuit of these issues in the United States, 
f because, as I mentioned in my testimony, the Japanese law was 
~ written by the United States occupation. Most of the rules and reg
f. ulations the Japanese have been forced to use in Japan to guaran
i tee human rights and things like that have come through their in
f. volvement in the United Nations and through their activities with 
f" the United States. 
i I think it's very important that we pursue this. The big question 
! I think you have to face is: What works to make the Japanese tow 
• the line? This has been something Americans have been grappling 
. with again, for a decade. 

. First of all, there is no question that threat is wonderful. They 
•• have been taken to court. We've tightened up our laws on various 
·things.We've gone to battle with them through USTR. There is not 
. question that this is important. In other words, access to the U.S . 
. , market, access to opportunities in this country have to be con-

trolled if that is one way to deal with it. 
f,:'\. 
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The second thing is that pressure, foreign pressure, is very im
portant. In other words we have to take the battle to Japan. You 
can't just try to fight the battle here. 

The one point that was raised which I think is very important 
was that possibly through the Federal contract compliance. In 
other words, making sure that anybody who gets access to Federal 
Government funding is complying with the law. In other words, 
"hit them in the pocket," I think is the way it was put. 

Another thing is that you've got to raise the issue of employment 
discrimination to the same level that we have given dumping, tax 
evasion, preferences to Japanese subcontractors. What I would sug
gest, in closing, is: What can we do to try to raise the awareness of 
this both here and in Japan? would be a couple of things. 

One, you could amend the 1988 Trade and Competitiveness Act 
to include something along these lines with foreign trade. Certain
ly, USTR should be pursuing this along with these other trade, and 
what I called in my testimony, this is really one aspect of invest
ment friction, it's not an employment issue. It's part of the whole 
package of the way we relate to Japan. It should be treated along 
with these other dimensions of the problem which USTR and other 
Government agencies have a responsibility to pursue with vigor. 

Certainly through GAO. I would suggest that the practices of 
American companies in Japan be looked into. The reason I say this 
is that Japan is a discriminatory paradise for American companies 
because there is no enforcement. Women come in and out of the 
market. They are not promoted to high. levels, and other types of 
discrimination can take place by American companies in Japan. 

Added to this is something very important. We, so far, have only 
asked about American employees in Japanese affiliates in the 
United States. What happens to an American citizen who works for 
a Japanese parent company in Japan when they are sent from the 
United States, the affiliate company, back to Japan? They are 
going to be subject to tremendous discrimination within Japan, 
even though it's legal. 

This is something that has to be taken into consideration as 
more and more Americans are deeply involved• in the Japanese 
economy. Finally, I think that you could put pressure on the for
eign commercial service to make sure that this is an important 
issue in the countries where they are involved in overseas. 

Certainly there should be somebody at the American Embassy in 
Japan responsible for keeping the pressure on in Japan, because 
most of the derogatory statements about Americans have emanated 
in Japan, not emanated in the United States, and by prime minis
ters and ministers in government. 

In other words, the Japanese have a safe haven, at least they 
thought they had a safe haven, where they could say anything they 
wanted about foreigners, because in Japan it was accepted as OK. 
Now that Japan is not isolated from the world, and if they are 
going to prove themselves as good citizens globally, the responsibil
ity will be on the Japanese side, in Japan, to be able to really come 
up to the standard of international employment practices and 
other types of behavior. 

I think that's really where we have to take it. I think you are 
perfectly right in saying that Recruit Co. should not be allowed to 
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ucate the Japanese on these types of practices once they have 
n violators of them. There are legitimate, well-positioned people 

, do these kinds of things. It should be done by the higher stand
~. and we shouldn't just leave it at the $100,000 requirement. 
, There should be a national effort to take Americans to Japan 
~and conduct a concerted effort to educate them about the responsi
ibilities they have in this country. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Morse follows:] 
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Considering employment and discrimination by Japanese in the 
United States provides an excellent opportunity to contrast two 
very different systems. The Japanese have already shown that there 
are certain business practices that can make a significant 
contribution to productivity and worker satisfaction both at home 
and in the United States. On the other hand, Japanese performance 
in the areas of race relations, of women in the work force, and of 
the use of foreign labor is not up to international standards. 

Turning to the Japanese presence in America, there are three 
aspects to consider when evaluating the issue of Japanese becoming 
good citizens: the nature of their investments, their attitudes 
on race and gender, and their employment practices. First, the 
suddenness of Japan's overseas investment drive in the 1980s gave 
them little time to prepare a thorough overseas -ployment 
strategy. When they went abroad they either followed Japanese 
practices or relied upon the advice of foreign consultants. 
Second, their treatment of women and minorities is trailing behind 
the legal standards in the advanced world. And finally, they view 
the requirements of employment very differently. 

This is not to say that the Japanese should not strive to 
improve their domestic and international performance in these 
areas. The key test for the Japanese business world in the years 
ahead will be the extent to which the Japanese can accommodate to 
a diverse and complex world. When the Japanese go abroad, they 
should be held responsible for their actions in compliance with 
foreign laws, customs, or practices. 

INVESTMENT FRICTION 

In one sense the Japanese are their own worst enemies. They 
initially tried to export everything from Japan, without investing 
abroad. Then they were convinced that to invest locally in the 
United States is to protect their access to our markets. once they 
decided to transplant facilities from Japan, they enlisted the best 
and brightest of the American legal and consulting community to 
help avoid the difficulties of the U.S. employment market -- unions 
and minority issues being the most sensitive issues. On top of 
this the Japanese tended to bring with them management assumptions 
and corporate practices that reflect discriminatory practices in 
Japan. 

Because of the sudden intensity and volume of Japanese 
investment in the United States in recent years, the Japanese have 
become the subject of considerable attention and scrutiny, perhaps 
disproportionate to the scale of their actual presence in America. 
While perhaps 40 percent of total Japanese direct investments are 

1 
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in the United States (35 percent in real estate), total foreign 
assets in the U.S. account for a small fraction of U.S. assets. 
At the upper end, perhaps 8 percent of the American "manufacturing• 
workforce is employed in U.S. affiliates of foreign companies. 
Less than one percent of American land is foreign owned. With 
perhaps 1,000 factories in 45 states, the Japanese are, with the 
exception of California, Tennessee, and a couple of other states 
where investment levels are high, widely dispersed throughout the 
U.S. Some 500,000 Americans work for Japanese firms, less than 1 
percent of the workforce. While Japanese tend to be exclusive 
owners (about 80 percent) of American manufacturing and service 
facilities, the bulk of their total U.S. investments are in 
financial assets -- bank deposits, corporate stocks and bonds, 
bills, and securities. 

And while Japan's financial presence will continue to grow, 
although at an increasingly slower rate, it will remain marginal 
in the total sense. This is important to keep in mind because the 
American perception of Japan as an economic threat continues to be 
one-sided and exaggerated. This creates a concern with their 
business practices that is sometimes taken out of context and can 
be interpreted as reverse form of discrimination. 

The current public mood about foreign direct investment is at 
best uncertain, but their is considerable uncertainty about 
Japanese investments. According to a Times Mirror poll by the 
Gallup Organization (March 1989), 74 percent of the U.S. populace 
feels that foreign investment is bad for the U.S. Seventy-eight 
percent of Americans favor a law to limit the extent of foreign 
investment in American businesses and real estate, while 89 percent 
support legislation requiring foreign investors to register with 
the government. But of the public officials and opinion leaders, 
who have the power to enforce investment registration, only 13 
percent favor limiting foreign investment by law and only 48 
percent back some form of required information registration. 
American elites out of self-interest generally are generally far 
more positive about foreign investment and less concerned where it 
comes from. 

DISCRIMINATION BY JAPANESE 

The "investment friction" discussed above has been compounded 
by a recurring pattern of derogatory racial stereotyping by high
level Japanese officials. While race in America is an American 
issue and Americans must deal with it, racist remarks in 1986 by 
former Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone and then by Finance 
Minister Michie Watanabe triggered actions in the United States 
that raised questions about the intentions of Japanese charitable 
gifts, the selection of factory site locations, and employment 
practices. As a result discrimination investigations by the U.S. 
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Equal Employment Opportunity Commission against U.S. affiliates of 
Japanese firms, protests by the Congressional Black caucus, and the 
fact that Japanese real estate investments involve few minority 
area purchases have shaped the American perception of the Japanese 
as biased and discriminatory. Representative Mervyn Dymally (D
CA), the chairman of the Congressional Black caucus in the 100th 
Congress, issued a "Model Japanese Code of Conduct". This called 
on Japanese companies operating' in the United states to engage in 
a vigorous af£irmative action program, and·to fund scholarships to 
enhance the participation of minorities in~cience and engineering 
training. • 

Race and gender discrimination are not new issues to the 
Japanese, Article 14 of the Japanese constitution, that was drawn 
up in 1947, sets forth the legal guarantees of equality, and states 
that people will not be discriminated against due to race, creed, 
sex, social status, or family origin. The legal rights of Japanese 
wo-n were strengthened by the passage of the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Law in 1986. This law is focused on unfair hiring, 
promotion, and assignment procedures. Although these guarantees 
were put in place by the American Occupation, the Japanese have 
been lax in enforcement and there is no effective organization by 
minorities or women in Japan in defense of their rights. 

A consistent and notable feature of Japanese self-awareness 
since world War II has been the sense that they are unique, and 
that the Japanese people are racially, socially, and culturally 
homogeneous. In general the Japanese, because of their lack of 
contact with foreigners, the lack of thoughtful discussion about 
race issues, and the failure of ·their textbooks to effectively 
raise these issues, are not well-informed about diversity. 

There are currently several forms of discrimination practiced 
in Japan: 

Dark-skinned people in general are discriminated 
against by Japanese. Blackness is an undesirable 
trait and blacks in particular have historically 
been treated unkindly in Japanese literature and 
popular writing. 

tZeD are also an object of prejudice. The Japanese 
are anti-semitic though not actively so, There is 
a rich literature about the craftiness and plotting 
of Jews worldwide to undermine Japanese business 
interests. 

The Ainu. Japan's equivalent of the Native American, 
have been discriminated against since earliest 
times. They are an indigenous people quite distinct 
from the Japanese in physical appearance, lifestyle, 
and social organization. 

3 
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Koreans and Chinese, make up more than so percent 
of the permanent foreign residents in Japan, and 
most of them were born in Japan. They pay taxes, 
but cannot hold public office or teach in public 
schools. This is a form of discrimination by 
national origin. 

Other Asians receive discrimination because of their 
national origin. The Japanese have little sense of 
kinship with them and have always had ambivalent 
feelings about their own "Asian-ness". 

The Burakumin, Japan's "invisible race", are 
indistinguishable from Japanese, but have long been 
the focus of caste and occupational discrimination. 

!faen are the most conspicuously discriminated
against segment of Japanese society. Eighty-five 
percent of Japanese women feel discrimination in 
promotions and 72 percent in wages in Japan. Only 
3 percent of the companies in Japan put women in top 
jobs. 

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES 

While there is considerable employment discrimination in the 
Japanese labor market, there is no doubt that the Japanese 
educational system and the corporate training programs prepare an 
excellent and effective workforce for Japanese business. This is 
one area that Americans can learn from. 

What type of corporate assumptions and behavioral practices 
does a Japanese manager bring to his assignment in America? A 
brief listing would include: 

Rigorous testing is required to enter a firm. 

Loyalty is to the head office of the parent company 
in Japan. Locally hired executives have weaker 
authority than their counterparts in the United 
States. 

Japanese have little cross-company job mobility. 
They assume they will work for only one company 
during their working years. The workplace is part 
of a long-term obligation. 

Promotions are based on length of service or age. 

4 
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Japanese managers are generally older and less well 
paid than their American counterparts. 

Labor unions are organized on a company-by-company 
basis and share in the vicissitudes of corporate 
profits. 

Distinctions between blue and white collar workers 
are blurred. Worker-management communication is 
essential. 

The work ethic is one of team-work and continuous 
improvement. 

I 

· Given the performance of the Japanese economy and the 
4edication of the workforce, the Japanese naturally believe that 
their way of doing things has considerable merit. Even American 

l
·_-.ployees acknowledge the benefits of Japanese business practices 
as they apply to the workplace. To be sure the Japanese may seem 
to overemphasize the importance of education, team-work, and 

:corporate loyalty as requirements for employment. Nevertheless, 
'. as long as these practices do not involve race, gender, or national 
_origin discrimination, there is no reason to condemn them. 

tBUILDING GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP 

Structural differences in corporate and government behavior 
.and practices between the United States and Japan have been at the 

;_ heart of bilateral trade friction over the past decade. Trying to 
atrike a balance and identifying strengths and weaknesses on both 

.•ides has been a painful but productive exercise for both nations. 
;Japan is clearly behind the United States in the area of equal 
·•ployment opportunity. Helping the Japanese to be better 
.;aployers in America is clearly related to raising consciousness 
•• 1.n Japan about diversity and discrimination. 

A constructive program to educate Japanese employers in 
berica about American laws and regulations with regard to 

ielaployment is only half of the task. Unless Japanese in Japan 
llegin to have a better understanding about the negative impact of 
their discrimination policies abroad, Japan's ability to be 
accepted as a global partner will be diminished. While the 
,Japanese record for good corporate citizenship in America has not 
1,een something they can take pride in, there are important lessons 
.1:hat can serve as a basis for improvement. Certainly, the first 
step should be for Japanese to take discrimination in their own 
-country more seriously. 

5 
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Mr. LANTOS. I want to thank both of you for outstanding state
ments. Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I just had one question, Mr. Morse, about when you had said the 

Japanese companies are getting smarter. I wanted to ask you ex
actly what you meant by that. 

You cited Honda, and I'm all for getting companies in trouble if 
they are not complying with the law, if they are practicing discrim
ination in the workplace, but if they are improving and they are 
doing a good job-I don't know, it seemed like you were getting 
cynical. "Let's get them in trouble if they are discriminating, and 
then if they are not discriminating, then let's accuse them of know
ing how to play the game or play with numbers." 

When they are getting smarter, does that mean that they are not 
discriminating against American employers and therefore that's 
bad also? 

Mr. MORSE. No. What I think I meant to say was, as we've heard 
all day, American laws and enforcement in this area, how close 
they have to come to the edge to avoid really taking a positive, ag
gressive affirmative action program, to figure it out. What I'm 
saying is that we don't want-

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. How is that different from an American com
pany? How is that different from Ford or IBM, U.S.A.? 

Mr. MORSE. My feeling is that this is a problem which shouldn't 
be looked at legalistically, but it should be looked at more broadly. 
Just getting even American companies-I don't think if they 
march up to the edge and discriminate, that that's right either, but 
I think the thing is so far the Japanese have come in very fast and 
very intensely into the United States, and they've made a lot of 
mistakes. They are learning, but what's going to happen is they 
will also be able to figure out how to do a minimalist type of treat
ment of this issue. 

In my view, we want them just to comply simply with the law. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. We want them to do more than an American 

company. We expect them to comply more fully than any other 
company because they are foreign owned? 

Mr. MORSE. No, we want American companies to do more as 
well. My feeling would be-_ 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. We have laws, and I would hope that we 
would expect companies to fulfill the obligations of those laws and 
expect nothing more from one company because they are foreign 
owned than from any other company. 

Mr. MORSE. You're perfectly correct. I would, however, say that I 
think it's important for the Japanese themselves, as somebody who 
has lived there, know what they do and so on, that they actually 
outperform American companies in their performance just because 
they've benefited so tremendously and continue to benefit so tre
mendously from access to a market that is open and available in a 
way that over the years they have not made their economy as open 
to us. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Well, I would disagree with you. I would hope 
that we would set them to the very same standards and not dis
criminate and practice reverse discrimination against any other 
company. I'm not here defending any company, I don't know 
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.••• Honda, I don't drive a Honda, they don't employ anybody in my 
• district, I've never met with them, I don't know anything about the 
. company, but I would expect them to comply just as much and no 
more than any other company in the United States. 

Mr. Steel, about the testimony that you had given about litiga
. tion and bringing certain companies with discriminatory practices 
to court, would you say-I didn't get that from your testimony-

~ that it's any harder to file suit against a Japanese company? 
~ It seemed to me that if I erased the word "Japanese" from your 

I

·. testimony and I just heard sort of a Ralph Nader speech about how 
•· it's the little guy against the big company, and the same could be 
I said about how difficult it is for any employee to file suit against 
t any company, what is it that you believe makes it harder in a 
! court of law to file suit against any corporation which has discrimi
~ natory practices? 
1. Mr. STEEL. Oh, I don't think it's harder to file suit against Japa
t nese companies. I don't think I said that. I think that as a matter i of fact, Japanese companies or, rather, American subsidiaries of 
~ Japanese companies defend in a variety of ways. Some, when you 
! sue them, from sitting down trying to figure out if the matter can 
[ be settled, if they can enter into an appropriate consent decree to 
t resolve the situation to engaging in endless litigation. 
f Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Like other companies? 
! Mr. STEEL. That's right. Absolutely. 
, Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. I just wanted to be clear that it's just as hard 
t or just as difficult to sue any Japanese company as an American 
i company. 
. Mr. STEEL. Absolutely. What's occurred, of course, though, in the 
t last 2 or 3 years-really the last 10 years, if you look at it-is the 
l that the law, the civil rights law has been eroded and that, of 
1 course, affects enforcement. 
I Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Chairman Lantos and I both voted for that 
! law, so you don't have to preach to us. 
t Mr. STEEL. Against all companies. The erosion helps them all. 
~ Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you. 
! Mr. LANTOS. I want to thank both of you. 
i Before we wrap up the hearing, I want to express my very deep 
r appreciation to the staff that prepared this hearing: Ms. Joy Si
t monson; Ms. Lisa Phillips; and our chief of staff, Mr. Stu Weisberg. 
t It's been enormously informative and this is just the beginning of 
k what will be a series of hearings on this subject. 
1 The committee is adjourned. 
f [Whereupon, at 3:54 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon
! vene subject to the call of the Chair.] 
' 
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EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION BY JAPANESE
OWNED COMPANIES IN THE UNITED STATES 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 8, 1991 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING SUBCOMMITTEE 

OF THE CoMMITTEE ON GoVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 
San Francisco, CA. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 
228, San Francisco City Hall, San Francisco, CA, Hon. Tom Lantos 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Tom Lantos and Christopher Shays. 
Also present: Stuart E. Weisberg, staff director and counsel; Joy 

R. Simonson and Lisa Phillips, professional staff members; and 
Christina J. Tellalian, minority professional staff, Committee on 
Government Operations. 

Mr. LANTOS. The Employment and Housing Subcommittee will 
please come to order. 

This is the second in a series of hearings by the Employment and 
Housing Subcommittee to examine employment discrimination by 
Japanese companies in the United States. 

At our first hearing 2 weeks ago in Washington, DC, we heard 
shocking testimony from American workers about discriminatory 
treatment and denial of advancement opportunities by Japanese
owned companies in the United States. 

We were told of female professionals and account executives at a 
securities company, Nikko Securities, being required to work at the 
reception desk at lunch hour, a duty not shared by their male 
counterparts. 

We heard testimony about a Japanese-owned employment agency 
operating in California, Recruit, which used code words to identify 
potential workers by race, sex, and age, and discriminated regular
ly by not referring applicants based solely on race, sex, and age. 

In one instance on a recruiting form written in Japanese and 
posted in-house was the notation, "Americans and Blacks: No." 

While we do not know or have specific data to measure the 
extent of employment discrimination practiced by Japanese or 
other foreign-owned companies, there does appear to be a pattern 
of discriminatory employment practices unique to Japanese compa
nies operating in the United States. 

The bulk of the top managerial positions of Japanese companies 
are reserved for Japanese nationals who come and go on a rotating 
basis from Japan, usually for 2 or 3 years. With the exception of 
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former Yankees owner, George Steinbrenner, most American com
panies don't change their managers that frequently. 

It also appears that Japanese cultural attitudes toward women 
and the second-class treatment of women in Japan get carried over 
to their employment practices in the United States. 

As one of the witnesses at our earlier hearing observed, at Amer
ican companies discrimination and sexism is an individual act prac
ticed by particular managers and supervisors, whereas in Japanese 
companies it appears to be institutionalized in nature. 

Also, there appears to be very little effort to recruit, hire, or pro
mote minorities, and wherever there are instances they clearly are 
window dressing and tokenism. 

A few days ago, in response to news reports on our earlier hear
ing, we received a very moving letter from a Japanese-American 
woman who worked for one of the Japanese companies in the 
United States. While she generally agreed that Japanese compa
nies discriminate against American males, females, and minorities, 
this woman who waited 11 years for her first promotion wrote, and 
I quote: 

The most oppressed class of employees in Japanese-owned companies in the 
United States is a majority of female Japanese-American employees. Being a Japan
bred bilingual female employee places you at the bottom of the totem pole. The 
most unfortunate truth is that more often than not Japanese-American employees, 
women, are bypassed for promotions or grade-ups in favor of more vocal, boisterous, 
demanding employees because we are relatively quiet, diligent, and trouble-free 
workers, known not to make waves. 

As I emphasized at our first hearing, and I wish to reemphasize 
it at this hearing, I have the highest regard and admiration for the 
Japanese-American community in this country and for its enor
mous contributions to our Nation. Particularly here in California 
we are aware of the uniquely important role played by Japanese
Americans in the economic, academic, political, and cultural life of 
our State. This Nation and this country would be much poorer 
indeed if it were not for the enormous contributions of our own 
Japanese-American citizens. 

I might add parenthetically that some of the finest Members of 
the U.S. Congress happen to be Japanese-Americans, some from 
this State. 

Discrimination, of course, is not exclusively an American, or 
Asian, or European, problem. I am proud that the laws against dis
crimination are strong in our Nation. This subcommittee intends to 
see to it that the laws are followed by employers and enforced by 
supposedly watchdog Federal agencies, such as the Equal Employ
ment Opportunity Commission and the Department of Labor, 
Office of Federal Contract Compliance. 

If a company locates in the United States and hopes to grow and 
profit from our market, we expect and, yes, we demand that it 
follow the law. It is as simple as that. 

Finally, Federal agencies such as the EEOC are either unwilling, 
or unable, or do not have the resources, to examine the extent of 
employment discrimination by Japanese companies in the United 
States. 

I am announcing this morning that I intend to ask the General 
Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress, to conduct an 
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_ extensive study of foreign-owned companies in the United States, 
and their compliance with our equal employment opportunity and 
nondiscrimination laws. 

It gives me extraordinary pleasure to call on my distinguished 
· Republican colleague from Connecticut. Congressman Christopher 
Shays was the strongest voice during our year and a half long 
HUD hearings, 29 in number I believe, and he brought to the HUD 
investigation, as he is bringing to this study, a degree of integrity, 
and intelligence, and commitment to upholding the laws of the 

. United States. The people of Connecticut are indeed fortunate to 
have a man of Congressman Shays' distinction representing them, 
and I am delighted to welcome Congressman Shays. 

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to thank you 
for conducting these very important hearings. And I say to you, as 
I said yesterday, I am grateful to be a member of the Employment 
and Housing Subcommittee of Government Operations because I 
think of the very important work that this committee does, has 
done, and is doing, and will be doing, in part because of the ex
traordinary leadership that you have provided this committee, and 
also because of the fine staff that you have assembled to serve us 
and the work of this committee. 

I just might say, parenthetically, that I noticed as I came into 
this building that some of the archways were shored up. I did not 
find it very comforting your response to my point that I was a little 
uneasy being in San Francisco in the building that was somewhat 
affected by earthquakes. Your response to me was ''Well, if there is 
an· earthquake we will die together." I love you very much, but I 
don't want to die with you. [Laughter.] 

Mr. LANTOS. Let me assure you the earthquakes will be purely 
intellectual ones at the present. 

Before calling the first panel of witnesses the Chair would like to 
express deep appreciation to the committee staff who prepared the 
work for this hearing: Ms. Lisa Phillips, Ms. Joy Simonson, Stu 
Weisberg, Margery Ferrar of my district office, and a very able Re
publican staff person, Christina Tellalian. We are very pleased 
with the quality of work on both sides of the aisle. 

We will now ask the first panel of witnesses to come up to the 
witness table: Mr. John Horton, manager at Toyota at Technical 
Center; Mr. Thomas McDannald, former NEC executive; Mr. Karl 
Biniarz, former branch manager at Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank; Chet 
Mackentire, former Ricoh employee; John Piechota, former Sanwa 
Bank employee; and Ms. Pearl M'Coy, former Sanwa Bank employ
ee. 

If you will please stand and raise your right hand. 
[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. LANTOS. We are pleased to have all of you. We apologize for 

the crowded conditions. We would like to ask all of you to make 
your oral statement as concise as possible. In every instance your 
prepared statement will be entered in its entirety in the record. 

We begin with you, Mr. John Horton, manager of Toyota Techni
cal Center. 

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chairman, my name is Stephen Simon, and I am 
Mr. Horton's attorney. 
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Before the committee begins and Mr. Horton reads his state-
ment, I would like the record to reflect that we are involved in liti
gation at the present time. Mr. Horton has just completed day six 
of a grueling deposition, with no end in sight. We believe designed 
simply to harass him and attempt to determine how many possible 
minute inconsistencies can be drawn from his testimony. That dep
osition will continue tomorrow. 

Mr. Horton is appearing here voluntarily and at his own ex
pense. He is more than happy to assist the committee with this in
vestigation. We would, however, ask that the committee exercise 
some sensitivity with respect to some of the issues in this case. We 
do not wish to play our hand here before representatives of Toyota 
Technical Center and Toyota Motor Corp. Beyond that, however, he 
is here and prepared to proceed. 

Mr. LANTos. Well, we appreciate your statement, and we appreci
ate Mr. Horton's appearance on a voluntary basis. We are sensitive 
to the fact that in many such instances legal proceedings are un
derway. The problem with legal proceedings, as you know as well 
as we do, they may take years to resolve. 

You are at the inquiry stage I take it and since both you and the 
company will ask lots of questions of each other during the course 
of this stage of the legal proceedings, I believe our questions will in 
no way interfere with the ongoing legal process. But I appreciate 
your comment, and we appreciate Mr. Horton's presence. 

You may proceed any way you choose. • 

STATEMENT OF JOHN HORTON, MANAGER, TOYOTA TECHNICAL 
CENTER U.S.A., INC., ACCOMPANIED BY STEPHEN SIMON, AT
TORNEY 

Mr. HORTON. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the com
mittee. Thank you for inviting me here today. 

My name is John Horton, and I have been a middle management 
employee at Toyota Technical Center for over 10 years. I have 
agreed to appear before the committee because of the discriminato
ry employment practices of Toyota Technical Center U.S.A., Inc. 
which have taken place during my term of employment. 

I will refer to Toyota Technical Center U.S.A., Inc. just as Tl'C. 
Mr. LANTos. How long have you been working at Toyota Techni-

cal Center? 
Mr. HORTON. Approximately 10½ years. 
Mr. LANTos. Ten and a half/ ·ears? 
Mr. HORTON. Yes, sir. An before I actually launch into my 

speech I would like to make a correction. It says that I am former 
manager. Actually I am still a manager. 

Mr. LANTOS. You are still a manager. 
Mr. HORTON. At least I was as of 5 p.m. last night. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, w~ have every expectation you will be as of 5 

p.m. this afternoon. 
Mr. HORTON. Thank you. The following is a brief outline of my 

employment history at 'ITC. I was hired by Toyota Technical 
Center on March 16, 1981, as an assistant manager of administra
tion. Currently, my job title is manager of administration. I am in 
charge of purchasing, import and export, and facilities. 

J 
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My first change in job title was in January 1984 when I was re
designated senior assistant manager of administration, a title first 
created at that time and never used again since. 

Then, in January 1988 I was redesignated manager of adminis
tration, the title I currently hold. Until the late 1980's, I was the 
only American manager at TTC. Today, I am one of only very few 
Americans at the managerial level although none of us has ad
vanced beyond middle management. 

During my employment I worked on several of TTC's
Mr. LANTOS. Could I stop you there for a minute? 
Mr. HORTON. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. You say no American has advanced beyond middle 

management. 
Mr. HORTON. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Approximately how many people at Toyota Techni-

cal Center are above middle management? 
Mr. HORTON. In my best estimate 20. 
Mr. LANTOS. Twenty. 
Mr. HORTON. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. And is it safe to assume that all of those are Japa

nese citizens? 
Mr. HORTON. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Is it your inference that some of the middle manage

ment U.S. citizen employees at Toyota Technical Center would be 
qualified to advance to levels above middle management? 

Mr. HORTON. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Are you perhaps implying that some of the people 

above middle management are less qualified to hold those higher 
management jobs than people who are currently middle manage
ment U.S. citizens? 

Mr. HORTON. Well, I think actually my grievance is that Ameri-
cans are not considered for those levels. 

Mr. LANTOS. They are just not considered for those levels. 
Mr. HORTON. Right, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. Please go ahead. 
Mr. HORTON. During my employment I worked on several of 

TTC's expansion projects and was recently involved in the plan
ning, acquisition, and development of the Multi-Purpose Testing 
Facility in Maricopa County, AZ. I represented TTC as liaison in 
negotiations and was commended on my performance, but was 
later replaced with a Japanese national. 

TTC's top management has twice refused to consider me or other 
non-Japanese employees for promotions including promotion to 
general manager of the Arizona testing facility in October 1990. Al
though I and other non-Japanese nationals were clearly qualified 
for the position, it was given without posting to a Japanese nation
al who had worked in the United States only a short time. 

Mr. LANTOS. How long had that individual been working in the 
United States? 

Mr. HORTON. Approximately 1 year. 
Mr. LANTOS. One year. , 
Mr. HORTON. Yes, sir. No reason was ever given to me for the 

failure to promote either myself or another qualified American. 
Other promotions without posting were automatically made on 
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February 1, 1991, from general manager to vice president and also 
from manager to general manager. Both positions went to Japa
nese nationals without consideration to Americans. 

I was also denied promotion to general manager of administra
tion in March 1991. On March 25, my supervisor, Masanobu Ko
daira, chief financial officer, stated that I was not considered for 
the position because I had opposed the differential treatment of 
American staff. 

Mr. LANTOS. Would you repeat that last statement because I find 
it mind-boggling? But go ahead. 

Mr. HORTON. Yes, sir. On March 25, my supervisor, Masanobu 
Kodaira, chief financial officer, stated that I was not considered for 
the promotion because I had opposed the differential treatment of 
American staff. I was originally hired to supposedly lead the Amer
icanization of TTC, but the company has repeatedly rejected my 
calls for race-neutral promotions. 

Over the past 10 years I have received exemplary performance 
appraisals on a consistent basis which changed only when I began 
to complain of discriminatory practices. No one ever informed me 
that I would be dealt with in this fashion when I was originally 
hired. These are but a few examples of the discrimination that 
occurs and has occurred at TTC. 

In order to fully explain the situation of Americans and other 
non-Japanese employees at TTC I will briefly need to describe 
TTC's relationship to its parent company, Toyota Motor Corp. of 
Japan, which I will just refer to as TMC. 

TMC controls the policies and procedures of certain domestic cor
porations such as TTC through ownership and manipulation of 
stock issues, interlocking board of directors and interchangeable 
corporate officers so that for all practical intents and purposes the 
domestic corporation has no independent authority or identity. 

TTC is structured in this manner so that TMC can exercise con
trol over the day to day operations. At all times TTC has had 80 
percent of its stock directly owned by TMC with the remaining 20 
percent owned by other TMC subsidiaries or other captive entities. 

TTC is used as a rotating training ground for executives and non
executives of Toyota Motor Corp. of Japan which consistently 
brings in Japanese nationals to perform job duties for which quali
fied Americans exist. This prevents United States citizens and non
Japanese nationals from advancing in TTC and inevitably Toyota 
Motor Corp. 

TTC has only limited opportunities available to employees of 
Toyota Technical Center who are not Japanese nationals. For ex
ample, the company has periodically manufactured new levels of 
authority to insert between my position and that of upper manage
ment so as to exclude myself and others from competitive promo
tions and advancements. 

They have refused to rotate me or other non-Japanese nationals 
to Japan and have prevented me from working with Japanese offi
cials overseas, both of which activities are considered crucial to an 
employee's ability to advance within the corporation. 

In the past, the company has used the excuse that Americans do 
not know the Japanese way, or don't know the Toyota way, or do 
not speak the Japanese language. I have lived and worked in 
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Japan; I speak Japanese, and I have been willing to relocate to 
Japan. 

Furthermore, 'ITC has instructed me not to speak the Japanese 
language to coworkers and Japanese nationals and has prohibited 
Japanese employees from speaking their language to me. 

Mr. SHAYS. Could I just ask you-
Mr. HORTON. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SHAYS [continuing]. Was any explanation given as to why? 
Mr. HORTON. Well, one explanation that I recall was that this is 

America and we should speak English, but then they would turn 
on their heel and have a 2 hour conversation with a coworker in 
Japanese. 

Mr. SHAYS. But you are telling us that you speak fluent Japa
nese? Let me put it this way, do you speak fluent that you can 
communicate? How would you grade your ability to speak Japa
nese? 

Mr. HORTON. That had been asked of me many times, and what I 
decided to do last year was to put myself through a testing process, 
and I decided to take every course that UCLA had to offer on the 
subject. I have now completed four and have three A's and a B+, 
and I have a lot of letters from Japanese instructors that would be 
willing to answer that in more detail. 

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you. 
Mr. LANTOS. But of course one way to bring your level of Japa

nese proficiency higher would be for you to be able to communicate 
in Japanese with your Japanese fellow workers. 

Mr. HORTON. Absolutely. That is correct, sir. 'ITC has also cre
ated dual management positions which require non-Japanese na
tionals with allegedly management responsibilities to report to a 
parallel Japanese national manager thereby depriving them of any 
real authority or ability to rise and achieve on a competitive basis. 

Thus, non-Japanese middle management has in all instances 
been required to report to Japanese nationals. The effect of these 
practices that been the creation of the so-called "glass ceiling" 
which keeps non-Japanese employees from rising to the higher ex
ecutive levels at 'ITC or Toyota Motor Corp. of Japan. 

So, finally, the complaint that I have filed against Toyota 
through my attorneys, Greenberg & Simon of Santa Monica, CA, 
alleges employment discrimination, breach of contract, intentional 
interference with contractual relationships, breach of implied cov
enant of good faith and fair dealing, fraud, and violation of civil 
rights. 

There has been no response to date from Toyota on this matter 
other than a general denial, and, as Mr. Simon had said, some sev
eral days of deposition. 

In September 1990 I wrote a letter of grievance to Mr. Kenz Ito, 
former executive vice president of 'ITC. The grievance outlined 
many of my complaints regarding the differential treatment be
tween the American and Japan staff and requested that these prac
tices cease. 

Approximately 2 or 3 months later I replied to Mr. Ito that he 
was unable to remedy the situation. I then informed him that 
unless things changed I would have to take the grievance outside of 
the company. 
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On April 30, 1991, very recently, Mr. James Griffith, formerly of 
Redken Industries and TRW, was hired as the general manager of 
administration. This is the first non-Japanese national to achieve 
such position. Curiously, Mr. Griffith, who I think is a fine individ
ual, does not speak the Japanese language, nor has he previously 
worked for a Japanese company. I believe his hiring is a direct re
sponse to my grievance to Mr. Ito, and amounts to nothing more 
than a smokescreen. Whether Mr. Griffith ever achieves a real 
level of authority in the company will depend upon the outcome of 
my lawsuit and perhaps these hearings. Hopefully, Mr. Griffith 
will benefit from both. My career, of course, is over. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Horton follows:] 
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Prepared Statement of John Horton, Manager, Toyota Technical Center U.S.A., Inc. 

My name is John Horton, and I have been a middle 

management employee of Toyota Technical center for over ten years. 

I have agreed to appear before the Committee because of the 

discriminatory employment practices of Toyota Technical Center 

U.S.A., Inc. (TTC) which have taken place during my term of 

employment. 

The following is a brief outline of my employment history 

at TTC. I was hired by Toyota Technical Center on March 16, 1981 

as an Assistant Manager of Administration. Currently, my job title 

is Manager of Administration. 

and export, and facilities. 

I am in charge of purchasing, import 

My first change in job title, was in 

January of 1984 when I was redesignated Senior Assistant Manager 

of Administration, a title first created at that time and never 

used again since. Then, in January of 1988 I was redesignated 

Manager of Administration, the title I currently hold. Until the 

late 1980's, I was the only American Manager at TTC. Today, I am 

one of only very few Americans at the Managerial level although 

none of us has advanced beyond middle management. 

During my employment I worked on several of TTC's 
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expansion projects and was recently involved in the planning, 

acquisition, and development of the Multi-Purpose Testing Facility 

in Maricopa county, Arizona. I represented TTC as liaison in 

negotiations and was commended on my performance, but was later 

replaced with a Japanese National. 

TTC's top management has twice refused to consider me or 

other Non-Japanese employees for promotions including promotion to 

General Manager of the Arizona Testing Facility in October 1990. 

Although I and other non-Japanese Nationals were clearly qualified 

for the position it was given without posting to a Japanese 

National who had worked in the United States only a short time. 

Previously it had been the practice among Japan staff to appoint 

as General Manager that Manager with the greatest involvement in 

the project. No reason was ever given to me for the failure to 

promote either myself or another qualified American. Other 

promotions without posting were automatically made on 01 February 

1991 from General Manager to Vice-President and also from Manager 

to General Manager. Both positions went to Japanese Nationals 

without consideration to Americans. 

I was also denied promotion to General Manager of 

Administration in March 1991. On March 25, my supervisor, Masanobu 

Kodaira, Chief Financial Officer, stated that I was not considered 

for the position because I had opposed the differential treatment 

of American staff. I was originally hired to supposedly lead the 

Americani·zation of TTC, but the company has repeatedly rejected my 
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calls for race neutral promotions. over the past 10 years, I have 

received exemplary performance appraisals on a consistent basis 

which changed only when I began to complain of discriminatory 

practices. No one ever informed me that I would be dealt with in 

this fashion when I was originally hired. These are but a few 

examples of the discrimination that occurs and has occurred at TTC. 

In order to fully explain .the situation of American and 

other Non-Japanese employees at TTC, I will need to describe TTC's 

relationship to its parent company, Toyota Motor Corporation of 

Japan. TMC controls the policies and procedures of certain 

domestic corporations such as TTC through ownership and 

manipulation of stock issues, interlocking boards of directors and 

interchangeable corporate officers so that for all practical 

intents and purposes, the domestic corporation has no independent 

authority or identity. TTC is structured in this manner so that 

TMC can exercise control over its day to day operations. At all 

times TTC has had 80% of its stock directly owned by TMC with the 

remaining 20% owned by other TMC subsidiaries or other captive 

entities. 

TTC is used as a rotating ground for executives and non

executives of Toyota Motor Corporation of Japan who consistently 

bring in Japanese Nationals to perform job duties for which 

qualified Americans exist. This prevents U.S. citizens and Non

Japanese Nationals from advancing in TTC and inevitably Toyota 

Motor Corporation. 
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TTC has only limited opportunities available to employees 

of Toyota Technical Center who are not Japanese Nationals. For 

example, the company has periodically manufactured new levels of 

authority to insert between my position and that of upper 

management so as to exclude myself and others from competitive 

promotions and advancements. They have refused to rotate me or 

other non-Japanese Nationals to Japan and have prevented me from 

working with Japanese officials overseas, both of which activities 

are considered crucial to an employee's ability to advance within 

the corporation. In the past, the company has used the excuse that 

Americans do not know the Japanese way or do not speak the Japanese 

language. I have lived and worked in Japan; I speak Japanese, and 

I have been willing to relocate to Japan. 

Furthermore, TTC has instructed me not to speak the 

Japanese language to co-workers and Japanese Nationals and has 

prohibited Japanese employees from speaking their language in my 

presence thereby effectively excluding me from contact with all but 

a select group of company officials. 

Further acts and occurrences of discrimination at TTC 

include discriminatory salary and benefit packages in favor of 

Japanese Nationals. In fact, I believe I am the lowest paid of all 

managers at my level, only a very few of which are Americans. No 

reason has been given for these salary inequities. TTC also 

employs discriminatory processes of selection for promotion in 
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favor of Japanese Nationals and discriminatory treatment of non

Japanese Nationals with respect to terms and conditions of 

employment. These are based solely on race and national origin 

considerations. This in effect creates a glass wall between 

American and Japanese National employees at TTC. The Japanese 

Nationals have their own Human Resource manager and Payroll 

manager. In addition all other functions of employment of Japanese 

Nationals are controlled by the "Japan staff". Whereas Americans 

report to American and Japanese Nationals, Japanese Nationals do 

not report to Americans. 

TTC has also created dual management positions which 

require non-Japanese Nationals with allegedly management 

responsibility to report to a parallel Japanese National Manager 

thereby depriving them of any real authority or ability to rise and 

achieve on a competitive basis. Thus non-Japanese Middle 

Management is in all instances required to report to Japanese 

Nationals. The effect of these practices has been the creation of 

the so-called "glass ceiling" which keeps non-Japanese employees 

from rising to the higher executive roles at TTC or Toyota Motor 

corporation of Japan. 

The complaint that I have filed against Toyota, through 

my attorneys, Greenberg & Simon of Santa Monica, California, 

alleges employment discrimination, breach of contract, intentional 

interference with contractual relationships, breach of implied 

covenant of good faith and fair dealing, fraud, and violation of 
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civil rights. 

There has been no response to date from Toyota on this 

matter other than a general denial. Thank you. 

questions? 

Are there any 

l ; 

' j 
' 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Horton. We will have a 
number of questions to ask of you later. 

We will now go to Mr. Thomas McDannald, former NEC execu
tive. Your prepared statement will be entered in the record in its 
entirety. You may proceed any way you choose. 

STATEMENT OF THOMAS McDANNALD, FORMER NEC EXECUTIVE 

Mr. MCDANNALD. Thank you. Thank you for asking me to appear 
before this committee. Like Mr. Horton next to me, I had filed a 
lawsuit against my former employer, NEC Electronics, back in 
1987. That case was resolved in 1988 on the day of the trial. The 
terms and conditions of that settlement were kept secret. I cannot 
talk about that. In addition to that, all of the documents that have 
been submitted--

Mr. LANTOS. Could I ask a question with respect to the terms of 
the settlement? 

Mr. MCDANNALD. Sure. 
Mr. LANTOS. Not the details of the settlement because as you say 

part of the settlement was that it be kept secret. Was the settle
ment kept secret at your request or at the request of the company? 

Mr. McDANNALD. I believe it was kept at the request of the 
court. I believe it was a mutually agreed upon thing. 

Mr. LANTOS. OK. Go ahead. 
Mr. McDANNALD. In addition to that, all of the documents that 

had been submitted during discovery were sealed at that particular 
time and are no longer available for any type of perusal. 

As far as myself is concerned, I worked for approximately 16 
years at Rockwell International in southern California. The highest 
position I held at that corporation was director of employee and 
labor relations. 

I terminated from Rockwell International in 1970 and accepted a 
job with Raytheon Co., a semiconductor division up in Mountview, 
CA. During my period at Raytheon I served as an investor rela
tions manager, an international assembly manager with responsi
bilities in Mexico, the Philippines, and in Southeast Asia. 

In January 1979 I was recruited by a company called Electronic 
Arrays that had just been acquired by NEC Corp. I went to work 
for Electronic Arrays and NEC Corp. in April 1979 and worked 
continuously for them until if I recall correctly it was August or 
September 1987, at which time they discharged me. 

I started out with NEC and Electronic Arrays as a director of 
human resources. In 1980 I was promoted to vice president of 
human resources and administration. 

In 1982 the corporation, which had three subsidiaries, one in 
Boston, MA, one in Sunnyvale, CA, and one in Mountview, CA, it 
was decided to merge these corporations, these three subsidiaries, 
into one corporation. I was given part of the responsibility for 
merging those three entities and the corporation was in fact 
merged sometime I think in 1983. 

At that point in time, either late 1982 or 1983, I was promoted to 
vice president of administration for the consolidated corporation. I 
was placed on the board of directors for the company. 

i 
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The responsibilities I had over most of this period of time was I 
was responsible for the legal department, business planning depart
ment, government and public relations department, management 
information group, human resources, corporate services, and was a 
director on the board of directors. 

From the period of the acquisition that I was there from 1979 
through 1984 the basic words that were mouthed by NEC officials, 
whether they were assigned here in the United States or in Japan, 
was that the company was an American company, they wanted to 
retain it as an American company, and it would be run by Ameri
cans. 

This seemingly changed during the-not only seemingly, it did in 
fact change during the 1984-85 time period. Up until that point in 
time there were probably, oh, I would guess not more than five or 
six Japanese nationals working within the company. 

Unlike something in your opening comments, Mr. Chairman, and 
some of the things Mr. Horton had said, we started out as an 
American company and over a period of years became more and 
more Japanized as more and more individuals from Japan were 
brought over to the United States and operating the company. 

In 1984, maybe it was late 1983, we opened a manufacturing fa
cility in Roseville, CA, and at that point in time a number of Japa
nese nationals came over extensively to do what was called a tech
nology transfer. Up until the time I left either those individuals or 
their replacements were still there. As a consequence there certain
ly was a deprivation of opportunities for individuals in that manu
facturing facility for advancement. 

In late 1984 the president of the consolidated company, who was 
a Japanese national, notified each of the American managers 
within the company and the board of directors that he was resign
ing from NEC subsidiary and the corporation and was joining an 
American corporation which would be a subsidiary of an American 
corporation in Japan. He was succeeded by an individual who-

Mr. LANT0S. Could I ask you to sort of skip some of these details 
and come to the basic issue we are dealing with? 

Mr. McDANNALD. OK. In late 1984 a new president was selected 
as a result of this individual leaving. His first act to me in January 
1985 was he called me into his office and told me he wanted me to 
fire the vice president of manufacturing who was also on the board 
of directors. His purpose for firing the vice president of manufac
turing was that he had suggested that this Japanese national was 
not qualified to be president of the company, that he "rejected me" 
and as a consequence wanted him fired. 

I told him there were some problems there, that the individual 
had performed his work very, very well, that there was no basis for 
discharge. He said, "I want him out of here anyway." I was in
structed to go talk with the individual and try to negotiate some 
sort of a departure for him. That departure was eventually negoti
ated over a period of time, and the individual left about September 
1985. 

During this entire period of time there were more and more Jap
anese nationals being brought into the company. There were nu
merous discussions about how it would be important for the compa
ny to have these nationals in NEC Electronics so they could com-
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municate directly with Tokyo, the communications problem being 
the one that they seemed to be most interested about. 

It was pretty clear to me that it was not so much that, but they 
just wanted the Japanese to be in control of the company and cer
tainly not the American management of that company. 

During the period of time that all of this was going on they 
ended up with a VP of manufacturing, a VP of finance, they 
brought in under me a vice president of human resources who was 
Japanese, again ostensively so he could communicate with Japan 
in a better way. I don't know what that has got to do with running 
a human resources department in the United States, but neverthe
less that is what they wanted to do and they did it. They brought 
individuals into the marketing departments. 

I guess maybe in just kind of a roundup or summary of what I 
guess I am trying to say is that what started out as an American 
company, in my view, became nothing more than a satellite for a 
Japanese corporation. It was clear to me they wanted control from 
Tokyo. It was clear to me that they were not going to allow the 
Americans to run that company as they did earlier profess they 
were going to do. 

Most of the Americans that were in there have gone and are no 
longer there. I haven't the foggiest idea who is running the compa
ny now, but the pattern I believe of discrimination over a period of 
time is pretty evident. 

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. McDannald. 
We next hear from Mr. Karl Biniarz, former branch manager of 

Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank. 

STATEMENT OF KARL JOACHIM BINIARZ, FORMER BRANCH 
MANAGER, DAI-ICHI KANGYO BANK 

Mr. BINIARZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of this 
committee, for the opportunity for me to give testimony as it re
lates to the discrimination practiced by my former employer, Dai
Ichi Kangyo Bank of California, hereafter collectively referred to 
as DKB of California, or Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank Ltd. Agency in 
California. • 

My employment at DKB of California commenced on September 
14, 1987, as vice president and manager of the bank's San Diego 
branch and was involuntarily terminated when I was physically at
tacked by my direct supervisor on March 16, 1990. In my capacity I 
was to be in full charge of the branch. Although at---

Mr. LANTOS. What do you mean physically attacked? 
Mr. BINIARZ. I was struck across my chest by his arm. 
Mr. LANTOS. And what was the alleged provocation for that? 
Mr. BINIARZ. In my attorney's and in my opinion, since I am in 

court, it was that I was not subservient enough to either listen to 
his discussion or for another reason, because I was talking to an
other Japanese officer of the bank at the time. 

Although at the time of my employment I was led to believe that 
I had full authority for hirings, promotions, and terminations, even 
simple day to day matters, I had no authority whatsoever without 
checking with the bank's head office in Los Angeles. 
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The head of personnel in Los Angeles, a United States national, 
never made decisions without prior checking and receiving approv
al from her superior, a Japanese expatriate national. 

Officer and nonofficer staff we intended to hire for San Diego re
ceived the closest of scrutiny. I was informed to have a "proper 
profile" for a loan officer position. A Japanese senior executive of 
DKB of California instructed me that a proper profile meant "No 
Women or Blacks" for consideration. 

I was also informed--
Mr. LANTOS. Who told you this? 
Mr. BINIARZ. My immediate superior officer, a gentleman by the 

name of Mr. Nakai, who was at that point in time senior executive 
vice president of the bank. 

Mr. LANT0S. He gave you this directive orally? 
Mr. BINIARZ. He told me this verbally on the way back from 

lunch to the branch on the street, obviously not in the branch. 
Mr. LANTOS. No women and no blacks? 
Mr. BINIARZ. That is right. I was also informed by a Japanese of

ficial that after having hired two Filipino-Americans in the San 
Diego office that it was "sort of given that Filipinos in general tend 
to be somewhat lazy." I took that to mean that hiring even Filipi
nos was inappropriate for the bank. I have attached a memo by a 
caucasian senior vice president of the bank written to Japanese 
bank officials corroborating my experience with the bank. 

I made recommendations for promotions in grade or new job re
sponsibilities. I made several recommendations to train one very 
competent female employee for an eventual loan officer position. 
The same VP of personnel continued to caution me on an irregular 
and intermittent basis that "She did not feel the bank would wish 
to entertain a female loan platform officer" and "I most probably 
was wasting my time and energy to do so." 

It has been confirmed by deposition testimony under oath by a 
senior vice president-non-Japanese-that an executive search 
firm was called by a Japanese expatriate officer of DKB and told 
that candidates the search firm sends to interview should not be 
blacks or women. 

As VP/manager in the San Diego branch I was on a paripassus 
basis with three other branch managers of the bank. DKB of Cali
fornia operates only four branches in California. Yet, while three 
Japanese expatriate managers received a 13th and, indeed, a 14th 
salary and automatic bonuses, I did not receive similar renumera
tion. 

The expatriate Japanese management's discriminatory employ
ment practices included but were not limited to areas previously 
mentioned but more specifically involved absolute lack of authority 
for American officers in their delegated limits making them effec
tively "Ambassadors without Portfolio." 

While employed at the bank there was clear evidence that the 
bank in its business efforts within California made a conscious 
effort to evade its corporate responsibilities in connection with the 
Community Reinvestment Act [CRA] compliance. 

The bank went so far as to remove Yellow Pages advertisement 
listings in Los Angeles so that it wouldn't be bothered in what it 
considered worthless credit requests. I was informed to cancel our 
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Yellow Pages advertising program in San Diego which had been 
previously designed by myself and my assistant to effectively reach 
minorities and implement the CRA compliance. 

I have been asked to make recommendations to this committee 
on overcoming the problems experienced at DKB of California per
taining to discrimination in employment practices. Certainly the 
most important is to fully integrate the U.S. nationals into the de
cisionmaking processes of DKB of California and vest the authority 
in the cadre of local officers letting them become an integral part 
of management. 

We in the United States have and continue to have our eyes 
closed to the very favorable circumstances surrounding Japanese 
expatriates who enter into the United States and playing major 
parts in subsidiary corporation activities under existing "Mer
chant-Treaty Visa" laws. Perhaps this type of arrangement had 
some direct benefit from both governments in the past, but its ad
vantage today clearly belongs to Japanese entities and their abili
ties to continually rotate senior management staff from their base 
for assignment to the United States resulting in a large degree of 
disregard for advancement to more senior positions by well quali
fied domestic U.S. managers. 

Additionally, banking authorities are lax in their supervision 
and analyses of foreign financial institutions which operate as sub
sidiaries in our country to see that they comply fully with our 
laws. 

Sufficient information is at hand that other Japanese-United 
States subsidiary banking operations have similar management de
ficiencies. Such practices will surely lead to more serious medium 
and long-term problems in discrimination, in employment, and in 
lending practices. 

I need not remind this committee of the dismal banking situation 
in the United States currently. The facts outlined make matters all 
the worse. I thank you for your attentiveness. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Biniarz follows:] 
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TESTIMONY OF KARL JOACHIM BINIARZ TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 102 nd 
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, COOO:TTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 
EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING SUBCOMMITTEE. Rayburn House Office Building, Room 
B-349-A, Washington, D.C. 20515. 
Hearing Room: Room 228, San Francisco City Hall, 400 Van Ness Ave. San Francisco, 

California. August 8, 1991 at 10:00 a.m. 

I thank the Honorable Ladies and Gentlemen of the U.S. House of Representatives 
for the opportunity to appear before your Committee in order to give testimony 

specifically as it relates to the discrimination practiced by my former employer 

and which I either personally experienced or observed at the DAI-ICHI KANGYO BANK 
OF CALIFORNIA (hereafter referred to as DKB of California) or the Dsi-Ichi Kangyo 

Bank Ltd. Agency in California. 

Hy employment at DKB of California commenced Sept. 14, 1987 aa Vice President and 

Manager of the bank's San Diego, California branch and was involuntatialy ter

minated when I was physically attacked by my direct supervisor on March 16, 1990. 

In my capacity as VP/Manager San Diego and within the authority supposedly dele

gated to me, I was to be in full charge of the branch's Business Development 

efforts for San Diego County. Although at the time of my employment I was led to 

believe that I had full authority for hirings, promotions and terminations, in 

reality even simple day to day matters such as operational ones were without 
authority whatsoever without checking with Personnel Department in the bank's 

Head Office, Los Angeles. The Head of Personnel in Los Angeles (a U.S. National) 

never made any decisions without prior to checking and receiving approval from 

her superior; a Japanese Expatriate National. The chairman who hired me for DKB 

of California was a Japanese Expatriate National. Official and non-officer staff 

we intended to hire for the San Diego Branch received the closest of scrutiny. I 
was informed th have a "proper profile" for a loan officer position. A Japanese 

Senior Executive of DKB of California instructed me that a proper profile meant 
"No Women or Blacks" for consideration. I was also informed by Japanese Officials 

of the bank after having hired two Filipino/Americans that it was "sort of given 

that Filipinos in general tend to be somewhat lazy". I took that to mean that 

hiring even Filipinos was inappropriate for the bank. I have attached a memo by a 

caucasian Senior Vice President of the bank written to Japanese Bank Officials 

corroborating my experiences with the bank. 
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I made recommendations for promotions in grade or new job responsibilities based 

upon gender to the bank. I made several recommendations to train one very competen 

female employee for an eventual loan officer position. The VP of Personnel con

tinued to caution me on an irregular and intermittend basis that "She did not feel 

the bank would wish to entertain a female loan i)latform officer" and "I most prob

ably was wasting my time and energy to do so". 

It has been confirmed by deposition testimony under oath by a Senior Vice Presi

dent (non-Japanese) that an executive search firm was called by a Japanese Ex

pa~riate Officer of DKB and told that candidates the search firm sends to inter

view should not be Blacks or Women. 

As VP/Manager- San Diego Branch, I was on a jlari-i>assus basis with three other 

branch managers of the bank. DKB of California operates only four branches in 

California. Yet, while three Japanese Expatriate Managers received a 13th and, 

indeed, a 14th salary and automatic bonuses, I did not receive similar remuner

ation; albeit, the turn-arountl performance of the unit I managed was the strong

est of all branc~es. There was no basis or reason why such discriminatory treat

ment should exist in a U.S. subsidiary; differentiating between U.S. staff doing 

the same job as a Japanese Exjlatriate National. The reason given bf the bank was 

that these managers "were under contract" from Ja.,an and therefore ti1e bank had 

to jlSJ t:1em sti;,ulated salaries and bonuses w!let:1er they earned them or not. 

The Expatriate Japanese ~.anagement's discriminatory emJloyment practices included 

but were not limited to areas previously mentioned but more specifically involved 

absolute lack of authority for American Officers~anagers in t,1eir delegated 

authority; makin;; the" effectively "Ambassadors without Portfolio". As all de

cisions are basically made in a "group" and that groui> within L'l<B of California 

was limited to only Exjlatriate Japanese Manageruent, DKB of California was run as 

if it was in fact, a dom~stic Japan2se bank operating in Japan. 

While e~ployed with the bank, there was clear evidence that DKB of California 

in its business efforts within California made a conscious effort to evade its 

coq>orata responsibilities in connection with Comcunity Re-invest::ent Act ("CRA") 

compliance. The bank went so far as to reC10ve the bank's yellow page advertise-
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ment listin6 in Los Angeles so that it won't have to be bothered with what it 

consi~ered worthless credit requests. Such requests of credit would include 

SBA loans, loans to minorities, concessionary interest rate loans to the local 

co1Du1unity and similar businass opportunities. As part of my job I was informed 

to be in charge of C~A comvliance for San Diego Branch. I was informed to cancel 

our yellow page advertising progra;n which had been previously designed to effec

tively reach the minority and implement the CRA. I vehemently op.i)Osed this can

cellation of racially biased lending by the bank to the Senior Credit Officer and 

Head of Plannin~ of D~B of California; a Japanese Expatriate National. Thereafter 

I was retaliated a0ainst by the jank's constant scrutiny of loans submitted by 

my branch as compared to those sub~itted bt Japanese Exvatriate National Managers 

of other branc~es. 

I have been asked to make recommendations to this co1o1,,;ittee on overc~ing the 

problems I have e::perienced at D~B of California pertaining to discri::iir.ation 

in e:nployce,,t practices. Certainlt the most i@i1orta11t criteria is to fully inte

grate U.S. Natio::als i.lto the decisio,, ruakiilg ,irocesses of DKB of California and 

vest the authority in the cadre of local officers; letting them beco~e an inte6-

ral part of the m~na6ement i1rocess for which they have been employed. The struc

ture, for;aat, ar.c. oi1eratio,, of DlCB of California is so tightly controlled, it 

is in effect ''Little Ja.,an"; operating unC:er the gai.:;e of leaitir.lact in this 

country, while in realitj it is no more than a 100% Japanas« Expatriate run 

bankina operation, run exclusively to the benefit of Japanese employeee to the 

exclusion of e~ual opjK)rtunity for non-Japanese eQployees. Until this is changed 

little can be done to prevent future wronLdoin:;s of the !,ind I have experienced. 

AdditionallJ, we in the United State~ have, and continua to have, our eyes closed 

to the verJ favorable circi,mstances surrounding Japsnase Ex;,atriates to enter into 

the United States and play raejor parts in suh~idiart corporation activities in 

the U.S. under the existing "11erc'.,ant-Treaty Visa" law on our books vs. much more 

rigorous require::ieuts we have for n,ost ot'1er natioas. Perha.,s this type arrange

ment had smae direct benefit for both 6overn:nents in th:e p;;st, but its arlvanta:;e 

today clearl) belongs to Japanese entiti;,s in their abilities to continually ro

tate senior raana~ement staff ccmhers from their hoca or ot~er base for assi~nment 

to t!1e U.S.; resultin6 in a lar;;e degre:e of disre;s.:.rd for advancec,ent to raore 

senior jlOSitio1\S by well <;_ualiiie1 domestic U.S. mana:;~re. 
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Additionally, banking authorities are lax in their supervision and analyses of 
foreign financial institutions which operate as subsidiaries in our country to 

see that such banks comply fully with our U.S. domestic laws; and, as it per

tains in particular to Japanese banks situated in California. A former Super

intendent of Banks for the State of California personally told me he felt that 

Japanese banks exercise such financial pressure and such a large scope of in

vestment in California, that he felt "No one really wished to rock the boat at 

the State level too much". This I believe may exist at the National level as well. 

Sufficient information is at hand that other Japanese U.S. subsidiary banking 

operations have the same management deficiencies as were evidenced by my person 

at DKB of California. Such practices will surely lead to more serious medium 

and long term problems in discrimination in employment and lending practices. 

U.S. Executive Search firms have frequently commented that it is normal prac-

tice for many not to consider U.S. Nationals that work for Ja~~nese banks for 

positions other than another Japanese employer. This is because it 

is known in the marketplace that the U.S. manager, after having been employed 

at a Japanese bank cannot be relied on for independent decision making abili

ties but instead probably has all the attributes of a "group" or consensus 

thinker. While this in itself is not necessarialy a negative quality, overall 

the entrepreneurial abilities most sought after probably have been dissipated. 

This single fact alone, if not curtailed, will substantially dep\ete the banking 

capabilities and national financial resources we must depend on to operate our 

day to day financial institutions in America. That, ladies and gentlemen is the 

crux of the matter. 

Finally, I need not remind you of the dismal banking situation currently and 

the facts outlined makes matters all the worse. 

I thank the committee for its attentiveness. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Biniarz. Our next wit
ness is Mr. Chet Mackentire, former Ricoh employee. Mr. Macken
tire. 

STATEMENT OF CHET MACKENTIRE, FORMER RICOH EMPLOYEE 

Mr. MACKENTIRE. Thank you. Chairman Lantos, respected Mem
bers of Congress, support staff, fellow witnesses, members of the 
audience, and media representatives. 

First, I would like to express my deepest respect and apprecia
tion to all those responsible in these hearings. August 1991, will 
mark 3 years of my pursuit of justice through the highest levels of 
our U.S. Government regarding fair employment treatment of 
American workers on American soil. 

The EEOC after a thorough investigation of my complaint estab
lished probable cause of discrimination, a violation of title 7. Less 
than 5 percent of all cases investigated by them are ever found in 
favor of the charging party. This was a significant accomplishment 
I think. 

What happened? After working 15 years for several major lead
ing technology United States corporations, Xerox, Wang, Intel, a 
European giant, N.V. Phillips, I went to work in August 1987 for 
Ricoh. This decision was made for three primary reasons: 

(A) In nearly all the high technology sectors the United States 
and Europe have been losing to the Japanese. 

(B) Considering the globalization of markets and Japanese 
strength in same I thought it best for my long-term career goals to 
go to work for a Japanese company and based upon prior reading 
in 1987 their treatment of employees is second to none. 

In June 1988, 9 months later, feeling professionally raped, per
haps much like a woman being violated and having no control, I 
was terminated through a reduction in force. The basis was that 
they were losing money and getting out of the product area for 
which I was hired. 

Within 1 ½ years of my exit they became No. 2, next to Sony, in 
the worldwide marketplace. This technology is used by the U.S. 
Army, the IRS, American Express, and a host of other applications. 
The company, Ricoh Corp., is a United States tentacle of Ricoh Co., 
Ltd. of Japan. 

Particular details of my encounter with this multinational 
Japan-based conglomerate are as follows: 

Recognizing them as a technology leader I responded to a news
paper ad in the San Jose Mercury News in late summer of 1987. 
The job title was "original equipment OEM sales manager." The 
job description later confirmed during interview and actual work 
performed was more of a business development manager. They 
needed someone to build from ground zero a business base in the 
United States for future products. The only problem was for an ex
isting version product they had an exclusive U.S. agent, MAXTOR 
Corp. 

At this time, late 1987, Ricoh needed an ear to the ground to get 
direct feedback regarding strategies necessary to compete. They 
had no Japanese nationals qualified to perform this task, so I be
lieve I was hired. Apparently, they were quite impressed with my 
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qualifications as they agreed to pay me 40 percent more than the 
job slot allowed. With this increase it was still $10,000 less than I 
had made 2 years prior in a very similar situation. 

I interviewed with the highest level of Japanese nationals in the 
San Jose office. During the interview with Mr. Itoh, then acting 
president, two key exchanges took place. I asked who had final ap
proval on the budgets, Japan or the United States. He stated he 
did. Later it was learned this was not true, Japan controlled the 
pocketbook. The other exchange had to do with Japan bashing 
going on at that time, specifically Toshiba and their dealing with 
Russia. I explained I had much respect for the Japanese. Their suc
cess speaks for itself, and I felt much could be learned from each 
other. 

Regarding representations made to me about the opportunity it 
was very clearly stated they were a very successful, wealthy com
pany, had many new products coming. This was the department to 
be in as they were unique with a direct line back at Japan and a 
leader who was a key member of executive staff, somewhat like a 
godfather. 

When asked about specific future career opportunities I was told 
by my soon to be Japanese national boss if I performed as adver
tised the following: 

He would be going back to Japan and his job might be possible. 
Not true. Today, almost 4 years later, there have been three divi
sion heads, all have been Japanese nationals, and to my knowledge 
those positions have never been advertised in the United States 
anywhere. 

According to testimony by company representatives nearly all di
vision heads throughout their United States operations are Japa
nese nationals for two reasons. One, each division has profit and 
loss responsibility to the mother company in Japan; and two, they 
need division heads who they can rely on. 

Additionally, when the Japanese were assigned here to the 
United States from the mother company, they are placed within 
the United States operation at the complete discretion of the Japa
nese parent. These nationals are not given a job classification ac
cording to the U.S. Base Personnel Policy Guidelines as their 
American counterparts. For job class pay scale they are given a JR 
rating, Japanese rep. 

Another thing said to me was that since the company had many 
new products coming and is growing I might be able to get involved 
with these other technology areas. 

Going in there were two flavors of products in the group I was 
assigned to, an older technology product, something like a Ford 
Edsel, a newer technology stealth, the 16 cylinder Ferrari. My boss 
said to me, "Go do it. Find a racetrack for this Ferrari. This is to
tally your responsibility. I have my hands full with the Edsel. Your 
results will speak for themselves." He stated I would have no in
volvement with the Edsel. 

Within the next 4 months strategic plans were developed, major 
account opportunities put on the table, and critical product fea
tures suggested. In December 1987, a presentation was made to top 
management in Japan. In early 1988 additional presentations were 
made here in the States to top Japanese management. 
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About this time the Edsel continued having difficulty. Since it 
was assigned within the division I worked I asked about its rela
tionship to my activity. My boss said, "Work harder. Your product 
is competitive." Top Japanese management stated at first they did 
not understand the complex information I had provided, then later 
acknowledged its accuracy and completeness. My immediate boss 
used to call me a walking encyclopedia. 

It started becoming obvious there was something else happening 
in the background. I was getting very little feedback regarding the 
plan for my product. Then the Japanese started coming to the 
United States wanting to visit customers I had developed. At this 
time I had two promotions on an organizational chart with no 
change in pay. It wasn't clear what was going on. "Just work 
harder." 

In April 1988, the beginning of Japan's fiscal year, a new work 
chart surfaced. It contained another promotion on one leg and a de
motion on another. Another Japanese national appeared almost 
out of nowhere. I was to report to him on one leg of the chart and 
to my old boss on the other. And I was assigned responsibility for 
the Edsel. 

Three months later, along with eight others, I was terminated 
for the above mentioned reasons. Nine months since my hire date, 
feeling professionally raped, my fiance had left stating I was work
ing too hard, I had three promotions on the work chart with no in
crease in pay, and exited the company with exactly the same job 
classification and pay at which I entered. 

The existing product offering strategy being orchestrated by the 
company can be identified in my work product of late 1987 and 
early 1988. One of the major reasons the company did not choose to 
go forward quite as quickly with the plans that I was presenting 
was perhaps partially due to concern about their exclusive U.S. 
agent, MAXTOR. 

Had they done so it is not quite clear what might have happened. 
As documented in the testimony, Ricoh and the agent had a differ
ence of opinion regarding their right to compete in the United 
States. 

In the face of this the EEOC hearing and the pending lawsuit the 
company continued to carry out its plan. The same week of the 
notice of termination the Japanese nationals continued pursuit of 
business in this product area. Not only did they continue it, they 
proposed to one of the major account opportunities a method for 
going around the exclusive agent contract. 

Within 6 months of my and others' termination the new Japa
nese boss was requesting five additional staff, within 6 months of 
my termination, one of which was specified as being supplied from 
Japan. No mention of rehire was ever offered to my knowledge to 
any of us. To the contrary, according to other former colleagues the 
company would not even respond to such inquiries. 

Pursuing this arduous, time consuming, and emotional path of 
testing individual rights in the United States has been difficult. 
Family members, friends, neighbors, business colleagues, and 
media members, have expressed varying degrees of support, inner
most valuable systems and deepest fears. 
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On the one hand is "How are you going to survive in the future 
if the lawsuit doesn't settle and now that most employers, especial
ly the Japanese, know what problems you can cause?' 

In the middle of those who feel employers, domestic and foreign, 
along with influence peddlers in Washington, lawyers and judges 
control system, ml own lawyer advised against media exposure, his 
comment being, 'They are bigger than you are." Depending on 
who has the biggest war chest full of money has the influence and 
control. 

On the average there is a widespread disenchantment I believe 
with government, and the legal system, and the individual's ability 
to make a difference. This perspective was confirmed during my 
search for legal representation and the 1 year delay through the 
EEOC investigation. After interviewing several lawyers not one ex
pressed a positive comment about my ability to prevail in the 
EEOC process. 

During the decision of representation centered around the 
amount of potential recovery and not the issue of fairness or the 
harm caused to me. 

Although the EEOC investigation was able to filter out the lies 
to them by the company and found not only probable cause but 
what could be a pattern. One statement, for example, from one 
Japanese rep to another was that "You are getting lazy like the 
Americans." Without formal legal counsel I--

Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Mackentire, could you try to wrap it up? 
Mr. MACKENTIRE. Sure, I'm sorry. 
Mr. LANTOS. Because we want to move on to your colleagues. 
Mr. MACKENTIRE. Sure. This is it. Without formal legal counsel I 

defeated this action in the EEOC process. In addition, their main 
attorney in this case specialized and teaches his method to future 
college students I believe. It is a sad day when foreign based com
panies can enlist hired guns to defend their interest in American 
courts. 

These practices only confirm our selling out, short-sightedness, 
and lack of nationalism necessary to protect future generations and 
livelihoods. Although the EEOC agreed with my charge of discrimi
nation against this multinational conglomerate I am forced to seek 
fairness in a private party lawsuit, this being a Federal court trial. 

Today, even with the EEOC findings, these congressional hear
ings and several pages of incriminating testimony by company rep
resentatives, it is not clear the existing law can properly address 
the unfair labor practices by the foreign based corporations. 

Existing law was primarily found at protecting rights of minority 
classes in the U.S. workplace. This matter has to do with American 
born caucasians becoming the minority. I feel like a foreigner in 
my own land. 

Again, thank you for the opportunity to shed some light on a 
very serious issue, a violation by the Japanese of American work
place rights as desired by our country's founding fathers. 

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Mackentire. That really 
is the core of the issue here. Are American citizens becoming 
second-class citizens in their own country if they work for Japanese 
companies? I think you summed up the basic issue about it suc
cinctly as I have heard it stated. I want to thank you. 
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Our next witness is Mr. John Piechota, former employee of 
Sanwa Bank. Your prepared statement will be entered into the 
record in its entirety, Mr. Piechota. You may proceed any way you 
choose. 

STATEMENT OF JOHN L. PIECHOTA, FORMER EMPLOYEE, SANWA 
BANK 

Mr. PIECHOTA. Thank you committee chairman and members. 
From April 18, 1988, to August 31, 1990, I was employed by 

Sanwa Bank California. I was initially hired as manager of tele
communications, promoted to assistant vice president and manager 
of telecommunications, and finally promoted to assistant vice presi
dent and data processing services group manager. 

I was responsible for all of Sanwa Bank California's voice and 
data communications at more than 100 sites for 3,500 employees. 
During my employment at Sanwa Bank California I implemented 
authorized projects that saved more than $6 million, I negotiated 
refund checks from vendors for more than $600,000, I managed 18 
people; I was last rated a "1" in my performance review, and a "1" 
is the highest rating possible; I did not call in sick or miss a day of 
work in the last 2 years, and I worked 938 hours of authorized 
overtime for which the bank has not given me paid time off, as 
promised, nor have they paid me. 

Also, at the time-
Mr. LANTOS. How much overtime did you put in? 
Mr. PIECHOTA. 938 hours. 
Mr. LANTOS. Uncompensated. 
Mr. PIECHOTA. Right. I was promised paid time off and I planned 

to use it to go to graduate school. Also, at the time I was laid off 
Sanwa Bank did not pay me for my vacation pay, nor did they 
notify me of my "COBRA" benefits. Sanwa Bank California is 
owned by the Japanese bank, Sanwa, Ltd., which is the world's 5th 
largest bank and is the 12th largest corporation in the world 
ranked by assets. 

During my employment at the bank Japanese management rou
tinely discriminated against whites, blacks, and Hispanics. Exam
ples of Japanese discrimination that I observed were: 

Example No. 1, in January 1990, I hired a highly qualified black 
woman named Wanda Dixon for the position of telecommunica
tions systems engineer. When I introduced her to Mr. Yoshitaka 
Ueno, he refused to shake her hand and left abruptly. I asked him 
about this behavior on another occasion and he just mumbled 
"Black woman . . . Black woman" and he was shaking his head 
back and forth. 

Mr. LANTOS. Are you suggesting that Mr. Yoshitaka Ueno re
fused to shake hands with this lady, Wanda Dixon, because she was 
a black woman? 

Mr. PIECHOTA. Oh, yes, he turned around and he reached his 
hand out and saw that she was black and jerked his hand back. 
Also, when I later talked to him at a dinner meeting he also told 
me that no woman would ever report to a Japanese national as a 
manager. And I go, "You can't do that in this country," and he 
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mumbled something about Japan and went on talking to another 
guy in Japanese. 

Example No. 2, on several occasions I was physically shoved by 
Mr. Kanji Fujimoto. He also raised his hand as if he were going to 
strike me, but he never did. It is also my understanding from talk
ing to Mr. Ed Langley, that he was punched by Mr. Kai Kase, a 
Japanese national. Personnel never did anything about this inci
dent as Mr. Kase went back to Japan. 

Example No. 3, once a week, all the Japanese would attend a 
late night meeting in the "D" level conference room. Sometimes 
they would adjourn the meeting chanting in Japanese and raising 
their fists in the air in unison. No whites, blacks, or Hispanics 
were allowed to attend these meetings, even though decisions were 
being made that would affect them. And generally the company 
would be reorganized. 

Example No. 4, Mr. Yukio Harada would not let me take any 
technical seminars even though I clearly needed to take them to do 
my job. Mr. Harada always let similarly situated Japanese take 
technical seminars, anywhere, whenever. Mr. Harada even went so 
far as to cancel my technical seminars that were approved and 
paid for in the previous year. 

Example No. 5, Sanwa Bank California has a company policy 
where they would pay a small portion of the tuition to go to gradu
ate school, if an employee maintained a rating of 2 or better. I was 
rated a 1 which is the highest rating. Mr. Harada told my manag
er, Mr. Kurt Schneider, that he would not approve me going to 
graduate school, even though I was qualified. When I asked Mr. 
Schneider why the bank paid for Kimisuke Fujimoto's entire edu
cation at Stanford Universitl and also donated $1 million to the 
universitr,, he told me that 'the Japanese have a job for life and 
we don't, ' and I believe he was referring to Americans. 

Mr. LANTOS. Is that an actual quote? 
Mr. PIECHOTA. Yes, yes. After he said that he tried to explain 

that the Japanese don't want to invest any money in educating 
Americans because we may quit and go work someplace else. That 
was his rationale for that. 

Example No. 6, Japanese management was highly critical of me 
for not exclusively selecting Japanese manufacturers for telecom
munications equipment. In the process for selecting a vendor for a 
multimillion dollar telecommunications network, Mr. Edward--

Mr. LANTOS. He was highly critical of you for not selecting exclu-
sively Japanese products-

Mr. PIECHOTA. Right. 
Mr. LANTOS [continuing]. For a company in the United States? 
Mr. PIECHOTA. Correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. 
Mr. PIECHOTA. In the process of selecting a vendor for a multimil

lion dollar telecommunications network, Mr. Edward Uemura 
yelled out in a meeting, "How come you always pick American?" 
and stormed out of the meeting. 

Of the three vendors being considered two were Japanese and 
one was Canadian. The Canadian company had the highest per
formance and lowest monthly cost. I explained to Mr. Uemura that 
we had to do what is best for the company and not play politics. I 
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My name is John L. Piechota. From April 18, 1988 to August 
31, 1990, I was employed by Sanwa BanJc California. I was initially 
hired as Manager of Telecom111unications, promoted to Assistant Vice 
President and Manager of Telecommunications, and finally promoted 
to Assistant Vice President and Data Processing Services Group 
Manager. I was responsible for all of Sanwa BanJc California's 
voice and data coD1111unications at more than 100 sites for 3500 
employees. During my employment at Sanwa Bank California, I 
implemented authorized projects that saved more than $6,000,000. oo; 
I negotiated refund checks from vendors for more than $600,000.00; 
I managed 18 people; I was last rated a "1" in my performance 
review (A •111 is the highest rating possible); I did not call in 
sick or miss a day of work in the last two years; and I worked 938 
hours of authorized overtime for which the Bank has not given me 
paid time off as promised, nor have they paid me. Also, at the 
time I was laid off, Sanwa Bank did not pay me for my vacation pay 
nor did they notify me of my "COBRA" benefits. Sanwa BanJc 
California is owned by the Japanese BanJc, sanwa BanJc LTD., which is 
the World's 5th largest Bank and is the 12th largest Corporation in 
the World, ranked by assets. 

During my employment at the BanJc, Japanese Management 
routinely discriminated against Whites, Blacks, and Hispanics. 
Examples of Japanese discrimination that I observed were: 

BD.Kl'LB #1 - In January 1990, I hired a highly qualified Black 
Woman named Wanda Dixon for the position of Telecommunications 
Systems Engineer. When I introduced her to Mr. Yoshitaka Ueno, he 
refused to shake her hand and left abruptly. I asked him about 
this behavior on another occasion and he just mumbled "Black 
Woman ..... Black Woman• while shaking his head back and forth. 

BXDPLB #2 - On several occasions, I was physically shoved by Mr. 
Kanji Fujimoto. He also raised his hand as if he were going to 
strike me, but never did. It is also my understanding from talking 
to Mr. Ed Langley, that he was punched by Mr. Kai Kase, a Japanese 
National. Personnel never did anything about this incident as Mr. 
Kase went back to Japan. 

BDJIPLB #3 - once a week, all the Japanese would attend a late 
night meeting in the "D" level conference room. Sometimes they 
would adjourn the meeting chanting in Japanese and raising their 
fists in the air in unison. No Whites, Blacks, or Hispanics were 
allowed to attend these meetings, even though decisions were being 
made that would affect them. 

PAGB 1 
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BDJIPLB #4 - Mr, Yulcio Harada would not let me take any technical 
seminars even thought I clearly needed to take them to do my job. 
Mr. Harada always let similarly situated Japanese take technical 
seminars. Mr. Harada even when so far as to cancel my technical 
seminars that were approved and paid for in the previous year. 

BDKPLB #5 - sanwa Bank California had a company policy where they 
would pay a small portion of the tuition to go to graduate school, 
if an employee maL1tained a rating of 2 or better. I was rated a 
1, which is the highest rating. Mr, Harada told my manager, Mr. 
Kurt Schneider that he would not approve me going to graduate 
school, even though I was qualified. When I asked Mr. Schneider 
why the Bank paid for Kimisulce Fujimoto•• §lltm education at 
Stanford University and also donated $1 million dollars to the 
University, he told me that "the Japanese have a job for life, and 
we [Americans] don't," He tried to explain that the Japanese don't 
want to invest any money in educating Americans because we might go 
work someplace else. 

BXAMPLB ,, - Japanese management was highly critical of me for not 
exclusively selecting Japanese manufacturers for Telecommunications 
equipment. In the process of selecting a vendor for a multi
million dollar Telecommunications Network, Mr. Edward Uemura yelled 
out in a meeting, "How come you always pick American?" and stormed 
out of the meeting. Of the three vendors being considered, two 
were Japanese, and one was Canadian. The Canadian company had the 
highest performance and lowest monthly cost. I explained to Mr. 
Uemura that we had to do what is best for the company and not play 
politics. It was after Mr, Uemura learned that the world's largest 
Corporation, Nippon Telegraph, Telephone, also used the Canadian 
manufacturer's equipment in Japan, that he accepted my 
recommendation. Mr. Yulcio Harada, Mr. Uemura's successor, took 
exception to my recommendation and harassed me regarding it and 
later attempted to coerced me into quitting in order to avoid 
paying severance pay under the WARN Act. 

On July 30, 1990, I was told by Mr, Harada that my position 
was one of twelve American positions being eliminated. Four weeks 
prior to this, Mr. Harada told me that I was incompetent and took 
away all my responsibilities in order to disgrace and humiliate me 
in front of my staff. Mr. Harada seemed to enjoy humiliating me. 
Mr. Harada only laid off White, Black, and Hispanic people, but did 
not lay off any Oriental people or Japanese Nationals. All of the 
people laid off were also over the age of 40. The day I was laid 
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off, I was not allowed to remove all of my personal property, I was 
not allowed to say good bye to anyone, and I was physically removed 
from the property under escort. Because of the way Mr. Harada 
handled my layoff, people were under the impression that I had been 
fired for dishonesty and have subsequently told prospective 
employers about this situation, which has made finding suitable 
employment impossible. At the time I was being laid off, I wa.s 
told that it was due to economic reasons. As you can see from 
Sanwa Bank California's 1990 Annual Report, their profits more than 
doubled from the previous year, which is a record high since they 
formed the Bank in 1972. Also, stockholder equity increased by 19 
percent. They also state in the Annual Report that the parent 
company, Sanwa Bank LTD., also had the highest profits in it's 
history, and had the second highest profits of any other bank in 
Japan. Just before I was laid off, the Bank purchased a home for 
$3.2 million dollars for Mr. Yoda, the Bank's President, and spent 
$400,000.00 to furnish it. Also in 1990, Sanwa Bank California 
moved it's headquarters to Sanwa Bank Plaza, a $300 million dollar 
building. As you can see, Sanwa Bank did not lay off people due to 
economic reasons. 

Last year, I filed complaints with the 1.) Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), 2.) The Department of Labor, 3.) The 
Department of Fair Employment and Housing of the State of 
California, and 4.) The Labor Standards Enforcement Department of 
the state of California. Despite numerous letters and phone calls 
to these agencies, they have done very little regarding my 
complaints. In some cases, these agencies have discouraged other 
employees of Sanwa Bank from filing complaints or have knowingly 
setup their interview appointments after the JOO day statute of 
limitations. 

Please investigate sanwa Bank's record on this matter and 
investigate the agencies that I have filed complaints with so that 
other White, Black, and Hispanic employees at Sanwa Bank will not 
have to suffer as I have. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Piechota. I very much 
appreciate your testimony. You wrote me a letter not long ago. 

Mr. PIECHOTA. Correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. And I wonder if you will allow me to read that 

letter. _ 
Mr. PIECHOTA. Go ahead. 
Mr. LANTOS. I should read this letter bec~use it is typical of large 

numbers of communications we have received from across the 
country from obviously very well educated, very serious, very hard 
working, very thoughtful individuals, similar to the lad,ies a1,1,d gen
tlemen who are testifying here today. They are crying out in an
guish. They are crying out in anguish as American citizens dis
criminated against in their own country. This is the letter: 

Dear Congressman Lant.os: 
Please assist me in resolving the following problem. From April, 1988, to August 

31, 1990, I was employed by Sanwa Bank California as Assistant Vice-President and 
Data Processing Services Group Manager. I was responsible for all of Sanwa Bank 
California's voi~ and data communications at more than 100 sites for 3500 employ
ees. Sanwa Bank California is owned by the Japanese bank, Sanwa Bank, Ltd., 
which is the world's 5th largest bank and is the 12th largest corporation in the 
world ranked by assets. 

During my employment at the bank I was routinely discriminated against by the 
Japanese management. Oriental employees and Japanese nationals were paid more 
and were granted greater benefits and promotions than whites, blacks and Hispan
ics. I was told by my supervisors, "the Japanese have a job for life and we [Ameri
cans] don't." 

On July 30, 1990, I was told by Mr. Yuki Harada, Senior Vice-President, that my 
position was 1 of 12 American positions being eliminated. Mr. Harada only laid off 
white, black and hispanic people, but did not lay off any oriental people or Japanese 
Nationals. All of the people laid off were also over the age of 40. 

Last year I filed a complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis
sion and was assigned Complaint Number [et cetera]. Other employees have been 
assigned various complaint numbers. 

Despite numerous letters to the EEOC I have not had the courtesy of a response. 
Please investigate this matter on my behalf and let me know of your findings. 
Thank you for your courtesy, cooperation, personal attention to this matter. Sincere
ly yours, Mr. John Piechota. 

We will pursue this matter with the EEOC. 
Mr. PIECHOTA. I appreciate it. 
Mr. LANTOS. A letter is on its way to the Chairman of the EEOC 

and we will see to it that within a week both you and we will get 
an answer. 

Mr. PIECHOTA. Thank you. 
Mr. LANTOS. Our last witness on this panel is Ms. Pearl M'Coy, 

also former employee of Sanwa Bank. We are pleased to have you, 
Ms. M'Coy. Your prepared statement will be entered into the 
record in its entirety and you may proceed in any way you choose. 

STATEMENT OF PEARL M'COY, FORMER EMPLOYEE, SANWA 
BANK 

Ms. M'CoY. Thank you, sir. I am a former employee of Sanwa 
Bank. I worked for the bank for 18 months. While I was there I 
was the assistant vice president of data processing for the deposit 
system which grossed $5.5 billion a year in deposits. 

A number of things happened to me while I was at the bank. I 
was laid off at the same time that John Piechota was laid off and I 
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was told that it was basically that profits were bad for that year. 
Of course, that wasn't the reason. 

While I was at the bank, I was told by one of the Japanese man
agers that the reason that blacks couldn't get ahead in America 
was because we were lazy, and that was basically all there was to 
it. I was told that I should understand the humor of the Sambo 
dolls that they have in Japan. I didn't understand the humor. 

While I was in meetings I would have a discussion and I would 
be totally ignored; another conversation would start in the middle. 
It was very difficult. 

When I first was laid off from Sanwa Bank, I took it personally. I 
thought that I had done something wrong. I couldn't leave my 
house. I couldn't take care of my daily chores. Until I spoke to 
John who pointed out that what happened to me had also hap
pened to a group of people, but we were all separated so we didn't 
know that. I started to think this was discrimination, and I too 
have filed with the EEOC and I haven't heard anything either, 
but---

Mr. LANT0S. When did you file, may I ask, approximately? 
Ms. M'CoY. In January. 
Mr. LANTOS. January. 
Ms. M'CoY. January of this year. 
Mr. LANTOS. And you have not yet heard. 
Ms. M'CoY. I did get a letter back saying that if I wanted to get 

an attorney I could, but that was basically all that I got back from 
them. 

I worked for the bank 12 or 14 hour days. I worked an average of 
three weekends a month. I went 16 months without vacation, and 
when I took my vacation I was told that I was lazy, and why did I 
take my complete vacation. I still accepted responsibility for being 
laid off. I do hope that you do something. I mean, I am employed 
now and I am fine, but I do hope that you do something. 

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Ms. M'Coy. Before we go to 
questions, the Chair would like to state that at our hearing 2 weeks 
ago we had another highly impressive panel. The composition was 
somewhat different. I think we had a majority of women, we had 
some of the most articulate, qualified, competent people that this 
subcommittee has ever had testifying before it. 

There was very little doubt in my mind that I would have been 
pleased to have any of the people who testified before us in Wash
ington work in my office if I had a job relevant to their qualifica
tions. They were very impressive people. 

Unidentified INDIVIDUAL. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. This is not a--
Unidentified INDIVIDUAL. Will the public be allowed to ask you 

any questions? 
Mr. LANTOS. No, sir, this is a congressional hearing. 
Unidentified INDIVIDUAL. I thank you very much. 
Mr. LANT0S. You are welcome. We are happy to have you as a 

guest, but---
Unidentified INDIVIDUAL. Thank you very much. 
Mr. LANTOS [continuing]. This is not a town meeting. 
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The panel was equally impressive this morning, and what • 
emerges is a very distressing picture. It is a picture of American 
citizens being discriminated against in their own country. 

As we did last time, here too we are giving the opportunity for 
the companies to present their case. Some have done so at our last. 
hearing. Some will do so at our third hearing in Washington, DC. 

Let me begin the questioning with you, Mr. Horton. Now, you 
are in the unusual position of having filed a lawsuit and still work
ing for the company. Have there been any noticeable changes in 
your job situation since you filed suit against your employer? 

Mr. HORTON. There is the expected level of tension, but, no, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. You described a system of shadow employees. When 

a Japanese national is in a parallel position, you basically report to 
that person. Is this an effective method placing what you called a 
glass ceiling on promotions for U.S. nationals? 

Mr. HORTON. It is my understanding that that benefits Japan's 
management in that they can control the flow of information. It 
seems to me that information or communication is very much a 
one-way street. Information flows from here to Japan; however, 
from Toyota Motor Corp. to Toyota Technical Center it is quite fil. 
tered by the time it gets to the American staff. I think that is the 
function or part of the reasoning and the rationale for having coor
dinators or shadow Japanese managers. 

Mr. LANTOS. Would you describe the treatment of U.S. citizens 
who were women at the company? 

Mr. HORTON. Toyota Technical Center is a California corporation. 
It was incorporated in 1977. From that time to this time, today, in 
assistant management position or management position there has 
been no Afro-American, there has been no Hispanic, and until re
cently, in the last year and a half or so, there have been no women 
in assistant management positions or management positions. 

Mr. LANTOS. How would you describe, Mr. McDannald, the role 
of women in the company you were affiliated with? 

Mr. McDANNALD. Well, there weren't that many women there 
that were in any kind of a managerial position at all. There were 
perhaps up to four or five that I recall that were female. The presi
dent's secretary was a white woman who was in my view nothing 
more than a carrier of tea, and she seemed to enjoy it, so I guess 
that was all right. 

I think by and large the Japanese within NEC ignored the 
women that I saw. I don't feel they felt they were worthwhile even 
talking about most of the time. 

Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Mackentire, did you have any experience in ob
serving American women in the employ of the company? 

Mr. MACKENTIRE. This is an interesting question because one of 
the excuses or one of the defenses the company is raising in my 
case is the fact that my job responsibilities, a very junior person, 
only a few years in the business. So, in this case it was an opportu
nity for her to get a broader exposure. 

So, she looks at this, like a lot of young people do, as an advance
ment and the company is taking care of her, however she is still 
very naive as to higher management positions because she had just 
entered the work force. There were some secretaries-I shouldn't 
use that term-but with the executive management older women 
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working as tea providers, but generally speaking there were no 
women that I saw at any executive levels or management positions 
in the corporation. 

I don't know where this comment came from, but I am going to 
make it anyhow, but I think a comment was made to me about 
their hierarchy. The hierarchy in the Japanese corporation is Japa
nese nationals, expatriate Japanese males, Americans in general, 
and then women, American women, and Japanese expatriates who 
were females may even be lower than that. 

Mr. LANTOS. Would it be fair to say that Japanese companies 
treat their American subsidiaries as a sort of a farm team? Any
body care to comment? Mr. Piechota? 

Mr. PIECHOTA. Yes, it seems like a lot of Japanese are kind of 
rotated through the company and go back, you were there like 6 to 
8 years. I myself had to train a lot of Japanese and also Japanese 
from other companies like Nippon Telegraph & Telephone in what 
the American market looks like. 

Mr. LANTOS. Congressman Shays. 
Mr. MACKENTIRE. May I make a comment on that? 
Mr. LANTOS. Please. 
Mr. MACKENTIRE. There is a very clear pattern that I have seen 

established, at least in the company I worked for and also other 
Japanese companies that I was going to work for after Ricoh, and 
that being the pattern is very, very consistent. They will bring into 
what they consider key management positions that cannot be filled 
by Japanese nationals at present an American executive, and then 
they will put a shadow employee next to him and keep them long 
enough until they can get whatever information they need, and 
then 2 or 3 years, whatever, later that position will be neutralized 
or for some reason or another the employee will feel that he is not 
performing or whatever. 

I would like to make one more statement regarding the treat
ment, this gentleman to the left of me, about how he is being treat
ed regarding when he worked fior a Japanese company. I happen to 
know business colleagues who are still working for these companies 
and have experienced exactly the same thing I was experiencing. 
The problem, Mr. Lantos and committee members, is that some of 
these people have wives and families, and this is your source of 
bread and butter. You know, nobody wants to stand up because 
what are you going to do? The unemployment rate is very, very 
high. The Japanese have taken over at least the technology sector, 
major employment opportunities. So, you have no recourse. 

For example, I went and applied for a job with Sony the first 
part of this year at two levels down from my previous job. There 
were over 100 candidates for that position, 100 candidates, and I 
didn't even get an interview. The job was paying less than what it 
would have paid 2 or 3 years previously. So, what is happening of 
course is there is a whole reduction or degradation in income 
levels. 

Mr. LANTOS. We understand. Congressman Shays. 
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to say to 

the witnesses that you do not paint a pretty picture for an Ameri
can working for a Japanese firm, at least the firms you worked for. 
If you know our chairman, you know this is not an issue that we 
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will just listen to and go on to something else. So, I am convinced 
that we are going to learn a great deal more in the months and 
maybe even years to come, and hopefully we will be able to have 
some impact. 

I find it very bizarre, Mr. Horton-I mean, this in a positive way, 
but it is amazing to think that you work for a company in which 
you have a major dispute. But I found your testimony extraordinar
ily helpful, and I appreciate your being here. I would like to think 
that these hearings will also serve to awaken the management of 
some of these Japanese companies to reexamine how they do their 
work. 

I would just conclude by saying obviously discrimination hurts 
the individual, but it shortchanges the company because they don't 
get the best and the brightest to work for them. 

I will conclude by saying that as a Member of Congress I am 
going to devote a good deal of my time to pursuing this issue. The 
reason why I don't have questions for you is I think you have laid 
out your statements well. We do, I think, need to focus on the em
ployers and to give them an opportunity to tell us how they ap
proach what they do. 

I would also conclude just for the record if I might that it is a 
very difficult thing to know if someone is discriminated against or 
simply has not performed according to the standards that need to 
be performed. For the most part I found your testimony extraordi
narily compelling and persuasive, and it has given me an added in
terest in pursuing this issue. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Congressman Shays, and I 

want to thank all members of the panel. 
Our next witness is Mr. Len Biermann, Deputy Director, Office 

of Federal Contract Compliance Programs. Before we begin the 
next panel the subcommittee will stand in recess for 5 minutes. 

[Recess taken.] 
Mr. LANTOS. The subcommittee will resume its hearing. Our next 

panel is comprised of Mr. Len Biermann, Deputy Director of the 
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, and Region IX 
Director for the agency, Ms. Helene Haase. We are pleased to have 
you. If you will please rise and raise your right hand. 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. LANTOS. We are pleased to have both of you. Mr. Biermann, 

we appreciate your return engagement. You testified before us in 
Washington, and I raised a number of questions, and I take it some 
of the issues that are contained in your testimony really related to 
my questions at our last hearing. 

As with all of our witnesses, your prepared statement will be en
tered in the record in its entirety. I would appreciate it if you 
would summarize your oral testimony so Congressman Shays and I 
may get to the questions. You may proceed any way you choose. 

l 

J 
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STATEMENT OF LEONARD J. BIERMANN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, 
OFFICE OF FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS, 
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DE
PARTMENT OF LABOR, ACCOMPANIED BY HELENE HAASE, RE
GIONAL DIRECTOR 

Mr. BIERMANN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Distinguished chair
man, members of the subcommittee, ladies and gentlemen, I am 
Len Biermann, the Deputy Director of the Office of Federal Con
tract Compliance Programs in the Equal Employment Standards 
Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor. 

With me today is Helene Haase, the Regional Director of OFCCP 
for the San Francisco region which covers the States of Arizona, 
California, Hawaii, and Nevada, and also covers Guam. Ms. Haase 
is new to this office in San Francisco having been the Deputy Re
gional Director in the Atlanta region until moving here in May of 
this year. 

Mr. Chairman, in my prepared testimony--
Mr. LANTOS. You will find that San Francisco is not a hardship 

post, Ms. Haase, so we welcome you. 
Mr. BIERMANN. I think she has already found that out, Mr. 

Chairman. Nothing but smiles when I come here. I have in my pre
pared testimony an outline as to what the OFCCP does and what 
our charter is generally. I will skip that-it was in my previous tes
timony-in order to get to the issues that we raised in the last 
hearing. 

Mr. LANTOS. We appreciate that. 
Mr. BIERMANN. You had asked, Mr. Chairman, that we address 

the question of foreign ownership and how we schedule our compli
ance reviews. Last year we reviewed about 6,000 establishments, 
we investigated 1,295 complaints, and we obtained $34.7 million in 
financial settlements for individuals who had been the victims of 
discrimination. 

I have to add with some pride, Mr. Chairman, that within the 
last 2 years the amounts of financial settlements we obtained in 
our office has been the highest since the consolidation of the pro
gram in 1978 when the various constituent agencies were merged 
into the Department of Labor, and we are very proud of that. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, I want to commend you, but may I ask a ques
tion so we are clear about the scope of your responsibility? The 
Office of Federal Contract Compliance deals with companies that 
have Federal contracts, is that correct? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. So, any company, U.S. owned or foreign owned, that 

has no Federal contracts would not come under you purview, is 
that correct? 

Mr. BIERMANN. That is correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. So, in terms of, for instance, the companies who 

were represented today by former employees or current employ
ees-I don't know• if you were in the room or not-would you tell 
us which of these companies would have come under your jurisdic
tion? Is Toyota Technical Center one of those? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Mr. Chairman, we have not been able to identify 
that Toyota Motor Co. has a Government contract. We are still at-
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tempting to do that. They .do, of course, have a joint venture with 
General Motors, and there is a legal question as to whether or not 
the nexus of that joint venture would extend to Toyota Corp. and 
make them--

Mr. LANTOS. OK, how about NEC? 
Mr. BIERMANN. NEC is a Government contractor. Most banks 

doing business in the United States are Government contractors 
through the insurance of deposits. I know we have done a compli
ance review in the past of Sanwa Bank and they are clearly a Gov
ernment contractor. 

Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Mr. BIERMANN. I would assume Dai-lchi Kangyo Bank is also, al-

though we have no record of having conducted a review of that. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. 
Mr. BIERMANN. And Ricoh is a Government contractor. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. BIERMANN. Sure. 
Mr. LANTOS. And what is the dollar amount which is the cutoff 

point for your inspection or your involvement? 
Mr. BIERMANN. To be subject to the Executive order generally a 

contractor has to have contracts totaling $10,000. To be subject to 
the requirements to develop an affirmative action plan they have 
to have a single contract of $50,000 and 50 or more employees cor
poratewide. 

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you. 
Mr. BIERMANN. I should mention the method that we use to con

duct compliance reviews. To comply with constitutional prohibi
tions against unreasonable search and seizure the courts have re
quired OFCCP to insure that selection of contractors for a review 
be based on the neutral nonarbitrary system. OFCCP employs a 
computer-generated system using the EEO-1 report as the data 
base. 

These forms, jointly developed and administered by the OFCCP 
and Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, are used to col
lect employment data from private employers by sex according to 
five race and ethnic categories, cross classified by nine broad job 
categories. 

Foreign ownership is not identified on these forms and has not 
been a factor determining these selections. Further, foreign owner
ship has no bearing on coverage under the Executive order or re
lated laws. 

OFCCP conducts investigations, or as we call them compliance 
reviews, of firms employing fewer minorities or women than their 
peers in the same industry and geographical area, regardless of 
ownership. 

Now, in addition, Mr. Chairman, to asking our office to provide 
you with information on the number of companies under jurisdic
tion, there are 16,000 companies subject to the Executive order 
with 94,000 separate establishments, and that is just in the noncon
struction area. We are also responsible for about 125,000 or more 
construction contractors and subcontractors. 

You asked us to identify the number of those companies under 
our jurisdiction which were 100 percent owned by foreign interests, 
and of those foreign owned companies which contractors were Jap-
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anese subsidiaries or Japanese owned, and similar data for those 
Japanese companies in the State of California. 

Since we received your request we have spent considerable time 
searching sources to try and find the information you requested. 

Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, either the information that has 
been collected by the other Federal agencies could not legally be 
released to us, or was not in computer data format. Consequently, 
this would have required extensive personnel time to cross -com
pare printed, hard copy data with those companies in our contrac
tor files. Additionally, other agencies do not classify foreign owner
ship by percent or differentiate between companies completely for-
eign-owned or those partially owned by foreigners. . 

What we did, however, in order to give you a snapshot picture of 
some companies, was to take a list compiled by Forbes Magazine in 
its July 22, 1991, edition of the 100 largest foreign investments in 
the United States. 

We did a manual search of these 100 companies against our na
tional list of 16,000 Federal contractors and 94,000 establishments, 
and here is what we found: 

One, of the 100 largest foreign owned investments in the United 
States 85 of those companies are 100 percent foreign owned. 

Two, of these 85 companies 61 corporations, or 71.8 percent, rep
resenting 71 different establishments, were identified in our Feder
al contractor files as being required to have affirmative action 
plans. That is, they had a $50,000 contract or more. 

Three, of these, six corporations with seven facilities were cited 
by Forbes Magazine as being Japanese-owned. 

For your information, we have included a complete list and at
tachment to my testimony. 

In addition, we analyzed the compliance review closure docu
ments for 19 Japanese-owned companies located in California. 
These were manually searched and identified from compliance re
views conducted in the State of California between 1988 and 1991. 

I would like to caution the subcommittee, sir, that 19 companies 
out of 94,000 Federal establishments under our jurisdiction is not a 
valid statistical sample from which to make any comparative anal
ysis. However, we will do our best to provide your subcommittee 
with the information we do have at hand. 

Three of the Japanese-owned companies, or 16 percent of the 
sample, were found to have no violations and received notices of 
compliance. For the same time period, an average of 19 percent of 
all the California contractors reviewed received notices of compli
ance. 

Letters of commitment were signed by 26 percent of the Japa
nese-owned contractors reviewed. I should mention in passing that 
a letter of commitment is entered into by a contractor for generally 
minor violations of the Executive order program. During the same 
time period 45 percent of all California contractors reviewed re
solved violations through signing letters of commitment. 

Conciliation agreements, as I mentioned in my testimony 2 
weeks ago are used for more serious violations, either serious omis
sions in the affirmative action plan or findings of discrimination. 
Eleven of the nineteen Japanese-owned contractors reviewed, or 58 
percent, were closed by conciliation agreements. 
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Three of the above conciliation agreements reflected resolutions 
of significant issues of discrimination. The remaining contrac
tors--

Mr. LANTOS. Could you tell us what those were? 
Mr. BIERMANN. Yes, sir. In the appendix B which I have attached 

to my testimony there is a table that talks about each of these find
ings, gives the name of the company, and the type of closure docu
ment. 

You will see that a conciliation agreement on page 1 of that ap
pendix addresses Siemen's Solar Industries in Carmarillo, CA. 
They had a incomplete affirmative action plan, they didn't follow 
the AAP that they had developed, and they didn't take affirmative 
action in their recruitment and hiring. 

There was no financial settlement involved, and that apparently 
there was no victims found a discrimination in the course of that 
compliance review. 

There was also a conciliation agreement with Noritsu American 
Corp. of Buena Park, CA, failure to update an affirmative action 
plan, failure to adequately carry out their affirmative action plan. 

There was a conciliation agreement with Mitsubishi Electronics 
of America, failure to incorporate proper recordkeeping of their 
AAP, failure to properly audit their goals and job group analysis, 
and the recruitment of minorities and women in underutilized job 
areas was insufficient. 

There was a settlement of $77,501 for five individuals entered 
into with the Tokai Bank of California in Los Angeles, CA, dispar
ate treatment in salaries of females versus males in selected job 
categories. 

There was a CA with the Sumitomo Bank of California, deficien
cies in their AAP and recruitment of women was insufficient. 

There was a conciliation agreement with Mitsubishi Cement 
Corp. in Lucerene Valley, failure to file timely, complete, and accu
rate EEO reports, lack of a major job group analysis, failure to 
maintain applicant flow data as required by the regulations. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, if I may stop you on Mitsubishi. 
Mr. BIERMANN. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Lack of major job group analysis, failure to main

tain applicant flow data, that is precisely the core of our hearing, 
isn't it? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. I mean, it is self-evident that Mitsubishi is not going 

to import Japanese citizens to do their janitorial work, so if we 
lump together all of the janitorial employees and all the lower 
level employees in both clerical and nonclerical positions with top 
executive positions and then make judgments as to whether in fact 
there is discrimination against United States citizens we are deal
ing with a nonsense data base because all employees are lumped 
together. 

And if 80 percent of the employees of a company happen to be 
United States citizens and 20 percent happen to be Japanese citi
zens, we really have no idea what happens to American citizens as 
they aspire to obtain executive, professional, or managerial posi
tions. 
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So, it seems to me that your very helpful study on the basis of 
the enormously meager data base that you provided us with is the 
justification for my announcement earlier this morning for a GAO 
study that will in fact look into these issues. If a company employs 
1,000 employees in California, Japanese-owned companies, and 900 
of those are United States citizens and 100 of them are Japanese 
citizens, and we haven't got a clue, as is clear in this case, "lack of 
major job group analysis," then we don't know what kinds of jobs 
these various people fill. There is no way to deal except on an anec
dotal basis with the core concern of this subcommittee. Would you 
agree with that, Mr. Biermann? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Yes, sir, I would. If the affirmative action plan 
doesn't properly represent minorities and women in appropriate 
job groups then the affirmative action plan cannot do what it is in
tended to do, and that is to develop a basis for an outreach and pro
motion program to insure that minorities and women reach non
traditional levels. 

Mr. LANTOS. But you see there is a new wrinkle here which is 
really the focus of my concern. All of your activities historically, 
and I want to commend you for many useful things you and your 
folks have done, related to the concept of whether women or ethnic 
minorities are being treated fairly, is that correct? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Have you ever dealt with the issue prior to our 

hearing as to whether U.S. citizens are being treated fairly in com
panies operating within the United States? 

Mr. BIERMANN. No, and I think the reason for that is we don't 
have a--

Mr. LANTOS. I am not blaming you. I just want to get this on the 
record. 

Mr. BIERMANN. That is right. 
Mr. LAN'1'0S. Because the legislation, congressional concern and 

executive department concern, and the judiciary's concern, related 
to the issue of discrimination vis-a-vis women, discrimination vis-a
vis various groups on the basis of ethnicity, national origin, and 
other such items. 

It never occurred to the legislature, the U.S. Congress, to the ex
ecutive branch, or to our judiciary, that there is a whole new cate
gory of job discrimination that we are now dealing with. 

It never occurred to anybody because on the face of it just de
scribing this new phenomenon is so absurd and so preposterous 
that nobody ever planned to deal with it, namely, discrimination 
against U.S. citizens by companies operating in the United States. 

The assumption was that U.S. citizens, if anything, had preferen
tial treatment vis-a-vis noncitizens, not the opposite. So, what we 
are dealing with here is something new under the Sun, and the 
reason why, and I want to be sure you understand this-I am 
saying this in no sense critically-the reason why your data base 
and all the data bases we have looked at is so meager and nonhelp
ful is because nobody ever bothered to ask the question which is 
"Are United States citizens discriminated against for being United 
States citizens working in the United States for companies that 
make their money in the United States?" 
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That is the mindboggling, preposterous absurdity that we are 
dealing with, that if you are an American citizen in the United 
States, there are companies in the United States making money, 
selling their goods, while discriminating against American citizens 
right here in California. That is the issue. And we haven't got the 
tools to deal with the issue and this committee is determined to de
velop those tools. 

It would be like assuming, you know, that up until now all ques
tions of discrimination related to ethnic criteria, and then suddenly 
somebody thought well maybe there is another criteria, maybe 
women are discriminated against, too, once in a while in some 
places, and we say, "Well, are companies discriminating against 
women?" and we say, "We don't know because we don't have those 
data." 

Well, we are at that point now with respect to all U.S. citizens, 
men, women, whites, blacks, Hispanics, you name it. The basis of 
the discrimination is the fact that they carry U.S. citizenship. 

Is this a fair summary of where we are? 
Mr. BIERMANN. I think it fairly summarizes the testimony that 

we have heard today, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Go ahead, Mr. Biermann. 
Mr. BIERMANN. Let me just point out a little about the contrac

tors again. While the affirmative action rate and the violation rate 
for affirmative action of these 19 companies is slightly higher that 
found among all contractors in California, 84 percent for Japanese 
firms compared for 75 percent for the State of California, our unso
phisticated snapshot, and again a very narrow one, has not proven 
that Japanese companies necessarily will discriminate more 
against those protected by the Executive order, today at least, than 
those without foreign investment. 

In the appendix I have, as I said, included a breakout of those 19 
Japanese firms. And, Mr. Chairman, we have additional data. It is 
a very short little summary of our findings in those 19 companies 
should you or your staff or other members of the committee need 
more information about the 19 companies. 

Mr. LANTOS. We would appreciate obtaining that. 
Mr. BIERMANN. We will certainly be responsive to your request. 

That concludes my formal comments, Mr. Chairman. I, along with 
the Regional Director from this region, Helene Haase, will be glad 
to answer any other questions you might have. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Biermann follows:] 
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Di■tinqui■h•d Chairman, Member• of the Subcouitt■■, Ladi•• 

and Gentleman, I am Leonard J, Bi■rmaM, Deputy Director of the 

Office of Federal Contract Compliance Program■ (OFCCP) in th• 

Employment Standard■ Admini■tration of th• u.s. Department of 

Labor, 

With me today i• Helene KaaH, ·the re9ional director of 

orccp for the San Franci■co Region which cover■ the etat•• of 

Ari1ona, California, Hawaii and Nevada, and au-. Ma, Haa■a i■ 

new to thi■ office having bean the deputy raqional director in 

the Atlanta Re9ion until movin9 here in Kay of thi■ year, 

Th• OFCCP 1• r■■pon■ible for aakinq ■ure that all compani•• 

doinq bu■in••• with the Federal Gov■r11111ant provide equal 

employment opportunity without regard to race, ■ax, color, 

religion, national oriqin, disability, Vietnu era or di■abled 

veteran ■tatu■. 

Individual complaint• filed under the IXacutiv• Order are, 

by a Memorandum of Undar■tandinq, referred to th• Equal 

llllploymant Opportunity Co11111i■■ion. Individual complaint• handled 

by orcCP are tho•• which all•9• di■crimination baeed on 

d1■abil1t1a■ filed under Section 503 of th• Rehabilitation Act of 

1973, and tho■• alleqing di■crimination baaed on Vietnam veteran■ 

■tatu■ tiled under th• Vietnam Bra Veteran■' Raadju■tment 

A■■ i■tance Act of 1974, 

1 
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our office alao require• contractor• to take affirmative 

action by makinq qoo4 faith effort• to recruit qualified work■r• 

troa all ••P•nt• of th• workforce, and to provide trainin9 and 

advancuent opportuniti•• tor all ui,ploy•••• 

Th•r• ar■ acre than 11,000 compani•• with ■011• 94,000 

eatabli•hlllent■, not includinq tho•• participatinq in th• 

con■truction induatry, which are ccntraotor■ to th• Paderal 

government and required to have Affirmative Action Plana. In 

addition, there are approxiaataly 150,000 oonatruotion 

contractor• and aub-oontractora, 

Th• orccP annually conduct• 1,000 compliance revi-• of 

tedaral oontractora. Whar• major violation■ of th• regulation• 

ara found,• re■olution u■ually i• obtainad with a Conciliation 

Aqreamant, a dOCWlent bindin9 th• contractor to fully corraot th• 

prcblaa. La•• aubatantiva ia■u•• are reaolv•d throuqh Letter■ of 

Comait•nt, a ■iailar-typ• document but l••• formal, Ultimately, 

contractor• who 4o not comply may be debarred froa tedaral work 

and their ourr•nt contract• cancelled, However, the law alway• 

allow• th• contractor to re•dy the violation or to have an 

opportunity tor a hearing before any debanent. I ahould note, 

Mr, Chairman, that alaoat alway• the contractor c011pli•• with it• 

obliqationa and r-•di•• the violation• prior to bain9 debarred, 

2 
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Laat year we reviewed 6,033 ••tabliahment•, inveati9ated 

1,295 complaint• and obtained $34.7 aillion in financial 

••ttlementa for individual• who had been diacriminated againat. 

Incidently, Mr, Chairman, in aach of the laat two yaara wa have 

obtained the lar9eat amount• of financial aattlamant• •inc• 

conaolidation of th• progru in 1171, Whan tha ataff and bud9eta 

of individual contracting a;ancia• Which enforced the txacutive 

order were tranaferred to the Department of Labor. 

To comply with conatitutional prohibition• aqainat 

unraaaonabla ••arch and aaiaura, the caurta have required OFCCP 

to en■ura that ••lection of contractor■ for raviav be baaed on a 

neutral, non-arbitrary ay■ta. OFCCP eaploya a ooaputar 

generated ayatu u■ift9 th• 110-1 report aa the data ba■e, Th••• 

fonia, jointly developed and adlliniatarad by the OPCCP and lqual 

hlployment Opportunity eouiaaion, are uaad to collect employment 

data froa private a11ployar• by aex according to five race and 

ethnic cata;oriaa, cro•• cla••ified by nine broad job categori••• 

rorai9n ownarahip i• not identified on th••• form•, and ha• not 

Purther, foreign 

ovnerahip haa no bearing on coverage under th• Executive Order or 

ralatad lawa. orcc, conduct• inve•ti;ation• (raviawa) of firma 

employing fewer ainoriti•• or women than their P••r• in the ■am• 

induatry and 9a09raphical area, ra;ardl••• of ovnarahip, 

3 
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In addition to ••king our offic• to provide you with 

information on the nWllber of compani•• under our juri■diotion, 

you al■o aaked ua to1 

1. Identify the number of tho■• ooapani•• under our 

juri•diction which were 100 percent owned by foreign 

inter••t•, and 

a. Of tho•• foreign-ownad compani••• Which contractor• 

were Japan••• aub■idiari•• or Japan••• owned, and 

3, Tho■• Japan••• compani•• Which are ba••d in California, 

Since r■c■iving your reque■t, Mr, Chairman, we hava •p■nt 

con■id■rable ti•• ••arching •ouroea to try and find the 

information you reciu••ted, 

Unfortunately, Kr, Chairman, •ither the information that ha• 

been collected by the other federal aganoi•• could not legally be 

ralaaeed to ua, or waa not in a cOlllputar data fonat. 

Conaequantly, thi• would have raquirad exteneive per•onnal ti•• 

to cro■• compara printad, hard copy data with tho•• oompani■■ in 

our federal contractor til••• Additionally, other ag■nci•• do not 

olae■ify foreign ownar■hip by percent or differentiate between 

oompani•• complat■ly foreign owned or tho■■ partially ownad by 

toreignara. 

4 
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What we did, howavar, in ordar to qiv• you• anapahot 

pictura of •o•• coapania■, wa• to tak■ a li■t compiled by Forbe• 

Ma9a1ine in it■ .July 22, 1991 edition, of the 100 lar9aat foraiqn 

inveetaent• in the u.s. 

We did a manual ••arch of th••• 100 oompani•• a9ain■t our 

national liat of 11,000 federal contractor■ and 94,000 

aatabli■hmenta. Here i■ what we f·ounda 

1, Of the ·100 lar9aet forai9n-owned inva■taant• in the 

u.s., 85 of th••• coapani•• ara 100 parcant forai9n

ownad. 

a. Of th••• 15 c011pani••• 11 corporation■, or 71.1 

parcant, rapr■■antinq 71 diffar■nt ■■tabli■hmant■, w•r• 

identified in our federal contractor til•• a■ beinq 

required to have Affiniatlv• Action Plana. 

3, Of th•••• I corporation■ with 7 facilitl•• ware cited 

by Forb•• Na9a1in• a• bainq Japane■e-owned. 

For your information, we have included the ooaplata li■t a■ 

Appendix A, 

5 

J 
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In addition, ve analyzed th• compliance ravi•v cloaure 

document■ for 11 Jap•n•••-own•d compani•• located in California. 

Th••• v•r• manually ••arched and idantlfled fr011 compliance 

review• conducted in the ■tat• of California between 1111 and 

1111, 

W• caution the Sllbco-itt••• how•v•r, that 11 compani•• out 

of 14,000 federal eatabli■hmant• under our juriadiction 1• not a 

valid atatiatical •••Pl• from which to ••t• any comparative 

analyaia. Howav•r, wa will do our ba■t to provide your 

lubcouitt•• with th• information w• hav• at hand, 

Thr•• of th• Japan•••-ownad oompania■, or 11 p■roant of th• 

■ample, ware found to have no violation• and received Notic•• of 

Compliance, ror tba ••m• tim• period, an average of 11 percent 

of all of th• California contractor• raviawad r•c■ivad Notice■ of 

Compliance, 

loettar■ of eo-it••nt ware ■ic;nad by flva, or 21 percent of 

th• Japan••••ownad contractor• revi■wad. During the ■a•• time 

period, 45 percent of all California contractor■ reviewed 

ra•olved violation• through aiqning Latter• of eouitllent. 

El•v•n of th• 19 Japan•••-ownad contractor• reviewed, or 58 

percent, war• cloa■d with Conciliation A9r••m•nt■, 
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Thr•• ot th• above mentioned Conciliation Avr••ment• 

reflected rHolution• ot aiqniticant iHUH ot dl•crimination, 

Th• reaainin9 contractor• •i9ninv Conciliation Avr••••nt■ were 

cited tor ■erlou■ aftiraativ• action violation■, Th• thr•• ca■•• 

with dl•crialnetion i•■u•• re•ulted in financial ■•ttl•••nt• of 

$107,HS for 11 individual•. 

While the atfiraativ• action deficiency rat■ for th••• 

nineteen coapanl•• (841) 1• •li9ht1y h19har than that found uon9 

all contractor• in California (751), our un■ophi■ticated ■nap■hot 

ha• not proven that Japana■• compani•• di•cri•inate aor• than do 

tho■• without toreiqn inva•ta•nt, 

A■ Appendix I to the t■•tiaony v• have included a breakout 

of th• 1, Japane■e-ovned coapani•• that va have reported on 

today, 

That conclude■ ay foraal rnarlc■, Ml', Chainan, I would be 

pl■a■ad to ra■pond to any qua■tion■ you or other aabar• of th• 

•ubc01111itt•• may have, 

Ill 

7 
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APPENDIX A 

ror11an-own14 ll4•;11 contractor■ to tb• u,s. 
from the 

tofb11 Maquin, "Top 100" ton1an <:amp•nt,11 in the Y,L. 

United JtingdOlll 21 211,1 

Germany 11 15,!II 

Canada 9 12. '71 

France 7 t.91 
t7Al'U 7 ... , 
swit1erland s 7,01 

The Netherland■ 3 4,21 

Au■tralia a a.11 

Hong Xong, Italy, Luxe!U)Qur9, Panama, Sweden and Venezuela each 
had one or 1,41, 

I 
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Mr. LANTOS. Well, thank you very much, and let me begin the 
questioning by asking a few very basic questions. You fundamental
ly depend on records submitted by companies, is that correct? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Initially, yes, sir. When we conduct a compliance 
investigation, that selection is made based upon EEO-1 data which 
is submitted by each company. Before we go onsite and conduct a 
compliance review, we first obtain from the company their affirma
tive action plan, which is of course a lot more elaborate, much 
more defined breakout of their employment into much smaller job 
groups. Then after analyzing that plan we then go onsite and col
lect data personally from the contractor's files. 

But the initial selection of the contractors is based solely on data 
submitted by the company. Now, I should say one other thing 
about that, sir, and that is that we do investigate complaints. As I 
mentioned 2 weeks ago, the complaints that are individual in 
nature are referred to EEOC. But we do accept complaints and in
vestigate those that allege general practices of a large nature, pat
tern and practice, systemic allegations and so forth. 

I would just like to say that if there are employees who are work
ing for companies which are Government contractors that believe 
that such a pattern and practice of discrimination exists at those 
firms, if they would file a charge with the OFCCP we would cer
tainly investigate that charge. 

So, it is not that we only do compliance reviews based upon the 
EEO-1 report. We are responsive to pattern and practice charges 
and do conduct full investigations. 

Mr. LANT0S. But obviously the very prevalent pattern of intimi
dation does prevent large numbers of people that feel that there is 
discrimination from filing such complaints because they are afraid 
of retribution. 

Mr. BIERMANN. Yes, sir, I am sure that is true. 
Mr. LANT0S. Now, what is the mechanism you use? Let me ask 

you, Ms. Haase, to deal with the question of appropriate classifica
tion. For instance, what prevents me from classifying someone as 
an executive assistant when in fact it is a very, very low level job? 

Ms. HAASE. Initially, nothing would prevent you from reporting 
that in your affirmative action program, but as a part of the com
pliance review process we receive detailed breakouts of job titles 
with pay rates and makeups by race and sex. We routinely review 
that to see if there are apparent discrepancies. 

So, if someone was, for instance, classified as a vice president of 
administration but they were paid on an hourly basis at a low rate 
that would immediately leap out and the investigator would look 
into it. They do routinely review job position descriptions and com
pare them with salary and content of the job if anything in the 
analysis brings it to their attention. 

And it is a very detailed analysis and we very often do require 
contractors-we don't require them to change the name of their 
job, but for affirmative action plan purposes we would require 
them to put them in the correct job category for analysis. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, I think you are correct with respect to such 
blatant attempts to circumvent the law. If you call me executive 
vice president and I make the minimum wage, then there is a red 
flag which is hoisted and you say, "Well, the executive vice presi-
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dent should be doing a little better than making the minimum 
wage." I understand that. 

But we are dealing with highly sophisticated companies with 
high-powered attorneys, and public relations consultants, and 
human resources consultants, who have learned the technique of 
sort of going as far as is humanly possible in deliberately misclassi
fying. What mechanisms do you have for dealing with those kinds 
of attempts to manipulate reality? 

Ms. HAASE. Well, clearly, I gave an extreme example, but we 
would probably detect many more subtle examples. In addition, we 
routinely interview various members of the work forces that we 
review, and we could detect from interviewing people. 

We would not be able to prevent if the person were afraid to 
bring to our attention that there was a discrepancy. We might not 
detect it, but we do have interviews, we do have job descriptions, 
and various personnel records to look at. 

So, if there is any clue that there is a problem we would prob
ably pick up on it. It is possible that something like that could pass 
unnoticed in the review. 

Mr. LANTOS. On the previous panel one of our witnesses, Mr. Pie
chota, told us that I believe in January he said he filed with your 
office as well as with EEOC and heard nothing. I am not expecting 
to know all of the cases in your office without being given advance 
notice. But assuming that the statements were accurate, is this a 
typical timelag or do you think it could have just fallen through 
the cracks? 

Ms. HAASE. No, it is not a typical timelag. We normally respond 
right away with acknowledgment that we have received the com
plaint. If there were a problem of establishing coverage or jurisdic
tion, there could be a delay before we actually started the investi
gation. Did he work for a bank? 

Mr. LANTOS. He worked for a bank. 
Ms. HAASE. He worked for a known contractor so he should have 

received some response. I would have to of course check our 
records. 

Mr. LANTOS. I understand that. Could you do that and submit 
your findings for the record? 

Ms. HAASE. The other thing that could have happened is if he 
submitted an individual complaint, we would have declined to in
vestigate it. We normally refer those complaints to the EEOC who 
does the investigation. And likewise, we would not accept an indi
vidual complaint that had also been filed with EEOC and they 
were already doing an investigation. So, he may have received a re
sponse that we were referring his complaint to the EEOC. If he re
ceived no response, certainly it is an error on our part. 

Mr. LANTOS. OK. Congressman Shays. 
Mr. SHAYS. The more we get into this issue the more difficult it 

seems to be to get accurate information so as to know if there is in 
fact discrimination in Japanese firms or English firms or French 
firms as it relates to the hiring of Americans in the United States. 

I was troubled by a comment you made because I heard it quite 
often in the Labor Department that it is difficult to obtain informa
tion from one unit of the Labor Department to another. Quite often 
it is used as proprietary information. For instance, OSHA some-
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times can't get statistics that they want from other units within 
the Labor Department. What kinds of information can't you get 
that may be available in our Government, but just another part of 
our Government? 

Mr. BIERMANN. I have a survey in more particulars that we have 
done in the Department of Labor in attempt to get additional infor
mation. Let me get to that very quickly here for you. 

Mr. SHAYS. I just want an example of the kind of information 
that we might have right now, but you can't get your hands on it. 

Mr. BIERMANN. Bear with me for just a minute and I can answer 
your question. 

Mr. SHAYS. All right. Ms. Haase, maybe I could ask you a ques
tion while he is looking. I am wondering if we are to single out one 
foreign-owned company with one ethnic group or one nationality, if 
we have the ability to do that. It would seem to me in fact that 
what we would want to do is determine if there was discrimination 
by any foreign firm against American citizens. Are you aware of 
any study ever being done? 

Ms. HAASE. To the best of my knowledge we have never done 
such a study. 

Mr. LANTOS. OK Any luck there? 
Mr. BIERMANN. Yes, I have it here for you, Congressman. The 

Bureau of Labor Statistics does have data. BLS developed a list of 
foreign-owned firms in the United States. 

Under what I understand is the law, International Investment 
Trade and Services Survey Act and the Foreign Direct Investment 
and International Financial Data Improvement Act of 1990, these 
data are only accessible to BLS and the Census Department and 
Commerce. The data is available only confidentially, and so when 
we went to the BLS we were not able to access it. 

There is additional data with the U.S. International Trade Com
mission. It is very manually intensive. It lists companies by name, 
plant location, parent company, percent share, new or acquired 
product line, employees, year opened, but the format is hard copy 
only and it is incompatible to any data base we have. We would 
have to cross reference manually to our 94,000 establishments to 
find if they were Government contractors or not. 

There is the data at the Bureau of Economic Analysis. BEA pub
lishes annually a survey of current businesses which include statis
tics of employment of foreign held U.S. businesses arranged by 
parent company, industry sector, and by the State of the United 
States in which it is. The most recent is 1988. 

It is 10 percent foreign held or more, so we don't know which 
ones are 100 percent or which ones are considerably less, and does 
not list company names, can't release the names by law. Again, it 
is restricted by the International Investment Trade and Services 
Survey Act. 

There are data available from the International Trade Adminis
tration--

Mr. SHAYS. You have given me an idea. 
Mr. BIERMANN. And so forth. So, those are the kinds of places we 

went to try and find the additional data that the committee asked 
for and we weren't able to successfully cross reference those data 
with our contractor list. 
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Mr. SHAYS. You know, I am struck by the fact that whenever we 
deal with Japanese companies, it is amazing what happens in 
Washington. You get a call from this lobbyist, you get a call from 
that lobbyist. I have this feeling that the Japanese firms in Amer
ica are hiring the best and brightest American lobbyists to make 
their case heard and they do it very effectively. 

I will candidly say that I think it is going to be more difficult to 
try to get this information than we reckon with because there will 
be a lot of lobbyists who are going to try to portray this in a very 
unfriendly way. Yet I just think we are going to have to do it. 

Mr. Chairman, I don't have any other questions. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you, Congressman Shays. I do have one ques

tion which stems from what I detect from two answers I got from 
the two of you to the same question, so correct me if I am wrong. 
As I was listening to you, Mr. Biermann, you said you sort of invit
ed individuals to complain if they feel they have been discriminat
ed against. Am I correct? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Well, of course. But if the complaint is individual 
in nature, we would send it to EEOC. It will be investigated by 
EEOC. Now, I don't know what their timeframe is, but it will be 
investigated. If it is a pattern and practice charge, then it will be 
investigated by us in the form of a compliance review. 

We would get that charge. If there is a charge for instance made 
that there is a Japanese company that is not promoting women 
into management, or is not promoting Anglo-American citizens 
into management, and that this is systemic, and it is not a com
plaint filed in behalf of one person or one specific act of discrimina
tion, then we would conduct a review of that issue and find out 
whether or not that firm was complying with the Executive order. 

So, there is relief for those individuals who want to use the ad
vantage of the Executive order. The only thing we don't do is inves
tigate individual charges of one individual being fired for lack of 
performance and there is an allegation that firing took place be
cause of race or gender as an example, but if there is a general 
charge made under the Executive order, then we schedule that 
company for a compliance review. 

The only exception to that may be if the identical charge has just 
been investigated in a recent compliance review, it would not be 
appropriate to investigate it over again. 

Mr. LANTOS. But may I ask this, you indicated that you refer 
these individual complaints to the EEOC; correct? 

Ms. HAASE. Yes, that is correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. Now, what mechanism is there with an EEOC off 

picking up a variety of individual complaints which if put together 
clearly reflect a pattern of discrimination? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Well, one of the systems that we use for schedul
ing companies for compliance review in addition to the EEDS 
system that we talked about 2 weeks ago, is that the district direc
tor of each of our offices has the authority that if there are a 
number of complaints individual in nature being filed against the 
same company and those according to the memorandum of under
standing with the EEOC are sent to the Commission for investiga
tion. 
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But if we see that there is such a pattern, then that is an appro
priate neutral, legitimate basis for scheduling that company for a 
compliance review, even though they may not appear on our 
normal selection system as proper for such a compliance review. 

So, there is that amount of discretion that a district director has 
given a pattern of charges being made against a contractor. 

Mr. LANTOS. What triggers in your office the notion that there is 
a pattern here and not just individual complaints? 

Ms. HAASE. It would have to be perceived by the managers of the 
offices where the complaints are filed, or in my office. If we were 
intaking the complaint, we may notice that there is a large number 
of complaints, or in some cases employees of the companies contact 
us and say they are concerned, and this employee's concern togeth
er with the record of whether complaints have been filed would 
cause us to take a closer look at the company. 

Mr. LANTOS. How many regions do you have in your operation? 
Mr. BIERMANN. Ten. 
Mr. LANTOS. Ten regions. Now, what is the degree of information 

sharing among the 10 regions? Suppose I am an employee of Sanwa 
Bank, and I send a complaint to you that there is discrimination 
against me as a woman, and there is another office someplace else 
which receives a similar complaint, and another office elsewhere in 
the country. Is there a central pool where these complaints are 
evaluated in terms of the pattern of frequency so that you would 
have an indication that you are dealing with systemic discrimina
tion? 

Ms. HAASE. Within the region we receive-
Mr. LANTOS. No, interregionally, not within the region. 
Ms. HAASE. Right, I will address those. But, no, interregionally 

there is not. 
Mr. LANTOS. Now, that is a very serious flaw because you are 

dealing with some companies which are operating all over the 
country, and if you have individual complaints of individual 
women in various parts of the country all of these are handled as 
individual complaints, shipped over to the EEOC, and your district 
directors don't communicate with one another, when in fact we 
may well have a pattern of discrimination on our hands. You at 
present time are not equipped to deal with it. 

Mr. BIERMANN. No, you are right, Mr. Chairman, and you have 
identified something that we have also at OFCCP, and that is that 
we have the ability to interact within the region from one district 
office to another because the data base is kept regionally. There is 
also a national data base, but it not analyzed for selection of con
tractor purposes. 

What we need to put in place when funding is available is a se
lection system so that the data bases are interchangeable, so that 
there is a network relationship between the 10 regions, so that 
trends and patterns that may exist in one can be identified in an
other. 

It is also very helpful in selecting contractors for compliance 
review because quite often in our program we have found the same 
company may be reviewed in 10 regions, if not at the same time, 
very closely to that, and it would be helpful if we could establish a 
network of relations between our regions. 
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Mr. LANTOE. The previous panel had two individuals, Mr. John 
Piechota and Ms. Pearl M'Coy, both of them former Sanwa Bank 
employees. They both testified that there were 12 U.S. citizens dis
charged by Sanwa Bank at the same time, no Japanese national 
was laid off at the same time. Would this constitute a pattern? 

Ms. HAASE. If those 12 people joined together to file a class com
plaint, we would investigate it as a pattern. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, that is a tall order. I mean, those 12 people 
are unemployed now. They are crawling all over the country look
ing for jobs. Don't set targets which are by definition impossible to 
obtain. 

I am asking a very simple question. You now heard testimony 
before a congressional committee under oath by two individuals 
working for the same company saying that they were fired and 
they viewed this as pattern of discrimination because there were 10 
other United States citizens fired by the same company, no Japa
nese national. 

This was given under oath. They don't know where the other 10 
people are. These are little people. Have some mercy on them. 
They are all over the country. They are unemployed. They are 
looking for a way to pay for the milk for their children. So, don't 
force them to come together as a group of 12 and hire a high-pow
ered law firm charging them $300 an hour to mount this. They 
won't do that. Our job in Government is to protect the weak. That 
is our job. So, don't set standards which are impossible to obtain. 

Ms. HAASE. I didn't mean to imply that all 12 of them would 
have to find--

Mr. LANTOS. Well, we now have two. Is that enough? 
Ms. HAASE. If two signed and there was an indication that there 

was pattern, we would look at it as a pattern. If one person signed, 
if one person had a complaint, we probably would not. But if we 
knew that there were more than one, even though not all of them 
had signed--

Mr. LANTOS. Well, now you know. There are 2 and they claim 
that there are 12. Will you pursue this? 

Ms. HAASE. It would be appropriate for them to file an official 
complaint. 

Mr. LANTOS. They did. 
Ms. HAASE. They did? 
Mr. LANTOS. That was Mr. Piechota's testimony. 
Ms. HAASE. Well, I--
Mr. LANTOS. Since it was an individual complaint, you bumped it 

out to the EEOC. 
Ms. HAASE. You know, I will have to research our records and 

see the complaint. 
Mr. LANTOS. Your answer gives me very little comfort, very little 

comfort. 
Ms. HAASE. I apologize for that, Mr. Chairman, but it is not our 

intent---
Mr. LANTOS. It is not a question of apologizing for it. I am con

cerned about individuals who on the basis of the superficial evi
dence are discriminated against because they are U.S. citizens, 
they are fired not because they are lousy employees-I was very 
much impressed by these people-but they are fired because they 
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are U.S. citizens, and they complained to you, and you buck it over 
to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. There are 2 of 
them and the 2 of them say there are 12 of them. 

What is the mechanism? I mean, let's not get into a game where 
the individual cannot deal with Sanwa Bank or Mitsubishi. We 
know that. That is why they need help. It is your job and my job to 
give them the help. 

Ms. HAASE. Clearly that is the case and we would be happy to do 
that. 

Mr. LANTOS. But we can't have a congressional hearing for every 
case. You must have a mechanism in place that sees to it that 
these people are protected, that their rights are protected. I don't 
see that mechanism. 

Mr. BIERMANN. Well, I think there is, Mr. Chairman. In the in
stant case at the bank I am sure that based upon the testimony 
today if we have not recently conducted a compliance review of 
that particular bank and they are a Government contractor, as you 
say I would see no reason why a compliance review should not be 
conducted in a reasonable period of time as we can schedule it. I 
will make that commitment to you, sir. 

As far as the general selection method, we do review the com
plaints that are received within the region. If there are a pattern 
of complaints that are filed in the region against a contractor, 
those are noted and compliance reviews are conducted from that 
basis. 

About 15 percent of the reviews that we conduct each year are 
what we call reviews based on discretion of the district director; in 
other words, not off the EEO system. That is based upon com
plaints, community interest, new plant, recent layoffs, whatever 
the concern might be, as long as it is neutral and not arbitrary. 

The thing we don't do, and 1 day we want to do, is to be able to 
communicate those kinds of data from region to region so that the 
selection system can be based upon national data rather than just 
regional data. 

But I am not at all sure that lacking complaint information in 
the district office nationally would have a very great impact on the 
selection process, because we conduct compliance reviews of estab
lishments; we don't do corporatewide investigations. If there is a 
pattern against a particular bank within a region then we will cer
tainly do an investigation of that bank. 

It will be very helpful to have a national computer network 
system, but I am not entirely convinced that it would have a very 
big impact on the selection system itself because I think the com
plaint process pretty well can be analyzed on a local basis. 

But as far as the testimony today, certainly, if there is informa
tion given to the Government that indicates there may be a pat
tern of discrimination at a Government contractor establishment 
and we haven't been there recently, that ought to be a consider
ation that the district director uses in making a selection. 

Mr. LANTOS. Congressman Shays. 
Mr. SHAYS. Let me just ask you this question. I get a little 

uneasy when I hear that it would be nice if the funding were avail
able. What I really want to know is if you think it would be helpful 

50-681 0 - 92 - 9 
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and important are you actually making a request that the funds be 
made available? 

Mr. BIERMANN. Well, we have a lot of different priorities, Con
gressman. That is one of them, but we have others too. We are 
doing this in steps. The first thing we had to do before we could 
worry about a national network was to spend a lot of money on 
computers in all of our district offices. 

We initially set up a target that every one of our district offices, 
and there are 47 of them, have computers equal to one computer 
per module, or three computers per district office. That was a very 
substantial investment. 

We have gone through that process for the last 3 years. We are 
now at the point where hardware is in place, and certainly the 
next step now is to spend the additional funds to network those 
computers. So, it is not a matter of not having the funds 2 years 
ago or being turned down for it. It was a matter of doing it in steps 
so we could put the hardware in place and then go ahead with the 
next process. We are going to do that. 

But as I say, there are other priorities too and you know better 
than I that there is only so many pieces of the pie that can be cut 
and distributed, and we are trying to do the best-

Mr. SHAYS. No, I do know that, but I sit as a Congressman and I 
get uncomfortable when Congress says to the executive branch, 
"You are not doing this," and then we find that Congress hasn't 
allocated funds that should have been made available. But I am 
finding all too often that the request is not made. 

It seems to me that you have every right to turn to your superi
ors and they have every right to turn to Congress and say, "This is 
what we need to do the job you want us to do, and if you don't do 
that we are not going to be able to do the job." I am just curious if 
you think you have gone that step of letting the funding organiza
tion, which is Congress, know what your needs are. 

Mr. BIERMANN. Well, I think we have and I think we have been 
funded, Congressman. As I say, the moneys that we have spent 
over the last 2 or 3 years on hardware and software for the district 
and regional offices around the country has been quite substantial. 

We have come considerably far from where we were just 5 years 
ago. I am quite satisfied that the progress made has been good. 
There are other things yet to do and those will come in future 
funding years. 

I am not at all of the view that what we have done insofar as 
purchases of the kinds of equipment our offices need to do their 
work has been less than what it should have been. We have been 
pretty vigorous in that area. 

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, I want to thank both of your for your testimo

ny. Let me just say that I want to assure you that this subcommit
tee will give you all the help that you can possibly get from us, but 
we in turn would want you to be as vigorous in your pursuit of all 
of these issues as I know you want to be. 

Let me also say that I hope you take back to Washington, Mr. 
Biermann, the notion that perhaps we have discovered a whole 
new arena of possible people who are being discriminated against
these people are called U.S. citizens-which has not been your 
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focus. You have assumed that they are not discriminated against, 
but these hearing reveal that that assumption is presumably no 
longer accurate. I thank you both. 

Mr. BIERMANN. Thank you. 
Ms. HAASE. Thank you. 
Mr. LANTOS. Our next panel is Mr. Kunishiro Saito, president of 

NEC Electronics, Mr. Ryusaburo Wada, president and chief execu
tive officer of Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank, and Mr. K. Tomita, vice presi
dent of Toyota Technical Center. Would you please rise and raise 
your right hand? 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. LANTOS. Since we have many more people than we have in

vited, we are happy to have all of you, I want to make sure I know 
with whom we are dealing. So, I would like to begin at that end of 
the table and would you kindly identify yourself so we will know 
exactly who is who? Are you a witness? 

Unidentified INDIVIDUAL. I am not, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. Go ahead. Could we begin with you, sir? 
Mr. TOMITA. My name is Kazuo Tomita. 
Mr. LANTOS. You are vice president of Toyota Technical Center? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. And you are? 
Mr. LoEB. Mr. Chairman, my name is Hamilton Loeb. I am the 

attorney for Toyota Technical Center. 
Mr. WADA. My name is Ryusaburo Wada, president of Dai-Ichi 

Kangyo Bank of California. 
Ms. CORMIER. My name is Linda Cormier. I am vice president 

and head of human resources for Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of Califor
nia. 

Mr. GIOVANOLA. My name is John Giovanola. I am administra
tive vice president for NEC Electronics. 

Mr. WILES. My name is Alexander Wiles. I am counsel to NEC 
Electronics. 

Mr. SAITO. My name is Kun,ishiro Saito, president of NEC Elec
tronics. 

Ms. ISHIKAWA. 1'4y name is Michiko Ishikawa, freelance inter
preter helping Mr. Saito to understand today's proceeding. 

Mr. LANTOS. Very good. I would like to ask you to try to sit down 
because you are blocking the view for the people behind you. You 
will get your chance to come up whenever you are needed. If any of 
you would like to take off your coats to be more comfortable, you 
are most welcome to do so. Let me first welcome all of you. Let me 
state for the record that you are all appearing voluntarily. We ap
preciate your presence. 

Let me also reiterate a portion of what I said at the outset, that I 
have a longstanding, and very deep, and very genuine appreciation, 
not only for our own Japanese-American community, but for Japan 
as a country and as a culture, having visited Japan on numerous 
occasions beginning in 1956, having established the first study 
abroad program at Wasata University in the 1960's for American 
students, early 1960's, and being of the view that Japanese invest
ment in the United States on balance is a helpful phenomenon. 

Let me also indicate at the outset that I am quite certain that 
many of the problems that we have heard testimony about do 
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relate to cultural differences, deep-seated cultural differences, but 
that of course is no excuse with respect to full compliance with our 
laws. People may discriminate because they choose to discriminate, 
and people may discriminate because that is part of their cultural 
pattern. Neither is acceptable under American law. So, we are not 
here probing motivation. We are looking at a very simple fact, as 
to whether companies that enjoy the privilege of operating within 
the United States are in full compliance, not just token compliance, 
not just minimal symbolic compliance, but in full compliance with 
the laws of this Nation. 

We will place all of your prepared statements in the record in 
their entirety. Since Congressman Shays will have to catch a plane 
before too long for Connecticut and I am very anxious that he be 
part of this full hearing, we will ask you to summarize extremely 
briefly your prepared testimony as it relates to the concern of this 
committee. 

In our hearing in Washington we had several of the companies 
testifying, submitting very lengthy prepared statements, which we 
were happy to accept for the record, but we asked them not to read 
lengthy statements about company history, company functions, and 
the reiteration of sort of desirable objectives. 

We are dealing here with a series of very serious concerns, con
cerns expressed by American citizens under oath relating to their 
view that Japanese-owned companies engaged in systematic dis
crimination against them as individuals and against them as mem
bers of various groups, women and various minorities. But in all 
instances we are dealing with discrimination against U.S. citizens 
as such. 

I would also like to say that in the event any of you, ladies and 
gentlemen, require assistance with an interpreter we will give you 
all the opportunity to consult with your interpreter. We appreciate 
the fact that you are testifying not in your native language. I have 
been struggling with that problem for years. Let me just say that 
we will be very sympathetic to linguistic difficulties. 

We will begin with you, Mr. Kunishiro Saito, president of NEC 
Electronics. I would like to ask you not to read your prepared state
ment. We will place it in the record. If you would like to come di
rectly to the questions, we will give you that opportunity. To reas
sure you, your prepared statement is entered into the record in its 
entirety. 

Mr. WILES. Mr. Saito has approximately a 5-minute presentation 
which addresses the issues that you wanted him to address. 

Mr. LANTOS. I would be very happy to give him the opportunity 
to read the statement if it addresses specifically the issues. 

Mr. WILES. It does. 
Mr. LANTOS. Please. 

STATEMENT OF KUNISHIRO SAITO, PRESIDENT, NEC ELECTRON
ICS, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN T. GIOVANOLA, VICE PRESI
DENT, ADMINISTRATION; AND ALEXANDER WILES, ESQUIRE, 
COUNSEL 

Mr. SAITO. I have prepared a statement, but I would like to only 
read the part that is related to your hearing. 
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Good afternoon. On behalf of NEC Electronics I am pleased to 
have the opportunity to appear before the hearing. My name is 
Kunishiro Saito, and I am president of NEC Electronics. 

NEC Electronics is a wholly owned subsidiary of NEC Corp. 
which is headquartered in Tokyo, Japan. 

NEC Corp. is an international electronics company that manu
factures over 15,000 different products marketed in more than 140 
countries. NEC has 29 manufacturing plants in 15 countries and 
over 44 marketing and sales organizations in 23 countries outside 
Japan. 

As an international company we are well aware of the fact that 
in each of the 140 countries in which we conduct business there 
exist laws, regulations and customs pertaining to the areas of em
ployment, tax, import/export, environmental, as well as the many 
others. 

NEC recognizes that laws and regulations differ from country to 
country and we are committed to operate within these laws and 
regulations and to be recognized as a good corporate citizen in each 
and every country in which we do business. As NEC Electronics' 
new president I am fully aware of the U.S. laws prohibiting dis
crimination, and I intend to ensure, as my predecessors have done, 
that our company follows those laws. 

The committee has asked us to address a number of specific ques
tions concerning our employment practices. I would briefly just like 
to comment to those questions. 

First, you have asked about the nationality of NEC Electronics 
employees. I am unable give you the information concerning the 
nationality of all of our employees because we do not keep these 
kinds of records. Nationality has no bearing on our personnel prac
tices. Therefore, it is neither applicable and necessary for us to 
maintain these types of documentation. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, you surely do not expect the subcommittee to 
buy that because that is the focus of our inquiry, so for you to say 
to the committee, Mr. Saito, that you don't have the data because 
it is not a matter that you consider in your employment practices 
is a sort of a mindboggling statement because the whole issue is 
that large numbers of American citizens are complaining under 
oath that Japanese companies, like yours, discriminate against 
United States citizens by not allowing them to assume positions of 
managerial or executive responsibility. 

The only way you can deal with that matter is by providing the 
subcommittee, and I might add the American people, with very de
tailed information on that subject, and I have to say that if you 
have no such information, then the rest of your testimony is of 
very little interest to the subcommittee because that is the focus of 
the subcommittee's inquiry and we will need to reinvite you to a 
subsequent hearing by which time you will have obtained the infor
mation which is the legitimate purview of the inquiry of this sub
committee. 

We cannot deal with the question of whether American citizens 
are discriminated against by your company if you tell us you don't 
keep records on the basis of citizenship in your company by catego
ry of employment, executive, managerial, professional, technical, 
clerical and other. 
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So, my feeling is that you really didn't mean to say that, because 
if you had said that and you would stop there, we would be in trou
ble. But reading your prepared statement it is in conflict with what 
you have just said. You say on page 4, "NEC Electronics currently 
has 1,516 employees. Included in this amount are 67 Japanese em
ployees who have been transferred from our parent corporation in 
Japan to support our operations." 

So, you do have data. The data may not be in the form that this 
subcommittee requires for its investigation, so let me ask you some 
questions on the basis of your prepared statement. 

Mr. WILES. Congressman--
Mr. LANTOS. Counsel, you will address the committee when you 

are given permission to do so. You have not been given permission. 
Mr. WILES. I just wanted to-
Mr. LANTOS. Well, you are not yet recognized, counsel. 
Mr. WILES. You just interrupted his statement is all I wanted to 

say. 
Mr. LANTOS. I am fully cognizant of what I was doing, counsel. I 

would like to ask-I didn't interrupt the witness at all. I ask ques
tions of the witness at any time during the hearing, counsel. 

Mr. SAITO. Mr. Chairman, may I add a few words? 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, you certainly may, but you have raised an 

issue and I would like to pursue this issue now. If you will turn to 
page 4 of your prepared statement, Mr. Saito, the last paragraph 
provides information that I would like to deal with. You indicate 
that 17 of your Japanese citizen employees are in executive and ad
ministrative positions. Is that correct, sir? 

Mr. SAITO. That is correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. That is correct. May I ask, sir, how many U.S. citi

zens are in executive and administrative positions? 
Mr. SAITO. I know the people who report to me directly, but I do 

not know in detail the other people who are also in this category, 
so I would like to refer your question to Mr. Giovanola. 

Mr. LANTOS. To whom? 
Mr. SAITO. Mr. Giovanola. 
Mr. LANTOS. Yes, please, go ahead. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. To answer your question, Mr. Congressman, in 

the total management area--
Mr. LANTOS. No, I would like to use the same category that you 

are using in your prepared--
Mr. GIOVANOLA. We attempted in our written testimony to use 

the categories that you specified-actually, you did not specify the 
categories and we attempted to tell you exactly how many people 
from the whole corporation were operating in the engineering area, 
the sales and marketing area--

Mr. LANTOS. I understand that. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. We don't have the total population broken down 

for today's testimony in those categories. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, let me ask you this, your prepared testimony 

indicates that you hl;lve 17 Japanese citizens in the executive and 
administrative category. 

Mr. GIOVANOLA. That is correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. How many.U.S. citizens do you have in that catego

ry? 
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Mr. GIOVANOLA. The category as it is defined there we have-I 
can give you a total management--

Mr. LANTOS. No, I want it exactly the way you defined it. 
Mr. G10VANOLA. I don't have it broken down in that level of 

detail. I can certainly provide you with that information. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, let me--
Mr. GIOVANOLA. It is not in that form today. 
Mr. LANTOS. Let me pursue the matter with all of you. You have 

counsel. The top person in the company I take it is Mr. Saito. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. That is correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. Who is the second in command? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. The second in command is the senior vice presi-

dent, Mr. Kirimoto. 
Mr. LANTOS. Is Mr. Kirimoto a Japanese citizen? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. Yes, he is. 
Mr. LANTOS. Who is the No. 3 person? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. They are a group of vice presidents. I am not 

sure--
Mr. LANT0S. At the same level more or less? 
Mr. GIOVAN0LA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. How many? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. There are five to my recollection. 
Mr. LANTOS. Five to your recollection. 
Mr. G1ovANOLA. That is right. 
Mr. LANTOS. So, the chief executive officer is a Japanese citizen. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. That is correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. The No. 2 person is a Japanese citizen. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. That is correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. Now, we come to the third layer of five whatever 

title you gave them. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. That is correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. Indicate to me kindly what the citizenship of those 

five is. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. We have one vice president who is here from the 

parent corporation, and the other four to the best of my knowledge 
are American citizens, but I know they are not from the parent 
corporation. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, let me be sure I understand. Of the five-
Mr. GIOVANOLA. Of the five one--
Mr. LANTos. Is a Japanese citizen? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA [continuing]. Is a Japanese citizen. 
Mr. LANT0S. And four are U.S. citizens? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. I am not certain, Mr. Congressman, if the four 

are citizens. I can tell you that they are not--
Mr. LANT0S. Well, are they Americans or Japanese? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. They are not Japanese, no, sir. They are not 

Japanese. 
Mr. LANTos. Well, if they are not Japanese and they are not 

Americans what are they? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. They might be British, or French, or Scandinavi-

an, or some other citizenship. 
Mr. LANTOS. Do you know them? 
Mr. G10VANOLA. Yes, I do. 
Mr. LANTOS. Give me their names. 
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Mr. G10VANOLA. Kelley. 
Mr. LANros. Mr. Kelley is a U.S. citizen I take it. 
Mr. GmvANoLA. I believe so, sir, yes. 
Mr.LANTOS.OK. 
Mr. GmvANOLA. Myself. 
Mr. LANTOS. Yourself. You are a U.S. citizen. 
Mr. GmvANOLA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. The next one. 
Mr. GmvANOLA. A gentleman named Marek. 
Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Mr. GmvANOLA. He is a U.S. citizen. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. 
Mr. GmvANOLA. The fourth gentleman, Mr. Jelenko. 
Mr. LANTOS. Also a U.S. citizen. 
Mr. GmvANOLA. To the best of my knowledge, yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. So, now we are up to seven people in the top 

hierarchy, No. 1, No. 2, and then the five below that. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. That is correct. 
Mr. LANT0S. Now, let's take the next layer. What is the next 

layer? 
Mr. Gmv AN0LA. In the top management group that we classify 

as top management would be other direct reports to Mr. Saito, so 
we have accounted for I believe-

Mr. LANTOS. Seven people. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA [continuing]. Seven people, so there is another 

six people. 
Mr. LANTOS. May I ask by the way with respect to the seven 

people-
Mr. GIOVANOLA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS [continuing]. How many of those seven people are 

women? 
Mr. GmvANOLA. There are no women within those seven people. 
Mr. LANT0S. No women in those seven people, OK. And how 

many women are there in the 17, the group of Japanese citizens in 
the executive and administrative level? 

Mr. GIOVANOLA. There are no women in that category. 
Mr. LANTOS. So, the top 17 Japanese citizens working for the 

company are all men. 
Mr. G10VANOLA. That is correct, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. That is correct, OK. Now, let's go down to the next 

layer. We have now accounted for the top seven people. At the next 
layer there are how many? 

Mr. GIOVANOLA. Six people. 
Mr. LANTOB. Six people. What is their citizenship? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. Two of those people are from the parent corpo

ration. They are Japanese citizens. The remainder, to the best of 
my knowledge, are U.S. citizens. 

Mr. LANTOS. How many of those six are women? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. There are no women. 
Mr. LANros. There are no women. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. That is correct. 
Mr. LANros. So, we are now down to the top 13 people. 
Mr. GmvANoLA. That is correct. 
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Mr. LANTOS. OK. Let's take the next layer. How many are in the 
next layer? 

Mr. GIOVANOLA. In the next layer are 170 people we classify as 
middle management. 

Mr. LANTOS. 170 people in middle management. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. That is correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. Let me go back to your written statement. 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. Mr. Chairman, is it possible for Mr. Saito to 

finish his prepared statement? 
Mr. LANTOS. As soon as I am finished with my questioning he 

will be given an opportunity to finish his statement. Your prepared 
statement says 17 individuals are Japanese citizens in the execu
tive/administrative category. Is that correct? 

Mr. G10vANOLA. That is correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. Does that encompass what you just referred to as 

middle management? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. Yes, some of those would be in middle manage

ment, yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. But the bulk of them are in the top management 

group? 
Mr. G10vANOLA. Of the 17, 5 are in top management that is cor

rect, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. May I ask in that top level group how many 

are of Hispanic or African-American background? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. We have one Hispanic in that top group. 
Mr. LANTOS. What position does that person occupy? 
Mr. GIOVANOLA. That gentleman is the director of strategic mar

keting planning. 
Mr. LANTOS. Very good. Please proceed. 
Mr. SAITO. The committee has also inquired as to employees who 

have transferred from our parent company in Tokyo. NEC Elec
tronics currently has 1,516 employees. Of these, 67 employees are 
here in NEC corporation who support our operations. 

You have also expressed interest in our OFCCP and our EEOC 
experience. In January 1985 the OFCCP audited the affirmative 
action plan of our manufacturing facility in Roseville, CA. The 
audit required us to modify our affirmative action plan to clarify 
the problem areas and to do additional outreach to recruit from mi
nority communities. We have made this a priority and feel we have 
met this commitment. 

With regard to the EEOC or the EED I have only been here a 
short time, but I am told by Mr. John Giovanola that we have only 
had four instances or charges during the past 5 years. In each of 
these cases NEC Electronics believed the allegations were made 
without a proper foundation, and with exception of the current 
pending arbitration the incidents of alleged discrimination were 
dismissed or were withdrawn. 

This is below the average number of incidents of the alleged dis
crimination for a company of our size. I believe this is because NEC 
is conscious of and committed to the spirit of the affirmative 
action. Over the past several years, NEC Electronics has explored a 
number of ways to increase its ability to attract minorities and 
women into the company. 
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We have recognized that particularly in the engineering area the 
available resources among this segment are limited. In order to in
crease our visibility with these specific groups we have been par
ticipating in minority job fair recruiting programs at the Universi
ty of California, Davis; California State University, Sacramento; 
California State University, Chico; and California State Polytechnic 
University, San Luis Obispo. 

In addition we have made a corporate commitment to support 
both the society of women engineers and the minority engineering 
programs at these educational institutions. As an example, in the 
spring of 1990 NEC Electronics donated $125,000 to California 
State University, Sacramento, to be used exclusively for its minori
ty engineering programs. 

Although we believe that our financial support to these pro
grams are important, we also believe that employee involvement in 
these activities are crucial. Over the years, our engineers have 
served as advisors to MEP programs at the college and the univer
sity level and as advisors to MESA [mathematics engineering sci
ence achievement] at the high school level. We have also encour
aged our employees to volunteer their time to help students in ESL 
[English as a second language] programs and to act as mentors and 
tutors for "at risk" students. These activities are supported by the 
company and employees are allowed to participate on companypaid 
time. 

This concludes my formal remarks. Mr. Chairman, I would be 
pleased to respond to any question you or other members of the 
subcommittee may have. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Saito follows:] 
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My name is Kunishiro Saito. 1 am President of NEC Electronics 

Inc. 

NEC Electronics is a wholly owned subsidiary of NEC 

Corporation which is headquartered in Tokyo, Japan. 

NEC Corporation is an international electronics company that 

manufactures over 15,000 different .products marketed in more than 

140 countries. NEC has 29 manufacturing plants in 15 countries and 

over 44 marketing and sales organizations in 23 countries outside 

Japan. 

NEC believes it will function best as an international company 

by successfully "globalizing" our operations so that we can provide 

products and services in a timely, efficient manner from facilities 

located worldwide in a closely linked network. To this end NEC 

emphasizes the localization of its operations in order to 

contribute to the host countries in a number of ways from 

technology transfers to new employment opportunities. 

As an international company, we are well aware of the fact 

that in each of the 140 countries in which we conduct business 

there exist laws, regulations and customs pertaining to the areas 

of employment, tax, import/export, environmental and others. 

1 
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NEC recognizes that laws and regulations differ from country 

to country and we are committed to operate within these laws and 

regulations and to be recognized as a good corporate citizen in 

each and every country in which we do business. As NEC Electronics 

new president, I am fully aware of United States laws prohibiting 

discrimination, and I intend to ensure, as my predecessors have 

done, that our company follows those laws. 

NEC Electronics supports the "globalization" strategy with its 

marketing and manufacturing operation in the United States. We 

supply over 5,000 different high technology products to support 

customers in the United States in industries such as computers, 

telecommunication, automotive, industrial, and consumer. 

NEC Electronics has had sales and marketing operations in the 

United States since 1975. In 1984, NEC made a major commitment to 

its customers in the United States by opening a major semiconductor 

manufacturing facility in Roseville, California. NEC was the first 

Japanese company to invest in the electronics industry in this 

country. Our original investment in this facility was nearly $100 

million. Over the next several years, we upgraded the facility by 

investing an additional $37 million. 

2 
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At the present time, we are near completion of a 468,000 

square foot addition to the Roseville plant. We estimate that the 

cost of this new facility will be over $500 million. When 

completed, it will be the largest merchant fabrication facility in 

the United States. 

This investment of nearly three quarters of a billion dollars, 

has significantly added to the economic growth of Roseville and the 

surrounding area, as well as the State of California. The initial 

plant provided jobs for nearly 900 local residents and with the new 

facility in place, an additional 500 to 600 people will be hired. 

NEC made the decision to add to its manufacturing capabilities 

in Roseville based on a number of reasons. First, California has 

an excellent reputation as a state that recognizes the benefits of 

foreign investment. As a result, we were encouraged at both the 

local and state level to expand our business activities in 

Roseville. 

Second, NEC received overwhelming support from the local 

community for the expansion. We have always taken the position 

that we are a partner in the communities in which we do business 

and work hard to maintain a reputation as a good corporate citizen. 

3 
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Now that you have a general understanding oi our parent 

company and NEC Electronics, let me address the specific issues 

requested by this Subcommittee: 

1. Nationalities of NEC Electronics personnel, 

The Subcommittee requested to know the 

nationalities of NEC Electronics personnel. 

Be advised that we do not maintain any records 

that identify the specific nationality of our 

employees. This is not an item of information 

that is required by us for any purpose. We 

have been advised by legal counsel that to 

require such information from our employees or 

potential employees could be considered a 

discriminatory activity. 

2. Japanese Nationals, 

NEC Electronics currently has 1,516 employees. 

Included in this amount are 67 Japanese 

employees who have been transferred from our 

parent corporation in Japan to support our 

operations. 

activities 

These employees are supporting 

in the following areas: 

Executive/Administration - 17; Marketing - 12; 

Engineering - 38. 41 are classified as 

Managers and 

professionals. 

26 

4 

are classified as 
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We expect that these employees will stay with us approximately 

four years before returning to Japan. 

3. 

4. 

Management Level Job Permanence and Promotions, 

NEC Electronics has an Employment at Will 

Policy. All managerial employees are required 

to sign an employment agreement which 

stipulates employment at will. This 

employment agreement also provides for 

severance pay in the event of a termination at 

the employer's request and a dispute 

resolution process that includes several 

levels of review including arbitration. 

Managerial promotions are made on the basis of 

merit without regard to sex, race, creed, or 

national origin. All jobs within NEC 

Electronics Inc. have been rated utilizing the 

Hay Job Evaluation Systems administered by 

three Job Evaluation Committees (Non-Exempt, 

Exempt, and Executive). The recommendations 

of these Committees are reviewed and approved 

by the President. 

OFCCP and EEOC Experience, 

The OFCCP audited the Affirmative Action Plan of our 

manufacturing facility in Roseville, California in 

5 
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January 1985. The audit required our commitment to 

modify our Affirmative Action Plan to .clarify the 

identification of problem areas and to do additional 

outreach to recruit from minority communities and we have 

met this commitment. 

During the last 5 years we have had only 4 incidents of 

charges filed with either the EEOC or the corresponding state 

agency. The disposition of these allegations is as follows: 

1. Alleged retaliation for reporting an incident 

of sexual harassment - charges were withdrawn 

following confidential settlement; 

2. Alleged National Origin discrimination by an 

employee currently pending private 

arbitration decision; 

3. Alleged Age Discrimination by a job applicant 

- Thorough investigation by EEOC resulted in a 

dismissal of charges; 

4. Alleged race, age, national origin 

discrimination by Thomas McDannold and Edward 

Neubauer. These two former NEC Electronics 

executives filed suit in Federal Court long 

before they filed any charges of 

discrimination. Although they alleged pro

Japanese bias, neither plaintiff sued NEC 

6 
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Electronics for violation of United States 

antidiscrimination laws .. The lawsuit focuses 

largely on issues of control over NEC 

Electronics by its parent corporation NEC. 

After the presiding judge indicated that he 

intended to grant the Company's motion for 

Summary Judgement, the cases were settled and 

all allegations were withdrawn. The court 

ordered that the settlement be kept 

confident i a 1. 

In each of the above mentioned cases NEC Electronics Inc. 

believed the allegations were made without proper 

foundation and as you can see, with the exception of the 

pending private arbitration of alleged National Origin 

discrimination, the other three incidents of alleged 

discrimination were either dismissed or withdrawn. 

I believe our history reflects a below average incident of 

alleged discrimination because we are conscious-of and committed to 

the spirit of Affirmative Action. Over the past several years, NEC 

Electronics has explored a number of ways to increase its ability 

to attract minorities and women into the company. 

7 
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We have recognized that, particularly in the engineering area, 

the available resources among this segment are limited. In order 

to increase our visibility with these specific groups, we have been 

participating in Minority Job Fair Recruiting programs at the 

University of California, Davis; California State University, 

Sacramento; California State University, Chico; and California 

Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo. 

In addition, we have made a corporate commitment to support 

both the Society of Women Engineers and the Minority Engineering 

Programs (HEP) at these educational institutions. As an example, 

in the Spring of 1990, NEC committed $125,000 to California State 

University, Sacramento, to be used exclusively for its HEP program. 

Although we believe our financial support of these programs 

are important, we also believe that employee involvement in these 

activities are crucial. Over the years, our engineers have served 

as advisor to HEP programs at the college and university level and 

as advisors to MESA (Mathematics Engineering Science Achievement) 

programs at the high school level. We have also encouraged our 

employees to volunteer their time to help students in ESL (English 

as a second language) programs and to act as mentors and tutors for 

"at risk" students. These activities are supported by the company 

and employees are allowed to participate on company-paid time. 

8 
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This concludes my formal remarks. Mr. Chairman, I would be 

pleased to respond to any question you or other members of the 

subcommittee may have. 

9 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Saito, and let me com
mend you on your very, very fine handling of what is a second lan
guage. 

We next go to Mr. Ryusaburo Wada, president and chief execu
tive officer of Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank. 

STATEMENT OF RYUSABURO WADA, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EX
ECUTIVE OFFICER, DAI-ICHI KANGYO BANK OF CALIFORNIA, 
ACCOMPANIED BY LINDA CORMIER, VICE PRESIDENT OF 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

Mr. WADA. Distinguished chairman, Congressman Shays, on 
behalf of the bank I am pleased to express our gratitude at being 
asked to present our views at this important hearing. 

As president of the bank, I am responsible for ensuring that 
equal employment opportunity is a cornerstone of the bank's busi
ness practices in California, and that compliance with both the 
letter and the spirit of equal employment law receives attention at 
the highest levels within the bank. 

When I became president I was aware that Dai-Ichi Kangyo of 
California had enjoyed great success in implementing equal em
ployment policies, in large part due to the efforts of Linda Cormier, 
who is sitting beside myself, the bank's vice president and head of 
human resources. 

I have affirmed in writing the bank's commitment to equal em
ployment opportunity and have made clear that Linda Cormier has 
primary responsibility for implementation of that policy. She has 
my full support and reports to me on the banks efforts in that 
area. 

I would like to make one point very clear in response to the 
chairman's invitation to testify. We are an American bank, owned 
by a bank in Japan, whose goal is to have American men and 
women of all races and national origins in all functions of the 
bank. I am proud to tell you that at present the bank's work force 
of 130 persons is comprised of 115 people hired here in California, 
and only 15 Japanese nationals on assignment from our parent 
bank in Japan. 

Seventeen years ago that percentage stood at 30 percent, 30 per
cent. Seven years ago that stood at 20 percent. And today that per
centage is 11 percent. 

The percentage of people from our parent company against total 
employees. 

Mr. LANTOS. Yes, but that--
Mr. WADA. That equals 30 percent-
Mr. LANTOS. When was it 30 percent? 
Mr. WADA. Seventeen years ago. 
Mr. LANTOS. Seventeen years ago? 
Mr. WADA. Seventeen. 
Mr. LANTOS. Seventeen years ago. 
Mr. WADA. Yes. Our bank has been established 17 years ago. 
Mr. LANTOS. I understand that. You established the bank in 

1973? 
Mr. WADA. 1974. 
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Mr. LANTOS. 1974, OK. And 30 percent of the employees were 
Japanese citizens? 

Mr. WADA. Correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. What was the total employment of the bank at the 

time? 
Mr. WADA. I would like to let my colleague-
Mr. LANTOS. No, I'd like you-you are doing very well. You can 

consult with your colleague, but I would like you to answer. 
Mr. WADA. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Unfortunately, I don't have the 

figure of total employees at that time. 
Mr. LANTOS. Can you give me a ballpark fi~re? When you 

began, you really had a very small operation, didn t you? 
Mr. WADA. Yes, I think so. • 
Mr. LANTOS. In 1974 it was just a small operation? 
Mr. WADA. Oh, I think so. 
Mr. LANTOS. How many total employees would you guess? 
Mr. WADA. I guess 100. 
Mr. LANTOS. Let us say 100. So in 1974 you had about 100 em-

ployees? 
Mr. WADA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Of whom 30 were Japanese citizens? 
Mr. WADA. I guess so. 
Mr. LANTOS. And 70 were U.S. citizens? 
Mr. WADA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. What is your next figure-by what time did it drop 

to 20 percent? 
Mr. WADA. It was 7 years ago. 
Mr. LANTOS. Seven years ago? 
Mr. WADA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. That was 1984? 
Mr. WADA. Yes, 1984, yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. In 1984 how many total employees did you have at 

the bank? 
Mr. WADA. I would guess the number is almost the same as the 

previous year. 
Mr. LANTOS. About 100? 
Mr. WADA. I think so. 
Mr. LANTOS. And how many employees do you have now? 
Mr. WADA. I beg your pardon? 
Mr. LANTOS. How many employees do you have now? 
Mr. WADA. 130. 
Mr. LANTOS. You have 130 employees, and about 13 of those are 

Japanese citizens? 
Mr. WADA. Fifteen. 
Mr. LANTOS. Fifteen. 
Mr. WADA. Oh, I'm sorry. Could you repeat your question, 

please? 
Mr. LANTOS. You currently have about 130 employees? 
Mr. WADA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. And about 15 of those are Japanese? 
Mr. WADA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. You are the top person in the bank? 
Mr. WADA. Yes, I am. 
Mr. LANTOS. You are the chief executive officer? 
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Mr. WADA. Yes, I am. 
Mr. LANT0S. Under you, at the same level, how many people are 

there-one, two, three? 
Mr. WADA. Under myself? 
Mr. LANT0S. Yes. 
Mr. WADA. There are three. 
Mr. LANTOS. Three people? 
Mr. WADA. Yes. 
Mr. LANT0S. And how many of those are Japanese citizens? 
Mr. w ADA. Two. 
Mr. LANTOS. Two of the three? 
Mr. WADA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. So the top person is Japanese, and in the next layer 

there are three individuals, and two of those are Japanese citizens. 
How about at the next level, how many people are there? 

Mr. WADA. Twelve. 
Mr. LANTOS. Twelve? 
Mr. WADA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. And of those 12, how many are Japanese citizens? 
Mr. WADA. Three. 
Mr. LANT0S. Three. Now, of these 15 people at the top, how many 

are women? 
Mr. WADA. Are you asking about the people from Japan? 
Mr. LANT0S. No. 
Mr. WADA. You said the 15? 
Mr. LANT0S. No, of these 16 people-yourself, your three top 

aides in the next level-
Mr. WADA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS [continuing]. And the other 12-
Mr. WADA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS [continuing]. That would be 16 people. Of those 16 

people, how many people are women? 
Mr. w ADA. Five. 
Mr. LANT0S. Five? 
Mr. WADA. Five, yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Please go ahead. 
Mr. WADA. We know that the subcommittee is very anxious to 

see to it that minorities of all types be given an equal opportunity, 
and that women have an opportunity to rise in appropriate num
bers to positions of responsibility, for which they are qualified. I 
am confident that you will see from the information Ms. Linda Cor
mier has prepared for the subcommittee, that we have given oppor
tunity to minorities of all types, and we have a track record with 
women of which we are proud. 

We believe that the state of affairs you seek is well in process at 
our bank. With the chairman's permission, Linda Cormier, my col
league, the bank's vice president and head of human resources, 
would like to introduce three exhibits she has compiled in response 
to the subcommittee's questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wada follows:] 
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Written Statement of Ryusaburo Wada, President and 

Chief Executive Officer, Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of 

California before the Subcommittee on Employment and 

Housing of the Committee on Governmef Operations, 

U.S. House of Representatives 

Submitted August 2, 1991 

Distinguished Chairman, Members of the 

Subcommittee, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am Ryusaburo Wada, 

President and Chief Executive Officer of Dai-Ichi Kangyo 

Bank of California. On behalf of thP Bank, I would like to 

express our gratitude at being asked to present our views at 

this important hearing on employment discrimination by 

Japanese corporations in the United States. As an American 

company proud of its work in this country, Dai-Ichi Kangyo 

Bank of California believes that every business has a 

responsibility to insure that its ac~ions are those of a 

good corporate citizen. Our Bank works hard to meet that 

responsibility not only in our employment practices, but 

also through our community lending practices providing 

housing and employment opportunities to middle and low 

income residents, and through our involvement in community 

based charities and neighborhood projects. We believe that 

Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California has accomplished much to 

establish itself as a responsible corporate citizen of this 

state and this country, and vow that our efforts toward that 

end will continue far into the future. 
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Before responding to the specific questions you 

have posed, I would like to state that Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank 

of California strongly believes equal employment opportunity 

is an important right of all persons. When I recently 

became President of the Bank, I was instructed that 

assurance of equal employment opportunities is a cornerstone 

of the Bank's business practice in California, and that 

compliance with both the letter and spirit of equal 

employment law is one of my highest responsibilities to the 

Bank. I was also told that Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of 

California has enjoyed great success in implementing equal 

employment policies, in large part due to the efforts of 

Linda Cormier, the Bank"s Vice President and.Head of Human 

Resources. I have affirmed the Bank's commitment to equal 

employment practices in writing to every Bank employee and 

applicant for employment, and stress equal employment 

practices as a top priority for every Bank supervisor and 

manager. 

We have been asked to briefly address three issues 

in our presentation to the Subcommittee. I will touch upon 

each of these issues, allowing Ms. Cormier to provide a more 

detailed description of the Bank's equal opportunity 

practices and workforce demographics. 

The first issue you have asked us to address is 

the nationalities of our employees. As Ms, Cormier will 
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explain, we are not a Japanese company but rather an 

American bank whose goal is to have American men and women 

of all races and national origins in all positions at the 

Bank. This goal is evidenced by our inception as an 

American corporation, by the equal opportunity practices we 

have followed and the efforts we have made in the areas of 

hiring and promotions, and by our continuing commitment to 

treating all persons fairly and without regard for race, 

gender or national origin. I am proud to tell you that, at 

present, the Bank's workforce of 130 persons is comprised of 

115 Americans and only 15 Japanese nationals. While we are 

pleased to have achieved this result, we also fully intend 

to continue our ongoing efforts to fill all positions with 

qualified locally hired persons. 

The second issue we have been asked to address 

regards Japanese nationals from our parent company currently 

employed with Dai Ichi Xangyo Bank of California. As I 

mentioned,. we currently have .15 Japanese nationals assisting 

us. The average tenure of these individuals in this country 

is approximately three years. As Ms, Cormier will discuss, 

we have successfully replaced a great number of Japanese 

employees with locally hired persons over the last 17 years, 

and are on a steady course to continue in this effort, both 

through the hire of qualified managers from outside the Bank 

and through the promotion of qualified Bank employees, It 

is the Bank's intention and my own intention that the Bank 
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should be run by locally hired persona at the earliest time 

such changes are realizable. 

The final issue we will address involves Bank 

policies regarding management personnel. Thia is obviously 

an area Ms. Cormier is best suited to address. However I 

would like to say that the Bank requires that managers 

demonstrate a broad range of skills, including flexibility, 

understanding and a commitment to working in harmony with 

the Bank's entire management team. The Bank does not 

guarantee managers continued employment on any basis, but 

rather bases all personnel decisions on the Bank's 

legitimate business needs. 

As President of the Bank, I am ultimately 

responsible for ensuring that the Bank complies with the 

letter and the spirit of equal opportunity laws. I take 

this responsibility very seriously and demand that the same 

commitment be evidenced at every level of Bank management. 

However I also recognize that equal employment practices 

demand full time professional attention, and admit that the 

success Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California has enjoyed in 

working toward equal employment opportunity is primarily due 

to the efforts of the Bank's Human Resources Department. 

Linda Cormier, the Bank's Vice President and Head 

of Human Resources, has worked to develop the Bank's equal 
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employment policies and practices and monitors the actions 

of Bank employees for consistency with principles of 

fairness and equality of treatment. I hope that Ms, 

Cormier•• understandings and insights into the question of 

equal opportunity in a multicultural institution provide you 

with the same sense of hopefulness and accomplishment that 

she has brought to Dai-Ichi Jangyo Bank of California. 

Thank you again for this opportunity to participate in this 

hearing. 

-5-
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Mr. LANTOS. We will be very happy to have everything submitted 
to the subcommittee. We would like to move on to the next compa
ny, because we will need to wrap up this hearing so that Congress
man Shays, as I indicated earlier, can be present for all of it. 

Ms. CoRMIER. Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Ms. CoRMIER. If I may interrupt you. I am sorry to interrupt you, 

but if I could briefly make a few remarks. 
Mr. LANTOS. If we have time later, we will give you a chance. 
Ms. CoRMIER. Yes, I appreciate that. 
Mr. LANTOS. We cannot give you a chance now because I want to 

be sure that all witnesses have an opportunity--
Ms. CoRMIER. I understand. But, in Mr. Biniarz' remarks, he spe

cifically mentioned me and made some comments on my authority 
at the bank. And I think it is important for the subcommittee to 
hear from me, where I can clarify my authority at the bank. 

Mr. LANTOS. We would be glad to hear from you if we have time. 
Ms. CoRMIER. Thank you very much. 
Mr. LANTOS. And we will take your prepared statement in full. 

And if we have time, we will have you come back. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Cormier follows:] 
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Written Stateaent of Linda Coraier, Vice President of Human 

Resources, Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California before the 

Subc~tt- on Bllploymant and Housing of the Committ- on 

Government Operation■, U.S. House of Representatives 

Sublitted August 2, 1991 

We are particularly pleased to participate in this 

open forum because we believe that Dai-Ichi Kangyo Banlt of 

California, an American bank coming to this country out of a 

Japanese background, has a unique perspective on the issues 

this committee addresses. I, Linda Cormier, as Vice 

President of Human Resources for the Bank, head the Banlt's 

effort to ensure equal opportunity for all persons at the 

Banlt. I am directly responsible to the President of the 

Banlt for the implementation of the equal opportunity 

employment policies Mr. Wada describes in his statement. 

Dai-Ichi Kangyo Banlt of California shares the 

concern■ you express in conducting this hearing. We also 

believe that there are many misconceptions about Japanese 

business practices in the United States and that open public 

discuaaion of thi• topic will promote improved consideration 

and underatandinq on all sides. 

A• a atarting point for our discussion of this 

issue, I would like to state a basic pr-i■e from which any 

fruitful analysi• of the topic of equal ~loyaent practice■ 
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must follow: that "Japanese" companies operating in the 

United States are as different as "American" companies are, 

and, therefore, must be viewed individually. Just as no 

stereotype can accurately convey the truth about an 

individual, so any inflexible notion of "Japanese companies 

in the United States" does not accurately convey the truth 

about any one "Japanese" company. Moreover, in this area as 

in others, use of static and overly simplistic labels, while 

appearing to simplify discussion, most often creates a bar 

to understanding. 

Corporations do business in this country for many 

different reasons and with many different intentions. Any 

discussion of a "Japanese" style of doing business must 

recognize that many corporations of Japanese ownership come 

to this country fully committed to employment practices 

which you might call "American• but which perhaps are better 

described as •progressive• or •enlightened." These 

corporations hire and promote individuals baaed on their 

qualifications and performance in light of the particular 

needs of the business. Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California 

is one such COlllpAny and we are happy to discuss our 

successful beginnings as an American equal opportunity 

employer and our commitment to continued growth and progress 

toward those ideals you espouse in this hearing. We would 

also like to share with you our conviction that equal 

employment practices are just part of the responsibility a 
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business owes to.its community, and that corporate 

involvement in the community should encompass business 

practices helpful to the community as well as participation 

in local programs addressing the needs of community members. 

The Bank's History of Bgual Opportunity 

Recruitment, Hiring and Promotion 

Since the Bank began doing business in California 

in 1974, it has been our goal to hire qualified local 

(hereafter referred to as "American") staff whenever 

possible and to promote qualified staff members to fill 

higher level vacancies as they occur. Consistent with that 

goal, the percentage of expatriate Japanese staff has 

decreased compared with the percentage of American staff. 

we estimate that the percentage of expatriate staff from 

Japan was approximately 301 in 1974. As we aggressively 

recruited and hired persons from the local community, the 

percentage of expatriate staff shrank to 191 in 1984 and 

today stands at 11.51. We will continua working toward the 

replacement of Japanese nationals by American workers with 

the .... commitment and effort that haa allowed ua to move 

forward in thia area over the paat 17 year■ . •• alao vow to 

continue our ongoing effort■ to increaaa the diveraity of 

our American workforce, effort■ which are evidenced by our 

affirmative action recruiting, hiring and promotion 
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practices which I will now briefly describe for the 

Subcommittee. 

In conjunction with the Bank's Affirmative Action 

Plan, the Bank actively recruits and hires minorities and 

women and seeks to ensure their success and to help them 

progress within our organization. We recruit from a broad 

geographic base and take measures to ensure that minority 

community members are aware of openings at the Bank as they 

occur. For instance, we list openings with the Employment 

Development Department and advertise in publications whose 

circulations include large numbers of minority readers. 

When using outside recruiters, we ensure that the recruiters 

are aware of the Bank's affirmative action policies and 

goals and regularly remind them of our affirmative action 

focus. In addition, the Bank asks recruiters• cooperation 

in helping us to identify qualified female and minority 

applicants to fill openings. We have successfully 

identified a number of successful candidates for employment 

as a result of our open expression of the Bank's equal 

-ployaent policy. 

The data requested by the subca.aittee provides a 

••n•• of the Bank's efforts to hire and proaote qualified 

local persons on a nondiscrillinatory basis. Dai-Ichi bngyo 

Bank currently eaploys 130 persons. Of tho•• 130, 115 are 

. Aaeric~•, with the reaaining 15 persons being aanagers who 
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are Japanese nationals. The Bank's 115 American employees 

fall into the following categories: 70 clerical employees; 

18 officer level employees; and 27 managerial/executive 

employees. While these figures respond to the 

subcommittee's written questions, we would like to provide 

further information about the diversity of our workforce. 

For example, we believe it is significant that, of 

the Bank's 115 locally hired employees, 76 (approximately 

661) are women. 13 of these women were hired as or have 

been promoted to officer level, while 11 are now managers, 

comprising over one quarter of the Bank's management

executive group. Similarly, the Bank's American employees 

include persons representing virtually every racial and 

national background, with most groups being represented 

predominantly at the clerical level with more limited 

representation at the officer and/or management levels. As 

one example, the Bank employs 14 Hispanics, 3 of whom were 

hired as or have been promoted to managers. 

The BanJc•• commitment to employment of women and 

minorities is not limited to hiring efforts or entry level 

positiou. To IIAZimise promotional opportunities for our 

staff, the Ban1c offers tuition assistance for staff who want 

to improve skill• to progress within our or9anisat1on. llany 

Ban1c personnel have availed themselves of this benefit. For 

thoH staff who wish to study the Japanese language, we 

-s-
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provide tuition reimbursement. Every year we send staff 

members to Japan for intensive training to help them prepare 

for increased responsibilities in our Bank. 

Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California is proud of its 

ability to recognize the contribution of women and 

minorities. There are numerous examples within our 

organization of men and women of all races and national 

origin• contributing to our success, 

• E.A., an Hispanic male hired in 1987 to start 

up a Real Estate Lending Department who now manages a 

$65 million loan portfolio. 

• J.H., a caucasian woman hired in 1989 as a 

trainee and promoted twice, currently holding the 

position of Trust Officer III. 

• B.C., a Chinese-American woman was hired in 

1987 to start up a specialized Business Development 

Department, she now manages a loan portfolio of $10 

aJ.llion to $15 million. 

• B.T., a Japanase-Aaarican woman hired in 1975 

as a Taller who today is Senior Vice President and 

Treasurer in charge of Bank Operations, Data Processing 

and Cash llanagamant Services. 
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• J.A., an Hispanic male employee who began 

working at the Bank part time during school vacations 

while in college. Today he is an Assistant Vice 

President in the Head Office Operations Division. 

• C.J., a black woman, hired as wire clerk in 

1980, has been promoted 6 time• and currently holds the 

Operations Officer II position in charge of bookkeeping 

and procedure development for Southern California 

branches. 

• C.F., an Hispanic woman in our San Jose 

Branch began working for the Banlt in 1981 as a 

Secretary. Today she is an Assistant Vice President in 

charge of Operations. 

• S.C., a Chineae woman who joined our Banlt in 

1977 as an entry-level Bookkeeper. Today she is a Loan 

Officer Ill, 

These are just a few example• of the employees who 

have succeeded at our Banlt. We are proud of these 

employees, and proud to have been able to provide them with 

the opportunitie• to get ahead in our organization and 

further their careers. 
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'l'he Bank's Ongoing Monitoring of Bqual Bllployaent Practices 

As the above results indicate, Dai-Ichi Kangyo 

Bank of California has worked hard to ensure that it 

succeeds as an equal opportunity employer. The Bank has 

followed an Affirmative Action Plan for many years. The 

President of the Bank demands that all staff at every level 

comply with this plan in spirit and practice. As Head of 

Human Resources, I provide training to all supervisory and 

management staff in the area of affirmative action and equal 

employment opportunity. I also monitor compliance with the 

Affirmative Action Plan and regularly report to the 

President on the Bank's progress. 

The Bank recognizes that even these aggressive 

corporate equal employment policies and practices would be 

inadequate to ensure equal opportunities for all applicants 

and employees in the absence of acceptance of these 

principles at all levels and active monitoring of the Bank's 

management practices. To insure Bank-wide success, the 

President or I meet with each Bank employee at least once 

each year to discuss in confidence any problems, concerns, 

goals and aspirations, including those relating to 

advancement and the Bank's Affirmative Action program. 

These discussions have been critical to the Bank's 

understanding of •ployee concerns and apprehensions, and 
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have helped us build an outstanding level of trust with our 

employees and to build a solid team of contributors, each of 

whom has an open door to continued advancement at the Bank 

for years to come. 

A final note on the topic of advancement and 

management employment at the BanJc, in response to the 

subcommittee's third request for information. Promotional 

decisions at the BanJc are based on candidates' skills and 

performance, experience and length of service and ability to 

assume additional responsibilities. These criteria are 

measured in regular performance evaluations monitored by the 

Human Resources Department. Once promoted into management, 

an individual is expected to demonstrate a high level of 

organizational and decision-making skills, strong customer 

relations and interpersonal skills, and good supervisory and 

leadership skills. Moreover, management personnel must 

demonstrate commitment to and effecti~eness at promoting the 

BanJc's affirmative action policies. In view of these 

requirements and consistent with the Bank's changing 

business needs, it is not Bank policy to guarantee 

manageaent personnel continued employment. The Bank's 

written policies expressly disavow any such representation 

or understanding. 
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The Bank's Loans to Coaaunity Businesses and 

Participation in Coaaunity Support and Redevelopaent 

Projects 

As stated above, we believe that the Bank's record 

as an equal opportunity employer is just one measure of its 

commitment to being a good corporate citizen. Dai-Ichi 

Kangyo Bank of California is additionally involved in the 

local community both through its community-minded lending 

practices and through its participation in community-baaed 

programs specifically designed to meet community needs. 

The Bank provides significant assistance to the 

community in the form of loans and financing of local 

projects. The Bank makes loans to the business community to 

supply working capital and finance construction and 

expansion of facilities, resulting in significant employment 

opportunities to members of the local community. The Bank 

provides financing for the leasing of equipaent for new 

construction and aanufacturing, again providing •ploymant 

opportuniti•• to local worker■. W• additionally hold 

substantial business and residential real ••tat• loans, and 

invest in the Federal National IIOrtgage Association and in 

the Federal HOiie Loan Bank. Th• Bank'• trust division 

serves the trust and bond financing need■ of local school 

districts, municipalities and public institution■• 
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In addition to benefitting the local community 

through its regular lending practice, Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank 

of California is fully committed to assisting lower income 

persons. We are a founding member of the California 

Community Reinvestment Corporation, a consortium of 

financial institutions providing preferred-term financing to 

community based projects and redevelopment efforts 

appropriate to the needs of low income residents. The Bank 

has pledged one million dollars to CCRC's efforts. We 

recently approved a loan application for a $100,000 line of 

credit to the Low Income Housing Fund, a California 

nonprofit housing corporation based in San Francisco. In 

addition, the Bank has provided and continues to provide 

financing to community redevelol;)lllent projects ranging from 

the construction of low an~ ~ cost single and multiple 

family homes to the construction and upgrade of apartment 

complexes, local commercial centers, medical offices and a 

wide variety of small, independently owned busineasea in 

each of the communities in which we are located. 

One of the Bank's vehicles for targeting support 

of projects helpful to local communities is coordination 

with California'• Community Redevelopment Agency. For 

example, the Bank has provided substantial financing to the 

Bl Monte and Glendale C011111unity Redevelopment Agenciea to 

aaaiat local real eatate projecta. 

-11-
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The Bank's Participation in Charitable and Public 

Service Work in the Local Community 

The Bank's commitment to being a good corporate 

citizen is further evidenced by our institutional and 

individual involvement in public service work apart from our 

banking operations. We encourage our staff to become 

involved in community volunteer work and support their 

participation in a wide variety of community service 

activities. On a corporate basis we donate money to many 

different types of charitable organizations. Representative 

charitable donations made by Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of 

California during 1990 includes the Venice Family Clinic, 

providing health care to poor and homeless paople1 the 

United Way CampaignJ Los Angeles Music Center, the Los 

Angeles Festival1 San Diego State University Scholarship 

Foundation, the Glendale Symphony Association, San Diego 

State University Japan Studies Institute, YMCAJ Police and 

Firefighters, and Junior Achievement. 

The•• kinds of contributions have, of course, 

continued in 1991, and nn projects have been added. 

Recently our President, Bxec:utive Vice President, Senior 

Vice President and several other Bank officers and staff 

spent a Saturday in South Central Los Angel•• working with 

the Los An9•l•• Rei9hhorhood Rousin9 Services provru, 

-12-
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painting the homes of low-income citizens. Thia is an on

going program and Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of Californi~ will 

participate regularly. 

• • • • 

In summary, Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California 

recognizes the importance of being a good corporate citizen 

in its employment practices, its business participation in 

community-based projects and in its charitable and volunteer 

efforts to better the community. The Bank is an American 

bank and a member of the California community, with a long 

term commitment to providing good jobs, a quality work 

environment and a sense of community involvement to our 

employees and their families. We are an equal opportunity 

employer and have made great progress toward our goal of 

having a staff of American men and women of all races and 

national origins at every level of the Bank. 

Thank you on behalf of Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of 

California for this opportunity to participate in an 

important discussion of equal opportunity practices among 

Japanese corporations. Our work in assuring equal 

employment opportunities at the Bank is founded on the open 

discussion of sensitive issues, and I hope that these 

hearings may promote the same kind of mutual communication 

and improved understanding. 

-13-
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I I \ \ \ ( I \ I. 111 f, II I, 11, 11 l, 

1990 - ~ ~· 
For the year Oolla,-sin t-

I 

Net Income 138,092 1111.9111 119.101 101 

Return on average assets 0.55'1b O.i!9'1b 0.26'11> 

Return on average equity 7.151'1b 4.SO'lb 3.11'1b 

At year-end 0o11a,-s in millions 

Assets 17.105 Sli.88!1 S216 3 

Loans and leases. net 4,608 4.lili2 [54) 111 

Deposits 5,242 5.564 [322) [Ii) 

Stockholder"s -.,ity 5151 473 88 19 

(one) 
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Mr. LANTOS. We would like now to hear from Mr. Tomita, vice 
president of Toyota Technical Center. If you will please take the 
mike and speak right into it. 

STATEMENT OF KAZUO TOMITA, GROUP VICE PRESIDENT, 
TOYOTA TECHNICAL CENTER, U.S.A., INC., ACCOMPANIED BY G. 
HAMILTON LOEB, ESQ., PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY & 
WALKER 

Mr. TOMITA. I would like to summarize our status regarding the 
subcommittee's request. 

Mr. LANTOS. Please. 
Mr. TOMITA. Mr. Chairman and distinguished Congressman, my 

name is Kazuo Tomita. I am group vice president of Toyota Techni
cal Center, U.S.A., Inc., which I will refer to as TTC. I appear in 
response to the subcommittee's request. Sitting with me at the wit
ness table is Mr. Hamilton Loeb, our attorney for this hearing. 

As I am sure you know, Mr. Chairman, English is my second lan
guage. 

Mr. LANTOS. You are doing very well. 
Mr. TOMITA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And I would 

ask your patience if I need to consult wjth Mr. Loeb, to ensure that 
I properly understand your questions. 

Mr. LANTOS. Sure. 
Mr. TOMITA. You have heard from Mr. John Horton, a 'ITC em

ployee, who has filed a discrimination suit in a California Superior 
Court against TTC. With respect to Mr. Horton's allegations, let 
me repeat the three elements of TTC's position. First, TTC's policy 
is nondiscrimination. That is, to make employment decisions based 
on qualifications for the job, not on the basis of race, sex, national 
origin or other prohibited criteria. 

Mr. LANTOS. With all due respect to your statement, I have yet to 
encounter a company that has a policy of discrimination. So, we 
really appreciate your making this general statement. But a gener
al statement does not address the concerns of the subcommittee, 
because I do not think there is a company in the United States 
that would testify before a congressional committee that its policy 
is one of discrimination. 

It is obvious that all companies claim, whether they are United 
States-owned, British-owned, Japanese-owned, that their policy is 
nondiscrimination. What we are probing is whether, in fact, the ar
ticulated policy is reflected in the actions of the company. So that 
is really what I would like to ask you to address yourself to, be
cause I would like to come to my questions, as I did with your col
leagues earlier, which were very helpful, their answers were help
ful. 

So, please go ahead with your statement, but I would be grateful 
if you would deal with specifics rather than generalities. Because 
with generalities, we are not going to get anyplace. 

Mr. TOMITA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Second, the allegations 
Mr. Horton makes in his lawsuit, and before this subcommittee 
today, are without merit. TTC is vigorously defending his lawsuit 
in the courts, where we expect that the facts surrounding our em-
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ployment practices will be fully addressed, and that TIC will be 
found to have acted consistent with its policy of nondiscrimination. 

Third, we believe, and our attorneys have advised us, that the 
proper place for responding to Mr. Horton's allegations is in the 
courts, and that it would be inappropriate to comment outside the 
judicial proceedings on the subject matter of his lawsuit. 

Mr. LANTOS. Now, let me just advise you that attorneys advise all 
clients to do just what you have read. And let me tell you that it is 
very appropriate for you and for other witnesses to respond to the 
questions propounded by the members of the subcommittee. 

Mr. TOMITA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. We understand that your attorney is doing his job, 

and I want you to know that we are doing our job. There is nothing 
exclusive in having questions asked in a court of law, and in a con
gressional hearing. Both places are appropriate places for questions 
to be asked, and questions to be answered. We don't want to preju
dice your court case, but you, as an officer of a company operating 
in the United States, are under the same obligation as any other 
officer in any other U.S. corporation. When in a congressional 
hearing room, you answer questions propounded by members of 
that committee. All corporations, at all times, are in lawsuits with 
everybody. And if we were to take the position that lawsuits pre
vent corporate officers from appearing before congressional com
mittees, there would be no congressional hearings. So we under
stand about these things. 

Is there any further prepared statement? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes, I have. I will be ending up in a couple of min

utes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Please. 
Mr. TOMITA. I understand that your purpose is not to address Mr. 

Horton's allegations, but to seek information about employment 
practices of TrC and other Japanese companies. My written state
ment provides background on TrC and its development, which I 
will not repeat here. Instead, I would like to highlight, in a few 
sentences, what has been happening to our work force in light of 
changes in TI'C's mission. Our prepared statement shows TI'C per
forms highly specialized technical functions with respect to the de
velopment to Toyota Motor Corp., of new automobile designs and 
products. We work closely and virtually exclusively with other op
erating units of TMC in Japan, and in the United States, that are 
involved in the conceptualization, production and marketing of 
Toyota vehicles for the North American market. 

Until recently, we served as a small United States base for 
TMC's Japan-based design and engineering departments, surveying 
technical trends, assisting in evaluating and developing Japanese
designed prototypes for North American market conditions, and re
porting information back to the TMC departments that could put it 
to use. 

In the past 2 ½ years, our role has expanded considerably. TrC is 
maturing to become the center of U .S.-based technical research and 
development activities for TMC's North American operations. 
Toward that end, as our statement describes, we have established 
major research and development facilities in Ann Arbor, MI, and 
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Torrance, CA, and we are constructing an important vehicle prov
ing ground and evaluation facility near Phoenix, AZ. 

This new role is resulting in changes for TTC. More contact with 
the Toyota manufacturing facilities in the United States, and more 
direct interaction with U.S. suppliers. It also means an increase in 
the number of Americans hired, and in the percentage of American 
employees in our work force. We now have more than five times 
the number of American employees that we had in January 1989. 

Americans now account for over 60 percent of our work force, up 
from about 40 percent then. Since January 1989, about one-quarter 
of our work force, more than 60 American employees, have been 
hired for or promoted to professional and managerial positions. 
Under our basic expansion plan, we expect that the size of our U.S. 
work force approximately to double over the next several years. 
And we expect the percentage of Americans to reach about 80 per
cent. 

We have filled two general manager vacancies with Americans 
in the last year. And we expect to fill several other positions at the 
general manager level or higher with Americans in the next 18 
months. In short, we expect all of our U.S. employees, particularly 
engineers and management, to continue to play growing roles at 
TTC as our mission expands. 

Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tomita follows:] 
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STATEMENT or llZUQ TONITA. GROUP VICI PUSIQINT, TOYOTA 

TBCHNICAL CBNTBB, u,s.A,. INC,. SOBNITTIP IN CON1flCTIOH WITH 

THI BEARING or TII IMPLOYMJ:lft' MP BOOBING SUBCOMNITTII or 

TRI COMNITTII ON GQYIMJIIN'l' QPIQTIONI, QllITIP ITUII 

CQNGBISB, ON AUGUST I, 1tt1 U IM PIWICIICQ, CALIPQRHIA 

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the 

subcommittee, my name is Xazuo Tomita and I am a Group Vice 

President of Toyota Technical Center, U.S.A., Inc., which I 

will simply refer to as "TTC" throughout this Statement. 

T'fC is a defendant in a lawsuit filed in the 

California Superior Court by an employee alleging 

discrimination in each of the areas on which the 

Subcommittee has requested co1D1Dent from TTC. We contend 

that the allegations of discrimination contained in this 

lawsuit are without merit, and are vigorously defending the 

lawsuit. As is customary for matters in litigation of this 

sort, our attorneys have advised us that it would be 

inappropriate to comment in any detail outside the judicial 

proceedings on the subject matter of the lawsuit. TTC fully 

expects that the facts surrounding its employment practices 

will be addressed in the litigation and that TTC will be 

found to have acted consistent with its policy of non

discrimination. We trust that the Subcommittee will 

understand that the pendency of this lawsuit may necessarily 
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affect the extent to which we think it is proper to respond 

to questions now before the courts. 

sackqrouno Intonation. 

'ITC was established in the United states in 1977 

as the U.S. research and testing facility of Toyota Motor 

corporation, or "TMC," in Japan. The primary function of 

'ITC is to obtain critical design and engineering information 

by testing and evaluating "next generation• prototype 

vehicles in the United States and Canada under varied 

driving conditions, including road surface, highway systems, 

weather, speed and other traffic conditions. 'ITC then 

provides this information to TMC so as to insure that TMC 

continues to produce top quality products that meet the 

needs of u.s. and Canadian consumers, as well as social and 

environmental demands for safety, emissions control and fuel 

conservation. 'ITC also performs important research and 

testing in connection with development of automobile parts 

and design elements which will improve compliance with 

federal and state fuel consumption and exhaust emissions 

standards. 

our two main facilities are in Torrance, 

California and Ann Arbor, Michigan. In addition, TTC is 

-2-
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currently constructing an important proving ground and 

vehicle evaluation facility near Phoenix, Arizona. 

TTC is a relatively small company. we have only 

about 270 employees. About 170 of them are located in Ann 

Arbor, or nearby at offices in Detroit and Plymouth, 

Michigan, and about 90 work in Torrance or nearby Gardena, 

California. The remaining handful of employees are located 

at our Arizona office and other-small offices near 

manufacturing facilities in Georgetown, Kentucky and 

Fremont, California. 

•· The Expansion of TTC'• Professional/Technical ADO 

~dministrative staff•. 

TTC's functions remained relatively limited during 

its first ten years and, consequently, TTC had only about 70 

employees as of January, 1989. Since then, TTC's mission 

has expanded from transferring sophisticated design and 

engineering knowledge of Japanese-designed vehicles to 

development of a broader u.s.-based research, development 

and design capacity, and TTC has grown at a much faster 

pace. Our expansion has resulted in our hiring increasing 

numbers of u.s. employees. Thus, while as of January, 1989, 

U.S. employees made up about 401 of our total employee 

-3-
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population, the number of U.S. employees today is more than 

five times what it was in January, 1989, and Americans 

account for over 60\ of our workforce. Moreover, our u.s. 
employees are working in important positions. In the last 

two and one-half years alone, more than 60 U.S. employees -

which amounts to approximately 25\ of our current employee 

population -- have been hired for or promoted to salaried 

professional and managerial positions. 

As TMC moves more production of its cars to the 

United States and TTC achieves its status as the center for 

research and development activities for TMC's North American 

operations, it is expected that more of TTC's technical 

staff employees will be doing work associated with U.S.

based production operations, and that consequently more U.S. 

employees will be hired for and/or promoted into positions 

of significant responsibility. 

c. Employment Policies MO Procedures. 

As a small, new company TTC had relatively few 

written employment policies and procedures. As TTC has 

expanded and continues to expand, additional policies and 

procedures have been and will be developed. However, from 

its creation, it has been the policy of TTC to ma~e all 

-4-
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employment decisions, including those relating to hiring, 

promotion, training, perfor111ance evaluation, and 

compensation, without regard to a person•• race, color, 

national origin, citizenship, sex, age, physical handicap, 

medical condition, religion, veteran's status or marital 

status, based on qualifications to perform the required 

work. TTC scrupulously adheres to this policy and 

unequivocally denies that it is now discriminating, or ever 

has discriminated, against any U..S. employee. 

Thank you. 

-s-
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much. 
May I ask how many employees does your operation have in the 

United States? 
Mr. TOMITA. Right now, we have about 270 employees total. 
Mr. LANTOS. About 270 employees? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Who is the president? 
Mr. TOMITA. Mr. Kimbara. 
Mr. LANTOS. He is a Japanese citizen? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes, he is. 
Mr. LANTOS. Underneath him, who is next? 
Mr. TOMITA. Mr. Masaki. He is executive vice president. 
Mr. LANTOS. He is also a Japanese citizen? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes, he is. 
Mr. LANTOS. Under him, what is the next layer? 
Mr. TOMITA. Group vice president. . 
Mr. LANTOS. How many group vice presidents are there? 
Mr. TOMITA. We have two group vice presidents. 
Mr. LANTOS. What are their nationality? 
Mr. TOMITA. Both are Japanese. 
Mr. LANTOS. Both are Japanese? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Now we are down to the third level. The top man is 

a Japanese citizen. The second level is a Japanese citizen. The 
third level where there are two people, they are both Japanese citi
zens. 

Mr. TOMITA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Now we come to the fourth level. 
At the fourth level, how many people are there? 
Mr. TOMITA. The fourth level is general managers. We have 16 

general managers. 
Mr. LANTOS. There are 16 general managers? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. And what is their citizenship breakdown? 
Mr. TOMITA. Two out of 16 are Americans. 
Mr. LANTOS. And 14 are Japanese? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. And two are Americans? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. That is a very bleak picture. 
Mr. TOMITA. I beg your pardon, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. I said that is a very bleak picture. That means that 

you go down to the fourth level in your hierarchy for a total of 20 
people, and there is no American citizen at the top level, and there 
is no American citiren at the second level, and there is no Ameri
can citizen at the third level. And at the fourth level, 2 out of 16 
are American citizens. 

Is that your testimony, sir? 
Mr. TOMITA. Mr. Chairman, the president, Mr. Kimbara, is not a 

full-time American resident. So actually, the top person-·-
Mr. LANTOS. How much time does he spend h~re? 
Mr. TOMITA. Just on a business trip basis. So actually, the top 

level is executive vice president; 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, I understand. 
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Mr. TOMITA. Thank you. And we have 40 managers. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, let us not go beyond these core numbers. Let 

me deal with these core numbers. 
How many of those top 20 people are women? 
Mr. TOMITA. Right now, we do not have any women general man

agers or vice presidents. 
Mr. LANTOS. So of the top 10 people, there is not a single woman? 
Mr. TOMITA. No. But as we expand, we would expect more 

women--
Mr. LANTOS. Hope springs eternal, we understand. 
Mr. TOMITA [continuing]. In the management ranks. 
Mr. LANTOS. Of the total 20 people, how many are of Hispanic 

background? 
Mr. TOMITA. Hispanic? 
Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Mr. TOMITA. There are no Hispanic people. 
Mr. LANTOS. Of the top 20 people, how many are of African

American background? 
Mr. TOMITA. I beg your pardon, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. How many of the top 20 individuals in your compa

ny are African-Americans? 
Mr. TOMITA. There are no African-Americans. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. So what you are saying is that you are commit

ted to equal employment opportunity, but at the top level there is 
no U.S. citizen. And at the second level, there is no U.S. citizen. 
And at the third level, there is no U.S. citizen. At the fourth level, 
there are 2 of 16. Of the top 20 people, there is not a single woman, 
not a single woman. 

Mr. TOMITA. No. 
Mr. LANTOS. Not a single black American, and not a single His

panic American. 
Mr. TOMITA. Mr. Chairman, we have been for a long time just a 

small company until recently. 
Mr. LANTOS. No matter how big you are, you sure do not seem to 

give women much of an opportunity to get a good level position. 
You have 270 people. 

Mr. TOMITA. We only had 70 people. 
Mr. LANTOS. You have 270. 
Mr. TOMITA. Right now, yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Of the 270 people, you have 20 people at the top, 

and not one of them is a woman. 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes. And also, Mr. Chairman--
Mr. LANTOS. There are a lot of able women, you know. There are 

a lot of able women. 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. They serve in the U.S. Senate, and they serve in the 

U.S. House of Representatives. They are chief executive officers of 
New York Stock Exchange listed corporations. They serve on the 
Supreme Court. They serve as Governors for some of our States. 
The United Kingdom got along pretty well with the Prime Minis
ter. India got along pretty well with a Prime Minister. 

I mean it is very difficult to have much understanding of an em
ployment policy that in four layers cannot find a single slot for a 
woman. 
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Mr. TOMITA. Yes, but Mr.--
Mr. LANTOS. Let us move down to the fifth level. 
How many people do you have at the fifth level? 
Mr. TOMITA. We have 40 managers. 
Mr. LANTOS. You have 40 managers? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. How many of those are women? 
Mr. TOMITA. We have one woman manager. 
Mr. LANTOS. There are 39 men at the fifth level and one woman? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes, correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. How long have you had that lady? 
Mr. TOMITA. I believe 1 ½ years .. 
Mr. LANTOS. One and a half years. 
Is she doing well? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes, she is. 
Mr. LANTos: I am sure she is. 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes, yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Does she have a chance to rise in the corporation, 

do you think? 
Mr. TOMITA. I think so. 
Mr. LANTOS. You are a great optimist. 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. You are a great optimist. 
Mr. SHAYS. Mr. Tomita, why do you not just explain how many 

U.S. citizens you have working in those management positions? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes, we have 17 out of 40. 
Mr. SHAYS. How many? 
Mr. TOMITA. Seventeen, one-seven. 
Mr. SHAYS. Out of 40 managers, there are 17? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes, sir. I think that we have been making great 

progress in this situation. 
Mr. SHAYS. You can put on the record now what you wanted to 

put on the record. 
Ms. CoRMIER. Thank you very much, Congressman Shays. What I 

wanted to enter into the record, we brought with us some exhibits 
that we would request that you enter into the record. And the first 
exhibit is a chart showing a breakdown of the bank's work force by 
national origin. And I prepared this in response to the committee's 
request for this information. 

The second exhibit that we would like to introduce is a series of 
letters that the bank's human resources department writes every 
year to employment agencies who refer candidates to us. This 
letter explains the bank's employment opportunity policies and 
hiring goals. And it specifically requests that they refer black, His
panic, minority applicants as well as women for mid and senior 
level management positions. 

And the third set of exhibits that I would like to introduce is the 
bank's equal employment opportunity statement, which our presi
dent distributes every year to all employees and applicants. This 
statement is signed by the prPsident, and is an expression of our 
equal employment opportunity policy and practice. 

And the statement also specifically advises employees if they 
have a problem or do not believe that they have been treated 
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fairly, it gives them a remedy there to contact the human re
sources department and speak to myself. 

So with your permission, I would like to enter these into the 
record. 

Mr. SHAYS. I will be happy to do that. 
Ms. CoRMIER. Thank you very much, Congressman Shays. 
Mr. LANTOS. Without objection. 
Ms. CoRMIER. Thank you. 
[The information follows:] 
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12/12191 13:59 ts'213 812 8591 DKB OF CAL 

NATIONAL ORIGINS OF U.S. PERSONNEL 

NATIONAL ORIGIN ADMINI51'RATIVE OFPICUS BXECtJ'UVES 

Anqlo-No:r:th Alnerican 14 5 15 
Hispimi.e 1l 3 
Japanaae ll 3 3 
Chinese 10 3 2 
l!'1lipino 9 2 
Uro-Allle:cican 6 l 
Eastern European 4, 
Southeast Asian 3 l 
Pacific Islander l 3 3 
ltorean -1. -1. 

70 18 27 

Ccmlpiled on July 2, 1991 at the :request from the Blllploym&nt and 
KOusinq Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations 
of the U.S. Rouse of Representati.v•s 
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CAI-ICHI KANGYO lilANK 
CF CALIFORNIA 

.ra.nuary 1, 1991 

STATEMENT Q! !QOAI. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY POLICY 

Throu9hout the history of our lla.nk, it has b-n our policy to 
offer equai employment opportunity to all individuals without 
regard to race, creed, ancestry, color, sex, marital status, age, 
national origin, physical handicap, medical condition or because 
he or she is a disabled veteran or a veteran of the Vietnam Era. 
This Policy applies to all phases ot the employment process 
including: recruiting, _hiring, promotions, compensation, 
benefits, training, layoffs, recalls, transfers and tet'lllinations 
and Bank-sponsored educational, social a~d recreational programs. 

All employment and promotion decisions are to be made on the 
basis of job-related criteria, and all such decisions are to be 
inade so as to further the principle of equal employment 
opport=ity. 

I have assigned Linda Co=ier the priiury responsibility tor 
planning and =nitoring the implementation ot our aqua.I 
employment opportunity policy. She will be given my lull support 
in this assignment and will report to me on the Bank's progress . 

. Complaints of discrimination or harassment based on factors such 
&11 race, religion, national origin, age, sex, or handicap may be 
reported through the steps outlined in the !mployee Grievance 
Procedure or reported directly to _Linda Corlllier at (213) 612-
6480. All complaints will be handled confidentially to the 
1D&XiutW11 extent possible. 

1990 was a challenging year for our Sank and we ex~ect 1991 will 
also be dUlicult and challenging. Our goal is to meet these 
challenges while ensuring continuing equal opportunity for all 
employees and applicants. Our success will demand teamwork and 
I cannot stress t00 strongly the need for full and activ-e s·Ll£'£'Ort 
for Oai-Ichi hngyo Bank of California's equal employment 
o~portunity ~licy from all em£>loyees, and from those 
organizations with whom we ba.ve business relationships. 

Ke are counting on all employees to 9ive this ~licy positive and 
constructive support. !ach of u. will be confronted with 
situations that E'rovide an opeortunity to put this policy into 
practice. I will expect each of you to do your part to further 
this effort to provide equal job opportunities for applicants and 
employees. 

~ ~ 

R~da 
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Februacy, 1990 

STAT:eMENT Q!. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORT0NITY POLICY 

I wish to take this opportunity to reiterate to all concerned my 
personal position, as well as that of Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of 
California, regarding equal employment opportunity. 

As we enter the 1990's, it has been and will continue to be the 
policy and practice of Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California not to
discriminate against any applicant or ernployee·because of race, 
color, religion, sex, age, national origin, handicap, or because 
he or she is a disabled veteran or a veteran of the Vietnam Era. 
This policy extends to every phase of the employment process, 
including: recruiting, hiring, training, promotion, 
compensation, benefits, tranefers, layoffs, recalls and Bank
sponsored educational, social and recreational program•. 

All employinent and promotion 
basis of job-related criteria, 
made so as to further the 
opportunity. 

decisions are to be made on the 
and all such decisions are to be 
principle of equal employment 

I have assigned Linda Cormier the prilllary responsibility for 
planning and monitoring the implementation of our equal 
employment opportunity policy. She will be given mt full support 
in this assignment and will report to me on the Bank's progress. 

1989 was a year of growth for the Banlt and our goal is to 
continue this growth while ensuring continuing equal opportunity 
for all employeee. ~he 1990's will be challenging for all of us. 
I cannot stress too strongly the need for full and active support 
for Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California's equal employment 
opportunity policy from all employees, and from those 
organizations with whom we have business relationships. 

~ ia . ,' 
M!Sh~~ 
Chairman of the Board and President 
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A DAI-ICHI KANGYO BANK 
• OF CALIFORNIA 

•· January 1.1', l.989 

STATEMENT 0~ EQOAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY POLICY 

I wiah to take this opportunity to make clea.r to all concerned my . 
personal position, as well as that of oai-Ichi Ka.ngyo Bank of 
california. regarding equal employ,11ent opportunity. 

It ha• been and will continue to be the policy and practice of 
Oai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of california not to discriminate against 
any applicant or employee because of race, color, religion, sex, 
age, national origin, handicap, or because he or she is a 
disabled veteran or a veteran of the Vietnam Era. This policy 
extends to every phase of the emploY111ent process, including, 
recruiting, hiring, .training, promotion, compensation, benefits, 
transfers, layoffs, recalls and Bank-sponsored educational, 
social and recreational programs, 

All employment and promotion decisions are to be mad• on th• 
basis of job related criteria, and all such decisions are to be 
made so as to further the principle of equal employment 
opportunity, 

I have assigned to Linda K. Cormier the primary responsibility 
for planning and monitoring the il!lplamentation of cur equal 
employment opportunity policy. She will be given my full ,mpport 
in this assiqnment and will report to me on the Bank's progress. 

I c.annot stress too strongly the need for full and active support 
for Oai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California's equal employinent 
opportunity policy from all employees, and from those 
organizations with whom we have business relationships. 

President 

no~~ l..094.~ CA~tam::. N-112-lolOO 
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12112/91 14: 01 1'213 612 6591 DKB OF CAL 

0 CAI-ICHI KANGVO BANK 
CF CALI .. CRNIA 

l988 EQUAL eMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT 

141008 

At Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California we are committed to the 
goal of providing equal job opportunities to applicant• and 
employees regardless of their race, religion, national origin, 
ancestry, age, sex, color, handicap, medical condition, or 
marital status. Staff melllbers are judged by the work actually 
performed. Management is charged with the responsibility of 
providing a work environment where individuals can achieve their 
full potential within the Bank. It is the policy of the Bank to 
prevent and prohibit discriminatory conduct on the job, including 
the making of sexual advances or any other type of employee 
harassment by co-workers, stlbordin.ate employees, or superiors. 
Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California stresses the importance of 
individual performance and fulfillment of legal and social 
responsibilities through the innovative use of our individual and 
collective talents and services. Our legal responsibilities will 
be fulfilled by responding to the requirements outlined by the 
Equal Employiuent Opportunity legislation. Violations of these 
policies will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, 
including counselling, suspension or discharge. I am personally 
co111111itted to these objectives and also expect Dai-Ichi Ka.ngyo 
Ban1< of California's e111ployees to commit themselves to these 
objectives. 

Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank o! cali!ornia's objective is for each 
region, job category and le•el of lll&nage111ent to represent the 
ethnic and sex distribution in the relevant hiring area. This 
objective is implemented through our "Affirmative Action 
Program•. The Personnel Department establishes specific goals 
for hiring and promoting in an effort to bring the minority and 
female percentages to a parity level. The responsibility for the 
establishment, implementation and monitoring of A:ffirmative 
Action Goals rests with the Personnel Officer who i• the 
Affirmative Action Officer for the Bank, Complaints of 
discrimination or harassment based on f~ctors such as race, 
religion, national origin, age, sex, or handicap, may be reported 
through the steps outlined in the Employee Complaint Procedure or 
reported directly to the Personnel Officer. All complaints will 
be handled confidentially to the maxilllum extent possible. 

It is important that each employee understand the Bank's Equal 
Employment Opportunity Policy. The laws- of the State of 
California and the Federal Government require that the 'Bank 
maintain and publicize to all employees and applicants this 
Policy of ~l Employment Opportunity. Each of us will be 
confronted frequently with situations that provide an opportunity 
to put this policy into practice. I will expect each of you to 
do your part to further this effort to provide equal job 
opportunities for applicants and current h!ployees • 

. .,, J 
' ltlt'Ur,a.-,•l1/'1C. :___, 
j Bisao oha&'ashi 

, 70 "r"'"' oSM~.R.o~ ~'i,i 0,f-.lm President 
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12/12191 14:01 0213 812 8591 

e DAJ.ICHI KANGVD BANK 
oar CALIPOP!INIA 

January 22, 1991 

Dear Sir or Ma.dam, 

DKB OF CAL 

On behalf of Dai-Ichi Rangyo Sank of California, I want to call 
to your attention our policy of Equal Employment Opportunity, 
specifically as it relates to the hiring process. 

In accordance with this policy, we are committed to ensuring 
that: 

-Selection criteria bear a dir..ct relation to job 
performance and do not screen out individuals on the basis 0£ 

their race, color, sex, religion, national origin, age or other 
protected classification; 

-All applicants have an equal opportunity to compete for 
employment; 

-Employment practices do not eliminate qualified applicants 
of any r~ce, colorr se.xr r~ligion, national origin or age group 
at a significantly higher rate than other qualified applicants; 

-Qualified handicapped individuals are protected against 
discrimination in hiring and promotion, 

-Qualified disabled and Vietnam-era veterans are protected 
against discrimination in hiring and promotion. 

In addition, we make an active effort to generate an applicant 
pool which reflects the availability of qualified women and 
minorities in the applicable labor market. In support of this 
important objective, we ask your cooperation in helping us 
identify qualified minority and female applicants to fill 
openings •s v•c•ncia• occur. 

Please share this letter with those in your organization who are 
involved in making applicant referrals. Thank you. 

Very trult yours, 

~~~ 
Linda Cormier 
Vice President 

lill007 
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0 DAI-ICHI KANGVC BANK 
OP CALIISDf:INIA 

Dear Sir or Madalll: 

M&rch 24, 1990 

On behalf of Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank of California, I want to call 
to your attention our policy of Equal Employment Opportunity, 
specifically as it relates to the hiring process. 

In accordance with this policy, we are committed to ensuring 
that: 

-Selection criteria bear a direct relation to job 
performance and do not screen out individuals on the basis of 
their race, color, •ex, religion, national origin, age or other 
protected classification; 

-All applicants have an equal opportunity to compete for 
employment1 

-Employment practice• do not eliminate qualified. awlicants 
of any race, color, sex, religion, national origin or age group 
at a significantly higher rate than other qualilied applicants; 

-Qualified handicapped individuals are protected against 
discrimination in hiring and promotion; 

In addition, we make an active effort to generate an applicant 
pool which reflects the availability of qualified women and 
minorities in the applicable labor market. In support of this 
important objective, we ask your cooperation in helping_ us 
identify qualified minority and female applicants to fill 
openings as vacancies occur. 

Our. affirmative action goals this year are to try to increase the 
number of Black and Hispanic employees at all levels and the 
number of women in senior and mid-management positions. 

Please share this letter with those in your organization who are 
involved in making applicant referrals. Thank you. 

Sincer~ly, 

~~~ 
Linda Cormier 
Vice President 

~008 
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0 CIAI-ICHI KANC!YD BANK 
0F CALl .. 0RNIA 

April 10, 1989 

Dear Sir or &ram: 

DKB OF CAL 

On behalf o:f Da:i-:tchi 11:angyo Bank of <::al1.tornia, :t want to call 
to your attention our policy of. Equal tlnployment OpJi10rtu.nity, 
specifically as it relates to the hiring process. 

In accordance with this policy, we are committed to ensuring 
t:.hat: 

-Selection criteria bear a direct relation to job 
performance and do not screen out individuals on the basis of 
their race, color, sex, religion, national origin, age or other 
protected classification; 

-All applicants have an equal opportunity to compete for 
employment; 

-Employment practices do not elilllinate quali:f:ied applicants 
of. any race, color, sex, religion, national origin or age group 
at a ■ignilicantly higher rate than other qualified applicants; 

-Qualified handicapped individuals are protected against 
discrilllin&tion in hiring and promotion; 

-Qualified cll.abled and Vietnam-era veterans are protected 
against discrimination in hiring and promotion. 

In addition, we make an active et.tort to generate an applicant 
pool which re.fleets' th• availability of qualified woman and 
minorities in the apEJlicable labor market. In •UEJE'Ort ol this 
important objective, we a•k your cooperation in helping us 
identify qaalit.ied minority and .female applicants to fill 
openings as vacancies occur. 

OUr a.ffirllLlltive action goal■ thi• year are to try to increase the 
number of Black and Hispanic employees at all levels and· the 
mmber of. women in senior and mid-m&nagement positions. 

~lease share this letter with those in your organi%ation who.are 
involved in lll&k.ing applicant re~errals. Thank you. 

Very truly yours, 

Linda Cormier 
IOWILJl,M~~ll\1l'IJ'OltNJ~ifQOtrz;3,111;z,1,.:0Q 

1;11009 
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~ DAf.fCHI KANCIVD &ANK W Ofl CALIFORNIA 

March 28, 1988 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

DKB OF CAL 

On behalf 0£ Dai.-Ichi. lt.a.n.gyo Bank 0£ Calilornia, :i: w .. nt to call 
to your attention our policy of Equal bployment Opportunity, 
specifically as it relates to the hiring proceee. 

l:n accordance with this J?Olic:y, we are committed to ensuring 
that: 

-selection criteria bear a direct relation to job 
performance and do not screen out individ-ls on the basis of 
their race, color, sex, religion, national origin, age or other 
protected classification; 

-All aEJi'licants have an e<;[U&l opportunity to compete for 
employment; 

-ltlllployment practices do not eli.m.inate 'iU4lilied ap!;>licants 
of any race, color, sex, religion, national origin oi:- a.ge group 
at a significantly higher rate than other qua.lilied applicants; 

-Qualitie4 hand~capped indiridu.als are protected aga.i.Ast 
diacrilllination in hirii:i.g and promotion; 

~ualified disabled and Vietnam-era veterans are p,:-otectad_ 
against discrimination in hiring and pr01110tion. 

l:n addition, we make an active effort to generate an applic&At 
pool which reflects the availability of qualified women and 
minorities in the applicable labor market. In support of this 
important objective, we ask yor,,.r cooperation in helping us 
identify qualilied =inority and feinale applicants to fill 
0penin9s as vacancies occur. 

our goals this year are to increase the number 
Hispanic employees at all levels and the nwnber 
Officer and management positions. 

of 
of 

Black 
women 

and 
in 

Please share this letter with those in your organization who are 
involved in !Dak:ing applicant referrals. Thank you. 

Very truly yours, 

Linda Cormier 
Vice President 

!illOlO 
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Mr. SHAYS. Let me just say a few things. I have been trying to go 
along during this hearing, because I did not know where they 
would lead us. And I have felt somewhat cautious about these hear
ings. But in one sense, even though the chairman would rightfully 
acknowledge that no company would have an open policy that 
would choose to discriminate, I found it at least important that you 
would establish publicly that your policy is not to discriminate, and 
that the companies abide by the laws of this country. And I think 
that has to be put on the record. 

But then it becomes an obvious conclusion when the chairman 
asked the basic question and the purpose of this hearing was to 
look at the first, second, third, and fourth levels. And I would just 
tell you my conclusion. That the policy is not consistent with the 
practices. The chairman made the point that someone individually 
can choose to discriminate or may as a cultural difference practice 
discrimination. 

As an American looking at these three Japanese companies, it is 
clear that you have very few United States citizens in high posi
tions. It is clear that you have practically no women, and practical
ly no blacks, and practically no Hispanics. 

And so the conclusion that I draw is that in the positions that 
matter to the company that there is very real discrimination in all 
three companies. Obviously, the last statistics that we heard from 
you, Mr. Tomita, were the most shocking of all, very candidly. 

And I would also have to tell you that of all of the witnesses that 
we have had before us, I found Mr. Horton's the most persuasive. 

I would just want to ask this question. Because I know that the 
chairman said that cultural differences are not a factor in disobey
ing the law. But if an American company were in Japan, would 
that American company have to abide by all of the laws that exist 
in Japan, or could we follow our own practices in Japan? I would 
start with Mr. Saito. 

As a former Peace Corps volunteer, I am very uneasy talking 
about cultural differences. The first lesson that we learned when 
we were in the Peace Corps was that we needed to abide by the 
customs and practices of that country. And I will say that my basic 
reading of the Japanese society is that you would expect American 
companies in Japan to abide by every law, every regulation, and 
every policy requirement that exists in Japan. And I just want to 
know in your own words if that is true. 

Mr. SAITO. When an American company goes to Japan to operate 
there, they are expected to obey Japanese laws, yes. 

Mr. LANTOS. Are they expected or do they have to? 
Mr. SAITO. They must obey. 
Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Wada. 
Mr. WADA. Excuse me. The same question? 
Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Mr. WADA. Yes, I have the same answer as Mr. Saito has. 
Mr. SHAYS. The Japanese Government would not tolerate for a 

minute if an American company came into Japan and did not 
abide by those laws of Japan. Is that correct? 

Mr. TOMITA. Yes. American companies in Japan must obey Japa
nese law. I believe the company who is running business in the 
United States must obey--

50-681 0 - 92 - 11 
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Mr. SHAYS. That is not my question, sir. 
If an American company was in Japan, would it have to abide by 

all the rules and laws and regulations of Japan? 
Mr. TOMITA. I am not familiar with that, but I believe yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. Are you not a Japanese national? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes, I am a Japanese national. 
Mr. SHAYS. So you are not aware of whether an American com

pany in Japan would have to abide by Japanese laws? 
Mr. TOMITA. Yes. The answer is yes, they have to obey the Japa

nese law. 
Mr. SHAYS. Let me, Mr. Tomita, take your response. What would 

you conclude if you were a member of this committee with the re
sponse that you made that-I had felt you gave the most sincere 
and emphatic response to the questions, well, actually all of you 
did, hut your response was fairly clear that in this country you are 
dedicated to following the laws of the United States. Is that not 
true? I mean you made that statement. How do you think we on 
this committee should view your statistics that basically show that 
you hire no women, you hire no blacks, you hire no Hispanics, and 
you hire in the fifth level a minority are American people at the 
fifth level. What would you think our conclusion should be about 
that? 

Mr. TOMITA. Mr. Congressman, I have to explain the situation of 
our company. Our job is especially unique. We have a technical re
search and development job and also our customer is exclusively 
Toyota Motor Corp. in Japan. So we have to work very close with 
Toyota Motor Corp. in Japan to fulfill their demands. And we have 
been trying to transplant technical knowledge to the United States. 
It has taken a long time, though, but we have been trying and now, 
as our role has expanded we are able to hire more American people 
and to have more American people who know well about Toyota 
Technical Center and Toyota Motor Corp., too. 

Mr. SHAYS. When we passed title VII of the civil rights hill, we 
made reference to nationality. The chairman is right, I think we 
did that-we are looking at American companies that would be dis
criminating or that might discriminate against nonnational Ameri
cans, Hispanics and other Spanish-speaking citizens from all over 
the world and so on. But it is very clear that national origin ap
plies also to Americans, at least in title VII. The Court has ruled
it is my understanding the Court has ruled that a company can 
bring in its top executive and say that he/she could be a national, 
and in your case, a Japanese national out of business necessity. But 
that's my understanding as far as the Court has ruled. And it is 
clear to me that there is not upward mobility for Americans in 
your companies. And that we are going to have to take a very good 
look and see about other companies. I guess it just adds weight to 
what you asked, Mr. Chairman, in having the GAO make a greater 
study. 

Somehow, I have this feeling that if we came here a year from 
now that there will he changes. I just have this feeling. And I do 
not know if it is the Japanese culture that you push things to the 
final point, but it seems to me you have nowhere to go. You have 
got to do a better job of integrating your companies with more 
Americans. 
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Mr. Chairman, I do not have any other questions. I am happy we 
held these hearings. I am grateful to all our witnesses. I do want to 
say for the employers that we have before us that I do not accept 
in toto that in every instance the people before us this morning 
were necessarily discriminated against. It could be that in some 
cases they did not perform their jobs, so I am not willing to accept 
in every instance with every employee that we had that there was 
discrimination. • 

But in the broader picture, looking at your statistics-forget the 
witnesses that we had this morning-looking at your own statistics, 
which you answered to the chairman, it is clear that there is not 
the mobility for Americans that there should be. And it is ironic 
because-and I will conclude with this. I am convinced that our 
countries are only going to succeed when there is a greater goal be
tween countries so that American citizens are invited to live in 
Japan, so you know more about Americans and we know more 
about you, but we have got a ways to go. 

Mr. LANTOS. I only have one specific and one general comment. I 
want to thank my colleague. We have one more witness after this 
panel. 

It specifically relates to your testimony and I am sorry I have to 
read this, but the facts presented here are at such total variance 
with the enunciated high principles that they really stick in my 
craw. In your prepared statement, your ·concluding paragraph 
reads as follows: 

From its creation, it has been the policy of Toyota to make all employment deci
sions including those relating to hiring, promotion, training, performance evaluation 
and compensation, developing jobs without regard to a person's race, color, national 
origin, citizenship, sex, age, physical handicap, medical condition, religion, veteran 
status or medical status . . . based on qualifications to perform the required work. 
Toyota scrupulously adheres to this policy and unequivocally denies that it is now 
discriminating or ever has discriminated against any U.S. employee. 

The reality is in a different universe. The facts that you present
ed do not have the slightest tangential relationship to your state
ment. The two do not even meet. It is not that your statement is 
partially true. It is not that your statement is a little bit true. It is 
not even that it is an teensy-weensy bit true. It has nothing to do 
with the reality. 

My grandmother taught me a long time ago that paper is pa
tient. You can put down anything on a piece of paper and there 
will not be a bark back at you and nobody will tell you this is a lie, 
this is not true, this is preposterous, the opposite of it is true. And 
that is where we are. 

As a matter of fact, if I may just comment on Congressman 
Shays' last observation, which I think was a very astute observa
tion as all of his are. The first panel of witnesses, although they 
were very impressive, they testified under oath, and I presume 
they told the truth, was not nearly as damning as this panel of wit
nesses. 

We understand that high-paid lawyers and public relations ex
ecutives can put on paper any sentence that is required of them. 
We understand that. The difficulties of trying to make those sen
tences join with reality, you have not achieved that. This is not 
your statement, I know it is not, because it took a lot of technical 
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knowledge to make this statement that none of those things 
matter. "It has been the policy of Toyota to make all employment 
decisions," all employment decisions, "including those relating to 
hiring, promotion, training, performance evaluation, compensation, 
without regard to a person's race, color, national origin." But there 
is not an American in the first four levels. It just happened. 

I mean a 5-year-old child would not believe this. That is your 
problem. That is your problem. A 5-year-old child of average intelli
gence would not believe these statements. This subcommittee does 
not believe these statements. What is far worse, the American 
people do not believe these statements. You can put anything on a 
piece of paper, but when you ask for facts and the facts are diamet
rically opposed, then the statements stand exposed naked-naked
in their emptiness. That is the problem. 

I want to thank the panel for appearing. 
Our last witness is Ms. Selwyn Whitehead, the executive director 

of the Greenlining Coalition. 
[Witness sworn.] 
Ms. Whitehead, your exact statement is entered in the record in 

its entirety. The committee would appreciate if you would summa
rize your oral statement. 

STATEMENT OF SELWYN WHITEHEAD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
GREENLINING COALITION 

Ms. WHITEHEAD. I will be very brief. 
First of all, I want to thank you, Chairman Lantos, for having 

these hearings. This is an issue that is of critical importance to the 
Greenlining Coalition. I am here on behalf of that organization 
and, briefly, we represent the prominent civil rights, small busi
ness, economic development, and disabled groups here in Califor
nia, organizations like Latino Issues Forum, the League of United 
Latin American Citizens, Chinese for Affirmative Action, and the 
Mexican-American Political Association, just to name a few. 

I will just briefly-I will not even bother telling you of our track 
record, I will get right to the facts. 

The Greenlining Coalition is concerned about unchecked Japa
nese investment in our society without corresponding commitment 
to people of color and women and the potential negative impact 
and influence it will have on American values. We believe and en
courage responsible foreign investment in our country only when 
foreign corporations make an effective guarantee of equal opportu
nity for all Americans, including the 13.5 million people of color in 
the State of California and the almost 8.5 million Caucasian 
women. 

We believe that, under the right circumstances, legitimate Amer
ican concerns, including those of people of color, regarding major 
Japanese investment can be addressed and positively in construc
tive fashion. But we do have reasons for legitimate concern. 

In the area of media, for example, Matsushita Electronics alone 
has annual revenues of $44 billion, more than 12 times that of 
Walt Disney Studios. Along with Sony and MCA, Japanese compa
nies control a quarter of all American motion picture production. 
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In the last 2 years alone, the top 10 Japanese investors have 
bought more than $13 billion in American companies, including 
Sony's $1 billion acquisition of Columbia Studios and $2 billion ac
quisition of CBS Records. 

People of color and women in America feel and fear that foreign 
investors, particularly those from homogeneous societies, may be 
unwilling or unable to encourage the broad dissemination of con
troversial views and will impose, or possibly impose, negative racial 
and ethnic stereotypes here in our country. 

To check this situation, we believe that it is imperative that Jap
anese-owned American-located companies recruit, hire, and pro
mote people of color into key decisionmaking roles throughout the 
organization. Key decisionmaking roles, not just entry-level clerical 
or janitorial positions. 

We are not Japanese bashing. We do not believe in this type of 
activity. We are not racists. We have real concerns about the im
plied and in fact discrimination by Japanese-controlled companies 
in our country. 

It appears that some Japanese decisionmaking executives in 
most of their organizations have little use for people of color and 
women, in general, and blacks in particular. Some have voiced pub
licly their firmly held belief that all blacks are poor, uneducated 
thieves. 

According to Hiroshi Kashiwagi of the Japan Pacific Resource 
Network, an intercultural nonprofit education organization that we 
work very closely with, this is an opinion that is held by most Jap
anese-owned companies. 

I have brought along for your review a look at the demographics 
in our State. The Caucasian women take up half of the white popu
lation. Currently in California 70 percent of our population are 
people of color and white women. We are not looking at the next 
century to change our culture. We are there now. We need employ
ment opportunities now. 

I just briefly want to compare two organizations that the Green
lining Coalition has firsthand knowledge with, and they are both in 
the banking industry. 

Let's examine two Japanese banks in California with very differ
ent approaches to employment practices: one willing to seize the 
opportunity to increase market share and build up an employee 
pool and customer base that reflects and will continue to reflect 
the diversity of California in the years to come. That bank being 
the Bank of Tokyo's Union Bank. 

The other willing to challenge the will of fair-minded people in 
our State to the point of having the conversion of one of its subsidi
aries challenged by us and other community groups to the point 
where ultimately it was compelled to withdraw its application. 
That bank being Mitsui Manufacturer's Bank. 

In the case of Union, as part of a comprehensive equal opportuni
ty employment and economic development agreement with the his
torically underserved communities of California in 1988, that bank 
agreed to strive to ensure that 60 percent of all new senior level 
management appointments made during the next 5 years will go to 
women and people of color. I am happy to report the progress that 
has been made to date under the leadership of Vice Chairman Jim 
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Gibson, that we in the Greenlining Coalition have no doubt that 
Union Bank will meet and exceed this goal. With an ethnically di
verse executive level and a board of directors that is heading 
toward diversity, Union Bank has positioned itself to be a financial 
leader in California, in the economy now and in the years to come. 

The other bank is Mitsui Manufacturer's Bank. I brought along a 
copy of their annual report for your review, but basically none of 
the senior level management people are people of color, other than 
Japanese people. There are no white women. There are no women 
of color. There are only two Caucasian males in any decisionmak
ing role. One happens to be the president of Mitsui Manufacturer's 
here in California, Jerry Johnson. But it is our contention that all 
decisions are made by that Japanese bastion back in Tokyo that is 
completely homogeneous. 

How can an organization like that effectively market their prod
uct, which is financial resources, in a State that looks like this? 

We are even more frightened· by global implications. In my testi
mony you will find that according to American Banker, no U.S. 
bank is among the world's 20 largest. The top six are all Japanese. 
Seven of the top 10 are Japanese. The other three are French. The 
largest American bank, Citicorp, comes in 21st place. 

Banks provide the fuel of economic growth and vitalization in 
communities they choose to serve in. Soon it appears that most 
banks in our country will be foreign controlled. To be truly effec
tive here in our country of rich ethnic diversity, they must be per
soned by individuals from the widest array of talent this country 
can offer. 

This is good for banks and it is good for the community. All Jap
anese-owned banks and American banks could follow Union Bank's 
lead. 

In closing, I have a few concluding remarks and a few recom
mendations. Given the combination of poor affirmative action poli
cies and achievements by Japanese, and American companies, for 
that matter, and the lack of resources to substantially alter an em
barrassing past record, the Greenlining Coalition urges a foreign 
acquisition mobilization pact strategy be developed by our Congress 
that would encourage, if not compel, major changes in commit
ments to affirmative action as a condition for investment in the 
United States economy. 

The Coalition believes that no foreign corporation or nation 
should be permitted to make a significant investment in the United 
States or make an investment in crucial industries such as bank
ing, communications, or media, without developing an enforceable 
affirmative action commitment that includes, where necessary, a 
radical change in the corporate culture like that agreed to by the 
Bank of Tokyo's subsidiary, Union Bank. Such an affirmative 
action commitment makes good business sense. 

Specifically, we recommend that this plan include specific and 
substantial enforceable goals that should set out and ensure that 
the boards of directors and upper management, as well as blue 
collar work force, reflect the diversity, including the racial and 
gender diversity, of the communities they choose to serve. 
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Specific and significant goals should be set for awarding con
tracts to persons of color and women-owned businesses and profes
sional trade persons. 

Specific outreach to people of color, women and individuals who 
are poor and disabled, including employment training, should be 
developed and made a significant part of that corporate culture. 

Philanthropic contributions should be geared to the interests and 
needs of the community, particularly communities of color and low 
income, rather than special artistic or cultural interests of absen
tee CEOs. 

And finally, depending on the industry, other specific commit
ments should be made, such as in the banking industry, where spe
cific commitments for residential and small business loans to low
income communities should be made. 

On behalf of the Greenlining Coalition, I want to thank the 
House Employment and Housing Subcommittee and Chairman 
Lantos for conducting these hearings and giving the Greenlining 
Coalition this opportunity to participate. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Whitehead follows:] 
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I. GreenHnjng Coaljtjon Background 

The Greenlining Coalition was formed in 1979 as a persons and 
community of color/low-income individuals/micro-business 
development/women/ disabled individual/consumer advocacy Coalition 
fighting for the economic empowerment of its constituents. 

The Coalition employes community-based policy development, 
litigation, legislative advocacy, and administrative petitions to encourage 
Corporate America to abandon its institutionalized practice of "redlining" 
(the erection of arbitrary race, gender and class based barriers) that have 
limited the access of people of color, women, the low-income and 
disadvantaged small business owners to the resources necessary to plot their 
economic destiny and maintain their economic viability. The goal of the 
Coalition is to cause Corporate America to abandon its standard practice of 
redlining and begin to greenline. 

In other words, we use a little existing law, statue and regulation, for 
example the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977. A lot of reasearch and 
timing. A mutually respectly relationship with the press. Add something as 
wlheard of as the truth, plus a healthy dose of luck, to do a little good for our 
clients and we believe ultimalely our entire California community. 

Our Coalition is comprised of a core group of 16 multiethnic 
multicultural Civil Rights, equal employment opportunity, small business 
and housing development advocacy organizations, such as the American G.L 
Forum, the California Council of Urban Leagues, the Center for Southeast 
Asian Refugee Resettlement, Chinese for Affirmative Action, the Coalition of 
Bay Area Woman-Owned Businesses, Consumer Action, the Filipino
American Political Association, Filipinos for Equal Rights, 
Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance, Latino Issues Forum, the League 
of United Latin American Citizens, the Mexican-American Political 
Association, Oakland Citizens Committee for Urban Renewal (OCCUR), _ 
Rainbow Coalition (National Chair), the San Francisco Black Chamber of--•·· 
Commerce, and the World Institute on Disability. 

The Coalition is represented by the Law Offices of Public Advocates 
which also contributes financially and otherwise to the continuing success of 
the Coalition. • 

You should know right off that that we believe in and are fighting for a 
new Bill of Rights, lest you every doubt our insanity. We sincerely believe 
that every American is entitled to access to: 

1. Affordable and available quality housing. 
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2. Affordable and -available quality health care. 

3. A high quality education. 

and 

4. Meaningful employment opportunities, including those 
of self-employment. 

To accomplish these objectives we believe we must take a leadership 
role in helping form the necessary corporate fair share mind set and develop 
strategies for moving corporate America to provide the necessary Bill of 
Rights development resources. 

As such we ask all corporations to do five things: 

1. Develop and implement a plan, over a reasonable amount of 
time, to change the composition of their Board of Directors to generally reflect 
the ethnic and gender make up of their service area. 

2. Develop and implement a plan, over a reasonable amount of 
time, to change the composition of their senior executive level of 
management to generally reflect the ethnic and gender make up of their 
service area. 

. • 3. Develop and implement a plan to outreach and market their 
products or services to people of color, low-income individuals, women and 
the disabled. 

4. Develop and implement a people of color and women business 
purchasing program. 

5. Develop and implement a program to make sure a portion of 
their charitable dollar goes to non-profit organizations that are controlled and 
operated by people of color, low-income individuals, women and the 
disabled. 

The Coalition's successes include: 

1. Negotiating, in concert with Assemblywoman Gwen Moore, the 
1988 historic settlement in which California's major public utilities 
committed to do 201Ji of their contracting with California's women and . 
minority owned businesses by the year 1993; 

2. Negotiating the historic Comprehensive Equal Opportunity 
Pledge with Southern California Edison which included a provision to have 
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30 percent of its top 500 management consist of women and/ or minorities by 
the year 2000; 

3. Negotiating the Security Pacific Bank 1989 ten year $2.4 billion 
Community Reinvestment Act Program to promote low-income and inner 
city development; and, 

4. Negotiating with Bank of America the five billion dollar low-
income housing and minority economic development enforceable 
commitment in April 1991. 

And most germaine to our discussions today; 

Negotiating the 1988 Community Reinvestment Agreement with 
Union Bank in which the bank agreed to earmark at least $45 Million a year 
in 1988 and 1989 to minority equity participation in areas of housing, 
economic and employment development; Union recently doubled that the 
amount for 1990 and 1991. 

l ·1 
j 

l 
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U, Greenliners Are Concerned About Unchecked Japanese Investment In 
Our Society Without a Comspondin& Commitment to People of Color and 
Women, and the Potential Neaative Influence of Japan on American Value,, 

We believe in and encourage responsible foreign investment in our 
country only when the foreign corporation makes effective guarantees for 
equal opportunity for all Americans, including the 13.5 million people of 
color and 8.35 million white women in California. 

We believe that under the right circumstances, legitimate American 
concerns, including minority concerns, regarding major Japanese 
investments can be addressed in a positive and constructive fashion. 

However we take pause and have legitimate concerns. 

In the area of media for example, Matsushita Electronic alone has an 
annual revenue of $44 billion; more than 12 times that of Walt Disney 
Studios. Along with Sony and MCA, Japanese companies control a quarter of 
all American motion picture production. 

Over the last two years, the top 10 major Japanese investors have 
bought more than $23 billion in American companies, including Sony's 
billion dollar acquisition of Columbia Studios and two billion dollar 
acquisition of CBS Records. 

People of Color and women in America fear that foreign investors, 
particularly those from homogeneous societies, may be unable or unwilling 
to encourage a broad dissemination of controversial views and/ or will 
impose the negative racial and ethnic stereotypes on Americans. 

To check this situation we believe it is imperative for the Japanese 
owned, America located company, to reauit, hire and promote people ~f 
color and women into key decision making roles throughout the 
organization. 

We are not Japan-bashing, we have real concerns about implied and in 
fact disaimination by Japanese controlled companies in our country. 

It appears that Japanese decision making executives in most Japanese 
companies have little use for persons of color in general and no use blacks in 
particular. Some have voiced publicly their firmly held belief that all bla~ ·--~. 
are "poor uneducated thieves•. 

According to Hiroshi Kashiwagi of the Japan Pacific Resoura! Network, 
the Inter-cultural nonprofit education organization the Greenlining Coalition 
works closely with, this is the sentiment of most Japanese managers stationed 
in our country. This is unacceptable. 
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m, Persons of Color and Women Employment Opportunities: A IaJe of 
two Japanese Banks, 

H it is true what is reported in the book, published by the Japan Society, 
Japanese Companies In American Communities, that " ... a good corporate 
citizen in Japan is one that provides stable jobs to its workers and pays taxes to 
the government.", and we don't doubt this to be true in Japan; then why is it 
that most American-based Japanese-controlled companies find it difficult 
follow this, their own tenant, in America when it comes to people of color 
and women? 

We in the Greenlining Coalition think it has a lot to do with race and 
gender discrimination. 

The Banking industry can be illustrative of the opportunity and 
challenge we all face in making sure foreign interests respect the letter and 
spirit of our employment laws when they come to reap the benefits of our 
economy. 

Let us examine two Japanese banks in California with very different 
approaches to employment practices. One willing to seize the opportunity to 
increase market share and build up an employee pool and customer base that 
reflects and will continue to reflect the diversity of California in the years to 
come: The Bank of Tokyo's Union Bank. The other willing to challenge the 
will of fair minded people of our State to the point of having the conversion 
of one of its subsidiaries challenged by us and other community groups to the 
point where it was ultimately compelled to withdraw its application: Mitsui 
Taiyo Kobe Bank's Mitsui Manufacturers Bank 

The Bank of Tokyo's Union Bank 

Union Bank, as part of its comprehensive equal opportunity 
employment and economic development agreement with the historically 
underserved communities in California in 1988, agreed to strive to ensure 
that 60% of the new senior management appointments made during the next 
five years will go to women and people of color. We have been very happy 
with the progress the bank has made todate under the leadership of Vice 
Chairman James Gibson, and have no doubt that the Union Bank will meet 
and exceed this goal. 

With an ethnically diverse executive level and a board of directors 
headed towards diversity, Union Bank has positioned itself to be a financial 
leader in our California economy for years to come. 

Mitsui Taiyo Kobe Bank's Mitsui Manufacturers Bank 
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In the Mitsui Taiyo Kobe Bank 1990 Annual Report there are listed 103 
names under the heading of Board of Directors. All appear to be males. All 
are Japanese. This list includes 22 Advisory Board members. The report also 
lists 14 key or "Senior Managing Directors" all are not only Japanese males, 
but are all at least 58 years old. 

That same report lists Mitsui's top 97 management persons. All are 
Japanese, and all appear to be male. 

That same report lists 61 division heads, including 20 in the United 
States and 19 in Europe. All 61 are male. 59 are Japanese. None are non
Japanese persons of color. 

At the time of our protest to block the conversion of Mitsui Taiyo 
Kobe's New York based trust subsidiary into a bank in 1989, none of its top 25 
California-based management was Hispanic, African-American or non
Japanese Asian. Currently, no one on its Board of Directors is a non-Japanese 
person of color. And only one of its 12 branch offices is headed by a person of 
color. 

As a result, Mitsui's all Japanese male control from Tokyo is unable to 
understand the marketing, lending and service needs of America's most 
diverse business culture and California's $700 billion economy. This . . 
homogeneous Japanese male bastion has, in large measure, replicated itself in 
California, merely substituting white males for Japanese males where 
absolutely necessary, albeit infrequently. 

According to the American Banker, no U.S Banks are among the 
Worlds 20 Largest. The top six are Japanese. Seven of the top 10 are Japanese. 
The largest American bank, Citicorp, came in in 21st place. The world's top 10 
banks last year by asset siz.e: 

1. Dai-lchi I<angyo Bank 
2. Sumitomo Bank Ltd 
3. Mitsui Taiyo Kobe Bank Ltd 
4. Sanwa Bank Ltd 
5. Fuji Bank Ltd 
6. Mitsubishi Bank Ltd. 
7. Credit Agricole Mutuel 
8. Bankque Nationale de Paris 
9. Industrial Bank of Japan Ltd 
10. Credit Lyonnais 

$428.2 billion 
$409.2 billion 
$408.8 billion 
$402.7 billion 
$399.5 billion 
$391.5 billion 
$305.2 billion 
$291.8 billion 
$290.1 billion 
$287.3 billion 

Banks provide the fuel of economic growth and vitalization in the 
communities they chose to serve. Soon, it appears, most ba.n1cs in our 
country will be foreign controlled. To be truly effective here in our country, 
of rich ethnic diversity, they for must be personed by individual from the 
widest array on talent our country can offer. This is good for the banks and 
the communities they serve. All should follow Union Bank's lead. 
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IV. Conclusions and Bec:ommendations 

Japanese corporations have a poor record regarding discrimination at 
home and abroad. So, too, do American corporations. Both should be 
regulated when major acquisitions are involved. 

Given the combination of poor affirmative action policies and 
achievements at American companies and the lack of present resources to 
substantiality alter an embarrassing past record, the Greenlining Coalition 
urges a foreign acquisition mobilization strategy that encourages, if not 
compels major changes in commitments to affirmative action as a condition 
for investment in the United States economy. 

The Coalition believes that no foreign corporation or nation should be 
permitted to make a significant investment in the United States or to make 
an investment in crucial industries, such as banking, communications or 
media, without developing an enforceable affirmative action commitment 
that includes, where necessary, a radical change in corporate culture, like that 
agreed to by the Bank of Tokyo's subsidiary Union Bank. 

Such affirmative action commitments make good business sense. 

The Coalition therefore makes the following recommendations which 
we believe should be applicable to all foreign acquisitions, not just Japanese 
acquisitions, where such involve either crucial industries or major 
investments. In offering these recommendations, we would also like to note 
that it might be well for Congress to consider such legislation for all 
significant acquisitions and mergers, including those between American
owned companies. 

1. Specific and substantial enforceable goals should be set to ensure that 
the board of directors and upper management, as well as blue-collar 
workforce, reflect the diversity, including the racial and gender diversity, of 
the community to be served. 

2. Specific and significant goals should be set for awarding contracts to 
persons of color and women owned businesses and professional trades 
persons. 

3. Specific outreach to people of color, women, and individuals who 
are poor or disabled, including employment training, should be developed 
and made a significant part of the corporate culture. 

4. Philanthropic contn"butions should be geared to the interests and 
needs of the community, particularly of cx,lor and low-incx,me communities, 
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rather than, for example the specializ.ed artistic or cultural interests of 
absentee CEOs. 

5. Depending on the industry, other specific commitments should be 
made, such as in the banlcing industry, where specific commitments for 
residential and business loans to low-income and of color communities 
should be made. 

On behalf of the Greenlining Coalition, I want to thank the House 
Employment and Housing Sub committee of the Committee on Government 
Operations and Chairman Lantos for conducting these hearings and giving 
the Greenlining Coalition this opportunity to participate. 

Attachments 

Union Bank Commitments 

~t;Ov~~tehea 
Executive Director 
The Greenlining Coalition 
1535 Mission Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
(415) 431-7430 

Community Service Action Plan 1988-1990 
Community Service Action Plan 1991-1992 

Greenlining Coalition's Report 
Mitsui Bank: TM Worst Community Record in Californill 

L 
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27.02% 0.65% 

California's 
Population 

As of the 1991 
Census Correction 

■ Hlspanla 

• Asians 

■ AfrlcanAm. 

E:I Othen 

□ White Women 

■ White Male 

California's Total Population as of the 
1991 Census Correction is: 30,900,000 

Ethnic Group 
Whites 
Hispanics 
Asians , 
African American 
Others 

Number 
17,400,000 
8,100,000 
2,900,000 
2,300,000 

200,000 

fem:nt of Total 
56.3 
26.3 
9.4 
7.4 
0.6 

Ethnic Group Number of Women 
Whites 
Hispanics 
Asians 
African American 
Others 

8,350.000 
4,050,000 
1,450,000 
1,150,000 

100,000 

Total Minorities: 13,500,000 or 43.7% 
Total Women and Minorities: 21,850,000 or 70.71l. 
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Mitsui Bank; Jbe Worst Community Record lo California 

"Mitsui equals redlining. Less than one percent of tJie dollar value of 
Mitsui's California loans go to the Hispanic or .African-:American 
community.• - Jim Jefferson, San Francisco Black Chamber of 
Commerce. 

"Imagine a population twice the size of Switzerland being redlined. That's 
Mitsui's policy toward 13 million California minorilies. • - Ben Benavidez, 
National President, Mexican-American Political Association. 

Preface: The Second Largest Bank in the World 

Were it not for the unique CRA skills and community organizing of groups such as 
Communities for Accountable Reinvestment (CAR), the Center for Community 
Change, and the California Reinvestment Committee, there would not be a hearing 
today. 

Mitsui Taiyo Kobe, the world's second largest bank, has over $400 billion in assets, or 
a sum far greater than the total assets of all California-based banks and almost four 
times as large as the Bank of America. Mitsui is run from Tokyo by 100 Japanese 
males. No minorities or women effectively participate in any key decisions affecting 
California's 13 million minorities. 

Mitsui's California operations arc part of an international marketing strategy that 
ignores the needs of California minorities whose aggregate population easily exceeds 
that of Switzerland. As a result, Mitsui makes virtually no low-income housing or 
consumer loans and generally ignores the business needs of small, minority- and 
women-owned businesses. 

Based on the data provided, Mitsui bas the worst CRA and minority record of any 
Japanese-owned bank in California and the worst record of any California bank wiili 
one billion dollars or more in assets. 

The Grecnlining Coalition favors Japanese banking investments in California (see 
Section I) and has set forth an eight point CRA blueprint to enable Mitsui to 
successfully do business in California and to serve as a guideline for all foreign-owned 
banks (sec Section II). 

Sections m and IV discuss Mitsui's exclusionary pro-Japanese male management 
policies that produce redlining and CRA violations. Section V discusses the puppet 
nature of the California subsidiary of the world's second largest bank. 

Section VIl discusses the refusal of Mitsui's Chairman, who meets in Los Angeles 
monthly, to meet with any community or minority groups. 

Mitsui Bank: The Worst Community Record In California Page 1 
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Sections VI and VIlI discuss the failure of the Federal Reserve to secure sufficient 
data on Mitsui's international operations as they affect California and the procedural 
weaknesses of this public bearing, the first held by the Federal Reserve since May 
1986. 

Mitsui Bank: nae Wont Community Rec:onl In California Page 2 
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Mitsui Bank: The Worst Community Record lo canfornJa' 

1. The Greenlining Coalition Welcomes Responsible Japanese 
BilnJs§. 

The Greenlining Coalition, consisting of 18 minority and consumer groups•, strongly 
welcomes Japanese and other foreign investments if they benefit all Americans, 
including minorities and women. In a historic November 29, 1989, letter to the 
Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs, Taro Nakayama, the Coalition issued a welcome 
to Japanese banks that fully comply with the Community Reinvestment Act of 1m 
and U.S. Equal Opportunity laws. And in June 1988, the Greenlining Coalition 
negotiated a Comprehensive Equal Opportunity and CRA Agreement with the Bank of 
Tokyo (Union Bank), with whom it continues to work closely and for whom it has 
much praise. 

nie Coalition has recently opposed the mergers of major American banks that violate 
the Community Reinvestment Act. Coalition opposition included a protest before the 
Federal Reserve in November 1989 against Wells Fargo Bank and a February 1991 
FDIC protest against the Bank of America. 

The Greenlining Coalition is also part of a national effort (the National Urban 
Economic Summit) which recently met with Federal Reserve Chairman Alan 
Greenspan (January 17, 1991) on the need for greater CRA compliance and 
leadership by the Federal Reserve. 

II. Eight point CRA GreenUnlng Piao for Mitsui Manufacturers 
Bank and Other Foreign-Owned Banks 

In order to approve Mitsui Manufacturers Bank's U.S. merger plans, and to ensure 
that MMB is in compliance with CRA guidelines and will be capable of future CRA 
compliance, the Greenlining Coalition offers an eight point CRA Greenlining Plan to 
green1ine instead of redline. It should be considered in the context of, and not separate 
from, the proposals of the Los Angeles-based community groups whose input and 
needs are crucial. 

1 Prepared by Robert Gnaizda of Public Adwcatcs and Selwyn Whitehead, Coordinator of the 
Grcenlining Coalition - l53S Mission Strec:1, San Francisco, CA 94103, (415) 431-7430. 

1 Coalition members indudc: American GJ. Forum, the California Council of Urban Lcaguca, Center 
for Southeast Asian Refugee Resettlement, Chinese for Aflirmatne ActiOD, Coalition of Bay Arca 
w-an-Owncd Busincua, Comision Femcnil Mexicana Nadonal, Consumer Action, F'tlipino-American 
Political Association, F'tlipinos for Equal Rights, Interdcnominalional Ministerial Alliance, Latino &auca 
Forum, League of United Latin American Citizens, Mexican-American Political Association, Oalclwl 
Citiuns Committee for Urban Renewal (OCCUR), Oalcland Union ol the Homclca, Rainbow CoaBtioG 
(National Chair), San Francisco Black Chamber ol Commerce, and the World Institute on Disability. 

Mitsui Bank: Th• Wont Community Record In Callfomla 
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This plan, based primarily on the size of Mitsui's California subsidiary (MMB), reOec:ts 
the reality that MMB is run and funded by a Tokyo giant whose resources exceed the 
total banking assets of all California-based banks. 

All eight points have been adopted, with variations, by one or more of California's 
five largest banks and could be a model for all foreign-owned banks seeking to expand 
in the United States. The eight points are as follows: 

1. Mitsui commit to a 10-year CRA plan, as has Security Pacific Bank; 

2. Two percent of MMB's assets each year be committed to CRA low-income 
housing and inner city economic development ($24 million based on this year's 
asset size) and possibly $100 million a year if Mitsui's long-term expansion 
strategies are accomplished; 

3. Mitsui Manufacturers Bank set specific long-term minority contract goals, as has 
Union Bank (owned by the Bank of Tokyo), which has set a 20 percent goal; 

4. Mitsui Manufacturers Bank commit a minimum of three percent of its net 
profits before taices, or a sum equal to one-twentieth of its assets, whichever 
shall be larger, for charitable contnbutions directed at low-income and minority 
housing and economic development. (Citicorp has often achieved this three 
percent level, as have many chemical and oil companies); 

5. Mitsui Manufacturers Bank develop a 10-year plan to ensure that it can 
effectively market to minorities. This includes at least one-third of its 
California Board and top management being minority. (Currently, 49 percent 
of its primary service area is comprised of minorities.) Wells Fargo is moving 
in this direction with the recent addition of three minorities to its Board 

6. Mitsui Limited of Tokyo recognize the importance of its international functions 
and commit to appointing at least one African-American, one Hispanic; and one 
non-Japanese Asian to its Tokyo-based Board of Directors within two years and 
a similar number to its Tokyo-based Advisory Board; •• 

7. The Chairman and/or President of Mitsui Limited commit to a semi-annual 
CRA meeting in Los Angeles with community leaders. (The Chair apparently 
travels to California at least 12 times a year for MMB Board. meetings); 

8. Mitsui Manufacturers Bank develop an aggressive and effective African
American outreach, marketing and advertising campaign and develop a similar 
comprehensive multilingual campaign for the Asian and Hispanic communities 
(similar to the program of Union Bank). 

Mbul Bank: The Worst Community RICOtd In California 
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Expansion Pl•o• 

• ... Mitsui will emphasize the continued expansion of the size and scope of its U.S. 
operations .. ." (Mitsui of Japan's 1989 Annual Report, p. 19). "Our strategic goals in 
the Americas include expanding. . ." (Mitsui of Japan's 1990 Annual Report, p. 20). 
• ... [T]he [U.S.] division will continue to increase its presence in the United States .. ." 
(Mitsui of Japan's 1990 Annual Report, p. 21). 

Assuming the accuracy of these expansion statements, MMB is likely to be five to 10 
times larger by the end of this decade. If this comes about, the dollar value of the 
above commitments should be larger. For example, a five-fold increase would mean a 
10 year CRA commitment of $1.2 billion. 

Ill. Mltsul's Top 1 oo Japanese Males-Only Leadership Has No 
Knowledge of the Inner City 

The Community Reinvestment Act requires the Board of Directors and top 
management to be actively involved and knowledgeable about CRA activities in the 
local communities. Mitsui Manufacturers Bank and its parent, Mitsui Limited, are so 
structured and staffed that they cannot meet this minimum requirement For example: 

1. Mitsui of Japan's Annual Report (pp. 88-89) has two pages listing the Board of 
Directors. It lists 103 names. All appear to be males. All are Japanese. This 
includes 22 Advisory Board members. The 14 key or "Senior Managing 
Directors" arc not only all Japanese males, but all are at least 58 years old 

2. Mitsui of Japan's 1990 Annual Report lists 97 top management persons. All 97 
arc Japanese, and all appear to be male. 

3. Mitsui of Japan's 1990 Annual Report lists 61 division heads, including almost 
20 in the U.S. and 19 in Europe. All 61 are males. Fifty-nine of 61 (or 97 
percent) are Japanese males. None are U.S. minorities. 

4. As of the time of the protest, none of Mitsui Manufacturers Bank's top 25 
California-based management was Hispanic, African-American or non-Japanese· 
Asian. Today, it still has no African-Americans, Ciinese-Americans, Korean• 
Americans, Vietnamese Americans or Filipino-Americans among its top 
management And only one of its 12 branch offices is headed by a minority, an 
Hispanic. 

5. None of Mitsui Manufacturers Bank's 10 Board members is a minority. 

llbul Bank: The Worst Community Record Ill C.llfomla 
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6. Most surprising, although hardly most damning, is the make-up of MMB's 
• powerless uncompensated local advisory boards. There are n members on the 

Board. 

None is Asian, despite the presence of 2.8 million Asian-Americans in 
California. 

• Only two of n are Hispanic, despite California's Hispanic population of 
7. 7 million. 

• Only six of n of its powerless advisory board members are women, 
despite the fact that over a third of all new businesses in California are 
being started by women. 

• No data was available on African-Americans as of the time of this 
repon. 

Thus, Mitsui's all-Japanese male control from Tokyo is unable to understand the CRA 
marketing, lending and service needs of America's most diverse business culture, 
California's $700 billion economy. This homogeneous Mitsui male bastion has, in 
large measure, replicated itself in California, merely substituting white males for 
Japanese males where necessary, albeit infrequently. (See Section VII for evidence of 
isolation from the community.) 

Further, the Coalition is prepared to document that Mitsui lacks the multilingual skills 
to effectively serve or market to California's 7.7 million Hispanics, or to most of 
California's 2.8 million non-Japanese Asians. And, we are prepared to prove that 
Mitsui has never marketed itself to California's 2.3 million African-Americans. (See 
unrefuted assertions by Coalition since December 13, 1989, letter to Federal Reserve 
seeking an audit.) 

IV. Based on the Continental nnnoJs PecJston, Mitsui Has an 
Unacceptable CRA Record 

As of the relevant period, the period prior to the protest', Mitsui made no housing 
loans or CODSUmer loans and virtually no business loans to 13 million minority 
Californians. This is equivalent to having headquarters in Zurich and Oslo and 
refusing to lend to any residents of Switzerland or Norway, with a combined 
population of 11 million. 

Mitsui's record today is not much better than the record at the time of the protest. 
Even its rosy and unverified March 21, 1991, report presented today shows modest 

• As set forth in die Federal Resene'a Continental IDinois Bank decision of February 1988, the by 
period is prior to the protcat. 

Mitsui Bank: The Wont Community Record In Callfamla Page• 
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IQA r!sults and no long-term CRA commitments. 
determme: 

From this report, we cannot 

i, 
(,(a) 
r 

the dollar amount, if any, of housing, consumer or business loans to 2.3 million 
African-Americans, 2.8 million Asians or 7.7 million Hispanics; 1-

(b) 

(c) 

the dollar amount, if any, of very low-income housing loans; 

whether the Chairman of the Board of Mitsui limited~ or the Chairmen of 
Mitsui Manufacturers Bank, Yutaro Hayashi, both of whom MMB claims meet 
on CRA issues, have ever been in East Los Angeles or South Central Los 
Angeles or have ever met with any African-American or Hispanic community 
leaders. (All that is known is that someone with poss1bly no authority at Mitsui 
Limited claims to have met with hundreds of community and business groups.)' 

Nothing to United way or March of Dimes? 

The vagueness of Mitsui Manufacturers Bank's March 21, 1991, Federal Reserve 
report is best illustrated by its so-called specifics: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

It claims (p. 8) to have invested 11 percent in a City of West Hollywood loan 
pool It fails to state the amount of the pool. Is it 11 percent of $10,000? 
We are unable to determine this. 

It claims (p. 9) to participate in State Guaranteed Small Business Loans, but it 
doesn't state the amount of its participation. 

It claims (p. 9) to participate in California Expert Finance Programs, but it 
doesn't state the amount of its participation. 

It claims (pp. 9-10) to participate in a Business Cash program, but it doesn't 
state the amounL 

It claims (p. 10) to have an unsecured credit program, but it doesn't state the 
amounL 

It claims (pp. 10-11) to have a commitment to multi-family housing. Yet it 
admits it financed only 13 low- and moderate-income units and fails to specify 

• The current 1:cy Mitsui l.imjtcd persons arc its Chairman, Yuuo Matsushita, and its President, 
Kenicbi SucmalslL 

• And Mitsui'• local AcMsory Boards have no non-Japueac: Asians and possibly just two Hiapanica 
among Tl board members who reacla out to the commUDity. 

Mbul Bank: The Worst Communny Record In California Page 7 
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if any of the 13 were low-income loans, as opposed to moderate-income loam, 
and fails to state the location of, or race of, those who benefitted. 

It claims (pp. 14-16) that it is considering eight community projects; however, it 
provides no financial data, and most are only in the talking or planning stage 
and could be cancelled as soon as its merger is approved. 

It suggests (p. 20) that substantial charitable contn"butions have been made. 
Yet this $400 billion giant lists only one specific contn'bution: $37,000 to United 
Way by its employees, not its management. An example of its phantom 
charitable achievements is the following CRA statement: 

"Employees of MMB participated in the March of Dimes annual walk-a-thon in 
Los Angeles, in which 24 business organizations [only one of which was Mitsui] 
raised $26,000." (MMB 3/21/91 Federal Reserve report, p. 20. Emphasis 
added.) 

Mitsui Manufacturers Bank has Ready Access to Over 400 
Billion Dollars 

Mitsui Manufacturers Bank's CRA accomplishments as of the time of the protest were 
nil, and it was embarrassingly out of compliance with virtually all equal opportunity 
requirements, despite past rubber stamp CRA approval by federal agencies. Today, as 
a result of the many community protests led by CAR, and the Federal Reserve's _ 
decision to hold a public meeting, MMB's CRA record has improved, albeit modestly 
and inadequately. (Under the Federal Reserve Board's February 1988 Continental 
Illinois decision, post-protest improvements are given limited, if any, weight.) 

It is the Coalition's position that Mitsui's record must, in part, be viewed from the 
perspective of its readily available resources from its $400 billion parent which controls 
every significant financial action of MMB and every significant management action of 
MMB. • Equally important, Mitsui of Japan regularly infuses MMB with capital, 
including a recent multimillion dollar infusion from Tokyo, determined by its top 100 
Japanese male management. 

This recent Tokyo infusion alone is believed to have exceeded by ten-fold the total 
CRA charitable contn'butions made by Mitsui over the last decade.• 

• We arc prepared, if gi,,a access to its tclcphonc, FAX, correspondence to and from Japan, plus 
management shifts from Japan, to document daily control of all key aspects of the California opcradom. 

1 In fact, Mitsui's lcpl expenses for thia CRA protest alone may easily cxcecd its charitable 
contributions since it opened in California 29 years ago. 

Mitsui Bank: The Worst Community Record In CalHomla Page I 
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'Ibis Tokyo financial infusion is believed to have exceeded Mitsui's total CRA 
commitment to very low-income housing from 1980 until the protest in December 
1989. 

'Ibis recent Tokyo financial infusion is believed to exceed by many times the total of 
small business loans to African-American businesses or to Hispanic businesses in 1990. 

'Ibis recent Tokyo financial infusion is believed to exceed by many times the total of 
all consumer loans made by Mitsui to African-Americans, Hispanics or low-income 
families in 1990. 

This recent Tokyo financial infusion is believed to exceed by many times the total of 
all home loans made to African-Americans residing in the inner cities or to Hispanics 
residing in inner cities in 1990. 

Thus, whether Mitsui will comply with or become a leader in CRA is solely based on 
the whims of its exclusive all-Japanese male Tokyo Board of Directors, Advisory 
Board, division heads and top 100 management. 

No one present at this hearing from Mitsui has the power to alter this, no one.• 

VI. The Federal Reserve May Not Have Sufficient Information to 
Make Any Decision 

In order to determine the scope of MMB's CRA achievements and future 
commitments, the Federal Reserve must know: 

(a) 

(b) 

the financial, management and marketing relationship between the $400 billion 
Mitsui Tokyo operation and the one billion dollar Mitsui California operation; 
and 

the dollar amount of Mitsui's past CRA contnbutions, if any, to California's 13 
million minorities, a population twice that of Switzerland. 

This information has been unsuccessfully sought by the Greenlining Coalition from 
both Mitsui and the Federal Reserve, commencing with the Coalition's December 13, 
1989, protest letter requesting an audit and detailed information. 

'Ibis information has also been sought in the Coalition's recent letters to the Federal 
Reserve of December 21, 1990, and to Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan on 
February 7, 1991. Mitsui has refused to comply with these requests, including a 

1 It appears that even Yutaro Hayashi, MMB's local Chairman and Chief Executm Officer (CEO), 
will not be present at this hearing. 
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refusal at our March 12, 1991, meeting with its California President The request to 
Chairman Greenspan is attached as Exlnbit A 

Upon information and belief, the Federal Reserve does not have this aucial 
information. 

vu. Mitsul's Real Leadership has Neyer Met with Any California 
Groups 

Mitsui Manufacturers Bank claims that it has had hundreds, if not thousands, of 
contacts with minorities. The reality is that no top Mitsui of Japan executive has had 
contact, and they are the only ones with the power to change the wholly-owned 
subsidiary. Its Chairman' and President Suematsu of Japan have declined all four 
formal requests for a meeting in either California or Tokyo. The first request was by 
letter of December 13, 1989. They have also declined our requests for an 
international phone conference to address the problems. 

In contrast, the Chairmen of Wells Fargo, Bank of America, and Security Pacific meet 
with the Coalition, including four meetings with Security Pacific's Chairman in 1990. 
And even the very busy Chairman of the Federal Reserve, Alan Greenspan, met for 
an hour with the Coalition on January 17, 1991. 

contracts, Not contacts 

As Mario Obledo, a member of the Coalition and the National Chair of Jesse 
Jackson's Rainbow Coalition, said: "Minorities want contracts, not contacts." As set 
forth in Sections m and IV, the contracts and the lending have not occurred. 

• Allegedly an active member of the Mitsui Manufacturers Bank who attends its California meetings 
on a monihly basis. 

Mitsui Bank: The Worst Community Record In Callfomla Page 10 
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Exhibit A 

Letter to Chairman Alan Greenspan 
February 7, 1991 

Mlllul Bank: 11le Wont Communlly Record In California 
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. The Greenlining _________________ l535MissionStreet 
Coalition San Francisco, CA 94103 
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1.esal CoullMI: 
Robcn Onamia, Public Advocalol 

July 30, 1991 

Alan Greenspan 
Chairman 
Federal Reserve System 
20th Street & C Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20551 

Phone: (415)431-7430 
Fax: (415) 394-8262 

Re: The Federal Reserve Board Should Release 1t1 CRA 
findings on Mitsui Bank 

Dear Chairman Greenspan: 

On behalf of the Greenlining Coalition, we are writing to 
urge you to release the Federal Reserve Board's CRA 
findings on Mitsui Bank. 

We consider Mitsui's July 17th withdrawal of its merger 
application to be an acknowledgement of its own 
discriminatory practices - practices which Mitsui officials 
know cannot withstand the glare of the U.S. regulatory 
spotlight. 

After expending considerable resources - including over 
$50,000 in attorney fees - attempting to expose Mitsui's 
CRA noncompliance, the Greenlining Coalition and the 
millions of taxpayers we represent are anxious to see the 
results of the Federal Reserve Board's regulatory 
investigation. We believe that your fmdings will document 
Mitsui's anti-consumer record. 

Though its officials no longer seek the Board's permission 
to merge, Mitsui remains a key player in a marketplace 
which you regulate. As such, Mitsui appean likely to 
continue its redlinin, ways unless regulatory and community 
pressure compel it to change. 

The Federal Reserve Board's public evaluation will let 
Mitsui know that its blatant disregard for the legitimate 
credit needs of low- and moderate-income communities will 
not be tolerated. In addition, the Board will be sending a 
message to all foreign banks th'lt each financial institution 
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doing business in America must adhere to U.S. regulatory standards. 

The American people Dl1ISt know your evaluation in order to make sound decisious 
about to whom they may entrust their savings. We look forward to obtaiipng the 
results of CRA evaluation of Mitsui Bank. Thank-you for your attention to this 
impo 

Executi ire --1:r~g Coalij°n 

':;~ 
Public Advocates 

esident 
Filipino-American Political 
Association 

President 
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Presi ent 
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President 
California Council of. Urban Leagues 
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:EDERAL RESERVE. press release 

For immediate release July 22, _1991 

The Federal Reserve Board today announced that The 

Mitsui Taiyo Kobe Bank, Limited, Tokyo, Japan ("Mi~sui"), has 

withdrawn its application to convert Taiyo Kobe Bank and Trust 

Company, New York, llev York, ("TKBTC"), from a nonbank trust 

company·to a co111D1ercial bank. 

In connection vith the merger creating Mitsui, the 

Board noted in a March 28, 1990 Order, that Mitsui vould be 

required to obtain Board approval to convert TKBTC to a 

co111mercial bank and that the Board would consider the Co111munity 

Reinvestment Act ("CRA") record of Mitsui •s .subsidiary bank, 

Mitsui Manufacturers Bank, tos Angeles, California ("Bank"), in 

connection with that application. 

'l'he Board also stated that the Bank had not implemented 

in all respects the type of CRA program outlined in the statement 

of the Federal financial supervisory agencies regarding the~. 

The Board stated that a public meeting on the Bank's CRA 

performance would be held on Mitsui•• application to convert 

TKBTC to a commercial bank unless the record developed on that 

application, in the Board's view, resolved the issues regarding 

the Bank's Ca.\ performance. 
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2 

On Decellber 14, 1990, the Board ordered a public 

aeetiftC7 on the CRA issues raised in Mitsui'• application. The 

public 11eetiDC7 vas convened in Los An9eles, <:alifornia, on 

March 21, 11191, at which nineteen representatives of community 

and public interest groups, and public officials and individuals 

criticized the Banlc'• CRA performance. 

Subsequent to this •eating, the Board received written 

notice from Mitsui dated July 17, 1991, that it had withdrawn its 

application. 

TOT"'-. P.03 
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Mr. LANTOS. Ms. Whitehead, let me thank you for a singularly 
eloquent and powerful statement. The purpose of these hearings is 
to achieve fairness, which it seems to me is what you are groping 
for and what hopefully jointly we will be able to achieve. 

The testimony at this hearing, as at our previous hearing in 
Washington, was extremely disturbing because it confirmed the 
judgment that led the subcommittee to commence this series of 
hearings. There is profound discrimination against U.S. citizens in 
general, against various subgroups of U.S. citizens. Some of these 
subgroups representing a majority, women and various ethnic mi
norities, whether it is black Americans, Hispanic Americans and 
others. 

We will not rest until every company operating in the United 
States fully abides by all the laws of our Nation. It is a privilege to 
function here and the minimum requirement for achieving that 
privilege is to obey the law. And I want to thank you for appear
ing. 

Ms. WHITEHEAD. Thank you very much. 
Mr. LANTOS. This hearing is concluded. 
[Whereupon, at 2:20 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon

vene subject to the call of the Chair.] 





EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION BY JAPANESE
OWNED COMPANIES IN THE UNITED STATES 

:, . 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1991 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING SUBCOMMITTEE 

OF THE CoMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 
Washington, DC. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room 
2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Tom Lantos (chairman 
of the subcommittee), presiding. 

Present: Representatives Tom Lantos, Rosa L. DeLauro, Ileana 
Ros-Lehtinen, and Christopher Shays. 

Also present: Representatives John Conyers, Jr., and John W. 
Cox, Jr. 

Staff present: Stuart E. Weisberg, staff director and counsel; Lisa 
Phillips and Joy R. Simonson, professional staff members; June 
Livingston, clerk; and Christina J. Tellalian, minority professional 
staff, Committee on Government Operations. 

Mr. LANTOS. The Subcommittee on Employment and Housing 
will please come to order. 

This is the third in a series of hearings by the Employment and 
Housing Subcommittee to examine employment discrimination by 
Japanese companies operating in the United States. The first hear
ing was held in Washington in July, the second in San Francisco in 
August. The response to those two hearings has been enormous. 
They have generated more letters and phone calls to the subcom
mittee than anything since the HUD scandal hearings. We have, 
apparently, touched a nerve. 

Most of the letters have been complimentary and very favorable. 
From Hawaii to Florida have come communiques from current and 
former employees of Japanese firms concerning their personal ex
periences with discrimination. This is a real and serious problem 
that needs to be addressed. 

Now let me say, as I have said at earlier hearings, what these 
hearings are not about. These hearings are certainly not about 
Americans of Japanese ancestry. Americans of Japanese ancestry 
have made an enormous contribution to the life of this Nation in a 
tremendous variety of fields. These hearings are not about foreign 
investment. This subcommittee, certainly its chairman, welcomes 
foreign investment. Foreign investment in the United States bene
fits the United States in a wide variety of ways. 

These hearings basically deal with a very simple issue: Are com
panies owned by non-U.S. citizens operating in the United States 

(355) 
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obliged to obey the law? That is all. Are companies owned by for
eigners obliged to play by the same rules in the United States that 
American-owned companies are obliged to play by. That is the only 
issue. 

So far we have heard almost a dozen witnesses describe their ex
periences working at Japanese-owned companies in the United 
States. They testified about being discriminated against because 
they were U.S. citizens. Some were black and some were white. 
Some were men and some were women. They represented the full 
spectrum of religious backgrounds, ethnic origins. But the one 
common denominator which accounted for discrimination against 
them was that they were U.S. citizens. As one worker at our hear
ing last month said, "I felt like a foreigner in my own land." 

Many Japanese companies treat their U.S. subsidiaries like a 
farm team. The bulk of the top management positions at Japanese 
companies in the United States are reserved for male Japanese na
tionals, who come and go on a rotating basis back and forth from 
Japan American workers are effectively shut out from advance
ment opportunities, and they are shut out from the decisionmaking 
process. 

If the term glass ceiling has any meaning, it certainly does in 
this arena. We have had before us some of the most talented, capa
ble, impressive, knowledgeable, experienced men and women who 
hit the glass ceiling for no reason other than being United States 
citizens. 

At today's hearing we will be exploring with the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service the practice by Japanese companies of 
rotating personnel from Japan to this country for a few years. We 
will also hear from the presidents of three Japanese companies: 
DCA Advertising, Recruit, and Ricoh. We are in no sense an adju
dicatory body, but in the spirit of fairness we want to give these 
companies an opportunity to respond to the serious allegations 
made by their former employees and to tell us about their person
nel policies. 

It was not possible for some companies, including Nomura Secu
rities, Sumitomo, Sanwa Bank, and Mitsubishi Motor Sales of 
America to be here today, but these companies will testify at a 
future hearing. This subcommittee will not rest until this issue is 
resolved. Other witnesses today will describe employment discrimi
nation in one of the world's largest securities firms, a major trad
ing corporation, and a car rental company. 

Again, as at all previous hearings, I wish to reiterate my highest 
regard for the Japanese-American community which has contribut
ed so enormously to the economic, political and cultural life of the 
United States, and which, on the basis of communications to this 
subcommittee, fully supports these hearings. 

Through academic studies and from some of our correspondence 
we hear about the different culture, attitude, and the employment 
practices in Japan This background may explain, but it cannot and 
will not excuse the actions which violate our laws. As I said at the 
California hearing, if a company locates in the United States and 
hopes to grow and profit from our market, we expect, and yes, we 
demand that it follow the law. It is as simple as that. 
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I am very pleased to call on my colleague, the ranking Republi
can on the subcommittee, Ms. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen of Florida. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank 
you for your continued interest and attention to the area of dis
crimination in the workplace. As I am sure all of us will agree, dis
crimination even in its most subtle form will not be tolerated. Our 
country has made great strides and great progress in the last 50 
years especially trying to overcome open and blatant discrimina
tion, and it would be very unfortunate if we were to move back
ward in this area after so many people have fought and str11ggled 
to move ahead. • 

Discrimination today has taken on a new identity. Although it 
might not be as candid and as outspoken as it was 50 years ago, we 
still must make the commitment to ensure that all people receive 
equal rights and equal opportunities. 

In 1863, President Lincoln said: "Four score and seven years ago 
our fathers brought forth upon this continent a new nation, con
ceived in libert1 and dedicated to the proposition that all men are 
created equal.' Every person has a responsibility to uphold the 
meaning of equal rights, so that the rights of all can be main
tained. 

I am confident that the solutions can be found· to many of the 
problems associated with discrimination that are affecting the 
workplace. Through open dialog and communication, the laws re
garding civil rights and equality that have been enacted by Con
gress can be entirely upheld. Today, I hope that we can reaffirm 
our commitment to this belief in equality. 

I look forward to hearing the testimony of our witnesses who 
have been generous enough to come here today. I am interested in 
hearing their ideas and their recommendations for solutions to 
many of the problems that are affecting the workplace. _ 

And I also would like to express my thanks again to the chair
man and his staff for their efforts in organizing today's very impor
tant hearing. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much. 
Next, we will hear from the distinguished Congresswoman from 

Connecticut, Congresswoman Rosa DeLauro. 
Ms. DELAURO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. At our last hearing on 

this subject we listened to poignant testimony of abusive discrimi
natory practices employed by many Japanese firms operating in 
the United States. I came to that hearing with an open mind, un
willing to prejudge the companies in question. But I left unable to 
ignore our witnesses' testimony. 

We heard from a vice president at an advertising firm who expe
rienced preferential treatment afforded to Japanese employees and 
active discrimination against Americans. When the company re
duced its work force he was fired, possibly because he was an 
American 

We heard from an administrative assistant at a securities firm 
who detailed the pervasive and systematic discrimination against 
women in her company. Two sets of criteria were employed to 

. assess performance and promotion, with the qualifications for 
women inexplicably more stringent. 
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And most shockingly, we heard testimony from a recruiter who 
was directed on one project to reject out of hand applications for 
employment from all candidates who were not ethnically Asian. 
Taped above this employee's desk was a directive that said: "For
eigners are no good. White people, black people, no. But second 
generation Japanese or others of Asian descent, OK." 

This is not the way we do business in the United States. We be
lieve in equal opportunity without regard to gender or race or age 
or national origin. It appears that many Japanese firms don't be
lieve as we do. But this is not a question of corporate belief; this is 
a question of law. Foreign-owned companies operating in the 
United States must adhere to American antidiscrimination policies. 
We are a Nation of laws and principles. Prime among the princi
ples that guide us is that the rights of the minority are as sacred as 
the privilege of the majority. In the same way that American firms 
would not discriminate against Japanese employees, so too we 
expect that Japanese firms would not discriminate against Ameri
can employees. 

But witness after witness has testified that Japanese-owned firms 
are willfully breaking· our laws. More witnesses will tell their an
gering stories today. They raise questions that must .be answered. 
This discrimination will end. 

I look forward to today's testimony. And let me commend you, 
Mr. Chairman, for holding these important hearings. Thank you. 

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much. 
It is my pleasure • to call on my good friend and colleague from 

Connecticut, Congressman Christopher Shays. 
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to join with 

you and my two colleagues, other colleagues to say that I concur 
with the fine statements of all three of you. 

I started these hearings somewhat skeptical, a little concerned 
that maybe we weren't getting caught up in a. process of somehow 
blaming someone else for some of the problems we see in our coun
try. But I have come to feel that this problem exists. That there is 
widespread discrimination in many Japanese-owned companies. 
The solution is really what we are looking for. I think it is estab
lished that the problem exists and now it is a question of how do 
we deal with. 

I look forward to these hearings. I also look forward to working 
with these Japanese companies to see how we can get them to im
prove. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Before calling on the first panel, I would like to ex

press my appreciation to members of the staff who prepared these 
hearings: Mrs. Joy Simonson, Ms. Lisa Phillips, and our chief of 
staff, Mr. Stuart Weisberg. 

I would like to ask now Ms. Kimberly Carraway, senior sales as
sistant, Sumitomo Corp. of America; Mr. Sidney Cohen, former 
owner of Value Rent-A-Car of Florida; Mr. John E. Fitzgibbon, Jr., 
former Nomura Securities employee and author; and Prof. William 
H. Lash III, of St. Louis University Law School, to come to the wit
ness table. 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
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Mr. LANTOS. We want to thank all four of you for appearing. In 
some cases it takes considerable courage to testify at these hear
ings, since although laws protect you from discrimination and retri
bution of any type, in the real world this cannot always be guaran
teed. So I want to commend you and express the appreciation of 
the subcommittee. 

We will begin with you, Ms. Carraway. Your prepared statement 
will be entered in the record in its entirety. You may proceed any 
way you choose. 

STATEMENT OF KIMBERLY S. CARRAWAY, SENIOR SALES 
ASSISTANT, SUMITOMO CORP. OF AMERICA, CHICAGO, IL 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Thank you. 
During my second month with Sumitomo Corp. of America, a 

Japanese manager told me that American women will never move 
into the upper ranks of business because they become too emotion
al once every month. From that moment on, I vowed that Ameri
can women would not continue to be victims of the archaic Japa
nese management model. Japanese corporations operating in the 
United States have determined that there are two sets of rules: 
Those that apply to other companies, and those that apply to them
selves. While our Government and society has been focusing all 
their energies on employment equality between the sexes, the Jap
anese have been able to systematically create their own set of 
rules. The increased interest in issues regarding only women as 
employment victims have allowed Japanese companies to under
mine even the basic rights of American men. 

To the outsider, a Japanese corporation appears to be a highly 
conservative, economically adept, profitable entity. While some of 
this image may be true, my experiences in Sumitomo Corp. of 
America have proven the opposite and have served as a difficult 
initiation into the business community. As an American, my oppor
tunities are limited at Sumitomo. As a woman, I am banished to a 
separate and unequal career path. 

This system of promotions is no more than a symbolic change in 
rank. One can perform the same job for 20 years while being "pro
moted" four or five times. Although it appears as if an American 
can rise through the ranks from a sales and customer service as
sistant to an account manager, closer inspection of the job descrip
tions reveals that all the positions are basically the same. Granted, 
there are some minor increases in responsibilities, but for the most 
part, all the basic job functions remain unchanged. I have brought 
with me the only five job descriptions for any American in a busi
ness section in this Japanese firm. 

After 3 months at Sumitomo, I was performing most of the tasks 
outlined in the account manager job, which is the highest ranking 
for any American, but was being paid as an entry level employee. 
Certainly no one ever expects to join a company and soar to the top 
ranks, but one should be paid for the job which one performs. Basi
cally, a young woman joins the company as an assistant and is 
asked to do everything from approach a potential new client to 
serve coffee to the Japanese visitors. There is no real delineation of 
responsibility. 
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The management of Japanese corporations do not like the fact 
that they must promote women and treat Americans equally. On 
more than one occasion, I have been informed that my promotion 
was strictly token and not to consider a promotion as a reward for 
quality work. Promotions of Americans are for the sole purpose of 
protecting the company from future lawsuits. I have been told this 
directly, and it also satisfies an agreement from a past legal con
frontation they had with an American male. 

Recently, Sumitomo hired a man in an effort to protect them
selves from claims that they discriminated against American men. 
While he was given an impressive title and salary, he is perform
ing basically the same tasks as another female in his department. 
She is earning half as much as he is and she has been with Sumi
tomo for 13 years. 

The opportunities for an American male are even more limited 
than for those females, really, because Japanese corporations rou
tinely contract employment agencies to fill job openings. These em
ployment agencies are more likely to recruit women than men be
cause they have been instructed to do so by the Japanese corpora
tion. And also, in Japan, when a man is inferior to another male, it 
is due to his seniority at the company, not to an employee/boss re
lationship, and they have a very difficult time being another man's 
boss, so to speak. 

My conversations with the employment agency through which I 
attained my present position were primarily of an instructional 
nature. I was told how to dress and what to say. At first, I thought 
this was just a helpful hint. Just out of college, wanting my first 
job, of course I took these suggestions and ran with that. But, in 
retrospect, I see that these comments were coming directly from 
the company in an effort to definitely define what kind of person 
they wanted to hire for the job, and I don't mean that qualification
wise. I mean that in their mannerisms. 

In fact, maintaining the structure of Japanese over American is 
more important than maintaining the customer accounts. In sever
al instances my customers . have expressed an interest in dealing 
exclusively with me because of a great dislike for my Japanese 
manager. Instead of recognizing the value of keeping one of our 
largest customers, the relationship was allowed to deteriorate. The 
Japanese perceive that their "face" or honor is lost if they must 
turn to an American assistant to save an account. 

In the United States the structure is set up so that all rotating 
Japanese managers are superior to even the highest-ranking Amer
ican. They are kept comfortably above the rest of the employees 
through a system of interoffice information. All business meetings 
are conducted in Japanese, most informational circulars are writ
ten in Japanese, and even those that are published in English are 
only passed to the Japanese managers. Therefore, as Americans, 
we are left out of the information network. This can damage our 
careers as well as build up a great deal of discontent and resent
ment. In our society information is power, and our inability to tap 
into this vital company information deters us from gaining the 
qualifications to move into positions of greater responsibility. 

A strategy that almost all Japanese firms adopt is the enhance
ment of managerial qualifications in order to legally bring in J apa-
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nese nationals. My direct supervisor has less education than 
myself, has trouble understanding the complicated drawings and 
terminology of our industry, and must have every concept ex
plained to him numerous times. He has admitted to me on more 
than one occasion that the education of the typical Japanese man 
in a nontechnical field is far below that of an American If this is 
true, and I have every reason to believe he is telling me the truth, 
then Americans are being cheated out of jobs where there is a 
large pool of qualified sales and marketing professionals available. 

Japanese corporations have set up a system of bribes for the 
American employees in order to keep them satisfied. We have tui
tion reimbursement plans, on-the-job training plans, and they send 
you to seminars. But when it comes time to promote you to a level 
that matches your educational abilities and your experience in par
ticipating in these seminars, there are no positions available at Su
mitomo and there are no levels of responsibility that are open to 
us. 

Japanese corporations have brought to America more than their 
exclusionary employment practices. Sexual harassment is consid
ered almost something of a joke to the Japanese Although they 
publish elaborate antiharassment statements, sexual material is 
widely accepted in the corporate setting. A stack of Playboy maga
zines left open on the conference table is no big deal to a bunch of 
Japanese managers. Neither is pornographic calendars with the 
Sumitomo Corp. Group logo embossed upon it. These types of mate
rials enrage me. They are unacceptable in a corporate office. The 
fact that one of the Sumitomo companies would produce a porno
graphic calendar for distribution among the other Japanese or Su
mitomo Group companies is abhorrent. To make matters worse, the 
calendar portrayed American women, not Japanese 

And I did bring along a visual aid. On Saturday, I do go in on the 
weekends to do some additional work, as every good automotive in
dustry employee knows we have to keep up with the latest in tech
nology, well, my boss has been doing his homework. We have Play
boy's Girls of Summer, 1991, and some proper business attire for 
those late Friday evening meetings. This was on his desk. I do not 
have to put up with that. 

[Witness holds up pink briefs.] 
Ms. CARRAWAY. Another common practice that constitutes an of

fense is the servicing of Japanese offices by video rental agents. He 
claims that his videos are only of typical television programs in 
Japan, but one of my bosses admitted, after I pressed him for the 
truth, that most of the movies were pornographic. If the rental 
business was conducted from their homes, there would not be a 
problem. But, the rental agent shows up at the office every Friday 
at 5 p.m. and hangs all over the desks of the American women 
while the Japanese managers fight for the latest selection of 
"Tammy Does Tokyo," or whatever is hot for these people. 

During the ensuing week, the Japanese managers freely trade 
these videos around the office, often leaving them upon each 
other's desk. This is not only vile and disgusting to have in the 
office, but against the law in the United States of America. 

Not only have I encountered these movies, calendars, and maga
zines in the office, but I have experienced other kinds of sexual 
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harassment from a Japanese manager. He has since transferred 
back to the Tokyo office, but while he was working in our depart
ment he regularly asked for photos of myself in a swimsuit. Please 
tell me what professional purpose does this serve. 

While no corporate organization is perfect, there must be a limit 
on the kinds of behavior we will accept in the United States. Cer
tainly the Japanese are of a different culture, but they must learn 
to adopt to our standard of proper corporate citizenry. In my situa
tion, it might have been easiest to quietly exit Sumitomo, leaving 
the other women behind to discover for themselves the travesty of 
Japanese management. But my belief has always been that all 
people, no matter their ethnic origin, deserve the same degree of 
respect. American women in Japanese firms are not getting this re
spect. 

In a sense, the United States of America has been made a fool by 
the Japanese. They have used our system in order to gain access to 
our advanced research and educational facilities. They mock our 
law by continually discriminating against American employees, 
and they prevent capable Americans from working by importing 
intellectually inferior Japanese employees. 

The Japanese hold the belief that if one does not approve of the 
way they do business then one does not have to work for a Japa
nese company. While this may be inherently true for any organiza
tion, the fact remains that Japanese corporations do not recognize 
their behavior toward Americans as wrong. The time has come to 
look more closely at these organizations as well as our own laws 
that allow them to operate and to investigate ways that these dis
criminatory practices can be remedied. America needs corporations 
that do not hire an employee because of their sex or race, but hires 
this person because they are the best possible candidate. 

I have brought with me documents, letters to the United States 
Government requesting additional stay in the United States for 
several Japanese managers, and one of the examples I brought was 
of my manager who just returned. And I can tell you right now 
from looking at the letter it is a form letter that is filled out for 
every single Japanese national in our company, and it would be 
very easy to replace him with an American because I am basically 
doing their job. I just do not speak Japanese. But all of our busi
ness dealings with the Japan office are handled in English. So, in 
my mind and in the minds of most of my coworkers, there is no 
possible excuse to bring in a Japanese national to fill this position. 
There are many qualified Americans. 

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Ms. Carraway. We will have 
a number of questions of you. A very shocking bit of testimony. 

Our next witness is Mr. Sidney Cohen, former owner of Value 
Rent-A-Car, Florida. 

Mr. Cohen. 

STATEMENT OF SIDNEY H. COHEN, FORMER OWNER, VALUE 
RENT-A-CAR, FLORIDA 

Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, 
good morning, and thank you for giving me the opportunity to 
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speak to you. My name is Sidney Cohen, and with me is my oldest 
son, Jeffrey. 

We are here because we believe my family has been a victim of 
discrimination by Mitsubishi Motor Sales of America [MMS], which 
is more than 80 percent owned by the Japanese giant Mitsubishi 
Motor Corp. Had my family and I known of the heartbreak and 
hardship that lay ahead, we would never have sold our car rental 
company to MMSA. Within months of the sale, Mitsubishi execu
tives made anti-Semitic remarks and orchestrated a series of events 
designed to embarrass and harass my family, as well as ruin the 
integrity of the Cohen name. By testifying, I hope to expose the dis
criminatory attitudes and tactics we have experienced and prevent 
other companies from falling into this trap. 

Twenty-two years ago, I founded Value Rent-A-Car in Baltimore, 
MD, with a single downtown location. An additional location was 
opened at Washington National Airport, followed by six more loca
tions in Florida. In 1990, Value employed 750 people with revenues 
of $70 million and a seasonal peak fleet of 22,000 cars. 

During the past decade, most major rental car companies, includ
ing Hertz, National, and Avis, were sold to or became financially 
affiliated with one of the Big Three domestic car manufacturers. 
Like these companies, Value was exploring a sale or a close fman
cial relationship with a major car manufacturer. In mid-1989, 
Value had an initial conversation with Mitsubishi Motor Sales of 
America to discuss a negotiated sale. We believed MMSA could be 
a strong financial partner as well as a manufacturer seemingly 
anxious to provide competitively priced cars. In May 1990, a final 
agreement between MMSA and Value was signed which provided 
for the sale of 80 percent of Value's stock and all Value real estate 
property to MMSA. Since MMSA insisted we remain as managers, 
5-year employment contracts were signed by myself and my two 
sons, including a provision stipulating that 10 percent of Value's 
operating profit-up to a maximum of $15 million-was to be paid 
to us over that 5-year span. 

The contract specified that I would be CEO and president with 
the authority to manage daily operations and report only to the 
board of directors. It is important that I note MMSA insisted that 
we agree to the 5-year payout as evidence of our good faith. In my 
opinion, MMSA's true intention was to have a mechanism in place 
to steal the company from the Cohens. Contract provisions de
signed to protect my family have been ignored completely and 
breached continually by MMSA. 

MMSA assigned two Japanese executives to supposedly act in a 
staff advisory capacity only, Mr. Yoshida and Mr. Matsumoto, nei
ther of whom had any experience whatsoever in the rental busi
ness. Mr. Yoshida began a campaign to remove my family, conduct
ing offsite strategy meetings and sessions with other MMSA execu
tives and Mitsubishi representatives. 

On numerous occasions he attempted to belittle me and mi 
family, continually asking Jeff and me why Jews were "different' 
from other Americans and making more pointedly anti-Semitic re
marks in front of others. Yoshida has admitted in a sworn deposi
tion that he asked where he could buy books about Jews. Numer
ous depositions confirm the anti-Semitism of Mr. Yoshida and 
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other MMSA executives. Mitsubishi's chief executive officer and 
other MMSA personnel referred to Value Rent-A-Car as Hemor
rhoid Rent A Car, further confirmation of Japanese managers' ani
mosity and their attempt to humiliate and intimidate us. 

Yoshida continually tried to get Value to purchase Mitsubishi 
products and use the services of Mitsubishi and other Japanese
owned companies: Tow trucks, glass and decal companies, and Mit
subishi dealers for body work. He clearly indicated a preference to 
work with other Japanese companies rather than American compa
nies. 

Depositions show that by January 1991 Yoshida and an MMSA 
associate loyal to him, Mr. Jeff Davis, had conspired with a dis
charged Value employee to humiliate my family and fabricate rea
sons for firing us. The employee was rehired by Mitsubishi, and 
with the encouragement of Yoshida, worked to discredit the 
Cohens. For example, he installed a bugging device in the Value 
office and then implicated my family. 

On February 6, 1991, we were asked to attend a board meeting in 
Chicago, supposedly to review business plans for 1991 and 1992. In
stead MMSA executives read a written statement to my son and 
me which suspended the four Cohens from Value on the basis of 
false allegations, including the aforementioned bugging incident. 
At this meeting, MMSA claimed an independent committee would 
investigate these allegations. The investigating committee was not 
independent. Instead it consisted of current and former MMSA em
ployees, including Mr. Jeff Davis, whose anti-Semitic bias I have al
ready mentioned. No member of the committee ever spoke to my 
family or attempted to discuss our version of the events. 

Following the suspension of the four Cohens, five executive offi
cers and two secretaries were summarily dismissed and escorted off 
the property by armed security guards. All but one of these former 
employees are members of a minority. We supplied a chart demon
strating that fact. Their replacements are Japanese males and non
Jewish males. 

Under the Cohens' direction, the board of directors of Value con
sisted of three Jewish Americans. MMSA's board now consists of 
three Japanese males and one non-Jewish male, all with less than 
a year's combined experience in the car rental business. The Value 
employees that were fired were seasoned, capable employees with 
over 25 years' experience between them. All were removed in one 
afternoon and given no reason at that time for their dismissal. In 
later depositions, the reason given for firing them was their loyalty 
to the Cohens. Skill and competence were never a factor and not 
even considered. 

Mitsubishi continued to harass my family and attempted to em
barrass us publicly on several occasions. For example, on February 
7, 1991, we made an appointment to retrieve our personal belong
ings and were kept waiting outside the Value headquarter office 
building while employees who were ordered to leave early watched 
from across the street. About 5:30 three Broward County Police 
cars arrived and blocked the exit. Then they searched my son 
Steven before escorting us into the office. 

We had hoped to settle the dispute amicably, and we sent a 
letter to Mitsubishi in Japan, also included with my testimony re-
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questing a meeting. Japan's only response was to deny involvement 
and forward the letter to MMSA in California. 

Mr. Chairman, I put my company on the market and I learned a 
valuable lesson about doing business with a Japanese concern. Per
haps those people unwilling to play by the rules should not be 
given easy access to U.S. markets. 

Thank you for your attention. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Cohen. We have a 

number of questions to ask you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cohen follows:] 
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TESTIMONY OF 

SIDNEY H, COHEN 

BEFORE THE HOUSE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS COMMITTEB 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING 

SEPTEMBER 24, 1991 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subconm11ttee. good morning. and 

thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak to you. My name IS Sidney 

Cohen, and the gentleman here with n1e today Is my son, Jeffrey Cohen. 

We are here today because we believe my family has been a victim of 

dlscrlmlnatton by Mitsubishi Motor Sales of America (MMSA), which ts more 

than 80% owned by the Japanese gtant Mitsubishi Motor Corporation. Had 

my family and I known of the heartbreak and hardship that lay ahead, we 

would never have sold our car rental company to MMSA. Within months of 

the sale, MMSA executives made anti-semitic comments and orchestrated a 

series of events designed to embarrass and harass my family, as well as ruin 

the Integrity of 01e Cohen name. By testifying, l hope to expose the 

discriminatory attitudes and tactics we experienced, and prevent other 

small, minority-owned companies from falllng Into this trap. 

Twenty-two years ago, I founded Value Rent A Car tn Baltimore, 

Maryland, with a single downtown location. An additional location was 

opened at Washington National Airport, followed by 6 more locations In 

South Florlda--Orlando, Fort l.auderdalc, Miami, Tampa, and West Palm 

Beach. By 1978, the fleet had grown to approximately 500 cars, composed 

predominantly of Ford models. 
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In March of 1983, my sons and I purchased Greyhound Rent A Car 

from the Greyhound Corporation In Phoenix, Arizona. Greyhound had 26 

locations, revenues of $20 million, 400 employees, and a fleet of 5000 cars, 

mostly General Motors products. 

The Greyhound and Value operations were merged completely. All 

personnel became employees of the new, enlarged Value Rent A Car, 

Revenues In 1983 reached $25 million with a peak fleet of 6000 cars. Over 

the next few years, competltlve pricing and attentive customer service led 

to subslantlal growth. Value was a trendsetter In the Industry, the nrst 

contpany to offer a one-price package for car rental. Custonter response to 

this strategy was tremendous, dramatically accelerating Value's growth, 

WIU1 the opening of state-of-the art facllltJes In Orlando, Fort Lauderdale, 

and I.as Vegas, the foundation for substantial future growth was In place. 

Orlando Is the number one tourlsl attraction and the number one 

rental car market In U1e U.S. By 1990, Value employed 750 people Willi 

revenues of $70 million and a seasonal peak fleet of 22,000 cars, 

During Ute past decade, most major rental car companies were sold to 

or became ftnanclally affiliated with a domestic car manufacturer, Ford 

•purchased" Hertz and Budget, GM purchased National and Avis, Chrysler 

"purchased" Snappy, Thrifty, Dollar, General. and Undos. 

Uke U1ese companies, Value was exploring a possible sale or a close 

financial relationship with a major manufacturer. In mld-1989, Value had an 

Initial conversation with Mitsubishi Motor Sales of America (MMSA) to 

discuss a possible negouatcd sale. We believed MMSA could be a strong 

flnanclal partner as well as a manufacturer seemingly an,clous to provide 

competitively priced cars. Negotiations between MMSA and VRAC 

2 
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commenced and a letter of Intent was signed In January 1990. The 

tra11sact1on was closed In May of 1990 and consisted of the following: 

1. 80% of Value's stock would be sold to MMSA, 20% to ren1aln with 

the Cohens: purchase price was lo be paid to the Cohens over a Ove year 

period. 

2. All property owned by the Cohens and Value was to be sold to 

MMSA. with payment to be made over a five-year period. 

3. A licensing agreement for the Value trademark, payment to be 

made over a twelve-year period, was to be entered Into. And final)y, 

4. Five-year employment contracts for myself and my sons were to be 

honored (MMSA Insisted the Cohens remain to manage). Durtng this 5 year 

period, 10% of Value's operaUng proOt, up to a maximum of $15 million, 

was to be paid to the Cohens. 

The contract spcclOed that I would be CEO and President with the 

authority to manage dally operations and report only to the Board of 

Directors. Jt ts Important that I note MMSA Insisted the we agree to the 

five-year payout as evidence of our good faith. MMSA'& true tnlcntlon was to 

have a mechantsm JD place to steal the company from the Cohens, Contract 

proVlstons designed to protect my family have been Ignored and breached by 

MMSA. 

In June and July of 1990, Value becarne aware of the aggressive 

p1·1c1ng deals domestic manufacturers were offering to rental car companies. 

We made MMSA aware of these programs and asked them to honor our 

mutual understanding that they match GM and Ford's pricing. MMSA 

refused. And so, In August 1990, I negotiated a Purchase Agreement with 

Ford to buy 25,000 cars. Including an incenUve and advertising package of 

$25 million. During our conversations regarding the purchase of these 

3 
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Fords, MMSA repeatedly asked that the contract not be fully enforced and 

Insisted Instead that Value purchase a comblnauon of domesUc cars and 

higher-priced Ml11lublshls. However, lo keep the company at Its most 

profitable, we simply pursued the best deal. To say the least, our 

relattdnshlp With MMSA significantly deteriorated In the months following. 

MMSA assigned two Japanese cxecuUves to act In a staff advisory 

capacity only, Kazuo Yoshida and (Mr.) Matsumoto••nelther of whom had any 

experience In the rental business. Mr. Yoshida began conducting a campaign 

to remove my family, conducUng off-site strategy sessions With other MMSA 

executives and Mitsubishi representatives. 

On numerous occasions he attempted to belittle me and my family, 

continually asking Jeff a1\d me why Jews were "different" from other 

Americans and ntaklng more pointedly anti-semitic ren1arks In front of 

others. Yoshida has admitted In a sworn deposition that he asked where he 

could buy books about Jews. Numerous depositions confirm the antl

scmlUsm of Mr. Yoshida and another MMSA executive, Jeff Davis. An 

Independent witness testtfled that Mr. Davis referred to the Cohens as "f··· 

Ing Jews· and that he felt Value was ·well rid of them.· Despite his clearly 

biased opinions, Davis was part of an "Independent committee" charged 

wlU1 Investigating MMSA's accusations made against my family after we were 

unilaterally suspended. MMSA's Chief Executive Officer and other MMSA 

personnel referred to Value as "Hemorrhoid Rent A Car", further 

conflnnatlon of Japanese managers' animosity and disrespect for the 

company my family had built. 

Yoshida conunually tried to gel VRAC to purchase MMSA products and 

use the services of MMSA and Japan-owned companies: tow trucks, glass 

and decal companies, a1\d Mitsubishi dealers for body work. He clearly 

4 
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Indicated a preference to work with other Japanese companies rather than 

American companies. 

Durlrlg October. November, and December of 1990, MMSA breached 

our contract continually, TI1e authority of the two 1nexpe11enced Japanese 

execullvcs was expanded and our authority limited. 

By January 1991, depositions show Yoshida and Davis conspired with a 

discharged Value employee, Paul Corbin, to fabricate reasons for the firing 

and humiliation of all four Cohens. Corbin had l;een fired from hls Job as 

security chief by the Cohens, and 01en rehired by Mitsubishi. Yoshida 

encouraged Corbin to Install a bugging device In the Value boardroom and 

then blame It on the Cohens. 

In an attempt to embarrass Steven Cohen, Corbin planted cocaine In 

Steven Cohen's briefcase. then alerted the police. Charges were dropped 

completely later. An Independent witness has since testified that Yoshida 

was fully aware of these actlv!Ucs and encouraged Corbin to continue his 

campaign. 

MMSA also accused my family of stealing from Value, alleging to the 

FBI and the Broward County Sher1ffs office that the Cohens had stolen scrip 

from Value. Once again, events would prove Paul Corbin and MMSA were 

behind this scheme as well. 

We were asked to attend a Board meeting In Chicago on February 6, 

1991, supposedly to review business plans for 1991. Actually, the meeting 

proved to be held In order to read a written statement to my sons and I 

which suspended us from Value on the basis of false allegations of bugging, 

cocaine possession, and diversion of company funds. 

At this meeting. MMSA claimed an Independent committee would 

Investigate U1ese allegatlons. The Investigating committee was not 

5 
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Independent, instead consisting of current and former MMSA employees, 

Including Jeff Davis, whose anti-semitic bias I have already discussed. No 

member of the committee spoke lo my family nor attempted to discuss our 

version of the events. 

In Florida, Jeff Davis physically Implemented the suspension. ·An anny 

of armed guards from Wackenhut Security and MMSA simultaneously 

swooped down on all 24 Value locauons. These armed guards stationed 

themselves al every door and demanded that location safes be opened. The 

tumor was spread that guns, drugs, and unaccounted for cash was to be 

found. n1e search turned up nothing. 

Following the suspension of the four Cohens, five executive officers 

and two secretaries were summarlly dismissed and escorted off the property 

by armed security guards. All but one of these former employees are 

members of a minority: 

5 Jewish Americans 

1 Hispanic 

3 females 

1 handicapped American 

1 non-Jewish white American 

'lbelr replacements are Japanese males and non-Jewish mates. Under 

the Cohens. the Board of Directors consisted of three Jewish Americans. 

MMSA's Board now consists of U1ree Japanese males and one non-Jewish 

male with less than a year's combined experience In the car rental business. 
These people were experienced, capable employees with over 25 years 

experience between them. All were removed In one afternoon and gtvcn no 

reason for their dismissal. In recent depositions, the reason gtven for Rrlng 

6 
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them was their ·loyalty to the Cohens.• Sklll and competence were not 

even a factor. 

MMSA continued to harass my family and attempted to embarrass us 

publicly on several occasions. For example, on February 7, 1991, we made 

an appointment for 5 PM to pick up our personal belongtngs at Value's 

headquarters. We were kept waiting outside the building. while employees 

who were ordered lo leave early watched from across the street. At 5:15 

PM, three Broward County patrol cars aJTlved, blocked the exit and then 

approached us. Steven was searched before we were escorted Into the office 

under the supe1vlslon of police and armed security guards. 

We filed a lawsuit tn February 1991 In order to clarify our poslUon and 

bring thls situation to a resolution. A request for a settlement meeung was 

made to MMSA, but received no response. Included In the Exhibits ls a 

letter we sent to MMSA Japan requesting a meeting. Japan's only response 

was to deny Involvement and forward the letter to MMSA California, 

Mr. Chatnnan, I put n1y company on the market and learned a valuable, 

If painful, lesson. Perhaps those unwilling to play by the rules should not be 

given easy access to our markets. 'l'hank you for your attenuon. 
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APPENDIX TO TESTIMONY OF SIDNEY H. COHEN 

Rxhlblt A 

Exhibit B 

Exhibit C 

Exhibit D 

Exhibit E 

Demographic comparison of Value Rent
a-car·s lop management under Cohens 
and MMSA 

Sidney Cohen's letter to Masanao Ueda. 
Execuuvc Vice President, lnternatlonal 
Bus111css, Mitsubishi Motors Corporauon 

Mitsubishi's reply to letter In Exhibit B 
Written by K. lkutn, General Manager, 
North America Department 

Sidney Cohen's reply to lkutn 

Mr. Ikuln's reply to letter In Exhibit D 
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Value Rent-a-Car Dtscrlmlnatlon Case 

Replacement of ·rop Management 

Level Tttle/DuUes Under Cohens 
Years 
Exper. Under Mitsubishi Exper. 

Board of Dlra. 3 Jewish-Amer, 10, 15. 22 SJapancac <1 
1 Non.JcwlSh Amer. 0 

II President Jewish •.Amer. ro Japanese <l 

Ill Sr, Vice Pres., 
Operations Jewtsh-.Amer. 15 Japanese <l 

Sr. Vice Pres .. 
Finance Jew!Sh-Amer. 10 Non-Jewish Amer. 0 

VICe President, Jewlsh•.Amer. Non.Jewish-Amer. 
Mktlng./Sales 1-'cmate 5 Male ? 

IV Assl, Vice Pres. 1 Hispanic 5 3 White .Amer. vaiyln& 
1 HandlCapped 5 
lOOlcr 6 

V "Class 1" Site 12HJ.,paniC v.uytng S While .Arner. 
Mgrs. 1Sor6 7 Jewish-Amer. 
replaced) 8 White Amer. 

NOTE: All of above are male except as otherwise noted. 

l 
j 
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SIONl,;Y ff, COHEN 
3140 South ocean noulevard 

1'pt, 5055 
Palm Ueach, Florida 33480 USA 

June 6, 1991 

Executive Vice President 
International Businesa 
Mitsubishi Motors Corpcration 
33-8 Shiba 5-Chome, 
Minato-1().t 
Tokyo 100 JAP-'N 

Deer Mr, Ueda: 

Exhibit B 

You and I have boGn togother on StJveral occasions ond you 
impressed me as an honor,.ble ond reasonable n,an, My family and 1 
have dealt with you honorably durl.ng all nf the negotiations 
le11ding up to the purchase of Value Rent-A-Car as well as when 1 
served as an officer and director of Value, 

I am directing this letter to you because t am deeply 
concerned obout the unfair and unethical way my family and I have 
been treated by Mitsubishi Motor sales of l\merica. 

There ha~ been eon~iderable adverse publicity in local, 
national and international newspapers which hnve depicted Value and 
Mitsubishi in a most unfavorable U.ght. I have enclosed some of 
these articles. It is in<.tvitable that the continuing bed faith by 
MMSA will be made public in the court room in Broward County end 
also will be given worldwide coverage by the news media since this 
is the first time that a ~apanose car manufacturer hes purchased e 
rental cor agency in the United st,.tes, 

This letter may be somewhat longer than both of us would like 
1 t to be, but I fee.t that you must heer our side of the story end 
realize what is ~oing on in the litigation, our -'mended Compl.Dint 
18 enclosed for your oonvenience, 

Contrary to what you may heve been told, my children, Jeffrey, 
Steven end Wendy end I ,. •• ., ,·.,sponsible and 1,onorable people, We 
have hlld charge• and all<>gations of bad fa1 tli and wrongdoing 
leveled against us which are without merit and without any 
evidence. Xn reality it was the representatives of MMSA, es well 
as some of the current employeos. 0£ Value, that: h&ve engaged in 
wrong(loing. Somo oC t:.hc1s~ acta of wrongdo:fng are 11.s follows: 

In the negotiations with MMSA, it was a requirement of the 
Letter of Intent that if HMS~ wes not satisfi<>d with our appraisals 
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for the real eGtate, MIi.Si\ would have the right to select an 
JNDErENDENT appraiser to reappraise the real property. We have 
since learned that the compony cho~cn by ~.MS/\ wos Cushmon
Wakefield, II comp11ny that we now tind is owned 11nd controlled by 
Mitsubishi. That wa• not doaling honorably or in gond faith. 

Despite the feet that we were &&sured by Rich11rd Recchia and 
John zorger th11t Mit•ubishi did not h11ve a hidden 11gend11, I loter 
received a letter from Richard Recchia that reflected a different 
11ttitude and to quote him, he states that "the Japanese do not lily 
all their cards on the table and that they work under their own 
timetable.• r hove e.nclo!led • copy of that letter for your 
reference. 

We have bcon accused of bugging or electronic11·lly 
eavesdropping the offices of Value. This is not true. It hac come 
to our attention that the bugging was 11ctually done by and under 
the direction of P11ul Corbin who was o former head of security of 
Valua. He was trying to impress the people at MMSI\. Corbin set up 
the bugginy with the full knowledge of Yoshida, Davi.o and Recchia. 
My family and I knew nothing o! the bugging. 

It is important that you know a little more about Paul Corbin 
~efore we go on to the other acts of bod faith end impropriety of 
MMSA end those facts ere as follows: 

(a) Corbin stopped performing effectively fdr Value 11nd 
he was disch11rged during the time when my !lono and I were operatil\g 
the company. 

(bl l\fter he hod been discharged, he, w11s rehired by 
representatives of MMSA and Jeff Davis and Yoohida end in fact lRd 
a •raid" and a "firing spree" at some of the Value locations during 
the time when he had been rehired without the consent of my sons or 
me. 

(cl Many of the upper management people that were firod 
were long-term employees of Volue. They were h11rdworking and 
dedicated people, most of whom had families that depondod upon 
their salary for support. They were terminated by physically large 
security guards employed by HMS/\ while armed guards from Wackenhut 
stood by with their weapons very visible and blocked the exits of 
the building. 

(dl This is the same Paul Corbin, the head of Value 
security, 1<ho two independent witnesses have stated hod in his desk 
on the property ot value apprrx1matcly 20 OUNCES ot coc111ne, Th1s 
fact was known to Jeff Davis &nd to Yo•hide and they took no ~tap£ 
to terminate him !or almost a month following the time that they 
had learned about it. 

My sons and l were accused ot stealing~ tr~m Value. It 
has become apparent that the theft o! approximately $150,000.00 in 
acrip was engaged in, ~Y the Cohen~ but by Poul Corbin, the 
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" . 
individual who Davis and Yoshida decided to rehire and ~ho Yoshida 
has rcccrred to in hie depoRition as 11n "honorable man.• Corbin 
and his girlfriend wera caught trying to sell acrip by the F.8.I. 
and the Broward County Sheriff'• office. 

Another independent witness has informed us that almost $1 
million in~ was stolen from the property of Value~ my 
family and l were wrongfully discharged and barred from being 
allowed on Value property. This is during the time Vdue wn 
spending s100,000.00 a day on security. we have heard that Corbin 
has confessed to the taking of this additional large sum ot scrip. 
Ka did this when he was still the head of Value security, a 
position that he had beeause Davis and Yoshida rehired him back 
after he was discharged by my family while we were at Value. 

My;Lamily and X were also accused of stealing cara from Value. 
It has been proven. at a hearing before the Judge, that the car• we 
ware accused of taking were out on contract with o,:h.,r people and 
one was in a repair shop in Miami since it was damaged while out on 
contract. X believe thot this l.s another examplG ot DaviG and 
Yoshida'· trying to justify their• firing of n,a and my family and 
further'trying to embarrass us in the public eye as well as with 
the employees of Value. Obviously, it 1s easier and less 
embarrassing tor them to blame othera rather than accept 
responsibility for their own mistakes. 

Possibly you have bCGn told that another reason my. ■on Steven 
was terminated was due to the fact that when he was stopped in his 
car by local police officers. he wes found to have .3 GRAMS of 
cocaino, ( leas than the s!.ze of en 8$pirin) in hi• bt·iefcase. You 
shoul.d know that those charges were dropped without a trial and 
that my son has always taken the position that somaono planted that 
cocaine in his brJ.efcase end that i.t. was 11ot his. Hy son is an 
athlete, very helllth conscious and is of(ended by any illegal drug 
uae. 

It is discomforting that Mr. Yoshida failed to immediately 
d1Scharge Paul Corbin from l)Cad of security of_ value when two 
witnesses confirmed Corbin's cocaine possession or approximately 20 
oz. which is substentJ.ally more than my son, Steven, was ever even 
accused of posses,ing. For his sm11ll amount that wasn't even hia, 
Steven was promptly terniinated by Volue while Paul Corbin was 
allowed to continue his amployment end ultimately permitted t'o 
re•ign rather than be £ired. Why ere Davis ond Yoshida being eo 
nice to Corbin? Why haven't they movall to have him arrested for 
selling.and stealing the ocrip? 

Value end MMSI'. attempted to say that the Cohens were meroly 
SUSPENDED on February 6 rather than TE~~INl'.TED, but in reality it: 
waa quit:c clear that when a supposedly INDEPENDENT INVESTIGl'.TING 
cOMM1·1··1•£E was appointed, haviny on it: J11!C D"vi•, a Co<•etl employee 
of MMSA, ·El.Lan Gleber.man, e current employ,.., of MHSI'. and Dan 

3 
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MacNamara, a currant employee of MMSA, it was not going to be vary 
.!.!l.~l'J.49.n.1. or objective since no doubt a decision had already been 
made that ~{UlL.h!l.sL.~! Wo were never given an opportunity 
to speak with the invostigoting committee although they say they 
did a thorough i11vewtigation. In Cact. tha only option we wero 
ever given was to resign rather than be suspended, Suspending the 
Cohens was a clear breach ot our ~:mploymont Agreement, 

l am concerned and I bol.ieve juati!icd that the termination or 
my family was really based upon two reasons: 

. (al The Cohens are Jewish and MMSA was going to carry 
out a program of anti-somitism. Thia will be proven at trial. • 

(bl Tho Cohens decided to purchase American made. Ford 
Motor CO'mpany care for a price conddorably less then con.paroble 
cars could have been obtol.ned from Hi tsubishi. That fact angered 
and embarrassed Mitsubishi. 

We underatand that Mitsubhhi nnr! .,.1_1• Mitsubishi related 
corpoutions wer<> very disoppointed at the dcteision to purchese 
Fo1~d 8lltomob11Cs. Please be assured that no one wn.tc more 
cHsappointcd then the Cohen Can1ily. One of our primary rcaoons for 
selling Value Rent-A-Cer tn MJt~ubishi was that Mitsubishi promised 
us we would be eble to purchase their cars et competitive prices. 
When this was not o!Cer.ecl, we hod no choice but to do what was in 
the best interest of the compony and purch■•O Ford vehiclaa .. we 
believe that all of the trumped up litigation we are now involved 
in stems from this deeicion. 

The Cohens saved the c:omp11ny more then S25 million. by buying 
the Ford c11rs and by doing so, we carried out our· 'corporate 
obligation by doing what was ~~Lt for ValYl• We would have beon 
quite happy to buy or lease cars from Mitsubishi if the price had 
been es compeUtive as Mit:subishi is !lQ!! leasing cers· ,to Value 
dnce the disc:hargo of my famlly and me,, This mny b<> a violation 
of the u.s. "Robinson-Patman• Law. My ettorneys are 'aggressively 
investigating that possibility. 

Mr. Yoshida has admitted in his deposition 1:h11t he asked where 
he could buy a book on ~ so that he could learn more ebout then, 
since es he said, they ere di!!erent than the rest of the Americans 
he had met, 11n independenL witnes$ will testify that Jeff oavh 
rc(crrod to the Cohens ,.,, "fucking Jews• and tho.t he felt that 
value was •well. to be rid of the11. • Additionelly another 
independent witness will testify that similar remarks were also 
made by Yoshida, l have enc~osed an orticle that eppeared in,tha 
New York Timec thnt talks about enti-scmitism in Japan so it is not 
just my imagination. 

l wes ~~omisad by Mit~ubish1 that there would never be mo~e 
then two Mitsubishi people employed by Value while I was there as 

l 
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President and they would only be staff persons. This was another 
promise that was broken by MMSA. 

Yoshida nd,~itted in his deposition that many capablca and 
dedicated upper mnnegement employees were tired end the main reason 
waa because they were .tr.!.2~ and loyal to the~- That is 
not a "justification• for ending a man's career merely beceulfl ha 
was loyal to the head of the comp1<ny he worked for, I have been 
inforned that the Japanese place a high valuo on loyalty and 1 am 
emazed that you would permit someone to be fired for merely beirig 
loyal to the laadership or the company. 

If HHS!'. really was dealing 1n good teith, they would, hovo 
complie~ w:1.th the r-:mployment: Agreement end given the Cohens 1n;Ji;_,am 
~ of any alleged wrongdoings or improprieties and therefore 
given us .the 30 day opportunity to ·c.ure· any 'alleged acts of 
w1·ongdoing so that our emplo)'fflent could be preserved. That written 
notiec was never given and thet time to cure wes never given. 
Failure·· to give notice and time to cure is in clear violation of 
the abo~e-mentioned Agreement. 

tven though we feel we were deceived by MMSJ>.'s failure to use 
an independent appraiser, we were still willing to be bound by the 
controcts of Purchase and therefore had the reasonable expectation 
of receiving timftly poyment,i for the real property end.-for the 
payment• duo under the Licensing Agreement, ha evidence of furth,r 
bad faith by MMSI'. and the lack of respect for our_ written 
J>.greement, MMSJ>. haa attempted to set off items that are not 
eppropriote for set-off depriving us of money that we were •upposed 
to promptly rece.l.vc. This clearly shows me and in •. tima·; ·-the·wo'rld 
will know that Mitsubishi (unless you will help us) 1.s not worthy 
of trust and· I· am certein that the Swedish govei·nment w11~ feel a 
sense of concern with the possibility of them doing,bue1nesa with 
the Japanese end particularly, Mitsubishi when they se~'how little 
regard Mitsubishi hu for abiding by legal promises and contractual 
obligations, 

I have enclosed a copy of a Complaint that wes file~ in a law 
suit by my daughter, Wendy, also in Broward County, ~s you will 
sea, she wee scored to deoth by the presence of nunierou• physically' 
lerge Mitsubishi guards along with aned Wackenhut guards. Even 
today, aha atill ia seeing• paychiatrict because of the fright 
that she suffered and continues to suffer. It 1t was your daugh1:er 
who was trcst:ed that way, l a .. certain you would be angry •• we.ll.. 
Hy deughter is an honoreble glrl and she wee treated like• common 
criminal in a raid end a £iring spree led by the like• of Poul 
Corbin, a man who was known to have substantial amounts of cocaine 
in hi ■ deek drewer nt value and who heo admitted to cte~llng &crip 
from value. Paul Corbin alao engaged in the "bugging" to impress 
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the Mitsubishi super1o~s. He is the same Paul COrbin who Yo$hida 
and Davis decided to rehire after he had been appropriately 
ten11inated by my family while we ware running Value. 

The adverse publicity will be limitless and 1 am certain that 
all will benefit by reeching a practical resolution of this 
unplea•ant dispute. 

Obviously there can be no harmony when the
0re is ·no ·trust. io.s 

1 indicated, 1 have encloocd a letter from Recchia where he 
ettompts to axr,l.ain how ~l:.YJlll the Japanese people function. 
This letter indicates thet the Japanese "do not lay all the~r cards 
on the tabla.• In our initial negot1atlons and daaltngs, we falt 
that what Recchia seid in his letter wa11 not truo end that tho 
Japanese ware in foct honorable. It is for that reason that I 
direct ~hia letter to you as we continue to hope that with your 
help we can all sit down as honorable, hono•t and decent peop1a·1n 
nn effort to try to reoolve thi• rAging dispute outside of a court 
room and outside of e media that seems very anxious to make well
known and highly publicize any wrongdoing by the Japanese end a 
Japanese company, Enclosed is an "rticle that appeared in J::2ll.Y!!!l 
Mfgadnc rocontJ.y and l ""' •u.-.~ that it will be the first of a1any 
0 c the type that Mitsubishi can expect as our case goes on to a 
public jury trial. • 

I have enclosed samples of articles for your review froa1 such 
publications as the Wall Street ,7.ournal, Barron's. ·····"91 M9Clu 
Umn, ,'utomotive News and some local newspapers in the State __ !)f 
Florida as well. 

Hy family 1md I have been wronged by a multi-billion dollar 
company. The feelings of tho people of the Unite~.St4~•• towards 
the way Japanese companies take over A~erican companies an~ then 
fire the upper ·"'t>n,.9ement of tha11e companies are already f.ocused on 
that bsue os·-·was evidenced by a re9ont article in.,l:rr~ ... ~.ew York 
Times. 

Justice and truth are on our side. Ask your people to show 
you the ~v.i~llllS..!l of the Cohens' wrongdoings. You will £ind they 
have none. With reference to finttneial misrepresentation which is 
something wo have continually bee11 accused of, ill of our financ1al 
record• were fully disclosed ttnd mDde avaUable·to.M:lt1ub

0

ishl prior 
to the sale. • • 

we think ~t would be in your best interest \.o dt down "1th ua 
now nnd lat u• ahow you how all of 1:ha claims including those of 
u·nancial misrepresenttttions and fraud are totally without me,:-it. 
If you are desirous of talking about settling this matter, please 
contact ma. If this 111atter proceed• much further, we will then 
want thia matter to be decided by a jury. 

'I • 
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l feel we both 1o1l.ll bene!it t,y br1nglng this matter to an 
em1cable conclusion. You may call me at my home number at 407/533· 
022S to arrange for e mutually eonvonient time •nd data to meet. 
Please call. 

Enclosures 

ec(w/enc)1 

s;o a.a1 n 

trvly, 

Sido;;? . Cohe 

KeHchiro Fujimoto 
Hiro Kazu Nakamura 
Shl.moku Morohashi 

92 1'1 
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J.. 
MITSUBISHI MOTORS CORPORATION 

rOSTOfflCC: 
IOXNO. 11,TAUMJ,.WA 
TO,Ct'O._,. 

INTIIUIAT-L ffLIX: 
Ml,1CIIQ Jlll3t 

Kr, Sidnny K, Cohen . 

33-8, SHIBA 5•CH0ME, MINATO-KU 
TOKYO, JAPAN 

3140 South Ocoon loulevard 
Apt, S0SS 
,,1. neach, florlda 33480 
U, S, A, 

Dear Hr, Cohen1 

June 10, 1991 

II• are in reco\pt o[ your letter cl1ttod June 6, 1991 to Mr, Ueda 
re1ardln1 the current 1011111lt thtt l• pondin1 between your f11111ly, Value '. 
Rent•A-Car and Hluubhbi Hotot Snl.111 of IIJle•ica, tne, ("HHSA"), Hr. Ueda hH .
rcque•ted thAt t reepond to you on ht• bnhalf, 

The ucten that you refer ~., ln yo,1r letter do not involve or NlAtc co 
Mtuubhhf. Motors Cotporstion ("HHC" ), ConHquentl)', l hove forwarded your 
letter to NM!IA, 

CC: Mr, Ka1ue N•1•nuN 
Prutdont 

Slncerely, 

lllTSUDISlll MOTORS COlPOlATlOII 

.· •• ) , ..... ;, /'1~ 
I \ _,.,· ,,,, .. / r 

(-.,., lk~tn - Cenoral llanacer 
'Norch ANrlca OepatCMRt . 
Offlca of lnternatlonal lu1lnoa1 

lllteublthl Motor SaleM of Allertca, tnc, 
6400 ltAT!Lt.A AV!NU! 
CYPlESS, CA1.tFORNIA 90630 - 006/t 
U, S, A, 
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~140 South Ocean Boulev;u·d 
Apt. 5055 

Palm l31Hch, Flor.fda 33480 
u.s ..... 

July '-6, 1991 

Mr. K. Ikuta 
Oenerel Manager 
North America Department 
Office of International Businoss 
Hitcubishi Motors Corporation 
33-8, Shiba ~-Chomo, Minato-Ku 
Tokyo, JAPAN 

Oaar Mr. Xkuta: 

Thank you for your lotter of June 20, 1991. 

SS.nce MMC j s an 8!3. 31 stockh()lder of MMSA, I am taking the 
liberty of kaeping you informed of recent developments. 

The Court hac awat·ded the Cohens a pertilll summery judgment es 
it rel11tes to improper set-offs by MMSA (relati~O to Scrip). 1' 
copy of th• Judgment Order i& enclosed. 

From· my point of view, thiu meens "'-M!lA hes octed unreoaonobly 
in bad faith without eny justification for the unfair and 
irresponsible action. 

Summary Judgments are only granted if the facts ore so one 
sided end Without ony basia for argument. 

Tnis confirms our previous allegat1on to you thot MMSA hes 
wronged ua. 

This Order is public information. At the approprioto time :ln 
the trial, the full explanat1on end gravity of this Order will be 
extremely persuaaive and convincing to the jury. 

Uong with other testimony, the jury will easily be ebl.e to 
decide who ia acting 1n bed faith end repeatedly breaking the 
contract, and who is the domoged pe y. 

V truly yours, 

,,.._c:~~ 
Sidne{° H. Cohen 

Encloaui·" 
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~lli.ll!tn~al Answers ~o Form BE-§Q? 

ll.ll!Ll· foreign parents holdino insl..l,~ct 1nterest in u,s, affillat,: 
Mitsubishi Mitsubishi 

Kotor•_,,~1~_,••tlo; "&::::il'" 
lOOt 

I 
Mitsubishi International 

Corporation (U.$,) I • 
83,33% ll,llt 5,55t 

I I 
___ _,J 

I . 
Mitsubishi Motor Sales 

of Alaorica, Inc. 
(Calitornia) 

I so, 

I 
Value nent-A-car, Inc. 

{Florida) 

~~- Industry classi!ication of additional foreign 
• parent (Mitsubishi Cor-poration): 12 
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a :e2 £38 l5l<' JEFFERSON GROUF' P, 21 

l'()STOl'FICf'· 
101( ~ I J, lAltANAWA 

T01tY0, JAJ"AH 
INTfAN.\T1()NA1. 1U.(i 

MMCtlO JK630 

J... 
MITSUBISHI MOTORS CORPORATION 

33-8, SHIBA &-CHOME. MINATO-KU 
TOKYO. JAPAN 

Exh;b,t £ 

TEl.fflUONI! 
TOltVO :14IO 1111(('.UtDI ONLY) 

IO•~ICII 

1(1,C\'() 

August 5, 1991 

Hr, Sldnoy H, Cohen 
3140 South Ocean !loulovord 
Apt, 5055 
Pol11 Duch, Florida 33480 
U, S, A, 

o .. r Hr. Cohon1 

t am wrltl11u in reaponsc to your \otter doted July 26 1 1991, 

As t hove prcviouoly odvleo,I you, MMSA lo handU11s the Valuo l\on:-A-Car 
11.LlgaLion, Plaas~ direct nny further correspondence or inquirlos to HHSA or 
I.ta counsel, 

CC: Mr, Kuuo Noaanumn 
Preeidont 

~lTSUB lnt -~~~Oll.S CORPORATION 

/ ' .7z;:f?7 
l K, 111.uta - Coneral H11na1or 

~- • North Aonorlca Dop.rtmont 
O( flee of lnternntlonal &ulineu 

Mltsubiahl Motor Soles of A11crlca, lnc, 
6400 KAt!LLA AV&MUt 
CYPRESS, CA.\.tFOllNV. 90630 - 00M 
U, S, A, 
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Mr. LANTOS. Next witness is Mr. John E. Fitzgibbon, Jr., form 
Nomura Securities employee and author. 

We are pleased to have you, Mr. Fitzgibbon. 

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. FITZGIBBON, JR., FORMER EMPLOYEE, . . • 
NOMURA SECURITIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

~i 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Thank you very much. I issued a prepared state-] 

ment and I would just rather hit the highlights, if you don't mind. 1 

Mr. LANTOS. Go right ahead. 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Thank you. One thing that was brought up 

today-I happen to be in a rather unique position. I worked for two 
Japanese companies, so I do have a basis of comparison between 
the two. I was with Nomura Securities in 1973, so I-from 1973 to 
1977; Sanyo Securities from 1978 to 1990. During that period of • 
time I was a corporate officer in both companies, which is a period 
of almost 18 years, which I believe makes me the longest served 
American officer with Japanese-owned securities companies. 

For a period of 2 years at Nomura I was personal management, ' 
American staff. And during that time period, not only there but ' 
elsewhere, for nearly two decades, yes, I have witnessed a double 
employment standard for Japanese versus non-Japanese. And the 
Japanese do have a stable employment situation. It also includes 
other items as higher pay for equal works provided with pensions. 

Japanese were included in the discussions on management meet
ings, discussions and decisions; Americans aren't. Japanese are 
given company perks; Americans don't see those. They are also pro
moted into meaningful management positions. Nor are the Japa
nese, you know, dismissed from the company or harassed into re
signing. 

In addition, I've witnessed discrimination against blacks, against 
Americans and against older employees. The very first order given 
me as personnel manager of Nomura Securities International, 
"Don't hire blacks." 

In your letter you asked me to discuss three topics: One, my ex
periences in the securities industry; the second was with the Equal 
Employment Opportunities Commission; and third, recommenda
tions. 

On the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission, I have 
had experiences with that myself and I've spoken to others. The 
bottom Hne is from what I can gather they really aren't doing the 
job. They don't investigate the complaints, and after an inordinate 
long period of time it's generally turned back with no cause. That 
hobbles an American if they wish to pursue it because the J apa
nese can rightfully say in court the EEOC investigated and they 
could find no probable cause. You know, that's a tough uphill 
battle to fight. 

Now, thirdly, you asked for recommendations and I have three. 
The first seems to be in tune with your thinking. Enforce the law. 
It's rather simple. Secondly, abolish the EEOC, it isn't doing its job, 
and reassign those duties to the Department of Labor. And third, I 
think what this committee is starting really to bring forth, there is 
a need for this. Establish a Subcommittee on Oversight and Investi
gation for Japanese American Affairs. That would be all inclusive. 

i 
_,j 
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We have an employment situation here. We have trade problems 
as we all know. Treasury Department has a problem in opening up 
the security markets in Japan. Industry certainly has a lot of 
squawks. Everybody is dancing to their own tune but it's not co
ordinated. All I can think of is that great flag from the American 
revolution, snake chopped up. You know, united we stand, divided 
we fall, and we all seem to be tumbling down. 

Thank you. 
Mr. LANTos. Thank you very much, Mr. Fitzgibbon. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Fitzgibbon follows:] 
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STATEMENT 

JOHN E. FITZGIBBON, JR. 

EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING SUBCOMMITTEE 

SEPl'EMBER 24, 1991 

J, John B. Pitaglbbon, Jr,, vaa eaployed by two Japanese 
securitl•• flr■s on Wall street from May 1973 to October 
1990, nearly 11 years. I was elected an assistant vice 
president vhen t joined No■ura Securities International Inc., 
proaoted to vlce president in 1975 and dis■issed 1ffectiv1 
Dece■ber 1977, I ,olned Sanyo securltl•• America Inc.•• a 
vice president ln January 1978, promoted to senior vlc• 
prealdent ln 1981 and dlsmlssed in October 1990. To the beat 
of ay knowledge, I served•• a corporate officer wlth 
Japanese ovned eecurltles flr•• lon9er than any other 
A■erlcan. 

Por nearly two-years, fro■ Nove■ber 1975 to Septe■ber 
1977, I vaa personnel manager for Nomura Securlties 
International, Inc,, the wholly owned afflllate of The Nomura 
Securltlea Co,, Ltd. Durln9 nearly tvo decades of working for 
Japanese securltles flras I witnessed a double eaployment 
standard between Japanese and non•Japanese eaployees, A• 
example, the Japan••• received auch greater e■ploy11 benefit• 
than the non-Japanese. thla included such lte■s as stable 
employmftnt (le: llfe•tlae eaployaent); hl9h1r pay for equal 
vork; provided vlth pensions, th• Japanese vere included ln 
■anageaent a1etln9s, dlacuaalons and declalona, non-Japanese 
vere excludedJ qlven coapany perks denied to th• Aaerlcan 
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5taff; promoted lnto meanln9£ul management po1ltlon1 and the 
Japanese ver• never dlsmlssed fro• th• company nor harassed 
lnto rtsignlng. In additlon, I vltne11ed dieerlRlnatlon 
agalnat blacka, women and- older eaployeea, The very flrat 
order glven me as personnel manager at Noaura Securitlea 
International vas do not hlre blacks, 

1 have observed the actlvltlea of the Equal Opportunity 
coamlssion (EEOC) fro• a distance and fro■ up close. Sad to 
report and froa ■y ovn obsevartions, the EEOC l1n 1t doing lts 
job. It will alt on• complaint for an excessively long tlae. 
When 9lven documented evidence of dlacrlalnatlon and names of 
potential witnesses, the EEOC does not properly and fully 
lnvestlgate the evidence. The EEOC seems to looks the other 
way. As a result, the EEOC never follows through ln 
coapleting the lnvestlgatlon of the complalnta I have 
wltnessed, In the end, the cases have been turned back to the 
charging party because the REOC could flnd "no cauae•. Of 
course th• lengthy delays and ruling• plays lnto the hands of 
the Japanese eaployer. The Aaerlcan la forced to valt a long 
tl ■e to seek justlca and recourse, ln addltlon to runnlnq up 
unnecessary le9al fe••• Whan 9oln9 to court the Japanese can 
rlghtfully clala, "The EEOC could flnd no avldanca of 
d1sctl■ lnatlon." Thls •akes lt a tough, uphlll battle for any 
American vlctlalzed by dlacrlalnatlon. Great hara ls belnq 
done, vary great har■, whlle the BBOC falls to protect the 
r.lvll rlghts of U,8, cltlzens. • 

Some tlae ago, I was forced to flle a co■p1alnt vlth the 
EEOC. tn tlma, lt could flnd •no cause", but notlfled •• 1 
had the right of appeal. I followed through and other than 
the return of the green, certlfled aall card, t received no 
acknowledgment. After a delay of alaost tvo aonths, I wrote 
ay congressman for help. Shortly after the congressaan 
contacted the IIOC, I received an acknovledqa of the receipt 
of ay appeal. lhy aust r take such drastlc • step? Ind thls 
leada to •Y next question. Muat every Aaerlcan cltlaen who 
has been vlctlalzed by hls or hara Japanese employer appeal 
to their congressman before the IIOC takea action? I fall to 
understand how the EBOC operates, lf ln fact lt does operate 
at all, 

congressman Lantoa's lettar asked for recommendatlons for 
measures to combat employment dlscrlalnatlon by the Japanese 
ln the United States. My recouendatlona are: 

Ill Enforce the axlstln9 lava, 
(21 I recommended the Equal E■ployment Opportunity 

co■■ lsslon to be disbanded and lts dutl•• and 
responalbllltles tranferred to the Department of Labor. 

- 2 -
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Under the theory of "If somethlng alnt broke, don't~ 
fix it; If aomethlng la broken, fix ltJ lf It can't be fixed, 
replace lt", lt ls ■y observations and experiences the IIOC 1 
is not doing lta ,ob and should be abolished. In the ~ 
aeantl ■e, ■uch har■ la b•ln9 done and the BBOC, llated ln 
"The World Almanac" as an independent agency of the UI 
Government, aee•s to be anaverable to nobody, other than to 
Itself. 

I l > Create a Congreaaional aubcouittee of overalc,ht and' 
1nvestl9atlon'for A■erlcan-Japan••• affairs, 

Thla oversight and lnveatl9atlon aubcoulttee vould 
be all lnclualve coverln9 many topic lteu - ••ployaent 
~laerl ■ inatlon, trade, bankln9, flnance, lnduatry, et al, 
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Mr. LANTOS. The final witness is Prof. William H. Lash III, of St. 
Louis University Law School. 

We are pleased to have you, Mr. Lash. Your prepared statement 
will be entered in the record in its entirety. You may proceed any 
way you choose. 

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. LASH III, PROFESSOR, ST. LOUIS 
UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL 

Mr. LASH. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I share 
your appreciation of foreign direct investment in this country. Un
fortunately, as detailed in my article and my submission, racism 
and sexism are being imported along with capital and technology. 

Due to the length of my written submission, I will try to hit the 
high points in my oral testimony. 

Two studies, one by the University of Michigan, have pointed out 
that Japanese companies are basing plantsite selection on factors 
other than production costs. There is a pattern of avoidance of pop
ulation areas containing large black population centers. 

Japanese firms have also frequently been the targets of employ
ment discrimination actions, as you have heard from other wit
nesses. Auto giants Honda and Nissan have been investigated by 
the EEOC for racial, sex, and age discrimination, and have paid 
over $6 million in total settlements. Other Japanese firms facing 
lawsuits or investigations alleging race or national origin discrimi
nation include Hitachi, Recruit, Fujitsu, Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank, 
Matsushita, and Nintendo. 

Japanese discrimination against American women is equally 
widespread. We have heard quite eloquently from a Sumitomo em
ployee of her problems with the company. This has been going back 
since the 1970's. Sumitomo had a discriminatory practice of hiring 
only Japanese males to fill managerial and executive positions. 
When challenged to defend this discrimination, Sumitomo banded 
together with the Japanese External Trade Organization and took 
this case to the United States Supreme Court, alleging that under 
the Japanese-United States Friendship, Commerce, Navigation 
Treaty they were entitled to discriminate in their hiring practices. 
Fortunately, the U.S. Supreme Court found otherwise and deter
mined that as a U.S. corporation the New York-based Sumitomo 
branch was not shielded from title Vil 

Despite the lawsuit, Sumitomo spent another 5 years in settling 
it, and under an agreement had 3 more years to implement its 
plan. Despite the lessons of Sumitomo, Japanese firms in the 
United States continue to discriminate against American women. 
Women employees at C. ltoh Corp. described a pattern of sex dis
crimination and unfair promotional practices that have been com
plained of since the 1970's. Similarly, women employees at Mitsubi
shi Bank Ltd. assert that the bank denies them promotion opportu
nities. Women plaintiffs in this case report being informed that 
"promotional opportunities and advancements were reserved for 
Japanese personnel." The plaintiffs also complained that the work 
environment was infected with frequent racial remarks asserting 
the lack of ability, loyalty, and commitment of non-Japanese per
sonnel. The Court determined that the bank has an implicit policy 
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of reserving all high level positions in the New York office and 
most management positions for Japanese personnel. 

Similar allegations of sex and race discrimination were recently 
raised in an action against Nikko Securities, which is accused of 
maintaining a companywide atmosphere of discrimination based on 
sex, race, and national origin. 

It would be misleading to believe these are concerns only of 
women and minorities. In a blatant case of discrimination Japan
based Ricoh Corp. dismissed a group of American midlevel manag
ers and workers at a San Jose, CA plant as part of a reduction in 
force. However, during this reduction no Japanese managers or em
ployees were laid off. EEOC investigators have determined the 
California Ricoh facility was "tainted with national origin bias and 
that less qualified Japanese employees had been retained or pro
moted." 

The United States now finds itself with the quandary of welcom
ing foreign investment even though this investment is inconsistent 
with our national policies and goals of equality and nondiscrimina
tion. Congress should enact new legislation conditioning future for
eign direct investment by multinational corporations on their pro
vision of employment, training, promotion and investment opportu
nities to Americans of all races, sexes and creeds. Legislation such 
as this is neither unduly radical nor burdensome. It is patterned on 
the Investment Canada Act of 1985 under which investment into 
Canada is evaluated as to will this investment be consistent with 
Canadian policies. 

Interesting enough, a report by the Japanese Fair Trade Council 
on trade barriers in the United States, Canada, and the EC con
cluded that the Investment Canada review was not posing a restric
tion or burden on Japanese investment. Enactment of similar legis
lation in the United States will allow our country to continue to 
welcome foreign direct investment while requiring that this invest
ment be consistent with domestic and international policies. Fur
thermore, consideration of the participation of Americans in the 
new venture would support equal opportunity for all in foreign 
direct investment. 

An open investment policy is an essential component of an inte
grated and global economy. Under the correct circumstances, for
eign direct investment presents a tremendous opportunity for the 
host States and the investor alike. The proposed legislation will 
unify our twin aspirations of equality with our commitment to 
open investment. 

I would be pleased to answer any questions the committee might 
have. 

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lash follows:] 

1 
-1 
1 
I 
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Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee. Thank you for 

allowing me to address you today on this vital issue. Let me state 

initially my belief in a fair and open investment policy. Foreign 

direct investment has been welcomed in this country since its 

inception. Unfortunately, as detailed in my article1, racism and 

sexism are being imported along with capital and technology. 

A study of Japanese auto plants in the u.s. reveals that 

Japanese firms build plants away from areas of substantial Black 

populations2
• Cole & Deskins identify "a consistent pattern" of 

Japanese plants being constructed at least 30 miles from the 

nearest Black population center. 3 Similar hiring discrepancies 

have been evidenced at the Nissan plant in Smyrna, Tennessee and 

the Mazda facility in Flat Rock, Michigan. 

Japanese firms have frequently been the targets of employment 

discrimination actions. Honda paid approximately $6 million in a 

1988 settlement of an EEOC investigation of racial and sexual 

discrimination from 1983-1986 at the Marysville, Ohio facility.• 

Honda also paid a settlement of $460,000 in 1987 in back pay to 85 

people in connection with an EEOC investigation of age

discrimination5
• 

Similarly, Nissan paid $600,000 to settle an EEOC 

investigation in 1989. The 92 individuals (women, Blacks, 

Hispanics and people over 40 years of age) alleged that they had 

been denied employment, terminated or denied promotion on the basis 

of their race, sex or age. 6 

Japan-based Recruit operates two employment agencies in the 
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u.s., Recruit USA and Interplace/Tranaworld Recruit. 7 According to 

the EEOC, Recruit is engaging in a "shocking pattern of race, sex, 

national origin and age discri■ination." 1 The Recruit operation 

utilizes code words to designate the preferred race of a job 

candidate. On March 25, 1991, the EEOC filed suit against Recruit 

for sex, race, national origin and age discrimination.' 

Similarly, Hitachi consumer Products of America was charged by 

the California Fair Employment , Housing Department with race 

discrimination in hiring. California investigators found a Hitachi 

work force that was 501 Asian and 251 Black in Compton, California, 

an area where 751 of the residents are Black and only 1. 71 are 

Asian. 10 

Other Japanese firms facing lawsuits alleging race, or 

national origin discrimination include Fujitsu syste■s of America, 

Dai-Ichi Xangyo Bank, and Matsushita-Quasar. 11 Even video-game 

giant Nintendo finds itself the defendant of race discrimination 

charges by 26 Black Americans in Seattle, Washington. 12 

Japanese discriaination against American woaen is equally 

widespread. Suait011O and the Japanese External Trade Organization 

defended their perceived "right• to discriainate against American 

women all the way to the Supr-e court in the landmark case 

Avagliano Y, swaitoao. 1
' In Ayagliano, a class of 13 American women 

sued Suaitomo Shoji America, Inc. asserting that "Sumitomo's 

alleged practice of hiring only male Japanese citizens to fill 

executive, managerial, and sales positions violated both 42 u.s.c. 

Section 1981 and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964."14 In 
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defense of its discriminatory practices, Sumitomo relied on the1 

Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty with the u.s.u 

Sumitomo asserted that under the treaty "companies of either party 

shall be permitted to engage, within the territories of the other 

party, accountants and other technical experts, executive 

personnel, attorneys, agents, and other specialists of their 

choice. 1116 The United States Supreme Court determined that 

Sumitomo, as a U.S. corporation "constituted under the applicable 

laws and regulations" of New York was not shielded by the treaty 

from Title VII 17
• 

After the decision Sumitomo took another five years in 

settling the lawsuit. 11 The agreement gave Sumitomo three years to 

implement the plan. 19 

Despite the lessons of Sumitomo, many Japanese firms in the 

U.S. continue to discriminate against women. Women employees at C. 

Itoh asserted a pattern of sex discrimination and unfair promotion 

practices that have been complained of since the 1970's. 20 21 

Similarly women employees at Mitsubishi Bank Ltd, assert that 

the bank denies them promotion opportunities and relegates trained 

women analysts to working as administrative assistants. 22 Women 

plaintiffs in the Mitsubishi Bank case report being informed that 

"promotional opportunities and advancements were reserved for 

Japanese personnel. 1123 The plaintiffs also complain that."the work 

environment, being totally controlled by Japanese managers, was 

infected with frequent racial remarks asserting the lack of 

ability, loyalty and commitment of non-Japanese personne1.•H 
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Mitsubishi Bank officials defend ·the promotion practices and assert 

that familiarity with Japanese language, business culture, and 

management style are all essential for promotion.u The court held 

that the women plaintiffs "established a pri- facie pattern of 

discrimination based on distinctions between the local and rotating 

staff."M The court also determined that ... "[p)laintiffs have also 

made a prima facie case that the Bank has an implicit policy of 

reserving all high level positions in the New York office and most 

management positions for Japanese employees."2721 

Recently, similar allegations of sex and race discrimination 

were raised in an action against Nikko Securities. 29 Plaintiffs 

assert that only Japanese males receive promotion to officer or 

upper echelon status and that women are restricted to working in 

administrative assistant positions. 30 Nikko is also accused of 

"maintaining a company-wide atmosphere of discrimination based on 

sex, race and national origin, "31 

Discriminatory practices are not reserved for women and 

minorities. In a blatant act of discrimination, Japan-based Ricoh 

dismissed a group of American midlevel managers and workers at a 

San Jose, California plant as part of a reduction of force. 

However, despite this reduction, no Japanese managers or employees 

were laid.off.n EEOC investigators have determined the California 

Ricoh facility "was tainted with national origin bias" and that 

less qualified Japanese employees had been retained or promoted." 

The EEOC found that the dismissed American Ricoh plaintiffs had 

reasonable cause to warrant legal action.M 
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Foreign-owned banks presently control 21,51 of all u.s. 

banking assets, including 581 of all bank assets in N- York and 

331 of the assets of California, Given the widespread 

discrimination in hiring by Japanese fi:r11a, it is not surprising to 

learn that foreign-controlled banks engage in discriminatory 

lending practices." In addition to being sued by a former 

employee for race and national discri■ination in hiring, Dai-Ichi 

Kangyo Bank of Japan, the largest bank in the world, is charged 

with discriminatory lending practices. Former employees of the 

bank report that bank policy required lending officers to treat any 

loan application by a Hispanic person as "high risk" despite proven 

ability to pay or adequate collateral.• The allegations of 

discriminatory lending at Dai-Ichi Kangyo come at the same time as 

other clai- of "redlining" by Japanese banks.~ 

Furthermore, the U.S. operations of Mitsui Bank Ltd. have come 

under the scrutiny of federal regulators and co-unity 

organizations. The Greenlining Coalition maintains that Mitsui 

Bank has been unwilling to lend to ■inorities in violation of the 

Community Reinvestment Act. 31 On February 22, 1990, 

representatives of several community action organizations protested 

the proposed merger of Mitsui Bank and Mitsui Manufacturers Bank 

and urged the Federal Reserve to block this transaction, 9 

Activists also picketed the offices of Taiyo Kobe Bank, Mitsui's 

merger partner.~ 

Although the Federal Reserve approved the transaction 

permitting Mitsui to acquire the New York trust unit of Taiyo Kobe 
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Bank, Ltd., Mitsui was put on notice of its failure to comply with 

the Community Reinvestment Act. 41 The Federal Reserve noted that 

Mitsui's application to convert the New York trust unit of Taiyo 

Kobe Bank into a bank would warrant a review of Mitsui's CRA 

noncompliance. 42 True to its word, the Federal Reserve announced 

in December, 1990 that it would hold a hearing to review Mitsui 

Manufacturers Bank's (now a subsidiary of Mitsui Taiyo) compliance 

with the CRA.~ This was only the second public hearing granted by 

the Federal Reserve on CRA violations although over 300 public 

hearings had been requested previously. 44 Simultaneously, the 

House Banking Committee, chaired by Representative Henry B. 

Gonzalez (D-Tex), announced a planned hearing on CRA compliance. 

The United states now faces the dilemma of welcoming foreign 

investment even though it may be inconsistent with our national 

goals of equality and nondiscrimination. 

The situations described are dismaying and disturbing. 

America needs foreign direct investment. However, this investment 

should make a contribution to society and not add to our own 

problems of discrimination. I propose the enactment of new 

legislation that would condition future foreign direct investment 

by multinational corporations on their provision of employment, 

training, promotion and investment opportunities to Americans, and 

in particular women and minorities. 

Legislation such as this is neither radical nor unduly 

burdensome. The landmark Investment Canada Act of 198545 

establishes an agency "Investment Canada"46 and review of potential 
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The Canadian government 

enacted this legislation "to encourage investment in Canada by 

Canadians and non-Canadians that contributes to economic growth and 

employment opportunities and to provide for the review of 

significant investments in Canada by non-Canadians in order to 

ensure such benefit to Canada."4 

Pursuant to the Investment Canada Act, the Investment Canada 

Agency evaluates prospective foreign direct investment according to 

several considerations. The factors to be considered by Investment 

Canada include:"the compatibility of the investment with national 

industrial, economic and cultural policies, taking into 

consideration industrial, economic and cultural policy objectives 

enunciated by the governmen~ or legislature of any province likely 

to be significantly affected by the ~nvestment. "49 The Act also 

requires the Investment Canada agency to consider "the degree and 

significance of participation by Canadians in the Canadian business 

or new Canadian business and in any industry or industries in 

Canada of which the Canadian business or new Canadian business 

forms or would form a part."50 51 

Such a review would not constitute an unfair barrier to trade 

and investment. According to the recently released report on 

Unfair Trade Policies and Practices by the Japanese Fair Trade 

Center, the Investment Canada program has not presented any 

problems for Japanese firms and Japanese investment in Canada has 

risen steadily since its enactment,» 

Enactment and application of similar legislation will. allow 

j 
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the u.s. to continue to welcome foreign direct investment while 

requiring that this investment be consistent with U.S. domestic and 

international policies. Furthermore, consideration of the 

participation of Americans in the new venture would support equal 

opportunity for all in foreign direct investment. 

Under the legislation I propose, prospective foreign direct 

investment would also be evaluated as to their prior investment 

practices abroad and in their domestic markets. If it is 

determined by the Department of Commerce that the prospective 

investor has violated or supported the boycott of Israel, the anti

apartheid laws, or women's or workers' rights internationally, 

future investment by this multinational may be either denied or 

conditioned upon remedial action by the company. 

Congress has been generally unsatisfied with the Exon-Florio, 

national security review of foreign acquisitions in the United 

states. This dissatisfaction and tension stems from the abuses of 

Exon-Florio by domestic interests and the lack of consensus between 

the administration and Congress on the scope of national security 

review. However, the CFIUS approach and Exon-Florio review should 

be adopted for investment review focusing on equal opportunity not 

the undefinable problem of national security. The creation of a 

CFIUS-like interagency group consisting of the representatives of 

the EEOC, Department of Commerce, United States Trade 

Representative, Department of Justice and Department of The 

Treasury would be required before the investment may be made. 

An open investment policy is an essential component of an 
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integrated and global economy, Under the correct circumstancee, 

foreign direct investment presents tremendous opportunity for the 

host state and investor alike. The host state benefits from the 

increased employment opportunities, infusion of capital and 

transfer of technology that foreign investors bring with them. 

The foreign investor gains access to a new market. of labor and 

consumers. Society benefits from the new relationship. 

The proposed legislation will unite our twin aspirations of non

discrimination with our commitment to open investment. 

l 
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Canada's ability to compete in world markets", Section 20 (f). 

52.Japan Pair Trade Center," Report on Unfair Trade Policies and 
Practices: Trade Barriers and GATT obligations in the U.S., EC and 
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Mr. LANTOS. Indeed, I want to thank all four witnesses. 
I would like to begin with you-with Ms. Carraway. Let me com

mend you again for the courage you are displaying by testifying 
before the subcommittee on this subject. 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Thank you. 
Mr. LANTOS. What has been the reaction of your supervisors 

since they learned that you were going to testify? 
Ms. CARRAWAY. Fair. I was also offered a larger salary and a new 

position in the company. This was yesterday. 
Mr. LANTOS. Yesterday? 
Ms. CARRAWAY. Yesterday. They decided that they-they could 

see that I would possibly be leaving the company. And my depart
mental manager I think is the only Japanese gentleman in the 
company who truly sees the difference between operating in Japan 
and operating in America, and he was very distraught over the pos
sibility that I would leave because he knows that our largest ac
count will go as well if I go. 

And, at this time they offered me-well, the top position for an 
American in a business department, which is laughable, and an in
crease in salary, say by $4,000, which is also laughable, because my 
salary is bad enough as it is. 

I mean, I would say that there was fear and shuttling around the 
office trying to figure out a way to make me very happy there. I 
would say the Japanese emplolers are afraid of me. They always 
have been because I really don t bow and scrape, and I don't lower 
my eyes, and I don't offer to get them coffee. In fact, I refuse to do 
those kinds of duties. And they're afraid of confrontation, therefore 
they really-when I ask for something I usually get it within the 
company, although I have to put up a little bit of a fight. 

But I just don't feel that-no matter what they offer me, title or 
money, could convince me to stay with Sumitomo Corp. of America, 
nor would I recommend that anyone join that company if they are 
a woman. 

Mr. LANTOS. How would you characterize an offer the day before 
you are scheduled to testify before a congressional committee of a 
promotion and a salary increase? 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Well, at the risk of being sued for slander, unless 
there is a good attorney in the house, I would characterize it as a 
last minute, desperate plea to retain an excellent employee, one 
who has remained very loyal to the company up until this point, 
and I just-I view it as desperate. That would be my characteriza
tion of it. 

Mr. LANTOS. Was there any explanation as to why this offer was 
made to you yesterday? 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Initially, it is because they are afraid that I am 
leaving the company very soon. That was the explanation, to main
tain my employment with Sumitomo Corp. of America. 

My departmental manager and I have a very good working rela
tionship, probably, like I said, the only Japanese manager who 
really understands the difference between personal life and busi
ness, and he does not want to lose me as an employee because I'm 
very good at my job. And so I see that as the reaction of fear of 
losing someone who does bring in multi-million-dollar accounts into 
the department. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Ms. Carraway, you wrote the subcommittee that a 
Japanese manager told you that any promotions women receive are 
"tokenism to protect the company from lawsuits." 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Was this a direct quotation? 
Ms. CARRAWAY. Direct quotation by two Japanese managers. One 

is not employed by Sumitomo He is a manager. He works only on 
commission because he is now an American citizen. He came here 
and decided to stay. And his advice to me was, "Kimberly, any pro
motions you get will be tokenisn to protect the company. They 
have to fulfill court settlements and they have to look good. There
fore learn what you can from this company and get out." That was 
his advice. 

And the other gentleman, who I have to see every day, who sits 
very close to myself, told me that my, my promotion was simply 
tokenism because, No. 1, I stood up about the pornography issue in 
the office. They can do this at home but they can't do it in front of 
me at my place of employment. And they were very afraid that I 
would bring a lawsuit. And also, again they are facing some pend
ing charges by another employee, so they were in a real hurry to 
promote some people this last July. 

Mr. LANTOS. You mentioned that important circulars are written 
in Japanese, and even those that are written in English are circu
lated only to Japanese managers, ignoring Americans with rele
vant interests. 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. What are American employees told about this prac

tice if they complain about being left out? 
Ms. CARRAWAY. The female in charge of the American personnel 

explained it to me like this. She said, "That's simply the way it is," 
and I am to adjust myself to their ways. 

As you can see, this is the kind of circulars. This is a photocopy 
of the piece of paper that is attached. The kind of information that 
is passed over the Americans would be information about the econ
omy in the United States, information about our industry, I mean 
the automotive component industry and that is changing very, very 
frequently. Therefore, I need that information to better deal with 
my employee-I mean my customers. And other employees as well 
need this information. We don't see that. It is passed only to the 
departmental manager and it is his choice to share it with us. Him 
being Japanese, we never see it unless I sneak it off his desk. You 
know, I have to literally take it off his desk and read it on my own 
time, make copies, take it home at night, because it is not passed to 
my desk. Neither is it passed to the other Americans in the compa
ny. 

Mr. LANTOS. When you were hired were you told that fluency in 
the Japanese language is required for your job or for any promo
tion? 

Ms. CARRAWAY. No. I was told that it is not required because all 
of our overseas transmissions are done in English. I send telexes 
and I receive telexes everyday, facsimiles, in English. I have no 
need really for the Japanese language, except to understand some 
of the basic cultural differences, and we have people in the office 
who can handle any kinds of Japanese transactions. Usually those 
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are above our level of responsibility. Japanese is not a prerequisite 
for employment at Sumitomo You really don't need it. I don't use 
it. 

Mr. LANTOS. Is it your impression that sexual harassment, the 
flagrant use of pornographic materials is fairly widespread in Japa
nese-owned companies? 

Ms. CARRA WAY. Yes. It is extremely widespread. And in every 
man's desk you will find a calendar like-as I stated before, pro
duced by Sumitomo Group, which is Sumitomo Insurance, porno
graphic calendars with our corporate logo. And what if a customer 
should come through our offices and see that? It is as if I condone 
that, for my corporate logo to be on it. That is not acceptable to me 
because I don't condone that. 

Mr. LANTOs. Thank you very much. Congresswoman Ros-Leh
tinen? 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ms. Carraway, if I could continue with the same type of ques

tions. Certainly what you have described is a terrible working envi
ronment and in no way would I condone it. I am just trying to 
move from a particular situation in a particular company to the 
generalization that this is widespread in Japanese companies. 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Yes. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And since you have said that I am wondering 

what information you have that would lend to that conclusion. 
This, your statement and your testimony and your answer to the 
questions really point to a terrible working environment. 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Yes. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. I just don't know whether it is a terrible 

working environment in Sumitomo Corp. or whether you can really 
use that example to say this is what Japanese-this is what it is 
like for an American woman to work in a Japanese company--

Ms. CARRAWAY. Yes. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN [continuing]. Which is I guess what we are 

trying to get at. 
Ms. CARRAWAY. Yes. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Because I know, and I am sure that you do 

too, that there are many American-owned companies where the 
sexual harassment practices are commonplace. 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Right. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And, in my area in Miami there have been 

cases that have been portrayed in the newspaper and they are 
"good ole boy" working environments. 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Right. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. So what I am worried about is to generalize 

and to say this sexual harassment practice is widespread in Japa
nese companies based on my experience. In other words, what hap
pens to me is what is known to all. 

Ms. CARRAWAY. OK. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And I am not sure that we can jump from 

your conclusion, from your terrible experiences to that conclusion. 
Ms. CARRAWAY. Right. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. So I would like to ask you why do you gener

alize and say this is widespread? You have talked to other Ameri
can women? 
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Ms. CARRAWAY. Yes, I have. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And could you just expound? 
Ms. CARRAWAY. There is a black woman who works in my office 

who did work for another Japanese corporation, and she said the 
problem was just as bad. And when she came to Sumitomo she spe
cifically asked them: "Do you have this problem in the office? 
These are concerns of mine. What is the personnel department of 
Sumitomo doing to combat this?" And they made great promises 
that you will not run into these problems in the office, but she has 
run into these sexual harassment as well as racial problems. 

Another colleague of mine, who no longer works for a large Japa
nese firm but lives in the Chicago area and used to work for a Jap
anese firm in Chicago, faced these same exact problems, in fact, the 
same movie rental guy, chances are there is a system of these video 
rentals that services only Japanese corporations. And again these 
two colleagues were able to verify that this was the case in their 
experiences and they worked for two separate companies. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN . So you have experiences from conversations 
that you have had with other--

Ms. CARRAWAY. Right. Right. And comparison. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN [continuing]. Women and women minorities 

that they have had sexual harassment problems at other Japanese
owned companies? 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Right. At other Japanese firms. I do not have 
personal experience at another Japanese firm. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. I was going to ask, your experience with a 
Japanese-owned company is limited to Sumitomo? 

Ms. CARRAWAY. That is correct. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. The other job experiences have been with 

American-owned companies? 
Ms. CARRAWAY. My own company; yes. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Your own company. So this is the only Japa

nese-owned company? 
Ms. CARRAWAY. This is the only Japanese firm. I would like to 

add, though, that some of the firms that service our office, such as 
air freight, services like that, transportation services, do have 
women who work for these firms and I talk to them everyday, and 
they ask how it is going in my office. And they would be able to 
easily verify discriminatory practices in their offices as well be
cause they are Japanese-owned air freight companies. That is the 
only kind we use. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. How long have you been working with Sumi-
tomo? 

Ms. CARRAWAY. One year. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. One year. 
Ms. CARRAWAY. Yes. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And are there any Japanese women working 

in Sumitomo? 
Ms. CARRAWAY. One, and it took her 20-almost 25 years to get 

the title of manager. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. She is Japanese born working in--
Ms. CARRAWAY. She is a Japanese woman. She is an American 

now. She came to the United States as a child. But again, she 
speaks fluent Japanese And it took her almost 25 years to even get 
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a middle management in the treasury department, which is tradi
tionally very conservative and male dominated in our company. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. What percentage of the work force in Sumi-
tomo are women? 

Ms. CARRAWAY. I would say that over half. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. How many employees? 
Ms. CARRAWAY. We have a-we had a total of 60. I would say 

now we have reduced our staff to about a little over 50, 50 employ
ees, and over half of them are women. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. What kind of positions do they hold? 
Ms. CARRAWAY. They are definitely not in positions of any kind 

of responsibility. They were initially secretarial positions before the 
company got sued. They changed the structure of their titles and 
tried to make a change in the kinds of promotions and pay raises 
they gave, and what they simply did is changed the titles of the old 
positions and kept the job descriptions the same. 

And, if you look at the five-only five positions that I can possi
bly hold in this company, unless they break some concrete rules for 
me, the job description is the same. I will be filing as an account 
manager and doing basic bookkeeping for my department, just as I 
would as the lowest-in the lowest position of the sales and custom
er service assistant. Whereas the managers take numerous busi
ness trips, they bring in new business. I am bringing in new busi
ness but I get no credit for that. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And have you had the opportunity to discuss 
discrimination practices with your managers to discuss the calen
dars and the tapes? 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Numerous times. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Verbally or written? 
Ms. CARRAWAY. Verbally. Verbally. Private meetings with the 

personnel director in our office, who is Japanese, and with my one 
departmental boss, who is very, very conciliatory toward my posi
tion, and they always-their comment is always, "Well, the Japa
nese corporations do not evolve quickly enough. We are trying to 
make changes." But I see that only as lip service. 

I have put my concerns in writing at this time to the company, 
submitted a letter to my personnel department outlining my con
cerns, and they are very well aware of my concerns. I have been 
making them known since my second month on the job. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And the other female employees, which is 
half the work force, they have had similar opportunities to bring 
their--

Ms. CARRAWAY. Oh, yes. Many of them have copies of letters 
they have submitted, especially the one minority female. She has 
tried desperately to get a response from management on many of 
her concerns. I was instantly granted tuition reimbursement for 
my international management, international economics program at 
Loyola. But she has had a heck of a hard time getting them to even 
respond to her request for tuition reimbursement, to get involved 
in that program. 

Most of the females in my company see a serious problem, but 
mani of them, unfortunately, stick their head in the sand. I just 
won t do that. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. You choose to stay at the corporation--
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Ms. CARRAWAY. No, I will leave. I will leave Sumitomo. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And have you had any meetings with the 

other female employees to let them know about your upcoming tes-
timony, and have they said anything to you? .

1 

.. , ... ·· 
Ms. CARRAWAY. Yes, they have. They have supported me in my 

goal to make a positive change. But, unfortunately, many of them 
are young mothers, some of them not married with children, no 
college education, maybe 2 years, maybe some sort of vocational ! 
school, and they are just thankful right now, in the job market, to ··•·. 
have a job, and they are very fearful of rocking the boat. I, on the 
other hand, I am not afraid. I have a good education and I stand on 
my principles. l 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Ms. Carraway. 
Mr. Chairman, if I could direct some questions to--
Mr. LANTOS. We will question the other witnesses after we are 

finished with Ms. Carraway. 
Congressman Shays. 
Mr. SHAYS. Ms. Carraway, I think your statement was very 

straightforward and would illustrate what is happening in this one 
company. Have you worked for any other company other than this 
company? 

Ms. CARRAWAY. No, I have not. 
Mr. SHAYS. OK. I just want to say that the value of your testimo

ny is not what you have heard from your friends about other com
panies. The value of your testimony is what you have heard about 
this company. We can put that alongside all the other testimony 
about all the other companies and there is a definite pattern here. 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Right. 
Mr. SHAYS. And so your statement is certainly supporting that. 

But let me just thank you for coming here. 
I would say to you, Mr. Chairman, that the Japanese have a lot 

of American dollars because Americans buy a lot of Japanese prod
ucts. They are going to spend their dollars to fund our national 
debt, they are going to spend their dollars to buy our land and re
sources, and they are going to buy American companies and they 
are also going to set up companies here. And the one thing that I 
agree with you, professor--and others who have mentioned it-is 
that they can export discrimination in the process. And we certain
ly don't want to import it, and we will be following this up. 

I have a feeling that your company is going to change in years to 
come. 

Ms. CARRAWAY. Well, I think they will have a new attitude to
morrow. 

Mr. SHAYS. Well, I think they will change, and I think in large 
measure it will be because of your testimony. And I thank you for 
coming. 

Ms. CARRAWAY. If I have a job. 
Mr. SHAYS. Well, you may not have a job there, but it will bene

fit others. Maybe you will have a job there if you choose to stay. 
Because I happen to believe that people can change and businesses 
can change, and sometimes they need a little push. 

Ms. CARRAWAY. I just think they will be running in fear when 
they see me heading up the elevator. 

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

_J 
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Mr. LANTOS. Let me turn to Mr. Fitzgibbon next, if I may. 
You said that your first order given to you at Nomura was not to 

hire blacks. 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. That's correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. Who gave you that order? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. My Japanese supervisor. 
Mr. LANTOS. And that was in 1973? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. No, that was in 1975. 
Mr. LANTOS. Seventy-five. Were there any blacks hired at the 

company prior to your leaving? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. No. 
Mr. LANTOS. Was there, in your view, discrimination against 

female employees? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. You would have to say yes, but there is a non

factor. They really weren't considered. There are basically two 
classes. There is the professional and the clerical, and the profes
sional were white males or Japanese males. Women were not hired 
in that capacity while I was there. 

Mr. LANTOS. Did you run into items of religious discrimination? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Yes, I did. 
Mr. LANTOS. Can you tell us about it? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Yes. I was ordered not to hire Jews either. 
Mr. LANTOS. Was there any other category that you were told 

not to hire? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. I think that pretty well covers it, Congressman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Was there any evidence of age discrimination? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Not at that particular time because the compa

ny was in the process of evolution. However, as the years passed, 
yes, it did surface. I know of two particular instances where friends 
of mine were forced to plead their cases to the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission based on age. 

Mr. LANTOS. Did you inform your superiors about U.S. equal em
ployment laws? 

Mr. FITZGIBBON. No, I did not at the time. You just take the 
orders. After all, I interfaced with the Japanese You know, who 

• else do you interface with-my superior? You see you can't do that. 
It's a nod that you get, and they dance their own way. 

Mr. LANTOS. In retrospect, should you have advised them of 
laws? 

Mr. FITZGIBBON. Congressman, I did that. 
Mr. LANTOS. And? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. I got fired. 
Mr. LANTOS. You attribute your firing to you advising your Japa

nese superiors of the existence of equal employment opportunity 
laws? 

Mr. FITZGIBBON. Security laws. My major concern at Nomura Se-
curities was its conduct-

Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Mr. FITZGIBBON [continuing]. In regards to the security laws. 
Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. And, you know, given what you read in the 

newspapers these days--
Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 

c:n c.-04 n 
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Mr. FITZGIBBON [continuing]. Looks to me like I was a little bit 
ahead of myself. And, incidentally, this is the subject of a coming 
book on-that I have written, "Deceitful Practices: Nomura Securi
ties and the Japanese Invasion of Wall Street." Burch Lane is the 
publisher. It is due out October 17. 

Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Cohen, the discriminatory comments and anti
Semitic slurs that you reported, do you feel that these were re
marks of isolated individuals, or do you feel that they reflect a 
companywide policy of discrimination against minorities? 

Mr. COHEN. I think very clearly it reflects a companywide policy. 
It is one of the things that confirms that Japanese officials and 
even American officials for MMSA or Mitsubishi Corp., don't speak 
their own thoughts unless they are approved by their superiors. I 
mean, that became very clear to us in our personal experience with 
them. 

Let me say this in relation to discrimination. Yes, there is no 
question the people we came in contact were discriminating against 
Jews and other minorities. But deeper than that is they discrimi
nate against proud independent Americans that disagree with 
them. I mean that is so crystal clear it is like painted on the wall. I 
mean, when we disagreed with them about buying Ford cars versus 
Mitsubishi cars-just to make it real, real brief, every year you 
have to buy cars and we had always purchased domestic cars. And 
when we told them for the-in June 1990 what the program was 
for the fall cars, the 1991 model cars, that we could get 25,000 Ford 
cars and get an incentive and rebate and advertising program from 
Ford of $25 million, Mitsubishi said we cannot match that and we 
are not going to match it. But what they did do was try to pressure 
us to ignore this better deal for the company and buy Mitsubishis 
anyway, or at least buy some Mitsubishis in conjunction with the 
Fords. And we refused to do that because, as I mentioned to you, 
our monetary compensation was based on the profitability of the 
company and that is what our fiduciary responsibility was. The re
lationship deteriorated overnight when we would not agree with 
them, and we kept stressing our independent thoughts. I mean, 
they just cannot stand that. 

Mr. LANTOS. Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. To follow up with 

Mr. Cohen, why would we believe that the business practices, the 
terrible procedures which you encountered dealing with Mitsubishi 
is related not to business dealings but actually because of Japanese 
discriminatory practices? I am not talking about the anti-Semitic 
remarks and that terrible aspect of it, but the business side of it. 
The part where they are trying to get the Cohen family out and 
they are trying to get total control. Why should we assume that 
that is tied to Japanese practices and not something that unfortu
nately happens in the good old U.S.A. between American compa
nies all the time. A business entity wants to gobble up another one 
and force those folks out of the structure. Why should we conclude 
from that that this is somehow tied to Japanese practices? 

Mr. CoHEN. Well, let me say this to you. I have dealt with a lot 
of large American companies like Seagrams, Archer Daniels Mid
land, Greyhound, General Motors, and Ford, and I have never seen 
a large American corporation deal in bad faith, really in bad faith, 
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like Mitsubishi does. That is one aspect of it. American companies 
are difficult sometimes and they are tough, but they certainly are 
fair, and when they sign a contract they deal in good faith and live 
up to it. Mitsubishi doesn't-signing a contract means absolutely 
nothing to them. They sign it just as part of the negotiating proc
ess, and when they find some provision in the contract that they 
don't want to live up to they just don't. And their attitude is, Hey, 
sue me. Meantime we are going to do what we want to do. 

And does it prevail in other Japanese companies? Obviously, our 
personal experience is with Mitsubishi, but I must say this to you. 
On maybe 20 or 30 different occasions when we had our negotia
tions with Mitsubishi they impressed upon us that they are one of 
the largest corporations, conglomerates, keiretsu, whatever word 
you want to use, in the world, and they kept stressing to us they 
have the largest brewery in the world, Kirin Brewery; one of the 
largest camera companies, Nikon Camera; their bank, Mitsubishi 
Bank is the fourth largest in the world; their Tokyo Marine Insur
ance Co., which was to provide all of our insurance, was the largest 
in Japan, and maybe in the world; the Mitsubishi Import-Export 
Co. was the largest one in Japan. So I have to believe that this 
large, huge conglomerate represents a pattern of all Japanese com
panies. Our personal experience is only with Mitsubishi. But I can't 
believe the second or third or fourth largest organization in Japan 
is so different than the rest of them. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Ms. Carraway had discussed discrimination of 
women in the workplace: that they cannot get promotions that 
they deserve, they are passed over, they don't have the perks that 
other folks get. And you were discussing about the anti-Semitic 
nature of your business dealings with the Japanese 

Do you have-and I will ask each of you, Ms. Carraway to com
ment on any anti-Semitic environment that she might have noticed 
in her Japanese-owned company where she worked; and, Mr. 
Cohen, if you have any experiences related to discrimination 
against women in your dealings with Mitsubishi? 

Mr. COHEN. Yes, I have a very intimate knowledge of--
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. In other words, what I am trying to get at, 

maybe if I am a redhead and people do bad things to me, I think it 
is antiredhead. I just want to make sure that when we discuss 
these discriminatory practices, maybe-are we looking at it just be
cause I happen to be this, therefore these peoele treat me bad. It is 
because they don't like red hair or they don t like my religion or 
they don't like my sex. Maybe it has nothing to do with Jews or 
women. It has to do with Americans, perhaps, and that because 
you are a woman you see it as antiwoman and because you are 
Jewish you see it as anti-Semitic. I don't know, so I am trying to 
see if you could put your-wear someone else's shoes for a while 
and see if you-did you see any instances of discrimination against 
women? 

Mr. COHEN. Yes, I did. Let me say this to you. I am old enough 
that when I was a young fellow traveling in the South I understood 
discrimination very well, and a lot of it is subtle and sometimes in 
the early fifties it was very blatant. I used to travel and I would go 
into an airport and see the bathrooms, and the signs would say 
"White" and "Black" for bathrooms. I mean that was the most hor-
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rible experience in the world. Thank God, that has been eliminat
ed. And I used to see signs on restaurants, "No dogs or Jews al
lowed." So I understand discrimination, I honestly do, and I am not 
paranoid about it. 

My daughter who, of course, is a female worked for us as vice 
president of marketing. When Mr. Yoshida used to walk in the ex
ecutive offices, if I wasn't talking to my daughter he ignored her 
completely. He wouldn't even say good morning. If she was talking 
to me, he would say hello to me and then he would say hello to my 
daughter. 

But there obviously is a cultural difference between Japanese 
people that are raised in Japan and Americans But I agree with 
everybody else here: If they want to do business in this country 
they should comply with American rules and American sense of 
fair play and American obligations not to discriminate against 
whether it be Jews or females or any other minority. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Ms. Carraway. 
Ms. CARRAWAY. Well, I would say that-to reiterate what he 

said, it is definitely a cultural-there is a cultural mindset because 
as a woman most of the Japanese men are afraid to go like on the 
overnight business trip with a woman who is not displeasing to 
look at because then they will have to defend themselves against 
claims that they are having an affair or that they-they were 
afraid it would hurt my career. I was told by my former boss that 
being attractive would work against me in the company just as 
well as being ugly would. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. I am sorry, Ms. Carraway. I mainly wanted to 
know--

Ms. CARRAWAY About the anti-Semitic? 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Right. If there was-
Ms. CARRAWAY. We, as far as I know, and I don't delve into other 

people's personal religious beliefs, I would not say anti-Semitic is a 
problem in my office because nobody really discusses their religion. 
They are a completely different religion and we both observe our 
own holidays. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Mr. Cohen, you have taken legal action 
against Mitsubishi? 

Mr. CoHEN. Yes, we have. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And will there be further action on that 

front? 
Mr. COHEN. Oh, absolutely. We are in the Florida courtrooms 

and we have our complaints for breach of contract, to say it rather 
simply, and it is taking a long and tortuous path. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Is it a business-related complaint as so many 
others, or are you taking a discriminatory approach to the litiga
tion? Do you believe that, in other words, the anti-Semitic environ
ment or the harassment of American employees or is it based on 
contracts and business dealings? 

Mr. COHEN. It is actually based on both. Our discharge is based 
on breach of contract as well as discrimination, and then there are 
many, many breach of contract disputes that are in the court proc
ess. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Congressman Shays. 
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Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Sometimes a congressional hearing can be a very important 

medium for individuals. I am just a little troubled, Mr. Fitzgibbon, 
by one or two comments you made, a reference to a book or the • 
reference that you worked for a company and now have left. Let 
me just be clear. 

How long did you work for Nomura Securities? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Almost 5 years. It is in my statement. 
Mr. SHAYS. From when to when? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Yes. From May 1973 to December 1977. 
Mr. SHAYS. OK. And then what have you been doing since then? 

I am sorry. 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Yes. From January 1978 until October 1990, I 

was with Sanyo Securities America, another Japanese-owned secu
rities firm. 

Mr. SHAYS. And you found the same discrimination in both com
panies? 

Mr. FITZGIBBON. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. OK. And the same practice of don't hire any blacks 

and don't hire any Jews? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Yes. And I wasn't involved in the hiring process 

at Sanyo. 
Mr. SHAYS. But for 5 years you found yourself in a position 

where you succumbed to that request? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Yes. And I was in that position only 2 years, 

Congressman. 
Mr. SHAYS. But you succumbed to that request during that time? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Yes, and I consulted with another American 

there for advice on how to follow it. 
Mr. SHAYS. Sir, I am not saying what I would do. 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. I just want to make sure I know what you did. You 

agreed to not hire any blacks or any Jews? 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. I did not do the hiring. I did the initial inter-

viewing. 
Mr. SHAYS. OK. 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Of those qualified candidates-
Mr. SHAYS. You agreed to be part of that process? It is a simple 

answer. You know, it may be a difficult one to say, but just tell us 
the truth. 

Mr. FITZGIBBON. Well, under duress, yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. Pardon me? 
Mr. FlTzGIBBON. Under duress, yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. OK. Mr. Cohen, I find one of the comments you make 

a little unsettling because you are too smart a businessman to 
make a claim that American businesses, and some American busi
nessmen are women, don't attempt to take over a company and 
then take over all of it and try to get out some of the previous par
ties. I mean clearly you have seen that happen. 

So I just want to register my problem with your statement be
cause I think you have taken every Japanese company and every 
Japanese and painted them with the same broad brush that they 
may choose to paint Americans I think you are guilty of the same 
thing, very candidly. 
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The only experience you have to tell us is your experience, and 
that could be the result of a Japanese company or it could be the 
result of certain Japanese businessmen or women. And we will 
have to compare that to other stories we hear, but we could have 
testimony after testimony of American businessmen and women 
who have gone through the same terrible experience from an 
American company. Wouldn't you agree? 

Mr. CoHEN. Oh, I agree with you 100 percent. In fact, I thought I 
made it very clear my only personal experience is with the Mitsu
bishi Corp. 

Mr. SHAYS. OK. 
Mr. CoHEN. But it is so big in the world that I am assuming, and 

that could be an incorrect assumption. No question about it. 
Mr. SHAYS. No. No. What you are doing is you are painting a 

broad brush. 
Mr. COHEN. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. Then you just go off on a tangent that is not helpful 

to the committee. 
The one thing I found interesting, and I would love to pursue 

this with you, is I have often read and seen examples where Japa
nese companies want to choose to buy from certain suppliers, and I 
have heard and read that they would have to be Japanese and 
there would be an affiliation. You had to buy insurance from the 
Japanese insurance company? 

Mr. CoHEN. Part of the understanding when we made our ar
rangement with Mitsubishi-we were a self-insured company for 
most insurance was that Tokyo Marine would assume all of the in
surance responsibilities for Value Rent-A-Car. Yes. 

Mr. SHAYS. This was not a publicly held company? It is a private-
ly held company? 

Mr. COHEN. Value Rent-A-Car? 
Mr. SHAYS. Yes. 
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir, it was privately held. 
Mr. SHAYS. You had 20 percent-you still have 20 percent of 

the-
Mr. COHEN. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. But basically, are they saying to you that you would 

have had to buy insurance from a Japanese company even if you 
could have gone to an American company or a European company 
or another company that would give that same insurance at less 
price? 

Mr. COHEN. We had a system in effect that was cheaper than 
Tokyo Marine, and as part of the-Mitsubishi assured us that 
Tokyo Marine would be as competitively priced as what we were 
doing; that is, some American companies, an offshore company for 
some excess insurance and self-insured for the rest. And they as
sured us Tokyo Marine would be as competitive as anybody else. 
And they were supposed to do that the next day after the closing. 
It actually took them a year to do it and it was like $150,000 or 
$200,000 more per year than what we had been paying. 

Mr. SHAYS. Let me ask you this. Was buying American cars, the 
Fords, a better business decision than buying a Japanese automo
bile? ! 

j 
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Mr. COHEN. Oh, absolutely. As I said, we got a $25 million incen
tive package from Ford. The most we would have gotten from Mit
subishi, just trying to compare apples to apples, is about $7 million. 
So there was about an $18 million difference between Mitsubishi 
cars and Ford cars. 

And just as an interesting note, when the Cohens left Value 
roughly 99 percent of our fleet was domestic cars. As of yesterday, 
Value's fleet is 90 percent Mitsubishis and 10 percent domestic. 

Mr. SHAYS. Well, I thank you for your testimony, and I can imag
ine the humility you and your family have gone through. I appreci
ate your sharing your particular experience with us. Thank you, 
sir. 

Mr. CoHEN. Thank you. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you. Congresswoman DeLauro. 
Ms. DELAURO. First, let me apologize to the witnesses for not 

staying throughout the entire testimony. I admire your courage. I 
had to testify before another committee. So that if I am repetitive 
just let me know. 

Mr. Fitzgibbon, I just wanted to follow up on a question of Con
gressman Shays, if I might. In your testimony you said the very 
first order given you as a personnel manager at Nomura was not to 
hire blacks, and you said that under duress that you complied. 

Did you ever have any conversations about any of that with the 
company, about this practice? 

Mr. FITZGIBBON. Well, I was a little bit taken aback by that com
ment, you know. And, as I recall, my Japanese gave it not to me so 
much as a hard and fast order with Thor's hammer coming down 
on the head, but as more as a confidential piece of advice. You 
know, I wasn't prepared for that. You just look at him. You walked 
away. 

Ms. DELAURO. What do you think would have happened if you 
had not complied with the-

Mr. FITZGIBBON. Well, to begin with, several blacks did come in, 
generally from the West Indies, you know, with that clipped Brit
ish accent, and there is also a possible question about a green card. 
The other thing too, though, is do the initial screening process, and 
had I passed anybody along that didn't fit the parameters it would 
have been rejected. And I thought, you know, it would be more 
kind than anything else to thank him very much for the time and 
let it go at that, rather than drag him back with high hopes that 
were to be dashed. 

Ms. DELAURO. Did you ever break that dictum and just go ahead 
and say--

Mr. FITZGIBBON. No. In a Japanese company the gaijin do as they 
are told. 

Ms. DELAURO. I am sorry. I didn't hear you. 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. In a Japanese company gaijin do as they are 

told. 
Ms. DELAURO. Let me ask you, and again, you may have an

swered this, your status with the EEOC at the moment? You said 
you had a complaint. Is that still pending? 

Mr. FITZGIBBON. Yes, that is correct. 
Ms. DELAURO. And where does it--
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Mr. FITZGIBBON. It went through the review process, given th$,; 
right to sue. I have written twice for the file. I have received ni 
acknowledgment on either. I really don't understand why the1 
don't at least acknowledge it, far less send you the file. You have af 
right to, I understand, under the Freedom of Information Act. .. 

Mr. LANTOS. I think one of your earlier comments needs some in~ 
terpretation. 

Mr. FITZGIBBON. Certainly. 
Mr. LANTOS. What you said was in Japanese companies Ameri-' 

cans do what they are told to do. Correct? :· 
Mr. FITZGIBBON. Yes, sir. • 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. Thank you. 
Ms. DELAURO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, I want to thank all four witnesses. Your testi- ' 

mony adds to the witnesses we have had at our two earlier meet- _ 
ings. They underscore special aspects of discrimination against • 
women, against ethnic religious minorities, but an underlying pat- .
tern of discrimination against U.S. citizens. And, on behalf of the 
subcommittee, I want to thank all four of you for your very valua
ble testimony. 

Our next panel consists of Mr. Motoaki Ibano, president, Recruit 
U.S.A.; Mr. Keiji Matsushima, president, DCA Advertising; and Mr. 
Hisashi Kubo, chairman, Ricoh Corp. 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. LANTOS. On behalf of the subcommittee, I want to thank all 

three of you gentlemen for appearing. We fully understand that in 
some instances there may be some linguistic difficulties and we 
will be very pleased to work with you by allowing your interpreter 
to translate your-interpret your testimony. 

Your prepared statements will be entered in the record in their 
entirety, and you may proceed in your own way. We will begin 
with you, Mr. Motoaki Ibano, president, Recruit U.S.A. 

STATEMENT OF MOTOAKI IBANO, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXEC-
UTIVE OFFICER, RECRUIT U.S.A., ACCOMPANIED BY EDWARD F. 
NELSON, VICE PRESIDENT FOR CORPORATE AFFAIRS, AND 
WALTER COCHRAN-BOND, ATTORNEY, PROSKAUER, ROSE, 
GOETZ & MENDELSOHN 

Mr. IBANO. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, good 
morning. And thank you for this opportunity to speak with you 
today. My name is Motoaki Ibano. I am the president and chief ex
ecutive officer of Recruit U.S.A. Appearing with me today is 
Edward F. Nelson, vice president for corporate affairs, and Walter 
Cochran-Bond, attorney, of Proskauer, Rose, Goetz & Mendelsohn. 
Mr. Cochran-Bond represented us in the negotiations with the : 
EEOC. We are appearing to respond to testimony received at prior • 
hearings and to answer any questions the subcommittee might • 
have. • 

Recruit U.S.A. includes a holding company with three subsidiar
ies, totaling 27 full-time employees. The testimony before this sub
committee has related to one of those subsidiaries known as Inter- .. 
national Career Information, Inc., or ICI, which was a party to the · 
consent decree signed on June 26, 1991, this year. 
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ICI publishes a quarterly magazine entitled Shushoku Joho, or 
SJ, which is distributed throughout the United States and Europe. 
SJ contains advertisements placed by Japan-based employers for 
job opportunities in Japan. 

In 1985, an employment agency known as Transworld Recruit, or 
Interplace, was established in California. In October 1988 this Re
cruit U.S.A. subsidiary was sold. Since that time Recruit U.S.A. has 
had no corporate relationships with Interplace. 

On July 23, 1991, a former employee of Recruit U.S.A. testified 
before this subcommittee regarding certain business practices. Let 
me briefly respond to that testimony. 

Testimony was given that Recruit U.S.A. provided followup serv-
ices to advertisers. 

Mr. LANTOS. Could I stop you for a moment? 
Mr. IBANO. Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. You indicated that on July 23, 1991, a former em

ployee of Recruit U.S.A. testified before the subcommittee. My 
question is, this former employees name, as you know, is Paul 
Schmidtberger? 

Mr. IBAN0. Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Were you present at the subcommittee's July 23 

hearing? Did you hear Mr. Schmidtberger's testimony personally? 
Mr. IBAN0. Yes, I was. 
Mr. LANT0S. You were. Were there any other company officials 

who came here to listen to his testimony? 
Mr. IBANO. On July 23? 
Mr. LANTOS. I am sorry. Yes. 
Mr. IBANO. I didn't recognize that. I don't know, sir. 
Sorry. Mr. Nelson was here. 
Mr. LANTOS. Yes. So the two of you heard the testimony? 
Mr. IBANO. Yes. 
Mr. LANT0S. Please go ahead. 
Mr. IBANO. OK. Generally, this followup was limited to a basic 

screening of educational background and legal right to work in 
Japan. In particular, the witness referenced IBM-Japan and Meiko 
Securities. IBM-Japan's requirements included Japanese citizen
ship or the ability of the people who responded to the advertise
ment to qualify for a work visa to be employed in Japan. The in
structions of IBM-Japan were misinterpreted by the witness-I am 
sorry-misinterpreted by the Los Angeles manager and resulted in 
the memo that was described by the witness. In the Meiko case 
there is no claim that any screening took place. 

The witness expressed concern to management at Recruit U.S.A. 
about the screening practices in August 1988. Upon hearing of 
these complaints, I and an assistant vice president flew to Los An
geles from our New York headquarters to resolve these problems. I 
ordered the immediate discontinuation of these practices and began 
taking affirmative steps to remedy the situations. ICI no longer 
provides any followup screening for advertisers. 

The witness also described a coding system used by Interplace I 
was unaware of this practice until May 1989. It is my understand
ing that Interplace ordered that the coding be stopped before that 
time. 
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The Washington hearing also contained testimony delivered by·, 
the chairperson of the EEOC describing the consent decree agree-·: 
ment between the EEOC and ICI. There are two key points con
tained in the decree. 

First, ICI will sponsor two seminars in Japan on United States 
employment law, containing EEOC-approved topics and speakers. • 
They will, in effect, serve as a forum for the EEOC in Japan. We 
have already received a tentative commitment from Lance Lieb
man, the dean of the Columbia University Law School, to be a key 
speaker at the seminars. We have also attempted to obtain speak
ers from the governmental agencies, including the EEOC, but we 
have been told that such participation might violate governmental 
policies. If the subcommittee can provide any assistance in this 
area, it would be greatly appreciated. 

Second, we understand that the subcommittee has inquired into 
the adequacy of the $100,000 backpay fund created by the agree
ment. From our perspective, this fund exceeded our potential liabil
ity for the following reasons: 

We believe that there was no backpay liability for the screening 
of applicants for jobs in Japan. In EEOC v. Aramco the U.S. Su
preme Court decided that title VII does not apply to jobs located 
outside the United States, even if they are with American compa
nies. In our case, the jobs were in Japan with Japanese companies. 

If there were liability, the amount of backpay due any person by 
ICI would have been minimal. The jobs in question required bilin
gual and bicultural skills in addition to the ability to work in 
Japan. This applicant pool is small and very much in demand; 
therefore, all of the qualified applicants would have had almost no 
loss of pay. 

Finally, you have asked us to respond to questions regarding Jap
anese employment practices and employment law. From my per
sonal history I must say that I have no real experience with these 
subjects. My career includes 12 years as a systems engineer with 
an American company in Japan, pursuit of my MBA at Northwest
ern University in Illinois, and now executive positions with Recruit 
U.S.A. There are many experts in the United States that could 
answer your questions; unfortunately, I am not one of them. 

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this committee 
and for giving us this opportunity to tell you about Recruit U.S.A. 
We will be happy to answer any questions you might have. Thank 
you very much. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, let me begin your questioning, if I may. 
Mr. IBANO. Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. You indicated earlier that you were present at the 

hearing on July 23 and you listened to the testimony of your 
former employee, Mr. Schmidtberger; correct? 

Mr. IBANO. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Let me read part of his testimony to you and then 

ask you to comment specifically on some items. 
Mr. IBANO. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. I am quoting from his testimony. 
On several occasions I was myself ordered by my supervisor to screen applicants 

for certain positions on the basis of race and sex. . . . In the spring of 1988, Recruit 
U.S.A. performed a follow-up for IBM-Japan. Accordingly, IBM-Japan placed an ad-
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vertisement in the Shushoku Joho and the resume forms were returned directly to 
Recruit U.S.A. for an initial screening. 

Our instructions for the screening were communicated to us by our supervisors, 
Mr. Ureshino and Mr. Kamimura. We were explicitly instructed to invite only 
Asians--only Asian-to interview. 

To prevent any misunderstanding, a memorandum entitled "IBM Project Confir
mation," that was written in Japanese, was taped to the wall directly opposite my 
desk by my supervisor, Mr. Ureshino. That memorandum specified that IBM sought 
to hire approximately 25 people in the interview sessions. 

Point one of that memo stated that applicants would only be considered if they 
were under 35 years old. Other job qualifications stated "foreigners were no 
good .... " 

The specifics of the policy were outlined in the next sentence which read-still in 
Japanese-"white people, black people, no. But second generation Japanese or 
others of Asian descent, okay." This memorandum remained taped to the wall until 
July 13, 1988 when I removed it. 

The instructions on that memo were followed and non-Asian applicants were 
screened out. They were sent letters explaining that the response to the advertise
ment had been overwhelming and that many qualified applicants could not be inter
viewed. This was not true. They were rejected because of their race and their race 
alone. 

This was the testimony in part of Mr. Schmidtberger 
How this happen? I mean, this is the most preposterous and out

rageous policy of discrimination on the basis of race, on the basis of 
age, I presume also since we have heard from others on the basis of 
religion, ethnic background. How did this happen? 

Mr. IBANO. Mr. Chairman, I will respond to that question. To tell 
the truth, when I saw that memo, I was very surprised and 
shocked. The memo is too stupid. 

Mr. LANTOS. You didn't know that was the policy? 
Mr. IBANO. No. Since ICI is a publishing company, we have strict 

guidelines not to violate any laws since we are distributing these 
magazines throughout the United States. We have told and we 
have advised our advertisers not to violate any American laws, es
pecially the antidiscrimination laws, even if the jobs were in Japan 
with a Japanese company, where American laws do not apply. But 
we have strict guidelines, so--

Mr. LANTOS. Well, you know, I am unimpressed by the guide
lines, and I will tell you why. Because testimony by some col
leagues at the San Francisco hearing sounded like the Bill of 
Rights, but their practices were the exact opposite. 

Paper is patient. You can put anything on a piece of paper. The 
problem is that if the practices are diametrically opposed to what 
you put on paper, we are dealing with practices which are discrimi
natory. 

Now, is it your testimony under oath, and you are under 
oath--

Mr. IBANO. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS [continuing]. That you had no idea that discriminato

ry practices were employed in this operation? You had no idea? 
Mr. IBANO. No idea. I have an idea about U.S. law and the U.S. 

antidiscrimination laws. I didn't know that this was bad, so as soon 
as I learned this happened, I was in New York and I flew to Los 
Angeles, and I asked our attorney to review all of the business 
practices, what happened in the Los Angeles office, and based on 
that review I fired that manager to whom Mr. Paul Schmidtberger 
reported within a month. That happened September 1988. After 
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that most of my time has been devoted to rectifying and remedying 
those situations. So, if you want to know the truth-- _ 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, what you are saying in your prepared state-. 
ment I have difficulty believing. What you are saying in your pre- -
pared statement is that instructions of IBM-Japan were misinter- .~• 
preted by Recruit's Los Angeles office manager. "' 

Mr. IBANO. Yes, sir. • 
Mr. LANTos. That is your sworn testimony. 
Mr. IBANO. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Did you see those instructions? 
Mr. IBANO. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. You saw them? 
Mr. IBANO. No. No. No. No, I am sorry, Mr. Chairman. I was told 

that the instructions from IBM-Japan were that the applicants 
must have the legal right to work in Japan in addition to the lan
guage-

Mr. LANTOS. Well, is there a Japanese law that prevents white 
people from working in Japan? 

Mr. IBANO. No. 
Mr. LANTOS. No. Is there a Japanese law that prevents black 

people from working in Japan? 
Mr. IBANO. No. 
Mr. LANTOS. Is there a Japanese law that prevents people over 

age 35 to work in Japan? 
Mr. IBANO. No. 
Mr. LANTOS. So complying with Japanese laws with respect to 

visa had nothing to do with these blatantly discriminatory provi
sions. So your testimony doesn't respond at all to the issue. 

Let me help you again because I am very anxious that your testi-
mony be accurate since you are under oath. 

Mr. IBANO. Yes. The memo was not instructions from IBM-Japan. 
Mr. LANTOS. I am sorry? 
Mr. IBANO. It is not the instructions from IBM-Japan to do that. 
Mr. LANTOS. It was not the instruction from IBM-Japan to do 

that. But your testimony says the LA manager misinterpreted 
IBM's instructions. 

Mr. IBANO. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Were those instructions in Japanese? 
Mr. IBANO. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Do you have a copy of those instructions? 
Mr. IBANO. Yes, I have here. 
Mr. LANTOS. Will you please read those instructions to yourself, 

and I will take your word for it, and tell me whether those instruc
tions are subject to misinterpretation? 

Mr. IBANO. Yes. This says "IBM Projects Confirmation," April 4, 
1988, at Tokyo, with the name of the list. 

Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Mr. IBANO. And No. 1, age. New graduate about up to 35 years. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, that is a clear case of age discrimination, is it 

not? 
Mr. IBANO. In the United States it is, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, you are operating in the United States. 
Mr. IBANO. Yes. But these hirings were jobs in Japan with Japa

nese corporations. 1 
·1 

l 
l 
j 
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Mr. LANTOS. But the process of finding these people, of screening 
them, of sending them on takes place by an American company, 
Japanese owned, in the United States; isn't that true? 

Mr. IBANO. I'm sorry. May I ask Walter Cochran-Bond to respond 
to that issue because I am not familiar with the law in that area? 

Mr. LANTOS. Will you identify yourself? 
Mr. CocHRAN-BoND. Yes. I am Walter Cochran-Bond. 
Mr. LANTOS. And who are you? 
Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. I am an attorney with the law firm Pros

kauer, Rose, Goetz & Mendelsohn. 
Mr. LANTOS. Yes. Were you sworn in when I swore. in the wit-

nesses? 
Mr. CoCHRAN-BOND. Yes, I was. 
Mr. LANTOS. Go ahead. 
Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. I'm not sure what question you are asking 

the witness right now. If it is an interpretation of how discrimina
tion laws apply--

Mr. LANTOS. No. My question is much simpler than that. In the 
prepared testimony he says that the Los Angeles manager misin
terpreted IBM's instructions. 

Mr. COCHRAN-BOND. Correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. All right. My question is, since he has the IBM in

structions in front of him, are those subject to misinterpretation. 
Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. Well, the instructions of or what you are re

ferring to as instructions is a memo that was written by a manager 
at Recruit U.S.A. 

Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. It was not written by IBM-Japan. When he 

is referring to a misinterpretation, what he is referring to is the 
point below, which is the second bullet point under No. 3, which 
talks about IBM's localization policy. 

As you can see, there is a mark on the side with a side comment. 
It is that side comment which says "white people, black people, 
no," as an interpretation over it. What we are referring to as mis
interpretation is taking IBM's localization policy, which was a 
policy to emphasize hiring of people from the locality where they 
are doing business, in this case in Japan, and interpreting that as 
meaning that white people or black people should not be hired. 

That was an editorial comment by the manager at Recruit U.S.A. 
It was an unfortunate comment and it gave rise to a fundamental 
change in the corporate policy with respect to--

Mr. LANTOS. Well, it was much more than an unfortunate com
ment. It was the policy on the basis of which hiring took place. It 
wasn't an aside like in a Moliere play. It wasn't that at all. It was 
pinned on the wall of the person who did the job, who was told no 
blacks and no whites can be hired. That wasn't a comment like 
"What a nice day?" 

Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. Right. But the question you posed and we 
are trying to get to is what do you mean by a misinterpretation. 
The distinction here is what IBM's policy was, which was a local
ization policy very similar to what you are advocating the Japanese 
companies engage in in the United States. And that we are talking 
about here as the misinterpretation is what was done by a Recruit 
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U.S.A. manager at that time in prescreening applicants before they 
were sent to the advertiser. And it was that action--

Mr. LANTOS. Why are you insisting on using the term "misinter
pretation." I mean, if the IBM memo said nothing about blacks and 
whites, this is not a misinterpretation. 

Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. Well, it is a distinction between the policy 
that was IBM-Japan's policy and the interpretation put on that 
policy by a Recruit U.S.A. manager. That is what we are referring 
to as a misinterpretation. 

Mr. LANTOS. I am not satisfied with the answer but I wish to 
move on. 

Why did Recruit destroy evidence and records? 
Mr. IBANO. Recruit did not destroy any evidence. 
Mr. LANTOS. Is that-
Mr. IBANO. Interplace-I was told that Interplace was--did that 

kind of destruction, but I am not been sure. Because at the time 
that happened I was told in May or June 1989, at that time there 
was no corporate relationship with Recruit and Interplace, between 
Interplace 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, if that is the case, why was it necessary for 
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to obtain a Feder
al court order requiring Recruit to stop destroying records and evi
dence? 

Mr. IBANO. That was Interplace, not Recruit U.S.A. 
Mr. LANTOS. Your predecessor agency. Was that your subsidiary? 
Mr. IBANO. Interplace was a subsidiary, until October 1988, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Did you have control over the operations of that 

subsidiary? 
Mr. IBANO. Yes. Interplace under Recruit was a 100-percent sub

sidiary of Recruit U.S.A. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, if it was a subsidiary of your company, you 

were responsible for its operations, why were they destroying 
records and evidence? 

Mr. IBANO. It happened after we sold that placement agency, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Now, your former employee, Mr. Schmidtberger, tes

tified that Transworld Recruit, which placed applicants in positions 
solely within the United States, not in Japan, used a coding system 
to identify job applicants by race, by sex, and by age, and coded 
personnel request forms were created to cater to the discriminatory 
wishes of the clients. 

How did that coding system come about? Was that also just a 
misunderstanding? 

Mr. IBANO. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, I have no knowledge of 
that coding. 

Mr. LANTOS. I am not asking whether you had knowledge or not. 
I am asking you to explain how in your company-it is not enough 
to say you didn't know about everything. That is not a satisfactory 
excuse. It is certainly not a satisfactory excuse in the Japanese cul
ture where peoele take responsibility for the actions of their un
derlings. So don t give me that. 

I am asking you how did the coding system come about? 
Mr. IBANO. I am sorry. I don't know. 
Mr. LANTOS. You never asked when you flew out and put an end 

to the practice? 

l 
! 
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Mr. IBANO. Yes. At the time I became aware of that fact I had no 
relationship with that company. 

Mr. LANTOS. I am sorry? 
Mr. IBANO. At the time I became aware of that coding, the facts 

of the coding, use of the coding system, the company had no rela
tionship with Interplace. 

Mr. LANTOS. I can't follow you. You flew out to Los Angeles, you 
say, and put an end to these practices. Is that your testimony, sir? 

Mr. IBANO. When I flew to Los Angeles, that was August 1988. At 
that time the coding system wasn't being discussed. 

Mr. LANTOS. When was the coding system discussed? The coding 
system which basically said no blacks, no Hispanics, when was that 
discussed? 

Mr. IBANO. It was May 1989. 
Mr. LANTOS. Excellent. Now, summarize for me that discussion. 

You said what and he said what. 
Mr. IBANO. In August 1988 when I learned about some business 

practice in our Los Angeles office-
Mr. LANTOS. What do you mean "some business practice"? 
Mr. IBANO. The memo. 
Mr. LANTOS. The practice which said no blacks, no whites, 

nobody above 35? 
Mr. IBANO. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Then what happened when you discovered that? 
Mr. IBANO. When I discovered that I asked the attorney, the 

third party, to get into the Los Angeles office to review all of the 
practices there, and I asked him to report back to me. Based on 
that attorney review I immediately fired the managers, and after 
that I ordered a revision of the employment practices in Los Ange
les office. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, was it your impression that your Los Angeles 
manager instituted these practices of blatant discrimination 
against blacks, against whites, against people over 35, whatever 
other category, on his own, or was he under the impression that he 
was doing the bidding of both his superiors and his clients? 

Mr. IBANO. His own, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. This came entirely from him? 
Mr. IBANO. His personal comments, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. No. I know these were his personal comments. But 

were these policies put in place in the knowledge that they reflect 
company policies or were they put in place in the knowledge that 
they are in violation of company policies? 

Mr. IBANO. Sir, this is not the corporate policy and has never 
been. 

Mr. LANTOS. So, your testimony under oath is that at all times 
you were under the assumption that no discriminatory practices of 
any kind against blacks, whites, Hispanics, women, people over 35 
were ever employed in the business under your command? 

Mr. IBANO. As far as I know, yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. You thought that blacks had just as much chance to 

be employed as anybody else? 
Mr. IBANO. We are, we have the policy to--
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Mr. LANTOS. I know you have written policies. The written poll-, 
cies are as good as the Bill of Rights. I am not talking about tht{ 
written policies. I am talking about the reality. " 

Was it your impression during this whole period that there were ' 
no discriminatory practices employed in your Los Angeles office? 

Mr. IBANO. No discriminatory practices. We have minorities and 
Americans and African-Americans. 

Mr. LANTOS. This all came as a total shock to you? 
Mr. IBAN0. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. It came as a total shock to you. 
Now, when it came as a total shock to you, did you reward Mr. 

Schmidtberger, who brought these discriminatory practices to your •• 
attention? 

Mr. IBANO. When I meet with Mr. Paul Schmidtberger he was 
about to leave to go to law school. So he resigned shortly after we 
met each other. 

Mr. LANT0S. Well, he was sick of these practices. He blew the 
whistle and he was sick of these practices. And he brought these 
practices to your attention, I take it? 

Mr. IBAN0. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. What did you tell him? Did you praise him for this 

action? 
Mr. IBAN0. Yes. I will consider about
Mr. LANTOS. I am sorry? 
Mr. IBAN0. I will consider those points. Those are the words that 

I remember I said to him. 
Mr. LANTOS. What did you do? Did you offer him a reward, a pro-

motion, a pat on the back? What did you do? 
Mr. IBANO. I'm sorry, sir? 
Mr. LANT0S. Were you happy that he did this? 
Mr. IBANO. No. I'm very surprised when I--
Mr. LANTOS. You were surprised. But were you happy or unhap-

py that these things came out? 
Mr. lBAN0. I was unhappy with--
Mr. LANTOS. You were very happy that these things came out? 
Mr. IBANO. Yes. I was sorry we had did that. 
Mr. LANTOS. And did you reward the employee who brought 

these things out? 
Mr. IBANO. He said he is about to leave. 
Mr. LANT0S. Yes. But you could have given him a big bonus, a 

severance bonus, for stopping you from continuing your illegal 
practices. 

Mr. IBANO. I wrote a letter to him. I am willing to write a refer
ence letter to anybody. But I didn't give any monetary reward. 

Mr. LANT0S. I would like to call on the distinguished chairman of 
the full committee, Chairman Conyers, who honors us with his 
presence, to make whatever observation he would like to make and 
to raise any question with any witness. 

Mr. CoNYERS. Well, thank you very much, Chairman Lantos. I 
just wanted to be here as the chairman of Government Operations 
to commend you and congratulate you on this ongoing series of 
hearings on discriminatory employment practices of companies . 
doing business in America. It is a very, very sensitive question, not 
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only in Detroit, MI, but among the members of the Congressional 
Black Caucus. 

And I apologize for this interruption to the witness as well as to l 
~~ I 

Mr. LANTOS. A verhy welcome interruption. ~• 
Mr. CoNYERS. We ave a crime bill being marked up in the Judi- ~ 

ciary Committee, and I just didn't want this hearing to go by with- , 
out me personally intervening for a moment to indicate the cause 'j · 
for concern in this area because of racial attitudes, cultural differ-
ences that exist between the Japanese and our country. And I want 
to put it very firmly on the record, I am not one of those counted 
as a Japan basher. I am very sensitive to the cultures of other 
people and I don't want this to be denigrated into an economic ri-
valry or anything like it. We have very different cultures, and no 
one is more appreciative of that than myself. 

But I talk to musicians and artists who travel now to Japan and 
things have been changing there, unfortunately. Where they were 
once welcomed with open arms, African-American artists, there are 
now restrictions even there. 

Your inquiry about companies, Japanese companies inside the 
United States raises the other side of that question. We in the Con
gressional Black Caucus had to go to former Prime Minister Yo
shuro Nakasone and the Finance Minister, Mishao Watanabe, be
cause of repeated comments that were biased and denigrating to 
people of color in this country. 

And so these are serious hearings exploring a serious misunder
standing on the part of Japanese entrepreneurs about what consti
tutes proper employment practice. For example, the idea of rigor
ous employment testing is one of the best traditions in Japanese 
commerce and industry, and yet in the American context these 
supposedly neutral practices may have a discriminatory effect on 
minorities and women and, in fact, violate Title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act. 

And so I have looked at. some of this testimony. I am going to 
review everything said here with extreme scrutiny. The Chairman 
of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has submitted 
studies showing the employment trends of foreign-owned compa
nies, including those owned by Japanese entrepreneurs or inves
tors, showing that African-Americans are employed in smaller 
numbers and that the Japanese company female work force is min
uscule in comparison to other employment statistics. That in the 
upper ranks of officials and managers African-Americans did even 
worse, and women didn't fare too well either. 

So this is an extremely sensitive hearing. I commend the way 
that you have conducted this. It is not a bashing expedition. The 
members of this subcommittee are proceeding in a way that adds 
importance and significance to employment attitudes in America 
which we are working on hard enough, goodness knows, where 
there are no foreign companies and investors. I mean we don't hold 
ourselves out as perfect on this subject by any means, but it is im
portant that these hearings continue on. And, I know this is maybe 
the first of a series that you have planned, and I want you to know 
you have my full support and I will be in attendance at the future 

· hearings of this kind. 
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Thank you very much for this intervention. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We are de

lighted you joined us. 
Continuing the subject of Mr. Schmidtberger's testimony, accord

ing to him he left Recruit because he was deeply offended at what 
he was asked to do, and he was increasingly frustrated with his in
ability to convince his supervisors to change. Now, in meetings 
with Recruit and their attorneys he detailed his objections to these 
discriminatory practices, but it appears that Recruit's primary in
terest was in getting back from Mr. Schmidtberger all the incrimi
nating documents and written communications that were in his 
possession. 

Why was that? 
Mr. IBANO. Mr. Chairman, I knew he was so frustrated when he 

raised those problems, so I flew from New York to Los Angeles. Be
cause I was a branch manager of Recruit U.S.A. in New York, I 
was not responsible for day-to-day business in the Los Angeles 
office, so-but I felt it was necessary to go there to meet--

Mr. LANTOS. But you were responsible for the general tenor of 
that office as the supervisor. You were responsible for the policies 
of that office, were you not? 

Mr. IBANO. Not in LA. 
Mr. LANTOS. I am sorry? 
Mr. IBANO. Not in Los Angeles. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, did Los Angeles report to you, or was Los An-

geles an independent entity? 
Mr. IBANO. No. It is a separate entity. 
Mr. LANTOS. Was it under your jurisdiction? 
Mr. IBANO. I was not the president at that time. I was the presi

dent from January 1989. 
Mr. LANTOS. I am not talking about you personally. I am talking 

about the New York office. Did Los Angeles report to the New 
York office? 

Mr. IBANO. No, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. It was totally independent? 
Mr. IBANO. Independent, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, then how did you have the right to go there 

and fire people and clean up their act if they were not under you? 
Mr. IBANO. The president of Recruit U.S.A. was in the Los Ange

les office. It is my understanding he had the responsibility to super
vise the operations there. 

Mr. LANTOS. I am not talking about day-to-day operations. I am 
talking about policies. 

Mr. IBANO. It was never a company policy to discriminate against 
any person. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, if the top man was in Los Angeles, explain to 
me how you flew to Los Angeles to straighten out his office. 

Mr. IBANO. I am sorry. Could you--
Mr. LANTOS. Yes. You are free to consult with your attorneys. I 

have no objections to that. But I will insist that you answer my 
question. 

You just said that there was a president of Recruit in Los Ange
les who was in charge. 

Mr. IBANO. Yes. 
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Mr. LANTOS. OK. Now, if there were problems in his office and 
that he was in charge, then he should have cleaned up their act, 
not you, and you had no business flying to Los Angeles. You had no 
business firing people if he was in charge. 

Mr. IBANO. It was independent, but I reported to the president 
and I know, soon as I knew that Mr. Paul Schmidtberger escalated 
his claim to the branch manager of the Los Angeles office to the 
president in Los Angeles, so I felt it my obligation to go there and 
to remedy and rectify the situation. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, it is not a question of your obligation. Were 
you responsible for the operation of that office? Were you above 
that office? 

Mr. IBANO. I was responsible for the New York office. 
Mr. LANTOS. You had nothing to do with Los Angeles? 
Mr. IBANO. No, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. Nothing? 
Mr. IBANO. No, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. But you had the right to fire people in Los Angeles? 
Mr. IBANO. I am sorry, sir? 
Mr. LANTOS. You had the right to fire people in the Los Angeles 

office? 
Mr. IBANO. I asked, I asked the president for the termination of 

that manager. And after asking for the termination of that manag
er, I asked the board of directors to ask for the resignation of the 
president. And after that, I took over the presidency the next year. 

Mr. LANTOS. Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to ex

plore the "what did you know and when did you know it" part of 
your testimony. You said that in August 1988 is when you found 
out about the screening practices, and upon finding out about it 
you put an immediate end to it. And yet you did not know about 
the coding system until later, until May 1989. And I am puzzled by 
that because it would seem that if you would find out in August 
1988 that there was this shocking practice where potential employ
ees would be screened in a discriminatory manner, did you not 
then ask what other potential problems might there be in these re
cruitment practices? Did you not ask, is there anything else that 
you are doing which might lend itself to discriminatory practices? 
Why did you know about the screening practices in August 1988 
and yet not know about the coding system used by Interplace by 
May 1989? Why did you not know about it immediately? Was there 
not any thorough investigation on your part to find out what other 
coding or screening practices might be in place? What accounts for 
those months of not knowing another system that is discriminatory 
that was being used? 

Mr. IBANO. Yes, ma'am. Those are two separate companies. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. I realize that. 
Mr. IBANO. So, when I learned the facts of the screenings-
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. One was Recruit and one was Interplace. 
Mr. IBANO. Interplace. Yes. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Right. 
Mr. IBANO. When I learned that screening problems in August 

1988, Mr. Paul Schmidtberger only raised the problem in that area. 
He didn't mention anything about the coding system. 

. I 
I 
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Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. I guess what I want to get at is not really a 
witness' responsibility to say we did this and we did this and we 
did that, and, gee, unless that witness tells us then, golly, we just 
have no idea. I realize that the witness was not talking about your 
other company and was not talking about your other discriminato
ry practice. But I don't think that the responsibility is on a witness 
who might have seen or not seen that, but rather I think the re
sponsibility is more accurately placed in your company. 

And what I am puzzled at, if you know that something terrible is 
happening in your-and let me speak as a Congresswoman. If I 
know that my employees might be doing something wrong in the 
Miami office, then it will make me think, well, gee, I wonder if in 
our DC office we are doing that too, even though they are two dif
ferent offices. 

In this case you are talking about two different companies, and it 
just puzzles me that the screening practice was so blatantly dis
criminatory and so shocking in the way that it was done, I would 
imagine that it would have caused you great concern and you 
would have looked at other companies and other types of practices. 

And I realize it wasn't brought to your immediate attention. I re
alize that. But I am wondering why you didn't do something to in
vestigate other discriminatory hiring practices. 

Mr. IBANO. Yes. We didn't have-I didn't have any responsibility 
about the Interplace because we sold that company in October 
1988. So there was no corporate relationship between Recruit and 
Interplace after that. 

So, if my answer is not enough, I am happy to ask Mr. Walter 
Cochran-Bond to answer about the Interplace issue, because this 
Interplace issue is still under investigation by the EEOC. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. OK. In August 1988 you knew about a screen
ing practices problem. 

Mr. IBANO. Yes. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. In August 1988 when you were still also with 

Interplace-correct? Because you said not until October 1988 did 
you sever that relationship? 

Mr. IBANO. Yes. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. In August 1988, could you show me any 

memo, any sort of communication that you might have put out 
saying to all of your companies, to all of these agencies, to all of 
your employees or with whom you have contracted, gee, this has 
just been brought to my attention. Do you practice any discrimina
tory-do you have any screening or coding practices or anything 
that would further violate employment laws? 

In other words, in August 1988 one problem was brought to your 
attention. What did you do as proactive to make sure that nothing 
like that is taking place anywhere else? 

Mr. IBANO. OK. I am sorry. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. In August 1988 when you still had Recruit as 

well? 
Mr. IBANO. Interplace 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Interplace When you still had Interplace, in 

August 1988, what did you do to make sure that you would know 
everything else that was wrong? 
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Mr. IBANO. I didn't have the responsibility for that company, In
terplace. 

Mr. LANTOS. Are you suggesting that you had no responsibility 
when you owned it and you had no responsibility when you didn't 
own it? Is that what you are saying? 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And the consent decree that you are talking 
about here is an agreement between the EEOC and ICI and Recruit 
and Interplace. I don't know when you owned it and when you 
didn't. But, if you are talking here about lnterplace and a coding 
system that was used, obviously you had something to do with In
terplace, because it is right here. If you have nothing to do with 
lnterplace, then why mention it? I assume that if you are talking 
about Interplace that at some point in time you had something to 
do with Interplace, and before you let go of that company you were 
aware of some discriminatory practices. What proactive steps did 
you take to make sure that no discriminatory practices would be in 
place in any of the companies that you had anything to do with? 
Or did you just wait until someone said, "Look what is going on," 
and then you said, "Well, gee. Maybe we should do something 
about it"? 

Mr. IBANO. As I told you, this is under the investigation by the 
EEOC. So may I ask Walter Cochran-Bond to answer instead of me, 
ma'am? 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. If he knows what you did. Otherwise, then he 
will say, "Gee, I don't know what you did." 

Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. Yes, I am aware of what happened here and 
I think the distinction that is being missed is we are talking about 
two corporate entities. We are talking about Recruit U.S.A. and we 
are talking about Interplace. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. I can hear that five more times if you want, 
but this is what I am going to say. 

Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. And you are asking--
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Sir, screening practices have to do with Re

cruit I am looking at this testimony. Coding system have to do with 
Interplace 

Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. Correct. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. OK. We have established that now for the 

third time. 
Mr. COCHRAN-BOND. Right. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Go ahead. 
Mr. COCHRAN-BOND. And what he has testified is that the investi

gation that he was engaged in in August 1988 went to the practices 
of Recruit U.S.A. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. That is exactly what I am saying. 
Mr. COCHRAN-BOND. You are asking why didn't he-
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. If you know something is wrong with one of 

your companies, with one, brand X, does it not--would a responsi
ble corporate entity not say to itself, "What else is going on in any 
other company that I might have something to do with"? 

Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. Well, it is easy to say with 20/20 hindsight 
at this hearing that maybe that is something that should have 
been done. The testimony is it was not done. The investigation was 
limited to practices at Recruit U.S.A., but they went beyond the 

I
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particular practice described by Mr. Schmidtberger and there was 
a complete revamping of the policies that affect that corporation. 

Mr. LANTOS. Will my colleague yield for a second? 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Were the two companies sharing offices? 
Mr. COCHRAN-BOND. I believe they were in proximity to each 

other; yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. What does that mean, in English? 
Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. That means that they were on the same 

floor of the same building. But they were separate corporations
Mr. LANTOS. Did they have the same entryway? 
Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. I believe they did have the same entryway. 
Mr. LANTOS. Same entryway. Might they have shared the same 

receptionist? 
Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. I do not know. 
Mr. LANTos. You do not know. How many people were employed 

in Los Angeles by both of these entities at this time? Approximate
ly. 

Mr. CocHRAN-BOND. Nobody at the table here knows that. 
Mr. LANTOS. Nobody at the table knows. 
Did lnterplace have 100 employees or more? 
Mr. IBANO. No, I don't think so. 
Mr. LANTOS. Did it have 20 employees or more? 
Mr. IBANO. I don't know. Maybe 20 to 30. 
Mr. LANTOS. And how many did Recruit have in Los Angeles at 

the time? About? 
Mr. IBANO. About, I think less than 10 people there. 
Mr. LANTOS. Less than 10 people. 
Mr. IBANO. So altogether we are talking about a small office of 25 

to 35 people. 
Mr. LANTOS. Was there dialog among the employees of these two 

entities? 
Mr. IBANO. Sir, since I was in New York--
Mr. LANTOS. I am not asking "you." You know, don't personalize 

this. We are talking about a corporate violation. We are talking 
about corporate policies which are obnoxious, revolting and dis
criminatory. So don't constantly defend yourself. 

Did these people of these two Japanese-owned companies talk to 
each other? 

Mr. IBANO. I don't know, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. You don't know. Were they in the same office? 
Mr. IBANO. I think they resided, you know, they located in the 

separate office. 
Mr. LANTOS. On the same floor? 
Mr. IBANO. Separate rooms. Even if they-
Mr. LANTOS. Separate rooms. 
Mr. lBANO. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Were these rooms locked or were the doors open? 
Mr. IBANO. I don't know. 
Mr. LANTOS. I don't know. 
Well, the impression the subcommittee is getting and the irrita

tion the subcommittee is expressing is your attempt to hide behind 
a corporate structure which doesn't deal with the issues that we 
are probing at all. 
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I thank my colleague. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you. So, in summary, then when you 

were made aware of the screening practices by Recruit U.S.A., that 
were done by Recruit U.S.A. in August 1988, you did not inquire as 
to other discriminatory practices which might have been in place 
in any other company that you have? 

Mr. IBANO. Correct. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. In other words, there could have been, per

haps, even an entry fee system where you charged so much dollars 
for a black or a Hispanic or a woman, and, gee, unless some wit
ness testifies about that system, you would not have known? In 
other words, you did nothing proactively to ask about other dis
criminatory practices in any of your other companies? 

There is no screening or coding system in place now, you say, for 
any of these companies? There is no code for language, for race, for 
nationality? 

Mr. IBANO. No coding system at Recruit U.S.A. No screening 
now; and I am sure, since it is a separate company, no coding 
system, I believe; and no discriminatory practices. Recruit U.S.A. 
has fully complied with American law and especially the employ
ment law. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Now, getting back to that memo from IBM
Japan where you had referred to localization. I think that was the 
phrase that was used. And it seems that your version of the story 
is that the local manager interpreted that memo to be reading as 
no blacks, no women, no Hispanics, no one over 35. What is it that 
you mean by localization? What does that memo say that it would 
lend itself to that misinterpretation? 

Mr. IBANO. This is not a memo from IBM-Japan This memo was ,, 
written by one manager of Recruit U.S.A.'s Los Angeles office. And 1 1 
I reviewed that document, this memo, and these notes indicate that ; 
IBM-Japan had a localization policy, which means that it preferred 
to hire persons from the local country in which it did business. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. OK. Now I think that we referred to a memo 
from IBM-Japan; correct? 

Mr. IBANO. No. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. No? 
Mr. IBANO. No, ma'am. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. There was no memo from IBM-Japan. What 

is it about the localization issue that you are discussing? What lo
calization? You preferred to hire people who were familiar with the 
locale, that means that are Japanese or speak Japanese. I don't un
derstand what localization means. 

Mr. IBANO. Honestly speaking, I don't know about that, you 
know, particular companies' internal policy. But this memo says, 
this memo was written by Recruit U.S.A.'s Los Angeles manager 
and this is maybe his misinterpretation. It says in the parenthesis 
"IBM's current rule and policy" and it says "IBM's localization.'' 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. What was that again? Could you repeat that? 
Mr. IBANO. It says "IBM's localization policy." I am not sure if 

the interpretation is correct or not. And because of that "foreigners 
are no good," it says. 

Mr. COCHRAN-BOND. If it might help, what he is referring to is 
the second bullet under No. 3 on the memo there is a phrase in 
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parentheses there, and it is that phrase right there that refers to a 
localization policy. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. OK. This consent decree between the EEOC 
and the ICI, ICI was ordered by the EEOC to hold seminars and 
that was because ICI was found to be in violation of what? And 
what is your interpretation of the type of punishment by EEOC? 
Do you consider it as punishment or a way of helping you improve 
your business dealings? 

Mr. IBANO. The consent decree requires ICI to sponsor two semi
nars in Japan to educate the Japanese executives and managers. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Why did the EEOC do this? As a result of 
what? 

Mr. IBANO. May I ask Walter Cochran-Bond because he repre
sented us in the negotiations with the EEOC especially about this 
consent decree? May I? 

Mr. LANTOS. We will hear your explanation after the committee 
goes and casts a vote. We have a live vote. 

The subcommittee will be in recess for 10 minutes. 
[Recess taken.] 
Mr. LANTOS. The subcommittee will resume. 
Your associate had a comment. I think that was the last thing. 
Mr. COCHRAN-BOND. Yes. I believe when we broke a question was 

asked about the portion of the consent decree that was entered into 
between the EEOC and International Career Information, Inc. 

Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Mr. COCHRAN-BOND. And the provision in that consent decree for 

training seminars. 
This was a proposal that was raised very early in negotiations by 

the EEOC. It was my understanding that the EEOC raised this par
ticular provision for a consent decree because they wanted to do 
something more than deal with the individual cases of discrimina
tion that it felt it was pursuing in this case. It was looking for a 
way to do some affirmative action to avoid potential future discrim
ination. It saw ICI as an information company, which it is. It saw 
Recruit as a company that has an expertise in the employment 
area. So it asked us to sponsor two seminars in Japan for Japanese 
executives or managers, to inform them of equal employment op
portunity laws in the United States, with the hope that this would 
be a beneficial educational experience and a way to inform Japa
nese managers about the laws that they attempt to enforce in the 
United States. 

Mr. LANTOS. Congressman Shays. 
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Ibano, I appreciate you being here. I would think it would be 

somewhat difficult to respond to a lot of questions that are very 
sensitive and not in your native tongue. I appreciate your ability to 
keep up with us. The last thing I want to do is put you in a posi
tion where you may cite something, particularly since you're under 
oath, that with hindsight you may not feel is precise as you want it 
to be. 

I just would like to start with the testimony we received from 
Paul Schmidtburger, and that's really one of the reasons why 
you're here, a former employee who has been discussed. It was in 
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ur first hearing, and now this is our third hearing. I'm just going 
read three paragraphs. 

I worked for Recruit U.S.A. from November, 1987 to August, 1988. Recruit 
.S.A.'s primary function was to locate Japanese-English bilingual job applicants 
r positions in Japan. Those positions were with both Japanese companies and 

erican companies in Japan. 
A second corporation called Transworld Recruit shared office space with Recruit 
.S.A. and placed applicants in positions solely within the United States. At Recruit 
communicated with my supervisors and coworkers almost exclusively in Japanese. 
just would make reference to the fact that Transworld Recruit shared office space 
"th Recruit U.S.A. 
The first discriminatory practice concerns a coding system that Transworld Re

ruit used to identify job applicants by race, sex and age. When prospective employ
rs requested applicants or temporary employees of a specific race, sex or age, 

answorld Recruit used a code system to communicate those requests within the 
ffice and/or written personnel request forms." It's a fairly simple process of the 
oding that I don't need to get into, other than to say it said "Talk to Adam" or 
'Meet with Adam," and if a woman were to be hired, the code word would read 
'Talk to Eve." 

This is the last paragraph. Then he said: 
The second discriminatory practice concerns applicant screening within Recruit 
.S.A., my own division. On several occasions I was myself ordered by my supervi
r to screen applicants for certain positions on the basis of their race and sex. 

Now, in this country, it would be and is illegal to discriminate 
based on race, religion, sex, and national origin or even age. It is 
my understanding in Japan there are no such restrictions, that you 
could decide to hire someone in Japan for a Japanese company. 

If you were in Japan hiring for a company in Japan, would you 
be allowed to discriminate based on race, religion, sex, national 
origin or age? ii 

Mr. IBANO. I'm sorry, sir. As I stated in my statement, I have had ;1 

no experience working in Japan for a Japanese company. The only :I 
company I worked for was a subsidiary of an American company. '.'1 

Mr. SHAYS. I understand that. Are you an American citizen or a 
Japanese citizen? • 

Mr. IBANO. I'm a Japanese citizen. , ,1 

Mr. SHAYS. I think most Americans know our own law, so I'm , 'I 
going to ask you as a citizen of Japan. Are you allowed to discrimi- r' 
nate based on race, religion, sex, national origin or age? 

Mr. IBANO. In general, to the best of my knowledge, I don't think 
there's that kind of discrimination in Japan. 

Mr. SHAYS. No, that's not the question I asked, sir. I'm not going 
to be very difficult on you. I've got a few questions, and I think we 
have other people to ask questions. But what I'm asking is-and I 
think in the end I'm just going to be making a point with this
you're a Japanese citizen and you're in Japan, are you protected 
from discrimination based on race, religion, sex, national origin or 
age? Are there discrimination laws that would prevent this kind of 
discrimination? 

Mr. IBANO. I'm sorry, I'm not competent to answer that. In gen
eral, to the best of my knowledge, somewhere in the constitution 
there is that kind of statement, that people shouldn't be discrimi
nated by such kind of categories. 

Mr. SHAYS. I'm just going to have to say we're not starting off on 
a good track because, being a Japanese citizen, you are someone 
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who is involved in recruiting. It would seem to me that you would 
know this, even if second hand you would know it. 

It seems to me the issue we're having to deal with is, in Japan, 
there can be discrimination-in fact, there is-and it's not illegal. 
The question we have is-in fact, I think there's even a Supreme 
Court case that says if an American is working for a United States 
firm in Japan, he is not protected by the laws that we have in the 
United States against discrimination and can, in fact, be discrimi
nated against by even an American company in Japan, and that 
the American company is not inhibited by our own laws here. 

Now, what makes your circumstance different is that you work 
in this country and your company comes under our laws, even if 
you are, in fact, hiring for overseas. Therefore, you and your com
pany are not allowed to discriminate on any of these categories. 

It seems to me that the challenge for your company, or any com
panl, is not giving in to a company in Japan that feels since they 
don t have this restriction in Japan, they're going to ask you to 
find an American to work there, but maybe not a woman or a 
black. That's totally illegal. 

The question I want to ask you-how many years have you now 
worked for Recruit U.S.A.? 

Mr. IBANO. Five years, sir. 
Mr. SHAYS. This is not to build drama but just to remind you 

that what I'm asking is very serious. I know you're under oath. 
Has your company discriminated in the process of hiring? Besides 
this circumstance, which you say was a misinterpretation of what 
IBM had asked for, with this particular application process in 
which it basically said, "White people, black people no,' and then 
it said "But second generation Japanese-Americans, Asians, okay." 

Aside from this experience, and aside from Recruit's willingness 
to go along, because, in fact, it did go along with this process, has 
your company been asked by either American or Japanese compa
nies in Japan to discriminate in the process of hiring? Not whether 
you agreed to it, but whether you were asked to do it. 

Mr. IBANO. Generally, it is my understanding in Japan it is not 
illegal to ask for age and race, sex, but it is general knowledge. In 
our case I think we have strict guidelines not to violate any Ameri
can law, especially the employment law. We have had guidelines 
from the very beginning, from 1985. 

Mr. SHAYS. This is a grand experiment that we have in this coun
try. We have gone back only a few years ago and we did not have 
these laws. There was very obvious discrimination. We don't have 
discrimination to the same extent. We, in fact, are legislating mo
rality and in large measure succeeding. But the question I was 
really asking you, though, was not whether-because you've now 
answered my question that I asked earlier, this last answer-but 
what I'm asking you is, have you been asked by Japanese compa
nies in Japan, or American companies in Japan, to discriminate 
either based on religion, sex, national origin, race or age? 

Mr. IBANO. No, sir. 
Mr. SHAYS. So you've never been asked to do that? 
Mr. IBANO. No, sir. 
Mr. SHAYS. Let me just ask you, are you clear on what my ques

tion was? 
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Mr. IBANO. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. Why don't you say, rather than "no, sir," why don't 

you just explain it in a full sentence so that I'm clear you under
stand. 

Mr. IBANO. Yes, I understand. 
Mr. SHAYS. No, I don't mean it that way. [Laughter.] 
I want to know what that "no" applies to. Is it no, you have 

never been asked by any U.S. company? I want you to say that, if 
you would, if that's the case. I just don't want to look back at the 
transcript later and someone say he didn't understand what "no" 
and "yes" was applying to. 

Mr. IBANO. Yes, I will try to do that. 
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you. Would you do it now? Describe to me the 

question. Well, this is a communication problem we're having now. 
It's my fault and not your fault. 

What I'm asking you to do is to-you have made a statement 
that I, frankly, have a hard time believing, because it is not illegal 
in Japan to discriminate. So it would not surprise me that a Japa
nese firm would ask you to discriminate in hiring someone in 
Japan. It wouldn't surprise me. It would concern me if an Ameri
can company did that more, because they know it is clearly wrong 
in this country to do that. 

But what you have said to me, I think, is that your company, to 
your knowledge, other than this so-called miscommunication with 
IBM, to the best of your knowledge you have never had an Ameri
can company overseas, or a Japanese company in Japan, ask you to 
discriminate or ask you to take note of the person's age, or not hire 
a black or not hire someone older. And you said yes, that's correct, 
I've never had that happen. 

I want you to say it in a full sentence what you've never had 
happen. 

Mr. IBANO. Since I'm the president of this company-
Mr. SHAYS. Since 1989. 
Mr. IBANO [continuing]. From January 1989, we have had strict 

guidelines for our advertisers not to violate any American law, es
pecially the employment law, and also I'm not involved in the day
to-day operations of that publication nor the call from our advertis
ers. If that case happened, our employees should tell them not 
to--

Mr. SHAYS. I understand that. That's why I'm happy I've asked 
this question. I understand that this is your policy, and I accept
because there's no evidence to the contrary-that you do not dis
criminate, that this is a thing of the past. I accept that because 
there's no testimony that I'm aware of that would contradict that, 
though this is pretty shocking, as I think you would agree, based 
on our own law. 

What I'm asking you, though-and as president of the company, 
I assume you get involved in the company and you're aware of re
quests that are made of your company. I asked the question have 
you ever been requested to discriminate, not whether you agree to 
do it-that's a different issue. I'll come to that later. That was 
going to be my next question. But you're telling me you weren't. 

Mr. IBANO. To my best knowledge, I think I haven't had any such 
orders from the advertiser. 

I ' ; 

I, 

' 
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Mr. SHAYS. You've never had anyone make a request to you to 
hire based on age, based on race, since 1989? You're not aware of 
your company ever having that request? Is that true? 

Mr. IBANO. Yes, it is true. 
Mr. SHAYS. OK. And you're aware of the question I'm asking 

here? 
Mr. IBAN0. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. Let me just end by this last question. When I read 

Paul Schmidtburger's statement, he said "A second corporation 
called Transworld Recruit shared office space with Recruit U.S.A. 
and placed applicants in positions solely within the United States." 
My sense is that sharing office space is not necessarily being on the 
same office floor. To me, it implies administrative sharing of maybe 
computers, maybe the sharing of desks sometimes, maybe sharing 
the phones. 

Did, in fact, that kind of sharing take place? This is not a trick 
question but it's one you had better answer accurately. 

Mr. IBAN0. Again, since I was in New York, I am not famil
iar--

Mr. SHAYS. No, no. The reason why that doesn't wash is that you 
had your company, Recruit U.S.A., also located in California as 
well. So that doesn't wash with me. I guess I should let you finish, 
but I would prefer you to-please finish. 

Mr. IBAN0. Yes, I knew that they shared office and they shared 
the receptionist, but I don't know farther than that, whether they 
shared the computers or the administration. I don't know, sir. 

Mr. SHAYS. We have other witnesses, but given that, it's just very 
hard for me to appreciate that you did not have any control over 
their operations. I thank you for being here. 

I would tell you that I'm convinced that this committee will con
tinue to pursue this. I have to believe there's going to be major 
changes in the way Japanese companies view their responsibilities 
in this country. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much. 
We will now hear from Mr. Keiji Matsushima, president of DCA 

Advertising. Mr. Matsushima, we are pleased to have you. Your 
very lengthy prepared statement will be entered in the record in 
its entirety. I would very much appreciate it if you could briefly 
summarize your statement so we can get to our questions. 

STATEMENT OF KEIJI MATSUSHIMA, PRESIDENT, DCA ADVERTIS-
ING, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY C. RAY FREEMAN, EXECUTIVE 
VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and members 
of the subcommittee. 

Mr. LANT0S. Would you bring the mike close to you. 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. On behalf of DCA Advertising, I welcome this 

opportunity to testify before the Employment and Housing Sub
committee on the very important subject of employment practices 
and policies of Japanese companies operating in the United States. 

I wish to advise the subcommittee that I have brought a transla
tor to assist me if the need arises--
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Mr. LANTOS. Very good. 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA [continuing]. In responding to the subcommit

tee's questions, in order to assure that my testimony is not hin
dered by language barriers. 

At the outset, I should inform the subcommittee that I have been 
in my present position only since August of this year. Prior to that 
time, I was employed by Dentsu in Tokyo, Japan. With me at this 
hearing today is Mr. C. Ray Freeman, executive vice president and 
chief operating officer of DCA. Mr. Freeman is familiar with the 
circumstances surrounding a September 6-

Mr. LANTOS. Forgive me for interrupting you, but are you plan-
ning to read all 14 pages, because my request-

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. No, no, just a few--
Mr. LANTOS. Just a summary. 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. So bear with me. 
A September 6, 1990, work force reduction at DCA. Because I 

have only limited personal knowledge about this, and many of the 
other issues of concern to the subcommittee, Mr. Freeman will be 
present to enable me to respond as fully as possible to the subcom
mittee's inquiries and to answer any questions the subcommittee 
may wish to pose to him. 

Without attempting to reiterate my written statement, I would 
like to highlight the following points. First, as is demonstrated by 
the data we have provided to the subcommittee, the majority of 
DCA's top management is American. Specifically, two of DCA's 
three executive vice presidents are Americans. All of DCA's five 
senior vice presidents 'lre Americans. DCA also has six American 
vice presidents, and DCA also employs Americans in numerous 
other positions at all levels of the agency. 

We believe we have been very successful in integrating American 
employees into senior executive positions at DCA. However, like 
many companies in the United States and worldwide, we recognize 
that we need to continue to work diligently toward integrating 
more women into the senior executive ranks. We believe the need 
to do so is recognized today in virtually all industries and profes
sions. 

Second, DCA's practices and policies are fully consistent with all 
applicable laws and are set forth in the employee manual, a copy of 
which is given to each employee. 

Third, DCA's hiring, promotion, and other employment decisions 
are made without regard to race, sex, national origin or other fac
tors prohibited by applicable law. 

Fourth, DCA, like many overseas subsidiaries of American and 
foreign companies, employs some staff from its parent company, al
though these individuals are employees of DCA while they are 
working in the United States. As the data we have provided to the 
subcommittee demonstrates, those individuals are "expatriate ex
ecutives" and make up a very small percentage of our overall staff. 
Specifically, there are currently 10 expatriate executives at DCA, 
or 8 percent of DCA's total of 124 employees. 

Finally--

I, 
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Mr. LANTOS. What percentage are Japanese of your executive 
level employees? 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Excuse me, sir? 
Mr. LANTOS. You say that 8 percent of your employees are Japa

nese citizens. 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. I would say just 8 percent are expatriate ex

ecutives, which are sent from Dentsu. 
Mr. LANTOS. That's correct. What percentage do they represent 

of your executive managerial level employees? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Excuse me. 
[Mr. Matsushima conferring with Mr. Freeman.] 
Mr. LANTOS. You have a total number of employees of 124. How 

many of those do you consider top level employees, executive level 
employees? 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Executive level employees at 40 percent. 
Mr. LANTOS. Forty percent is just not very realistic. There is no 

company that has 40 percent executive level employees. 
Of the top 10 employees, how many are Japanese? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. The top 10-1 would say 8 officers, and 3 out of 

the 8 are Japanese. Five are Americans. 
Mr. LANTOS. And the next layer? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Next, there are 14 executive levels, and I 

would say 8 of the 14 are Americans and 6 are Japanese-I mean, 
40 percent are Japanese. 

Mr. LANTOS. So what your figures show is that, overall, the Japa-
nese employment is 8 percent, but at the top level it is almost half. 

Please go ahead. 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. I would like to explain about that. 
Expatriates means they are sent from Dentsu and that they are 

not always occupied at the top level. They are sometimes at the su
pervisory level. 

I would like to finish my statement, if you don't mind. 
Mr. LANTOs. Please. 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Finally, as is detailed in my written statement, 

DCA's September 1990 work force reduction was undertaken for le
gitimate, nondiscriminatory, and business reasons. This work force 
reduction was planned and implemented by senior American man
agement, including American department heads of DCA. 

The very fact that DCA has so many American executives, and 
that these American executives initially selected the employees 
who would be discharged in the work force reduction, belies any 
claim that the employees were discharged because of their national 
origin. 

In closing my brief oral remarks, let me state again that DCA is 
committed to equal employment opportunity. We are proud of our 
progress to date in achieving a diversified American staff. We will 
continue our efforts to do so. 

Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Matsushima follows:] 
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My name is Keiji Matsushima. I am President and Chief 

Executive Officer of OCA Advertising Inc. ("OCA"). 

At the outset, I should inform the Subcommittee that I 

have been in my present position only since August of this year. 

Prior to that time, I was employed by Dentsu Inc. in Tokyo, 

Japan. 

I am joined at the Subcommittee hearing today by c. Ray 

Freeman, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of 

OCA. Mr. Freeman is familiar with the circumstances surrounding 

a September 6, 1990 workforce reduction at OCA, to which I will 

refer later in my testimony. 

On behalf of OCA, I welcome this opportunity to testify 

before the Employment and Housing Subcommittee on the very 

important subject of the employment practices and policies of 

Japanese companies operating in the United States. 

In a letter dated July 10, 1991 and addressed to my 

predecessor, Mr. Toshio Naito, Subcommittee Chairman Tom Lantos 

asked OCA to address three primary issues. They are: 

1. "The nationalities and gender of [OCA's] personnel 

in the United States, broken down according to major occupational 

categories, such as clerical, supervisory, etc.•. 

2. "The number of Japanese nationals employed by 

[DCA's] parent company in Japan who are working in [DCA's] United 

States operations, on average, at any one time, and how long 

their tenure is in this country.• 

-2-
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3. "[DCA's] policies pertaining to promotions and 

permanence of employment as they relate to American and Japanese 

employees.• 

In a letter dated July 26, 1991 addressed to me, 

Subcommittee Chairman Lantos asked DCA to address a fourth issue, 

as follows: 

4. "[P]lease provide the number of individuals in 

officer and executive positions, identified by gender and 

nationality.• 

Before specifically addressing these issues, I would 

like to describe briefly DCA's history and employment policies 

and practices in general. 

BACKGROUND: DCA ADVERTISING INC, 

DCA Advertising Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Dentsu Inc., which is headquartered in Tokyo, Japan. Dentsu Inc. 

("Dentsu") is an international advertising agency and 

communications corporation. 

DCA Advertising Inc. is an advertising agency that was 

incorporated in the United States in late 1986. OCA's main 

office is in New York, New York. DCA also has a small office in 

Los Angeles, California. DCA currently has 124 employees, the 

vast majority of whom are located in its New York City office. 

Since its inception, it has been the goal of DCA to 

hire qualified local (hereinafter referred to as "American") 

staff whenever possible, and to promote qualified staff members 

-3-
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to fill higher level vacancies as they occur. We believe it is 

significant in this regard that the majority of DCA's top 

management is American. For example, two of DCA's three 

Executive Vice Presidents are Americans. Specifically, DCA's 

Executive Vice President and Chief operating Officer is an 

American; as is DCA's Executive Vice President, Chief Financial 

and Administrative Officer (who is also a member of DCA '.s Board 

of Directors), In addition, all of DCA's five Senior Vice 

Presidents are American. Three of these Senior Vice Presidents 

also head DCA's three major departments (Account Services, 

creative, and Media); the fourth is the General Manager of DCA's 

Los Angeles office; and the fifth is head of Market Research and 

Planning for DCA, DCA also has six Vice Presidents who are 

Americans. In addition, DCA employs Americans in numerous other 

positions at all levels of the agency. This information responds 

generally to questions 1 and 4 asked by the Subcommittee. A more 

detailed response to those questions is provided later in my 

testimony, and in Exhibit A to this statement. 

JAPANESE NATIONALS WORKING AT DCA 
The second question the Subcommittee has asked DCA is 

to provide "[t]he number of Japanese nationals employed by 

[DCA's) parent company in Japan who are working in [DCA's) United 

States operations, on average, at any one time, and how long 

their tenure is in this country.• 
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On occasion, DCA has requested its parent company, 

Dentsu Inc., to send a Dentsu executive to work for a period of 

time at DCA, to perform key functions in connection with DCA's 

business. DCA refers to these individuals (who become DCA 

employees while they are working in the United States) as 

"expatriate executives". Consistent with DCA's goal of hiring 

qualified local staff, the percentage of such Japanese 

"expatriate" executives has remained low. Specifically, there 

are currently 10 Japanese "expatriate" executives at DCA (or 8% 

of DCA's total staff); and this number has remained virtually 

constant throughout DCA's history. The average length of stay of 

·such "expatriate" executives in the United States is 

approximately three to four years. 

We note in this regard that it is a common practice for 

American corporations to send certain of their key executives to 

work in the overseas subsidiaries of such American corporations; 

just as it is customary for many foreign companies to send some 

of their key executives to work in their United States 

subsidiaries. We believe that most such corporations, whether 

American or foreign, have followed this practice because they 

have a legitimate need for certain experienced executive 

personnel from the parent company to work in their overseas 

subsidiaries, in order to represent the parent's interests; 

facilitate communication with the parent; and perform key 

functions for which they have particular expertise. 

-5-
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In our case, the "expatriate executives" who work at 

DCA bring with them a familiarity with Dentsu's organization, 

operations, and way of doing business; and transmit Dentsu's 

commitment to and interpretation of "communications excellence" 

(which is Dentsu's slogan). Because DCA is an independent 

corporation whose operations are conducted separately from 

Dentsu's, there is only a small number of "expatriate executives" 

at DCA. However, DCA's autonomy makes it even more important 

than might be the case in other corporations that there be at DCA 

a small group of experienced, key executives supplied by Dentsu 

who are familiar with Dentsu and who can keep the interests of 

DCA's sole shareholder, Dentsu, at heart. 

~s WORKFORCE STATISTICS 
Exhibit A to this submission sets forth, in response to 

the Subcommittee's first request, the nationalities and gender of 

DCA's personnel in the United states, broken down according to 

major occupational categories. 

As is set forth in more detail in Exhibit A, DCA 

currently employs 124 persons. Of those 124, 91 (or 73.41) are 

Americans; 1 13 (or 10.51) are of Chinese, Indian, or Hispanic 

national origin; and the remaining 20 (or 16.11) are of Japanese 

With the exception of documentation required by law for 
resident aliens and Japanese nationals working in the United 
states pursuant to visas, and other information collected 
pursuant to the imaigration laws, DCA does not maintain records 
regarding employees' national origin. Therefore, information 
provided in this written statement regarding national origin is 
in many cases based on DCA's "best guess" as to employees' 
national origin. 
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national origin (10 of these 20 are "expatriate executives"). 

! ·., DCA 's 91 American employees fall into the following general 

occupational categories: 22 clerical employees; 34 professional 

employees; 22 supervisory/managerial employees; 8 executives; and 

5 officers. 

Exhibit A to this submission also sets forth, in 

response to the Subcommittee's fourth request, the number of 

individuals employed by OCA in officer and executive positions, 

identified by gender and nationality. As is set forth in further 

detail in Exhibit A, DCA's staff includes 8 officers2 and 15 

executives who are not elected officers. Of these 8 officers, 5 

are Americans; and 3 are Japanese (all of these 3 are "expatriate 

executives"). Of DCA's 15 non-officer executives, 8 are 

Americans; and 7 are Japanese (4 of those 7 are "expatriate 

executives"). One of these 7 Japanese executives is a female. 

We believe we have been very successful in integrating 

American employees into senior level executive positions at OCA. 

However, like many companies in the United States and worldwide, 

we recognize that we need to continue to work diligently toward 

integrating more women into the senior executive ranks. We 

believe that the goal of increasing the representation of women 

in senior-level positions is recognized as desirable and 

necessary today in virtually all industries and professions, 

including advertising. 

"Officers", as used here, means elected officers of 
OCA. 

-7-
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EMPLOYMENT POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES 

We respond below to the Subcommittee's third question, 

regarding DCA's "policies pertaining to promotions and permanence 

of employment as they relate to American and Japanese employees,• 

From its creation, it has been the policy of DCA to 

make all employment decisions (including those relating to 

hiring, promotion, training, and other terms and conditions of 

employment) without regard to a person's race, color, national 

origin, sex, age, disability, religion, marital status, or sexual 

preference, based on qualifications to perform the required work. 

In this regard, DCA's Employee Manual (a copy of which is 

distributed to all employees) states: 

"EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

It is our firm belief that all qualified 
persons regardless of race, color, religion, 
sex, national origin, marital status, sexual 
preference, age, or disability are entitled 
to equal employment opportunity. At DCA 
Advertising this commitment applies to all 
job related decisions including recruiting, 
hiring, training, promotions, and other terms 
and conditions of employment as well as all 
other personnel actions and programs. 

We believe our employees have a right to 
enjoy a work environment free of 
discrimination, including sexual harassment 
in any of its forms. 

Any alleged violation of the above policy 
should be reported immediately to the 
Personnel Manager where an investigation of 
the circumstances will be conducted.• 

DCA scrupulously adheres to this policy and unequivocally denies 

that it has ever discriminated against any U.S. employee. 

-8-
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As an American company, DCA recognizes its obligation 

to comply with applicable United States laws. DCA's "expatriate• 

executives, as guests in the United States, also understand that 

they are individually obliged to adhere to local laws, and are 

co-it.tad to doing so. In sum, DCA takes seriously its 

co-itment to observe applicable laws, and to conduct its 

operations as a good "corporate citizen.• 

our belief in the concept of "equal employment 

opportunity• stems not only from the desire to follow the law, 

but also from the overriding conviction that equal employment 

opportunity makes good business sense. In order to be effective 

in the advertising industry, we think that any advertising agency 

must strive to hire and promote the best-qualified persons 

available for agency jobs. DCA has made a substantial investment 

in the United states and has created jobs here, up to and 

including senior executive jobs. We believe that the only way 

DCA or any other company can be successful in the United States 

is by seeking the best-qualified workforce, consistent with 

relevant laws. 

The Subco-ittee has also asked about DCA's policies 

concerning "permanence of employment.• Like most employers in 

the United States today, DCA has an "employment at will" policy; 

and it is not DCA policy to guarantee continued employment. 

DCA's written policies expressly disavow any such representation 

or understanding. 
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To the extent that Dentsu Inc. chooses to release one 

of its employees for overseas assignment, it is reasonable to 

determine the projected length of such an individual's overseas 

assignment in advance. This is not a matter of preferential 

treatment, but simply reflects the reality that it is not cost

effective or practical to relocate an executive overseas for only 

a short or unknown period of time. However, the jobs of 

"expatriate" executives at DCA, like those of DCA's American 

staff, are not "guaranteed". "Expatriate" executives also know 

that their stay at DCA will be of limited duration. 

"Expatriate" executives are compensated in accordance 

·with an expatriate compensation formula. Again, this does not 

reflect preferential treatment, but rather is designed to 

compensate these persons for the added expenses of relocating 

overseas. Indeed, we understand that it is a common practice for 

American companies as well to provide an "expatriate compensation 

package" for their employees who are sent on overseas assignment. 

SEPTEMBER 1990 WORKFORCE 
REDUCTION AT DCA 

On September 6, 1990, DCA had a workforce reduction. 

This DCA-wide reduction in force was undertaken for legitimate, 

non-discriminatory, and business-related reasons. Specifically, 

the workforce reduction was attributable to a number of factors. 

First, it had become apparent that the sluggish economy in the 

United states was eroding advertising expenditures, and thus 

advertisirtg agency growth. DCA faced reduced client advertising 

expenditures, and also faced a substantial projected operating 

-10-
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loss for its fiscal year 1990 (Aprill, 1990 through March 31, 

1991). As a result, DCA management concluded that DCA had to 

undertake a detailed analysis of profits derived from serving 

particular clients and staffing needs. DCA management further 

concluded that DCA had to consider restructuring its operations 

in an effort to bring DCA's expenses in line with its income from 

clients. 

In the ensuing workforce reduction, a total of 23 

employees were discharged; and two independent contractors were 

notified of the termination of their services. Although most of 

the employees who were discharged were Americans, this was 

consistent with the fact that the vast majority of DCA's 

employees were (and still are) Americans. We also believe it 

bears mention that two other DCA employees (who were Japanese) 

resigned from QCA's employ shortly before the workforce 

reduction .. The positions of these individuals were counted 

toward the cost savings to be effected by the staff reduction. 

Therefore, the total number of positions held by Japanese 

employees that were affected by this workforce reduction was 

actually 3 -- or 11\ of the total number of positions that were 

affected. Given the overwhelming percentage of DCA employees who 

are American, this is not an insignificant figure. 

It is also noteworthy that this workforce reduction was 

planned and implemented by senior American management (including 

American department heads) of DCA. The very fact that DCA has so· 

many American executives -- and that these American executives 
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initially selected the employees who would be discharged in the 

workforce reduction from among the employees in the departments 

they headed -- belies any claim that employees were discharged 

because of their national origin. 

The selection decisions were made based on a number of 

factors. These factors included, among others, particular 

employees' performance (in some cases); decisions to eliminate 

certain functions; and decisions concerning how many employees 

and which positions would be needed in order to continue to 

service clients effectively, while reducing DCA's staffing to an 

overall level that could be economically supported by DCA's 

current level of client income. 

It also bears emphasis that 

high percentage of American employees 

consistent with DCA's 

many of the employees 

who were discharged in the September 1990 workforce reduction 

worked in departments that either had no Japanese employees, or 

where the employees had no Japanese counterparts. The majority 

of DCA's clients (more than 85%) are Japanese-owned or 

controlled; and these clients comprise a significant majority of 

DCA's business (more than 90% of client billings). In light of 

the fact that the vast majority of DCA's clients are Japanese, 

DCA had to retain some of the limited number of employees who 

could speak and write in the Japanese language, who had the 

requisite familiarity with Japanese.culture and business 

practices, and/or who had relationships with Japanese clients 
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in order to continue to communicate with and effectively service 

those clients. 

We further note that historically, layoffs have been 

common in the advertising industry, even in better economic times 

than those at present. However, for approximately the past year 

the advertising industry has experienced a severe recession; and 

many advertising agencies in the United States have engaged in 

substantial layoffs. As the current issue of Business Week 
(September 23, 1991) reports, the advertising industry "now faces 

a wrenching readjustment.• Indeed, Business week observes that 

"In agency hallways, beleaguered employees murmur as much about 

pink slips as about their newest commercial.• Thus, DCA's 

experience is no different from that of its competitors. 

DCA is currently a defendant in a lawsuit filed in the 

United states District Court for the Southern District of New 

York by five former employees who were discharged in DCA's 

September 1990 workforce reduction, two of whom earlier testified 

before this Subcommittee. This lawsuit alleges that these five 

former employees were discharged because they were "American

born. • However, four of the five plaintiffs in this lawsuit 

worked in departments where they had no Japanese counterparts; 

and three of the five worked in departments that had no Japanese 

employees whatsoever. Moreover, it was American executives who 

chose the two plaintiffs who have testified before this 

Subcommittee to be among the employees discharged in the 

workforce reduction. 
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We contend that the allegations of discrimination 

advanced in this lawsuit are without merit. DCA is vigorously 

defending the lawsuit. DCA fully expects that the facts 

surrounding this workforce reduction will be addressed in the 

litigation, and that DCA will be found to have acted consistently 

with the law and with its policy of non-discrimination. 

* * * * 

CONCLUSION 
In summary, DCA recognizes the importance of being a 

good "corporate citizen" in its employment practices. We are 

committed to equal employment opportunity, and we are proud of 

our progress to date in achieving a diversified American staff at 

all levels of DCA. We will, of course, continue our efforts to 

hire and promote the best-qualified staff available and to 

increase the diversity of our workforce, which we believe is an 

integral part of achieving our goal of "communications 

excellence• in advertising. 

I sincerely hope that this statement addresses the 

concerns of the subcommittee. I will be happy to answer any 

questions. 

Thank you. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Matsushima. 
Mr. Matsushima, your prepared testimony states categorically 

that your company has never discriminated against any U.S. em
ployee based on national origin, race or sex. Is that your testimony 
under oath? 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Yes. 
Mr. LANT0S. You have never discriminated on the basis of na-

tional origin, race or sex? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. We never have. 
Mr. LANTOS. You never have. 
Well, let me focus on your work force reduction that took place 

on September 6 of last year. According to your testimony, 23 em
ployees were discharged and two independent contractors were ter
minated. Of those 25 people, how many were United States citizens 
and how many were Japanese? 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Actually, at that time, the 26 people that were 
laid off, 25 of them are Americans and one is Japanese. But prior 
to that layoff--

Mr. LANTOS. Let's just stay with that figure for a minute because 
I want to deal with that. 

You, a year ago, laid off 26 people, is that right? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Correct. 
Mr. LANT0S. And 25 of those were U.S. citizens? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. Yet you are testifying there was no discrimination 

against U.S. citizens. 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Mr. Chairman, I would like to mention that 

just prior to that layoff there are two Japanese-
Mr. LANTOS. I understand that, that two Japanese also resigned. 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Resigned. 
Mr. LANTOS. Had they not resigned, would they have been fired, 

or would two additional Americans have been fired? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Well, Mr. Chairman, at the time I was hired 

by Dentsu and not an employee of DCA. I would like Mr. C. Ray 
Freeman, our chief operating officer, to answer that question. 

Mr. LANTOS. Fine. 
Mr. FREEMAN. I have been DCA's chief operating officer since 

July 1990, and as part of coming to DCA, I was responsible for the 
organization and the carrythrough of these layoffs. 

The two Japanese which you asked about, prior to the time we 
did the layoffs, their names were on the list of people who would be 
let go. They had resigned before the general layoff took place. 

Mr. LANTOS. Were the circumstances of their resignation and 
their benefits upon resignation, were those identical to the 25 
Americans who were laid off? 

Mr. FREEMAN. To the best of my knowledge, yes. 
Mr. LANT0S. They were given no special privileges, no special 

benefits? 
Mr. FREEMAN. To the best of my knowledge, that is true. We put 

together a--
Mr. LANTOS. Why did they resign? 
Mr. FREEMAN. They did not work directly for me. They worked 

for an American manager who worked for me, so I'm not complete-
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ly sure of why they resigned, other than I believe one wanted to 
return to Japan. 

Mr. LANTOS. OK. 
Mr. FREEMAN. She was near retirement age. I don't recall the 

reason for the second person. 
Mr. LANTOS. According to the testimony of a former DCA em

ployee, Mr. Russell Goyette, the only Japanese person let go was 
an older lady who had expressed her desire to retire and to return 
to Japan; is that the person you're talking about? 

Mr. FREEMAN. That's the one that I know about. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, that doesn't sound to me like "firing." That 

means that, in the twilight of her life, she wants to return to her 
native country and retire from work. That's a reasonable move on 
her part. That certainly doesn't do anything for your statistic!}. 

Let me leave this matter because, quite frankly, when you let 26 
people go, and 25 of those are U.S. citizens, that doesn't sound to 
me like nondiscriminatory treatment. That sounds to me like pal
pably discriminatory treatment. But let me move on to another 
issue. 

In xour prepared testimony, sir, on page 12, you sar the follow
ing: ' In light of the fact that the vast majority of DCA s clients are 
Japanese, DCA had to retain some of the limited number of em
ployees who could speak and write in the Japanese language, who 
had the requisite familiarity with Japanese culture and business 
practices, and/or who had relationships with Japanese clients, in 
order to communicate with and effectively service those clients." 
That's your statement. I have serious problems with the reasoning 
that lies behind that statement, so let me explore it. 

More than 85 percent of DCA's clients are Japanese-owned com
panies, is that correct? 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. That's correct. 
Mr. LANT0S. What percentage of these Japanese-owned compa

nies operate or do business here in the United States? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. All of them. 
Mr. LANTOS. All of them do. That's right. These are all compa

nies operating in the United States. 
What percentage of your work for these Japanese companies was 

geared to advertising in the United States? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. I beg your pardon, sir? 
Mr. LANT0S. All of it was, wasn't it? 
Mr. FREEMAN. Ninety-five percent of it, yes. Most of it
Mr. LANT0S. Describe the 5 percent for me. 
Mr. FREEMAN. We do some advertising which is translated into 

Japanese, which appears in Japanese publications. 
Mr. LANTOS. Ninety-five percent of it is related to----,.;-
Mr. FREEMAN. Most of it appears in American media and in 

American publications, yes. 
Mr. LANT0S. Can you tell us the names of some of these Japa-

nese-owned companies that were DCA clients in September 1990? 
Mr. FREEMAN. The names of our clients? 
Mr. LANTOS. Yes. 
Mr. FREEMAN. Canon, U.S.A.-
Mr. LANT0S. Canon. Yes, go on. 
Mr. FREEMAN [continuing]. Is a large client. Japan Airlines. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Japan Airlines, go on. 
Mr. FREEMAN. Nikko Hotels. 
Mr. LANT0S. Nikko Hotels. Go on. 
Mr. FREEMAN. Those comprise the largest clients. 
Mr. LANTOS. Those three make up---
Mr. FREEMAN. Those three would make up 80 percent
Mr. LANTOS. Of your business. 
Mr. FREEMAN. Of our business. 
Mr. LANTOS. Did any of these three companies communicate to 

DCA that they would rather be serviced by a Japanese employee 
than an American employee? 

Mr. FREEMAN. To me, no. No, not that I-no one has ever com
municated that to me, no. 

Mr. LANTOS. OK. Let's assume for purposes of argument that 
they had, would that, in your view, justify terminating American 
rather than Japanese employees? 

Mr. FREEMAN. No. The way we operate-
Mr. LANTOs. Let me just pursue my line and then I'll give you all 

a chance to answer. 
Can you explain to me--because your logic, frankly, leaves me 

ice cold, ice cold-why in a business su :h as yours, which is adver
tising-is that correct? 

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, it is. 
Mr. LANTOS. And it's advertising in the United States? 
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Why, in a business such as yours, that prepares ad

vertising for client companies operating in the United States for 
the American advertising market, with its emphasis on American 
culture and business practices, it was so essential to retain employ
ees who could speak and write in the Japanese language and who 
had familiarity with Japanese culture and practices to such an 
extent that all. DCA employees who were discharged last Septem-
ber were Americans? • 

I mean, my peasant common sense tells me that if you're in the 
advertising business in the United States, you want people who are 
thoroughly conversant with American culture, American habits, 
the English language, American attitudes, not attitudes and lan
guage practices which are relevant in Yokohama. Am I wrong? 

Mr. Matsushima, did you understand what I was saying? 
Mr. MA'l'SUSHIMA. You are correct. 
Mr. LANT0S. I am correct. I appreciate that answer. It was a very 

straightforward and honest answer. 
So your reasoning, really, doesn't hold any water, does it, that 

you need all this Japanese cultural sensitivity to sell Japan Air
lines to American travelers. I mean, what you want to do is some
body who understands what makes American travelers buy tickets. 

Mr. FREEMAN. May I have the opportunity to explain? 
Mr. LANTOS. You surely may. 
Mr. FREEMAN. Most of our professionals are Americans who are 

dealing with marketing subjects. Many of our clients are Japanese 
people who have been brought here on assignment. None of the 
American employees do speak Japanese. They understand the 
American marketplace very well, they understand how to sell in 
the American marketplace. That's the reason we hire them. 
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Often, in a business discussion, quite honestly, I have a difficult 
time explaining precisely in English to a Japanese person. We find 
the people that are on assignment from Dentsu very helpful. I 
speak to Americans in Canon U.S.A. and the Japanese speak to the 
Japanese, and we sit and we communicate. 

Mr. LANTOS. I find your explanation remarkable and very per
suasive, because what you are saying is that the pernicious employ
ment practices of some Japanese companies working in the United 
States makes for pernicious employment practices by other Japa
nese companies who cater to them: I mean, no one could have 
given a more powerful case for discrimination than you just have, 
because what you are saying is absolutely true, that you have these 

! wonderful American advertising specialists who really do the work, 
correct? But in order to sell their product to the top people who 
really make the decisions and who are Japanese, you need other 
Japanese to interact with them. That's your testimony. 

Did I paraphrase you fairly? 
Mr. FREEMAN. No, I don't believe you did. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. Then you tell me where it was unfair. 
Mr. FREEMAN. I don't think there's anything pernicious about 

what we are attempting to do, to serve our clients. Basically, we 
have Americans with only a few Japanese who help us interface 
with other Japanese. 

Mr. LANTOS. But that's not my point, and that wasn't your point. 
You may try to back peddle at the moment, but you won't succeed. 
Your point was earlier that the people who make the decisions, 
who really say yes or no, are Japanese in the companies you serv
ice; is that correct? 

Mr. FREEMAN. Not always, no. 
Mr. LANTOS. But principally? 
Mr. FREEMAN. Principally, yes. Principally. 
Mr. LANTOS. OK. And in order to cater to the fact that your 

three top clients have in decisionmaking positions Japanese, you 
i need Japanese yourselves to interact with them? 

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, because of the language, we do. 
Mr. LANTOS. No, because of the pernicious employment practices 

by those companies, you are claiming to be forced into pernicious 
employment practices yourself. There is no escaping • the logic of 
your very accurate and comprehensive answer. You said that the 
work is done by Americans, but that work product has to be sold to 
the top decision makers, and since the top decision makers are Jap
anese, other Japanese are more effective in selling this work prod
uct than would you be. That's what you said. 

Mr. FREEMAN. I didn't say more effective. I said helpful. 
Mr. LANTOS. I won't quarrel about adjectives. 
But I think you have now sort of closed the loop, because you are 

now saying-and I think the subcommittee is very grateful to 
you-that this is a self-perpetuating policy, that since some Japa
nese companies-and you mentioned three very big ones-have at 
the top level Japanese who make the decisions, you have to have 
Japanese in top positions so they will make· the right decisions 
from your point of view, while the work product is prepared by 
American advertising people. 
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According to the testimony of Miss Judy Teller, a former DCA 
employee, at least one Japanese rotating employee did not perform 
well but was not recycled back to Japan before the normal term of 
his stay because this would have cost him loss of face. How many 
Japanese expatriates have been sent back to Japan before the end 
of their rotation because of poor performance, may I ask you, Mr. 
Matsushima? • 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. I don't have statistics right now, but to my 
knowledge, there are some of them sent back to Japan before-our 
average duration of time to work at DCA is 4 years. Some of them 
I'm sure were sent back to Japan before their due time. That's to 
my knowledge. 

Mr. LANTOS. According to Miss Teller's testimony, she was the 
only female associate creative director at DCA. She was told-and I 
quote her, and she was quoting one of her Japanese superiors
"One woman at that level is enough." 

How many associate creative directors are women today at your 
company, Mr. Matsushima? 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. I don't think there are any. 
Mr. LANTOS. So the only one is gone now? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. How many associate creative directors do you 

employ? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. About three. 
Mr. LANTOs. About three. And all three are men? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. And how many creative directors do you employ? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. I'm not familiar with--
Mr. LANTOS. Please consult your figures. 
Mr. FREEMAN. There is only one creative director in an agency. 
Mr. LANTOS. And that creative director is a woman or a man? 
Mr. FREEMAN. It's a man. 
Mr. LANTOS. It's a man. 
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Now, to the naked eye, having a creative director, 

who is a man, having eight associate creative directors, who are all 
men, would indicate a very puzzling employment pattern with re
spect to sex distribution, would it not? Mr. Matsushima? 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, ·you know, women are enormously creative. In 

the advertising field, in many American companies, the chief exec
utive officer is a woman, the creative director is a woman. This 
doesn't entail heavy lifting, although lots of women are very good 
at heavy lifting. It relates to a creative and agile mind. Women 
have a tremendous talent along those lines. 

Would you not feel better if some of those were women? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Yes, I think so. 
Mr. LANTOS. I would think right now you would. [Laughter.] 
Why haven't you felt this way earlier? I mean, why didn't you 

hire some women in these positions? 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Well, our goal is to integrate more capable 

women into this field. 
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Mr. LANTOS. How many departments are there in your organiza
tion, Mr. Matsushima? Whatever your structure is, I accept the 
answer. 

Mr. FREEMAN. We have about six departments. 
Mr. LANTOS. How many? 
Mr. FREEMAN. There are about six departments. 
Mr. LANTOS. Six departments. How many of those are headed by 

women? 
Mr. FREEMAN. None of the departments are headed by women. 
Mr. LANTOS. Well, I understand the answer, but it's difficult to 

sort of reconcile that answer with protestations that there is no sex 
discrimination. Of all places, in an advertising agency, in an adver
tising agency, where the talents present in women are so apparent 
in American-owned advertising agencies. Let me go on. 

We understand that DCA had a practice of holding weekly meet
ings on company premises to which only Japanese employees were 
invited. Is that true, Mr. Matsushima? 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. To my knowledge, I think there are some 
_ meetings after the work. But it's once a month and--

Mr. LANTOS. Well, let me yield to you on the frequency of these 
meetings. There was a series of meetings at DCA which could be 
attended only by Japanese employees; is that correct? 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. I think it's correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. You think it's correct. I appreciate your answer. 
Were matters relating to the agency discussed at these meetings? 

These were business meetings, policy meetings, strategy meetings? 
I think he understands the question. 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Yes, I understand the question. 
Mr. LANTOS. I think he understands the question and I think he's 

giving me very accurate answers. 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. OK. 
Mr. LANTOS. It's a simple question. I mean, if these meetings 

were meetings to discuss a movie, that's one thing, but these dealt 
with your business, correct? 

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Well, not quite. Because I attended the meet
ing once and we just talked-it's a principle not to talk shop while 
drinking. You know, while drinking, we talk horse racing, baseball 
games and gambling and that kind of thing. Not talk shop. 

Mr. LANTOS. So there were no business meetings at DCA of any 
kind where only Japanese were-

Mr. MATSUSHIMA. Not business meeting of any kind. Only Japa
nese-actually, you know, we are isolated, 7,000 miles from Tokyo. 
Some of them are bachelors, some are living all by themselves. You 
know, maybe it's a good way to get together once a month and 
have a drink and talk about "chicks" and that kind of stuff. You 
know, it's not a big deal. [Laughter.] 

Mr. Chairman, we never talk shop on those occasions. 
Mr. LANTOS. Have you seen the Sumitomo calendar that we 

heard testimony about earlier? [Laughter.] 
Mr. MATSUSHIMA. No. I never seen such a calendar. 
Mr. LANTOS. Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm just going to 

make an observation. 
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Although these numbers are certainly shocking, I just have a 
hunch that if we were to have here the 20 largest American-owned 
and American-administered advertising agencies in the United 
States, I don't know that their numbers would be any better. We 
have a feeling that there is rampant discrimination, and perhaps it 
is more highlighted in the Japanese-owned companies. But I don't 
think we should assume that American-owned companies fare any 
better when it comes to discrimination against women. You would 
find that in Government service, where 6 percent of the people 
serving in Congress are women. You will find that in health care, 
you find that in the business community certainly. 

I think we should. be concerned about discrimination, whether 
someone is having a pattern of discrimination against women and 
minorities, but any time I see some of these charts, I wonder-and 
I have no idea what the 20 biggest American-owned companies 
are-but I wonder how much better they do. I don't know if we can 
say it's their cultural bias. I would hope they ±would all do better. 
I'm concerned about when people don't comply with U.S. law, and 
in this case I think there is present litigation going on about the 
people that were dismissed. They have allegations of discrimination 
against your company and it's now in the courts. I don't know this 
company. I'm sure they will, as they say, vigorously defend their 
lawsuit. But that's for a judge to decide. 

I think we should be concerned about whether they have com
plied with the laws and whether this subcommittee should investi
gate whether new laws are needed. I think that the laws on the 
books are certainly strong enough, if we would jus~ adhere to them. 
I wish that the United States companies, who maybe have repre
sentatives here, would not be so comfortably smug and think that 
they're the good guys and that foreign-owned companies are the 
bad guys. I think historically there's a pattern of discrimination 
that exists in U.S.-owned and U.S.-administered companies as well. 
I would hope that all of you would improve these. shocking statis
tics. I hope that all of you would see merit in hiring and promoting 
women and minorities in leadership positions. I hope that the judge 
issues a good opinion and hears both sides and issues his opinion 
based on merit. 

I don't have anything else to say. 
Mr. LANTOS. Congressman Shays. 
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to under

stand this chart that was referred to in the back of your testimony, 
sir, so that I can understand a little better. 

When I look at this chart, what I see is a category for American, 
Chinese, Hispanic, Indian, Japanese and then the total. I'm assum
ing that the Chinese that are hired are American citizens, is that 
correct? They're not Chinese citizens. 

Mr. FREEMAN. They're American citizens. 
Mr. SHAYS. And Hispanics would be, in many cases, American 

citizens? 
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, that's true. 
Mr. SHAYS. And the Indians would be American citizens? 
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes. 
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Mr. SHAYS. Then what I find a little confusing is the lack of cate
gory-unless I'm just missing it. Is there a category for black, for 
Africans, Caribbeans, which would be Hispanic, but blacks--

Mr. FREEMAN. No. Currently, at this time, we don't have any 
black employees.in the agency'. 

Mr. SHAYS. There is no black employees whatsoever in your com
pany? Take your time. I'm in no rush. 

Mr. FREEMAN. I'm told that the committee asked for these cate
gories and those are the ones we complied to. 

Mr. SHAYS. Then let me ask you this. Are there any blacks? 
Mr. FREEMAN. No. In answer to your question, at this time there 

are no black employees. 
Mr. SHAYS. The bottom line is, you do not have any blacks here. 
Now, let me just ask another question. 
Mr. FREEMAN. Although I should amend that. We do have two 

black employees now. 
Mr. SHAYS. So there are two black employees. But if there was a 

category for blacks, where would those black employees be in this 
chart of clerical, professional, supervisory--

Mr. FREEMAN. At the time they're clerical. 
Mr. SHAYS. As it relates to women, do I make the assumption 

that the officer and the executive column on the left represents the 
higher paid employees? 

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. Under that category, there are no women, either 

under officer or executive? 
Mr. FREEMAN. That's correct--there is one woman under the 

Japanese column. 
Mr. SHAYS. OK. Thank you. 
When I look at this column, I notice that there are 13-1 guess 

I'm a little confused by American, because American can also be 
Chinese and Hispanic, too; is that correct? 

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. But in the case I'm talking about, for executive or of

ficer, there is none in the other categories. 
Mr. FREEMAN. He said the committee asked for listings on na

tional origin, so this is the reason it's broken down this way. 
Mr. SHAYS. I understand. I'm not being critical. 
I do find it interesting that, one way or the other, there wouldn't 

have been black in there. But whether the committee asked for it 
or not, I think it should have been there. But what I hear you 
saying is, at least under the category that I'm looking at, executive 
or officer, if I go down, there are no blacks, no Chinese, no Hispan
ics, and no Indians on those positions. So I'm just going to be focus
ing on what I guess would be the nonblack, non-Chinese, non-His
panic, and non-Indians who are Americans. 

There are 8 executives and 5 officers who comprise 13, and then 
there are 7 executives for the Japanese and 3 officers for a total of 
10. So when I compare those highest paid, it is fairly clear to me 
that, as the chairman said, almost half are in that category, that 
the Japanese constitute almost half of your upper management. 

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. SHAYS. Now, the last area I wanted to cover, I'm unclear as 

to what categories were the layoffs. Were they all clerical, were 
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they all professional, or were they all supervisory/management? 
Did you lay off any officers or executives? 

Mr. FREEMAN. No, we didn't. They were from the supervisory/ 
managerial rank on down. 

Mr. SHAYS. Let's look at that for just a second. In that total, from 
the supervisory and professional, was it more professional and cler
ical, or was it more-

Mr. FREEMAN. It was more professional, supervisory/managerial. 
Mr. SHAYS. In that category, then, you had a total, in terms of

your percentage ranged around 40 percent for American non-Chi
nese, nonblack, non-Hispanic, and non-Indian. You had a total of 
about 8 percent that were Japanese at that level? It's probably 
even less than that. 

Mr. FREEMAN. It's 14 percent of supervisory/managerial that 
were Japanese. 

Mr. SHAYS. For the males. But then it's basically 4 percent as it 
relates to professional, approximately. I guess my point is, I'm just 
trying to reconcile the 25 versus the 26. It seemed to me that you 
really almost had to excise out the Americans in this process. 
That's just the way it looks to me. 

I would just conclude that, whenever I see these charts, I try to 
think of my own operation. I realize that sometimes there can be 
reasons for a lot of this. But what we have found, sir, in every in
stance, blacks and women really don't stand a chance in the Japa
nese firms in terms of promotion. It's just been consistent, you 
know, whether it's your company or so on. Clearly, just 2 blacks 
out of 124, and in the clerical, and women not in the top 8. 

I would concur that American companies have challenges, but I 
don't think it's anything close to that kind of statistic. I'm hopeful 
that you will see improvement in that area. 

Mr. FREEMAN. As part of our long-range plan, it's an item to at-
tempt to hire more qualified women in senior positions. 

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. FREEMAN. And blacks as well. 
Mr. LANTOS. We next go to Mr. Hisashi Kubo, chairman of the 

Ricoh Corp. Your prepared statement, Mr. Kubo, is entered in the 
record in its entirety. You may proceed any way you choose. 

STATEMENT OF HISASHI KUBO, CHAIRMAN, RICOH CORP., AC-
COMPANIED BY TED GRASKE, VICE PRESIDENT OF ADMINIS
TRATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES, AND STUART E. EISZEN
STAT, ATTORNEY, POWELL, GOLDSTEIN, FRAZER & MURPHY 

Mr. Kuao. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my 
name is Hisashi Kubo, and I am the chairman of Ricoh Corp. With 
me is Stuart Eiszenstat, our counsel in this matter. 

I am happy to appear before you today, and do so willingly and 
in response to your invitation, to tell you about Ricoh's activities 
here in the United States and to answer questions you may have 
about our employment practices. 

I have submitted a detailed written statement that I respectfully 
ask the subcommittee to include in the record. 

Mr. LANTOS. It will be included in the record. 
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Mr. KUBO. I ask for your patience with my English, which de
spite much practice, is not yet as good as I would like it to be. 

Mr. LANTOS. It's very good. 
Mr. KuBo. While I understand English fairly well, with your per

mission, I will rely on a translator for responding to questions in 
order to avoid possible misunderstanding. 

Mr. LANTOS. That's fine. 
Mr. KuBo. I am proud of the substantial contribution which 

Ricoh makes to the American economy through our work force of 
over 3,000 people and in the communities in which our employees 
live. 

Ricoh is not just an assembly company for products made in 
Japan. We are a true U.S. manufacturing company which buys raw 
materials and capital equipment from U.S. sources. We also have a 
major research center near Stanford University. 

I understand that the subcommittee's desire today is to focus on 
employment matters and, therefore, with your permission, I will 
turn immediately to them. 

During our time in the United States, we have developed great 
respect for our U.S. work force and an appreciation of the advan
tages of a diversified work force and management. We respect and 
strive to obey all U.S. laws, including employment laws, and be
lieve we have a good employment record. 

Our employment policies totally prohibit discrimination. To 
ensure that this policy is understood and followed, it is widely pub
licized within the company in four languages: English, Japanese, 
Spanish, and Vietnamese. All managers are required to attend 
equal employment opportunity training sessions. In addition, we 
provide, at Ricoh's own expense, English language training for em
ployees if their English needs improvement. 

Mr. Chairman, out of more than 3,000 employees, 95 percent are 
American nationals. In the total work force, 35 percent are female 
and 40 percent minority. At the management level, American na
tionals are 77 percent of the total, women represent 22 percent, 
and minorities 15 percent. 

In past hearings, Mr. Chairman, you have focused on reporting 
levels to the chairman of the corporation and top management. 
Using this reporting level analysis, 46 percent of our senior manag
ers are American, and another 6 percent are non-Japanese nation
als, 8 percent are female-which compares well with a recent study 
of women in such senior positions at Fortune 500 companies-and 
7 percent are minorities. 

In terms of Ricoh's definition of senior management-director 
and above-56 percent are American nationals, and of the total 
number of managers, 3 percent are female and 5 percent are mi
nority. 

While the number of women and minorities in senior manage
ment is not as high as we would like, we have made increased rep
resentation of women and minorities a high priority and are active
ly pursuing affirmative steps to improve the situation. 

Of the top 10 executives, including myself, we have four Ameri
can nationals. Just as American subsidiaries do abroad, we have 
found it necessary to fill some top positions with managers who 
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have been trained and gained necessary experience working for our 
Japanese parent company. 

Mr. Chairman, we understand the importance of even greater di
versity in our senior management. Because this goal is so impor
tant, we have expanded our earlier efforts by adopting a manage
ment diversity program which we believe is very comprehensive 
and sensible. 

The program calls for five improvement activities. First, manda
tory training on employment rules for all managers in the United 
States; second, a new employment law training program in Japan; 
third, expanded language and cultural training for American man
agers; fourth, expanded opportunities for rotation of Americans to 
Japan; and fifth, a new management development review system 
intended to increase the number of Americans, particularly women 
and minorities, in senior management. As part of the program, 
bonus incentives will be awarded to those who contribute to achiev
ing our goals. 

In conclusion, let me assure you, Mr. Chairman, that Ricoh takes 
very seriously its obligation to be an equal opportunity employer. 
Indeed, these hearings have provided us with a chance to measure 
our progress and set new goals for the future. 

I would be happy to answer any questions the subcommittee 
might have. • 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kubo follows:] 
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TESTIMONY OF HISASHI KUBO 

CHAIRMAN 

RICOH CORPORATION 

BEFORE THE 

EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING SUBCOMMITTEE 

OF THE 

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON GOVE!mMENT OPERATIONS 

SEPTEMBER 24, 1991 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subco-ittee, my name is 

Hisashi Kubo and I am the Chairman of Ricoh Corporation. I am 

happy to appear before you today, and do so voluntarily and in 

response to your invitation, to tell you about Ricoh's activities 

here in the United States, and ;o answer any questions you may 

have about our -ployment practices. 

In its many years in the United States, Ricoh has 

established a substantial manufacturing, marketing, and research 

and development presence that has significantly benefited both 

Ricoh and the co-unities in which it has located. Through our 

manufacturing and joint venture efforts, we have brought new 

jobs, products and technologies to the u.s. We have also proven 

to be a good •corporate citizen,• supporting numerous worthy u.s. 
causes. 
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over the years, Ricoh has developed great reapact for it• 

U.S. -ployees and has come to appreciate the advantages of 

having a diverse workforce. We respect and ■trive to obey all 

U.S. laws, as we do the laws of all countrie• in which we do 

business, and we have had good success in doing so. We are proud 

of our -ployment record. While we, like most companie■, are not 

perfect, our record is a good one, and one that we are constantly 

striving to improve. 

RICOH'S INVOLVEMENT IN THE u,s, 

Ricoh manufactures and ■ells office equipment, primarily 

copiers, facsimile machines and related supplie■, and i• proud of 
' the role these Ricoh products have played in helping to radically 

transform the way we communicate in the information age. We also 

manufacture and sell thermal paper and cameras. 

1. Manufacturing 

For longer than any of our competitors in the office 

equipment business, Ricoh has been actively bringing investment, 

jobs and technology to the United States. We are justifiably 

proud of this record, and of the fact that our investment in the 

U.S. has been mutually beneficial to the company and to the 

communities where we have located. 

2 
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Initially, our presence in the U.S. •arket was primarily 

focused on marketing and selling products made in Japan. 

However, Ricoh very early on recognized the advantages of opening 

production facilities in the United States. In 1973, we opened 

the first foreign-owned U.S. •anufacturing facility for office 

equipment. In 1976, when we christened our first copier facility 

here, it was likewise the first foreign-owned copier facility in 

the United states. The same was true of our fac■i•ile machine 

factory, which first began turning out fax machines in 1986. 

Although we have recently gone through a period of down

sizing due to competitive pressures, we still -ploy over 3,ooo 

people in the United States, most of th- in California and New 

Jersey. Ricoh Electronics Incorporated, our manufacturing 

subsidiary, has production facilities in Irvine, Santa Ana and 

Tustin, California and Gwinnett County, Georgia. This latter 

facility, which opened in July of 1990, is Ricoh'• most automated 

supplies manufacturing facility in the world. To date, we have 

invested •ore than $160 •illion 'in our U.S. manufacturing 

facilities. 

Far from being mere •screwdriver• operations that put 

together finished products fro• parts manufactured abroad, 

Ricoh's facilities engage in true manufacturing, purchasing most 

raw materials and capital equip•ent from U.S. sources. 

3 
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2. Reaearch and Development 

One example of Ricoh's commitment to bringing technology to 

the u.s. is its decision in 1979 to establish a U.S. research and 

developaent presence, becoaing one of the first Japaneae 

companies to do so. This decision has led to many technological 

breakthroughs, including the first fax machine capable of 

communicating over data networks, and Ricoh'• Telepreaa syatems 

for satellite transmission of camera-ready pagea and separations 

for full-color printing of publications. 

In addition, in 1988 Ricoh established the California 

Research Center near Stanford University. The center studies 

artificial intelligence and neural network■. The products of 

research efforts at the Center will be used to develop aore 

intelligent fax machines, and computer■ and copiers that are able 

to recognize oral commands. Already the center has developed a 

new technology capable of compressing digital color images, which 

enables color office products to perform up to JO percent faster 

than existing alternatives. 

4 
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J. Joint ventures 

Ricoh has teamed up with several U.S. corporations in 

various ventures to bring high-quality products to the U.S. 

market. For example, Ricoh and AT,T jointly aarket all-digital 

facsiaile communications and network services. Ricoh has also 

granted a non-exclusive license to Azon Corporation, enabling 

that coapany to aanufacture thermal paper for facsimile machines. 

RICQH'S INVOLVEMENT IN THE COMMUNITY 

Since Ricoh corporation was first established by its 

Japanese parent, it has bean involved in the communities where it 

located, striving always to live up to the highest standards of 

corporate citizenship. In the past two years, Ricoh has 

supported nearly 100 non-profit and civic organizations across 

North America. These activities and organizations have included, 

among others: 

• in 1989, we donated $100,000 to the American Red Cross 
for relief efforts after the devastating San Francisco 
earthquake; 

• last fall, Ricoh helped sat up a bank of fax machines 
in 19 communities throughout California to enable 
friends and relatives of ailitary personnel to receive 
messages from those participating in Desert Storm; 

• we also helped in putting together a·fax network for 
the Lost Child Network, a nationwide group of police 

5 
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precincts co-ittedto the recovery of abducted 
children; 

• for many years, Ricoh has actively supported MESA 
(Math-tics, Engineering, Science Achi•v-nt), a 
California-):)ased program designed to encourage ainority 
students to study these iaportant subjects; 

• 

• 

Ricoh offers its Hispanic, Vietnaaese and other 
ainority -ployees English as a Second Language courses 
in the workplace, free of charge; 

Ricoh is an official sponsor of the U.S. Olympic Team, 
providing approximately $1.7 aillion in cash and 
equipaent for the 1992 Tellll. We also are building a 
worldwide Olympic Fax Network, which will enable the 
International Olympic Committee to exchange docuaents 
with its national affiliates in seconds. The Network 
is 75 percent complete, and will ultiaately link 166 
countries on six continents, 

We at Ricoh are proud of the depth and extent of our 

involv-.nt with worthy American causes. We firaly believe that 

investing in jobs and technology is only a part, albeit an 

important part, of being a good corporate citizen, and that 

participating in efforts to improve the community is just as 

essential. 

RICOH' s EMPIQYMENT PRACTICES 

During our -ny years in the United States, we have 

developed a great respect for our l.J.S. -ployees and have come to 

appreciate the advantages of having a diver- workforce. We also 

understand our-obligation to abide by U.S. -ployment laws, and 

do ·our best to live up to this obligation. 

6 
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our -ployaent manual sets out in clear, unallbiguoua terms 

Ricoh's co-itlllent to be an equal opportunity.-ployer: 

It i• the policy of Ricoh Corporation to recruit, hire, 
train and promote persons in all job title• without 
regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, 
age, marital status, sexual orientation, citizen 
status, handicap or veteran status. 

To ensure that this policy is understood and followed, this 

and other expressions of Ricoh'• policy of nondiscriJlination are 

widely publicized throughout the company. This policy i• set 

forth in the Corporate Policy Man•Jal, which i• distributed to all 

supervisory and managerial employees, and explained in the 

•welcome to Ricoh" handbook distributed to all -ployeea upon 

joining Ricoh, 

In addition, aanagerial and supervisory personnel, both 

Americana and Japanese, are provided "EEO training• designed to 

• increase their sensitivity to various forms of 
inappropriate racial, ethnic, age and gender 
prejudices; 

• ensure that Ricoh aanagers use job-related, objective 
criteria in evaluating qualification■ and job 
perforaance; and 

• describe EEO requir-enta and their iJlplications for 
aanag-ent decisions. 

7 
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The overall ae■aage of this training i■ that good aanag-ent and 

equal -ployment opportunity go hand-in-hand in aanaging a 

diverse workforce. 

Ricoh also participates in various programs aiaed at 

creating opportunities for disadvantaged groups: 

• we work with the Private Industry Council of Essex 
County, New Jersey, which is a.cooperative venture of 
businesa, labor and government. The PIC administers 
progrU1S for dislocated workers, veterans, econ0111ically 
disadvantaged youth and older workers; 

• we participate annually in the Black Engineering and 
Science Students Association job fair at the University 
of California at Berkeley; 

• we also participate in the Center for Employment 
Training, which provides skill■ training to non-college 
graduates seeking to enter the job aarket; 

• Ricoh participates in the •1ox• program, designed by 
the Departments of Education and Labor to implement 
school-to-work transition programs for minority 
students. 

Ricoh's commitaent·to equal opportunity -ployment has 

enabled it to maintain a good -ployment record. Like most 

companies operating in the U.S., we have had complaints from 

disaffected employees. However, we believe that we have had 

fewer complaints than many other companies, both U.S.- and 

foreign-owned, of our size. 

8 
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The beat evidence that we have taken seriously our 

obligation to be a good corporate citizen and to a~id• by U.S. 

employment law is that in our entire history of operating in the 

United States, only~ has the Equal Ellployaent Opportunity 

Commission found -- under very unusual circuastances -

"reasonable cause" to believe that Ricoh violated any U.S. anti

discrimination law, and that :matter is currently in litigation in 

federal court where Ricoh fully expects to be vindicated. 

Furthermore, no state or federal court has ever found Ricoh to 

have violated U.S. anti-discrimination law. 

DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS 

I realize that I am appearing before you today because of 

testimony the Subco1DD1ittee has heard from two former Ricoh 

employees. Let me therefore briefly explain the circumstances of 

both of those cases. 

1. Chastar Mackantir• 

Chester Mackentir• was hired in Auguat of 1987 by our 

facility in San Jose as a sales :aanager to market and sell a 

first-generation optical disk drive assembly. Thi• :aasa storage 

device uses compact disk technology to enhance the •-ory 

capacity of computers. The division that hired Mr. Mackentire 

9 
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also sold one other product, a ■ore conventional r-ovable hard 

disk drive, which is a ■agnetic storage device. 

This division lost several ■illion dollars in 1986 and 1987, 

and the losses were projected to continue in 1988. Th••• 

continuing losses forced us to strea■line what had become an 

extensive sales and ■arketing organization. As a result of the 

streamlining process, eight positions including Mr. Mackentire's 

were eliminated. Mr. Mackentire•s responsibilities were assumed 

by two lower level sales personnel, both American (one male and 

one female). 

Mr. Mackentire subsequently filed a c011plaint with the EEOC 

alleging that "national origin• discri■ination was the basis for 

his being laid off. The first EEOC investigator assigned to the 

case properly rejected this charge in April of 1989, finding, as 

Ricoh argued, that there was economic justification for Ricoh's 

"reduction in force.• However, for reasons that were never 

explained to Ricoh, the EEOC letter containing this finding was 

later withdrawn and a new EEOC investigator was assigned to the 

case . 

. Several ■onths later,·~ new EEOC determination was issued 

based on the Da!f theory that if Mr. Mackentire had been promoted 

to head the entire division, he would have avoided the layoff. 

Ricoh contested this startling determination vigorously, pointing 

10 
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out that Mr. Mackentira, during hia brief ten-aonth tenure at 

Ricoh, had hardly perfonaed hi• job with auch distinction that he 

deserved to be promoted to head the entire division. We alao 

pointed out that Mr. Mackentire was only a middle level manager 

with limited expertise and contacts as hi• work experience 

before joining and after leaving Ricoh reflects. 

Before the EEOC ruled on Ricoh'• request for 

reconsideration, it closed the caae at Mr. Mackentire'a request 

and subsequently chose not to litigate it on hi• behalf. In 

February of last year, Mr. Mackentire filed an individual suit 

against Ricoh in federal district court in San Francisco. 

on July 3 of this year, Ricoh filed a summary judgaent 

motion in the federal court case, baaed on it• belief that Mr. 

Mackentire'a claims are meritleaa. The motion ia currently 

before the court, and we expect that the court will recognize 

that Mr. Mackentire's position waa eliminated for legitimate 

business reasons and will disaias his clai- suaaarily. 

we had expected a hearing on our smuaary judgment in late 

September, but on August 23 Mr. Mackantire's attorney 

unexpectedly asked the court for permission to withdraw fro■ the 

case. consequently, it is not cl-r how soon the court will be 

able to act on our summary judgment action. Should any part of 

11 
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the ca•• ev.r actually go forward to trial, - are confident of 

prevailing on the aerit•. 

2. Nancy co■qroya 

Haney Cosgrove was hired by Ricoh in 1984 in it• Corporate 

Communications department a• a pubiic relation• product aanager. 

In october of 1988, •he was one of 19 candidate• for a key public 

relation• position in th• company. Largely becau•e •h• wa• a 

current -ployee and wa• therefore given the benefit of every 

doubt, Ma. Cosgrove wa• one of three finali•t• for the po•ition. 

However, another candidate with •uperior qualification■ wa• 

ulti■ately hired. Most i■portantly, the aan who wa• hired to 

fill th• po•ition had experience with an adverti•ing agency that 

Ricoh believed crucial to the po•ition, experience that M•. 

Cosgrove lacked. 

Ma. Co•grove thereupon charged Ricoh with gender and -rital 

di•cri■ination before the Hew Jersey Division of Civil Right•. 

After an Augu•t 1989 hearing which Ricoh believe• would have 

re•ulted in a favorable deter■ination for it, Ma. Cosgrove 

withdrew her complaint without explanation. 

In February of 1990, Ma. Cosgrove wa• one of approxi-tely 

100 ••ploy••• laid off a• part of a general corporate 

re•tructuring. During thi• period, 11 Japanese national• were 

12 
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also retransferred to Japan on economic reasons. She shortly 

thereafter sued Ricoh, alleging, among other things, gender, 

national origin and marital discrimination, and that her layoff 

was in retaliation for having filed a complaint with the Division 

of Civil Rights. 

Ricoh is confident that Ms. Cosgrove•s claims are 

groundless: 

• Ms. Cosgrove'& gender discrimination allegation is 
based on her assertion that she was denied promotion 
because of her gender. In fact, the position to which 
she aspired was filled by a better qualified candidate. 

• Neither before this Subcommittee nor in her court case, 
which includes a lengthy deposition taken under oath, 
has Ms. Cosgrove presented any facts to support her 
claim of national origin discrimination. The position 
to which Ms. Cosgrove aspired was not filled by a 
Japanese national but rather by an American male. 

• Ms. cosgrove's termination was clearly not retaliatory, 
in that she was one of over 100 employees laid off over 
a several-month period ending in March 1990. Indeed, 
the department where Ms. Cosgrove worked was ultimately 
phased out completely. 

This case is currently still in discovery, and Ricoh plans 

to move for summary judgment as soon aa is procedurally possible. 

RICOH'S MANAGEMENT DIVERSITY PROGRAM 

Ricoh aggressively seeka to recruit American men, women and 

minorities into its workforce and management. out of a total 

workforce of over 3,000, 95 percent of all employees are American 

13 
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nationals. Approximately 35 percent of Ricoh'• workforce ia 

female and 40 percent is minority (including Hispanic, African

American and non-Japanese Asian). 

Approximately 77 percent of all management positions are 

held by Aaerican nationals, with 22 percent of total management 

female and 15 percent minority. Using Ricoh'• senior management 

categories (director and above), 56 percent are American 

nationals, with female and minority representation at 3 percent 

and 5 percent, respectively. Of the top ten executives in the 

company, including myself, four are Americana. 

Using the reporting level analysis which the Chairman 

employed in earlier hearings, 46 percent of our senior aanagers 

are American (and another 6 percent other non-Japanese 

nationals), s percent are women and 7 percent are minorities. 

With respect to the number of women in senior management, this s 

percent figure compares favorably with the Feminist Majority 

Foundation's recent finding that on average only 2.6 percent of 

senior aanagement positions at Fortune 500 companies are held by 

women. 11 While the number of female and minority managers ia not 

1/ The F-iniat Majority Foundation survey, published earlier 
this year, rev-la that 34 of the Fortune 30 companies have 
DQ women at all in officer-level (vice-president and up) 
positions. Thia includes the three -jor U.S. automobile 
manufacturers (General Motors, FOrd and Chrysler), -jor 
aerospace defense contractors (Boeing, McDonnell Douglas, 
Rockwell International), -jor u.s. oil compani- (Texaco, 
Chevron, Alloco, Occidental Petroleum), and many others. 

14 
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as high as we would like, we have made increased representation 

of women and minorities in senior management a high priority and 

are actively pursuing affirmative steps to this end. 

Just as American subsidiaries do abroad, we have found it 

necessary to fill some positions with managers who have been 

trained and gained necessary experience working for our Japanese 

parent. These are positions in which fluency in Japanese, 

experience working with our parent company, and specialized 

knowledge of the products and manufacturing technologies we are 

bringing to this country are important. 

Mr. Chairman, we think this is a sound record. At the same 

time, we appreciate the value of having even greater diversity in 

our senior management and therefore have expanded our earlier 

substantial efforts by adopting a comprehensive five-point 

management diversity program to further reinforce efforts under 

our Affirmative Action plans. 

This program's main el-ents include: 

• Mandatory EEO and Affirmative Action Training: we have 
mandated regular EEO and affirmative action training 
for .a.ll upper-and mid-level managers. All managers, up 
to and including the President, will be required to 
participate in training programs and to take annual 
refresher courses. This requir-ent will be formalized 
through a recertification procedure. 

• Employment Law Training in Japan: we are developing a 
new program in Japan, designed to promote better 

15 
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understanding of u.s. affirmative action and equal 
opportunity laws and policies and the value of cultural 
diversity in -nag-ent. Manag-ent training will be 
available to All managers planning to transfer to the 
u.s. and other officials with u.s. reaponsibiliti••• 

• Expanded language and cultural training: we will be 
expanding our current informal Japanese language 
training progr- to ensure that all Aaerican -nagers 
who want to learn Japanese will have the opportunity to 
do so. We also will give aore -phasis to cultural 
education in our training prograa. 

• Expanded Rotation sy■tq: we have co-itted to 
increasing and formalizing the opportunities for 
American manager■ to work in Japan, and are in the 
process of developing app~opriate procedures and 
guidelines as part of an overall •x-ination of 
rotation practices for American and Japanese aanagers. 

• Management Deyelopment Reyiew Sy■tq: To increase 
diversity and ensure the fullest career development of 
all managers at Ricoh, we recently established a new 
aanag-ent development review ayst-. bong our first 
and highest priorities will be to raise the nuaber of 
woaen and ainorities in senior -nag-•nt. 

At the heart of the sy■t- will be a recently
established review co-ittee responsible for developing 
quantitative goals for increasing the nuaber of 
Aaericana, woaen and ainoriti- in senior aanag-ent 
and seeing that they are aet. AB appropriate, 
executive bonuses will be influenced by success in 
•••ting th••• goals. 

CONCLUSION 

In aua, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subco-ittee, we are 

proud of our contributions in the United States. over the years, 

we have brought aore than 3,000 new joba to this country, have 

invested heavily in manufacturing and research and development 

efforts here, and have been a good citizen in the co.aunities in 

which we are located. 
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We have scrupulously sought to obey all U.S. laws, including 

those covering -ployment discri•ination, and through such 

efforts as our new manage•ent diversity progr- have gone above 

and beyond the narrow requir-ents of the law. We are deeply 

co1DJDitted to the U.S. economy and our American workforce, and 

look forward to a long and productive future in this country. 

It would be sad, Mr. Chairman, if this favorable record were 

to be obscured by the bitter recrimination■ of two disgruntled 

former employees. I therefore ask that this Subco1DJDittee, when 

considering Ricoh'• experience in the U.S., look at the entire 

picture, and not simply the distorted view offered by these 

witnesses. 

In conclusion, let me assure you, Mr. Chairman, that Ricoh 

takes very seriously its obligation to be an equal opportunity 

employer. Indeed, these hearings have provided us with a chance 

to •easure our progress and set new goals for the future. 

I would be happy to anawer any quutiona the Subcommittee 

•ight have. 

17 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Kubo. 
Before we get to our questions, my friend and colleague from 

California, Congressman Cox, has joined us and he would like to 
make a brief statement. I am happy to call on you. 

Mr. Cox. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank you to 
the ranking Republican member, Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 
Like you, I am a member of the Government Operations Commit
tee, but I am not a member of this subcommittee. Rather, I am 
here for the limited purpose of introducing a constituent of mine, 
the chairman of Ricoh, whose testimony we have just heard, Mr. 
Hisashi Kubo. 

Ricoh employs hundreds of people in the part of southern Cali
fornia that it is my privilege to represent-Irvine, Santa Ana, and 
Tustin. I cannot speak to all of the employment practices of any of 
the firms represented here today, including those of Ricoh. I can 
tell you that I have toured Ricoh's facilities and I have met with 
several of the hundreds of Californians who work there. 

Ricoh is comprised in large measure of Americans-indeed, of 
Indian Americans, and Hispanic Americans, and Vietnamese 
Americans and Peruvian Americans-and even some native born 
California Americans. I can tell you that each of these people is so 
committed to America that Ricoh, overall, has devoted itself in 
many respects to charitable contributions in our community and, 
in many ways, the employees of Ricoh are very much involved as 
Americans and as Californians in the fabric of our daily life. 

Let me also say that discrimination against women, minorities, 
or any persons on the basis of their national origin, is abhorrent. 
Discrimination on the basis of national origin is no less abhorrent 
when the victims are Americans. So I congratulate this subcommit
tee on the work that you are doing. I urge you to pursue vigorously 
the issues that you have undertak~n. 

I will add that we who believe in free trade, in low tariffs, and in 
vigorous international competition as a means of stimulating inter
national wealth, should be the first to recognize that the rules of 
an international marketplace must be vigorously enforced. Free 
trade is a means to reduce, if not eliminate, national barriers. Dis
crimination on the basis of national origin, race, sex, and creed, on 
the other hand, erects new barriers. Free trade, in other words, de
mands equal opportunity or else the world will not have the bene
fit either of the wealth creation that free trade promises, or of 
social justice. 

I extend my welcome to the chairman of Ricoh, who is here. I 
hope that this committee, whatever it pursues, will do so with the 
spirit in mind of equal opportunity for not only California born 
Americans but Japanese-Americans and all those who are seeking 
to invest in this country. We cannot, as a nation, continue to pros
per unless we attract foreign investment, and we should make our 
American business community hospitable to those who are seeking 
to comply, to the best of their ability, with our laws. 

I think that the work of this subcommittee today will be very 
useful in illustrating how better firms can comply and, frankly, to 
smoke out the greatest offenders who should be, it seems to me, 
held up to opprobrium collectively. So thank you for permitting me 
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that statement, and thank you for permitting me to introduce my 
constituent firm. 

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Congressman Cox. 
[The following questions and answers thereto were interpreted:] 
Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Kubo, you were here for the earlier testimony 

of your colleagues on this panel. You heard the testimony, and as 
you recall, one of the issues that we dealt with was the subject of 
advertising. You heard the dialog about advertising? 

Mr. KuBo. Yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. I'm sure you understood it. 
Tell me, in terms of advertising for Ricoh, is it, in your judg

ment, a business necessity that your advertising account in the 
United States be serviced by an advertising company employee who 
is American or Japanese? Does it make any difference to you? 

Mr. KUBO. I do not see any particular difference in that. 
Mr. LANTOS. So as far as you're concerned, it really doesn't make 

any difference whether the advertising agency that has your ac
count has American employees or Japanese employees? 

Mr. KuBo. I do not think there is any difference in that. 
Mr. LANTOS. You don't think there is any difference. 
Now, Ricoh follows a pattern that most Japanese companies op

erating in this country do; namely, employment at will in the 
United States and lifetime employment for Japanese employees. 
What justification do you have for this dual pattern of employment 
practices? 

Mr. KuBo. I do not think that the Japanese companies practice 
such promise of lifetime employment, and at--

Mr. LANTOS. But they do. The general pattern of employment in 
Japan, as you know better than I do, is minimally very, very long 
term and typically lifetime. Japanese companies operating in the 
United States basically do have two different employment prac
tices: employment at will, as far as American citizens are con
cerned, and lifetime employment as far as Japanese employees are 
concerned. I mean, these are the facts. 

My question is, what is the justification for these facts? 
Mr. KuBO. And if I may continue, Mr. Chairman-
Mr. LANTOS. Please. 
Mr. KuBo. At Ricoh, we do not give any such promise of lifetime 

employment, and for Japanese who are in the same sense laid off, 
we do send them back home. Just as we lay off American workers, 
we do send them back home. But you can imagine that for those 
Japanese who have to go back to Japan, they suffer the agony as 
much as those Americans who are laid off. 

Mr. LANTOS. Then let me ask two questions given your answer. 
What is the average number of years a Japanese employee works 

for Ricoh? 
Mr. KUBO. Are you asking me of Japanese 'employees at the 

United States, working at the Ricoh Co. in the United States? 
Mr. LANTOS. Whether the individual happens to be in the United 

States or not, if you hire a Japanese employee in Japan, whether 
you send him here for 2 or 3 or 4 years or not, what is the average 
length of years, the number of years that a typical Japanese citizen 
employed by Ricoh works for Ricoh? 
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Mr. KuBo. I do not know the exact figures for the average em
ployment in Japan, but my guess is about 30 to 35 years. 

Mr. LANTOS. That's precisely my point. Thirty-five years is a life
time employment. 

Now, what is the average length of time an American employee 
of Ricoh works for Ricoh? 

Mr. KuBo. I do not know exactly the average employment for 
American personnel. If you would like, I have the manager of our 
personnel department here with me and perhaps he can respond to 
that question. 

Mr. LANTOS. Well, we will hear from him after we take a brief 
recess, because we have a vote. 

The subcommittee is in recess. 
[Recess taken.] 
Mr. LANTOS. The subcommittee will resume. 
We left off with the question of the tenure of Japanese and 

American employees at Ricoh. Your estimate of 30 to 35 years for 
Japanese employees I'm sure is very accurate; that is effectively 
lifetime employment. Now, one of your associates will give me an 
estimate of the United States citizens employed by Ricoh. 

Mr. E1szENSTAT. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Graske has not been sworn, 
if you would like to do that. 

Mr. LANTOS. Yes. I appreciate that. 
[Mr. Graske sworn.] 
Mr. GRASKE. I'm Ted Graske, vice president of administration 

and human resources for Ricoh Corp. 
And your question addressed the average length of service at 

Ricoh? 
Mr. LANTOS. Yes, of U.S. citizens at Ricoh. 
Mr. GRASKE. OK. I will address that directly, but let me give you 

some background on Ricoh. The fact that although Ricoh has been 
in the United States for over 25 years, and had 100 employees in 
1980-

Mr. LANTOS. I understand. 
Mr. GRASKE [continuing]. And 3,000 today, our greatest growth 

period has been in the last 5 years. So the average length of serv
ice, taking all that into account, comes to about 4 ½ years now for 
the average American employee. We have employees who have 20 
years of service with the company--

Mr. LANTOS. I understand. 
Mr. GRASKE [continuing]. But obviously, with the growth, not 

many. 
Mr. LANTOS. Am I safe in assuming, if you can stay with us a 

minute, that the annual turnover rate of United States employees 
is much higher than the annual turnover rate of Japanese employ
ees? 

Mr. KuBo. Mr. Chairman, could I add something, a comment? 
Mr. LANTOS. Please. 
Mr. KUBO. I did say that we have average employment of about 

30 or 35 years, but that is up until recently. The recent trend is 
that we are seeing quite a few changes in our economy and people 
are switching companies. So we see that such a trend is increasing. 
Therefore, I think the number of average employment will be re
duced in the future. 
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Mr. LANTOS. You have had a few years in the United States 
when you reduced your work force, in 1988 in San Jose, and in 
1990 at your headquarters, and perhaps at other divisions. During 
these major layoffs, could you tell me how many United States na
tionals were dismissed and how many Japanese nationals were 
either sent home or dismissed? 

Mr. KuBo. For 1990, we had a total labor force of 2,000 people, 
and we laid off 100. So 5 percent of the total was laid off. 

During the same period, we did have 160 Japanese nationals and 
11 were laid off. So the percentage was 7 percent. 

Now, speaking of 1991--
Mr. LANTOS. Were they laid off or were they returned to the Jap-

anese home company? 
Mr. KUBO. They were returned to Japan. 
Mr. LANTOS. But they continued to work for Ricoh? 
Mr. KuBo. Most of them, yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. So there were no Japanese layoffs and 100 United 

States layoffs; isn't that a more accurate way of putting it? 
Mr. KUBO. Let me tell you a little bit more of the details of what 

I said for 1990. We had 18 sent back to Japan and 7 out of 7 were 
replaced. Therefore, in calculating the number, I said--

Mr. LANTOS. You sent back 18 and 7 were what? 
Mr. KUBO. Replaced. 
Mr. LANTOS. They were fired when they arrived in Japan? 
Mr. KUBO. No. 
Mr. LANTOS. So none of them were fired. 
Mr. KUBO. We sent back 18 Japanese, back to Japan--
Mr. LANTOs. And all of them remained employees of Ricoh, is 

that correct? 
Mr. KUBO. I'm not sure of that. 
Mr. LANTOS. Do you know of any who were fired, of those 18? 
Mr. KUBO. I have no idea. 
Mr. GRASKE. Mr. Chairman, if I could speak to what Mr. Kubo 

was trying to say, during that period 18 Japanese personnel were 
rotated back to Japan. Seven were not replaced. So there was a net 
reduction in the number of Japanese personnel in the United 
States--

Mr. LANTOS. I understand that, but that is not my line of inquiry. 
My line of inquiry-and Mr. Kubo responds very accurately, and I 
might say in a very devastating fashion, with respect to this whole 
investigation. What you are saying is that in 1990, 100 American 
employees were fired, and not a single Japanese employee was 
fired, which is precisely my point. Japanese employees basically 
have lifetime tenure and American employees serve at will. Your 
figures underscore, in spades, what I'm saying. 

Is that correct, Mr. Kubo? 
Mr. KUBO. I don't know if one can say if this is lifetime employ

ment. But the Japanese nationals we have in the United States are 
employees of the parent company, so it is correct for them to go 
back to the parent company. This process is done by American 
companies which are located in Japan, and not only American 
companies but I think European companies as well practice this 
kind of method. So I think this is not only for Japanese but I think 
this is international business practice. 
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Mr. LANTOS. Well, I beg to disagree with you, that it is interna
tional business practice to offer lifetime employment. Some compa
nies have policies which provide for longer tenure statistically than 
others. But I'm not critical of this policy. Don't misunderstand me. 
I am critical of the policy of a two-track employment practice. 
That's what I'm critical of. 

I have no trouble with your offering your Japanese employees 
lifetime employment. That's your privilege, it has worked out well, 
and it's probably a very intelligent way to go. Farsighted American 
companies are doing the same. I'm not at all critical of that. 

But I think it is important to establish for the record, using your 
figures, Mr. Kubo, that last year you fired 100 United States citi
zens as Ricoh employees, and to the best of your knowledge, not a 
single Japanese citizen was fired as a Ricoh employee. 

I want to move on. I don't want to dwell on this any further. 
In a well-publicized case in your San Jose division a couple of 

years ago, in 1988, 12 people were let go in an office of less than 20 
employees. How many of those fired were United States nationals 
and how many were Japanese nationals? 

Mr. KuBo. The department that you are talking about was the 
department which had 16 people originally, and then we laid off 8 
people. We also had three Japanese in that department. One was 
sent back home, one retired. 

Mr. LANTOS. Of the 16 people in that department and 8 were laid 
off, how many of those 8 were U.S. citizens? 

Mr. KUBO. I do not know exactly how many were Americans. I 
presume all eight were Americans. 

Mr. LANTOS. Yes. Well, our information is that all eight were 
American citizens. 

A final question on this subject-and I'm dealing now with the 
finding of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Six 
months after the San Jose reduction in personnel, the division 
manager asked for five more people for his division. My under
standing is that all of the new hires were Japanese nationals. 
These were the findings of the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission. 

Is that true? 
Mr. KuBo. As far as I know, that is not the fact. 
Mr. LANTOS. What is the fact? 
Mr. KUBO. I do not know the facts too well at the moment. I 

would like to send you the information later. 
Mr. LANTOS. Then you do not know that my facts are incorrect; 

isn't that true? You either know the facts, in which case I want 
you to tell me what the facts are, or iou have no basis for saying 
that our information is inaccurate; isn t that true? 

You can't have it both ways. So which way do you choose to have 
it? 

Mr. KUBO. Since I do not know the correct answer, I do retract 
what I said previously. 

Mr. LANTOS. That's fine. 
Well, gentlemen, let me say the picture you paint-and I appreci

ate the proposals for correcting things. Of course, those proposals 
only underscore the fact that previous practice was culpable. This 
subcommittee will insist that American citizens are not discrimi-
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nated against by Japanese-owned companies in the United States. 
This will go for all American citizens. It will particularly go for the 
special categories of American citizens, such as women, who have 
been so blatantly discriminated against by Japanese-owned compa
nies. 

We are happy to have you operate in this country. We would like 
to have you give equal opportunity for American companies to op
erate in Japan, which has clearly not been the case. But that's a 
separate issue. What we really insist on is that Japanese compa
nies operating in the United States live up meticulously to all of 
the laws, regulations, rules, and procedures that American-owned 
companies have to live up to. We will not give you privileged 
status. We welcome you on an equal basis. But we will insist that 
whatever cultural baggage you bring with you, this cultural bag
gage be adjusted to the American scene. The American scene will 
not adjust to the cultural baggage of foreign investors. The foreign 
investor has to adjust to the cultural and social and legal frame
work in the United States. 

I very earnestly hope that these hearings, as our previous HUD 
hearings, serve not only to highlight some abuses, but lead in gen
eral to a cleaning up of acts by large numbers of companies where 
a cleaning up is long overdue. 

I would like to call on my colleague and friend from Florida, Ms. 
Ros-Lehtinen. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Speaking of the American scene, I notice here in the testimony 

an interesting footnote, because it points out that the American 
scene also leaves a lot to be desired. It says a feminist majority 
foundation survey published earlier this year reveals that 34 of the 
Fortune 30 companies have no women at all in officer level, vice 
president and up positions. This includes the three major U.S. auto
mobile manufacturers-General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler
major aerospace defense contractors-Boeing, McDonnell Douglas, 
Rockwell International-major U.S. oil companies, including 
Texaco, Chevron, Amoco, Occidental Petroleum, and many others. 

This does not mean that the Japanese companies are exempt 
from scrutinl, that just because everyone else seems to discrimi
nate, then it s OK for us to discriminate. Certainly not. Shame on 
all companies which discriminate against women and minorities. 
Shame on American-owned companies and shame on Japanese
owned companies. If there's a troubling pattern of discrimination 
against women and minorities in Japanese-owned companies, then 
certainly it merits the discussion that we have given it in this sub
committee. But let's not fool ourselves into thinking that all is 
right in our own back yard and that American-owned and Ameri
can-administered companies are paragons of virtue when we dis
cuss patterns of discrimination. 

I would be glad to have Lee Iacocca come and testify about the 
number of Hispanic women vice presidents he might have in 
Chrysler. Perhaps next week? 

Thank you, gentlemen, for being here, and ladies. 
Mr. LANTOS. I welcome my colleague's comments. 
Let me say that there are really two sets of issues that this sub

committee has been preoccupied with in this series of hearings. 
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One relates to Japanese-owned companies' discrimination against 
specific subgroups of United States citizens, like women, blacks, re
ligious minorities, and there, too, the United States-owned compa
ny record is not perfect, although infinitely superior, infinitely su
perior. 

The second issue that we were discussing-just to speak of adver
tising, for instance. One of the largest advertising agencies in the 
United States, the Wells agency, has a woman as chief executive 
officer. I would have difficulty expecting a Japanese advertising 
agency whose chief executive officer is a woman. But my colleague 
is correct. We have a long ways to go, not nearly as far as do the 
Japanese. 

The second issue that we were dealing with-because we have 
had among our battery of witnesses victim witnesses, white males 
of various religious denominations, who came to us complaining 
about discrimination, not by virtue of being members of a religious 
or racial or ethnic minority group, not for being a woman, but for 
being a U.S. citizen. 

The basic point of these hearings, the underlying point, is that a 
glass ceiling is hit in Japanese-owned companies operating in the 
United States by all United States citizens. It is hit earlier by 
women, it is hit earlier by blacks, but the problem is that there's a 
systematic pattern of discrimination against United States citizens 
by some of the best-known international Japanese-owned compa
nies. We simply will not stand for this. 

I want to thank you for appearing. We will have one more panel, 
but we will be in recess for 5 minutes for a vote. 

[Recess taken.] 
Mr. LANTOS. The subcommittee will please come to order. 
Our last witness is Mr. James A. Puleo, Associate Commissioner 

for Examinations, Immigration and Naturalization Service. If you 
will please stand with your associate and raise your right hand. 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. LANT0S. We are pleased to have you gentlemen. Your pre

pared statement will be entered in the record in its entirety. You 
may proceed any way you choose. 

STATEMENT OF JAMES A. PULEO, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER 
FOR EXAMINATIONS, U.S. IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION 
SERVICE, ACCOMPANIED BY EDWARD H. SKERRETT, SENIOR 
IMMIGRATION EXAMINER 

Mr. PULEO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman for your invitation to 
appear before the subcommittee today concerning certain immi
grated related personnel practices of foreign-owned companies in 
the United States. I appreciate the opportunity to comment on 
these issues and the related activities of the Immigration and Nat
uralization Service. 

Congress addressed the changing needs of business for nonimmi
grant workers with the passage of the Immigration Act of 1990. 
These provisions of IMMACT, scheduled for implementation on Oc
tober 1, 1991, made changes in some of the nonimmigrant catego
ries that we are interested in here today and added a new category 
of extraordinary ability. The categories most utilized by foreign 
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businesses transferring senior staff to the United States as nonim
migrants are the intracompany transferees, class L, and the treaty 
trader or investor, class E. 

Congress made substantive changes in both categories. The eligi
bility requirements for intracompany transferees were changed 
from 1 year of continuous employment a company abroad, immedi
ately prior to admission of the alien, to 1 year of continuous em
ployment within the preceding 3 years. The maximum period of 
stay in the United States for an intracompany transferee was 
changed from the current 5 years, and in some cases 6 years, to a 
maximum of 7 years for aliens admitted to render services in man
agerial or executive capacities, and 5 years for those admitted to 
render services in capabilities involving specialized knowledge. 

The number of intracompany transferees admitted to the United 
States from fiscal year 1985 to fiscal year 1990 remained relatively 
constant, falling slightly from 65,300 to 64,200. The largest num
bers came from the United Kingdom and Japan. The numbers for 
the United Kingdom fell from 12,400 to 11,900 during this period, 
and the number from Japan rose from 5,000 to 10,500. 

The definition of a treaty trader was changed by IMMACT to in
clude trade in services and trade in technology, in recognition of 
the advancements in technology that have resulted in changes in 
commerce and trade. IMMACT provided eligibility under this cate
gory for nationals of two countries, yet to be named, which are not 
parties to treaties of commerce and navigation with the United 
States. 

There was a large increase in the number of treaty trader inves
tors and their immediate family members during the period fiscal 
year 1985 through 1990, from 96,500 to over 150,000. The largest 
number came from Japan and the United Kingdom. The number 
from Japan increased from 37,000 to 73,500 per year, and the 
number from the United J{ingdom increased from 11,500 to over 
16,000. 

Two other of the current nonimmigrant categories are also of in
terest here today. They are the temporary worker, class H, which 
is used for a variety of workers and trainees, and the visitor for 
business, class B, which is used to meet a wide range of short-term 
needs. Some of these workers may be described as senior staff. 

The temporary worker category was also changed by the 
IMMACT. The H-lB class, which currently includes all aliens of 
distinguished merit and ability, will be limited to employees in spe
cialized occupations beginning October 1. This change will remove 
prominent aliens who are not employed in specialized occupations 
from the temporary worker category. 

Many prominent aliens will fall under the new nonimmigrant 
categories of O and P. Eligibility for H-lB classification will in
clude the requirement of approved labor condition application re
garding wage and working conditions by the Department of Labor. 
The total number of H-lB visas issued will be limited under 
IMMACT and may not exceed 65,000 per fiscal year. The maximum 
period of stay in the United States for aliens of the H-lB category 
was changed to 6 years by IMMACT, from the current 5 years, and 
in extraordinary circumstances, 6 years. 
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The temporary worker category also includes two other classes of 
nonimmigrants that are of interest here today. First, aliens coming 
to perform temporary services or labor for which capable, unem
ployed persons cannot be found in the United States, class H-2B, 
and second, aliens coming as trainees in programs not designated 
primarily to provide productive employment, class H-3. The eligi
bility requirements for H-2B classification include approval of a 
labor certification application by the Department of Labor. Those 
workers in the H-2B category and H-3 classification are limited to 
a maximum stay in the United Stl:!,tes of 3 and 2 years respectively. 

The number of aliens admitted in the temporary worker category 
rose from 75,000 in fiscal year 1985 to 147,000 in 1990. The number 
from the United Kingdom rose from 10,000 to 17,000, and the 
number from Japan rose from 3,000 to 11,000 during this period. 

Visitors for business seek entry into the United States to engage 
in a variety of business related activities. They are generally ad
mitted and remain in the United States for less than a year, 
though there is no limit on the number of extensions they may be 
granted. The number of aliens in this category admitted increased 
from 1.8 million in 1985 to 2.6 million in 1990. The number from 
the United Kingdom increased from 273,000 to 377,000, and the 
number from Japan increased from 205,000 to 302, 000 during this 
period. 

The new category of extraordinary ability, class 0, created by 
IMMACT, will be available to ali~ns of extraordinary ability in 
business and other specific areas, such as the arts. While this cate
gory is similar to the H-1B classification, only the most highly 
qualified temporary workers will meet the eligibility requirements. 
Admission in this category is for a specific event, not to exceed 3 
years. An extension of stay for 1 year may be granted to complete 
the event. 

The Service has centralized the processing of employment-related 
petitions and applications at the four regional service centers. This 
centralization will become a statutory requirement under 
IMMACT. Centralization has resulted in a more consistent and uni
form application of the laws and regulations and uniform decisions, 
along with more timely service to the public. The Service efforts to 
detect and deter fraud have been enhanced by centralization and 
by the IMMACT provisions for the imposition of civil penalties and 
sanctions on fraud perpetrators. We are continuing our efforts to 
facilitate the entry of nonimmigrant workers while increasing our 
commitment to the deterrence and detection of fraud. 

This concludes my statement. I will be pleased to answer any 
questions you may have, Mr. Chairman. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Puleo follows:] 
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Kr. Chairman and Memt)er1 ot the Subcouittee1 

Thank you tor your invitation to appear before thia 

Suboo-itt.. today concerning certain i111111igration related 

per■onn•l practice■ of foreiqn-owned compani•• in the United 

statH, I appreciate th• opportunity to couant on thi• iHUe 

and the related activitie• of the Immigration and Naturalization 

service (INS), 

After the passage of the I111111igration Raforlll and Control Act 

(IRCA) of 1986, addreHinq illegal immigration, th• congra■a 

expended conaiderabla effort explorinq the ranqe of legi1lative 

option■ on legal ilDl!ligration refora. Th• Inigration Act of 1990 

(IMMACT) addressed the economic need■ ct th• United Statea 

through the atructure of th• u.s. iuigration 1y1te111. 

With passage ot IMMACT, the Congra■• created more 

opportunitie■ tor the immigration of profH■ional and hiqhly-

1killed worker■. The number of vi■a1 available wa• ■ignitioantly 

increased fro• 54 1 000 per fi■cal year to 140 1 000 per ti■cal year, 

beginning Octobar 1, 1991, The need■ of bu1inea■ for 

nonimmigrant worker• were al■o addrea1ed, Th• eligibility 

requirement• for eo111• of the noni111111,igrant catagori•• that we are 

interested in here today w•r• changed and a new category of 

Extraordinary Ability wa■ created. Implementation of the new 

provi■ion■ on nonbunigrante i■ 1cheduled for October 1, Utl, 

2 
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There h•• been •0111e indication that the conqre•• aay delay 

impluentation of certain O and P noni11111i9rant provi•ion• for •ix 

(6) montha, 

rorei;n-owned 00111panie• have varioua option• to evaluate 

when addr•••ing their need• tor noni111111i9rant worker•. The vi•• 

oategori•• moet utilized for •enior ataff that work in the U,I, 

tor at l•••t one year are the Intracompany Tranater•• (cl••• L), 

and th• Treaty Trader or InvHtor (clH■ B). Th• Bxohanq• 

Viaitor (claa■ J) category i• u•■d for a variety of worker• and 

•tudent•. Th• category ot Temporary worker (ola•• H) i■ uaed for 

a variety of worker■ and train••• and the Visitor for Bu•in••• 

(cl••• B), i■ u■ad to meet a variety of ahort tan n••d•• 

Under current law, an Intraoompany Tran■teree 1• an alien 

who ha■ bean continuou■ly employed by a company abroad for on• 

year illllllediately prior to hi■ or her application for adllli■■ion to 

the United State• and who •eeka to enter the u.s. to render 

•■rvioe• to the•••• company in a capacity that i• managerial, or 

executive, or involve■ apecializad knowledge. IMMACT change■ th• 

•119ibility requirement to one year of continuoua employment 

during the precedinq three-year period, Spaciali&■d knowledge 

include• knowledge of a company'• product and it■ application to 

international market■ or knowl■dqe of a company•• proc••••• and 

procedure■, 

3 
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Th• company mu■t ■ubmit a petition to the INS Service center 

havin9 juri■diotion ov•r th• location of the int•nd-4 place of 

the alien•• eploym■nt, Provi■ion■ ■xi■t for ■om• oompani•• to 

file blanket petition■ for continuinq approval a■ qualifying 

or9anization■, C•ntraliaation of th• adjudication■ prooH■ in 

the four r■qional Service C•nt•r• ha■ r■■ult-4 in more con■iat■nt 

and unifon application of law■ and r•;ulation■ and unifona 

d•aiaiona, Centralization ha• •nhana■d our ability to d•t■riain■ 

whether an alien i■ •liqible fort.hi■ ola•■ification and Whether 

the petitioner i■ a qualifying orqanhation, aa well aa our 

ability to provide timely a■rvice to petitioner■, Thi■ 

centralization become■ a ■tatutory raquir■m•nt und•r IMMACT, 

Approved petition■ are forwarded to the Department of State, 

which ha■ juriadiction over vi•• i■■uanc■, 

Intracompany Transferee■ ar• ourrently allowed to remain in 

th• u.s. for a maximum of five (5) or, in aoma case■ , aix (6) 

year■. Under IMMACT, the maximum period of authorized 1t1y for 

an alien admitted to render 1ervio•• in a manaq•rial or executive 

capacity i■ ■even (7) year■ and for an alien admitted to render 

■•rvic•• in a capacity involvinq ■p•cialized knowladqa i■ riv• 

(5) year■, Th• number of admia■ion■ in thi■ category, of 

citi1en■ from all countries, fell from 65,349 in fiscal year (PY) 

1985 to 64,247 in PY 1990, (The FY 1990 figure■ that I am citing 

here today are preliminary and u• subject to chanqe). Th• 

larqeat nWlll;ier■ of Intracompany Transferee■ came from the United 

4 
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Kin9dom and Japan, Th• number from th• Unit•d Kin;dom tell from 

U,3H in FY 1985 to 11,8!14 in PY lH0, Th• number trom Japan 

ro■e fro• !5,0!59 in FY 198!5 to 10,!5!50 in PY 1110. 

A Tr•aty Trader or Inv•■tor i• an alien who ••ak• to enter 

the united State■ under and in pur■uanc• of th• provi■ion■ ot a 

treaty of co111111arca and navi9ation batwaen the united State• and 

the country ot which ha or ■he 1■ a national, IMMAC'l' provide■ 

eligibility under thi• cate;ory tor national■ ot two countries, 

yet to be named, which are not parti•• to traatie■ of co111111arce 

and navigation with the u.s, A Treaty Trader i• admitted aolely 

to carry on ■ubatantial trade batwaen the U.S. and the country ot 

which h• or ■h• 1• a national. IMMAC'l' expand■ th• definition of 

trade to include trad• in service■ or trade in technoloqy, The 

new definition coditie■ chan;e■ that had already been made by 

regulation, in recognition that advancement■ in technology have 

r••ultad in chanqa■ in co111111erce and trade, A Treaty Investor ii 

admitted axc1u1ive1y to develop and direct the operations ot an 

enterpri■e in which ha or aha ha■ inve•ted, or 1• in the proc••• 

of investing, a ■ubetantial amount of capital. 

Th• Department ot State h•• jurisdiction for the procea■ing 

of vi■a• in thi• cate;ory, Initial admi■aion to the u.s. i• tor 

a period not exceedinq en• year, with an indefinite nU111bar of 

axt•n•ion■ of stay in increment• not exceedin; two years. 

Applications tor axten■ion• ot ■tay are processed by the Service, 

!5 
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Th• •tati•tic• on the number ot alien• admitted in thi• cateqory 

include the ■pou■H and children ot the principal alien■, The 

n\Ull])er ot adllli■■ion•, from all countria■, ro■• trom 95,489 in PY 

1985 to 150,196 in PY 1990, The larqe■t number ot Treaty Trader• 

and Inve•tor• came from Japan and the United Kingdom, The n\Ull])er 

tro■ Japan inoreased troa 36,976 in PY 1985 to 73,485 in PY 1990, 

The number from the Uni tad J<ingdo■ increaHd troa 11, 1528 in PY 

1985 to 16,281 in FY 1990, 

An Bxchange Vi■itor 1• an alien •••kin; entry into the u.s, 
to teach, in■truot, lecture, ob■erve, c,onduct re•aarch, 

demonstrate ■pec,ial ■kill■ or receive •peoial trainin9 under a 

program de■ignated by the United stat•• Information A;enoy, 

Vi■a■ are i ■■ued by the Department ot state, Th• period ot 

initial adllli■■ion and the length ot any exteneion ot etay 

(typically one to three year•) tor an lxc,hanqe Vi•itor i• 

determined by the Service, in accordanc,e with a c,ertitic,ate ot 

eliqibility !Hued by the individual pr09ram ■ponaor. 1Xohan9• 

Viaitor• are employed or trained by private c,ompani•• a• well•• 

by universitiea, r•••arc,h c,ent•r• and other institution■, some 

of them may be dHc,ribed as ••nior •taff, 

'l'he nWllber ot BxClhanqe Vi■itor•, trom all oountrie•, 

inc,reased from 110,942 in FY 1985 to 177,186 in FY 1990. The 

1argHt nlllllber C1aJ11a froa the United Kingdom and .:rapan, Th• 

number troa th• united J<ingdoa incr•a•ed troa 12,675 in FY 1185 

• 
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to U, 023 in FY 1990 and the nWllber fro11 Japan increa .. d from 

1,313 to 10,473 durinq the aa11e period, 

Th• Temporary worker cateqory inolud•• a number of diatinot 

qroupa, three of which relate to the aubject of thia bearinqt 

1) alien• employed in apeoialty occupation• (prior to October 1, 

1991, thi• ola••• H-18, r•t•r• to alien• of di■tinquiahed merit 

and ability); 2) alien• oominq to perform t-porary ■arvic• or 

labor for which capable unemployed parson• can not ba found in 

the u.s. (claH H•2B); and 3) alien■ oominq •• train••• in 

program• not d••igned primarily to provide productive employment 

(ola•• H•3), Th• term •apeoialty occupation• a■ uaed here mean• 

an occupation that require■ the application of a hiqhly 

apeoiali1ed body ot theoretical and practical knowledqe and tor 

which a minimum of a bachelor•• deqrea i■ required tor an entry 

level poaition, The effect of thia IMMACT change 1• to ramove 

prominent alien• net employed in ■pecialty occupation• fro■ the 

Temporary Worker cateqory, Under IMMACT, many prominent alien■ 

will fall under th■ new noninudgrant cateqori-■ of o and P, A 

company may chooae to brinq ■enior •taft to th• u.s. a■ Temporary 

Worker■ rather than a■ Intracompany Tran■f•r••• or Treaty Trader■ 

becau■• of the ditfaranc• in eligibility raquiramanta, 

Eliqibility tor K•lB ■tatua require• approval of a petition 

by th■ service and, attaotiv• October 1, approval of • labor 

condition application reqardinq waq• and working condition■, by 

7 
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th• Depart-nt of Labor, Approv•d petition■ ar• forwarded to th• 

Departm•nt of Stat•, which ha■ juri■diction over vi■a i■■uance. 

Temporary Worker■ in the H-1B ola■■ are currently allowed maximum 

■tay■ of five (5) or, in extraordinary oircum■tanc••• ■ix (6) 

year■ in th• U,8, Thi■ maximum period of ■tay wa■ ohan9ed to ■ix 

(6) year■ under IMMACT, Th• total n\lllllMr of vi■a■ i■■ued wa■ 

limited by INMACT and may not exceed 65,ooo per U■cal y■ar, 

be9innin9 October 1, 1991, 

Petition■ tor worker■ in th• H-2B ola■■ muat be accompanied 

by c■rtitication■ from th• Department ot Labor r■9ardin9 th• 

unavailability of capable unemployed work■r■ in th• u.s. Tho■• 

work■r• in cl••••• H-28 and H-3 are· limit■d to maximua ■tay■ of 

thr■■ (3) and two (2) year■, r■■peotively; except for thoH 

■n9a9ed in ■■a■onal or intermittent employment or who co1N11ut■ to 

part-time employment, Prom PY 1985 to l'Y 1990, the nu~r of 

alien■, from all countri■■, that wa■ admitted in th• Temporary 

Worker category ro■• troa 74,869 to 146,761, The number tr0111 th• 

united Xinqdom roH from 10,270 to 17,175 and th• number from 

3apan ro■• trom 2,824 to 10,917 durin9 thi• period, 

Vi■itor■ for Bu■inH■ H■k to enter th• united statH to 

en9a9a in a variety of bu■ine■■ related activiti••• Thay an 

generally admitted and remain in the u.s. for le■■ than one year, 

thou9h there i■ no limit on the n~r ot ■xtan■ion■ of ■tay 

which ny be ;ranted, Vi■a■, where required, are i■■ued by the 

• 
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Department of State, From FY l.985 to FY 1990 1 the number of 

alien•, from all countries, admitted in thia category incraa•ed 

from 1,796,819 to 21 642,0&l.. The large•t number• came from the 

United I<inqdom and Japan. The number from the United Kingdom 

incr••••d from 272,690 to 377,282 and the number from Japan 

increaaed from 204,521 to 301,621 durir19 thia period, 

Th• naw Extraordinary Ability category (0-1) will be 

available to alien■ who can demonatrata by auatainad national or 

international acclaim that they have extraordinary ability in 

buaine••• the science■, the art■, education, or athletic■, 

Extraordinary Ability 1• aimilar to the Temporary worker (H-l.B) 

but only the moat hiqhly qualified temporary worker■ will meat 

the eligibility requirement■, Written conaultation with the peer 

group■, manaqement organizations or labor organization■ 1• 

required, An alien'• entry muat aubatantially benefit th• United 

state■, proapaotivaly, Approved petition■ will be forwarded to 

the Department of State, which ha■ juriadiction over the iasuanc• 

of vi•••· An !xtraordinary Ability alien may be admitted for a 

•P•cifio event, not to exceed three years, An axtenaion of stay 

of one year may be qranted to complete th• avant, Implementation 

of thi• new atatutory provi•ion i• achadulad for October 1, 1991, 

Th• Servio•'• efforts to deter and detect fraud have been 

enhanced through centralized processing of employment related 

petition■ and application■ at the four regional Service Cantara 
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and by th• IMMACT provi■ion• for impo■ition of civil penaltiH 

and aanotiona on fraud perpetrator•. W• ara continuing our 

af'forta to facilitate th• entry of' nonimmigrant worlcera while 

increa•ing our co111111it111ent to the deterrence and detection of' 

fraud, 

Th• service do•• not have juriadiction over income and 

•ocial ■ecurity tax••• The Subcommittee may wi•h to male• inquiry 

on taxation i■au•■ with the Internal Revenue service and th• 

social Security Adminiatration. 

Thia conolud•• my prepared •tatement, I will be plaaaed to 

anawer any que•tion• you may have. 

10 
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Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Puleo. 
Would you identify the gentleman with you? 
Mr. PULEO. Yes. This is a senior immigration examiner, Mr. 

Edward Skerrett. 
Mr. LANT0S. We're pleased to have you, sir. 
Mr. SKERRETT. Thank you. 
Mr. LANT0S. Well, let me tell you several things that puzzle me 

about the procedure, and straighten me out where I'm wrong. 
I am a company in Japan and I take it I, as a company, may 

submit a petition for an L visa; is that correct? 
Mr. SKERRETT. That is true, Mr. Chairman. The petition can be 

filed by the Japanese company. But if it's the first time a petition 
has been filed for that particular company, then the initial admis
sion is limited to 1 year for the individual who would be coming to 
the United States. 

Mr. LANTOS. OK. But let's assume I've been in business for many 
years, so I can file a petition for an L visa? 

Mr. SKERRETT. In that case, the petition would be filed by the 
United States subsidiary or branch of the Japanese company. They 
would file the petition in the United States and we would, in turn, 
notify the Department of State that the petition has been approved 
and they would--

Mr. LANTOS. I am now a Japanese-owned company in the United 
States and I file a petition for 10 L visas, OK? 

Mr. SKERRETT. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LANTOS. And you grant this. Then I fill in the names basical

ly? 
Mr. SKERRETT. No. The names have to be-
Mr. LANTOS. Well, the names are on it. But that's all you need, 

completed applications filed by Sumitomo? 
Mr. SKERRETT. No, there has to be an establishment that people 

are coming in in one of three categories, which are very specific. 
They have to be coming to the United States as either executives, 
managers, or individuals with specialized knowledge. 

Mr. LANTOS. All right. I designate all 10 as executives and man
agers. 

Mr. SKERRETT. OK. 
Mr. LANT0S. Do you have any control over this? Do you have any 

evaluation of this? 
Mr. SKERRETT. We evaluate that they are coming in to do duties 

which are executive. These are currently outlined in our regula
tions and now they are in statute-or as of October 1 they will be 
in statute as defined by Congress. 

Mr. LANT0S. But it's really the company that determines what 
constitutes an executive level of employment, isn't that true? 

Mr. SKERRETT. That's correct. 
Mr. LANTOS. So we really have, speaking practically, very little 

analytical evaluation of who these people are who are sent here for 
4 years? 

Mr. SKERRETT. Well, we examine the duties as outlined and-
Mr. LANTOS. Well, you examine the piece of paper as submitted, 

not really the duties. 
Do these people have to take a language test? 
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Mr. SKERRETr. No, but they are subject to consular interview 
before the visa is issued. If the U.S. Consul overseas has any reason 
to feel they are not qualified, then the petition will be returned to 
us for consideration of revocation. 

Mr. LANTOs. With respect to the special professional talent, what 
mechanism does your agency have for determining the availability 
of U.S. citizens to perform these same services? 

Mr. PuLEo. Where the statute requires a labor certification re
quirement, the Department of Labor would make that determina
tion. Where there is not, where no requirement is required, we 
would base it on our statutes and regulations. 

Mr. LANTOS. You see, studying this issue, what I find is that 
there is very little correlation between the value of a foreign coun
try's investment in the United States and the number of L visas 
issued. For instance, take a recent year, 1987. The Netherlands had 
a direct investment in the United States of $40 billion, and 2,900 L 
visas were issued to Dutch citizens that year. That same year, the 
Japanese had less than $30 billion in direct investment, but 13,200 
L visas were issued to them, more than four times the number that 
the Dutch citizens got. 

Now, this makes a lot of sense because the Dutch use American 
citizens in executive and managerial positions much more than the 
Japanese do. That's what this hearing is all about. I'm not saying 
that you have any obligation at the moment-at least I don't know 
of any obligation that any of you gentlemen have-to sort of make 
some analytical judgments. But theoretically, the Japanese compa
nies could have submitted twice that many L visa requests and you 
probably would have granted those, wouldn't you? 

Mr. PuLEo. In a majority of the cases, yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. So what we really have is an open-ended policy 

here, which is determined by the Japanese company and not by 
United States policy; is that accurate to say? 

Mr. PuLEo. Yes, that would be accurate. 
Mr. LANTOS. Am I fair in saying that, for all practical purposes, 

the L visa approval is a pro forma procedure? 
Mr. PULEO. Not necessarily pro forma. We do do some analysis, 

and as Mr. Skerrett stated, the State Department does conduct an 
interview in the home country. However, it's fair to say that for 
the two nationalities that I mentioned in my statement, the United 
Kingdom and Japan, in the majority of cases they are approved. 
We find very little violation of our statutes by either nationality. 

Mr. LANTOS. Yes. I don't think we're dealing with fraud in large 
numbers here. That is not my point. My point really is the rela
tionship between the Immigration Service approving any bona fide 
request which then results in United States citizens hitting a glass 
ceiling, because such a very large number of Japanese nationals 
are admitted in executive and managerial positions that clearly the 
number of employment opportunities for United States citizens is 
drastically diminished. Is that a reasonable conclusion? 

Mr. PULEO. I would say yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Do you find anything disturbing about that? 
Mr. PuLEo. Personally, or as an executive of the Immigration 

Service? 
Mr. LANTOS. Both ways. Take whichever you want to take first. 
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Mr. PuLEo. I opened myself up, didn't I? 
Mr. LANTOS. All right. Why don't you answer first as in your offi

cial capacity. 
Mr. PULEO. No. It may be that these nationalities do use our im

migration laws to the nth degree, and I think the numbers verify 
that. Personally, I do see a difficulty where Americans have the in
ability to rise to the top of whatever firm, regardless of race, color, 
sex, or creed. 

Mr. LANTOS. Do you have any comment on this? 
Mr. SKERRETT. I would second that. 
Mr. LANTOS. You would second that. I would second it, also. 

What disturbs me about this is not your performance, because 
you're complying with the law and you're executing it, I'm quite 
sure, efficiently and intelligently and all that. But the law really, 
while it tries to be very open and free with respect to these visas, 
which I think is basically not a bad policy, it has no awareness or 
no consideration of the very negative impact this policy has with 
respect to American employees working for Japanese-owned com
panies who aspire to executive and managerial positions. 

The final question I suppose I have is, do you think there is any 
legislative remedy that we could propose that might deal with this 
issue, either or both of you gentlemen? 

Mr. PULEO. Well, I suppose there is. However, Congress, as late 
as last year, looked at the nonimmigrant categories and, in fact, 
did not tighten them but loosened them. 

The one requirement that I mentioned in my opening statement, 
that an L applicant would have to have acquired 1 year of continu
ous service in the preceding year, has been loosened to 1 year in 
the past 3 years. So I'm sure that if Congress had the inclination, it 
could, in fact, have made the rules a little tighter. 

Mr. LANTOS. Do you have a comment on this, or do you concur? 
Mr. SKERRETT. I don't think there's anything I could add to that, 

Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LANTOS. So if, in fact, we want to deal with this very serious 

problem that our investigation has unearthed, we will have to go at 
it in terms of equal employment opportunities and not via the im
migration route; basically, that's your conclusion? 

Mr. PULEO. It may be, yes. 
Mr. LANTOS. Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Following up on that, could you explain that a little bit better, 

about the recommendation that could be made legislatively to im
prove the situation, but you don't think it would be feasible or that 
Congress would approve it? Could you say that again because I 
didn't quite catch it. 

Mr. PULEO. Certainly. There currently is a requirement-and it 
will be changed as of October of this year-on the L visa, that the 
individual who is applying for an L status in the United States has 
to work currently continuously for 1 year in the succeeding year. 
That is being loosened to 1 year in the past 3 years. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. And has that been a change that any particu
lar group wanted to bring about? Who was lobbying for that 
change? 
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Mr. PuLEo. I'm not aware of the lobbies. I'm just the recipient of 
the acts that are passed by Congress. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. The blanket petition system, what recommen
dations do you think could be put into place to make sure that that 
system is not abused? 

Mr. SKERRETT. We've worked with the blanket petition system 
now for, I believe, 5 or 6 years. Now there is specific language in 
the Immigration Act of 1990 regarding the blanket system. 

I think in our current regulations, the specialized knowledge in
dividuals who can come into the United States are limited to spe
cialized knowledge professionals. In the language of the Immigra
tion Act of 1990, I don't believe that language is there. So it would 
open the blanket petition process to not only executive and manag
ers but all specialized knowledge personnel. 

There are certain conditions under which the blanket petition 
can be approved. In other words, the company has to have a track 
record of a certain amount of petitions that have been filed over a 
period of time. I think that is one way that there are certain 
checks and balances within the system itself. 

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. So they would have to have been operating 
for a certain amount of time and be actively seeking these peti
tions? 

Mr. SKERRETT. That's correct. 
Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you again, Mr. Chair

man, and to your staff and everyone who was present here today, 
for an excellent committee hearing that I think will serve its pur
pose. I think that if there needs to be legislation that we will do it, 
not in immigration as much as in patterns of discrimination. But I 
think calling attention to this problem by the very fact of holding 
the hearing should go a long way to ending the patterns of discrim
ination that we have seen present in Japanese-owned companies. 
Let's hope that other companies follow suit. 

Mr. LANTOS. That certainly is our hope. I want to thank my col
league for her very valuable and important contributions, and I 
want to thank both of you. 

This hearing is adjourned. 
Mr. PuLEo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[Whereupon, at 3 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon

vene subject to the call of the Chair.] 
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Q,--What s. ■ tbe nui=er of Japu••• owned, u.s. 1,a,ec1 Hrm■ 1n the 
united Stat•• and tha number of empJ.oyeM of thaaa coapan1ea7 

A,--?n 1988, the moat recent year for which data are availel■, 
Japan■a inve■tor■ owned 3,138 nonbank U,I, companiea, wbich 
employed 401,000 worker■, Data for 1989 from SIA'• annual auney 
of fores.an direct i11va■tmant in th• OD1tad BtatH are ■ch■dulad 
to be z-elea■ed in Auguat. 

Q.--What are the patt■m■ of growth over thll lut decade in tha 
nWDmtr of firme and the number of employ•••? 

A.••Since the beginning of the decade, the number of campaniea 
owned ha• grown a percent per year (from 1,161 in 1980) and 
u.ploymant bu grown 17 percent par yur (from. 115,000), Growth 
ha■ been particularly atrong in the la■t two yaar■. For nample, 
u.ploymant increuad 37 percent in 1987 and 32 percent in 198B, 
(Prior to 19B7, th• lar;■at peroent incr■aH in any one yaar waa 
40 percent in 19B1.) 
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Q. ll511 IM 111th Wl\61 da Y6U lhll'A ,Y6Ull dlt! UII run:lyn u111nllll subs{dhrfesf 

A. Under the Int1rnat1ona1 Investment and Trade in Services Survey Act 

(IITSSA), as amended by tht Foreign Direct Investment and International 

Financial Data IIIJ)rov•nts Act of 1990, BEA 1s specifically authorized to 

share its data on fol'lign direct invest11ent in the United States (FDIUS)_ with 

the Bureau of the Census (Census) and the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). 

BEA and Census are now working together on a major project to link BEA•s 

enterprise-level (i.e., company) data on FDIUS with Census• establishment• 

level (1.a,, plant) data on U.S. businesses, The initial link ts for 1987, 

the year for which each agency has the most coaprehansive data. The link 

project had been under consideration by the two agencies for some time; it got 

underway after legislation allowing joint sharing of data was passad last fall 

and funding was provided in BEA•s FY 1991 budget. Rasults of a •chan1ca1 

computer link of BEA and Census files, usfng Employer ldentificat1on Numbers 

(EIN•s), have been very encouraging. Work fs now underway to improve the 

11achanical link by comparing the levels and state-by-state distributions of 

employment of the linked ent1t1as and reconc111ng differences. Results of the 

initial lfnk will be published in June 1992; they will provide much 110re 

detail, by industry and Stat■, on FDIUS than ts now available. Detat1ed data 

will be published for 1111Plo,Y111nt, llll)loyee COIIJlensat!on, shipments or sales, 

and the number of establishments. As soon 1s the 1987 link 1s complete, BEA 

and Census will work to link data for later years and will assess the 

feasibility of providing additional data Items for the linked entities. 
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In a separate project, BEA 1s sharing enterprise-level data on FDIUS with BLS 

so that BEA 1s data can be linked, through EIN•s, to BLS• establishment-level 

unemployment insurance records ·and, subsequently,· to its occupational 

employment survey data. BEA delivered an 1n1t1a1 computer tape of 1987 data 

to BLS in mid-May; a second tape, with add1t1onal data, was delivered at the 

end of June. A preliminary draft of a 11111110randum of understanding between the 

two agencies has been prepared, but many of the details of the project, 

including a schedule and the need for iny further input fr011 BEA, have yet to 

be determined. 

BEA may share its data on FDIUS with other agencies that are designated by the 

President to perfora functions under the IITSSA, The functions to be 

performed ■ust relate to the collection, analysis, or improvement of the data 

on FDIUS. As with the Census and BLS projects, the data must be used only for 

analytical and statistical purposes and .canna1 be used for purposes of 

taxation, Investigation, or regulation. The data cannot be published In such• 

manner that the person to whoa the information relates can be specifically 

1dentif1ad, 
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